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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN BIG
SCIENCE: HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

TASK FORCE ON SCIENCE POLICY,
Washington, DC.

The task force met, pursuant to notice, at 9:06 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Don Fuqua (chairman
of the task force) presiding.

Mr. Foam. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
Today's hearing is the first in a series of four Science Policy Task

Force hearings on international cooperation in science. The focus of
this hearing is international cooperation in big science, as personi-
fied by the field of high energy physics.

It has often been asserted that elementary particle physics has a
number of features that make it a natural for international col-
laboration. The problems pursued are of a truly fundamental
nature, and the aims are deeply cultural and remote from the in-
terests of economic gain or military use.

These features result in openness of communications among re-
searchers in the field and ease of publication in journals circulated
worldwide. Such openness naturally encourages competitiveness on
an international scale.

Exploration of the fundamental constituents of matter and the
fundamental forces of nature requires the use of large and expen-
sive accelerator complexes. The next generation of high energy
physics facilities may well cost several billion dollars each and
could be too expensive for a single nation to construct and operate
on its own.

Indeed, of particular interest to our task force is the question:
What is the past experience and future prospects for international
costsharing of the next generation of high energy physics facilities,
both in terms of construction and in operation?

Today we have a number of distinguished witnesses who will ad-
dress this and other issues concerning international cooperation.
We will hear of the status and plans of the world's major high
energy physics programs and facilities, including the Japanese Na-
tional Laboratory for High Energy Physics, the German Electron
Synchrotron Laboratory, and the European Laboratory for Particle
Physics.
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Also represented here are the U.S. programs at Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and Cornell University.

We will also receive testimony concerning current international
planning activities, including those of the Summit Working Group
on High Energy Physics, the European Committee for Future Ac-
celerators, and the International Committee for Future Accelera-
tors.

Finally, I might note that in addition to our group of distin-
guished witnesses, we also have a group of distinguished discuss-
ants who will offer their perspectives in the questioning period fol-
lowing the formal presentations.

I would yield to Mr. Lujan for any comments that he wishes to
make.

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
It is indeed a great pleasure to have a panel as distinguished as

we have. One of the concernsand you have mentioned it al-
readyis what do we do about these more expensive machines that
we need to carry on this research that requires higher and higher
energy all of the time? I would be very interested in the witnesses'
views of international cooperative venturer.

So I look forward to this hearing, Mr. Chairman, and I ask unan-
imous consent to include in the record a statement at this point.

Mr. FUQUA. Without objection, it will be made part of the record.
[The prepared opening statement of Mr. Lugan follows:]

OPENING REMARKS OF HON. MANUEL LUJAN, JR., SCIENCE POLICY TASK FORCE

I first want to join Chairman Fuqua in welcoming our distinguished intemational
guests.

While research in the field of elementary particle physics is a fascinating but
highly esoteric subject to us laymen, I know that the members of our task force will
have no difficulty in fully appreciating the funding requirements for supporting this
research. And as higher and higher energies are required to probe ever deeper into
the substructure of the atom, higher and higher appropriations are required to pro-
vide the necessary support in facilities, equipment and personnel. Indeed, we are
now beginning to look at spending several billion dollars for the next-generation
particle accelerator, the Superconducting Super Collider. Without belaboring the
point, because it is not my intent to demean the essential nature of this research by
only discussing its cost, I think we can all see that the need for international, indus-
trial, regional and State collaboration in constructing and operating such large sci-
entific projects becomes not just desirable but perhaps essential.

Oar guests today are uniquely qualified to provide our science study with some
invaluable insights into past and future prospects for international collaboration in
high energy physics. I look forward to their testimony.

Mr. FUQUA. Let me advise our panelists that in this field of
modern-day technology, you have two different types of micro-
phones. One of this type is for the audio in this room; the other
smaller microphone is for the reporter so that they can make an
accurate transcript of the hearing. So, when you speak, if you will
have both close by, and wa will have to pass them back and forth
to ensure that not only the audio in the room is adequate, but also
that it is appropriately carried so that the reporter can record all
of it.

We begin with Dr. Ozaki, the chief director of the TRISTAN
project at the Japanese National Laboratory for High Energy Phys-
ics, and we will be pleased to hear from you at this time.
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[A biographical sketch of Dr. Ozaki follows:]

Name: Satoshi Ozaki.
Current address: 746 Takezono 3, Sakura, Niihari, Tharaki, Japan.
Date and place of birth: July 4,1929, Osaka, Japan.

EDUCATION

School, location, dates attended, and degree:
MIT Cambridge, MA 9/55-5/59, Ph.D., 1..hysics.
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan, 4/53-8/55, M.S., physics.
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan, 4/49-3/53, B.S., physics.
Academic honors: Fuibright Grant'55-'57.

MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS

American Physical Society, Physical Society of Japan:
Date and title:
4/83-presentChief Director, TRISTAN Project, KEK.
1/81-3/83Director, Physics Dept., KEK.
1/81-presentProfessor, National Lab. for High Energy Physics (KEK), PhysicsDept.
7/72-9/83Senior Physicist. Brookhaven National Lab., Physics Department.
6/66-7/72Physicist, Brookhaven National Lab., Physics Dept.
7/63-6/66Associate Physicist, National Lab., Physics Dept.
7/61-6/63Assistant Physicist, National Lab., Physics Dept.
7/59-6/61Research Associate, National Lab., Physics Dept.
9/56-6/59Research Assistant, MIT, Physics Dept.

RESEARCH INTERESTS

Study of high energy particle interaction; particle spectroscopy, high energy phys-
ics instrumentation.

DR. SATOSHI OZAKI, CHIEF DIRECTOR, TRISTAN PROJECT, JAPA-
NESE NATIONAL LABORATORY FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
[KEK) TSUKUBA SCIENCE CITY, JAPAN

Dr. OZAKI. Honorable chairman, Mr. Fuqua, and members of the
committee, it is my great pleasure to be here to present to you the
current status of the High Energy Physics Program in Japan, par-
ticularly of the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics,
which is commonly called KEK, standing forJapanese phrasein
Japanese.

The director-general of our laboratory, Dr. Nishikawa, regrets
that a previous engagement prevents him from being in Washing-
ton, DC, at this time. I am the chief director of the TRISTAN
project, Satoshi Ozaki, here to make a presentation in his stead.

The high energy physics activity in Japan began only in 1961
with completion of a 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron in the Institute
for iclear Study in Tokyo University. With this as a staging
point, . major step was made toward the active High Energy Phys-
ics Program there in 1971 by the establishment of the KEKthat
is our laboratorywhere the construction of a 12 GeV proton accel-
erator was authorized by the Government.

This accelerator was completed in 1976, and an experimental
high energy physics program made real progress in Japan in the
following year, approximately 20 years behind that in the United
States.
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KEK, by the way, is operated under the direct administration of
MONBUSHO, the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and
is established as an interuniversity research center for high energy
physics which provides a major research tool to users from univer-
sities and other institutions. It also provides users with support
necessary to can the experiment and carry out data analysis and
operating costs.

The laboratory is located at the northern part of the Tsukuba
Science City and is approximately 70 kilometers due north of
Tokyo. Its site measures about 1 kilometer in east-west and about 2
kilometers in north-south. Incidentally, I have provided a pamphlet
with a picture in front, and on the front page, I show the entire
laboratory site.

The laboratory, since its establishment, has made rapid p
in two directions. While engaging in an active program of h
energy physics research with the proton synchrotron, the laborato-
ry on one hand has made a significant step toward an application
of accelerators to non-high energy physics research.

For instance, construction of a facility to utilize the 500 MeV
pulsed proton beam from a high repetition booster synchrotron for
the above-mentioned synchrotron was installed in 1978. The pulsed
neutron and the meson beams thus obtained opened a new method
of study of condensed matter. Investigation showed that the irra-
diation of a malignant tumor by an intense proton beam gave many
favorable results.

On the other side, an accelerator complex which includes a 400 -
meter -long electron linear accelerator, which you can see in the
picture, and a 2.5 GeV electron storage ring was built which is
dedicated for research using synchrotron radiation, and that was
commissioned in 1983.

The synchrotron radiation: as is well known, provides an intense
pencil beam light with a continuous spectrum ranging from visible to
x-ray and is very useful for research in the fields of solid state
physics, biophysics, microanalysis, microlithography, and so on.
Lately, its importance in new technologies, such as R&D for the
super-large scale integrated circuits, study of catalysts, and medical
application for the diagnosis of blood circulation, was recognized
widely.

In the other direction, KEK is making a strong effort toward
reaching an energy frontier in elementary particle interactions in
pursuit of an ultimate understanding of matter; this is, high
energy physics. TFis effort is called TRISTAN, which I am direct-
ing.

In this project, an electron-positron colliding beam accelerator
with a circumference of 3 kilometers is being built. This project
began in 1981 as a 5-yea: project with a total budget of 85 1- !Ilion
yen, which is approximately $340 million, including civil construc-
tion, accelerator components and detectors, but excluding salaries.
The salary account is separate in Japan.

The total number of staff members at the laboratory is approxi-
mately 500 at the moment and is quite small compared to that at
comparable European and U.S. laboratories.

However, close cooperation with the leading industries there has
made it possible for us to carry out our mission to date, and this

i0
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cooperation, so to speak, has been the special characteristic of Jap-
anese accelerator projects. This type of cooperation, by the way, we
believe is indispensable for the future super-large-scale accelerator
project.

At the same time, we believe that the advancement of the tech-
nological frontier and the basic science frontier are in a relation-
ship like that of the chicken and the egg, and both frontiers ad-
vance hand in hand. This has been the way our director, Ni-
shikawa, has been thinking all along.

Now, getting back to TRISTAN, with a nominal collision energy
of 30 GeV o 30 GeV and anticipated luminosity which is 2x 1031
cm*2 sec'', this collider will become the world's highest energy elec-
tron storage ring when it is completed in late 1986, opening a new
energy regime to be explored.

Coupled with this project, intensive research and development of
advanced technology related to the accelerator and detector is
being carried out by the laboratory in collaboration with industry
and also the other laboratories in foreign lands. This includes the
work on superconducting magnets, superconducting radio frequen-
cy cavities, superhigh vacuum components, and so on.

Taking the spirit of ICFA, the International Committee for
Future Accelerators, which stated that a major accelerator in any
region be open to the researchers of other nations, we intended to
make this TRISTAN collider available to the worldwide community
of high energy physicists from the beginning.

As such, we have not only invited the research groups abroad to
propose experiments at TRISTAN but also have had one prominent
physicist each from the United States and from Europe on our 9-
member program advisory committee to evaluate the proposals.

We are happy to note that two of the four experiments at TRIS-
TAN are by international collaboration. Namely, one experiment
called AMY is a collaboration of groups from the United States,
Japan, China, and Korea. In this case, major support is provided by
the first two, namely, the 'United States and Japan. The other ex-
periment, though it is quite small in scale, is primarily by a team
from the United States.

Well, as it is well known, the field of high energy physics is quite
international, and scientists visit foreign laboratories for the sake
of their research. We are happy to note that the KEK has receive4,
in the past 5 years 99 scientists for a variety of stays ranging from
1 month to 4 years for their research.

In addition, Japan has two formal agreements of international
cooperation in the field of high energy physics, one of which is by
an implementing arrangement signed on November 11, 1979, by
the U.S. Department of Energy and MONBUSHO, which is our
agency.

This program has annual funding from the Japanese Govern-
ment of about 1.5 billion yenwhich is $6 to $7 million, depending
on the exchange rate at the timefor direct support of the experi-
mental program at the U.S. laboratories and accelerator and detec-
tor R&D. This program allowed Japanese scientists to cooperate
with their U.S. counterparts in the experiments at SLAC, Fermi-
lab, and BNL, and produc many successful results.

11
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In this regard, I wish to express our sincere appreciation for the
hospitality given to the Japanese participants by U.S. laboratories
and the understanding shown by U.S. science authorities.

The other cooperation is by an agreement between the Universi-
ty of Tokyo and CERN in which Japanese scientists will collaborate
in an experimental project for LEP at CERN.

Now, at present, the high energy physics wmmunity of Japan is
directing its full efforts toward the ongoing program, namely the
completion of the TRISTAN project on time, a resumption of the 12
GeV proton synchrotron program, which was shut down for about
a year, and the collaboration with the U.S. laboratories and CERN
and also with DESY.

The scientists, however, began to discuss the course which the
High Energy Physics Program of Japan should take after the TRIS-
TAN Research Program is going, namely in the 1990's and beyond.
The discussion is being made by a working group on the long-term
planning which was established last year and which is made up of
young scientists who are expected to be active in the 1990's.

Needless to say, the working group is considering, as one of the
further possibilities, participation by Japanese scientists in the ex-
perimental program at the Superconducting Super Collider, which
is being discussed here as the future of the United States.

Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ozaki follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. OZAXI

Honorable chairman, Mr. Fuqua and the members of the committee, it ;A with my
great pleasure to be here to present the current status of the high energy physics
program of Japan, particularly of the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
which is commonly called "KEK". The Director - General of cur laboratory, Dr. Tet-
suji Nishikawa regrets that a previous engagement prevents him from be' in
Washington DC at this time, and I, Prof. Ozeki, the Chief Director of TRISTAN
project on which I shall refer later, am to present this address in his stead.

The high energy physics activity in Japan began only in 1961 with completion of a
1.3 GeV electron synairotron in the Institute for Nuclear Study in Tokyo Universi-
ty. With this as a staging point, a major step was made toward an active high
energy physics program there in 1971 by an establishment of KEK, where the con-
struction of 12 GeV proton synchrotron was authorized by the government. This ac-
celerator was completed in 1976 and an experimental high energy physics program
made progrees in Japan in the following year, approximately 20 years behind that
in the U.S., taking for instance, the 3 GeV proton synchrotron at BNL, COSMO-
TRON, as the time marker. KEK is operated under a direct administration of MON-
BUSHO, the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and is established as au
interuniversity research center for high energo, physics which provides a major re-
search tools to users from univermities and other institutions. It also provides users
with support necessary to run the experimen'e and carry out data analysis. The
laboratory is located at the northern part of the Tsukuba Science City and is ap-
proximately 70 kilometer due north of Tokyo. Its site measures about 1 kilometer rn
east-west and about 2 kilometers in north-south.

The laboratory, since then, has made a rapid further progress in two directions.
While engaging in an active program of high s ;,.,:rgy physics research with the 12
GeV Proton Synchrotron, the laboratory on one hand has made a significant step
towards an application of accelerators to non-high energy physics research. r,r
stance, construction of a facility to utilize 500 MeV pulsed proton beam from a high
repetition injector synchrotron for the machine mentioned above was initiated in
1978. The pulsed neutron and meson beams thus obtained opened a new method for
the studies of condensed matter and etc. An investigation showed that the irradia-
tion of malignant tumors by intense proton beam gave many favorable results. An
accelerator complex which includes a 400 meter long electron linear accelerator and
a 2.5 GeV electron storage ring, dedicated for a generation of synchrotron radiation
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was commissioned in 1983. The synchrotron radiation, as is well known, provides an
intense pencil beam light with a continuous spectrum ranging from visible light to X
ray and is very useful for researchers in the fields of sold state physics, biophysics,,uicroanalysis, microlithography, and so on. Lately, its importance in the new
technology, such as a R&D of super large scale integrated circuits, a study of catalysts
and a medical application for diagnosis of bfriod circulation was recognized widely.

In the other direction, KEK is making a strong effort towards reaching an energy
frontier in elementary particle interactions, in pursuit of an ultimate understanding
of the matter, i.e. high energy physics. This effort is called the "TRISTAN" project in
which an electron-positron colliding beam accelerator with the circumference of 3
kilometers is being built. This project began in 1981 as a five year project with its
total budget of 85 billion yen (340 million dollars) including civil construction, accel-
erator components and detectors but excluding the staffwages.

The total number of staff members at the laboratory is approximately 500 and isquite small compared to that at comparable European and the U.S. laboratories.
However, a close cooperation with leading industries there has made it possible for
us to carry out our mission to date, and this cooperation, so to speak, has been the
special characteristic of Japanese accelerator projects. This type of cooperation, we
believe, is indispensable for a future super large scale accelerator project. At the
same time, we believe that an advancement of technological frontier and basic-sci-ence frontier are in a relationship like that of chicken and egg, and both frontiers
advance hand-in-hand. This has been z philosophy of our Director-General Ni-shikawa.

With a nominal collision energy of 30 GeV on 30 GeV and anticipated luminosity
of 2 x 1031cm-2sec -1, this collider will become the world highest energy electron
storage ring when it is completed in late 1986. Coupled with this project, an inten-
sive research and development of advanced technology related to the accelerator
and detector is being carried out by the laboratory in collaboration with industries.
This includes the work on superconducting magnets, superconducting radio frequen-
cy cavities, super-high vacuum ^omponents, naming a few.

Taking the spirit of ICFA, International Committee for Future Accelerators,which stated that a major accelerator in any region be open to the researchers of
other countries, we intended to make this collider available to the worldwide com-
munity of the high energy physicists. As such, we have not only invited research
groups abroad to propose an experiment at TRISTAN, but also have had one promi-
nent physicist each from the U.S. and from Europe in our nine-member
Advisory Committee to evaluate the proposal. We are happy to note that twiOr:ffr=experiments at TRISTAN are by international collaboration. Namely, one experi-
ment called AMY is by a collaboration of groups from the United Stev), Japan,
China and Korea, major support being provided by the first two. The other experi-
ment, though it is quite small compared to the other three, is mainly by a teamfrom the United States.

As it is well known, the field of high energy physics is quite international and
scientists visit foreign laboratory for the sake of their research. We are happy to
note that KEK has received 99 scientists from foreign lands in the past five yearswith the period of stay for research ranging from 1 month to 4 years. In addition,Japan has two formal p of international cooperation in the field of high
energy physics. One of which is by an implementing arrangement signed on Novem-ber 11, 1979 by U.S. Department of Energy and

implementing
This arrangement isunder an umbrella agreement between the two governments on a cooperation in re-

search and development of energy related technologies signed by the U.S. President
and the Japanese Prime Minister in 1979. This program, with an annual funding
from the Japanese government of about 1.5 billion yen (6 to 7 million dollars de-
pending on the exchange rate) for direct support of experimental program at the
U.S. laboratories and accelerator and detector R and D program, allowed Japanese
scientists to cooperate with their U.S. counterparts in the experiments at SLAC,
FNAL and BNL and produced many successful results. In this regard, I wish to ex-
press our sincere appreciation for the hospitality given to Japanese participants by
U.S. laboratories and understanding shown by U.S. science authorities. The other isby an agreement between the University of Tokyo and CERN in which Japanese
scientists will collaborate in the OPAL detector project for LEP at CERN.

At present, the high energy physics community of Japan is directing its full ef-
forts toward the on-going program, i.e. the completion of the TRISTAN project in
time, a resumption of the 12 GeV proton synchrotron p and the collaboration
with U.S. laboratories. The scientists, however, began to uss the course the high
energy physics program of Japan should take after TRISTAN research program, i.e.in 1990 's and beyond. The discussion is being made by a working group on the long
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term planning which was established last summer, and made up of young scientists
who are expected to remain active in late 1990's. Needless to say, the working group
is considering as one of the further possibilities a participation by Japanese scien-
tists in the experimental program at the Superconducting Super Collider, which is
being discussed here as the future program for the United states.

Thank you.

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much.
Before we have our next presenter, I would like to recognize two

very distinguished people in our audience. First is Prof. Sam Ting,
who shared the Nobel prize with one of our later discussants, Dr.
Richter of SLAC. Also, we have the former director of the National
Science Foundation and a very fine scientist himself, Dr. Ed
Tcnapp. Dr. Knapp, we are glad to have both of you here today.

Our next presenter will be Professor Soergel from the German
Electron Synchrotron Laboratory, DESY, in Hamburg, in the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany. Dr. Soergel, we are very glad to wel-
come you here.

I might say, too, that we will make the statements part of the
record. If you wish to summarize, if that takes less ':me if it takes
more time to sumnarize, then we would prefer that you stick with
the prepared remarks. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF PROF. VOLKER SOERGEL, DIRECTOR, GERMAN
ELECTRON SYNCHROTRON LABORATORY [DESY] HAMBURG,
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Professor SOERGEL. I would like to summarize but using the Vu-
Graph. Is this possible?

Mr. FUQUA. Yes, fine. That would be great.
Professor SOERGEL. It may save some time.
Mr. Chairman, Representatives, ladies and gentlemen, I am hon-

ored and pleased that I can take part in this discussion today on
the future of high energy physics. I have been asked to give a brief
statement about the present status and the plans of the German
Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Deutsches Elektronen Syn-
chrotron, DESY, in Hamburg.

DESY is a laboratory for basic research. It has two areas of re-
search, high energy physics and synchrotron radiation. The facili-
ties of the laboratory are two large, ete- storage rings, DORIS and
PETRA, which are used to do high energy physics experiments.
DORIS is also used as a synchrotron radiation light source.

So our installations are very similar to the installations, for in-
stance, at SLAC or at Cornell, and we have quite a related research
program and very good relations with the two laboratories.

14
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I

SLIDE I

The lab is situated in Hamburg city, and you see here on this
slide the present DESY site in the midst of a large city. I think it is
unique to have a laboratory of this size in a city, since the PETRA
storage ring is 2.3 kilometers across.

15
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SLIDE 2

To give a little more information about the lab, the staff of the
laboratory is about 1,000 people. The number of people doing real
high energy research is 470. You see here that most of the people
doing research at DESY are coming from outside. We have 60

-tlet""5

1.6
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DESY staff only under that group. We have 140 people from
German universities, and then the majority are foreign physicists,
270, which come from 16 countries, among them the United States,
in several of our large collaborations.

I can show you in the next transparency the layout of the DESY
accelerators. This last ring here is the PETRA storage ring. At the
moment, it is an e+e- machine with the highest energy in the
world until TRISTAN comes into operation. The small one is the
DORIS storage ring.
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SLIDE 3

Here I show the places where we enjoy the participation of U.S.
scientists, so you see that in most of the collaborations, we haveU.S. participants. In the Mark J collaboration, Professor Ting isthe spokesman of the collaboration.

The high energy physics program in these two storage rings iscarried out with full international collaboration. All six stations
are operated and have been constructed by international teams insuch a way that the various groups have participated throughequipment which was brought to DESYconstructed at the homeinstitution, then brought to DESYput together to make a com-plete detector, and is now operated together.

So there is no cash flow. I think this is an important element.
There is no cash flow. The storage ring facility has been construct-ed with German funds, and the operational costs for the storagering facility again come from German funds. It is fully given by thelaboratory. The outside contribution comes through the detectors.

.17
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rides the high energy groups, we have the synchrotron radi-
ation users, which are quite a large number, and we are talking
about this today.

Let me, as a last remark of the general introduction, say that the
funding of the laboratory comes from the German Federal Govern-
ment, 90 percent, and from the Hamburg State, 10 percent. This
ratio is the usual ratio between the local state and the Federal
Government for the large research centers in Germany.

This year's budget is 237 million marks, which includes 99 mil-
lion marks for our future facility, HERA. I should in passing say
that Germany, besides the national laboratory in DESY, supports
the international laboratory in CERN and shares 25 per: ..nt of the
cost.

The present program at DESY aims at exploiting the facility
storage in PETRA. Our future plans are to construct a new large
project which is the ep collider HERA, a large accelerator complex
which enables us to collide electrons with protons. It is quite a
novel facility which presently does not exist that has two storage
rings with two different kinds of particles.

This machine will be built on the same site. It is housed in an
underground tunnel of 6-kilometer circumference, so it is a ma-
chine similar in size to the Fermilab accelerator, all underground.
Again, I would like to point out that the big accelerator, in the
midst of a large city and the four experimental stations are placed
in locations where there are no houses so they can be built.

Here our construction has begun on this site, on this location
here, and the tunneling is started now. We hope to accomplish the
completion of this machine by 1989 so the experiments can start in
1990.

The HERA machine needs superconducting magnets to reach its
goal for the proton ring, so we will use the technology which has
been pioneered at Fermilab and where very important develop-
ments also have taken place at Brookhaven.

We enjoy here the strong collaboration of the two laboratories.
The design of (mu magnet was greatly influenced by the work of
Fermilab and Brookhaven, and we have now strong contact with
both laboratories to get great help, and I would acknowledge this
help to our lab in this place. It is very important to us.

The HERA machine will be built with international collabora-
tion, and I will talk a little bit about that because it is a subject of
today's meeting. Although international collaboration has been
rather strong in the building of detectors, I think it is novel to
build an accelerator in international collaboration.

We have been asked by our Government to find international
collaborators to help us build the machine and so reduce the costs
to be borne by the German Government. We have found a way
which is modeled on the collaboration in experiments where the
partners contribute not cash money but contribute components of
the accelerator or manpower.

We have found nine- countries which work with us. In the United
States, it is BrookhaN, n National Lab, which will make available
to us some expertise aid some installation assistance which helps
us to build the machine. I am glad to say that this collaboration

18
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works already very well. I hope very much that this kind of col-
laboration can expand in the future.

Already in the discussion we had with Brookhaven Lab, it turns
out that we have at DESY some installations which can be of
mutual benefit to Brookhaven Lab, so we will get a good collabora-
tion in this respect.

I hope that these brief remarks, together with my written state-
ment, give you some impression about the DESY laboratory in Ger-
many.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Professor Soergel follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF V. SOERGEL, CHAIRMAN, DESY DIRECTORATE

I am honored and pleased to be able to introduce you today to the program of the
Deutaches Elektronen Synchrotron, DESY and to take part in your discussion on
the future of high energy physics.

Let me begin with a brief description of DESY and its present activities.
DESY is a laboratory for basic research. It is located in Hamburg (Germany). Its

main activity is in the field of high energy physics, a second line of research with
growing importance is the utilization of synchrotron radiation in the Hamburg Syn-
chrotron Radiation Laboratory (Hasylab), which is a part of DESY.

The main research facilities of DESY are the electron-positron storage rings
DORIS, reaching an energy of 2 x 5.4 GeV, and PETRA, reaching 2 x 23.4 GeV, the
highest energy so far obtained in electron-positron collisions.

Six large detectors are installed at the storage rings, two at DORIS and four at
PETRA, to study electron-positron collisions. The research program on all the detec-
tors is carried out by international collaborations, involving approximately 470
physicists from 17 countries. In five of these collaborations, we enjoy the participa-
tion of scientists from the United States. The two with major U.S. participation,
Mark J at PETRA and Crystal ball at DORIS, have U.S. physicists as spokesmen:
Prof. Ting from MIT and Prof. Bloom from SLAC.

The synchrotron radiation laboratory at DORIS serves 300-400 users, doing re-
search at 26 experimental stations. They come mainly from German universities
and research institutions with, however, also a sizeable participation from abroad.

DESY is funded jointly by the German Federal government (90%) and by the
State of Hamburg (10%). DESY has a staff of approximately 1000 people. The DESY
budget in 1985 totals 237 Mio DM, including 99 Mio DM for the construction of the
new facility HERA. When quoting these figures, it should be remembered that Ger-
many, besides having DESY as a national laboratory for high energy physics, is also
a member of CERN and contributes 25% of the CERN budget.

Most of the scientists doing research at DESY are visitors coming from universi-
ties and outside research institutes. Here are the present numbers for the high
energy physics experiments: About 47G physicists, from which 140 come from
German Universities and Institutes, 270 from foreign countries, and only 60 are
DESY staff.

THE ONGOING PROGRAM

Aims at the exploitation of DORIS and PETRA:
PETRA will be phased out as a high energy physics facility by the end of 1986

and later be used as part of the injection scheme for the new facility, HERA.
The high energy physics program at DORIS is expected to continue for a few

more years. DORIS is now used jointly by the high energy physicists and the users
of Synchrotron radiation. There are plans to transform DORIS into a dedicated syn-
chrotron light source as soon as the high energy program comes to an end.

FUTURE PROGRAM: HERA

DESY is now constructing a large new accelerator facility, HERA. This is an elec-
tron-protron collider, consisting of two storage rings, one for electrons with an
energy of 30 GeV, one for protrons of 820 GeV. Electrons and protrons are made to
collide at four intersection points. The two rings will be mounted in an underground
ring tunnel of 6.3 km length. The protroti ring will be constructed with supercon-
ducting magnets.

19
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Construction of HERA began in May 1984, short, after project authorization was
given on April 6,1984. The facility is planned to be completed in the year 1989, so that
the experiments on ep collision can begin in 1990.

The main reasons to choose an ep-collidor as DESY's next project are: The great
scientific interest in ep-collisions at very high energies, much

3
her than available

with present accelerators; and the intention to have also in the future a unique
scientific program, complementary to the program of CERN and of the other high
energy physics laboratories around the world.

HERA will be constructed in international collaboration, with contributions of
laboratories and research organizations in several countries. The contributions are
either components of the machine developed and built in the participating country,
or manpower, by technical and scientific staff gent to Hamburg to collaborate in the
construction of the machine. The collaboration involves at present 9 countries in-
cluding the United States where BNL is our partner.

HERA will be open to physicists from all over the world. The collaboration in the
experiments is foreseen in a similar way as practiced now at PETRA and DORIS
andin factin most of the high energy physics laboratories around the world.

The main task of DESY in the coming five years will be the construction of
HERA and, from 1990 onward, the exploitation of thil, unique facility in internation-
al collaboration.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION AT DESY

As international collaboration is a central issue of your discussion today, I will
conclude with a few remarks about international collaboration at DESY.

The figures I have given before show that the majority of the physicists in high
energy experiments at DESY come from foreign countries.

In the collaboration on experiments, the various partners contribute components
to the detector and so build the detectors jointly. As these detectors are major facili-
ties by themselves, technically demanding and costly, this kind of collaboration has
as an important element the cost sharing between the different partners.

DESY provides the operation of the accelerator free of charge, the running costs
of the storage rings are paid from the DESY budget.

This way of handling the question of accelerator running costs follows the recom-
mendation of ICFA and is generally accepted by all high energy laboratories. It was
an essential element for the development of the strong and very fruitful interna-
tional collaboration in high energy physics.

The benefit of this international collaboration goes, however, far beyond these
budgetary aspectsa point which cannot be covered in thifi brief introduction.

I hope in conclusion, that with this short introduction I could give you some im-
pressions about the DESY-laboratory and its role in the world wide effort in particle
physics researchnow and in the future.

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much.
The next presenter will be Dr. Brianti, Technical Director of the

European Laboratory for Particle Physics in CERN. We are very
delighted to have you.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Giorgio Brianti follows:]

DR. GIORGIO BRIANTI

Born on 14 April 1930 in Parma, Italy.
May 1954Obtained Degree in Electrical Industrial Engineering, University of

Bologna.
September 1954Joined CERN as a staff member in the Magnet Group of the PS.

Until 1958 took part in the design and contruction of the PS Magnet.
1958Became Leader of the Controls Section in the PS Electrical Engineering

Group.
1960On the creation of the MPS Division appointed Leader of the Controls

Group.
1964Appointed Leader of the MSC Division; directed the work for improving the

accelerator and realized the underground external beam for the ISOLDE Project.
1967Appointed Leader of the newly created SI Division with the task of design-

ing awl constructing the 4-ring 890 MeV Booster Synchrotron as a high-intensity
injector for the PS.

1973Appointed Head of the Experimental Areas Group for the SPS Machine in
Laboratory II.
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1976Transferred to the SPS Division, as Head of the Experimental Areas Group.
1977Appointed Deputy Division Leader of the SPS Division with special respon-

sibility for Experimental Areas.
1978Reappointed Deputy Division Leader of the SPS Division with Special re-

sponsibility for Administrative Matters and Experimental Areas.
1978Appointed Division Leader of the SPS Division.
1981Technical Directcr.

STATEMENT OF DR. GIORGIO BRIANTI, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR,
EUROPEAN LABORATORY FOR PARTICLE PHYSICS [CERN],
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Dr. Biumar. Mr. Chairman, Representatives, ladies and gentle-
man, it is my turn to say that I am honored to be here today, and I
convey to you the best greetings and wishes for your work by our
director-general, Professor Schopper.

I am going to present to you for a few minutes CERN, the Euro-
pean Laboratory for Particle Physics. CERN is an international or-
ganization with, at present, 13 member states, and a 14th one
knocking at the door. These member states pay contributions pro-
portional to their gross national product.

CERN was born 30 years ago, almost 31 years ago, and it was
born of two basic ideas: the first, to construct collectively in Europe
forefront facilities that a single nation could not afford, but also,
there was an idea behind it, namely to make Europeans, who had
just stopped fighting each other during the war, work together on a
day-to-day basis.

Over 30 years of existence, what happened was that the work
with protons.was concentrated at the CERN international facility,
while work with electrons developed at DESY. In those places, very
good use was made of existing facilities, the machine of the past
being used as the injector into the new, elaborate machine.

We believe that one of the successes of CERN is due to two basic,
simple rules: appointment of people on the basis of competence
without any quota for nationalities: and contracts for acquiring
equipment are placed with the lowest bidder, again without any
quota for nationalities.

Now, if you will allow me, Mr. Chairman, I would like to show a
few slides.
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What I show here is the total cost of high ene
rgyEurope in billions of Swiss francs. For U.S. dollars,

physics
sCIT/divide

roughly by 2.5 or 2.6. As a function of time, we reached the peak
during the construction of the present running facilities, and then
there was a decrease and a leveling off.

You see the first component is the contribution to CERN. The
second is the contribution nationally but on the CERN Program,
and the third is pure national spending. You see that this is level-
ing off here.

1982.1984
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At the same time, the number of users increased. These are ex-
perimental physicists in thousands coming from member states. In
addition, at the present time, we have about 500 users coming from
nonmember states, among those, I believe, a couple of hundred
Americans.
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SLIDE 3

This is a presentation of the site. You will recognize here Geneva
town, Geneva lake, the international airport. It gives you the scale.
This is about 5 kilometers.

The present CERN is divided in two sites, one which is called the
Swiss site, actually across the border between France and Switzer-
land, and the other purely in France. The main facility being ex-
ploited now is a 7-kilometer proton machine. I will say a few words
more in a moment.
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What are our programs? I will list here our programs. Thefirst two are lower energy installations, but still with a
substantial number of users. The main running program is
centered around the SPS, a facility which provides a fixed target
up to 450 GeV, and in the nond'atant future, also light ions,
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with collaboration involving Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, which
is building an injector for that.

The SPS cast also be used as a proton-antiproton collider up to a
center of mass energy of 630 GeV. This machine allowed the dis-
covery of the intermediate vector bosons and allowed Professor
Rubb.sa and Dr. Simon van der Meer to obtain the Nobel Prize in
physics last year. Let me underline that we are, of course, very
glad for this, and in particular because one of the two is an engi-
neer who developed technology which allowed this discovery to be
made.

We have an improvement program in order to increase the lumi-
nosity. Construction-wise, our largest program now is the construc-
tion of LEP. These are electron-positron storage rings of 27-kilome-
ter circumference, which are being dug deep under the soil at an
approximate depth of about 100 meters in a tunnel.

This machine will provide, in the first operation, 55 GeV on 55
GeV, but when energy can be developed, up to around 100 GeV per
beans. That is what the machine dill look like when it is installed.
At the moment, this is a wooden model, but we are obtaining
pieces. We have placed two-thirds of the industrial contracts, and
the tunnel is being dug. The total cost of the machine is $500 mil-
lion.

SLIDE a

It will serve four experiments. I will just quickly pass one after
the other. This is L3. There is a strong American participation by
Professor Ting and cooperators.

There are three others which are all built through international
cooperation. Three-quarters of the equipment is built and bought
nationally or by institutions. There is only 20 percent CERN par-
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ticipation. These are large installations, each one of them involving
hundreds of physicists.

The energy of LEP can be developed by using a superconducting
cavity, an accelerating cavity which has the great feature to save
quite a bit of electric power and to allow us to reach higher energy
in an elegant way. TI,B ultimate energy which can be reached de-
pends on the exact state of technology and which field can be ob-
tained and would be in the range of 100 GeV per beam.

What next? Of course, at the moment, we are heavily engaged in
the realization of this construction which will end by the year 1988
and will start to be exploited in 1990. However, we are a big labo-
ratory. We have to worry about the future. So our council recently
decided to set up a working group to look into the scientific and
technological future of CERN and entrusted the chairmanship to
Prof. Carlo Rubbia.

This group is to explore the various assumptions which are of-
fered by the existence of the lab tunnel and maybe some other
ideas and present a final report in 2 years' time.
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What are the possibilities? The technical possibilities are to put a
second machine in the LEP tunnel. There is space enough for that.
This would make use of the existing injectors, of the antiproton
source ,f need be, of the LEP tunnel and infrastructure, which ac-
counts for about 50 percent of the total cost of LEP, and also of the
electron beam.

And so one can have, depending on the technical solution chosen,
a pp-collider with energy up to 18 TeV in the center of mass if su-
perconducting technology can be developed, or at least 10 TeV with
present-day technology, and also pp-collisions.

This is a picture of the prospective view of the tunnel, where at
the bottom you have the present machine, LEP, and there is space
enough on top to add the superconducting collider.

If I have still 1 minute or 2 minutes, it may be of interest to this
committee to know that recently we have repeated at CERN a
study on the utility of CERN contracts to industry. The first one of
these was done 10 years ago, and this has been repeated recent'-
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What has been done is that hundreds of firms who had supplied
components to CERN were asked whether the CERN contract pro-
vided any additional utility beyond the fact of obtaining that con-
tract. This works this way. I take CERN as an illustration of the
fieldthis is true, I think, in all countries active in the field. If
CERN purchases stimulate new products, R&D, improvements on
the production technique, qualityit is hard competition, or I said
before; the lowest tender winsall of this may produce additional
utility.

Table I: Breakdown of Sample Data (160 firms) by Industrial Category

Electronics,
Optics,

Computers

Electrical
equipment

Vacuum,

Cryogenics,

Super-
conductivity

Steel
and

Welding

Precision
mechanics Totals

Net utility
(NSF) 1576 877 355 225 74 3107

Corrected
utility*
(NSF)

1340 745 300 190 65 2640

Losses

(NSF) 3.7 5.4 5.3 0.4 0.2 15.0

Sales

investigated
(NSF)

220.1 359.2 101.3 35.8 31.2 747.6

Corrected
utility/sales

ratio
6.1 2.1 3.0 5.3 2.1 3.5

Number of
firms

interviewed
57 46 22 16 19 160

Number of
firms without

utility
12 19 8 8 8 55

Corrected utility equals 85% of net utility, for explanation see Section V.2.

SLIM 8

An external person to CERN has made these interviews of firms,
and the utility factor, depending on the fieldelectronics, electrical
equipment, vacuum and so onranges, for instance, from 6.1
here, namely, any franc or any dollar that CERN has placed into
that firm has further good use, a multiplication factor, because
they could sell other products, better products, of 6 or 2 or 3, et
cetera. In other words, it is about 4.

It strongly depends on the type of industry, so the most promi-
nent are electronics and informatics in which you have here in
white the CERN contract and the utility resulting from that to the
firm; less in electrical and steel; less in others.
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Utility by Industrial Category
(Millions of Swiss Francs)

Electronics

C.I Sales to CERN
utility

Al Fie nimi
Electrical eacuurmCryogen. Steel Mechanics

Figure 4: Total sales and total utilities from .519 high technology suppliers, broken down
by industrial category.

How the Utility is Shared

`Electronics. Computers)

Electrical Equipment

Figure 5: Total utility from 519 high technology suppliers, showing the contribution by
industrial category.

SLIDE 9

So in the pie diagram you see that more than 50 percent is
in electronics and informatics, but it is an important asset, al-
though, of course, it is not the justification of the field. The present
justification is research, but it has this other component.
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Let me finish by saying that in addition to the cooperation on
experiments, which is really done internationally with a strong
participation on many of the experiments all across the world, we
have also quite strong collaboration in designs and construction of
equipment for accelerators.

I have here a long list, and I don't propose to go through it, but
the most prominent one at the moment is a collaboration with Fer-
milab which is building an antiproton installation as we have pio-
neered at CERN, and this works in both ways. They are providing
test equipment to us; we help them in certain other things. There
are very strong collaborations with the SSC Central Design Group in
the sense of participation of our accelerator people through work-
shops and discussion.

Perhaps we could come back on the future during the round-
table discussion, but for the moment, I will stop here, Mr. Chair-
man. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Brianti follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. GIORGIO BRIANTI, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, CERN, 1211
GENEVA 23, SWITZERLAND

I am honoured to appea'r before you to-day to supply information
about CERN. the European Laboratory for particle physics.

I
It was founded 30 years ago with two main aims :

11 to pool the resources of 13 Western European States for building
fore-front facilities that single countries zoild not afford.

ii) to let European scientists work together in a strong multi-
national collaboration.

Progressively, in the course of the Laboratory's existence the
Member States, which contribute to the budget in proportiun to their Gross
National Product, founded advantageous to concentrate proton accelerators
at CERN and to close down all national faciliies. Electron accelerators
developed at DESN.

More recently, the construction of the world's largest electron-
positron collider (LEP; was decided at CERN, while DESY is developing the
only electron-proton collider at the present time.

At CERN, very good use is made of existing facilities, the
machines used for physics in the past becoming injectors into the new
larger machines.

From the administrative point of view, two simple rules govern the
operation of CERN : staff is appointed according to competence, disregard-
ing nationality, and industrial supplies are acquired from the lowest
bidder without any quota for the various Member States.

A summary of the activities and prospects for the Laboratory is
given in the tables and pictures which I am going to show now.

Fig. 1 gives the total spending fo the Member States according to
national expenditures and contribution to CERN.

Fig. 2 gives the number of users from the Member States to which
one has to add - 500 from non-Member States (- 200 Americans).
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Fig. 3 gives the CERN Accelerato and Research Programmes. The

most prominent running programme is the proton- antiproton SPS collider.

which led to the discovery of the intermediate vec-r bosons M and Z (Nobel
Prized winners C. Rubbia and S. van der Meer). The largest construction
under ay is LEP. an electro-positron storage ring, which will operate
initially at a centre-of-mass energy of 110 GeV to be increased later on to
- 200 GeV by adding superconducting raulo-frequency cavities.

Fig. 4 gives the layout of the laboratory with dotted lines for
the 27 km underground tunnel of LEP. under construction at present. The
LEP machine should start oporation at the end of 1988.

Four large dectectors (Figs. S. 6. 7 and 8). L3 with important
American participation (Leader Prof. S. Ting. MIT). ALEPH. DELPHI and OPAL
are in preparation for the LEP programme.

As for the future, the CERN Council (official d. legates of the
Member States) decided to set up a Working Group to study the Scientific
and Technological Future of CERN (beyond LEP) under he Chairmanship of
Professor C. Rubbia. This Group should explore various optLons, in
particular for a second high energy collide- housed 'n the LEP tunnel and
providing proton-proton (proton-antiproton) and electron-proton collisions.
The possible characteristics of this ma,nine are illustrated in Fig. 9.
while Fig. 10 gives aperspective view of the LEP tunnel with both LEP and
the new collider LHC.

The energy of the proton-proton collisions which could be obtained
would be 10 to 18 TeV depending on the magnetic field of the dipole
magnets. With well-established present technology 6 T :ould be obtained
while an appropriate R & 0 programme, which has been initiated by CERN and
various European laboratories, could lead to 10 T. enabling the machine to
reach the top energy of 18 TeV.

The Working Group chaired by C. Rubbia will present its final
report to Council before summer 1987. Progress reports will be presented
at regular intervals in-between.

All the activities reported above are based on a very strong
international collaboration. involving physicists and experimental
equipment from all over the world. This collaboration is currently
extended also to the design and beam measicements of accelerators, as
Fig. 11 illustrates.
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Fig. 3
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OPTIONS for

Fig. 9

SECOND MACHINE b. LW

1. ONE-CHANNEL COLLIDER

pir km- 10 to 18 Tev; 14= 1031-1032cm-2s-1

ep km- 1.2 to 1.8 Tev; L= 1031-1032

2. TWO-CHANNEL COLLIDER

pp Eon- 10 to 18 Tev; L= 1033cm-2s-1

ep ( as for one-channel collider )

INSTALLATION & EQUIPMENT

EXISTING ON CERN SITE ( prior to LHC )

I. Excellent Proton Injectors (PS & SPS)

2. Antiproton Source (AA+ACOL)

3. LEP Tunnel and Infrastructure
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Fig. 10

DER-TECH/84-01
May 1984

LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
IN THE LEP TUNNEL

A feasibility study of possible options

by

The C ERN Machine Group
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Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much.
The next presenter will be Dr. Leiss, Associate Director of High

Energy and Nuclear Physics at the Department of Energy.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES E. LEISS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF
HIGH ENERGY AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. T.RTss Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As you know, I am representing Al Trivelpiece, who was given

an offer he couldn't resist this morning, and so his loss is my gain,
and I really do feel very proud. I think, as we all know, I am sit-
ting here with the leadership of what I consider the very best lab-
oratories in the world, and I am very proud of that. I think we
should also recognize that as one of the very positive things about
this field.

Mr. FUQUA. I was just commenting to Congressman Mineta a few
moments ago that I hoped nothing happened in this room. It would
be a severe setback to high energy physics.

Dr. LEISS. At least we would all feel that way.
Dr. SAMI0S. There would be lots of room at the top.
Dr. 'ems. That is right. [Laughter.]
I would like to make a few brief comments. As I understand, you

have requested that I speak about two items. One is the status and
plans of the U.S. high energy physics program, and the second is
the Economic Summit international collaboration activities of the
High Energy Physics Workshop chartered under the Summit. Let
me first speak about the U.S. plans.

We know high energy physics is a curiosity:driven field at what I
belie is the cutting edge of scientific research. It is driven by
man's curiosity. It is also driven by a certain competitive spirit
among scientists.

I think as we talk here, we need to recognize both of those fea-
tures: it is curiosity driven; it is competitive driven. We want to in-
crease international collaboration, but we have to remember those
driving forces and preserve the good parts of them.

There is very close worldwide cooperation. I think the testimony
you have heard so far here illustrates that. There are basically now
two forums for discussion on collaboration, other than the individ-
ual scientist basis. One is the International Committee for Future
Accelerators [ICFA], which is a scientific discussion forum.

The second is the Working Group on High Energy Physics set up
under the Summit process which brings the political viewpoint into
the discussion, and I think it is probably a good thing as we talk
about larger and larger collaboration and larger facilities. There is
excellent cooperation between our countries, as the various speak-
ers have illustrated.
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HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

WORLD ACCELERATOR AND
COLLIDING BEAM FACILITIES
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Before talking about the U.S. program, if I could, I would like to
show one Vu-Graph. We have passed a picture of this around so
each of you has it. The purpose here is to try to illustrate at least
some view of the worldwide complement of facilities where we plot
on the left side the vertical axis, the effective luminositythat is,
the rate at which events occur in the machineversus the center
of mass energy that is available.

The various machines that have been discussed this morning and
others such as the UNK facilities that are under construction in
the Soviet Union are shown in this Vu-Graph to give a world per-
spective.

Off in the fuzzy region there of the Vu- Graphmay'ue that is
prophetic or somethingthe SSC is shown. It is 3th a high lumi-
nosity and a very high center of mass energy hadron-hadron collid-
ing facility which would allow opportunities for research that do
not now exist in the world.

But let me first talk about the present program. There are two
major upgrade activities that have been going on in the U.S. pro-
gram. The first of these is based upon a very major effort that the
United States has expended in developing superconducting mag-
nets of very high precision such as are required for the accelerator
art.

I think the U.S. program recognized years ago that if hadron fa-
cilities were ever to go to higher energies, we simply had to face
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the problem of learning how to develop that technology, and we
have expended a fair amount of effort in that.

It is paying off now in the Energy Saver at Fermi lab, where over
1,000 superconducting magnets are operating, doing research now
with the fixed-target program, the Tevatron II, for about 1% years
and operating very successfully. It is being exploited also in the Te-
vatron I 1,000 GaV on 1,000 GeV proton/antiproton collider project
at Fermilab.

The second point relative to international collaboration I would
make here, supporting Dr. Brianti's comment, is that the stochastic
cooling technique for accumulating enough antiprotons to give lu-
minosity was a CERN invention that has been very helpful in the
development, such as the superconducting magnet activities in the
United States are helping other countries.

The second major activity that is underway in the U.S. program
is at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC, where a new
concept, the Stanford Linear Collider, is under construction.

This machine has two objectives. One is to see through the build-
ing of large, interesting-sized model of a new type of accelerator
facility, colliding beam facility, where one takes beams, makes
them cross each other only once, but compresses the beam to such
a small size that you still get luminosity, in other words, adequate
events.

If that proves successful, then it will say that there is sense to go
ahead with a major technological development effort which, some
day in the future, would provide the basis where one might consid-
er a large linear collider.

The second purpose, of course, is that the SLC is being built in
an energy region where there would be extremely interesting phys-
ics to do at an early date. That project hopes to be finished in 1986.

These are the two major complements of the facility upgrade ac-
tivities that are going on in the United States and that we believe
will allow, together with our international collaborations that we
engage in with other countries, for a healthy program for the next
several years.

But we also have to worry about the long term. We are in an era
where it takes probably a decade from the time you decide you
would like to build a facility until the time you have it, and so we
have to worry about what is going to be available in the mid to late
1990's and beyond the year 2000 for high energy physics.

That, of course, has led the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel
to recommend to us that we initiate the activities leading up to the
Superconducting Super Collider [SSC]. It is a large project, as you
know. It is expensive. We are treating it very cautiously. I think
that we are taking it seriously, as evidenced by the fact that we are
expending appreciable funding in R&D for SSC.

I think, considering the size of the project and the interest in it, I
believe it is going very well. Real progress is being made. Obvious-
ly, site selection is going to be a critical question. We have taken
those actions to assure that various regions who have interest in
the site are all being given a fair opportunity to compete.

Progress in selection of those magnet types is being made. A Ref-
erence Designs Studya very excellent job was done by the study
group last yearhas put something firm behind the costs of the
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machine. And so we believe that the progress directed toward a de-
cision on what should be done about the SSC project is progressing
very nicely.

If I could, I would turn now to the second topic that you request-
ed we speak to, and this is the activities under the Economic
Summit on High Energy Physics.

If I might, from my written testimony, I would like to read a few
quotations from the overall Summit Working Group. These are
statements by the heads of state of the Summit countries.

The first of these is a quotation, "Fundamental sciLatific re-
search is one source of technological progress in industry and
should be given support by governments."

"Science and technology are a source of national and interna-
tional strength and can provide immense opportunities for revital-
ization and growth of the world economy. They should, therefore,
be given consideration in all policy decisions for national develop-
ment and international cooperation."

They further recommended that the heads of state ". . . take sci-
ence and technology into account in their policy decisions and con-
tinue to include the subject on their agenda for future Summit
meetings."

I think these illustrate that the heads of state both see that the
development of science and technology is very important to the
well-being of the countries individually and that there is a need for
them to work together, for the countries to work together, on these
developments.

One of the groups chartered for study of international collabora-
tion is in the area of high energy physics. Of course, as you can see
from the discussions here, high energy physics collaboration has
gone on actively for a long time, and so there is a fair amount of
framework of both formal and informal international agreements
and cooperations between countries and between individual labora-
tories.

I think the thing that the Summit process allows is the possibili-
ty of bringing the political side of the house into these discussions
and bringing them to the attention of the heads of state when you
see things that they might do to help foster cooperation.

There have been three meetings of the Working Group on High
Energy Physics, one in Washington in October 1983, a second in
Brussels, Belgium, in July 1984, and the most recent of these in Ca-
darache, France, in January of this year.

The report prepared from the Cadarache meeting is here. I be-
lieve you have copies of that, and I would like to suggest that be
submitted for the record, sir.

Mr. FUQUA. I think that has been distributed. Without objection,
it will be made a part of the record.

[The material is contained in app. 4.]
Dr. LEISS. If I could, I would like to read a little bit directly out

of the report from statements agreed to by the countries at the Ca-
darache meeting and contained in their report.

"The Cadarache meeting discussed the reports of three subpanels
which had been chartered at the Brussels meeting and reached sev-
eral conclusions on long-range planning. The present set of new
high energy facilities under construction, Tevatron and SLC in the
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United States, TRISTAN in Japan, LEP at CERN, and HERA in
the Federal Republic of Germany, are complementary and not du-
plicative.

"A clear need not met by the present generation of accelerators
is the requirement to extend the energy range of hadron colliders.
The SSC is the most advanced plan in this regard, and the Europe-
ans are considering options in the LEP tunnel. Other open ques-
tions are a linear collider for electron-positron collisions and an
electron-proton collider which could make use of the LEP tunnel.

"The required new and advanced facilities can be built and oper-
ated within broadly constant worldwide budgets, with some fluctua-
tion during peak capital expenditure years. While further concen-
tration of facilities is perhaps inevitable, more than one region
with a forefront accelerator capability working effectively in high
energy physics is essential.

"It is also essential that the limited number of unique facilities
remain open to competent scientists from all over the world. Thus,
it is considered of great importance to continue the discussion and
planning on an intergoirernmental level."

The report then goes on to speak to the subpanel reports on coop-
eration in technology, and we have heard a fair amount of discus-
sion of that. It is active and it should and will continue.

It also spoke and essentially challenged the heads of state to rec-
ognize that there are administrative problemsvisas, work per-
mits, export control licensing, where you need to use these things
in a detector for 10 years, and essentially no country allows you a
temporary visa or entrance permit longer than 3 yearsand many
problems of that sort which are administrative things that hamper
scientific collaboration in all fields, where the heads of state could
do a valuable service to international scientific collaboration by
trying to remove some of those barriers.

We believe the process is going well. Obviously, there are very
difficult problems. Each region has its own ambitions. It has its
plans and commitments. How far it will go in terms of world accel-
erators built together I don't know how to foretell. I believe that
the one thing that is clearly coming from this is a relatively high
assurance that unwise duplication of facilities in the world will not
occur.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Leiss follows:]
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Presentation to the House Science & Technology Committee

Task Fate on Science Policy

on

STATUS AND PLANS OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

by

Dr. James E. Leiss
Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC

April 25, 1985

High energy physics is a field at the forefront cutting edge of basic

research. It explores new physical domains which have never before been

accessible for investigation. The U.S. program is internationally

recognized for its excellence and the Department of Energy is pleased ,tro

have the lead role for Federal support and planning for this effort.

Experiments in high energy physics require the use of very large,

expensive particle accelerator facilities, which are necessarily few in

number. There is close collaboration on a worldwide basis in the planning

of high energy physics facilities to ensure that the new major facilities

have complementary capabilities and avoid unnecessary duplication. A

major scientific forum for such discussion is the International Committee

on Future Accelerators (ICFA) and the Economic Summit process has provided

a political forum for discussions. High energy facilities are available

throughout the world to qualified users on the basis of the scientific

merit of their proposals, without charge for beam time and without

consideration of their nationality. There is a long history of excellent

collaboration with the major Western European centers at CERN and DESY and

with Japan, largely arranged on an informal basis between the

laboratories. We also have a formal agreement with Japan as a part of the
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US/Japan energy agreement. Collaboration with the People's Republic of China

and the USSR is also carried out through formal bilateral agreeme-:s of

collaboration. Before proceeding to describe the U.S. program. I would

like to place the U.S. facilities in a worldwide perspective by showing

a viewgraph (Figure 1) which indicates the uniqueness of tae capability of

each of the world machines in terms of their energy and luminosity (a

measure of the rate at which interactions occur). The cacilities are

color coded to indicate the geographic area of each facility.

Substantial progress has been achieved in recent years in our

understanding of the fundamental constituents of matter and the basic

forces in nature. We now have a solid framework, the Standard Model.

which incorporates a synthesis of three of the basic forces in nature and

a picture of matter as composed of various combinations of a small set of

basic constituents, called quarks and leptons. Despite the great

successes of the Standard Model, its description of nature is incomplete

and there is clearly much left to do. There are very fundamental,

important questions that cannot be answered without further experimental

observations.

The successes to which I briefly alluded have been achieved with the

present set of accelerators and colliding beam machines. The 00E-

supported U.S. facilities include the Fermilab facility wt'ich until

recently operated at 400 GeV for fixed target experiments; the SLAC

facilities. which include fixed target experiments with beams of 32 GeV

electrons from the Linac, the 4 GeV on 4 GeV SPEAR electron-positron

colliding beam facility, and the 15 GeV on 15 GeV PEP colliding beam

facility; and the AGS proton synchrotron at BNL which pro. ides 30 GeV

."7
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protons and 26 GeV polarized orotons for fixed target experiments. In

addition there is the CESR 8 GeV on 8 GeV electron-positron collider at

Cornell University supported by the National Science Foundation.

There is a two-fold plan to attack the new physics frontiers which must be

explored to uncover new insights and expand the horizons of new

understanding. For the near future, the mid- to late-1980s and early

1990s, we are nearing completion on a set of upgrades to existing

facilities. At Fermilab, the first step of this program was the

fabrication and installation of nearly 1000 superconducting magnets in the

main ring tunnel to raise the energy capability of the accelerator to near

1000 GeV, and at the sane time r,uce electric power requirements and

co,t. The superconducting magnet ring, a truly major, pioneering

technological effort, has been successfully operating for physics research

at energies up to 800 GeV for over a year and a half. The remaining phase

of the Fermilab upgrades which are presently under way include the upgrade

of experimental facilities to handle fixed target experiments with the

higher energy secondary beams made possible by 1000 GeV protons and the

provision of the antiproton source and experimental facilities to permit

collision of 1000 GeV protons with 1000 GeV antiprotons. These two phases

of the Tevatron are progressing well and should be fully operational by

FY 1987.

At SLAC, we are cou3tructing the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) as

an add-on 0 the SUL linac. A major purpose of SLC is to test impor-

tant aspects of the technical feasibi:ity of a new concept for electron-

positron colliders which is essential to ex'end this domain of research

to signifluantly higher energies than are currently economically feasible.
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SLC will also give U.S. Oysicists early access to the important and

exciting physics made possible by copious production of the Z° particles

which were recently discovered at CERN.

Although these upgrades will permit exploration in new physical domains

and exciting new discoveries, they cannot permit exploration of the ;eV

mass scale were breakthroughs in understanding and new phenomena are

expected. The Standard Nadel, in its present form. cannot provide a valid

description of nature in the TeV mass range. Something must change as we

Enter this new domain. Access to the TeV mass scale will test the

Standard Model in this entirely new domain never before explored and point

the way towards a better and more encompassir, description of the

fundamental nature of matter and energy.

This brings us to the longer range aspects of our planning, from the mid-

to late-1990s and into the next century. In July 1983, the High Energy

Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) unanimously recommended the immediate

initiation of a multi-TeV high luminosity proton-proton collider project

with the goal of physics experiments at this facility at the earliest

possible date. After rcviewing the recommendation of HEPAP and its 1983

Subpanel on New Facilities, the Department initiated preliminary R&D in

FY 1984 to more clearly define the technical characteristics, cost, and scope

of such a facility, now called the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC).

These early studies, primarily through the Reference Designs Study,

confirmed the technical feasibility of the SSC and provided a credible

cost estimate for SSC construction. R&D and design studies are continuing

in FY 1985 and the Department has requested funding for a continuation of

SSC R&D in FY 1936. These studies will result in cost-optimized designs

for the SSC and provide refined cost and schedule estimates.
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The SSC is clearly crucial to continuing progress in high energy physics

for the mid -1990s and into the next century. The SSC is, however, a large

and expensive project and the Department is taking a very cautious

approach to carefully understand the full costs and broad implications of

proceeding prior to seeking authorization to construct the SSC. Efforts

presently under way in this R&D phase will contribute important input to

the Department's decision process.

Looking further into the future is very difficult. The Department, as

always, is supporting a variety of efforts in long -range advanced

technology R&D to study and develop new concepts and techniques that will

permit particle accelerator and detector facilities that have greater

capability to explore new physical domains while at the same time being

achievable on an economically feasible basis.

In summary, I am proud to be able to report that the U.S. program is

healthy today, that we have under way a program of facility upgrades to

ensure a world-competitive U.S. progress for the next decade, and we have

initiated steps toward a future facility which could carry us beyond the

mid-1990s and into the next century. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this

opportunity to appear before the Committee today.
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Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much. I am sure we will be discuss-
ing that more in the discussion period.

Our next presenter will be Prof. Jean Sacton, Inter-University
Institute for High Energies from Brussels, Belgium. He is also
chairman of the European Committee for Future Accelerators.

STATEMENT OF PROF. JEAN SACTON, INTER-UNIVERSITY INSTI-
TUTE FOR HIGH ENERGIES, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, AND CHAIR-
MAN, EUROPEAN COMMITTEE FOR FUTURE ACCELERATORS
[ECFA]

Professor SacroN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
ladies and gentlemen, I am pleased to be here to present to you a
very short overview of the activities of the European Committee for
Future Accelerators.

This coro-nittee was created at the initiative of the CERN DG, at
that time Vikki Weisskopf, in December 1962, in order to study the
desirable development of high energy physics in Europe.

It has worker. 'Alin its present format since 1966. By the
present format, I mean that it is a two-bodied thing. One is the so-
called Plenary ECFA, and the other one is an executive body, Re-
stricted ECFA.

In Plenary ECFA, we have representation of each member state
of CERN. There are 13 national high energy communities. The rep-
resentation of the different countries is directly in proportion of
the size of the high energy physics community of the different
countries. This body meets twice a year. It is an open meeting
which takes place at CERN.

The executive body, Restricted ECFA, is composed of a German
and one representative per member state. In addition, we have the
pleasure to have the CERN DG and the director of DESY. This
body meets every 2 or 3 months at CERN, at DESY, or in the
member states.

ECFA represents a community of the order of 2,000 experimental
physicists and about 1,000 theoreticians. The terms of reference of
this committee are to discuss the general policy of high energy
physics development in Europe and to formulate recommendations
in order to prepare for the future.

In order to do that, it is making a continuous review of the high
energy physics activities in Europe. This means not only the CERN
and DESY Programs but also the national plans and also the uni-
versity activities.

This last -Nint is of great importance for two reasons. One is the
question of the manpower formation. It is in the universities that
we will find our young physicists and engineers, and also because
many of the problems we have to attack need a multidisciplinary
approach, and in the university that is the best environment to
find these sorts of people.

In order to achieve this review, we are organizing meetings,
workshops, and conferences. It is fair to say that ECFA has no
links with the governments. It has extremely good connections
with the two international laboratories in Europe, CERN and
DESY, and indeed, the chairman of ECFA is a member of the Sci-
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entific Policy Committee of these two organizations. As I told you,
the two directors attend our meetings very regularly.

For a long time, ECFA has promoted the idea that Europe should
have two international laboratories offering to the European physi-
cists complementary facilities. In this context, ECFA has played an
essential role in deciding about LEP and HERA. In order to do
that, we organized a series of meetings and a study group between
the builders and the users in order to help fix the machine param-
eters and to define the scientific programs.

Among some of the other achievements that ECFA has been
doing the last few years, I would like to mention that we are
regularly reviewing the needs and the available resources for high
energy physics in Europe. By that I mean not only the question offinance but also the question of manpower and technical support.

One of the recommendations of ECFA has been to promote vigor-
ous home activities. As I already told you, the ccz.tacts with the
universities are of primary importance for us. In this context, elan,
ECFA has been a prime mover in developing European computing
links and networks.

Indeed, if ydu want to do physics at a distance, it is the best way
to do it, and this would save and guarantee the future of the high
energy physics in the universities. This becomes, also, extremely es-
sential within the development of the very huge collaboration,
international collaboration, that our field knows.

As a result of these activities and their effects, I can tell you that
Europe has a very strong and diversified program which goes up to
the early 1990's. You have heard the plans of CERN and DESY. It
is fair to mention, also, that among our plans we have to include
participation in the U.S. activities, and this is especially trueat Tevatron I and Tevatrcn II, which are now becoming unique
facilities for which we have not a correspondent in Europe.

As I told you, part of the preoccupation ofECFA is to prepare for
the long-term future. I would just like to mention two recent initia-
tives that ECFA has had in order to prepare for this long-term
future. One has already been tackled by Giorgio Brianti.

In 1984, CERN and ECFA organized a workshop on the feasibili-
ty of a large hadron collider in the LEP tunnel I would, not sur-prise you by telling you that one of the first conclusions of that
meeting was that a large hadron collider is an essential facilitythat we will need in the near thture, and we can guarantee first
class physics.

The practical output of our meeting was that there was no basic
technical obstacl . m order to build such a machine in the LEP
tunnel. Of course, one of the constraints is the real dimension of
the tunnel, which implies for us that we should launch as soon as
possible a program of research and development of high-field mag-
nets. When I said high-field magnets, I mean 8 to 10 ThIas.

Indeed, one of the followups of this workshop has been that
CERN, under the initiative of Giorgio Brianti, launched such a pro-
gram in Europe in a sort of collaborative effort in order to tacklethis problem.

The coming generation of machinesand when I am speaking of
this, I have in mind LEP, SLC, HERA, SSC, and all these things
is based on extrapolation to higher energies of known acceleration
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techniques. But it has now become clear that the long-term future
of high energy physics is strongly linked to the development of
novel ideas on how to reach even higher energy without increasing
excessively the dimension of the machines and the cost.

In this period, the second initiative 1 want to mention of ECFA
has been the organization of a workshop on the generation of high
fields for particle acceleration to very high energies. At the occa-
sion of this workshop, we were pleased to see that the understand-
ing of many of these processes is now well underway, and even
more, that we are starting to do some experimental tests.

One bad conclusion we had in Europe was that we noticed that
Europe was not on the front line on these activities; that, on the
contrary, a big effort was made in the States in order to develop
these new techniques for acceleration of particles.

Therefore, one of the major efforts at ECFA that we will do in
the near future will be to promote in Europe theoretical and exper-
imental work on these topics.

Again, as a practical consequence of this meeting, we had the
pleasure to see that some activities are now starting in France and
in Italy to complement the two projects which were already under
way, one in DESY and the other one in the United Kingdom.

The question of international, interregional collaboration will
surely be tackled in the next meeting, but I would like to tell you
that very recently we have recognized the fact that ECFA should
not work by itself but should try to make some contact with the
other communities of high energy physicists, and we are now nego-
tiating between HEPAP and ECFA the possibility of there being
regular exchanges, for example, having observers to our meetings.

On the practical side, I can say, also, that steps have been taken
in order to put together the two communities who are looking at
the very important problems of computing links and networks.

Thank you.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much.
Our final presenter will be Prof. Boyce McDaniel, who is director

of the Laboratory for Nuclear Studies at Cornell University and a
member of the International Committee for Futu- a Accelerators.

Professor, we are pleased to have you here and receive your re-
marks.

[The biographical sketch of Dr. McDaniel follows:]

Dn. BOYCE D. MCDANIEL

Boyce D. McDaniel was awarded the B.A. (1938), M.A. (1940), and Ph.D. (1943) de-
from Ohio 'Wesleyan University, Case School of Applied Science, and Cornell

niversity, respectively. He served as a staff member at the MIT Radiation Labora-
tory in 1943 and at the Los Alamos Laboratory of the Manhattan Project from 1943
to 1946. In 1946 he was appointed Assistant Professor at Cornell University, with
successive appointments to Associate Professor and Professor. From 1960 to 1967 he
held the position of Associate Director of the Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Stud-
ies at Cornell University. Since 1967 he has been Director of the Laboratory. While
on leave in 1972, he served as Head of the Accelerator Section of the Fermi Nation-
al Accelerator Laboratory, and again in 1974 as a group head within that section.
For 12 years he was a member of the Board of Trustees of Associated Universities,
Inc., and for 6 years a member of the Board of Trustee of Universities Research As-
sociation, Inc. He also served for 3 years on the HEPAP committee of the Depart-
ment of Energy. He is currently a member of the International Committee for
Future Accelerators of IUPAP. He is now serving as Chairman of the Board of
Overseers for the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) under the Universities Re-
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search Association. fie has served on numerous departmental and institutional
review committees. As an experimentalist in nuclear physics, ?article physics, andaccelerator physics, he has worked in the fields of slow neutron spectroscopy, k-
meson phylum, electron- positron physics, and has played a major role in the con-struction of five election accelerator and storage ring facilities.

Fellow, American Physical Society, OFF.
Member, National Academy of Sciences.
Fulbright Research Award, 1953.
Fulbright Research Award, 1959.
John Simon Guggenheim Fellow, 1959.

STATEMENT OF DR. BOYCE D. McDANIEL, PROFESSOR OF PHYS-
ICS AND DIRECTOR, FLOYD R. NEWMAN LABORATORY OF
NUCLEAR STUDIES, CORNELL UNIVERSITY, AND MEMBER,
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR FUTURE ACCELERATIONS
EICFA1, ITHACA, NY
Dr. McDArina.. Chairman Fuqua and members of the committee, I

am pleased to have this opportunity to tell you about the activities ofICFA.
The acronym comes from its title, the International Committee

for Future Accelerators. This is a committee of IUPAP, the Inter-
national Union for Pure and Applied Physics, that sponsors manyscientific activities and conferences.

Though there had been for a number of years discussions be-
tween representatives from various countries, the actual organiza-
tion of ICFA was set up in 19'76, and the basic mandate was as fol-lows. I will read it: "To organize workshops for the study of prob-
lems related to an international super-high energy accelerator cora-plexVl3A, the 'Very Big Accelerator'and to elaborate the
framework of its construction and of its use."

The second item is, "To organize meetings for the exchange of in-
formation on future plans of regional facilities and for the formula-
tion of advice on joint studies and uses."

Since that date, ICFA has met a total of 11 times and has spon-
sored several activities which I will describe.

The regional composition of ICFA consists of three major blocks,
each block having three representatives. These are the CERN
member states, the Soviet Union, and the United States.

In addition, there is one representative from Japan and one from
various nations associated with the Joint Institute for Nuclear Re-
search at Dubna, and then there is a further representative to
serve the remainder of the world scientific community. Currently,this latter position is a rotating position and is currently appointed
to a scientist from India.

The chairman of the committee is chosen from the committee,
and the chairman of the IUPAP Particles and Fields Commission isalso an ex officio member of the committee.

Now, the initiation of this activity was based, of course, on thekinds of things that we are talking about here, namely that someday we would be wanting to build an accelerator which was so-big
that you could not do it by any national effort and that would re-
quire collaboration of all those people who were interested in highenergy physics.

However, the question of size of what that facility is, at whatpoint do you reach that stage, is one which has been changing
through the years. At each point you sort of thought, well, this
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must be it, and then there would be a new innovation which would
allow you to make another reach with a great increase in expendi-
ture.

Then, of course, there is always the question, Well, whose turn is
it next? The guy who thinks he can get it regionally will alwap try
to make his pitch, and then what you find is that one time it is one
country that is sort of dragging its feet; another time, it is another
country, and so forth. We have been through two or three cycles of
that.

However, it seems to me that there is one of the things that has
changeda recognition, at least, of one changing factorbut we
see that there isn't just one big accelerator; there are complemen-
tary accelerators. ®s we have seen, right now we are talking about
a large electron collider, LEP. We have hadron colliders and now
the HERA machine, which is an electron-proton machine.

So we have not been able to establish a real scenario for the
future yet, at least in terms of the VBA, and so the VBA concept
has not become the issue. The real issue is how can we present a
full program and one which is nonredundant and proceed to pro-
vide all the tools that we need.

Now, ICFA established in 1977 a Super High Energy Facility
Study Group for the purpose of examining the technical, organiza-
tional, and scientific problems pertaining to large accelerators. A
total of three major workshops was set up. These were quite impor-
tant. They have had influence on the choices, the decisions, and
our research and development efforts.

The names of these were "Possibilities and Limitations of Accel-
erators and Detectors" held at Fermilab in October of 1978; the
same title for another meeting in CERN in 1979; and then "Super-
conducting Magnets for Accelerators" at the Institute for High
Energy Physics in Serpukhov in 1980.

In addition to these, there is establishment of a very important
principle having to do with guidelines for experimental use of in-
terregional facilities. We have already heard reference to it. These
guidelines are given in some of the attachments to my testimony,
but the main content is the following:

The selection of experiments and the priority accorded to them will be based only
on the scientific merit and the ,echnical feasibility of experiments, and on the capa-
bilities of the experimental group and the availability of resources needed to carry
out the experiments.

The operating laboratories should not require the experi-nental groups to contrib-
ute to the operating costs of the accelerators and colhder or of their experimental
areas. However, it is recognized that the participation of teams from the other
regions becomes excessive, the operating laboratories might be obliged to limit that
participation after discussing the matter with the authorities in the other regions
and with the other operating laboratories.

Over a sufficient period of time, it is expected that a rough balance would be es-
tablished between the utilization of the new front-line machmes by the different re-
gions.

These guidelines are being observed, and this action has been a
very significant precedent in high energy physics.

In addition to the cooperative steps described, there are a
number of significant steps in the cooperative funding and oper-
ation of major detection equipment at various laboratories. We
have already heard various earlier speakers refer to that, and I
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think there is no point in saying more except to say that it is a
very widespread mode of operation and is clearly quite successful.

In 1982, after extensive deliberations by the HEPAP panel of the
Department of Energy, it was decided that the SSC was the top pri-
ority for construction in the United States, and also, you have
heard earlier today about the large hadron collider which has been
conceived of as the plan for Europe, for CERN, and so at the time
of the announcement of the United States interest in the SSC at
the meeting in Fermi lab of ICFA, it became a very important point
of discussion.

After consideration and a lot of discussion about that, it was de-
cided to hold a rather larger meeting last year in Kyoto in Japan
in which some 100 high energy physicists from all over the world
came to discuss this problem and to readdress the question of just
what was the role of ICFA.

At that point, the ICFA group reformulated the guidelines, and I
will read again. The new guidelines were: "To promote internation-
al collaboration in all phases of the construction and exploitation
of very high energy accelerators." Its purpose is to assist and facili-
tate in accelerator design and construction.

Part of the statement is: "To organize regularly world-inclusive
meetings for the exchange of information on future plans for re-
gional facilities and for the formulation of advice on joint studies
and uses."

Third is: "To organize workshops for the study of problems relat-
ed to super high energy accelerator complexes and their interna-
tional e.,.21oitation, and to foster research and development of nec-
essary technology."

Now, a more complete statement that was made by the commit-
tee says, "Based on the consensus of the participants in the KEK
seminar, ICFA views its major current role as facilitating the con-
struction of high energy accelerators and not as arbitrating among
various national or regional options."

I think in this regard there is a real distinction between ICFA
and ECFA, ECFA being the European group, because they have
reached agreement on their plans for the Europeans in the past
and presumably in the future.

Now, in terms of ;he response to the recommendation for work-
shops, ICFA has established four panels, one on superconducting
magnets and cryogenics, one on beam dynamics, one on new accel-
erator schemes, and one on future instrumentation and innovation.

There are workshops now planned during the coming year for
that. Another innovation that is proposed is an international
school for detector design and construction. We already have coop-
eration in the field of accelerator schools, accelerator design, be-
tween CERN and the United States. We also have our own nation-
al programs. But now it is pointed out that these detectors are,
themselves, so complex, and there is such a wide variety of infor-
mation available and so much work going on, it is important that
we teach people how to do that.

So that is essentially the status of ICFA and where we are at the
moment. We will be meeting again in October 1985 in Brussels.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. McDaniel follows:]
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STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS

of the

INTERNATIONAL CONKITTeE FOR FUTURE ACCELERATORS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased have

this opportunity to describe to you the activities of the international

science organization called ICFA and its relation to the question of

international collaboration in "Big Science," particularly with respect

to High Energy Physics.

ICFA is the acronym for the International Committee for Future

Accelerators. It is a committee of the parent organization, the Interna-

tional Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP), which coordinates,

internationally, various scientific activities and conferences. The ICFA

committee was set up in 1976 with the mandate

(a) to organize workshops for the study of problems
related to an international super-high energy

accelerator complex (VBA, i.e., "Very Big Accelerator")
and to elaborate the fralework of its construction
and of its use;

(b) to organize meetings for the exchange of information
on future plans of regional facilities and for the
formulation of advice on joint studies and uses.

since the date of its formulation, ICFA has met a total of eleven

times and has sponsored several activities which I will describe.

The regional composition and current members of the committee, as

allocated, are given in Attachment I. There are three major blocks--the

CERN member states, the Soviet Union, and the United States. In addi-

tion, there is one representative from Japan and one from among the

various nations associated with the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

at Dubna, USSR. There is a further representative to serve the remainder
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of the world scientif:1 community. Currently, this rotating position is

occupied by a scientist from India. The ICFA Chairman is normally chosen

from the Committee and the Chairman of the IUPAP Particles and Fields

Commission is an ex officio member of the Committee.

The !nitiating impetus for the formation of ICFA was the recog-

nition of the possibility that the science of High Energy Physics might

one day require the construction of an accelerator facility, the scope of

which would place it beyond the capabilities of any of the separate

regions now active in the field. It appeared to be appropriate to anti-

cipate such a date by investigating the scientific, technical, economic,

and organizational problems connected with world-wide collaboration in

the construction of such an accelerator. This accelerator was referred

to as the "Very Big Accelerator" (VBA). It is with this goal in mind

that the original mandate quoted above was established.

One of the issues is the question of the size of facility which

meets the definition of VBA. As time has passed, because of various

innovations in the technology of accelerator construction, the regional

capabilities for achieving ever-increasing energies have thus far been

adequate. It has further become apparent that in order to satisfy the

needs of the field, complementary facilities of different types are

required and that the concept of a single "Very Big Accelerator" does not

meet the need. For these leasons, it has been difficult to achieve,

within ICFA, agreement on a scenario for the future. In the meantime,

however, ICFA has accomplished a number of very important things.

ICFA established, in 1977, a "Super High Energy Facility Study

Group" for the purpose of examining the scientific, technical, and organ-

izational problems pertaining to a super high energy accelerator (MA).
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A total of three major workshops were organized. These were very produc-

tive and have had an important influence on our views of large acceler-

ators and have in fact affected the course of accelerator development

since that date. The following workshops were held: "Possibilities and

Limitaticns of Accelerators and Detectors" held at Fermilab in October

1978. then again at CERN in October 1979; "Superconducting Magnets for

Accelerators" at the Institute for High Energy Physics in Serpukhov, USSR

In June 1980.

Another very important action of ICFA vas the establishment of

guidelines for the experimental use of interregional facilities. These

guidelines wer.; subsequently endorsed by all the major high energy

physics laboratories in the world. The full text cf these guidelines 13

given in fittachment II appended to the submitted testimony. The main

content may be described in the following terms:

The selection of experiments and the priority accorded to
them, will be based only on the scientific merit and the

technical feasibility of the experiments, and on the capa-
bilities of the experimental group and the availability of
the resources needed to carry out the experiments. The
operating laboratories should not require the experimental
groups to contribute to the operating costs of the accel-
erators and collider or of their experimental areas. How-
ever, it is recognized that if the participation of teams
from the other regions becomes excessive, the operating
laboratories might be obliged to limit that participation
after discussing the matter with the authorities in the
other regions and with the other operating laboratories.
Over a sufficient period of time it is expected that a
rough balance would be established between the utilization
of the new front-line machines by the different regions.

These guidelines are being observed by the laboratories and this action

has set a precedent for significant international cooperation in high

energy physics.
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In addition to the cooperative step described above, in recent years

there have been significant steps in the cooperative funding and operation

of major detection equipment at various laboratories. As the field has

matured, the detection devices have become more complex and expensive.

Individual experimental collaborations frequently involve institutions

from several different countries. It is now rather common that Lie exper-

imentalists from the different countries commit themselves to provide

various components of the detector. These arrangements appear t :e

been quite successful.

In 1982, after Extensive deliberations, the High Energy Physics

Advisory Panel of the Department of Energy recommended, as its top

priority, the construction of a very hign energy hadron colliding beam

facility called the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC). Because con-

struction of such a facility would influence the plans of other countries

and laboratories, the announcement stimulated intense discussion at a

meeting of ICFA held at Fermilab in August 1983. As a result of this

discussion it was decided that it would be appropriate to have a broader

discussion of the role of ICFA with regard to interregional planning for

accelerator facilities. A one-week seminar was scheduled to be held at

the Japanese high energy physics establishment, KEK, et Kyoto in May 1984.

The title of the seminar was "Future Perspectives in High Energy Physics"

and it was attended by about 100 leading physicists invited from all parts

of the world.

At this seminar there was a survey of the various activities and

plans of the high energy physics community throughout the world, followed

by an intensive discussion of the role which ICFA should play in C.e

planning of the next generation of accelerators. The outcome of these
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deliberations was formulated in a revised statement of the role t: Ue

played by ICFA as given below:

(a) to promote international collaboration in all phases
of the construction and exploitation of very high
energy accelerators;

(b) to organize regularly world-inclusive meetings for the
exchange of information on future plans for regional
facilities and for the formulation of advice on joint
studies and uses;

(c) to organize workshops for the study of problems
related to super high energy accelerator complexes

and their international exploitation, and to foster
Research and Development of necessary technology.

In a more complete statement of the conclusions of the meeting the fol-

lowing point was made: "Based on the consensus of the participants in

the KEK seminar, ICFA views its major current role as facilitating the

construction of high-energy accelee tors and not as arbitrating among

various national or regional options."

In response to the recommendation for workshops, ICFA has now

established special panels to arrange activities in the following areas:

(a) Superconducting Magnets and Cryogenics
(b) Beam Dynamics
(c) New Accelerator Schemes
(d) Future Intrumentation Innovation and Development

Workshops are being scheduled in each of tnese fields for the coming

year. the proposed programs are comprehensive and involve a broad par-

ticipation by the community of exports. While a joint accelerator summer

school has already been established by CERN and the United States, it 13

proposed that a similar international school under ICFA auspices be

established for training in the design and construction of detectors.

A summary of recent activities of ICFA prepared by the ICFA

secretary, W. 0. Lock, is given in Attachment III. The next meeting of

ICFA is scheduled for October 1985 in Brussels, Belgium.

In summary, I feel that !CFA is a useful organization which has the

primary role of providing a public forum for discussion of issues of

international cooperation and maintaining effective communication between

the various regional domains of activity in high energy physics. Efforts

are currently being made to make it -,re effective in support of the

goals of the field.
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Attacnment I

REGIONAL COMPOSITION AND MEMBERSHIP OF ICFA

April 1985

Chairman:

V. L. Telegdi (Eide. Technische-Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland)

Secretary:

W. 0. Lock (CERN, Geneva, Switzerland)

CERN Member States:

J. Sacton (Universities of Brussels, Brussels, Belgium)
H. Schopper (CERN, Geneva, Switzerland)
V. L. Telegdi (Eide. Technische-Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland)

JINR Member States Other than USSR:

N. Van Hieu (National Center for Scientific Research, Hanoi, Viet Nam)

USA:

USJR:

B. McDaniel (Cornell University)
L. Pondrom (Univ. of Wisconsin)
N. Samios (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

2. Myae (Institute for High Energy Physics, Prctvino)
A. H. Skrinsky (Institute for Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk)
V. A. Yarba (Inctit :te for High Energy Physics, Moscow)

Japan:

Y. Yamaguchi (Univ. of Tokyo)

Fourth Region:

P. K. Malhotra (Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India)

Chairman of IUPAP Particles and Fields Commission (ex officio):

L. D. Soloviev (Institute of High Energy Physics, Protvino)
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Attachment II

9 July 1980

Guidelines prol.osed by ICFA for the Interregional

Utilization of Major Regional Experimental Facilities

for digh-Energy Particle Physics Research

(Agreed by ICFA at its Fifth Meeting held at CERN on 9 July 1980)

Considering that in the future major experimental facilities for high energy

particle physics research. notably the very largest particle accelerators

and collidirg beam machines, are likely to be few in number, probably only

one of each type of the very highest energy and that these machines will

be located in different regions of the world,

And recognizing that experimental physicists from all regions will wish

to gain access to these few machines in order to pursue their research,

- ICFA proposes that the regional laboratories operating chest facilities

should adopt a common policy towards experime.ltui physicists from other

regions seeking to use the facilities they operate. The guidelines pro-

posed are as follows:

1. The selection of experiments and the priority accorded to them are

the responsibility of the Laboratory operating the regional facility.

6.7
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2. The criteria used in selecting experiments and determining their prio-

rity are:

(a) scientific merit

(b) technical feasibility

(c) capability of the experimental group

(d) availability of t resources required.

3. It is expected that te..ms from other regions will normally wish to

join with local regional teams to form experimental groups in pro-

posing and carrying out experiments using a regional facility. The

national or institutional affiliations of the teams should not influ-

ence the selection of an exteriment nor the priority accorded to it.

4. The availability of the resources needed for the experiment are exa-

mined at the time of selection of the experiment (see 2 (d) above).

The contributions of each team and of the Operating Laboratory to

an experiment are the subject of agreements drawn up between the Opera-

ting Laboratory and the authorized leaders of the teams in the experi-

mental group. When appropriate. realisation of the proposals approved

may be effected the framework of bilateral and multilateral

agreements in force or newly reached arrangements.

5. Operating laboratories should not require experimental groups to contri-

bute to the rurning costs of the accelerators or colliding beam machines

nor to the operating costs of their associated experimental areas.

6. It is expected that averaged over ' reasonable period of time the

application of guideline 2. above will lead to a balanced use of the

major new facilities by the regions concerned. However. if at any

tine an Operating Laboratory finds that the participation of teams

from other regions in their experimental programme is becoming

excessive, the Operating Laboratory may be obliged to limit that

participation. Any such action should be accompanied by discussions

with the relevant authorities of the regions concerned and consultations

with the other operating laboratories subscribing to the Guidelines

laid down in this document.
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Attachment III

12 February 1985

RECENT ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE
FOR FUTURE ACCELERATORS, ICFA

By W.O. Lock, CERN, Geneva ICFA Secretary

ICFA is the International Committee for Future Accelerators, set
up by the IUPAP Particles and Fields Commission in 1976, the first
meeting being held in the summer of 1977. It is composed of
14 members from the different regions of the world, distributed
as follows: CERN Member States 3; USA 3; USSR 3; Member States of
JINR (Joint Institute for Nuclear Pasearch, Dubna) other than
USSR 1; Fourth Region 1, People's Republic of China 1;

Japan 1; the Chairman of the Particles and Fields Commission is an
ex officio member. The present Chairman of ICFA is V.L. Telegdi of
ETH, Zurich.

ICFA arose out of a series of East-West meetings to
review future perspectives in high-energy physics which took
place at Riga (1967), Semmering (1968), Tbilisi (1969),
Morges (1971), New Orleans (1975) and Serpukhov (1976). At the
last two meetings specific recommendat.ons were made which directly
led to the establishment of ICFA with the following mandate :

To organize workshops for the study of problems related to an
international super high energy accelerator complex (VBA) and
to elaborate the framework of its construction and of its use.

To organize meetings for the exchange of information and
future plans of regional facilities and for the formulation of
advice on joint studies and uses*.

In fact, in the little over seven years of its existence
(August 1977 to the present), ICFA has been active on the first
topic and has organized three workshops, viz.:

Two on 'Possibilities and Limitations of Accelerators and
Detectors' (Fermilab, U.S.A., October 1978 and Les
Diablerets, Switzerland, October 1979)

and one on 'Possibilities and Limitations for Superconducting
Accelerator Magnets* (Protvino, USSR, October 1981).

It has also drawn up guidelines for the use of accelerator
facilities built in one region of the world by research physicists
from other regions. During 1981 these guidelines were accepted by
the Directors of all of the world's major high-energy laboratories,
which effectively means that the complete range of facilities is
available to physicists from any country, the only criteria used in
selecting experiments to be carried out being scientific merit,
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technical feasibility and the capability of the group proposing the
experiment.

At an ICFA meeting held at Fermilab in August 1983, it was
realized that the second task of ICFA as defined above had been
somewhat neglected, especially in view of recent developments of
planned and projected accelerators in different regions of the
world (e.g, the large electron-positron collider at CERN, the
3 TeV proton synchrotron UNK in the USSR and the single-pass
linear collider in the USA as well as the recently suggested 20 TeV
proton synchrotron (SSC) also in the USA). It was therefore
decided to postpone a fourth workshop which had been scheduled to
take place at the Japanese National Laboratory for High Energy
Physics (KEK) in May 1984 and instead to organize a
Seminar on 'Future Perspectives in High Energy Physics', along
similar lines to those held earlier, and particularly that of New
Orleans in 1975.

The Seminar took place from 14 to 20 May 1984 and was attended
by about a hundr d participants, mostly senior scientists from Eastern
and Western Europe, USA, and Japan, including the Directors of
almost all the major high-energy physics laboratories, and
representatives from Australia, Canada, China, India, Mexico: South
Korea and Vietnam.

The first part of the Seminar was devoted to a survey of
accelerators now under construction (see Table I) and of those
currently being des'gned or under consideration (see Table II).
This was followed by a number of talks on the physics possibilities
at higher energies, on the associated experimental techniques
to be used and on some technological aspects of accelerator
construction, such as superconducting magnets.

The second part of the Seminar was organized as a
series of panel discussions on ways and means of encouraging more
interregional collaboration both in research and development work
and in accelerator construction. As a results of the various
debates, ICFA was able to arrive at three major conclusions
which were unanimously endorsed by all the Seminar participants at a
final plenary session. These were :

1. that ICFA -ees its major role as facilitating the
construction of high energy accelerators and not as
arbitrating among regional options;

2. that ICFA should sponsor international panels on
Superconducting Magnets and Cryogenics, on Beam Dynamics,
on New Accelerator Schemes and on Future Instrumentation
Innovation and Development to coordinate work in these
fields;

and 3. that ICFA should convene seminars at regular intervals
to review the status of high-energy physics and to
anticipate future activities.
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Table II

FUTURE ACCELERATOR FACILITIES BEING DESIGNED OR UNDER CONSIDERATION

Name or

description
Location Particles Energy

Superconducting
Super Collider SSC

USA PP, pp 20+20 TeV

Hadron Collider in
the LEP Tunnel

CERN.

Geneva
PP, PD Various

options
5+5 TeV to
9+9 TeV

Large Linear
Collider (LLC)

SLAC, USA
-

o e 1 1 TeV

VLEPP Novosibirsk
USSR

e e
-

Stage 1

150+150 GeV
Stage 2

500+500 GeV

Note: Only the SSC has been the subject of
detailed design studies thus far.
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At its most recent meeting, held in Leningrad in October 1984,
ICFA appointed the Chairmen of the four panels listed above. These
are, respectively, G. Brianti (CERN), N. Dikansky (Novosibirsk),
A. M. Se'sler (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory) and T. Ekelof (Uppsala).
the membership of the Panels is now being constituted and it is hoped
that they will be able to present their draft programmes of work to
the next ICFA meeting which is planned to be held in Bombay in April
1985.

Accelerator facilities now under construction

Name Location Particles Energy
first operation

for physics

(estimated)

BEPC Beiang, China electrons and

positrons
2.8 2.8 Gay 1988

TRISTAN KEK, Japan electrons and

positrons

30 30 GeV 1986

SLC Stanford, USA electrons end

positrons
50 50 GeV 1987

LEP CERN, Geneva electrons end Initially 50 4. 50 GeV end 1988-
postuons don 100+ 100 GeV early 1989

TEVATRON 1 Feandab, USA protons and
antiprotons

1 4. 1 TeV end 1986-
early 1987

HERA DESY, Germany electrons and

protons
30 4. 820 GeVp 1990

UNK Serpukhoy, USSR protons 600 GeV 1990
protons 3 Tell 1992.93
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ICFA GUIDELINES:

AS APPROVED BY IUPAP, 1976.

The aims of this committee should be:

To organize workshops for the study of problems related to an
international super high energy accelerator complex (V.B.A.) and to
elaborate the framework of its construction and its use.

To organize meetings for the exchange of information on future
plans of regional facilities and for the formulation of advice on joint
studies and uses.

AS MODIFIED AND PROPOSED, APRIL 1985, BY ICFA FOR
ACCEPTANCE BY IUPAP AT ITS NEXT MEETING IN KYOTO,
JAPAN, IN AUGUST 1985.

--To promote international collaboration in all phases of the construc-
tion and exploitation of very high energy accelerators.

To organize regularly world-inclusive meetings for the exchange of
information on future plans for regional facilities and for the formula-
tion of advice on joint studies and uses.

To organize workshops for the study of problems related to super
high-energy accelerator complexes and .their international exploita-
tion, and foster Research and Development of necessary technology.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much, Professor.
Ncw we have five very fine discussants, and I would like to intro-

duce them at this time: Dr. Leon Lederman, who is director of the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Illinois; Dr. Burton
Richter, whom I have already mentioned, director of the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center in Stanford; Prof. Jack Sandweiss, Yale
Physics Department, and chairman of the Department of Energy
High Energy Physics Advisory Paziel, HEPAP; Dr. Nicholas
Samios, director of the Brookhaven National Laboratory in Long
Island; and Prof. Maury Tigner, director of the Universities Re-
search Association, Superconducting Super Collider Central Design
Group, at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in California.

We are very happy to have all of you gentlemen. We will have
some questions, so feel free to jump in and express yourselves if
you feel that you could elaborate on any of the things.

I will start out with a real easy one. I guess probably the largest
facility ever proposed, the SSC or Superconducting Super Collider,
is under serious consideration not only in this country but other
places, and its proponents, which probably are sitting in front of
me, say that it will enable scientists to penetrate further into the
ultimate structure of matter.

I might say it also has its critics who say that the cost is too high
for the science expected. What I would like to ask is, in your view,
is it a device which is needed not only for research in physics but
also to signal our continued commitment to U.S. leadership in sci-
ence? Or will it be like the SST, the supersonic transport, 20 years
ago, a device which was technically feasible but so expensive that
the resources could robably be used in other places?

Who wants to jump on that easy one? Leon.
Dr. LEDERMAN. I like the SST analogy because, if you will re-

member, with the SST, there was always another way of getting
from point A to point B. It took a little longer, but you could get
there.

I think the point with the SSC is that there is no wayand we
have beating our heads against walls for now 6 or 7 yearsof find-
ing any other way of getting the information that the SSC is de-
signed to get.

We are following the scientific dictates of the theory as we un-
derstand it, and it points to a machine of roughly those param-
eters, and we can get hints from all kinds of avenues, from our e 3-
tronomer friends and from other experiments we are doing now,
but we all feel, I think, "Lat there is widespread consensus, which I
think is worldwide. that these particular kinds of parameters; the
rough paramete of the SSC, are necessary if we are ever going to
get a complete understanding of the nature of matter and energy.

As far as the first part in which you asked if this was too expen-
sive, the answer is that we are, I think, horrified and, as people not
usually noted for humility, a bit in awe of the price. We are deter-
mined to try to reduce the price if we can, but we confess that we
don't know any dramatic way of doing that, and it is, in perspec-
tive, about four times more expensive than any other project of
this kind.
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I guess Fermi lab was the biggest proj'ct. But it is a logical pro-
gression of our progress in understanding the nature of the world
that goes Pll the way back to the beginning of science, so we be-
lieve in it, and we think it is an essential scientific imperative.

Mr. FUQUA. Would anyone else care to comment?
Professor TIGNER. I would like to add to Dr. Lederman's com-

ment. I certainly agree with what he says. However, I would like to
remind us that in fact this science as it has been pursued histori-
callyand we now have a long history of pursuing this fundamen-
tal search for what is it that makes the material world what it is,
how we can understand the diversity and complexity which we see
in simpler terms, that has been a generator of wealth for us, both
intellectual and technological, for many, many years.

So we have a strong historical precedent for understanding ex-
actly what the merits of pursuit of this kind of science are. This
generation of wealth has both been in the primary scientific knowl-
edge that has been sought. Dr. Lederman addressed himself to that.

Certainly our understanding of the world around us has pro-
gressed, and the technological and cultural consequences of that we
are all now well aware of, since we have been engaged in its pur-
suit since well before the turn of the century. We know about the
tremendous advances in technology in our electronics and chemis-
try, materials, and so forth, that have flowed from trying to under-
stand the fundamental -makeup of the world.

In addition, however, to that primary generation of the pursuit
of this science comes other intellectual spinoffs, you might
say. The methods, the intellectual methods, that have been devised
to understand the data that was generated by the experiments
have worked to great advantage in helping us to achieve the pri-
mary understanding that we seek. But they have also been applica-
ble in other fields of science and even other areas of physics and
beyond physics, and that has characterized the pursuit of this sci-
ence ever since its beginnings, and it has not stopped.

For example, the most recent example would be the lattice gauge
theory which was developed largely, or motivated largely, by the
pursuit of understanding high energy physics, but has also turned
out to be an extremely powerful method for understanding many
other physical phenomena and will have use in condensed' matter
physics and all the technology that flows from that.

In addition to those intellectual primary and secondary benefits
or generations of new wealth are technological things. We herd of
this very nice study that Dr. Brianti explained to us about CERN,
that even in real time, an to speak, the expenditures following this
kind of science generate economic utility for the infrastructure
that supports the economic infrastructure of the particular region
of our country that supports this.

The surprising thing is- it is not only in electronics and comput-
ers, which has the highest economic utility, but on his pie diagram,
you will see that even in classical things like the working of steel
there have been advances generated by interaction with high
energy physics activities, to say nothing of electrical equipment
and vacuum and cryogenics.
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Now, that same sort of thing, of course, happens throughout the
world where the interaction takes place between the primary sci-
ence and the technological infostructure of a region or country.

In addition to these, you might say, immediate benefits, of
course, there are also the spinoffs that come from the application
of the technology that is developed to do the high energy physics to
some completely new field that no one has thought of in the past.
The superconducting magnets and materials, for example, that
have recently been developed have already found major commer-
cial and other scientific and medical uses. That has been the story
of this business in the past.

Both the detector technologies have found application widely out-
side the field of high energy physics, and the accelerators them-
selves have proven to be very important economic instruments.
There is now an enormous medical and materials inspection proc-
essing business which was generated by our ability to make accel-
erators, these accelerators originally having been developed to do
this science.

So I think it is clear that the pursuit of basic particle physics has
been a continual generator of new wealth for our society and for
our economy ever since its beginning, and I don't see any reason
why we should assume that that will not continue to be the case.

Mr. FUQUA. Let me ask our international guests, does the rest of
the world high energy physics community agree with the U.S. high
energy physics community that the SSC or similar facility is of the
highest priority?

Professor SOERGEL. I would like to say something to this ques-
tion. For the various questions which are now pressing in particle
physics, we need several approaches, experimental approaches, so
we need several accelerators.

There is general agreement amongst the community of particle
physicists that a very high energy hadron collider is one of the ma-
chines which is really wanted in the next time. You can see this
also from the fact that peopleI am not talking in the United
States about a large hadron collider, but also at CERN, for in-
stance, like Dr. Brianti outlined.

We particle physicists are all delighted at how well the hadron
collider at CERN has worked, what good physics it seems to give,
and we are all looking forward to the higher energy collider which
the Tevatron will give us in this next year. And so we are hopeful
that there is a good road to really promote particle physics with
these hadron colliders.

Apart from colliding hadrons, there is another point here that,
for technical reasons which are not so much technical but are in
the nature of the particles, the protonkt are heavy, and that is a
reason why we can accelerate them to much higher energy with
present-day techniques than we do with electrons.

We are working on electron colliders, but to reach the energies
which are available to hadron colliders, which seem to be available
with our technologies, they will not be available probably for some
time for electrons. So a hadron collider is a very natural and logi-
cal step to go really to very high energies.

I would like to comment also a little bit to the question of the
technology. The history of particle physics has seen technological
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development which brought the cost of the accelerators, compared
with what they do, down considerably. The latest and biggest step
in this game was the development of the superconducting magnets
to build big accelerators.

This superconducting technology now seems to be interesting to
industry. We have managed with our new project, with the HERA
project, to get industry in Europe and industry in Germany very
interested it this technology, and I think industry realizes that ap-
plication of superconductivity on a large scale is a potential tech-
nology for later years, even if they don't know at this moment
where it will be applicable outside of high energy physics. Is there
really an application? I am quite sure that such tremendous phe-
nomena must have a real practical application.

These big machines are the first testing grounds to apply this in-
teresting technology on a real large industrial scale and make high
demanding technological approaches in industry. I think it is a
very important element, and we have experienced this already now
in European industries, that it is accepted.

Mr. FUQUA. Well, another question that comes up that I think
this group could be very helpful with is whether there has been an
overinvestment in high energy physics relative to the subfields of
physics or maybe other disciplines. Would somebody care to com-
ment about that?

Professor SOERGEL. I think one could talk about overinvestment
only if eio-er the facilities which we make would not produce good
scientific results or would not be utilized to a reasonably good
extent.

If I look around in the world at what are the real big facilities,
they are only very few, and as far as I can see, all of them have
given good results and have been used very well.

In the United States, you have a number of excellent examples.
We have the Brookhaven Lab accelerators of old age, yes, which
are still producing very interesting physics and have produced a
great number of big discoveries.

You have the Fermi lab machine in the United States which has
made very important discoveries and is now getting a very new life
as a new single source of superconducting magnets. I could name
also the lab at Stanford where I think all the investments have
paid off scientifically, exceedingly well, or at Cornell.

So in this country, I don't see that you have really overinvested.
I don't think we have overinvested in Europe with our machines.
We have, by the way, in Europe a philosophyDr. Brianti pointed
out to me it was the same in DESYthat we try to make all of our
previous investments fully usable for the next machines.

In the HERA accelerator for instance, we use all the existing ac-
celerators on site, which if an important big investment, which are
phased out as primary ref earch tools, and they are essential pieces
of the injectors of the nevi machines. So does CERN, so does SLAC,
of course.

I don't think there is an overinvestment.
Mr. FUQUA. Dr. Brianti.
Dr. BRIANTI. More or less on the same tone, I showed to you the

graph of the total spending on the high energy physics in Europe.
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This is CERN plus national expenditures, which in fact went down
and leveled off.

This was done by giving full priority to forefront facilities, and it
was done by sacrificing national facilities or facilities which ceased
to be on the forefront, although still very productive, and could not
be compared in priority to future ones.

The example is that when the CERN Council agreed to the con-
struction of LEP, this was under the clear condition that the
budget of CERN should have remained constant during those
years, and to achieve that, we had to close down a unique facility
such as the proton-proton collider, ISR, which worked for 10 years
and then it was to be closed down. It was very productive still sci-
entifically. We had to close down various parts of equipment in ex-
perimental areas and so on and devote the resources which were
available to this big construction.

This is true, as already the previous discussant has said, concern-
ing U.S. labs. So the field has been characterized by facilities
always progressing but not adding up to all the ones ,7hich were
kept to simply continue routine work. There was a clear priority
decision taken by the community and by the laboratory in this di-
rection.

Thank ycu, Mr. Chairman.
Professor SOERGEL. Can 1 still make another comment?
Mr. FUQUA. Yes.
Professor SOERGEL. You very well know that high energy physics

in this past decade has had an enormous, tremendously good time
with very exciting discoveries. I think all that we do with invest-
ments should keep this pace, so that the thing remains interesting
and remains interesting also for the young generation of people to
keep them scientifically motivated.

If you will allow me 2 minutes, I will tell you a story which I
think is interesting in this context. There was a big discussion in
Europe as to whether the SPS should be built, which was a ma-
chine of similar size as the Fermilab machine, and we had prob-
lems in my country to convince the Government.

We had a high industrial chief of one of the big chemaal firms.
We invited him to CERN and showed him around, and when he
had seen the scientists and seen the machine which gives the
young people the chance to do experimental work, to do exciting
work, to train them to do this exciting work, he said, "Send some
money. It is very well spent. Let's do it." This visit switched the
German Government to do this.

Mr. FUQUA. Dr. Sandweiss.
Professor SANDWEISS. Thank you. Maybe I could just say before

making my remarks that I very much appreciate the opportunity
to take part in this discussion to you and to your colleagues.

What I wanted to say about this question was really very similar
to what Professor Soergel and Dr. Brianti have said. When you try
to compare sciences in different fields, how do you make the rele-
vant measure of investment? That really is the question you are
asking.

That can only be done, in a sense, by looking at each individual
science itself and asking what is needed in that science in order for
it to prosper, to be healthy, to make the progress which is possible
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to make in the science. I believe, if you look at it that way, high
eLergy physics in fact has very definitely not been overinvesting.
In fact, because it is expensive, I think we feel a need to be very
responsible and I would even say tough, perhaps austere, even, in
our facilities.

The history of high energy physics facilities very much shows
that. The number of facilities that have been terminated, not be-
cause they haven't been doing good work but because they haven't
been doing perhaps the very most cost effective work, is very large,
and I believe that the SSC, for example, although it is very large, is
a machine wh:lh, by the measure of what is required in order to
keep a viable pace in the field, is one that is even austerely re-
quired, although I know the absolute number is very large.

Thank you.
M. FUQUA. Yes.
I LEISS. I would like to put a comment in on these. I think we

can, id we do, yearly, as best we know how, show you some of the
spint,..s and benefits in addition to the science that comes from the
programs in high energy physics, although I think you can get in
trouble with that because then you get one science saying, "Are my
spinoffs better than your spinoffs ?' and you don't know how to
measure that.

It seems to me, thoughI refer to the declarations tnat came
from the heads of state in the Summit process on the importance of
science and technology development in their countries and the rec-
ognition that our economic well-being and, indeed, our economic
competitive posture in the world, speaking provincially as the
United States, rests upon science and technology.

I think the real dilemma that we have or you have to face,
really, is not so much one big facility and one field; it is the fact
that many fields, in order to make progress, have large facilities
they would like to have.

It is a little bit paradoxical that if you look at those facilities,
ever./ one of them you can think of is coming as a result of high
energy physics developments for them, which at least shows some
measure of what we do.

It seems to me the issue that really eventually has to be faced is,
have we reached the point where wc, cannot afford the tools that
are required to further our understanding of the laws and composi-
tion of nature? Frankly, I shudder at the thought of the impact of
that on cur bright young people, if we decide we have reached that
point.

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, I would say first that I regard this as

an absolutely unique occasion. I don't recall at any time during my
experience on the committee that we have had such a large and
capable group of scientists representing a single field of science
appear before us. I am sure this occasion will remain long in my
memory.

The reason `1., of course, inviting you is not entirely because of
our deep concern for high energy physics, important as it is, but
because you represent a series of policy questions which extend
across the whole field of science in terms of the relationship of
Government and Government funding to branches of science where
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there are important policy issues and important opportunities, and
where we have to resolve questions of allocating resources in some
reasonable fashion.

I want to thank both the panel and the chairman for making ar-
rangements to make this meeting possible.

Of course, looking back at the history of the last couple of gen-
erations from the time of the Bush Report with regard to the im-
portance of supporting basic research up to the present time, we
have continuously throughout that time grappled with the prob-
lems we are raising today: What portion of our resources should be
devoted to promising fields; how should it be distributed amongst
various fields of science; what is the relationship between the fund-
ing of the large science expensive projects and maintaining a base
of small science and science education and so on?

You all, in your testimony and your experience, throw a great
deal of light on these kinds of policy issues. We look at this ques-
tion of are we putting too much into particle physics or high
energy physics, and then we look at other fields of scienceand I
am reminded of molecular biology, for example, which we have
been funding through the NIH now for 20 or 30 yearsand the
level of funding for basic research in the biological sciences has
probably been comparable to today's level, around $3 or $4 billion
now for a generation, and we can see the results of that rather con-
sistent level of funding in terms of the marvelous things that are
happening in molecular biology and biotechnology.

The reasons for continued support of that, of course, we frequent-
ly point out, have to do with the hopes of elderly Congressmen that
this will help save our lives. [Laughter.]

We don't necessarily have that same connection with high
energy physics. But it illustrates the importance of recognizing the
need to have a link with the political process in some fashion, and
you gentlemen have all pointed out some of those linksthe spin-
offs in cryogenics and vacuum technology and various other fields
that are important to the society.

Of course, the fundamental reason that all of this research took
place was the recognition of the vital contribution of science to the
war effort during World War II. We would like to get away from
that, frankly, and recognize the importance of this curiosity-driven
aspect of science. But that is kind of hard to sell to a large public
and, through the public, to the Congress. But this has been a most
illuminating experience.

I have a couple of points that I wanted to explore with you just
briefly, and I don't think we need to exhaust any of these things.
But in the European community and in the Japanese situation, do
you have a linkage between the scientific and the governmental
communities that gives you assurance of a certain revel of resource
support, either in terms of a fixed number of dollars or a fixed por-
tion of the Government budget or a fixed portion of the GNP or
some other target that you are trying to achieve and have some
commitment to? And is it desirable if you do have that, or if you
don't have it?

Dr. BRIANTI. I don't know if I will be able to answer completely
your question, but I wish to comment on the CERN situation.
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As I said, CERN is an international organization in which the
member states pay in proportion to their gross national product.
This is reviewed nn a 3-year basis.

Now, you may assume that because there are certain countries,
it is an extremely complicated process how to arrive at a decision,
and indeed, I am not saying that it is an easy process. It is compli-
cated. But the fact that then it is an international c inmitment so
far has helped us in being stable.

In other words, when there are major decisions which have been
taken as to building new facilities, for instance the SPSand this
took almost 7 or 8 years to be decided uponthat took 5 or 6 years
to be decided. But once it is decided, the member states feel com-
mitted.

For instance, in the case of the LEP construction which spans
over 8 yearsand 8 years is a long timethis was based on two
foundations. The first was, OK, the budget is what it is, and don't
ask for more; try to use the Swiss francs or the dollar the best you
can. The second is a gentlemen's agreement, of course not a legal
one, !)ut a gentlemen's agreement among the representative of the
member states that the level would be kept absolutely constant
during those 8 years.

And so the national science budget may go up and down and
there may be a local problem here and there, but the fact that it is
an international commitment has rather helped the stability.

So on the disadvantages side, it may be that in order to reach
consensus, you have to settle on a level which may be lower than
the most wealthy country could support. But on the whole, we are
pleased.

This continuity has occurred over 30 years. We figured out that
in any given point in time, there is always one of the European
governments that is either not there or elections are due to come,
but the fact of the collegial responsibility has helped the stability.

That is the comment I wish to make.
Mr. BROWN. You would stress the importance, then, of having a

reasonably long-term commitment to this?
Dr. Bailout. Oh, yes, this is essential, because, you see, this con-

struction has a long-term basis.
Mr. BROWN. That differs from our practice here, which in most

cases is annual decisions, but in fact we have established that same
kind of commitment through inertia, perhaps, if nothing else.

Professor SOERGEL. Maybe I should comment on the situation in
Germany. It is not just Europe, but since Germany operates the
other high energy physics laboratory as a national lab in Europe, it
may be relevant to your question.

We have for DESY a reasonably stable budget on which we can
count over the years which goes roughly with inflation. The budget
for DESY, as I have outlined, is given 90 percent by the Federal
Government and 10 percent by the state government of Hamburg.

These two bodies have kind of a board of trustees which defines
every budget, so it is officially given every year by vote in the two
parliaments, in the Federal budget and in the state budget of Ham-
burg. Bat it is very stable over the years.

Now, when a new facility comes like the big HERA facility,
which s a very large facilityit is ..,ne of the largest in the world
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at this momentwe get an excursion from this budget which now
takes for a few years over the construction, and then the bu et is
expected to go down to the level we have now before the RA
construction again, and we can count on that for its operation.

This ability, I think, is very important for the lab.
Mr. BROWN. Could you comment, Dr. Ozaki?
Dr. OZARI. Since I am not really a director of the laboratory and

I am directing a project, I don't know how well I can comment cn
this particular issue. I am a scientist looking from the outside into
the makings of government and the political system.

There has been a strong will, however, in Japan, to commit to
the development of basic science in Japan lately, actually, and as
you can see, the Government of Japan has approved and is sup-
porting TRISTAN with a very large amount of money. Indeed, that
is really true, but I see the evidence of their wi" to continue sup-
port.

However, the level of support which the pure sciences are getting
in Japan is such that the TRISTAN project is draining the system
quite a hit. Though it is increasing, looking at the current budget-
ary situation in Japan, I don't see a marked increase coming for
several years.

Now, in looking at a project itself, for instance, the discipline
itself, we do not have a specific commitment to a certain percent-
age of the total science budget allocated to some area, so it depends
upon project by project. When a good project comes and is ap-
proved, then we are certain to receive that commitment over cer-
tain many years. Then we will most likely lose the support after
the project is finished, with that money going into some other
project like space or whatnot.

So I really don't know whether I have answered your question or
not, but as the manager of the program, I believe it is very, very
important to have a definite commitment extending over the years.

The Government of Japan also runs the same way as here. It is a
year-by-year business. But for a long-term project like TRISTAN, I
find that it is very important to have the tipecific commitment over
the long term as to what the schedule is, the funding schedule is,
and what are the total moneys. So far, I am not getting quite that
kind of support.

Mr. BROWN. Let me ask another general question for anyone to
comment on.

You have referred to this field as being one that is curiosity
driven, and I wonder if there is any way in which we can evaluate
the amount of curiosity. Are we in a situation where we ought to
be concerned about the number of people coming into the high
energy physics field? Are there fluctuations, as there are in many
other technical fields, which deserve to be considered h policy con-
siderations over reasonable periods of time, say, 10 years? Do we
suffer ups and downs of topflight, curiosity-driven scientists which
impinge upon our capability to produce results in some of these ac-
tivities?

Dr. SAMIOS. Maybe I could comment in a different way. A field is
driven, and bright people come in, by the excitemen% in the field,
and the position we find ourselves in now is thatand there is usu-
ally a tradeoff of hopping back and for th between theoretical and
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experimental aspectssometimes one part gets ahead and then the
other.

In a sense, if you find no experimental results, a field will dry
up. Radioastronomy became a prominent field when people built
things to look. Before that, you could speculate to your heart's con-
tent and not get anywhere.

High energy physics finds itself presently in a position where one
has to look at the next mass scale. Theorists can speculate to their
hearts' content, and the limits of their speculr,tion are unlimited at
the present time, and so which way you go, you cannot tell until
you look.

And so, although one would prefer that one could know which
way to go on a cheaper basis, we believe that we are at a roadblock
until one builds some facility to look, and then one will have the
further interplay.

So, as a result, you will find that over the last years we have
hadI mean, one of the measures is bright theorists, for instance,
and I believe that in the United States and Western Europe we are
getting some of the very bright people still coming in the field. In
the same sense, at Brookhaven, where we are a multidisciplinary
lab, we get very bright people in microbiology. It is absolutely true.

But I believe what will happen, unless one gets these new experi-
mental tools, that if one does not know which way to go, then you
will see that reduction as a function of time.

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Soergel.
Professor SOERGEL. Particle physics has developed from originally

atomic physics, nuclear physics, in the search for even more funda-
mental c_nstituents of matter. Happily, the bright young people
went to the front line of research. Those which, 100 years ago or 80
years ago, would have gone to the atomic physics, and nuclear
physics later, now come to particle physics.

We have to keep this curiosity-driven field interesting for the
young generation. I personally believe that this is one of the most
important spinoffs, if one talks of that, that young people from the
universities can, as they have done in the past, do in a front-line
research field like particle physics their studies, their Ph.D. work,
before they become what I sometimes call, not completely serious-
ly, useful members of societ.

It is a very good forming of young people to work in high energy
physics, so I believe you have a very important goal here for the
society.

Before you addressed the question about the size of the accele-r-
tors. Unfortunately, there we have some things imposed on lac
nature. We cannot make a smaller accelerator if it serves :VS
people. The size of the machine is given by the physics. So we ha .

to have a big machine to start off, and the only way we can do less
or more is by its exploitation.

There high energy physic= is different from many other fields
like biology or solid state ph. _les, where you have small installa-
tions but more in number. You realize that now in high energy
physics we have already coordinated in such a way that we make
one ;acility in the world of its kind, and all high er_ergy physicists
which wart to do this kind of investigation which is possible Li
that facility go there.
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All people who want to do very high energy proton-antiproton
hadron collisions will go to Fermi lab once Tevatron works. All
people who do electron-proton collisions will come to Hamburg to
do their research, and so on. But we need one big facility to go fur-
ther down which is different for other fields.

Let me make another comment for the final thing. I think it is
characteristic for the development of high energy physics, because
we need this big apparatus, not only the big accelerators but also
the big detectors. In order to operate these things, to build these
things, we need large groups.

If one looks into the funding per scientist, then suddenly we see
that the difference between high energy physics and other fields is
not so extraordinary. That is at least my experience in my country.
I don't know how it is in America. But if you take these figures,
then high energy physics does not appear so terribly expensive.

Also, these large projects take a much longer time scale than the
smaller projects did previously, and if you take all of this into ac-
count, I believe that then suddenly these figures become not so
shocking any more.

Mr. BROWN. If you slice it into small slices, it doesn't hurt nearly
as much, Doctor?

Professor S0ERGEL. Yes. But I think it is correct to dc it this way.
Mr. B.-.9wri. Mr. Chairman, we have a bell ringing. I just wanted

to yield to you to decide what to do here.
Mr. FUQUA. I have one final question which I want to ask Dr.

Richter and Dr. Samios, because they could be affected.
When we get into big science, at the expense, maybe, of other on-

going science projects that are going on 0.-Attand I really get hito
how soon do we have to do this.

I recall arguments that have been made, for instance, in the
space program when we had the project, the Viking, landing on
Mars, that Mars would be there for a long time. There was no rush
to get there. Also on the Galileo Program, there was no time cer-
tain that we had to try to have a landing on Jupiter because it
would still be there for many, many years.

The particles will still be out there. Do you see that if we move
into this at a rapid rate, that this will impact very valuable high
energy physics or particle physics programs that are ongoing?

Dr. RICHTER. Well, the impact on the ongoing program is, of
course, going to depend on the total level of support for the science.

It is interesting because this is a question that we were discuss-
ing most of yesterday with a group of us meeting with HEPAP.
How much do you support what you might call regular ongoing
programs versus how much do you put into the investment in the
iuture? We have to do both. You always need investments in the
future if the science is going to progress.

One of the things that makes life really tough in big science like
high energy physics is that the development time for a major new
facility is so long. It has gotten to be a lower bound of 10 years
from a gleam in the, eye to a machine working and experiments
going.

Dr. LEDERMAN. A beam in the eye?
Dr. RICHTER. A gleam in the eye. [Laughter.]
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And so we are thinking now about what kinds of facilities one
needs in the middle nineties, in spite of the fact that Leon and I, in
the next 2 years, are going to be turning on the U.S. frontier ma-
chines. We know we are going to have to make a step in the mid-
nineties to keep the science going and to keep on answering the
questions that are turned up by the work that is going on now and
in the next 5 years.

I think it is very bad if one slows down the pace of science too
much. If you slow it down too much so that the students cannot
hope to feel that they are going to be ones that make the great dis-
coveries when they grow up and get their Ph.D.'s and go out and
run an experimental group, then the good students are not going to
go into a discipline, and they are going to go someplace else.

It is not just curiosity-driven, but there is a sort of feeling, I
think, in all good scientists that it is not purely curiosity for man-
kind, but it is curiosity for themselves. They want to know.

You have to keep the field moving fast enough so that the stu-
dents can feel that they will make a discovery. Thep you will keep
getting the good ones in. If you slow it down too- much, they are
going someplace else.

Mr. JA. Nick, kind of briefly, because we do have a vote.
Dr. Si,_ ...tos. I will be brief.
I agree with what Burt said. I think one has to have a continu-

ous process in getting to the new thing, because if you don't do
that, you may not have people around to work on the new thing.

SMy comment on the i...SC is that there is a natural time scale,
and I think the time scale is now. The technology is in hand. We
made a decision a few years ago at some pain to the field to really
leapfrog and go to it. I think the science is there. If you push me
and say, "Could you delay by a year?" the answer is obviously yes.
If you push me and say, "Should we delay by 5 years?" then I
think the whole project -may not make sense because other things
will come about or new ideas, or the commitment of the people for
10 1...) 12 years is a rather large commitment.

So my answer would be, Let's get on with it. It is timely; the
technology is here.

The last comment I would make, since the bottom line is always
budgets, I would say the high energy budget, if you look at it over
the last 15 years, has not gone up. In fact, we went down rather
drastically at one point.

I would say other fields have had increased appetites proper for
the fields, and they are getting to our level, so there is a strong
competition for funds in all of the sciences. If anything, I think our
budget situation is worse off now than it was 15 years ago.

Mr. FUQUA. Gentlemen, on this we must conclude because we do
have a vote now.

I want to thank you all very much. It has been a very enlighten-
ing meeting this morning. Like Congressman Brown, I think we
have assembled one of the great panels in the whole world, and we
thank you all for your contributions and for being here today.

Thank you very much. The task force will recess until further
notice.

[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the task force re ;wed, to reconvene
on May 2, 1985, at 10 a.m.]



APPENDIX 1

WITNESSES' QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE RECORD

Answer to the Questions for tne Record of the Hearing, before the
Science Policy Task Force, April 25, 1985
Satoshi Ozaki, KEK

1. What is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of
the next generation of high energy physics facilities, both in terms
of construction and operation?.

as it was clear from the presentation by representatives from the
U.S. and Europe, and of myself, the field of high energy physics has
been quite international with many examples of cost-sharing experiments
at world's major accelerator facilities and one example of major
international laboratory, i.e., CERN. However, the high energy physics
facilities f next generation are necessarily large and even the shared
cost will Prount to a major portion of, and in some cases in :xcess of
the current funding for this field in each nation. It, them bre, will
be imperative for a successful implementation of such a cost-sharing in
question to give a proper consideration to the financial situation of
the government and the benefit to the society of the countries involved.
needless to say, the initiative for such international cooperation must
Come first from the scientific community. As to the Japanese situation,
we are putting an intensive effort to complete TRISTAN project in the
fall of 1986 and have not yet arrived at a conclusion as to the future
program in the high energy physics in Japan.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages 9f sharing the
cost of big science facilities on an international basis?

a) Advantages of cost-sharing:
The cost-sharing could reduce the financial burden of the nations

involved in the big science and make it possible for scientists of the
world to have access to a big facility which is essential for their
scientific persuit, if those nations could reach agreement on a single
configuration of facilities to be built by a common effort.

Another advantage would be found in maintaining the current spirit
of internationalism in the field, which no dcuht will be ,,eneficial in
strengthening the tie between naticns.

b) Disadvantages:
Since multiple nations will be involved in a project, and since the

funding required from each nation will most likely be sizable as was
stated in the answer to the question 1, the initiation and execution of
the program will require a multi-national agreement in the high level of
the governments as well as a consensus of the scientific community of
each nuion involved. This no doubt will add another dimension of
comrlexity on the project, possibly resulting in a delay of
implementation.

A worldwide cooperation on one accelerator facility may present
another disadvantage from a lack of competition between laboratories on
which this field has thrived to date.

(81)
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3. How many high energy physicists are performing research in Japan and
how much funding is provided for high energy physics research?

Japan have about 450 high energy experimentalists including
supporting engineering and technical personnel, accelerator specialists
(110) and graduate students (120). Of these, about 100 physicists and
accelerator specialists are involved in international collaborations at
a varying degree of commitment for each individual.

The funding for high energy physics for current fiscal year is
about 32 billion yen, of that 1.7 billion yen is ear-marked for
international cooperations. A major fraction of the total funding is
for TRISTAN construction.

4. What would be thn best worldwide configuration of high energy
physics facilities from the point of view of science? How might
this best be determined?

Current objective in the energy frontier of this field is the study
of phenomena in the mass range of 100 GeV using proton-antiproton

colliding beam facilities (S1710 at CERN, TEV-I at FNAL) and electron-
positron colliding beam facilities (PEP at SLAC, PETRA at DESY, TRISTAN
at KEK, SLC at SLAC, LEP at CERN). Some of the theoretical
considerations and experimental indications suggest that the mass scale
for the next generation is of the order of 1 TeV. Thus, the facility
configuration best suited for studies in the next generation energy
frontier will be at least one each of proton-proLon or proton-antiproton
colliding beam facility in 20-40 TeV range, and electron-positron
collider in the vicinity of 1 TeV in total energy. An addition of
electron-proton collider at very high energy would give us an insight of
the stranture, if any, of fundamental constituents.

In another frontier, namely that of high luminosity (or high
intensity), 10-100 GeV class electron-positron collider with a very high
luminosity would be of great benefit for a detailed study of phenomena
in the corresponding energy region.

Although one might say that these facilities be concentrated in one
geographical location for an added versatility, the reality of the facts
is that, at least one of these facilities would have to be located in
each geographical region of the world so as to maintain a high level of
participation in the high energy physics by the world's scientific
communities. After all, there is no international program without
national program. This concern would also apply to a need of local
accelerator facility to maintain an excellence of young people,
students.

5. Should some or all future "big science" facilities be developed on
the basis of international cooperation?

At present, we can only speak for the field of high energy physics

in which, as was stated by the testimony of all those present at the
hearing, there have been successful international cooperations as a
matter of fact. A construction of a facility, may it be a major
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detector or accelerator, on the cost sharing bases, can be effective
only when the nations involved can reach an agreement on such sharing of
a facility for their research purposes, with due consideration on the
interest of scientific community, technical and industrial capabilities
of the society and the financial situation of each nation.

6. What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy
physics? Is it increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively
constant?

I judge that the collaboration is increasing, at least in the
experimental program and accelerator R/D, anticipating new opportunities
at the facilities which is to beech., operational in near future.

7. What factors (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit international cooperation
in high energy physics?

Owing to the open door policy of the U.S. high energy physics
community and science authorities since early days of activity, many
physicists from the world have enjoyed opportunities to participate in
research at the U.S. research facilities. This, together with the fact
that the research in this field requires a major accelerator and

detector facilities has facilitated a growth of international
cooperations to date. Prevailing open door policy in the U.S. and
elsewhere, coupled with an understanding by the scientific community and

the government of each nation involved is essential for an enhanced
international cooperation.

Such spirit in Japan facilitated US/Japan collaborative experiments
at two of four collision area at TRISTAN. One of these two
collaborations includes small but significant participation from China
and Korea.

As to the inhibiting factor, one can site a) constraints in the
funding, though high energy physics, by and large, has been treated
favorably compared to other field of study, and b) uneven localization
of major research facilities. (Note, for instance, that the US-Japanese
Coopration has become reciprocal in true sense only with the KEK's
TRISTAN ee- collider project.)

8. Does the rest of the worldwide high energy physics community agree
with the U.S. high energy physics community that the Superconducting
Super Collider or a similar facility is the highest priority?

In Japan, high energy physicists have not yet arrived at a
conclusion as to the priority in future program in high energy physics.
There are variety of opinions among the community on the future
direction, including SSC and an electron-positron linear collider in 1
TeV region.
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9. What does "world leadership" in high energy physics mean? What
particular benefits accrue to the "world leader" versus "number
two"?

Why should national policy makers care whether cr not the nation is
first, second or third in high energy physics r,3earch?

The high energy physics, which shows a nigh degree of intellectual
determination and technical excellence of the society, can in turn
contribute to the strengthening of the country's technological
capability and competitivity. It would seem natural for a national
policy maker to care about the growth of such a field for its scientific
merit, technological spin-off, intellectual build up and, possibly,
prestige, regardless of concern whether the nation is first, second or
third.

10. Are the experiences of international coopela.ion in high energy
physics directly applicable to other fields of science? What
lessons may be learned?

Objective of the high energy physics is to understand the ultimate

picture of the structure of matter and forces and is to satisfy an
intrinsic and universal desire to know our environment. The field is,
so to speak, the purest of pure science. In addition, the object of
study and the method usrd are quite universal and the experimental study
depends highly on large scale accelerator facility. These factors must
have promoted a success%1 international cooperation to date.

The experiences obtained for high energy physics may be applicable
to other field of science, if the characteristics stated above is
clear4y apparent with the field.
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Answers to questions for the record
by V. Soergel

I. What is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of
the next generation of high energy physics facilities, both in
terms of construction and operation?

Answer: To answer this question, one should distinguish _ccelerator facili-
ties and detector facilities.
For accelerator facilities, international coat sharins has been
practiced in the past at CERN, where every member country contri-
butes to the budget in proportion to its economical power.
CERN finances from its budget the construction and the operation
of its accelerator facilities. I think the prospects are good
that CERN, the model for "true" international coat sharing,
will continue to operate in this way also in the future.

'nother model of international cost sharing in the construction of
an accelerator facility is practiced at present at DESY, where we
build HERA with international ,00peration. Here the various part-
ners contribute components manufactured in their domestic industries.
It is foreseen that the operation of this facility is financed
by the host laboratory, i.e. DESY from its budget which comes from
the German Federal Government and the Hamburg State Government,
the Senate. Fran my experience with setting up the HERA collabora-
tion I think that prospects are not bad to set up a similar colla-
boration for the construction or a future accele.-ator facility,
provided sane criteria can be :let, viz:

- the host country provides the major part of the necessary
funds

- the host country will finance the operation of the
facility

free access to the facility is granted following the
ICFA-recommendations to scientists from all countries,
which means also countries which do not contribute to the
construction

the participating countries find for their contributions
its which are of technological interest for their labora-
tories and industries

no (or little) money flow is reqaired.

For detector facilities, international collaboration has a good
tradition and the prospects for international collaboration with
cost-sharing are very good also in the future.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing
the cost of big science facilities on an international basis?

Answer: (a) International cost snaring for big science facilities
has the obvious advantage that it might allow the con-
struction of facilities which individual countries fell
they cannot construct alone for financial reasons.
As cost sharing almost automatically means international
collaboration it has the other advantage of bringing to-
gether scientists and engineers of several countries for
true and peaceful international collaboration. Smaller
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countries may also consider it an advantage that through
an international collaboration in the construction of the
facilities they get a chance to be full partners in front-
line science.

(b) International collaboration with cost sharing through the
contribution of equipment bring, as a disadvantage
many additional problems of coordination, organization,
and adminiotration. It therefore bears the risk to be
less efficient and maybe somewhat more expensive than a
form of organization, where a budget is given to one insti-
tution.

3. How many high energy physicists are performing research at DESY
and how much funding is provided for high energy physics research?

At DESY, there are at present about 500 physicists performing re-
search in high energy physics. These physicists work in six inter-
national collaborations on the PETRA- and DORIS-storage rings.
About 70 of them have a DESY contract, about 150 come from German
universities and research institutes, and 270 from foreign coun-
tries.

As for the funding, I can only provide some figures for Germany
and physicists coming from German universities:
The DSSY budget in a "normal" year is about 145 MDM (1984 prices).
This inlcudes the salaries of about 1000 staff, the opera-
tion of the two storage rings DORIS and PETRA and of the synchro-
tron radiation laboratory and a major part of the operation of the
detectors at DORIS and PETRA (foreign groups contribute to the
operation of the detectors). It also includes the running costs of
the whole laboratory.

In the years 1984-1989, about 600 MnM are added for the construction
of HERA, distributed over the years with a profile peaking in
1987. The exact figure will depend on the cost increases over the
years of HERA construction.

The DESY budget is provided by the German Federal Government (90 %)
and the Hamburg ",Cate Government, the Senate, (10 %). For the HERA
construction, the Hamburg contribution amounts to 15 7..
The Federal Minister for Research and Technology funds university
6roups in Germany with 20 MDM per year (10 /1 for personnel, 1C; M
for equipment) for high energy physics research, of which 4-5 M
per year were given to groups working at DESY in the last years.
This share will go up for the years 1987-1990 when the HERA experi-
ments will be set up.

The staff paid out of these funds supplements the university per-
sonnel which is paid for by the universities. Here I can give
no figure.

4. What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy
physics facilities from the point of view of science? How might
this best be determined?

Most if not all i aure accelerator facilities for high energy
physics will almo t certainly be colliders, since the high center
of mass energies required can only be achieved with that kind of
facility. Mere are bascially three kind of collisions between
high energy particles to be studied with colliders:
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hadron-hadron collisions in proton-proton or antiproton colliders,
lepton- (anti) lepton collisions in electron-positron colliders,
and lepton-hadron collisions in electron (positron) proton colli-
ders. A promising field with the potential for new insights is also
the study of collisions between complex nuclei at relativistic
energies, to be investigated in nuclear colliders like the RHIC
proposed by BNL.

The four kind of colliders address eventually complemntary
scientific questions, having nevertheless oome overlap.
There are strong scientific reasons to have in the next generation
at least one collider of each of the four kinds, which allrs
for its particular reaction = major step forward in the available
center of mass energy. At this moment, there are important scienti-
fic questions specific to each type of collider. Whether this
situation will repeat itself in the next but one generation, is an
open question to be answered on scientific grounds, mainly on the
basis of the results obtained with the machines now under con-
strimtiJn.

5. Should some or all future "big science. facilities be chveloped
on the basis of international cooperation?

Answer: I think that for the development of the big facilities one should
always invite international collaboration of one sort or another.
This should be done in order to make sure that all the latest
scientific and technical know-how enters the design, independent
of the possibility for a later collaboration in the construction
with cost sharing. For high energy physics facilities this interna-
tional collaboration in the development stage is widely practiced.

6. What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy
physics? Is it increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively
constant?

Answer: In high energy physics, international collaboration is certainly

increasing. This is well demonstrated by the fact that we build in
Hamburg now a large accelerator facility at a national laboratory,
DESY, in international collaboration. This is certainly a step for-
ward in international collaboration. Increasing international colla-

boration is further demonstrated by the way in which the big detectors
are being built for the new colliding beam tacilities SLC, Tevatron
Collider, LEP and HERA by large international teams, which include
scientists from both sides of the Atlantic, from Japan, from Eastern
Countr'es like the Sowjet Union and Poland, from the People's Republic
of China, from Israel and from other countries.

One of the proposals for a HERA-detector for example ie signed by

about 200 scientists from nine countries. This type of international
collaboration on a large scale is to my mind also a remarkable
achievement of high energy physics, besides exciting scientific
results.

7. What factors (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit international cooperation
in high energy physics?

Answer: (a) Here are some factors which facilitate international
collaboration:
The home institutions in particular the universities, have to
be sufficiently generous to their teaching personnel to allow
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them freedom in arranging their teaching duties, so that they can
actively .rticipate in an experiment far away from their home
university. It certainly facilitates international collaboration
or working on a large center, if the distance is not too big,
so that an easy communication is possible. In Europe we have the
big advantage that from almost every country collaborating in DESY
or CERN one can communicate between the large facility and the
home university on a day to day basis. Funding ,genies should
certainly appreciate the additional problem which arises with
international collaboration where much travel is required. They
can facilitate the collaboration by making the necessary travel
funds available.

There are more points of this practical nature which I hesitate
to list here. The host laboratory can of course help to make the
social environment acceptable for the visiting scientists and
engineers from the various countries. This also greatly facilitates
international collaboration.

(b) There are some administrative problems which inhibit international
collaboration like customs regulations, visa problems for people
from Eastern Countries or the permission to cross freely the
boarder, problems of data connections across boarders and so on.
They hag. been addressed e.g. by the Summit Follow Up Working
Group on High Energy Physics and outlined in the Report to the
Bonn Conference.

8. Does the rest of the worldwide high energy phycica community agree
with the U.S. high energy physi'.s community that the Superconducting
Super Collider or a similar facility is the highest priority?

Answer: With the technology of today, the highest center of mass energies
can be achieved with proton-proton or proton-antiproton
colliders like the SSC or similar projects discussed elsewhere,
e.g. the LHC in the LEP-tunnel. The success of the CERN proton-
antiproton collider gives us confidence that such a machine has a
high scientific potential. I think it is correct to say that at
this moment, most high energy physicists would agree that a very
high energy proton proton or

proton-antiproton-collider would have
highest priority as a machine of the next generation.
If a technique would show up which allows to collide electrons
with positrons at much higher energies than with LEP at CERN
this priority might be questioned.
We hope of course that by then the bedroll collider is under
construction at some place any that the high energy electron-
positron collider would be the machine to be built next.

9. What does "world leadership" in
high energy physics mean? What

particular benefits accrue to the "world leader" versus "number
two"?

Why should national policy makers care whether or not the nation is
first, second or third in high energy physics research?

Answer: I would prefer to not anew c that question. I think that we have
learned in the past ten or twenty vears to collaborate interna-
tionally on the front line facilities in Such a way that scientists
from all nations involved in this reseach share the credit for it:
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success. We also have arrived at a situation where front line machines
which attract scientists from many countries are located in several
regions of the world.

In such a scheme it is obviously inevitable that at a given moment
in time the facility in one place has the chance to give beet physics.
In the long term however, this should average out. National policy

m akers should care that their nation takes its share in this world-
wide effort to explore the secrets of matter, that the fund° they
make available are used to build front-line facilities both, accele-
rators and detectors, and that the scientists of their country get
the chance to do excellent research in international collaboration.

10. Are the experiences of international cooperation in high energy
physics directly applicable to other fields of science? What
lessons may be learned?

I don't think that one can easily apply the experience made in high
energy physi-s to other fields of science. High energy physics is
characters _d by very large collaborations with a large number of
scientists. This nearly dictates international collaboration.
I don't know of an,. o?her field of science where the teams need
to be as terse as to make international collaboration of that type
a necessity.

V. Soergel

9 4
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OUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

G. Brianti

1. WHAT IS THE FUTURE PROSPECT FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COST-SHARING
OF THE NEXT GENERATION OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS FACILITIES. BOTH IN TERNS OF
CONSTRUCTION ANO OPERATION?

The total cost of high energy physics for a given nation or a group of
nations can be divided in two categories :

i) construction and operation of accelerators/colliders and related
infrastructure,

ii) construction and operation of experimental detectors.

In general the costs of i) are covered by the Agency responsible for the
laboratory, while the costs of ii) are shared in wide international
collaborations.

At CERN, the 'Agency' is formed by thirteen Member States and the costs i)
are shared among them on the basis of an International Convention, which has
insured stability and continuity of the Organization for more than thirty
years. Recently the LEP experiments at CERN plan to receive - 351 of the
total cost from foreign countries in the form of actual components.

Either methods could be applied to a new large facility. '

2. WHAT ARE (A) THE AOVANTAGES MD (B) THE OISADVANTAGES OF SHARING THE
COST OF BIG SCIENCE FACILITIES ON AN INTERNATIONAL BASIS?

(a) Advantages

i) The obvious one that, by pooling human resources and financial means, a
better and more advanced facility can be built,

ii) The daily 'work together' of people with different cultural backgrounds
and mentality, which often constitutes an enrichment of the individual
participants, their home institutions and through them other scientists
and students. It contributes to promote high standards of excellence
and allow wider access to frontier research facilities.

(b) Disadvantages

i) The danger that the potentially accrued value of the united facility
is lessened by difficulties or hesitations of one or more of the
partners.

3. HOW NARY HIGH ENERGY PHYSICISTS ARE PERFORHING RESEARCH AT CERN ANO
HOW MUCH FUNDING IS PROVIDED FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH?

The total number of high energy physicists performing research at CERN is
2700, of which - 2200 come from CERN Member States and - 500 from

non-Member States (- 200 from USA).

The total CERN budget is 700M Swiss Francs per annum. To this one should
,add - 600M Swiss Francs spent nationally in the CERN Member States.
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4. WHAT WOULD BE THE BEST WORLDWIDE CCNFIGURATION OF HIGH ENERGY
PHYSICS FACILITIES FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF SCIENCE? HOW NIGHT THIS BEST
BE DETERMINED?

The best worldwide configuration would be one in which coaplementarity is
achieved in one or more of the following features :

i) energy of particle collisions at constituents'level
ii) types of particle collisions
iii) research aims
iv) dates of initial operation.

Ideally it would be attractive to explore the energy range c Tevatron I
at Fermilab, namely the TeV region, by one hadron collider .'.on- proton or

proron-antiproton) and one electron-positron collider with m .Azonable
geographical distribution, e.g. one in USA and ore in Europe.

However it must be noted that the technologies to realize the two types of
installation have not reached to-date the same degree of maturity. While
circular hadron colliders would make use of rather well established
techniques, the electron-positron linear colliders eagerly await results of
the SLC at SLAC in 1986 for 50 GeV on 50 GeV, before an extrapolation to,
say, 1 TeV on 1 TeV can be based on solid grounds.

Concerning hadron colliders, the highest cost effectiveness, namely the cost
in $ per TeV, would be achieved with the LHC in the CERN LEP Tunnel, because
of the existing infrastructure (injectors, tunnel, laboratory facilities) -

Globally, the most rational approach would be to review the situation at the
end of 1987 after one year of operation of the SLC in the USA and the
conclusions of the Working Group on the Scientific and Technological Future
of CERN chaired by C. Rubbia.

5. SHOULD SORE OR ALL FUTURE 'BIG SCIENCE' FACILITIES BE DEVELOPED ON
THE BASIS OF INTERNAvIONAL COOPERATION?

In high energy physics all big facilities are used internationally. For
their construction and operation, it is difficult to make very general
statements (see also the answers to other questions).

6. WHAT IS THE TREND OF INTERNAT.ONAL COLLABORATION IN HIGH ENERGY
PHYSICS? IS IT INCREASING. DECREASING OR CENAINING RELATIVELY CONSTANT?

By international agreement established in 1954 among thirteen European
Countries, all CERN projects have been builtlnternationally. In addition,
the trend of International collaboration in high energy physics is a steady
increase for what concerns experiments, in particular in the case of large
detectors. Examples are L3 at CERN LEP, and indeed all LEP experiments, and
CDF at Fermilab. Recently, also the HERA collider at DESY (Germany) has
been based on a financially modest but technologically significant

international collaboration in the form of actual machine components
supplied by foreigh countries.
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7. WHAT FACTORS (A) FACILITITATE OR (B) INHIBIT INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION
IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS?

(a) Factors which facilitate international collaboration:
i) The hope of achieving a better global result
ii) The success already obtained through international collaboration.

(b) Factors inhibiting international collaboration:
i) National pride
ii) Fear of a decreased activity in the local Universities.

8. DOES THE REST OF THE WORLDWIDE HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS COMMUNITY AGREE
WITH THE U.S. HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS COMMUNITY THAT THE SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER
COLLIDER OR A SIMILAR FACILITY IS THE HIGHEST PRIORITY?

The world high energy physics community agrees that progress in this science
can only be achieved by enhancing the range of energy available in the TeV
region.

At the moment, the only predictable way of achieving this is by building a
hadron collider considerably larger than TeV I. However, the answer to
question 4 should be borne in mind.

9. WHAT DOES 'WORLD LEADERSHIP' IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS MEANS? WHAT
PARTICULAR BENEFITS ACCRUE TO THE "WORLD LEADER' VERSUS 'NUMBER TWO'?
WHY SHOULD NATIONAL POLICY MAKERS CARE WHETHER OR NOT THE NATION IS FIRST.
SECOND OR THIRD IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH?

I do not think that the 'world leadership' has a real significance for high
energy physics, which is an open field where all results are nublished.
However, given its cultural relevance, what is important for a nation or a
group of nations is to maintain a support vigourous enough to attract
excellent young researchers into the field. In practically all cases, these
scientisits will have the opportunity to carry out their research in wide
international collaborations, very often on a world basis.

Hence the importance of geographical distribution of facilities, so that
fore-front research can be carried out by University teams in more than one
nation or region.

10. ARE THE EXPERIENCES OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN HIGH ENERGY
PHYSICS DIRECTLY APPLICABLE TO OTHER FIELDS OF SCIENCE? WHAT LESSONS HAY BE
LEARNED?

Certainly the experiences of international cooperation in high energy
physics can be applied in other fields of fundamental research. In my
opinion the advantages of international collaboration go such beyond the
sharing of cost. It fosters scientific excellence and enriches the
participants by the exchange of different experiences and by the daily
comparison of more varied cultural backgrounds.
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Question 1: What is the future prospeLt for the international cost-sharing
of the next generation of high energy physics facilities, both in terms of
construction and operation?

Answer: It is too early to give a definitive prediction of the prospects

for international cost sharing in the next generation of high energy physics

facilities. With regard to the Superconducting Super Collider, SSC, rroject

which is being studied in the U.S., we are actively pursuing opportunities

for international cooperation and cost sharing. We are, for example,

pursuing tni s through the Economic Summit process. Dr. Trivelpiece, the U.S.

representative and Chairman of the High Energy Physics Working Group,

recently sent a 1Ptter to his Summit colleagues inviting participation of

scientists from their countries in the SSC effort. By this process, we hope

to develop grassroots interest in SSC among foreign scientists as a step

toward more substantial and formal participation. The Western European

community is heavily committed through the remainder of this decade to its

own major efforts to build two one billion dollar class high energy physics

facilities, the Large Electron-Positron facility, LEP, at CERN and the

Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage facility, HERA, at DESY. Although they are

unlikely to be able to contribute to SSC construction, I believe that there

will be significant European collaboration in detector fabrication for the

SSC. Also, I am optimistic about the possibility of substantial collaboration

and cost sharing with the Japanese, although we don't have any specific

indications at this time.

With regard to international sharing in the operation costs of face ties,

we believe that charges for use of accelerators would have a negative impact

on international cooperation on a global ba.is. Clearly, if we were to

impose a use charge on foreign users, they would reciprocate by imposing such
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charges on the U.S. for use of their facilities. Such a condition would tend

to discourage international collaboration. Furthermore, there would be no

long-term net gain to the U.S. from such a procedure since U.S. physicists

currently have their proposals accepted at foreign high energy physics

facilities on the basis of their scientific merit with no charge for beam

time.

In summary, we recognize the importance of international collaboration and

cost sharing in the SSC and are actively exploring and pursuing oppor-

tunitie' and working to develop appropriate mechanisms. As indicated, the

prospects of cost Oaring in construction are uncertain, while the prospects

for cost sharing in major detector fabrication are very promising.

-II ,;0
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Question 2: What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing
the cost of big science facilities on an international basis?

Answer: The primary advantage of international cost sharing in the cost of

big science facilities is that it may lessen the financial burden of the host

nation. un a long-term basis, the integrated costs to each region may be

about the same for a given scope of the world program, assuming that the

current balance among regions remains about the same as at present. In

addition, once international agreements are achieved, this might lead to the

advantage of more stable long-range funding conmitments for high energy

physics.

The sharing in the cost of large facilities requires the negotiation of

formal international agreements and procedures. This process is uncertain,

cumbersome, and time consuming. Such a process could cause delays in

securing approval for starting projects and also impose complexities and

constraints on the implementation and management of the projects. The

delay and constraints would result in inefficiences and higher overall

costs for the world program. There are also many logistical and admini-

strative problems associated with major international activities, including

a multi icity of formal approvals and other problems such as visa issues

and export regulations. Satisfactory mechanisms to deal with these issues

lo not exist today. Discussions are under way to improve some or these

situations through the Economic Summit process.
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Question 3: What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy
physics facilities from the point of view of science? How might this best
be determined?

Answer: The best worldwide configuration for high energy physics facilities

would be one that permits effective exploration of important, unexplored

physics domains with no unnecessary duplication of capabilities. Clearly

the major types of frontier capabilities as envisioned today are high energy

electron-positron colliders, proton-proton/proton-antiproton colliders, and

electron-proton colliders at the energy frontier, as well as fixed target

capabilities with various types of secondary beams. As the worldwide high

energy physics orogram is evolving today, Western Europe will have the lead

role in the early 1990's in electron-positron colliders with the Large

Electron-Positron, LEP, facility and in electron-proton colliders with the

Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Aniage, HERA, tdcility, while the U.S. will have the

lead in proton-antiproton colliders with the Tevatiun -acuity and in

fixed-target physics with the Tevatron II facilities until the Soviet UNK

3 TeV on 3 TeV hadron collider cones into operation. At this time, there is

consensus that the next step beyond these facilities should be a high

luminosity proton-proton collider able to explore in the TeV mass scale.

The Superconducting Super Collider, SSC, being studied in the U.S. is the

leading candidate for this capability.

The characteristics of the best configuration of high energy physics

facilities at any given time have to be determined from scientific needs,

with worldwide consensus and coordination of plans for new facilities. The

International Committee for Future Accelerato,s, ICFA, and the Economic

Summit process provide two special forums for discussion of plans on a

worldwide basis and for development of mechanisms for improved international

collaboration in high energy physics. In addition, there is extensive

communication between high energy physicists of all regions, and it is in the

best self interest of each region to achieve unique frontier capabilities in

each region rather than redundancy.
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Question 4: Should some or ail future "big science" facilities be deveioped
on the basis of international couperation?

Answer: There is a lorg history of extensive international communication

and cooperation in high energy physics, including the planning for new

facilties. It has been mutually agreed by the participants in the High

Energy Physics Working Group of the Economic Summit Process that the

required new and advanced facilities can be built and operated within

broadly constant worldwide budgets (with some fluctuations during years of

peak capital expenditure), provided that there is no unnecessary

duplication. This implies planning on an inter-regional basis to ensure

complementarity and cost effectiveness. Further concentration of facilities

is inevitable; however, the Working Group is convinced that more than one

regio, working effectively in high energy physics is essential to the health

of the science in the period of the study.

Each case should be J.Idged on its own merits it d worldwide context. On the

other hand, I think it would be wrong to make a generalized pronouncement

that all large future facilities should be developed on the basis of

international cooperation.

1 3
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Question 5: What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy
physics? Is it increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively constant?

Answer: International collaboration in high energy physics is very extensive

but is also clearly increasing. During the past two decades, we have seen a

trend from a mode which primarily involved participation in international

meetings and conferences and exchange of individual scientists, to one

involving participation in joint experiments and extensive use of each

other's facilities on a long-term reciprocal basis and more recently, to

joint participation and cost sharing in the design, fabrication, and use of

major detectors. For example, there is strong participation by Japanese and

Italian scientists in the Colliding Detector at Fermilab, CDF, including 3

total of about $15 million in cost sharing (nearly 30 percent of the cost of

CDF). U.S. scientists are participating to some extent in all four major

detectors at the Large Electron-Positrsn, LEP, facility and ane LEP

experiment is led by a U.S. scientist. U.S. scientists have indicated their

interest in participation in Hadron-Elek.ion-Ring-Anlage, HERA, experiments.

One major experiment on the TRISTAN facility being built in Japan is jointly

funded by the U.S. and Japan.

As the cost of major facilities continues to increase, it is clearly

essential to avoid unnecessary duplication of facilities and to seek means

to reduce the fiscal impact of Cie large facilities. There is serious

pursuit of discussions to establish mechanisms for broader participation.

The Economic Summit process is one of these.
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Question 6: What attributes of high energy physics make international
cooperation easy to achieve?

Answer: High energy physics has a long tradition of international collab

oration and cooperation. The many years of working together, which have

established successful modes of collaboration and a framework for dialogue,

provide a basis of mutual trust and understanding for continued cooperation.

Nigh energy physics is an area where there is strong and widespread interest

by all highly developed countries. As an area of very basic research with

no immediate military or industrial applications, it is an area where

competing regions may freely and openly work together.

Another major attribute of high energy physics which facilitates international

collaboration is the concentration of the experimental research at a few

large facilities. With only a few major world centers (Fermilab, Brookhaven

National Laboratory and Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in the U.S.; CERN

and DESY in Western Europe; KEK in Japan; and Serpukov and Novosibirsk in

the Soviet Union) and with a cohesive set of physics goals and mutual

Interests, it is relatively easy for the leaders of the field to focus on

the issues and work together to develop mechanisms for cooperation,

coordinate planning of facilities, and reach consensus, provided the

proposed cooperation results in mutual benefit to all the participar.ts.

Question: Does the field have attributes that make international cooperation
difficult?

Answer: The primary impedances to international collaboration in high

energy physics seem to lie in the domain of logistical and administrative

(resat, foreign travel restrictions, export licensing, etc.) issues rather

than in the inherent attributes of the field.

1 05
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Question 7: Has there been an overinvestment or underinvestment in high
energy physics relative to other subfields of physics or other disciplines?
How can the appropriate levels of investment in different subfields on
disciplines best be determined?

Answer: I believe the best way is to look at the individual programs and

assess the importance and excellence of the scientific results of that

program, the importance of the program to the nation's o.erall scientific

effort, and the needs a particular program has to remain excellent,

productive, and world competitve. I do not feel qualified to try to give an

assessment of what is going on in subfields of physics other than high

energy physics or nuclear physics, or in other disciplines. I will,

therefore, focus my response on the state of high energy physics.

High energy physics is a field in which effectiveness and productivity are

critically dependent on the capability of its experimental facilities. A

successful high energy physics program demands the availability of facilities

capable of forefront research in the important, unexplored physics domains.

These facilities are large, complex, anu costly. I believe that the U.S.

today has a world-competitive high energy physics program. It is also clear

that to remain a world-class program further substantial investments in high

energy physics facilities are essential. Is the investment in hip energy

physics out of line with the investment in other science programs? I really

don't know how to make such a compariscn, but can only state that the

present investment in high energy physics has given us a productive, world-

class program which has produced many payoffs in scientific discoveries,

technological benefits to the nation, and international prestige. A

substantially :mailer investment would result in a second-class program.

M increased investment can be justified and cc.uld be profitably utilized.

1,1)6
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Question 8: What factors either ( ) facilitate or (b) inhibit international
cooperation in high energy physics?

Answer: The major factors which facilitate international collaboration in

high energy physics are the long history of effective collaboration and

cooperation in high energy physics and the concentration of the program on

a few large facilities. The large cost of forefront facilities encourages

joint use and coordinated planning for the construction of new unique

facilities. This need has been recognized by the formal agreement between

all major participants in high energy physics that facilities in each region

are a4ailable to scientists of all regions on the basis of the scientifc

merit of their proposal without regard to nationality and without charge for

beam time.

The major inhibiting factors to joint funding of facilities are the logistic

and admiaistrative difficulties I discussed earlier. In addition, the

requirements for international agreements, which move slowly and frequently

impose delays and operational constraints on programs, could result in

inefficiences and larger overall costs for the world program.
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Question 9: Will spending of national funds on international facilities be
to the detriment of national laboratories? What is the appr priate level of
funding or national research efforts versus international efforts and how
should these levels be determined?

Answer: Within a given budget level for the national program there is a

competition for funds between efforts related to national facilities and

those related to foreign or international facilities. Clearly, if the

overall program includes substantial efforts related to international

facilities, national facilities will not receive as much funding as they

would in an exclusively national program. This can be a detriment to

individual national laboratories.

From a more global point cc vew, each nation must strive to achieve a

balarced, comprehensive program with investigations in important physics

domains. The costs of facilities and fiscal restraint simply do not permit

each nation to have every kind of facility. Use of foreign facilities with

unique capabilities not available in the U.S. and participation in the

development of international facilities are essential to a well balanced

program of researct, and are the most cost-etfect,ve ways to proceed.

There is no simple general answer to the appropriate balance between funding

of national versus international efforts. It 15 a dynamic situation. Each

year it is necessary to look at commitments, physics needs, facility

capabilities, and the interests of scientists to determine the appropriate

balance within available resources. It is essential to have a base of

facilities with forefront research capabilities in the national program in

order to sustain a world-competitive program. The national facilities must

be funded adequately to permit them to operate at a productive, cost-

effective level.
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Question 10: What does "world le-dership" in high energy physics mean?
What particular benefits accrue to the "world leader" versus "number two"?

Answer: The concept of world leadership in high energy physics refers to

the capability to do forefront research and produce a reasonable share of

the truly significant results on a worldwide basis. What is referenced is a

vorld leading or world-competitive position., not one of dominance.

The benefits of a competitive, world-leading program are that the U.S.

physicists and the nation share in significant discoveries and excitement of

this exploratory field of basic research and receive worldwide recognition

nd international prestige for scientific and technological leadership.

Being able to work at the forefront and make pioneering discoveries provides

a strong incentive and drive to the nation's high energy physicists and

helps attract the top quality people who are essential to sustain excellence

in this highly challenging and demanding program.

The investment required for a high energy physics program is large in terms

of funding and manpower resources. This stems from the inherent

characteristics of the facilities required for forefront exploration. A

program with non-forefront facilities or with facilities which come on late

costs as much as a competitive, world-ieading program but does not make

forefront discoveries.

Question: Why should national policy makers care whether or not the nation
is first, second or third in high energy physics research?

Answer: National policy makers should be concerned about the return on the

investment made in high energy physics and about the strength of the

nation's science and technology base. High energy physics is an important

fundamental science base of the nation's scientific and technological

strength. The U.S. should be world competitive and have some share

of the forefront facilities in the field. It costs almost as much to be

second and there is little credit and much less benefit to the nation.
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Question 11: Are the experiences of international cooperation in high
energy physics directly applicable to other fields of science' What
lessons may be learned?

Answer: High energy physics has clearly been a pioneer in establishing

mechanisms for effective international cooperation and collaboration.

Clearly the patterns and mechanisms developed in high energy physics could

be beneficial to other fields, particularly those requiring large facilities.

Perhaps the biggest lesson to be learned is that successful international

cooperation requires mutual interest and benefit. We have learned that it

is essential to develop a basis of dialogue and interaction before attempting

any significant collaboration or cost-sharing efforts. International

cooperative efforts have had the mutual and beneficial effect of provicting

each region with access to unique research opportunities which it (Auld

not afford to provide locally.

0
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WESTiCHS AND ANSWERS FOR 1HE RECORD

Professor Jean Sacton

Prepmble: Because of the strong relationship between sane of the questions, I

would appreciate that these answers be looked at as a whole.

This document summarizes my personal VIEWS and should not be considered as
representing the views of ECFA.

Sane of these questions are worthy of much longer discussion than the few
enclosed canments.

1. What Is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of the next
generation of high energy physics facilities, both In terms of construction
and operationt

The next generation of high energy physics facilities will be expen-
sive and therefore unnecessary duplication should be avoided. However, ac-
cess to a variety of machines (such as hadron-hadron, electron-positron or
electron-proton colliders) will remain a must for ensuring the success of
our field. it Is therefore expected that high energy physics facilities
will continue to exist In various regions. in operating these facilities,
the regions will have the obligation to open Than tc competent physicists
from all over the world, the access being guaranteed on the sole considera-
tion of scientific value of the proposed experiments and their techni-
cal and financial feasibility. As is presently the case for most of the
big high energy physics laboratories, there should be no or minimal parti-
cipation of the outside users to the operational costs.

As far as the funding of the construction of accelerators Is con-
cerned, Europe has experienced two different models:

(a) CERN, which is an international organization, is funded by Its
various Member-States according to well defined quotas. The fund
Is at the disposal of the organization to develop an agreed pro-
gramme of accelerator construction and exploitation.

(b) DESY, a national laboratory, has recently started the construc-
tion of the HERA ep collider. This machine will be funded mainly
by the German Authorities with a participation from other coun-
tries supplying either homemade machine components or manpower.
The nature and the level of this participation Is determined on
the basis of bilateral agreements between each country and Ger-
many,

Model (a), proposed In the Fifties, has proved to be successful in
Europe but would be probably much more diff'oult to Implement nowadays at
an Interregional level. Model (I.) seems promising but its success has
still to be assessed.
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The exchange of specialized personnel during the RED phase preceding
future accelerator construction should also be viewed in the future as an
essential contribution to the project.

In the construction of large facilities, the active involvement of
Industry, both fran the host region and fran the other participant coun-
tries, should be encouraged even during the R&D phase. This participation
should be organized, hcwever, with great care in view cf the widely differ-
ent local situations.

It is worth mentioning that general purpose detectors in use at col-
liding beam facilities car, be considered as part of the machine. Cost
sharing In detector construction is already a current practice.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing the cost
of big science facil.t es on an international basis?

Cost sharing of "big science" facilities on an international basis snould
contribute to avoiding unnecessary duplication, if should permit the reali-
zation of ambitious projects which otherwise would remain fiction. Such
unique facilities would unavoidably drain top skilled scientists, engineers
and technicians from ail parts of the world and contribute to the creation
of centres of excellence. Hcwever, various kinds of management difficul-
ties, inherent to big international enterprises, could lead to a rapid
decrease in efficiency (lack of autonomy, lack of flexibility). In the
tong term the danger is real for a loss of ccmpetition spirit and creativi-
ty which could, nevertheless be overcome if various local programmes of
high quality are run In parallel. These programmes would be essential for
the training of those people who will later be working at the central faci-
lities; they should ensure the indispensable links with the universities
and technical schools and should contribute to spread equitably the spin-
offs (intellectual and technical) to be expected from the central facili-
ties.

In this discussion, the industrial participation should be looked at care-
fLlly. A continuous search for comprcmises in order to minimize discrimi-
nation and injustice could be paralyzing. Nevertheless, balanced solutions
will have to be found when choosing between cost effectiveness and just
return, standardization and originality, ...

3. Haw many high energy physicists are performing rasearch in Europe and hcw
much funding is provided for high energy physics research?

Two surveys of the high energy physics community in Europe have been made
by ECFA In 1978 and 1983, respectively. it was found that over this period
both the size and the composition (experimentalists, theoreticians, Ph.D.
students, ...) of the community were quite stable. The figures for 1983
are as follats:

fxperimant spy
2000 e. 1100
(which 25% are Ph.D. students)

Regarding the funding provided for high energy physics in 1983, the foliat-
ing figures were given to me by W. C. Roche who Is canpiling this informa-
tion for CERN since many years.
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Member States contributions to CERN: 700 M Swiss Francs
National Expendittees of all Amber States: 600 M Swizs Francs

These figures include salaries and overhead.

4. What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy physics faci-
lities from the point of view of science? How might this best be deter-
mined?

As stated previously (see answer no. 1) various types of super colliding
been machines which could give us access to a net mass scale are presently
considered to be the future basic instruments for high energy physics.
Sane of these machines are based on well understood physics principles
(e.g., the hadron-hadron colliders) whilst others are still In the R&D
sieges (such as the electron linear colliders). However, this Is no; the
oniy element which prevents us from defining today the best world-wide
future configuration of high energy physics facilities. Indeed, the
physics results frown the present generation of accelerators as well as
further theoretical developments will be essential inputs to this decision
making process. From the economical viewpoint, complementarily and cost
effectiveness should be taken into account seriously In defining our global
strategy.

Please allow for sane flexibility to accommodate the unexpected.

5. Should some or all future Mg science" facilities be developed on the
basis of international cooperation?

International cooperation in the development of "big science" facilities
should be driven by both scientific and economic motivations. It should
not be improvised, but it should be prepared long beforehand and planned
very carefully. In high energy physics it has started since a long time
and has developed progressively to the present level. There Is no doubt
that this cooperation has proved to be extrecely beneficial to our field.
Some national programmes had, however, to be abandoned but the expertise,
the knot-how wore at that time already well distributed among the various
participating countries allowing for an efficient exploitation of the cen-
tral facilities.

6. What is the trend of International collaboration In high energy physics?
Is it increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively constant?

Undoubtedly the trend of International collaboration in high energy physics
Is Increasing primarily as a result of the increased complexity and cost of
the apparatus needed (accelerators and detectors). The efficient exploita-
tion of sophisticated facilities imposes the pooling of resources: man-
power, material and money. Also the availability of more and more effi-
cient computer links and networks makes it easier to exploit central
facilities ranoteiy, even by small groups.
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7. What factors (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit international cooperation in
high energy physics?

As stated above, international collaboration in high energy physics has
been driven by the necessity of pooi'ng resources to build and exploit the
tools indispensable to develop our field. The resulting big facilities
constitute a pole of attraction for all those wishing to share the Intel-
lectual skill and the first class technological expertise which are concen-
trated there. Once such a process is initiated, it keeps up and even de-
velops as a rolling snowball. International cooperation is for us common
practice which will surely be facilitated by the recent developments of
computer communication networks. The experience of working In such a frame
provides also an insight into personnel and organizational mattere which is
frequently lacking in scientific personnel trained in other disciplines.

Various factors may however contribute to inhibit this collaboration, of
which I would like to mention:

I) sociological and administrative obstacles (language problems, admission
formalities in the host country, integration of the family -- schools,
work permits --, regulations governing the international transfer of
scientific equipment, ...)

II) geographical location of the facilities (distances, communications,
possibilities of daily commutation, ...)

ill) lack of traveling funds (European high level of air fares has inflated
travel expenditure)

iv) international PTT tariffs and lack of standardization for computer
communications.

8. Does the rest of the worldwide high energy physics conounliy agree with the
U.S. high energy physics cconunliy that the Superconducting Super Collider
or a similar facility is the highest priority?

We knot that one clear need has emerged from our present studies which wit,
not be met by the accelerators nog under construction. This Is the re-
quirement to increase the energy range available for high mass particle
production. Large hadron colliders, such as the SSC, are privileged can-
didates in this race. Being based on "classical" concepts, their realiza-
tion is essentially dependent of our ability to mass produce medium or,
more challenging, high field superconducting magnets. Hadrons are compos-
ite particles ma(3 up of bound quarks and the results obtained from high
energy hadron-hadron collisions should be valuably complemented by those
from similar studies with structureless particles such as electrons and
positrons. Unfortunately, for the time being, technical limitations pre-
vent us to efficiently accelerate electrons up to the needed energies.
LIrge electron linear colilders are presently under study but an intensive
R&D program would be required (and should be pushed) to convince the com-
munity of the technical feasibility of these machines.
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9. What does *world leadership" In high energy physics mean? What particular
benefits accrue to the 'World leader" versus "number Iwo "?

Why should national policy makers care whether or not the nation Is first,
second or third In high energy physics research?

At the occasion of a discussion of the future prospect for interregional
collaboration, i will refrain from polemizing about the meaning of 'world
leadership".

10. Are the experiences of international cooperation In high energy physics
directly applicable to other fields of science? What lessons may be
learnzd?

International cooperation in high energy physics is going on since a long
time In detector design, construction, testing and exploitation. Also the
collaborative exploitation of various accelerators is a common practice.
At variance, high energy physicists have still little experience In cost
sharing and cooperating In the construction of accelerators (apart from
expertise exchange) and it might be that this would prove to be a more
delicate exercise. Usually a big detector Is built, run and exploited in
common by the same partners. In the case of the accelerator (1 am refer-
ring to the case of HERA at DES?), various components built In local in-
dustries will be assembled in the host laboratory. The machine will be run
under the responsibility of the host laboratory for the benefit of a large
variety of users. Moreover, whilst a detector can be considered as a com-
bination of various (more or less) Independent modules, an accelerator
works as a whole, most of its components being fully Integrated in the
complete system. In case of difficulty, the definition of responsibility
might become a delicate exercise.

This example shows that In our own field, different modes of cooperation
exist. One should thus be cautious In directly extrapolating our experien-
ces to other fields of science without a careful anaiysls of the specific
needs.
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Written Response to HST Questions
Concerning International Cooperation in

High Energy Physics

B. D. McDaniel
June 20, 1985

I. Whit is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of the
next generation of high energy physics facilities, both in terms of
construction and operation?

While there is generally good international collaboration in the use of
high energy physics experimental facilities and the CERN laboratory
has been established as an international collaboration of the European
region, the prospects of international collaboration between regions
for sharing construction and operational costs are not very optimistic
for the near future. Both Europe and Japan are very heavily committed
at the present time to construction programs. At their current level
of funding it will be several years before significant funds will
become available for these countries to support any major program of
international collaboration on construction it should be pointed out
that the current level of support for high energy physics in Europe
when measured in terms of the gross national product is already
about twice that of the United States. if one is to expect significant
contributions to a new major collaborative program, it is difficult to
see how this could be accomplished without a joint decision by our
President and the foreign chiefs of government with substantial
increases in resources becoming available from foreign sources for
this field of activity.

With regard to the question of collaboration in support of operating
costs the ICFA agreements, which are uniformly accepted by all
regions, state that the regional laboratory facilities should be made
available to all investigators without cost, subject only to the
scientific evaluation of the proposal. The statement of this principle
is given in full in Attachment II of my written testimony submitted
on April 25, 1985. The agreement on this principle was in itself a
major achievement of the ICFA group and a major step in

international cooperation. To now ask for cooperation in supporting
operating expenses would be a backward step. In the full statement,
there is recognition that there may develop some unbalance in the
international program and that special considerations may be given to
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compensate for this unbalance. While some method of sharing
operating costs could be developed, except in a condition of major
unbalance, It would appear that the organizational efforts required to
work out a detailed sharing scheme would exceed the value.

In the case of the regional facility of CERN, we have an example of
international cooperation among the CERN member states both in the
construction and operation of accelerators. In principle this model
could be extrapolated to a world-wide basis. There are, however,
several factors which affect the desirability of making such an
effort. It has become recognized that the field needs complementary
accelerators, e.g., hadron-hadron collider, electron-positron collider,
and electron-proton collider. While in principle these might all be
constructed under a common management scheme and perhaps located
In different regions, the economic advantage of such an arrangement
Is negligible except in the sense of load leveling' for the countries
involved. Such a centralized organizational arrangement might also
reduce the regional competitive incentive which plays such an
important role in the advancement of the field. It is anticipated that
many years would be required to establish such a broad international
cooperation and would, in the meantime, delay progress in the field.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing the
cost of big science facilities on an international basis?

a. Advantages: If one starts from the premise that more than one type of
facility is required and that redundant facilities will not be built in
any case, the principal advantage of sharing the cost of facilit;es on
an International basis is to smooth out the variation of financial load
on a given country while construction is being carried on in that
country. As long as there is no redundancy and the same world-wide
program is to be carried out, averaged over a long period of time,
there will be no net saving for any individual region of the world. Of
course if the burden can be shared among other countries which are
not currently supporting such programs, this would lessen the burden
on the others.
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b. Disadvantages: Considering first the sharing of construction costs,
one of the most difficult aspects is the organizational problem. In

order to initiate such an effort many years of negotiation at the
highest governmental levels will be involved. Such negotiations are
made difficult because of nationalistic pride and the nature of the
long term commitments which are necessary. When newinitiatives
are'requifed, the flsxibility ii. dealing with such matters is reduced
because of the necessity of obtaining agreement among all the
members. One way to avoid such delaying !JIM cultl es is for one
nation to commit itself to a major project and then to seek
supplementary support from other nations or regions. In such a plan,
of course, the lead nation suffers from a weak negotiating position

Considering the sharing of operational costs, if the facilities are
relatively well balanced between regions, there is no net advantage of
sharing operational costs. The difficulties in budget management
will be much increased and will require considerable negotiation to
provide a satisfactory operating mode. Furthermore, if qualified
scientists from non-contributing poorer nations are excluded from
the use of the facilities, the quality of the science will suffer.

3 What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy physics
facilities from the point of view of science'? How might this best be
determined?

Speaking in general terms, one would avoid construction of redundant
facilities and schedule complementary front-line facilities with one
major facility in each major region, perhaps two 'Jr three in all.
Speaking more specifically in the context of the current situation, the
phasing is appropriate for a major hadron collider such as the SSC to
be built in e U.S. By the mid 1990's Europe will have recently
completed two major facilities (LEP and HERA) while the
opportunities in the U.S. will be seriously diminished. It is
appropriate therefore that the next major facility be the SSC hadron
collider In the U.S. To have the facility available at that time will
require starting of construction at a very early date. The next
machine after that might be an e+e- collider perhaps to be built in
Europe or Japan after adequate research and development has been
performed to make this possible
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While it might appear that a closely coordinated plan for world-wide
physics would be .he best way to proceed, this has the danger of too
close regulation of activities and the hazard of excluding innovative
ideas. By having the possibility of independent initiatives, new ideas
may develop and be executed and lead to better science opportunities.
It seems' that perhaps the rest mode is to maintain close
communication with the several active regions in an attempt to avoid
redundancy and plan an international strategy without enforced
discipline. At the present time, there are three major regions of
activity and there are at least three major types of facilities
required to address the questions of high energy physics. It is
reasonable that each of the regions provide one of these facilities.
From time to time, over many years, this configuration will of course
change. A strong and active forum for such discussion and planning
should be provided. At the present Vme, ICFA could in principle
provide such a forum; however, to really do its job, it needs to be
strengthened and to be recognized as an important body at high
governmental levels by the participating nations.

4. Should some or all future "big science' facilities be developed on the
basis of international cooperation?

Perhaps the day will come when one particular facility of enormous
magnitude will be required in order to make further advancement in a
field of science. When such a facility is recognized as being uniquely
required and of such magnitude that national or regional funding
sources are clearly inadequate to accomplish the goal, then the effort
should be organized on an international basis. As long as
complementary attacks on the goals of the field are possible and can
be accomplished within the financial resources of national or regional
nr:ure, it seems desirable to coordinate the activities between
r ,gions but maintain independent efforts. This will enhance the
competitiveness of the field, a force which drives the science. Of
course, redundancy in the construction of very large facilities should
be avoided.
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5. What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy
physics? Is it Increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively
constant.

Collaboration seems to be increasing as evidenced by the
participation of several nations in the construction efforts for the
HERA machine at DESY. Though in the past there have been a few
efforts by various countries to supply particular elements of
hardware to an accelerator facility, the contributions being made to
HERA are on a much larger scale than such previous efforts. In recent
years there have of course been large contributions by various
national collaborators to the construction of large detection
facilities and this activity has increased as these facilities have
become larger.

6. What attributes of high energy physics make International cooperation
easy to achieve or difficult to achieve?

Because of the nature of a pure science there is no pressure to
maintain secrecy or to struggle for any financial gain. It is a hiqhly
competitive field, but the interest in pure scientific achievement
dominates and makes it easy to establish collaborations.

One significant deterrent to scientific collaboration is the
complication and delay that may arise in a multinational effort. The
difficulties include communication and travel problems, but also, in
any large effort, include negotiations at high governmental levels.
Such negotiations are likely to lead to large delays in the program.
There is a major factor which makes collaboration difficult and it is
the nationalistic pride and desire to be scientifically dominant in the
field. Such attitudes of course are reinforced In many cases by the
national political Interests.

7. Has there been an overinvestment or underinvestment in high energy
physics relative to other subfields of physics or other disciplines?
How can the appropriate levels of investment in different subfields or
disciplines best he determined?

I believe there is no quantitative way to answer this question because
it is so subjective. There are, however, some important
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principles Because of its intellectual nature, there is :ittle 'pay off'
for engaging in high energy physics unless occasionally one is able to
make a frontier discovery, thus if one is to compete in this activity
one shoull do so at a productive level. The competitive aspect
ensures and stimulates a high quality of activity in the field. it
seems clear that a reasonable balance should be maintained between
the various fields of science since they interact and mutually
strengthen each other. The measure of whether there is
overinvestment or undertnvestment in high 'nergy physics seems to
revolve around the question of whether we are able to maintain a
competitive position in the field. I believe that we are now just
barely maintaining a competitive position in high energy physics and
that we must make sure that we do not drop out of the competition.

8. What factors either (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit International
cooperation in high energy physics?

Because it is a field of pure science without military or commercial
applications, open communication exists. This facilitates
cooperation. The state of international political relations can either
facilitate or inhibit the cooperation. This has been clearly shown in
recent years in the case of collaboration with the USSR. The
availability of complementary capabilities or resources may
facilitate the cooperation. Bureaucratic import and immigration
controls may needlessly and severely inhibit international
cooperation. Cost of travel is of course also an inhibition.

9. Will spending of nation3I funds on international facilities be to the
detriment of national laboratories? What is the appropriate level (.1
funding or national research. efforts versus international efforts and
how should these efforts be determined?

If, in the long run, an appropriate "balance of trade is not maintained
in the field, the national laboratories will suffer. The instantaneous
ratio of foreign to domestic spending may not be greatly important
provided a strong and competitive domestic facility program is
maintained. I believe that a very competitive domestic facility
program is essential to maintaining the long term viability of the
national effort in the field. i would estimate that the present ratio
of spending on foreign efforts is at a reasonable level and should be
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maintained provided the reciprocal balance by other nations 13 also
provided. HEPAP appears to be the appropriate organization to make
recommendations to the Department of Energy on this subject.

10. What does 'world leadership' in high energy physics meal? What
particulat"benef its accrue to the 'world leader versus 'number two'?
Why should national policy makers care whether or not the nation is
first, second, or third in high energy physics research?

There are always a few select and very important frontier discoveries
to be made at any given time. The laboratory and nation which
provides the facilities for such discoveries is largely given the
credit for such discoveries. World leadership means then that a
particular laboratory or nation leads the world in providing the
facilities for such discoveries. she importance of such a lead is a
matter of national prestige, both to members of the field and to the
government. For many years the field of high energy physics has been
recognized by many of the governments of the world as a field of high
intellectual pursuit; leadership in this field contributes to the
broader national prestige. The reason for this is quite clear. We have
seen throughout the history of mankind that knowledge acquired
through basic research has ultimately always yielded results out of
proportion to the investment. We have observed this with regard to
electromagnetism, atomic physics, nuclear physics, condensed matter
physics, and in many other fields. In high energy physics one of the
difficulties with the number two or three position is that if a nation
is consistently in this position, it means that it does not contribute
to the cutting edge of the field. The payoff is in being competitive.
Being number two by turns is not so bad, but being always in such a
position will inhibit the domestic interest in the field. Loss of such
an interest will be to detriment of the overall prestige of the nation
and will lead to the eventual decline of the field.

11. Are the experiences of international cooperation in high energy
physics directly applicable to other fields of science? What lessons
may be learned.

It would appear that these experiences might be directly applicable to
certain fields, e.g., radio astronomy, space telescopes and space labs,
and other fields where highly sophisticated and expensive facilities

are required in an intellectual pursuit and which at the same time are
not directly and heavily involved in application and commercial
enterprise. However, as in high energy physics, it is important that
there be a good 'balance of trade in so far as domestic versus foreign
use is concerned in order to maintain a high interest in the field.

,
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APPENDIX 2

DISCUSSANTS' QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE RECORD

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR 14E RECORD

Dr. Leon M. Lederman

1. What Is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of the next
generation of high energy physics facilities, both in terms of construction
and operation?

Here the new ground Is in construction of new facilities and their opera-
tion. There Is very little question but that cost sharing In the construc-
tion of large detectors will Indeed take place. The substantial players
are Western Europe, Japan and collectively, mothers" by which I mean
Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, China, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, India,
etc. in this latter category I list nations that have substantial scien-
tific Infrastructure and sane activity In high energy physics. For exam-
ple, all of these have sane activity at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory.

I believe It Is quite feasible and even likely that there can be substan-
tial involvement on the part of Japan, Western Europe and the others If
there Is wisdom on the part of the U.S. In setting an appropriate strategy.
This must be based upon the separate sensitivities of each of the Individ-
ual regions or countries and upon a recognition of mutual advantages. Sane
very subjective cam:lents follow.

Western Europe Is In the midst of a major building program with LEP, HERA
and associated detectors. We estimate the total cost at about S2 billion.
These projects should be complete by about 1990 and, In principle, Europe
could then contribute hardware for the SSC at the level of, say, $100 mil-
lion per year for four years or so. This would represent about a third of
the annual expenditure for capital improvement over the previous six years.
The contribution would of course be In components for the accelerator and
detectors made In Europe and delivered to the SSC project. (In these es-
timates we Include labor costs which are traditionally "understood" In
European accounting). Why would this happen? If SSC, In 1986, looks like
It will go unilaterally and produce a completed machine by 1994-5, It Is
difficult to justify a European alternative, e.g., LHC, i.e., a smaller
machine with much less scientific potential for the LEP tunnel. If, In
1985-87, the U.S., with SSC looking good politically, offered to share
scientific management with Europe, it Is my personal opinion that enough
scientists would support this and, surely, the European governments would
welcome this. Pore or less, the same comments apply to Japan although
there Is more sensitivity there to pressure. On the other hand, Japanese
Industry seems extremely eager to share In the technological spin-offs and
would be a strong positive contributing factor.
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Canada, a very active country In HEP, would follow If SSC not looked like
the focus of the next step In HEP. Each of the other countries has indi-
vidual problems, but the lure of an experimental counter, where young
scientists can be trained In the practice of large science with its associ-
ated technologies, would be very strong. Whereas sane of these countries
are exploding In technological manufacture, others are burdened by large
debts but much can change In ten years. The importance of advanced educa-
tion and a scientific base to gradually make the transition from a
high-tech labor pool is widely recognized. The SSC In the U.S. can easily
be visualized as a world center of research and the very nature of the
objective: abstract, basic knoiledge, would do much to make this practi-
cal

When it comes to cost-sharing In the construction of the facility and its
detectors, we always mean that the contribution will be In manufactured and
non - manufactured materials, rather than In transfer of funds.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing the cost
of big science faciiitie on an international basis?

In the scenario outlined above, one could expect a reduction of cost to the

U.S. taxpayer of the order of 10-30 where the upper limit Is probably too
optimistic. Thus, for 3xample, If the moral! total project cost, includ-
ing detectors, is S4 billion, one could perhaps expect, say, $600 million
to be contributed, a substantial sum!

Additional advantage comes from the availability of technical experts, an
exceedingly rare commodity. Characteristic practice In the U.S. results In
a very large workload for a small number of available experts. Europe
generally has a much greater depth In their coverage of design, a:Instruc-
tion and operating tasks by key people.

The disadvantage comes fran three sources: (1) increased bureaucratic
problems, e.g., treaties, formal agreements, protocols all In a climate of
Increasing controls on technology transfer, etc.; (2) increased difficulty
In decision making that will come from shared management responsibilities;
(3) decisions that arise from how industry profit fran the advanced tech-
nology tasks associated with new accelerators. Should These be shared?
Should all countries involved be permitted to bid? The U.S. must clearly
decide whether it wants to keep the industrial action to itself or not.
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3. What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy physics faci-
lities from the point of view of science? Hai might this best be deter-
mined?

Here is A 1.9.81 SlInashat
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4. Should same or all future "big science" facilities be developed on the
basis of international cooperation?

My response is that there are three possible modes for international col-
laboration:

A. Present mode: Country or region builds facility, all regions are
welcome to use it.

B. "HERA" mode: Country or region takes leadership in building fa-
cility but invites international participation. Thus, the
Canadians, Italians and Dutch are bringing parts to HERA.

C. Full scale collaboration under international management, treaties,
etc.

Made A: Optimizes efficiency, technology transfer advantage, scientific
prestige but maximizes cost to the host nation and reduces access
to world-wide science and engineering talent and ideas.

Pode B: Reduced cost to host (10-20%?), but retains fair efficiency, tech-
nology transfer, prestige, etc.

Mode C: Minimizes cost to host and maximizes access to talent at the ex-
pense of increased bureaucratic inefficiency, delays, instability
leg., UK and CERN). The totnl cost of the project will clearly
increase from A to C.

I believe we must treat "big science" i.e. central, shared facility, on a
case-by-case bas.s. Mode B would be the ideal arrangement especially since
it can be tuned towards A or C. We must be aware of the fact that big
science, excluding space, is still only a small part of our $8-10 billion
basic research budget; a nation or region with confidence in its own future
may very well want to forge ahead without the obvious complications of
International treaties. In this case Mode A, which insures collaboration
In the exploitation of facilities, is the mode of choice. This does not
imply that Mode C will not have its time. The cost sharing feature will
very likely outweigh the increased costs due to management cuplexity and,
at sane time, may be the crucial element. The World Laboratory is an "im-
possible dream" which will someday bP realized.

5. inlet Is the trend of international collaboration In high energy physics?
Is It increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively constant?

This is definitely increasing. Approximately 500 U.S. high energy physi-
cists are not committed to experiments in Europe and Japan. pinlor, roles

are being played In the LEP and TRISTAN machines. European and Japanese
scientists are very active in the TEVA1RON program. HERA is being built by
collaboration (see above). ICFA maintains active discussions and workshops
on future facilities.

6. What attributes of high energy physics make international cooperation easy
to achieve?

Does the field have attributes that make International cooperation diffi-
cult/
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"Practice" Is the obvious attribute. H1211 energy physics may be said to
have been founded after WWII. But high energy physics Is simply a continu-
ation, by a new name, of a concern for the fundamental laws of nature and
it can call on a tradition of internationalism that goes back 400 years.
Perhaps the scarcity of genius made science Ignore national boundaries In
search of kindred minds engaged in similar fascinations.

Modern developments which have Increasingly required shared facilities of
even greater complexity again point to international collaboration. Just
as universities in the U.S. resorted to ever larger consortia to manage
national facilities, European countries banded together Ina, 1950 to organ-
ize CERN. in 1975, all active countries organized themselves Into 1CFA,
International Committee on Future Accelerators. The motivation Illustrates
the attributes: to plan for the eventuality of a world laboratory. Ten
years of meetings resulted in three very good workshops but not even a
vestige of agreement. This illustrates the dark side of Mode C (04).

I do not believe the field of HEP has any specific attributes which make
international collaboration difficult, with the exception, common to all
sciences, that the practitioners are usually professors who must spend some
time on campus with their students.

7. Has there been an overinvestment or underinvesiment in high energy physics
relative to other subfields of physics or other disciplines? How can the
appropriate levels of Investment in different subfields on disciplines best
be determined?

This Is difficult. All subflelds of physics are suffering from underin-
vestment. It would require the wisdom of Solomon to examine each field
with a list of CrIterir. In mind. These criteria would Include scientific
opportunities, the quality and enthusiasm of new entrants, the influence of
the subfield on other subflelds, economic and societal implications, tong
tern history of the field as an indicator of future achievements, relative
costs, etc. Clearly to apply this would be a prodigious labor. However,
one could put weighting factors on each one of the listed criteria and come
up with a numerical rating to compare to funding level. The problem is
that different subflelds stress different criteria.

8. What factors either (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit international cooperation
in high energy physics?

(a) Facilitate

(1) Easy communication, computer networks, etc.
(2) Need for central, shared facilities
(3) Governmental pressure, i.e., budget constraints
(4) Shortage of talented scientists and engineers
(5) Tradition

1 2 7
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(b) Inhibit

(1) Visa and custans complications
(2) Technology transfer restrictions
(3) University presence
(4) National ism

(5) Benefits to local industry in an increasingly competitive world
economy

9. MITI spending of national fund:. on International facilities he fo The
detriment of national laboratories? What Is The appropriate level of fund-
ing or national research efforts versus international efforts and how
should These levels be determined?

Not necessarily since one effect of increased international collaboration
will be to convert one or' more national laboratories to partially interna-
tional laboratories. This would be true if we adopt Node B (question 4).
Ultimately, single purpose national laboratories or the HER components of
multipurpose labs will be reduced In scope anyway as the frontier new fa-
cilities appear. The app-opriate funding levels for national vs. interna-
tional labs must be based upon the science mission but also on the need to
keep a base of operations In-nation. In Europe, each CERN member state has
spent about as much In-country as their CERN dues. in the early years
these in-country funds supported national accelerator laboratories. Later,
many of these closed until only W. Germany maintains its own accelerator
facility.

As we face a future of dwindling centers, a reasonable guess is that the
U.S. would want to keep Iwo strong facilities (or one very strong one and
one less strong). In equilibrium, foreign contribtions to U.S. facilities
would about equal U.S. contributions to foreign facilities, averaged over a
sufficiently long period. Looking even further ahead, a world laboratory
situated In SHANGRI-LA might require the contributions of about ha,f the
HER budget of each country with the other half supporting the users groups
and facilities in-country.

What is of great concern here is the balance of exploitation of foreign
facilities vs. national facilities in the present mode. Here, scientific
opportunities and minimization of duplicative research should be the main
criteria.

10. What does "world leadership" in high energy physics mean? What particular
benefits accrue to The "world leader" versus "maker Iwo"?

Why should national policy "takers care whether or not the nation is first,
second or third in high energy physics research?

The U.S. held world leadership in HER from roughly 1950-1970. Sane of the
best and brightest of foreign scientists emigrated to U.S. universities and
greatly enriched the scientific strength of the nation. Our exports bal-
ance was heavily "high-tech" and U.S. technology was overwhelming. The
correlation was no accident. Great scientists attract students and recruit
potential scientists.
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Something happened about 1970 and by 1975, W. Europe was spending an in-
creasing fraction of their GNP on basic research while the U.S. fraction
was decreasing. Leadership passed to Europe clearly by 1980. Japanese
Investment in basic research also increased substantially in this period.
NON, there Is fierce technological competition and in many fields we have
also lost our technological lead: machine tools, tires, computer chips,
specialty steels, exotic alloys, etc. Again, the correlation could well be
significant. World leadership does not mean dominance. Competition has
always been an Important ingredient in science because scientists do have
human traits. Whereas it matters little If the UK is not a world leader in
an Important subfield of science, it means a lot if the U.S. Is number two.
High energy physics Ii the cutting edge. A direct line connects today's
leaders 1,1 the field to their teachers who created quantum physics and the
technological revolution. There is a lateral and symbolic link between
leadership in this particular s,:lence and leadership in world affairs - it
expresses confidence In the future and a recognition of the Importance of
culture In the affairs of great nations. Witness the U.S., a nation whose
decline in science matches well against its decline In will and (n in-
fluence. History Is replete with similar examples.

11. Are the experiences of international cooperation In high energy physics
directly applicable to other fields of science? What lessons may be
learned?

That HEP Is In the lead here Is illustrated by the existence of CERN,
consortium of eleven European nations formed literally in the rubble of
WWII. This Is without doubt AA most successful International laboratory,
and has served as a model for other sciences. We should note that the U.S.
was instrumental, even crucial, In the initiation of CERN. U.S. scientists
and engineers contributed their greater experience in the years 1950-1950
to the research and to the design of the CERN machines. In particular, the
Invention of strong focussing at 8NL In the late 50's was immediately com-
municated to the CERN designers and had a crucial effect upon the design of
the CERN Proton Synchrotron.

Since HEP Is the prototypical "Big Science" subject, the user mode and
central shared facilities have been operative with increasing tempo since
the early 50's. This has already had a big effect uoon nuclear science,
oceanography and other sciences where, increasingly, tto facilities must be
shared. Of course, astronomers lined up for telescope time much earlier.

The lessons have to do with management styles, with the sociology of large

groups, with the problems of travel to the laboratory versus presence on
campus. There Is very little in the way of mechanisms for transmitting the
experience of how to do and not to do these things.
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Responses by Nicholas P. Saudos, Brookhaven National Laboratory, to Questions for
the Record of the Task Force on Science Policy: Review of International

Cooperation in Big Science: High Energy Physics, April 25, 1985.

1. What is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of the next
generation of high energy physics facilities, both in terms of construction
and operation?

Answer to Question 1. I believe it makes sense and the time is appropriate
that there be international cost-sharing for the next generation of high
energy physics facilities. Whether it occcrs depends on many factors, not the
least of which is that all parties believe that it is of mutual benefit to do
so. It is clear that these machines are becoming very large in scale and
cost, that there will be, at most, one of each type and that they will be
complementary in nature. What is needed is the conviction and the will to
comfit to the first such project and the cost-sharing feature of this on
othec endeavors will surely follow. At present, there is a consensus that a
S$C type of machim is the logical next step in high energy facilities. The
other major science centers have large construction projects under way (LEP at
CERN, UNK at Soviet Union and TRISTAN in Japan), and these efforts preclude
major roles in new starts until the early 1990's. As such, the U.S. is in the
unique position of having the necessary expertise and personpower to
aggressively pursue an R&D program for the next three years with a projected
construction start in 1989.

For accelerator operations one probably should assume that actual accelerator
operation costs should be borne by the host institution and its own funding
entity: However, experimental equipment, etc., which involves continuing
large financial outlays, can be expected to be shared internationally as is
presently done at CERN by U.S. experimenters and by Japanese at U.S.
laboratories.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing the cost of
big science facilities on an international basis?

Answer to Question 2. Advantages obviously are that costs f.r U.S. would be
reduced, thus possibly facilitating construction of a very large facility.
Disadvantage is probably loss of control over facility by U.S. - funding
becomes complicated in sense of requiring delicate international negotiations
at highest levels - treaty negotiations, etc. Unless U.S. funding of such
collaborations can be done on longer term basis than present "annual" budgets,
there would probably be serious difficulties in treaty negotiations.
Important issues on siting of the accelerator in U.S.A. are discussed in
answers to other questions below.

3. What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy physics
facilities from the point of view of science? How might this best be
determined?

1 :3 0
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4. Should some or all future 'big science' facilities be developed on the basis
of international cooperation?

Answer to Questions 3 and 4. It probably would not be in the best interest of
science to have a monolithic planning body for world effort in HPY. Such
bodies have often been less than clairvoyant on issues of best future
facilities. The best worldwide configuration is one ,,hich contains
significant compleYenlarity in accelerator capabilities - and that seems to
happen naturally as a result of the several distinct and separate planning
bodies of the world. Communication is good between those bodies.
Capabilities of studying physicrl plenosens at more than one institution is
essential to the progress of science. Competition is essential and healthy.

5. Vhst is the trend of international collaboration in high energy physics? Is
it increasing. decreasing or remaining relatively constant?

Answer to Question 5. Collaboration on machine design is -ncreasing.
Collaboration in experimental progress across national boundaries is very
common. Funding of experimental equipment to be used at !,tcelerattors in

"foreign countries" is significant and growing vis-a-vis 4apauese-American
collaborative experimental programs at U.S. Accelerators, large experimental
equipment being built in U.S. for use at HERA .12, i CERN,

6. What attributes of high energy physics make Lnternational cooperation easy to
achieve?

Does the field have attributes that mate international cooperation difficult?

Answer to Question 6. The diversity of facilities in different countries
fosters international collaboration. Physicists are interested in solving
physics problems and naturally collaborate across internatio el boundaries in
oxder to find experimental facilities appropriate to their particular
exoerimental programs. Physics is foremost. - so that although healthy
national competition exists for new discoveries, the scale of experiments and
their cost creates a climate very receptive to collaboration.

As a forefront field of science, of course, there is chauvinism. Credit to
laboratories (which insures their long term viability) usually comes
independent of national origin of the experimenter. Rubbia's dit 'ovary of the
W b Z are accomplishments of a Harvard professor but that work is acknowledged
to be a "CERN" - European coup. That is why on large facilities, i.e.
construction of accelerators, it will be hard to foster true cooperation.
However, this has not significantly hindered scientific collaboration because
credit usually accrues to the scientist. In the above example both Rubbia the
person and CERN the Laboratory get the credit.

7. Ras there been an wet-Investment or underluvestmeet in high energy physics
relative to other subfields of physics or other disciplines? How can the
appropriate levels of investment in different subfields on disciplines best be
determined?
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A -ewer to Question 7. Very difficul- luestion. High Energy Physics addresses
the nest fundamental scientific issues. That it should receive very high
levels of support is justified by its success and by the fact that the
research requires Large expenditures. It would be unreasonable to think that
some other fundamental and very important scientific endeavors could
automatically absorb funding going to REP. They often have no need for such
large resources to proceed at the forefront of their fields. There are, of
course, financial - competitive issues.

Before answering the question of overinvestment or underinvestment in REP
specifically, one should answer the question regarding all of the U.S.
science. The scientific endeavors of the cnuntry relative to their lontt :era
value *- society are underfunded and over the last decades the support har not
kept pace with either GNP or other measures of economic growth. This general
issue is determined by governmental bodies - both executives and legislative.
The general question of science funding cannot be otherwise.

The decision as to priorities for funding between different fields is best not
done in a monolithic fashion. We have over the years been quite successful in
scierce generally. The views of the scientific community as a whole has been
influential in these global decisions which have basically been made by
non -scient:sts - Both in the executive and legislative branches of the
government. Scientific successes in different fields have resulted in further
support for that field. National needs in technology have also played a role
in assigning priorities. It is probably best for science to have diffuse
authority in these issues. Since science often involves very high risk and
adventurism in attaining success, it is probably not good to put all the
decision capability within one organization.

8. What factors either (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit international cooperation in
high energy physics?

Answer to Question 8. Answered in 6 above.

9. Will spending of national funds on international facilities be to the
detriment of national laboratories? What is the appropriate level of funding
or national research efforts versus international efforts end bow should these
levels be determined?

Answer to Question 9. Spending of national funds on international facilities
is to the detriment of national laboratories only if it stops being
complementary. At present the balance is not imreasoaable. If the U.S.
should fall significantly behind in accelerator capabilities then obviously
the need for us to spend in international endeavors will exceed the financial

flow within the U.S. and that will be a seri,ve detriment to the
laboratories. The appropriate level will vary with time. Without a major new
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start, our facilities over the next ten years will surely fall behind those
available in Europe. In the next ten years, one might assume U.S. involvement
abroad will be perhaps 10-20 percent of the U.S. effort in REP.

10. What does 'world leadership' in high energy physics meant What particular
be refits accrue to the "'world leader' versus -ember two'?

Why should national policy lathers oare whether or not the nation is first,
second or third in high energy physics research?

Answer to Question 10. World leadership means that we are making important
discoveries, recognized by the world community, winning prizes, etc., leading
the way in accelerator development, producing new physicists of the highest
quality, delivering significant spinoff useful to American industry, etc.

The image of the world leadership reflects on the respect we gain outside the
U.S. for very significant intellectual accomplishments which bring confidence
(in the whole world community) that the U.S. is in fact a world leader in
technology and science. It brings a pride to our own populous, most important
in inducing students to enter science and become not only researchers in pure
science activities but in a very significant part of the whole technological
(both civilian and military) establishment.

Intellectual challenge to the society is crucial to the maintenance of a high
technology society. If the country engages in such an activity it must aspire
to Le first. Aspirations to be second or third in a field are sure to lead to
general decline - you can't stay even in second place without the incentive to
be best! A national decision in any field, that it is not important to be
first, will surely lead to steady decline and we will find ourselves soon not
second or third - but out. High energy physics is recognized by the best
universities (in the U.S. and abroad) and by the majority of thoughtful and
recognized scientists to be at the cutting edge of science. It is also so
recognized by many young aspiring scientists. To relegate it to a position of
removing the potential to be first, will have the effect of downgrading
science in the U.S. - a sure way for us to obtain second-rate credentials.

11. Are the experiences of international cooperation in high energy physics
directly applicable to other fields of science? What lessons may be learned?

Answer to Question 11. The healthy experiences in international cooperation
in REP are surely applicable to other fields of science. Successful
activities in any scientific discipline have known no national boundaries and
we should not erect them! The experiences in REP are directly applicable to
most big science endeavors: Astronomy, atmospheric science, space science,
etc. International collaboration strengthens our own technological stance -
by allowing time and vital exchange of information in all areas of technology.

One of the important lessons is mentioned above. Successful cooperative
efforts cannot only he in the domain of people exchange, etc. The facility
issue is important to maintain a superlative U.S. image. An Indian on a
U.S. space shuttle may bring glory to himself but little to India. An
American physicist at CERN brings glory to himself, not to the U.S. Important
astronomical observations at the VLA bring glory to the U.S.A., not the
country of origin of the astronomer.
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November 1, 1985

Response to Supplementary Questions from the Science Policy Task
Force Hearing of April 25, 1985 by Burton Richter

1. What is the future prospect for the international cost-shaeng of
the next generation of high energy physics facilities, both in termr of
construction and operation?

The answer, I believe, depends on where the machine is constructed. For
a machine to be built in the U.S. the possibilities are good for cost sharing
with Pacific Basin countries. However, they are quite poor for the foreseeable
future with Europe as a whole. A serious problem in discussing international
collaboratioa with Europe is that there is no one to speak for "Europe' other
than CERN, which quite properly has institutional interests as well as scientific
ones. Further, Europe is in the midst of a massive accelerator construction effort
which dwarfs what has gone on in the U.S. in the last five years. At CERN, LEP
is under construction and an advanced antiproton source for the pp colliding
beam facility is also under construction. InGermany the world's highest energy
electron-proton colliding beam facility is under construction. Together, these
projects cost on the order of 1 to 1.5 billion dollars, including staff costs. Thus
I see no funds available from Europe for the foreseeable future. However, it is
possible that certain individual countries in Europe would contribute to costs of
a facility outside Europe.

The question of cost sharing for operation is more complicated. At present we
have a rough "balancks of trade" in high energy physics where U.S. physicistsusing
foreign facilities are about balanced by foreign physicists using U.S. facilities.
Where there is a balance of trade, outflow equals inflow, and there would be
no cost saving through cost-sharing for operations, though there would be a
considerable increase in administrative costs.

2. What are the advantages and the disadvantages of sharing the
cost of big science facilities on an international basis?

There are two possible advantages to international cost-sharing. First, such
cost-sharing may make possible the construction of a facility that is too expensive
to be built in any other way. If this facility is affordable by the host country,
international cost-sharing can reduce its financial impact.

The major disadvantage of the internationalization of the construction of
big science facilities lies in the increased bureaucracy and in the increased costs
incurred by what must be s more cumbersome design and construction procedure
compared to what could he done were a single country to be the constructor.
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3. What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy
physics facilities from the point of view of Science? How might this
best be determined?

The best configuration of high energy physics facilities would, in the long
run, include a very high energy proton-proton colliding beam storage ring and a
very high energy electron-positron linear collider. Intermediate energy machines
of both types would be very useful. The appropriate combination of machines
and energies and locations is much more difficult to solve. This is clearly time
dependent and science dependent. A proton machine covers all en.-gies below
its effective energy. Thus a very high energy proton collider might make an
intermediate proton machine redundant.

Electron-positron colliders are quite different, and one machine does not
efficiently span all of the energies below its maximum effective energy. Thus
both intermediate energy and very high energy machines of this type might be
appropriate.

There is already a consensus in the physics community on the appropriate en-
ergy for a very high energy proton-proton colliding beam machine. The question
that is not settled is whether an intermediate machine is also desirable. There is
also a developing consensus that in the electron-positron colliding beam field a
machine of .5 to 1 TeV would be desirable to be eventually followed by a machine
with an effective energy beyond that of the oft-discussed SSC.

4. Should some or all future "big science" facilities be developed on
the basis of international cooperation?

I believe one should go international only when the advantages clearly out-
weigh the disadvantages. The difficulties and complexities of working in an in-
ternational mode are usually underestimated. .

5. What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy
physics? Is it increasing, decreasing, or remaining relatively constant?

The trend is toward more international collaboration as the number of ac-
celerator facilities decreases and as both the accelerators and experiments get
larger and more costly. In experimental physics the fraction of ITS. work going
on overseas as a fraction of the university support has remained roughly constant
over time.

6. What attributes of high energy physics make international coop-
eration easy to achieve?

The time scale for applications coming from the basic research in high energy
physics is extremely long, and so commercial and industrial advantage is not
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important in making the siting decision. In addition, high energy physics has a
long history of international cooperation on construction of facilities in Europe,
and the use of facilities and the funding of experiments worldwide.

7. Has there been an overinvestment oran underinvestment on high
energy physics relative to other subiltlds of physics or other disci-
plines? How can appropriate levels of investment in different subfields
or disciplines best be determined?

The relative over- or underinvestment in a particular field of science is very
difficult to determine. As a high energy physicist I of course do not believe that
there has been any overinvestment in high energy physics. I would say that
conditions for high level of investment in a particular field in basic research are
the following:

A. The people shc-ild be excellent.

B. k rapid pace of discovery and advancement should be occurring.
C. The field should show some ability to set priorities on what has to be done.

If the three conditions are met, thee' think the policymakers should set
the level of support slightly below that which is claimed by the scientist to be
required for the proper pursuit of their work. There is no way for the nonscientist
to evaluate in detail the needs of a field of physics, and a mechanism has to be
found to make the practitioners make responsible choices among alternatives. I
think only budget pressure works.

It is also important when a field is supported and builds new facilities, to
supply the necessary funds to operate those facilities and to support the university
scientific community at a level such that those facilities can be properly used.
8. What factors either facilitate or inhibit internationalcooperatinn
in high energy physics?

International collaboration is facilitated by having different types of facilities
in different regions. Scientific interest will then lead some scientists to want to
work at those machines in other regions, for some kinds of opportunities will
only be available elsewhere. At the same time, we must have sufficient support
to keep the home institutions healthy and those working outside the U.S. must
be able to make significant contributions to the collaborations in which they are
a part. Some balance must be struck between work outside and work inside our
country.

International collaboration is inhibited by shortage of funds, for high-priority
national efforts tend to have the first claim on available funds as well as by
various bureaucratic barriers put up like many governments that discourage the
easy international use of tacilities. In our country visa problems, work permits
for family members, customs barriers, etc. make life complicated for foreign
scientists wanting to use our accelerators and contribute to our experiments.
These matters are discussed in more detail ,n the Appendix of the "Annual
Report to the Working Group on Technology, Growth, and Employment" by the
Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics; April 1985; DOE/ER-0223.
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Responses to Questions for the Record
Professor Jack Sandweiss

Yale University

1. What is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of the neat

generation of high energy physics facilities, both in teas of construction
and operation?

Answer to Question I. The prospect is good for a limited cost sharing of
construction costs for the next generation of high energy physics facilities.
It is not unreasonable to imagine that Japan and Canada, for example, might
participate in the construction of the proposed Superconducting Super Collider
(SSC) in the United States. Although such participation could be substantial,
It is verj likely to constitute a fraction of the total construction cost. An
example of such a construction collaboration is afforded by the Karon-
Electron-Ring Accelerator (REBA) project in the Federal Repnblic of Germany.
The German government bears sbnut 70 percent of the construction cost and the
foreign collaborators bear the remaining 30 percent. Overall responsibility
for the project is centralized in the Deutsche. Elektronen- Synchrotron (DES7)
laboratory in Cereany.

Because Europe, as a region, is very interested in maintaining a forefront
capability in high energy physics, it is unlikely that there would be European
collaboration in the construction of a new United States accelerator, such as
the SSC.

Sharing of operating costs is conceivable but cumbersome. A way of
effectively sharing such costs is for foreign collaborators to contribute to
the (expensive) instrumentation required to use the accelerator. Such
instrumentation cost sharing is now a widespread practice in high energy
physics.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing the cost of
big science facilities on an international basis?

Answer to Question 2. The major benefit of cost sharing of big science
facilities on an international basis is the possibility of providing science,
worldwide, with facilities which would not otherwise be avallablo z:
would be available only after considerable additional delay. Such cost
sharing would also enhance the exchange of scientific information and the
general quality of international collaboration.

The disadvantages arise from the additional complexity inherent in a
multi-nation cost sharing arrangement. These might involve project delays
while the details of the cost sharing are negotiated and/or a loss of
management flexibility during the course of the project because of constraints
arising from the cost sharing agreements.

On balance, if significant coat sharing can be achieved, it would appear that
the benefits outweigh the disadvantages.
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3. Shot would be the best vorldwide
configuration of high energy physics

facilities from the point of view of science? Bow sight this best be
determined?

Answer to Question 3. In my opinion, an essential ingredient of the optimius
world configuration of high energy

facilities includes an SSC, in the United
States, coming on-line for physics ch by the mid-1990's. A high
luminosity hadron collider is universally recognized as the clesr priority,
worldwide, for high energy physics.

In no other way can some of the central
issues of the science be addressed.

The European efforts in high
energy physics will he concentrated on LEP until

the early 1990's. The hadroa collider project is too large for Japan.
However, such a project fits well at least scientifically in the UnitedStates program. The United States will complete its current projects, the
MAUDE at Fernilab and the Stanford Linear Collider at Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLeC), by 1987. Some of the other older facilities, the
PEP storage ring at MAC and the Alternating

Gradient Synchrotron (ACS) at
Brookhaven, are likely to be obsolete by the mid-1990's. Vous, the SEC is
appropriately timed for the United States program.

The European high energy community is,
of course, concerned about the long

range future of CERN and BEST. There is a clear intent to aaintain a
forefront position for Europe in the field of high energy physics. It Is tooearly now to say what the correct choice for Europe and CUB will be. There
are several possibilities which are, and will continue to be, under intensive
study. These include a hadron collider in the LEP tunnel, an e-p machine
using LEP as the electron accelerator,

and more exotic schemes involving
accelerator techniques which are still in the research and development phase.
It is also clear that the European plans

will be affected in a major way by
the United States action with respect to the SSC.

In ay opinion, the best way to reach the optimum' is to maintain and increasethe exchange of information on the planning and the planning process in each
region. There is, I believe, general international

agreement that major
duplication of facilities can no longer be afforded. Given this view and full
information exchange, I believe no other formal mechanism is required or
desirable.

4. Should some or all future 'big
science' facilities be developed on the basisof international cooperation?

Answer to Questions 4. The cost caring of new facilities on en international
basis would be a 'posi%ive good'

as discussed in the answer to question one.However, it would not be desirable to establish
a 'world laborarory" supported

internationally to become the world center for high energy physics.
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Answer to Question 4 - Continued, There are several reasons for this
opinion. The first and perhaps the aost isportani is that the science
requires several different types of facilities. There are good fundamental
reasons for believing that this characteristic will continue, Thus, ea. -a is
no reason no to maintain regional high energy physics centers whose programs
complement one another. Indeed, there are considerable efficiencies of
management, operation and utilization of regional (as contrasted with world)
facilities. Finally, many of the benefits to related sciences and to society
are enhanced if the major high energy facilities are 'closer to home-.

5. What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy physics? Is
it increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively constant?

Answer to Question 5. International collaboration has traditionally been a
strong feature of high energy physics research and the trend has been to ever
increasing levels of such collaboration. At first, there was excellent
exchange of Information and techniques, often supported by frequent visitor
exchanges. Later, joint design and construction of 'major experimental
apparatus developed. Most recently, the collaboration in construction of
major accelerator facilities has begun. As noted in the answer to question
nunber one, the HERA project in the Federal Republic of Germany is the first
such facility to be constructed by an international collaboration (under the
overall leadership of the West German DESY Laboratory).

6. What attributes of high energy physics mike international cooperation easy to
achieve?

Does the field have attributes that sake international cooperation difficult?

Answer to Question 6. High energy physics is a fundamental science which
seeks to learn about the basic structure of natter and energy, As such, it
has a broad interest and appeal to scientists worldwide. There is a true
international consunity in the field and there is general agreement as to what
constitutes good research and as to the promising directions for future work.
These features are the basic reasons for the growth and success of
international collaboration in high energy physics.

A secondary feature of importance in this regard is the large scale of the
facilities and experiments. This feature makes collaboration, in general, a
favored strategy in the field. Thus, European high energy physicists have
achieved much greater results by collaborating via CERN than they would have
in a pattorn of smaller national efforts.

One factor that must be kept in mind, however, is the desire of the major
regions of the world to maintain a strong and healthy high energy physics
research program in their own region. Such desires do not prevent
international collaboration, but they do affect the form which it can take.
See, for example, the discussion of the

next generation plans of the United
States and Europe given in the answer to question three.
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7. Has there been an overinvestment or underinvestment in high energy physics
relative to other snbfields of physics or other disciplines? How can the
appropriate levels of investment in different snbfielda on disciplines best be
determined?

Answer to Question 7. The question of the proper balance of investment in the
different scientific fields and in science in general is a most difficult
one. In my opi*lon, the United States program, involving the interplay
between scientists, government agencies and Congress is a good one. The
role of Congress in asking the final decisions amongst the various societal
goals seems to me to be an appropriate one.

In my view, there has not been an overinvetsent in high energy physics. The
guiding principle should be that the investment be sufficient, with prudent
and economical management, to ensure that the field is healthy and viable in
the United States. High energy physicists have been responsible in turning
off facilities which do not meet the above criterion and the real coats of the
field have not changed very such in the last decade. High energy physics in
the United States does now require as incremental increase for a limited, but
substantial time, in order to provide a facility which is crucial to the
progress of the subject and the viability of the program.

8. What factors either (a) facilitate or (b) inhibit international cooperation to
high energy physics?

Answer to Question 8. This question is addressed in the answer to question
number six.

9. Will spendio8 of national funds on international facilities be to the
detriment of national laboratories? What is the appropriate level of funding
or national research efforts versus international efforts and haw should these
levels be determined?

Answer to Question 9. The basic principles in balancing efforts at national
versus international facilities should, in my view, be to maximize both the
scientific results and the health of the United States program. In detail,
the issues are complex. Facilities abroad often provide opportunities for
United States scientists which are not available at home. Indeed, the growing
conplementerity of high energy facilities on a worldwide basis means that this
situation will continue and will become more prevalent. At the same time,
sufficient resources must be devoted to United States facilities so that they
continue to be forefront efforts.

In practice, if the United States facility posture is one which has unique,
forefront facilities, the 'balance of trade" between the outflow of United
States physicists and coney will be compensated by an inflow of foreign
physicists and money using our facilities. It should be noted again that both
of these activities are usually carried out via international teams of
collaborators. It is interesting to note that, at present, the net 'balance
of trade" in high energy physics is favorable to the United States both in a
manpower and a financial sense.
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10. What does 'world leadership' is high energy physics meant What particular
benefits accrue to the "world leader" versus 'number two"?

Why should national policy makers care whether or not the nation is first,
second or third in high energy physics resear-h1

Answer to Question 10. 'World leadership' in high energy physics would mean
that the leading country had both the most advanced facilities and the
research workers who were leaders in the discoveries made with those
facilties. It is possible to distinguish classes of world leadership. On one
hand, the leading country might have a complete dominance in the field or on
the other hand, a country might be in a position of world leadership which, in
a broad sense, is shared with other countries or regions.

given the costs of high energy facilities and the general trend to
international complementarity, it is unrealistic to aim at a position of
dominance for the United States. So, we should consider the benefits which
accrue to being among the class of world leaders in the field as comparid to
being a clear second class country.

An incomplete list of these benefits would include the following:

1. H11:'h energy physics is a fundamental science. It probes the
basic structure of matter and energy and is a clear frontier field
in science. It is difficult to imagine a strong United States
scientific culture which did not include that large region of the
frontier of scientific research which is represented by high
energy physics. A second-rate United States stance in high energy
physics would be a clear signal of the willingness of the U. S. to
accept second-rate status in science and technology in general.

2. The techniques developed for high energy physics have been
very useful for other sciences and for industry. The development
of accelerators has made synchrotron light sources available for
condensed matter physics and for biology, for cusp's. The
methods of particle detection have had important application in
nuclear medicine. The development of large superconducting magnet
systems promises new applications in N. boding, electric power
transmission and in other areas. Many other examples could be
given of the applicability of the basic techniques of high energy
physics the production and manipulation of high energy beam and
the detection of subatomic particles.

3. High energy physics traditionally has pushed at the limits of
the state of the art across a wide range of technologies
electronics, computers, optics, spites*, cryogenics, etc. It has
stimulated developments in these technologies in an open fashion,
which maximizes the availability and usefulness of the
developments across the breadth of United States science and
industry.
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Answer to Question 10 Continued.
4. While application of new discoveries in fundamental science

are notoriously hard to predict, history has been consistent in
showing that every fundamental advance in our basic understanding
of nature has led to applications with significant impact on human
life. It is not unreasonable to believe that in some fashion, as
yet unknown to us, this history will repeat itself. History also
Indicates that to be able to respond to the new potential for

application, the infrastructure of science and technology, which
is represented by a healthy research field, is essential. For
example, the United States would not have been able to respond to
the discovery of nuclear fission (made in Germany) if it had not
been for the cadre of nuclear physicists, many of them recent
immigrants, working in United States universities.

11. Are the experiences of international cooperation in high energy physics
directly applicable to other fields of science? What lessons say be learned?

Answer to Question 11. Some of the experience gained in international
cooperation in high energy physics may be applicable to other fields. As
noted in the answer to question six, the two attributes of high energy physics
which encourage international cooperation are its fundamental character and
the need for large scale operations. Many fields share the aspect of being
fundamental scientific disciplines, but fewer require the scale of operation
characteristics of high energy physics.

Among the practices in high energy physics which have encouraged international
cooperation, perhaps the most important has been the policy at each la.jor
facility to accept and consider experimental proposals on an equal footing,
whatever the country of origin of the proposing scientists. This policy has
led to the growth of international teams in experiments which, in turn, has
paved the way for possible international collaboration in facility
construction.

1,2s
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Professor Maury Tigner

Questions of the U.S. House of Representatives
Science Policy Task Force

1. What is the future prospect for the international cost-sharing of the next
generation of high energy physics facilities, both in terms of construc-
tion and operation?

While international collaboration in the planning for new
experimental facilities in high energy physics and in their utili-
zation has been excellent, the prospect for international cost-
sharing for future facilities is not good in the near future. Poten-
tial partners with the United States for cost sharing in the next
generation of U.S. facilities would be Western Europe, Japan, or
Canada. Sharing on a worldwide basis involving Socialist or Third
World countries is much more remote.

Western Europe has embarked on the construction of a new genera-
tion of frontier facilities including the LEP 27-kilometer circum-
ference electron-positron ring and the HERA electron-proton col-
lider. These facilities require not only funds for construction but
also substantial sums for the major particle detectors needed to
exploit these machines. As a result of these requirements and the
expected funding profiles for European high energy physics, no flexi-
bility within European high energy physics is apparent until 1991 or
1992. Understandably, Europeans appear unwilling at this time to
commit that flexibility for contributions to U.S. facilities. Addi-
tional European plans, in particular the large hadron collider (LHC)
in the LEP tunnel are under discussion. This does not mean that
European international participation in the SSC program is excluded;
on the contrary, some such participation is now in effect in respect
to design of that machine, and we anticipate considerable inter-
national participation in terms of providing equipment for utili-
zation of the SSC during its operating phase. Although some contri-
butions during the construction phase are not excluded, those will
not be sufficiently substantial to have a significant effect on the
total SSC construction cost.

The situation in respect to Japan is somewhat different. The
Japanese are initiating studies to plan their construction program in
high energy physics following completion, expected in 1986, of the
electron-positron collider (TRISTAN). Participation in the SSC is
one of the options under consideration. These studies are expected
to be completed in one to two years. Whatever the outcome, consi-
dering the size of the Japanese high energy physics program, it is
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unlikely that potential contributions by Japan to the SSC would be a
substantial fraction of total construction cost; moreover, contri-
butions, if any, would be in the form of high technology hardware,
rather than financial.

Because of geographic proximity, Canada would be a natural part-
ner to participate in the SSC. However, the Canadian high energy
program (and GNP) is significantly smaller than the one in the U.S.
and thus any potential contributions would be quite small. In addi-
tion, the Canadians are interested 4n pursuing construction of a
large medium energy facility, TRIUMF, which would absorb most of
their available funds.

For the above reasons I recommend that planning, design and
authorization for the SSC proceed on a national basis. At the same
time, international participation, financial and otherwise, should be

.sought with high priority from other countries, in particular Japan.

2. What are (a) the advantages and (b) the disadvantages of sharing the cost of
big science facilities on an international basis?

The min advantage lies in the possibility of being able to
build a facility that could not be built in any one single country.
In addition cost savings would result but those probably would not be
as substantial as one might normally envisage since the facility
would very likely be more complex than if built by a single country.
Finally, such international cooperation might bring additional intan-
gible benefits, like better exchange of scientific and technological
know-how, furthering of international understanding, broader educa-
tion for graduate students, etc. These benefits, however, accrue
mainly through international cooperation in the use of the machine
and it is not clear how much cost sharing in construction would con-
tribute here.

The main disadvantage would be that the site of the facility
might be outside of the U.S. There is also a risk of a long delay in
establishing the laboratory. A long time will be required to estab-
lish the appropriate agreements and to choose a site.

Whether there is actual international cost shar1711 for a given
facility or not, there are various mechanisiR77577111Nirnational
coordination in place which will avoid duplication of expensive faci-
lifiTsiffie future. If international cost she ing of most, if not
all, future machines becomes established, the net saving to the U.S.
could btcome small or non-existent.
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3. What would be the best worldwide configuration of high energy physics
facilities from the point of view of science? How migift this best be
determined?

A map is attached which shows the worldwide configuration of
high energy physics facilities now existing or planned. The existing
and committed facilities in the United States will provide decreasing
opportunities for high energy physics by the first half of the next
decade. The next logical step, both frauthe point of view of opt{
mizing the worldwide configuration and filling this opportunity gap
is the construction in theUnited States of the SSC. This move has
been widely discussed in international conferences and by the Inter-
national Committee of Future Accelerators (ICFA), a committee estab-
lished by the International' Union Of Pure and Applied Physics. Con-
struction of the SSC is supported by tie majority of the inter-
national community. There is an emerging international consensus
that, subsequent to the SSC, an accelerator to advance the electron -
positron collider frontier should be established, but that such a
machine will require the evolution of new technology. Thus the
timing of such a further step is not now predictable. Depending on
the richness of the physics uncovered by facilities now under con-
struction or committed, in particular the Tevatron I at Fermilab, the
CERN Proton - Antiproton Collider, the SLC collider at SLAC, LEP and
HERA in Western Europe and TRISTAN in Japan, the establishment of
additional subfrontier facilities may become advisable and justi-
fiable, but it is too early to seek agreement on such moves.

4. Should some or all future "big science" facilities be developed on the basis
of international cooperation?

As discussed in the answers to other questions there are some
advantages to developing 'big science" facilities on the basis of
international cooperation. However there are three reasons why some
'big science' facilities should be developed on a national or
regional basis rather than an international basis. (CERN is ko exam-_
ple of a regional facility.) First, some scientific areas, because
of their technological significance, may be of major ir.terest only to
a particular nation or region. The science and technology of desali-
nization is an example. Second, "big science' facilities interact
actively with industry, supporting and stimulating new technology.
This effect is strongest when the facility is national or regional.
Third, when "big science" facilities are national or regional, they
best support the education of scientists and engineers. Hcnce a
major industrial nation such as the United States should maintain a
balance between international "big science" facilities and national
or regional facilities.

_14 5
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S. What is the trend of international collaboration in high energy physics?
Is it increasing, decreasing or remaining relatively constant?

The trend of international collaboration is increasing because
of a growing diversity of facilities. Collaboration began to
Increase with the advent of the ISR at CERN and FNAL in the U.S. It
continues with the SppS, Tevatron I (2 TeV p5 collisions) and Teva-
tron II (800-1000 GeV fixed target), LEP, SLC, TRISTAN and HERA, a
set of facilities with unique or nearly unique colliding beam capa-
bilities. The spv:trum of these capabilities covers high energy 5p,
e+e-, and e-p collisions and high energy fixed target program. Even
SLC and LEP, superficially quite similar, have important differ-
ences. Thus SLC has a very small beam size and polarization capa-
bility. LEP will have a high luminosity and ultimately the capa-
bility of reaching above 170 GeV (threshold for W boson pairs). Thus
one can expect even a further growth of large international colla-
.borative efforts, driven by cannon interests of European, Japanese
and American physicists.

6. What attributes of high energy physics make intermtinnal cooperation easy
to achieve? noes the field have attmoutes that make international coopera-
tion difficult?

The intellectual tradition of the West with its keen interest in
understanding nature in scientific terms, independent of other sec-
tarian or national values, make basic :sience in general, and high
energy physics in particular, relatively easy areas for international
collaboration and cooperation as is borne out by history. Almost
since its inception, the pursuit of high energy physics has required
sharing of large, expensive facilities. Thus, modes of collaboration
and cooperation across varitus kinds of political and geographical
boundaries have been developing for many years.

There are economic, educational, cultural and national pride
aspects to basic science and high energy physics is no exception. In

a resource-limited world, the desire to be the first to know and to
benefit from that knowledge, and the technological spin-off from the
knowledge itself and from the process of its acquisition, does erect
some barriers to collaboration and cooperation.

7. Has there been an overilvestment or underinvestment in high energy physics
relative to other subfields of sits or other disci lines? How can the
appropriate levels of fivestment in di erent su ie s or sc p nes est
be determined?

The amount o; 4nvestme-A in higil energy physics or any other

scientific area should be measures by the legree to which the Nation
wishes to maintain cutting-edge research in the area. This is the

1 4
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research which has thy. best possibilities of answerirg the major
unsolved questions, of breaking into new areas in the study of
nature, and of introducing new technology. In some areas such as
astronmMY. space science, or high energy physics, cutting-edge
research requires large facilities with commensurate construction and
operating costs. In other areas such as chemistry and solid state
physics less investment is required to do some types of cutting-edge
research. But even such areas have begun to need large facilities
such as synchrotron light sources and pulsed neutron sources to do
forefront research.

Considering high energy physics, the nation's investment has led
in the past to our leadership in this field. A markedly smaller
investment would not have enabled us to achieve this. This is demon-
strated by the fact that Western Europe was able to equal this
nation's achievements in high energy physics only when the European
.investment had become substantially larger than our investment. If
this nation's investment is not maintained, we shall not be able to
maintain a forefront position in high energy physics research.

8. What factors either (a) facilitate or (b) 1 inibit international cooperation
in high energy physics?

International cooperation in high energy physics is facilitated
by a number of factors as follows:

(a) The field operates without communication restrictions in
all nations and as a result the practitioners of the field are
well acquainted and new data are available worldwide.

(b) There exist a substantial number of international confer-
ences at which there is full information exchange of recent

experimental results, theoretical work, and technological oppor-
tunities and achievements.

(c) The in.erest in high energy physics is shared worldwide
among physicists of all nations.

(d) The cost of construction of new facilities, as well as the
ccst of exploitation of existing ones, is sufficiently high that
a 1 nations recognize that international commounicatitm and
coordination are essential to optimize national programs.

International cooperation in high energy physics is inhibited by
a number of factors:

fa) Governmentrl formalities, in particular those of the Soviet
Union, are time-consuming and to some extent unpredictable in
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results. Therefore, participation of physicists in cooperative
experimental wort is frequently difficult to schedule.

(b) Travel cost is a significant cost item in times of tight
budgets.

(c) Export restrictions cause delays in transfer of apparatus
to agreed international joint ventures.

(d) There continue to be problems in the visa regulations and
other restraints of various governments which impede the optimum
composition of international teams.

(e) Cooperative international ventures, in particular thou
involving substantial joint funding of multi-year undertakings.
require a long planning lead time and long-range commitments.
This is difficult to achieve under an annual funding cycle.

9. Will spending of national funds on international facilities be to the detri-
ment of nationaT laboratories? What is the appropriate level of funding or
national research efforts versus international efforts and how should these
levels be determined?

Naturally there is competition between funds spent on inter-
national facilities in high energy physics and the commitment of such
funds to national activities, both at the national laboratories and
U.S. universities. However, such competition is of a similar nature
as that among purely national activities. Funds for international
facilities are justified in terms of the benefits to the work of U.S.
high energy physicists utilizing such facilities. I do not believe
that one can, or should, make a decision as to what is an appropriate
'level of funding for international efforts. Rather, the use of
national funds on international facilities should be judged in compe-
tition with purely national needs using criteria that take into
account benefits to U.S. physicists and to the progress of knowledge
worldwide. Such judgments are best made by peer groups such as the
Department of Energy s High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP)
reporting to governmental authorities having line responsibility for
the program. Unless U.S. national construction efforts and funding
for equipment projects (such as large detectors) remain competitive,
it is unavoidable that an increasing function of the U.S. effort will
continue to migrate abroad.

10. What does "world leadershi " in hi h ener .h sits mean? What articular
EFF71 s accrue o e wor lea er versus n .er

Why should national policy makers care whether or not the nation is first,
second or third in high energy physics research?
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In the future one can conceive of only one or two forefront
machines, so the idea of world leadership requires the locrtion of at
least one such facility in the United States.

History has always taught us that the knowledge acquired through
basic research is ultimately of benefit to mankind. One hears argu-
ments that high energy physics is of no practical use, but we have
heard that before about nuclear physics and even about electricity in
Faraday's time.

The spirt of a nation is certainly related to the extent to
which its resources are extended to activities which transcend the
prime goals of maintaining the well being of the population. An
example of such a loss of spirit can be seen in the United Kingdom,
where the move to reduce funding for basic research is further evi-
dence of the decline of a great nation as viewed from the outside.
High energy physics is one of many such activities for which the
United States has the resources to participate. Our tradition as the
originators of the particle accelerators, and our consequent achieve-
ments in the under. nding of the fundamental properties of matter
make high energy pt .3 a most natural field to continue vigorously.

There is a certain amount of prestige that accrues to a nation
that is a leader in any scientific field. The discoveries of new
phenomena frequently receive prominent mention in the press and their
discoverers are awarded numerous scientific prizes. On the other
hand, confirmations of these discoveries, at some time later on, have
clearly a lot less impact and receive less publicity. High school
and college students are much more likely to go into scientific and
engineering fields if they perceive that there are good opportunities
in science for them in their own country. If a country is clearly
"number two" or "number three" in a certain field, it is less likely
that the field will attract new young practitioners.

U. Are the ex eriences of international cooperation in hi .h ene .h sits

rect y app ca' e o er e s o science? at essons may e learned?

The CERN laooratory offers the most experience in international
cooperation in high energy physics, although CERN is a regional
rather than a truly international facility. The positive uperiences

are: combined use can be made of the scientific and technical
talents of the participating nations; combined use can be made of the
industrial resources of the participating nations; costs are shared;
larger facilities can be built than would be possible without inter-
national collaboration; the need for long-range agreements between
the participating nations leads to financial and organizational sta-
bility for the shared facility; and international cooperation in
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construction projects and research helps to further international
goodwill and understanding.

The negative experiences are: scientific and technical ineffi-
ciences arise because there is a need to allow each. nation to parti-
cipate in most activities of the facility; total construction and
operating costs' tend to be high because of the aforementioned ineffi-
ciencies; the need for long-range agreements between nations can make
it difficult to start new research programs or change old programs.
In a truly international facility these negative experiences might be
accentuated.

Another form of international cooperation involves one nation or
region taking primary responsibility for constructing and operating a
large science facility, with other nations contributing in important
ways. Examples are the use of Fermilab and SLAC by Japanese physi-
cists, and the use of DESY by non-German physicists. In these _:ses
the "outside" physics groups contribute from their nations' science
budgets: equipment, accelerator operating funds, or R&D funds. The
physics groups themselves contribute scientific and technical per-
sonnel. This tends to be the most efficient form of international

cooperation because a single nation has the primary design, construc-
tion, and operation responsibility for the facility.

All of these positive and negative experiences can be used by
other fields of science to study how various forms of international
cooperation could enhance the research activities in their fields.

6/20/85
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NICHOLAS P. SAMIOS

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

I thank the Committee for the opportunity to testify on the question
of " International Cooperation in Big Science: High Energy Physics."

My first comments have to do with the fact that there has been a
history of international cooperation in high energy physics since the
beginning of the 1950's. Close collaboration was established between the
accelerator builders at Brookhaven National Laboratory and CERN in the
construction of the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron end the Proton Syn-
chrotron. This involved exchange of information and joint meetings--
resulting in the successful completion and operation of two excellent and
scientifically pr,Juctive accelerators. Since that time activities have
expanded so that not only do we interact with machine builders all over
the world, but in addition American scientists have been and are involved
in large scale experiments at foreign establishments and vice versa. This
interchange has even been formalized via bilateral agreements between the
United States and Japan, USSR and the People's Republic of China. A further
step was taken with the creation of the International Committee for Future
Accelerators (ICFA) in the late 1970's, in anticipation of the construction
of a multi-national Very Large Accelerator (VLA). The present composition
of the Committee consists of representation from the United States, Western
Europe, USSR, Japan and India. The latest meeting took place three weeks
ago in Bombay, India, which I attended as a delegate. For your information
I attach the latest Guidelines and the Membership List of ICFA Panels.

At the present time, we at BNL are in the process of negotiating an
agreement with the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) at Hamburg,
collaborating in various technical areas in accelerator R&D which we be-
lieve will be of great mutual benefit.

The pertinent question is the funding of the construction of new and
costly accelerators. As noted above, the communication in high energy
physics is excellent and there is an attempt to avoid duplication of fa-
cilities. However, this objective is not always successful, witness the
existence of both PETRA and PEP. The construction of these facilities can
be viewed in prospective if one understands that, when at a given time the
next step in science is rather obvious and promises exciting results,
competition is inevitable. As long as the expense was not excessive,
having similar machines in different parts of the world was a positive
force--in terms of competition, accuracy and verification and exploitation
of new and exciting results. This era is certainly coming to an end. The
question now is how to foster and achieve the orderly construction of the
next generation of accelerators. To first order, experimentalists would
prefer to have the facility in their back yard. Since that is not possible,
I believe the high energy community puts a higher priority on accelerator
construction than on its location and as such would accept any reasonable
site. The important point is to set up and implement procedures that will
lead to the successful construction of the accelerator, on an international
basis, without unnecessary preconditions. One should not require, for
instance, a signed international agreement before entering into substantive
discussions One hopes that ultimately logic will prevail, that when one
considers ongoing activities, resources and time scales, a plan will emerge
that makes sense and satisfies reasonable people. The name of the game is
to set up procedures to achieve goals so that our activities in high energy
physics will be complementary on an international as well as a national
scale and thus will provide a cost effective frame for unraveling nature's
secrets.
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INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR FUTURE ACCELERATORS

GUIDELINES

To promote international collaboration in all phases of
the construction and exploitation of very high energy
accelerators.

To organize regularly world-inclusive meetings for the
exchange of information on future plans for regional facilities
and for the formulation of advice on joint studies and uses.

To organize workshops for the study of problems related
to super high energy accelerator complexes and their inter-
national exploitation, and to foster Research and Development
of necessary technology.

15,1
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International Committee for Future Accelerators
Sybound by tbo Potties Ana ArdsCORIfflUCO o tUPAP

February 1985

MEMBERSHIP LIST OF ICFA PANFLS

1. Sc MAGNETS AND CRYOGENICS. Chairman : G. Orianti

2.

Europe (3) G. Erianti (CERN)
C. Daum (NIKNEF)
H. Disport's (CEN Saclayl

USA (3) P. Reardon ION()
C. Taylor (LOU
A. Tollestrup (FNAL1

Japan (21

USSR (31

H. tiribsyashi (KEKI
S. YitsunobJ (KEK)

K.P. Nyznikov (Serpukhov)
A.I. Ageev (Serpukhov)
V.A. Titov (Efremov Inst..Loningrad)

( 11 I. Shelaev Mma)

Fourth Region

(KAN OYNANIcl

(3)

Europe 13)

USA (4)

Japan (2)

USSR 13)

f. 11

Kan Lu-guang (Inst. Elec. Engineering, 13411.3ingl
Poh-Kun Tsang (Nat. Taiwan Univ. Taipei)
P. Chadhs (OARC. Trombay)

Chairman : H. Dikansky

E. Keil ICFRN1
A. Piwinski (DESK)
a. Tazzari (Frascati)

A. Chao (SLAC)

R. Talman (Cornell)
C. Pellegrini (Ohl)
C. Leemann (LOU

T. Fuzuki (KEK1

T. iatayama (INS. Tokyo)

V.I. Oalbekov (Serpufhovl
A.A. Kolomensky (Lebodev)
N OzkanSky (Novosibirsk)

O.P. Omitrievsky Oubnal

Fourth Region (2) fang Shay-Klan (IHEP. Oeivng)
thiu-Nan Chang (Nat. Normal Univ. Taipei)
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3 Val ACCELERATOR SCHEMER, Chairman : A. Sessler

Europe (3) M. Eriksson (Maxlab. Lund(
J. Lawson (RAI.)

J. Le Cuff (Orsay)

USA (4) R. Palmer (BNL)

A. Sesslor (LOL1
R. Jameson (Los Alamos)
P. Morton (SLAC)

Japan (2)

USSR (4)

T. Kamer (KEK)

M. Yoshioka (INS, Tokyo)

A.C. Amatuni (Yerevan)

Yu.P. Vahrushin (Efremov Inst.,Leningrad)
A.N. Lobodov (Lobodev)
V. Oalakin (Novosibirsk)

(1) B. Sarantsov (Oubna)

Fourth Region (2) K.C. Chong (Syn. Rad. Res. Centro, Taipei)
S.S. Rammurthy MARC. Trombay1

4. /NST/UmENTATION

Europe (4)

Chairman : T. Ekelof

C. Fabian (CERN)
T. Ekelof (Upraala)
A.H. Valenta (Sieger))
O.M. Oinnio (IC. London)

USA (4) J. Pilch's' (Chicago)
M. Oroidobach (SLAC)
O. I;gron ROL)
O. Hartill (Cornell)

Japan (2)

USSR (3)

S. Iwata (KEK)

H. Okuno (INS. Tokyo)

Yu. H. Antipov (Serpukhov)
V.A. Liubimov (ITEP)
V. Sidorov (Novosibirsk)

(41) Yu. K. Akimov (Dubna)

Fourth Regl-n (2) C. Cnang (Syn. Rad. Rea. Centre,Taidei)
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE TASK FORCE:

HY NAME IS PETER M. McINTYRE. I AM AN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS

AT TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY AND THE SCIENTIFIC SPOKESMAN FOR THE TEXAS

ACCELERATOR CENTER. I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE THE SCIENCE POLICY TASK

FORCE TODAY. I WILL DESCRIBE THE TEXAS ACCELERATOR CE.:TER, A MULTI-

UNIVERSITY CENTER WHOSE MISSION IS TO DEVELOP NEW TECHNOLOGY 7OR FUTURE

ACCELERATORS. I WILL DESCRIBE THE SUCCESSFUL TESTS OF SUPERFERRIC

DESIGN FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER. WE BELIEVE THAT THIS DESIGN

OFFERS THE SIMP'..EST, LOWEST COST TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SSC. I WILL ALSO

HIGHLIGHT SEVERAL RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY AT TAC THAT

ARE BEING APPLIED TO IMPORTANT PROBLEMS IN U.S. INDUSTRY.
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THE TEXAS ACCELERATOR CENTER

THE TEXAS ACCELERATOR CENTER IS A NEW LABORATORY FOR ACCELERATOR

PHYSICS. IT WAS CREATED IN MARCH, 1984 AS A OOLLABORATION AMONG A NUMBER OF

UNIVERSITIES AND LABORATORIES. ITS MISSION IS TO DEVELOP AND EVALUATE A

SUPERFERRIC DESIGN FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTIN,3 SUPER COLLIDER, TO ESTABLISh A

UNIVERSITY-BASED LABORATORY FOR ADVANCED ACCELERATOR R&D, AND TO 'MAIN

STUDENTS IN ACCELERATOR. PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING.

DURING ITS FIRST YEAR OF ACTIVITY, TAC HAS DESIGNED, BUILT, AND

SUCCESSFULLY TESTED SUPERFERRIC MAGNETS. THE RESULTING DESIGN APPEARS TO

OFFER THE SIMPLEST, LOWEST COST DESIGN FOR THE SSC. BEYOND THE PRESENT

FOCUS ON SSC DESIGN, TAC IS ALSO DEVELOPING NEW TECHNOLOGIES roR THE

ACCELERATORS OF THE FUTURE.

TAC IS A COLLABORATION OF THE FOLLOWING INSTITUTIONS:

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

RICE UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB

FERMILAB BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB

TAC IS OPERATED BY THE HOUSTON AREA RESEARCH CF4TER (hARC), UNDER CONTRACT

WITH THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY. TAC ALSO RECEIVES STRONG INSTITUTIONAL

SUPPORT FROM HARC AND FROM EACH OF THE COLLABORATING INSTITUTIONS.

TAC LOCATED IN THE WOODLANDS, TEXAS, A SHORT DISTANCE NORTH OF

HOUSTON. ITS FACILITIES ARE HOUSED IN A LAB AND OFFICE COMPLEX OF

"20,000 FT' AREA. TAC PRESENTLY HAS A TOTAL STAFF OF ABOUT 50, PLUS A

NUMBER OF SHORT- AND MEDIUM-TERM VISITORS FROM
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS

AND A NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN ENGINEERING AND PHYSICS. THE RESEARCH

FACILITIES NOW INCLUDE MAGNET FABRICATION SHOPS, LIQUID HELIUM REFRIGERATOR,

HIGH-CURRENT POWER SUPPLIES, AND A STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPUTER.

1 6
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THE SUPERFERRIC MAGNET

THE HEART OF THE SSC IS ITS RING OF SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS. THE

MAGNETS kRE USED TO BEND THE BEAM OF HIGHENERGY PHOTONS IN A CIRCULAR PATH.

TAC HAS DEVELOPED A SUPERFERRIC DESIGN OF THE SSC, IN WHICH THE

SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS ARE SPECIFICALLY OPTIMIZED FOR LOWCOST cASS

PRODUCTION IN INDUSTRY. 'WITHIN 6 MONTHS OF ITS FIRST FEDERAL FUNDING, TAC

HAD BUILT AND TESTED ITS FIRST SUPERFERRIC MAGNETS. TO DATE FOUR SHORT

MAGNETS (ONE METER LONG) HAVE BEEN BUILT AHD TESTED. ONE WEEK AGO TAC

COMPLETED AND TESTED ITS FIRST LONG MAGNET (8 METERS LONG).* ALL MAGNETS

HAVE PERFORMED TO SPECIFICATION IN ALL RESPECTS. WHILE MUCH DEVELOPMENT

REMAINS BEFORE THE DESIGN IS FULLY EVALUATED, THE SUPERFERRIC MAGNET APPEARS

TO OFFER A SIMPLE, LOWCOST DESIGN FOR HE SSC. TAC HAS CONTRACTED TO HAVE

3 LONG MAGNETS (35 METERS LONG) BUILT Iii U.S. INDUSTRY. TESTS OF THOSE

MAGNETS SHOULD BE COMPLETE Br THE END OF 1985.

THE SUPERFERRIC DESIGN IS BEING DEVELOPED IN COMPETITION WITH DESIGNS

FOR HIGHFIELD SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS SIMILAR TO THOSE USED IN THE TEVATRON

AND HERA ACCELERATORS. THERE TS BROAD AGREEMENT THAT IT IS TECHNICALLY

FEASIBLE TO BUILD THE SSC USING EITHER THE SUPERFERRIC OR THE HIGHFIELD

DESIGN. THE PRESENT R&D PROGRAM IS AIMED TO ASSESS COST AND RELIABILITY OF

THE DESIGNS. IN THE SSC REFERENCE DESIGN STUDY A PRELIMINARY COST ANALYSIS

WAS PERFORMED. THE COST OF THE SUPERFERRIC MAGNETS WAS EVALUATED TO BE LESS

THAN HALF THAT OF THE HICHFIELD DESIGNS. THIS SAVING MORE THAN OUTWEIGHS

THE COST OF ADDITIONAL .UNNEL CIRCUMFERENCE REQUIRED FOR A SUPERFERRIC

DESIGN. THE ADDITIONAL TUNNEL CIRCUMFERENCE ALSO MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO

UPGRADE THE SSC IN THE FUTURE BY ADDING A RING OF HIGH FIELD MAGNETS. THIS

COULD ENABLE US TO FURTHER INCREASE THE SK ENERGY BY A FACTOR 3 IN THE

FUTURE WITHOUT BUILDING ANOTHER NEW LABORATORY.

*THE "TECHNICIAN" SHOWN I. THE ACCOMPANYING PHOTO ADJUSTING THE FIRST LONG
MAGNET AT TAC IS SHELDON L. ILASHOW OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 1979 NOBEL
LAUREATE.
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TUNNEL TECHNOLOGY

USING TODAY'S TUNNEL TECHNOLOGY, THE TUNNEL REQUIRED FOR THE SSC WOULD

COST AS MUCH AS ALL ITS SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS. ENGINEERS AT THE TEXAS

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION HAVE INVENTED A NW T.) REDUCE ITS COST.

THERE ARE THREE MAIN ACTIVITIES THAT TAKE PLACE IN A TUNNELING

OPERATION: CUTTING THE TUNNEL FACE, REMOVING THE MUCK, AND INSTALLING A

TUNNEL LINING. THE TECHNOLOGY FOR CUTTING THE TUNNEL FACE TODAY IS CAPABLE

OF PROGRESSING AT A RATE OF "1,000 FT/DAY IN THE SOIL TYPES LIKELY TO BE

TYPICAL OF AN SSC SITE. YET A TYPICAL TUNNEL PROJECT TODAY PROCEEDS AT A

RATE OF "100 FT/DAY ON A GOOD DAY! THE PERFORMANCE LIMITATION COMES FROM

THE OTHER TWO STEPS - MUCK REMOVAL AND LIMING INSTALLATION. BOTH STEPS

REQUIRE LABOR-INTENSIVE MATERIALS HANDLING IN THE TUNNEL APERTURE. THE

RESULTING LOGISTIC NIGHTMARE IS SHOWN IN PRACTICE IN FIGURE 3.

A GROUP OF CIVIL ENGINEERS AT TEES HAVE INVENTED A NOVEL METHOD BY

WHICH THE MATERIALS HANDLING ACTIVITY IS REMOVED FROM THE TUNNEL BORE. THE

CONTINUOUS UNITIZED TUNNELING SYSTEM (CUTS) IS SHOWN SYSTEMATICALLY IN

FIGURE 3. A STANDARD TUNNEL BORING MACHINE (IBM) IS USED TO CUT THE FACE.

WATER JETS ON THE CUTTING FACE SLURRY THE MUCK. THE MUCK IS COLLECTED AT

THE BOTTOM AND CONTINUOUSLY PUMPED INTO A PIPELINE THAT TRANSPORTS IT ALONG

THE TUNNEL TO THE LAST SURFACE PENETRATION AND OUT TO THE SURFACE. THE

TUNNEL LINING IS EXTRUDED BY INJECTING QUICK-SETTING FIBER-REINFORCED

CONCRETE BETWEEN INNER AND OUTER FORMS THAT MOVE CONTINUOUSLY WITH THE IBM.

THE KEY INNOVATION IN THE CUTS TECHNIQUE IS THE INCORPORATION OF THE

PIPELINES FOR TRANSPORT OF MUCK AND CONCRETE MATERIALS INTO THE TUNNEL SUB-

FLOOR AS SHOWN. ALL COMPONENT SYSTEMS ARE CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING A

1,000 FT/DAY ADVANCE RATE. THE CUTS SYSTEM COULD REDUCE PRESENT TUNNEL

COSTS BY A FACTOR OF 2. THIS TRANSLATES INTO ENORMOUS BENEFITS TO SOCIETY

FOR BUILDING SUBWAYS, AND SEWERS IN OUR CITIES. CUTS WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN

DEVELOPED AT ALL WERE IT NOT FOR OUR EFFORTS FOR THE SSC.
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SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE

OUR COLLABORATORS AT THE APPLIED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY CENTER AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN HAVE PLAYED A MAJOR ROLE IN DEVELOPING A NEW

TECHNIQUE FOR EFFICIENTLY AND CHEAPLY STORING ELECTRIC ENERGY. CALLED

SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE (SMES). IT CONSISTS OF A LARGE COIL

OF SUPERCONDUCTING CABLE SIMILAR TO THAT USED IN THE SSC MAGNETS. ELECTRIC

ENERGY CAN BE STORED BY INDUCING A CURRENT TO FLOW IN THE CABLE. THE ENERGY

CAN BE RECOVERED BY ELECTRONICALLY CONVERTING THE STORED CURRENT BACK INTO

POWER ON THE UTILITY GRID. IN THIS WAY ENERGY PRODUCED AT NIGHT BY A

UTILITY CAN BE STORED AND THEN DELIVERED TO THE GRID DURING THE DAYTIME PEAK

DEMAND. RECENT STUDIES BY BECHTEL AND EBASCO INDICATE THAT SMES IS THE MOST

COSTEFFECTIVE MEANS OF AUGMENTING PEAK DEMAND FOR ELECTRIC UTILITIES. ITS

COST WAS REDUCED DRAMATICALLY DURING RECENT YEARS BY RESEARCH AT WISCONSIN

THAT RESULTED IN AN INCREASE OF A FACTOR OF TWO IN THE CURRENT THAT CAN BE

CARRIED IN A SUPERCONDUCTING CABLE. THAT WGAK WAS THE DIRECT RESULT OF THE

R&D ON SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR MAGNETS.

Immo& ammo mom .m.
ON WO CIPIVII

Typical generation curve with SKS.

UNDERGROUND ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
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CONCLUSION

I HOPE THAT THE ABOVE DISCUSSION CONVEYS THE EXCITEMENT AND ACTIVITY

THAT IS HAPPENING AT THE TEXAS ACCELERATOR CENTER. FOUR MORE UNIVERSITIES

ARE PRESENTLY NEGOTIATING TO JOIN TAC. SEVERAL NEW TOPICS OF ACCELERATOR

RESEARCH ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION. IN ADDITION TO THE STAFF OF 50, ABOUT 15

UNDERGRADUATES AND 8 GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOW INVOLVED IN THE RESEARCH

PROGRAM. MOST OF OUR SCIENTIFIC STAFF ALSO HOLD FACULTY POSITIONS AT ONE OF

THE PARTICIPATING UNIVERSITIES. WE HOPE TO DEVELOP AT TAC AN ONGOING

UNIVERSITY-BASED CENTER FOR ADVANCED ACCELERATOR R&D, AND TO CONTRIBUTE

SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE FUTURE OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS.

THE SUPERCONDUCTING SUPER COLLIDER IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE U.S. TO

RESUME LEADERSHIP AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF MODERN SCIENCE. THE SSC WILL GIVE

US THE MEANS TO PROBE THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL BUILDING BLOCKS OF NATURE - THE

QUARKS AND LEPTONS. WE HAVE TODAY A BEAUTIFUL BUT IN SOME WAYS PUZZLING

PICTURE OF NATURE. ALMOST ALL THE MATTER OF OM UNIVERSE IS LOCKED IN THE

PROTONS AND NEUTRONS OF THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS. WE NOW KNOW THAT EACH OF THESE

CONTAINS THREE QUARKS, LOCKED TOGETHER BY THE STRONG FORCE. THE QUARKS

THEMSELVES WEIGH ONLY A VERY SMALL PART OF THE MASS OF THE PROTON, HOWEVER.

ALMOST ALL ITS MASS, HENCE ALMOST ALL THE MASS OF THE UNIVERSE, IS LOCKED IN

THE FIELD ENERGY OF THE STRONG FORCE! THE SSC WILL BE THE ESSENTIAL TOOL

WITH WHICH WE CAN PROBE THE BONDS OF THE STRONG FORCE, AND SEEK TO BETTER

UNDERSTAND THE SUBSTANCE OF SUBSTANCE. IN THIS QUEST WE ARE TRAINING THE

BEST AND BRIGHTEST OF OUR YOUNG SCIENTISTS IN THE RICHEST CREATIVE

TRADITION. ALONG THE WAY WE ARE DEVELOPINGPRACTICAL TECHNOLOGIES THAT ARE

OF GREAT VALUE TO OUR SOCIETY. I URGE THAT THE SSC BE BUILT AS QUICKLY AS

POSSIBLE SO THAT WE CAN LEAD THE WAY IN THIS EXCITING SCIENCE. TAC IS DOING

ITS UTMOST TO MINIMIZE ITS COST AND MAXIMIZE ITS BENEFIT TO THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIVERSITIES

I WISH TO STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF UNIVERSITIES IN SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY IN AMERICA. IN PLANNING AND BUDGETING AT FEDERAL AGENCIES, IN

TESTIMONY TO CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES, AND IN THE PRESS THERE IS A TENDENCY

TO VIEW THE TANGIBLE STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES AT OUR NATIONAL

LABORATORIES AS THE CAUSE AND EFFECT IN THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE. THIS VIEW

iS DANGEROUSLY MISLEADING. WHILE MAJOR CENTRALIZED RESEARCH FACILITIES ARE

OBVIOUSLY ESSENTIAL IN MANY AREAS OF RESEARCH TODAY (NOWHERE MORE SO THAN

OUR OWN), NEW DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS COME FROM BRAINS, NOT MACHINES.

OUR UNIVERSITIES BUILD BRAINS. THEY ARE THE MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE IN OUR

WORLD IN BUILDING THE FUTURE FOR SCIENCE AND FOR SOCIETY AT LARGE. GREAT

IDEAS COME PREDOMINANTLY FROM COMMITTED UNIVERSITY FACULTY. ALL MAJOR

DISCOVERIES AT HIGH-ENERGY-PHYSICS LABORATORIES HAVE BEEN MADE USING

UNIVERSITY-BUILT DETECTORS. NEW TECHNOLOGIES ARE SPAWNED MOST OFTEN IN

UNIVERSITY LABORATORIES. STUDIES HAVE REPEATEDLY SHOWN THAT UNIVERSITIES

PROVIDE THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT OF FEDERAL FUNDS FOR RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT.

IN THESE TOUGH BUDGET TIMES, I URGE THAT THE UNIVERSITIES OF AMERICA BE

TREATED AS THE FIRST PRIORITY IN FEDERAL FUNDING OF RESEARCH. AS THIS

SESSION OF TESTIMONY DEMONSTRATES, OUR NATIONAL LABORATORIES AND THEIR

ESTIMABLE DIRECTORS CAN MOUNT A POWERFUL AND PERSUASIVE CASE FOR THE FUNDING

OF THEIR PROGRAMS. THERE IS NO EQUIVALENT VOICE TO PORTRAY THE THOUSANDS OF

DIVERSE AND IMPORTANT RESEARCH PROJECTS AT OUR UNIVERSITIES. I SUGGEST THAT

UNIVERSITY-BASED RESEARCH DESERVES AN INCREASED SHARE OF FEDERAL RESEARCH

SUPPORT, AND SOME DEGREE OF PROTECTION FROM YEAR-TO-YEAR BUDGETARY WINDS.
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR THE SSC

Executive Summary

The SSC, a high energy proton-proton colliding beam facility, has been
identified by the scientific community and governmental. bodies as the next
logical step in the high energy physics program of the United States in its
quest toward understanding the fundamental properties of matter. The energy
choice of 40 TeY in the center of as resta on firm intellectual basis.
An international approach to the construction and operation of such a facil-
ity would build upon the existing tradition of collaboration in high energy
physics and would be of great practical interest because of the magnitude of
the estimated construction costs.

The United States has historically played a leading role in the important and
challenging field of high energy physics. Without additional construction,
the United States is expected to have by the end of this decade only three
experimental interaction regions at which the highest energy collisions are
available to experimenters, compared with 10 in Western Europe. Many physi-
cists from the U.S. are already heavily involved in the utilization of the
various foreign facilities and significant U.S. funds are being used to mount
experiments at them. In 1990, Western Europe will have completed two of the
most advanced machines in the world, while the U.S. facilities will approach
the end of their useful exploitation in the 1990's. It appears essential to
the continued good health of the U.S. High Energy Physics program that the
construction of the next generation facility be located in the U.S.

We have considered the merits of U.S. participation in the construction of a
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in the LEP tunnel at CERN as a viable alternative
to SSC construction in the U.S. Our conclusion is that the choice of this
option would be the wrong decision leading to reduced energy and operational
flexibility, and failing to meet the need! and opportunities of American
science.

We encourage international participation in the SSC program. This includes
participation in R&D, planning, design and construction of the machine proper
and its major detectors, and exploitation of its physics potential. However,
negotiations to this end should not delay the construction schedule. The
Europeans and Japanese are already heavily committed to their existing pro-
grams and international collaboration cannot be expected to provide a major
offset to the U.S. borne construction coal' for the SSC unless substantial
new resources beyond those presently foreseen are provided to European and /or
Japanese high energy physics programs. It should be noted that the European
program already runs at about twice the level, measured in terms of Grose
National Product, of th American program.

The international sharing of detector equipment costs is already a well-
established tradition and it is anticipated that this pattern will al30 apply
at the SSC.

RECOMMENDATION FOR INTERNATI" AL PARTICIPATION IN THE SSC PROGRAM

We recommend that construction of the SSC should be planned, supported, 6nd
authorized within the nat. ,nal U.S. program. Based on such a national
commitment, international participation in terms of contributions of funds,
personnel, and technical components should be sought from foreign countriea
at all levels of R&D, design, engineering, construction and exploitation.

3.lakilAVA Ycl03 T238
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URA-SSC BOARD OF OVERSEERS

May 6, 1985

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR THE SSC

I. BACKGROUND

The SSC has been identified by the scientific commun'ty and governmental
bodies as the next logical step in the high energy physics program of the
United States in driving further in its quest toward understanding the funda-
mental properties of matter. The Depart rent of Energy is supporting the R&D
phase of that undertaking, but several hurdles remain before the project can
be authorized for construction. Among such issues is the extent to which
international collaboration in the SSC is desirable, or in fact necessary.

The interest in international participation in the SSC is dual. The first
question is financial. The current estimated construction cost for the SSC is
about S3 billion FY '84 not including detector costs. Since the knowledge to
be gained through the SSC is of worldwide impact, it is eminently reasonable
to examine the extent to which these costs can be shared globally.

The second reason is that, traditionally, high energy physics has been and
continues to be in the forefront among the sciences as a vehicle for interna-
tional collaboration. Exploitation of all high energy accelerators in the
western world is governed by the scientific merit of experimental proposals,
irrespective of national origin of the proponents. There exist bilateral
agreements for cooperation in high energy physics between the United States
and Japan, China, and the USSR. Several international bodies sponsor interna-
tional information exchange in high energy physics and in the development of
national or regional plans for high energy facilities.

The scientific motivation for exploring fundamental particle physics at
about 1 TeV collision energy for fundamental constituents of matter, quarks,
gluons, and leptons, is exceedingly strong. There has been dramatic success
during the last decade in identifying these constituent families and describ-
ing their interactions through theories which unify two, and even maybe three
of the known fundamental forces fn nature: the weak interaction, the electro-
magnetic interaction, and the strong interaction. While this so-called
"standard model" has been highly successful, it has at the same time projected
the existence of new, as yet unobserved, entities and has exhibited certain
features which can only be explored in collisions of constituents in the TeV
energy range. In turn, very extensive studies have shown that coverage of the
conjectured region which must be explored to obtain such needed answar8
requires a center of mass energy in proton-proton collisions near 40 TeV at
the highest luminosity that the detector permits. If this energy is reduced
substantially the number of open issues subject to exploration decreases
sharply, and the required luminosities may become ao high as to be extremely
difficult to utilize by practical detectors. For these reasons the goal to
reach a 40 TeV center of mass energy rests on a firm intellectual basis.
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II. SHOULD THE NEXT ACCELERATOR BE :m THE UNITED STATES?

The United States has historically played a leading role in the purl:wit of
high energy physics. This emphasis has been motivated by the importance and
fundamental character of the field, its appropriateness as a rigorous training
ground for young scientists, and its push toward the development of state-of-
the-art instrumentation with applications to other areas.

Without additional construction the United States is expected to have only
two front-line high energy laboratories in operation by the end of this
decade: Fermilab and SLAC. Some other facilities may continue in operation
to accumulate quantitative data or to pursue opportunities not now predict-
able. However, by the nature of the U.S. installations, the total number of
interaction regions at which the highest energy collisions can be available to
experimenters 13 only three (one at the SLC at SLAC and two at Tevatron I at
Fermilab). By contrast, Western Europe will have 4 (expandable to 8) inter-
action points available at LEP at CERN near Geneva, 4 at HERA at BEST in
Hamburg, Germany, and 2 at the SOS at CERN. The SOS is currently operating,
will be upgraded, and has produced the recent discovery of the carriers of the
weak interaction, the intermediate bosons, for which the 1984 Nobel Prize in
Physics was awarded.

The relative magnitudes of effort among U.S., Japanese, and Europeans are
illustrated in Fig. 1 which measure financially the contributions of each
region expressed as a fraction of GNP.

With the increased emphasis on the importance of colliding beam facilities
and the projected availability of numerous frontier facilities in Europe and
Japan, there has been a substantial increase in the participation of U.S.
experimentalists at foreign accelerators. This increase has been in the form
of personnel involvement as well as active financial participation in several
major detectors (for example, the Mark J at PETRA in Germany, L-3 at LEP at
CERN, and AMY-CHAN at KEK, Japan). These activities are led by American
gro.ps. The participation of European and Japanese physicists in experiments
in the United States is also very significant, and foreign participation in
the construction of large and expensive detectors in the U.S. is substantial.

In 1990 Western Europe will have completed LEP and HERA, the two most
advanced machines in the world. On the other hand, U.S. facilities will
approach the end of their useful exploitation in the 1990's. For these
reasons, the construction of a next generation facility located in the U.S.
seems essential to the continued health of the U.S. High Energy Physics
program, irrespective of the level of international participation t, its
construction or operation. The decision that the machine to fill that role
should be the SSC (with parameters defined above) 13 based on thorough study,
taking into account the state of knowledge today and in the future both of
elementary particle physics and o: collider technology.
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III. THE ROLE OF A HADRON COLLIDER IN THE LEP TUNNEL AT CERN, GENEVA

(a) The issue

Since a very high energy proton-proton collider has been identified as the
next logical step in high energy physics tools, the role of a possible hadron
collider (LHC) located in the LEP tunnel needs to be discussed and related to
SSC planning. Such a discussion is relevant both in respect to the LHC as a
possible target of international collaboration and also as a possible compari-
son or alternate to the SSC in the United Statea. The LHC would be consider-
ably less costly than the SSC; but, as made clear below, much of that saving
is due not so much to the existence of the tunnel or the CERN infraatructure
as to the much more restricted capability imposed upon the project by the
tunnel.

The technical opportunities offered by placing a proton collider in the
LEP tunnel have been analyzod by a European study last year in Lausanne,
Switzerland, and have since been under additional study. The LEP tunnel has a
circumference of 27 kilometers which is rbout one-fourth of that planned for
the SSC. The placement of a proton collider in that tunnel would restrict the
available collision energy accordingly. Roughly speaking, the single beam
energy in TeV available in the LEP tunnel would be between 0.8 and 0.9 times
the magnetic field measured in Tesla attained by the bending magnate.

(b) Comparison with a U.S Facility

The principal argument for the LHC is the existence of the 27-kilometer
tunnel. The cost of the 90-kilometer tunnel for Design A in the Reference
Design Report is about $5r,m (in FY '84 dollars), including ED&I and con-
tingency. Scaling this down to 27 kilometera would give the U.S. equival at
of the LEP tunnel a value below $200H. In addition, the existence of the CERN
infrastructure would reduce the required initial inveatment. However, the
extent to which the existence of such an infrastructure Mould affect the site
choice is, of course, also of direot relevance in conaidering the Fermilab
alternative as one of the choices for siting the SSC in the United Statea.
Thus, if the LHC is to be considered as a viable alterative with its draatic
restriction in energy by about a factor of 3 below that of the SSC, one Mould
compare the merits and costs of the LHC with those of an American machine
sited at Fermilab with a proton-proton center of masa energy in the 10 to 15
TeV range, not with a 40 TeV SSC laboratory.

(c) Construction and Operation

The moat important reason militating against placing the LHC in the tunnel
also used for the LEP e e collider has to do with the realitiea of construo-
tion and operations. LHC construction would require correaponding LEP opera-
tional shutdowna; if such shutdowns are in any vase requtred for reaaona of
fiscal stringency, one could well musk why the funda required for the LHC might
not be better used for relieving such fiscal presaurea.

During operation one would face the serious problem that two major
colliders (LEP and LHC) are housed in a single radiological encloaure and that
the detectors required for these two programs are largely incompatible.
Interleaved construction and utilization of the LEP tunnel for electrona and
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protons would, as a practical matter, involve costly complexities in the
interaction regions. Maintenance, repair, or upgrading operations on any of
the detectors or the two collidere could require shutdown of a large fraction
of the world's high energy physics program.

(d) Conclusion

In general, we nave strong reservations about permitting the existence or
an enclosure such as a tunnel to be controlling on so important a decielsn as
the fixing of plans :or the SSC. In retrospect, there is now general agree-
ment in the United States that although construction of the superconducting
Saver and Tevatron complex has been a highly successful enterprise, it would
have been is great deal more cost-effective to have constructed the supercon-
ducting ring in an independent tunnel concentric to the housing for the
conventional magnet machine. The projected saving through utilization of the
LEP tunnel does not appear sufficient to compensate for the serious limitation
in energy and impairment of operational flexibility.

For the above reasons, including the importance to the health of the U.S.
program of a next generation facility located in the U.S., we do not consider
U.S. participation in the LHC construction as a viable alternative to SSC
construction in the U.S., carried out either as a purely American effort or
involving various degrees of international collaboration.

IV. MODAL DIES OF INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION IN RESPECT TO THE SSC

We fully support international participation in the SSC program. This
includes participation in R&D, planning, design, and construction of the
machine proper and its major detectors, and exploitation of !Le physics
potential. However, negotiations toward this end should not delay the con-
straction schedule.

Ne recognize that one strong motive for international collaboration 13 the
potential reduction of cost to the U.S. government. We therefore examine the
extent to which such cost reduction can be achieved during the construction
and operating phases.

(n) Sharing of Construction Cons

We begin our analyeie by assuming that the Japanese and Wen European high
energy physics funding profiles remain approximately level.

In that case, the vigorous pursuit by both Europeans and Japanese of their
own progeams leaves few resources available for SSC construction cost sharing.
Western European commitments to LEP, HERA (electron-proton collider) and their
associated detectors, lie well as to the upgrading of other faellitime such 13
the SOS will require virtually all of the aerumed funding at lean until
1991. As shown in Fig. 1 the European program rlready rune at about twice the
level measured in terms of Total Grout National Product eletive to the
American program.

Recently, at the initiative of Preeident Mitterand of France, interna-
tional collaboration in science him become part of the Vereaillr, Summit
proceseee; high energy physics, with the U.S. fie the leading country, ham
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become a subactivi'l under that process. Several deliberations of the West
European cosunity together with Japan under the Summit process have been held
and reports on long-range piano nave been !med. These activities strengthen
further the international interest in high energy physics although they do not
of themselves extend such hope that significant cost sharing during the con-
struction process of the SSC i3 a reasonable prospect.

Japan is committed to completing its high energy efe storage ring,
TRISTAN. located at KEK, Toukuba, and to the construction of equipment to
utilize the resulting collisions. A high level U.S. governmental delegation
last year invited poos,bla Japanese collaboration in the construction of the
SSC, and the matter has also been discussed by several international planning
bodies. It appears clear that Japanese high energy physics resources are
fully committed through the TRISTAN effort for several years, and that it may
take some time to solidify Japanese piano beyond that. Should such plans
include participation in SSC construction, Japanese contributions would moot
likely be in the form of high technology components.

Comparison with the recent international participation in the construction
of the HERA project at Hamburg, Germany, might be useful. Here approximately
20% of the construction funds have apparently been successfully sought from
other European countries and Canada, with the expected contributions in the
form of technical components. This, in turn, has led to inquiries whether
German interest is well served by having some of the highest technology prod-
ucts procured abroad for a relatively nail financial cc,tribution. Moreover,
the construction design management of the HERA facility is being made signifi-
cantly more complex (and therefore costly) through the need to coordinate the
design in detail with the designated foreign sources and through the reduced
flexibility in choice of vendor which the prior commitment to foreign sources
implies. As a result, while foreign participation in HERA has indeed been a
positive step in terms of securing international recognition and commitment
fcr the HERA project, it may not lead to a large reduction in the construction
cost borne by the Germano.

This pessimistic assessment of substantial foreign resources for SSC
construction could be modified if European and/or Japanese ow:Tort increased
to permit a collaborative construction effort, as the result of a decision by
the P-eoldsnt of the United States together with foreign chiefs of government
to desivete the SSC as a joint undertaking to supplement national programs,
to serve as a spectacular demonstration of international amity.

We conC.ude that international collaboration cannot provide a major offset
to the U.S. borne construction costs for the SSC unless substantial new
resources beyond those presently foreseen are provided to European and/or
Japanese high energy ,hysico programs.

(b) Sharing of Equipment Costs

It is already common practice that coats for major research equipment be
shared internationally; in fact, 83 noted above, the U.S. has earmarked
significant funds of its High Energy Physics budget to the construction of
detector facilities to be used at foreign participation in the CDF detector as
well an several other U S. experimental facilities. Thus its scientific
exploitation shouldbe on a truly international basic'.

Y. REGMENDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THE SSC PROGRAM

We recommend that construction of the SSC should be planned, supported.
and authorized within the national U.S. program. Based on such a national
commitment, international participation in terms of contr..butions of funds,
personnel and technical components should be sought from foreign countries at
all levels of R&D, deolgn, engineering, construction, and exploitation.
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INTRODUCTION

The Working Group on High Energy Physics is completing its second year of
activities under the Versailles Economic Summit initiative in science and
technology (see Appendix A). This report to the Summit Working Group on
Technology. Growth, and Employment (TGE) documents the progress since the
Lond, Economic Summit of 1984 (see Appendix B).

High energy physics has benefitted from a long history of cooperation
throughout the worldwide science community. The field has now advanced to
the point where the next steps in research will likely require large
expensive machines and continued and improved collaboration to use resources
in the most cost-effective manner. This situation was noted by the TGE
Working Group when it selected high energy physics as one of the areas of
science and technology in which international collaboration could aid
economic growth

"Science and technology are a source of national and international
strength and can provide immense opportunities for revitalization and
growth of the world economy. They should, therefore, be given
consideration in all policy decisions for national development and
international cooperation.

"Fundamental scientific research is one source of technological
progress in industry and should be given support by governments."

Report to the Williamsburg Summit
January 1983

Upon ratification of the 1983 report by the Economic Summit leaders at
Williamsburg, the member countries and the Commission of the European
Communities each sent a high level political representative of their
government to Washington, D.C. at the invitation of the United States, the
lead country for the high energy physics Summit project (see Appendices C
and D). This Working Group discussed what might be its response to the
instructions from Williamsburg and agreed to meet again after completion of
a study by an ad hoc group of technical experts it impaneled to identify

areas of accelerator and detector technology development for near-term
international collaboration. The results 4' the study were reported to the
London Summit Moreover, the Working Group said in its report that it would
organize additional subpanels before the following Summit to identify the
types of facilities that will be required to continue effective progress in
high energy physics (see Appendices E and F).

The London Summit of 1984 acknowledged the progress of this Working Group,
a'ong with the other Summit projects, and asked that further work be pursued
and reported "to a personal representative in time for the next Economic
Summit," now scheduled for Bonn in May 3385.
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The activities since the London Sumrit have been guided by a statement of
the TGE Working Group:

"Effective cost sharing is becoming a more important element in the
construction of major new facilities. Collaborative projects would

benefit if coherent long-range plans for the construction and sharing
of facilities in our countries were to be developed."

A meeting of the Working Group on High Energy Physics was convened in
Brussels, Belgium, in July 1984, and impaneled new groups of technical

experts to report on long-term planning, technical collaborations, and the
Identification of administrative obstacles experienced within the Summit

countries that impede international collaboration. The charges to these

three new groups are contained in this report under the section on the
Brussels meeting.

The reports prepared by the technical experts were then reviewed at the
January 1985 meeting at Cadarache, France, and the results are contained in

this report under the section on the Cadarache meeting.

The Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics believes progress is being
made toward cooperation among the Summit countries "in the exploration of
scientific and technological development" upon which the Summit Heads of
State and Government declared at Versailles "revitalization and growth of
the world economy will depend--to a large extent." At Cadarache, the Group
found that, since its establishment, international collaboration has
increased in the use of present accelerators and in the planning for future
accelerators. The Group also found that there are specific areas of
technology in which near-term research cooperation is possible. Finally,
the Group identified administrative regulations that hamper effective
international collaboration in science and technology and that could be
revised or eliminated through coordinated, high level Summit action.

The major accomplishment of the Working Group thus far has been the creation
of a forum for discussions on collaboration in a major field of science by

seven industrialized countries. The Group recommends the continuation of its
review of long-term plans for major facilities on an intergovernmental
basis.

Dr. Alvin W. Trivelpiece
Leader of the Summit Working Group on
High Energy Physics
U.S. Department of Energy

Thu
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Activities
Brussels, Belgium
July 2 and 3, 1984

A meeting of the Working Group on High Energy Physics was convened in
Brussels, Belgium in July 1984. At this meeting new groups of technical
experts were impaneled. Areas of study of these groups were long-range
planning, technical collaboration, and the identification of administrative
obstacles which hamper increased scientific collaboration.

In this section we include the opening statement for the Brussels meeting
presented by Dr. Alvin W. Trivelpiece, the charges to the subpanels
developed at the Brussels meeting, and the listing of subpanel members for
the new groups which were impaneled at the Brussels meeting. The agenda and
attendees for the Brussels meeting are contained in Appendix G.
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High Energy Physics Working Group Meeting
Brussels, Belgium
July 2 and 3, 1984

A. W. Trivepiece
Openin: Remarks

At the Versailles Summit meeting, some statements were made regarding the

importance of cooperation in science and technology to the world economy.

In particular, it was agreed that:

"Revitalization and growth of the world economy will depend, not

only on uur own efforts, but also, to a large extent, upon

cooperation among our countries and with other countries in the

exploitation of scientific and technological development."

It was further agre d to set up a working group of representatives fr A the

seven Summit countries and the European Commission to identify activities

that would help attain these objectives. This group made recommendations in

a report that was accepted by the Summit countries and reviewed at the

Williamsburg Summit.

Several of the conclusions and recommendations of the Summit working group

provide the basis for our meeting here in Brussels. Among them:

o "Fundamental scientific research is one source of
technological progress in industry and should be given

support by governments."

o "Science and technology are a source of national and
international strength and can provide immense
opportunities for revitalization and growth of the

world economy. They should therefore be given consider.-
tion in all policy decisions for national development
and international cooperation."

They further recommended that the Heads of State and Government "...take

science and technology into account in their policy decisions and continue

to include the .-,doject on their agenda at future Summit meetings."
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One of the areas that they recommended be considered for enhanced

cooperation is high energy physics.

The report that they prepared was adopted by the Summit members and

subsequently ratified by the Williamsburg Summit process. Following

Williamsburg, it became clear that some response to Ce recommendation of

the Working Group was called for. Since the U.S. was the lead country and

appropriate interest at a high level in government was called for, I invited

the Summit countries and the Commission of the European Communities to send

a high level political representative of their government to discuss the

actions that we might take to be responsive to the instructions that were

both explicit and implicit from the Williamsburg Summit.

In particular, we were obliged to prepare a progress report on those

activities that we decided to have carried out and to report any progress to

the London Summit. Such a report was prepared. It contained a summary of

our first meeting of 3, 4 October 1983 as well as the report of the

technology cooperation panel we established.

One conclusion reached .t the 3 Octotar muting was that international

cooperation in high energy physics was going rather well and that no serious

problems were evident.

Some of the discussion focussed on the problems associated with the fact

that several of the members had programs that had long-range plans that

might be in competition with one another. For this reason, it was decided

at that time not to establish any technical panels to examine the question

of cooperation on major future facilities.
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Rather, it was decided to establish a technical subpanel to examine areas of

accelerator technology that might ue enhanced by increased cooperation

without confronting the major facilities issue directly. This panel was

chaired by Professor Richter who will describe the panel's activities and

recommendations after I have finished.

The deliberations of 3 and 4 October, as well as the technical subpanels

report, served as the input for the report of the Working Group on

Technology, Growth and Employment to the London Summit. In this report

there are two items to whicn I wish to call attention. One of these is

Paragraph No. 22 of the report which states:

"Effective cost sharing is becoming a more important element in

the construction of major new facilities. Collaborati%e projects

would benefit if coherent long-range plans for the construction

and sharing of facilities in our countries were to be developed."

The second item in this report is the high energy physics summary page that

describes the aim, activities, and outlook for this area.

In particular, it says that before the Bonn Summit next June we should

organize some subpanels to identify the facilities that will be required to

continue to make effective progress in this field, regardless of where the

facilities are located.

This report was accepted by the London Summit. The ,ommunique issued after

the Summit dealt mostly with economic concerns, but it also took special

note of the progress made in the 18 areas of cooperation and "invited" the

group to "...pursue further work and to report to a personal representative

in time for the next economic Summit."
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This is an important opportunity that is not without its risks. Many of the

political leaders that I come in contact with state rather categorically

that it is ridiculous to even consider duplicating major facilities in

several areas of science or technology just for the purpose of scientific

competition. So the risk is that unless we develop plans or programs that

avoid unnecessary duplication, we may find that needed facilities may not be

forthcoming anywhere. The opportunity aspect stems from the fact that the

Heads of State of the Summit countries have formally recognized the

important role that basic research plays in future economic development, and

have asked what kind of collaboration is feasible for major facilities and

some of the ancilliary aspects of their operation.

I see our task here in the next two days as one of identifying the charters

for several 1.4Jels that will involve representatives for the Summit

countries, or others if appropriate, to do the required work and report back

to this group their findings, conclusions, and recommendations. The object

is not to solve these problems prior
to adjournment, but to be satisfied

that the necessary tasks have been commissioned. 1 would remind you that we

should not ur.e this forum to seek solutions to the many minor problems that

crop up in the normal course of international
cooperation, but rather we

should focus our efforts on developing the information that w:11 convince

the Heads of State and the legislative
bodies of these states that there is

a rational plan or process by which high energy physics can proceed on a

wi.rldwide scale without duplication of cestly facilities. I believe that it

would be foolish to not take full advantage of the opportunity presented by

the Summit process. I look forward to lively aid constructive discussions

on these subjects.
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SUMMIT WORKING GROUP
on

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
SRUSSELS, BELGIUM
JULY 2 AND 3, 1984

CHARGES TO SUBPANELS

9

PREAMBLE

The Economic Summit leaders endorsed the report of the Working
Group on Technology, Growth and Employment presented to them at their
London meeting of June 1984. In the Communique the leaders Invited
the Working Group to pursue further work and to report to personal
representatives in time for the next economic summit.

High energy physics has made remarkable progress over the past
decades, and a significant amount of the work has been done through
international collaboration. It it clear that progress in this field,
dedicated to understanding the structure a matter and the forces of
nature at their most fundamental level, requires major facilities that
stretch technology and challenge industry, and requires more effective
methods of using existing and new facilities.

To facilitate the advance of this science, three new subpanels
have been created at the Brussels meeting of the High Energy Physics
Summit Working Group. These subpanels are herein presented with
charges to report on the implementation of paragraph 22 of the report
presented to the London Summit meeting, to suggest administrative
remedies in certain areas that will enhance the effectiveness of
international collaboration; and to report on the status of technical
collaboration between Summit nations in certain areas.

SUBPANEL FOR LONG-TERM PLANNING (Dr. H. A. Atkinson, United Kingdom,
lead)

In consideration of the report of the Working Group on Technology,
Growth and Employment to the London Economic Summit, the Summit
Working Group on High Energy Physics has set up a subpanel to provide
a forum to consider the implementation of paragraph 22 of the
aforementioned report in respect to the field of High Energy Physics
(LIEP). Paragraph 22 reads as follows:

"Effective cost-sharing is becoming a more important element in
the construction of major new facilities. Collaborative projects
would benefit if coherent long-term plans for the construction and
sharing of facilities in our countries were to be developed."

The subpanel will be provided by the Summit nations with their
plans and proposals for high energy physics, and with progress reports
on existing major facilities. They will also take account of plans

for high energy physics worldwide.
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Although it is important to proceed in as timely a manner as
possible, it must be recognized that the production of such plans will
take time and that, by the nature of high energy physics which is
driven by scientific need and technological advance, plans will
develop and change as time 11:-,es on. The subpanel will report
periodically to the Working Group on HEP on such coherent long-term
plans.

SUBPANEL ON TECHNICAL COLLABORATION (Dr. D. G. Stairs, Canada, lead)

In :cnsideration of the technical recommendations of the Subpanel
on Improving International Collaboration in High Energy Physics
(February 1984) accepted at Brussels, the Summit Working Group on High
Energy Physics created a new subpanel to review the activities that
are underway or planned to carry out such recommendations.

SUBPANEL ON ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES (Dr. P. Fasella, European
Communities, lead)

In consideration of administrative issues raised by the Subpanel
on Improving Collaboration in High Energy Physics (February 1984) the
Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics created a new subpanel to
address issues in three areas:

1. CUSTOMS

The field of high energy physics involves experiments in which
there is extensive collaboration in the design, construction and
sharing of complicated and expensive apparatus. In most cases a
detector or a similar item may include pieces of the apparatus from
several countries that are assembled into a complete system, which, in
turn, is then shipped to another country for use in an experiment.
This procedure is now being applied to accelerator construction.

In some canes, taxes or tariffs on some piece of the system may be
charged or the duty-free use may be restricted to a specific period of
time. This situation represents a serious impediment to the kinds of
scientific exchanges encouraged by the Summit process, as endorsed by
the Heads of State. The duty-free, extended-time transfer of
scientific apparatus or components from one nation to another would
substantially improve the ability of high energy physicists to
effectively and economically conduct their experiments.

CHARGE: Each Head of Delegatiln shall be responsible to appoint
an individual to determine the nattre of the problems covered by
present customs practices. This fact-finding activity should be
summarized in a brief report to the European Communities' designee,
who, in turn, has the lead responsibility for preparing a report to
the Summit Wor} ng Group on High Energy Physics. This report should
identify the problems and make recommendations for solutions to these
problems.
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2. DATA COMMUNICATIONS
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Improved data transmission facilities are of great importance in
furthering the aim of the Summit Group to expand and improve
international collaboration in science. Data transmission rates of 10
kilo-baud to mega-baud are required for the transmission of text,
programs, program output, graphics and date. Networks exist within
individual countries and between certain countries; but there appear
to be barriers to coat- effective international communications arising
from national telecommunication policies. For example, a recent

attempt to institute a network between Europe and the United States
was unsuccessful.

If these barriers were to be overcome, the benefit to science
would be great in that individual groups could function more
effectively in international collaboration .rom their home base it all
phases of their work, from preparing proposals through running at
experiment to the analysis of results.

To improve the existing situation it is necessary to analyze the

data transmission requirements as a furction of bandwidth, and to
determine the technical and institutional barriers to more effective
communications. Accordingly, a working group is to be established

with the charge to:

1. Estimate the international traffic requirements at various
bandwidths over the next decade.

2. Summarize the barriers to cost-effective computer-to-computer

communications from:

a. Technical factors

b. Economic factors

c. National telecommunication policies

3. Suggest methods to improve the present situation.

3. PERSONNEL EXCHANGES

High Energy Physics is already an activity with a highly developed
international aspect: nationals of one country otten work in another

on both short-term and long-term bases. This can cause problems
associated with visas and with work permits, including work permits

for family members. There can also be serious social problems which
restrict mobility of personnel. High energy physics has had
experience with these problems over a long period, but it is

inevitable that they will arise in other scientific activities as
these become increasingly international in character.
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To facilitate mobility among scientific and technical personnel,
it would be desirable if summit nations could reduce or remove social
and legal barriers. The Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics
therefore proposes that a panel be convened to investigate and
document the type and extent of such problems and to recommend how
they cculd be solved. For example, one possibility would be to accord
special status to cover collaborative scientific work.

:he Panel should be composed of technical experts from the Summit
nations suitably advised by members of the high energy physics
community with direct experience with these problems.

The head of each delegation will appoint one delegate to the
subpanel on planning and one for technical collaboration. He will
appoint three delegates from the subpanel on administrative issues,
one for each issue. The names of the delgates will be made known to
the leader of the Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics and to
the appropriate subpanel leader by August 1, 1984. The delegate may
be accompained by one or two advisers from his natiGn at reetings of
his particular subpanel. The first reports from t'Ae subpanels are due
to the leader of the Summit Working Group on HEP no later than January
1, 1985. This Working Group has set aside the days of January 12, 13
and 14, 1985 for a meeting in France to review these reports, as
necessary.
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Activ,ties
Cadarache, France

January 1985

A meeting of the Working Group on High Energy Physics was convened in
Cadarache, France in January 1985. The Group reviewed the reports of its
three subpanels on long-range planning, technical collaboration, and the
identification of administrative obstacles which hamper increased scientific
collaboration.

The Group found that, since its establishment, international collaboration
has increased in the use of present accelerators and in the planning for
future accelerators. The Group also found that there are specific areas of
technology in which near-term research cooperation is possible, and they
identified administrative regulations which hamper effective international
collaboration in science and technology that could be revised or eliminated
through coordinated, high level Summit action.

In this section, we include the Report of the Working Group on High Energy
Physics from the January 1985 meeting and the reports from the Working
Group subpanels. The agenda and attendees for the Cadarache meeting are
contained in Appendix H.
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Report of the High Energy Physics Working Group from the
January 1985 Calarache Meeting for the

Versa lies Summit Working Group on Technology, Growth, and Employment
for the May 1985 Bonn Economic Summit

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In July 1984 the High Energy Physics Working Group met in Brussels primarily
to develop a response to paragraph 22 of the Versailles Working Group
"Technology, Growth, and Employment" report to the 1984 London Summit:

"22. Effective cost sharing is becoming a more important element
in the construction of major new facilities. Collaborative
projects would benefit if coherent long term plans for the
construction and sharing of facilities in our countries were to be
developed."

At Brussels the High Energy Physics Working Group established three study
groups to report on:

1. Long-Term Planning,
2. Technical Collaboration, and
3. Administrative Obstacles to International Scientific and Technical

Collaboration.

The High Energy Physics Working Group met again in January 1985 at Cadarache
to review the reports of these study groups and to make recommen4ations
based on them as might be appropriate. The complete reports of the Study
Groups follow this Executive Summary.

The main objective of high energy physics research is to discover what are
the fundamental constituents of matter and the physical laws that govern
their interaction. This field of research is in a revolutionary epoch in
its pursuit of this goal. The great advances in this field that have taken
place over the last ten years have required the use of major facilities
involving particle accelerators and large collaborative teams of scientists
and engineers.

These accelerator centers are located at several plaras around the world and
each of them has made key contributions to the advent. in understanding in
this field developed over the past decade.

While the main objective of high energy physics research is fundamental
knowledge, the technology which is developed by the scientists and engineers
in high energy physics research is impressive and finds significant
application in other areas of science and in industry. Thus, for example,
developments in the technology of particle accelerators have found
application in ynchrotron light sources and pulsed neutron sources for
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other areas of science; in radiation sources for cancer therapy; and in ion
implantation accelerators for materials modification and for production of
integrated circuit chips. The development of superconducting cable and
magnets has found application in magnetic fusion research and in the rapidly
growing area of nuclear magnetic resonance imaging in the medical field.
The push for increasingly sophisticated high energy physics detectors and
data analysis capability has stimulated technology developments in many
areas of science and industry. All of these examples illustrate the truth
of the statement from the Report of the Williamsburg Summit:

"Fundamental scientific research is one source of technological
progress in industry and should be given support by governments."

BEST COPY
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A. LONG TERM PLANNING

1. Although accelerators hive become more and more sophisticated,
world expenditure on high energy physics over the past decade has remained
roughly constant. This has been achieved by closing less productive accel-
erators, oy using new technological concepts, and by increased international
cooperation. Scientific productivity has thus increased dramatically.

2. Many fundamental questions in high energy physics remain to be
solved. Some should be resolved lqy the next generation of accelerators now
under construction: the Tevatron (U.S., to begin operation in 1986),
TRISTAN (Japan 1986), Stanford Linear Collider (U.S., 1986), Large Electron-
Positron collider (CERN, 1988), and Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage (F. R.
Germany, 1990). These accelerators are designed to explore different
fundamental questions and, as such, are complementary and not duplirative.
For Europe, funds are committed to 1990.

3. However, one clear need has recently emerged which cannot be met
by the present generation of accelerators. This is the requirement to
extend the energy range of hadron colliders. The most advanced plan for
doing so is the U.S. effort towards a Superconducting Super Collider (SSC).
In parallel, European scientists are considering various options for
collisions of protons with protons or antiprotons, making use of the LEP
tunnel and other infrastructure at CERN. Facilities envisaged for
addressing other open questions are a large linear collider for electron-
positron collisions and an electron-proton collider which could also make
use of the LEP tunnel. Japan is exploring future options after the
completion of TRISTAN.

4. It is not realistic to expect detailed plans beyond this stage,
because further projects in this science-driven field must depend on the
results from the accelerators now under construction and on the development
of new accelerator concepts. In any case, high energy physics can only
expect continued support if the quality of its science continues to justify
it.

5. The Working Group believes that the required new and advanced
facilities can be built and operated within broadly constant worldwide
budgets (with some fluctuations during years of peak capital expenditure),
provided that there is no unnecessary duplication. This implies planning on
an interregional basis to ensure complementarity and cost effectiveness.
Further concentration of facilities is inevitable; however, the Working
Group is convinced that more than one region working effectively in high
energy physics is essential to the health of the science in the period of
the study.

See Appendix I for a brief summary of the key features of some of the
principal accelerators now under construction.
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6. Regarding utilization, ways must be devised of encouraging
increased participation by scientists of all countries that would like to
share in this world community activity. The limited number of unique
facilities must remain open to competent scientists from all over the world.

7. It is of the greatest importance to continue the discussion and
planning on an intergovernmental level, so that the objectives envisaged
here can be implemented in an orderly, cost-effective way.

B. TECHNICAL COLLABORATION

Progress in exploring the frontiers of high energy physics has, in the past,
critically depended upon the construction of prigressively more complex and
larger particle accelerators and detectors. This has required the continued
investment in development of new technology to make these facilities
possible, both technically and financially. With the facilities that can be
foreseen to be needed in the future, this investment in new technology, in
international collaboration in this development, ano in interaction with
industry becomes even more important. The following observations and
recommended activities would help to foster such increased interaction if
carried out.

I. All nations should further encourage the already active
international collaboration in accelerator technology in order to:

i) develop known technologies to a stage where they can be
Incorporated in high energy physic: facilities in a cost-effective way;
and

ii) encourage a broad program to develop new accelerating
methods. For this purpose existing large facilities (e.g. large
lasers) should be made available for experiments to test new ideas. A
certain fraction of the support going into .high energy physics should
continue to be used for long-term developments.

Similar efforts should be made to develop new methods of particle detection.

2. As accelerator and detector systems become larger and more
complex, it is vitally important to work to common international standards
in order to reduce costs and ensure compatibility of equipment. It is
tecommended that such standards be pursued at national and international
levels in collaborztion with industry. Areas of special importance are
associated with data acquisition and analysis systems and superconducting
wires for magnets. Successful examples from the past are CAMAC and FASTBUS
instrumentation standards.
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3. Existing high energy physics laboratories are centers of advanced
knowledge in many technological fields and operate in an environment of
wide international cooperation. It is recommended that ways and means be
found to increase the use or them foe the training and education of
scientists, engineers, and other technical staff from inenstrial firms,
universities, and other institutions for the mutual benefit of all
concerned.

C. ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTACLES TO INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL COLLABORATION

It is clear that the removal of certain administrative obstacles would
greatly improve and facilitate International cooperation in several areas of
science and technology such as physics and fusion.

The Working Group believes that, because enhanced international collaboration
implies cost sharing and cross participation in the construction end exploi-
tation of regional devices, new administrative procedures are imperative.
Many of the present procedures ire serious obstacles to effective
cooreration.

More specifically, the High Energy Physics Working Group recommends that
attention should be given to the following:

1. Cross participation in projects through the provision of
scientific equipment and components for major facilities (e.g., detectors)
is currently hampered by the fact that tariff and tax exemptions are only
provided for short durations that are not compatible with the time frame of
the collaboration, which may last for more than 10 years.

2. The exchange of scientific and technical staff is an important
factor in international collaboration. Increased collaboration can become a
reality only if the responsible authorities create conditions suitable for
the free exchange of scientific staff. There are several such conditions,
notably:

i) to simplify the administrative admission formalities in the
host country;

II) to facilitate integration of the research worker and his
family in the host country; and

iii) to guarantee adequate social coverage.

3. Data transm'ssion is an important aspect of the work of the high
energy physics commnity. The acceptance of cross participation in
facilities, which are widely separated geographically, relies heavily on
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inexpensive and efficient data transmission. Two aspects have been singled
out by the Working Group for urgent consideration within the Versailles
Working Group on Technology, Growth, and Employment framework:

i) the review of the charging policy for scientific data
transmission across borders; and

ii) the promotion of effective data communication standards in
order to ensure compatibility.

The Working Group recommends to the Versailles Working Group on Technology,
Growth, and Employment that a study be conducted on this subject subsequent
to the Bonn Summit and that a report on the steps that might be taken to
improve conditions related to the above-mentioned administrative impediments
to effective cooperation be submitted to the subsequent Economic Summit.

D. SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION

The High Energy Physics Working Group, which was established in response to
the Versailles Working Group on Technology, Growth, and Employment has
proven to be a useful forum to discuss certain aspects of internat4onal
cooperation in this field that have not been previously examined at the
intergovernmental level.

Therefore, it is proposed that the High Energy Physics Working Grcwo should
continuE for the time being a i make a further progress report on 1 ng-term
planning, technical collaboration, and administrative obstacles to the 1986
Summit.
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REPORT OF PI LONG TERM PLANNING SUBPANEL
OF THE VERSAILLES WORKING GROUP (VWG)

ON HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

Preamble

This is an interim report to the Versailles Working Group (VWG)/High
Energy Physics Panel in response to paragraph 22 of the report of the VWG to
the Economic Summit meeting in London in June 1984. We cover the status and
future of the discipline up to the year 2000. The membership of the
subpanel, and a note on the accelerators referred to, are attached.

Success of HEP

High energy physics is in a revolutionary epoch in its quest for an
understanding of the structure and wJrking of the physical universe.
Comparable turning points in physics have taken place only twice in this
century with the theory of relativity and quantum mechanics. A remarkably
successful synthesis is emerging, based upon a microstructure of fundamental
particles and forces. These ccncepts are now perceived to be essential to
the cosmological models of the evolution of the universe. The subject

continues to be recognized by its Nobel Awards and the participation of
gifted young practitioners worldwide. One of the ingredients in the
success of the subject is its variety of scientific tools, particle
accelerators and detectors, which have made possible the collection and
sharing of relevant data.

The present strong base of scientific understanding has given an
unusually clear view of the open questions. Examples of these are the
origin of mass, the structure of the fundamental particles, and the
possibilities for grand unification of the forces of nature. Some of these
questions will be investigated with the facilities now under construction,
but others demand -hservations at much higher energy. A clear resolution of
these deep questions will require a variety of accelerators over the period

under review.

Costs and Funding

In the past decades, facilities in the different regions have been
both duplicative and complementary. History tells that duplication has
often been profitable, two similar machines eventually evolving it quite
different directions. Another feature is that machines have grown increas-
ingly complex and, as a consequence, there has been an increasing centrali-
zation and sharing. Time and again, still productive but lower energy
facilities have been shut down to release resources for new activities. In

this way, the overall funding in high energy physics has been relatively
constant, averaged over the past decade, yet the capability of the machines
exploiting new technological concepts has increased dramatically.

--LNA.1;AltiA Y(O3 T2,76
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For the future, a new generation of facilities beyond those now under
construction is required to address many of the open scientific questions.
These machines will be expensive. We believe that the required facilities
can be built and operated within broadly constant budgets (with some brief
excursions during years of peak capital expenditure) provided that there is
no duplication of mayor facilities. This implies planning on an inter-
regional basis to ensure complenentarity and cost-effective decision making.
Further concentration of facilities will probably be needed; however, we are
convinced that more than one region working effectively in high energy
physics is essential to the health of the science in the period of our
study.

Facilities Under Construction

High energy physics is a rapilly developing science and, therefore, it
would not be sensible to have a rigid plan to the year 2000. The physics
that will be done in the late 1980s and early 1990s has largely been deter-
mined by decisions already taken. Thus, now under construction are the
Tevatron (U.S. to begin operation in 1986), TRISTAN (Japan, 1986), SLC (U.S.,
1986), LEP (CERN, 1988), and HERA (Germany, 1990). These machines are
largely complementary. They involve a substantial commitment of funds
through to the 1990s in Europe and the mid-to late-1980s in the U.S. and in
Japan.

Future Facilities

We have mentioned the ooen scientific issues and that some of these
will be addressed by the machines now under construction. Nevertheless, in
view of the long lead times, designs for the following generation of
machines are being actively drawn up to pursue this quest. These are
modulated by the scientific needs and by technical possibilities within the
boundaries of strong economic constraints. There is a close cooperation
between the scientists and e.gineers in all countries concerned in refining
the plans and in carrying out the necessary R&D work. Increasing inter-
regional collaboration is particularly apparent in the construction of
particle detectors that have become a mayor item in the total cost of new
faciltties.

One clear need that emerges from the present understanding of physics
is the requirement to extend the energy range of hadron colliders. The
collision energy must be raised to the level which permits a significant
exploration of the mass scale for new particles and interactions. Most
advanced in this direction, is the R&D stage of the USA effort towards a

Superconducting Super Collider (SSC). In parallel, European scientists are
considering various options for collisions of protons with protons or anti-
protons, making use of the LEP tunnel and other infrastructure at CERN.
Other possibilities for addressing the open questions are a large linear
collider ror electron-positron collisions and an electron- proton collider
whicu could also make use of the LEP tunnel. Japan is in the process of
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making a study of their future options after the completion of TRISTAN.
Finally, we note that there is worldwide collaborative RN on novel
accelerator concepts; however, these are unlikely to come to fruition before
2000.

Future Scenarios

A number of scenarios are possible to the year 2000. It is too early
to select the strategy which will satisfy the scientific needs in the most
cost-effective manner. However, common to each scenario is the further
complementary development in different regions. In the U.S. a decision is
expected in the late 1980s regarding a major new accelerator the
SSC). In Europe, no major new commitment could be made before 1990.

Involvement of Other Regions and Countries

In the interests of minimizing costs and maximizing scientific results,
an ever increasing degree of collaboration among all regions will be needed.
A key objective will be to stimulate maximum participation of the scientists
and engineers of all regions in the planning, eventual construction, and use
of new facilities. In the matter of utilization, continued encouragement
should be given to participation by the USSR, the Peopl-'s Republic of
China, and, indeed, by scientists of all countries that would like to share
in this world community activity. The limited number of unique facilities
must remain open to competent scientists from all over the world.

Tasks for Intergovernmental Group

We believe that it is of the greatest importance to continue the
discussion and planning on an intergovernmental level. It would be our hope
that as studies proceed, succeeding reports of this or a similar intergovern-
mental group will develop a long-range plan so that the objectives envisaged
here can be gradually Implemented in an orderly, cost-effective way.

Progress within the resources which can reasonably be provided by our
Governments will depend on a continuing reassessment of the state of the
science concerned.

H. H. ATKINSON

Lead for the Subpancl on Long-Term Planning
10 December 1984 (including subsequent revisions to 7 February 1985)
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Summit Working Group
High Energy Physics

Subpanel Members

Long-Term Planning:

United Kingdom: Dr. H. H. Atkinson (Chairman)
Director, Science
Science and Engineering Research Council

Canada: Professor J. D. Prentice
Department of Physics
University of Toronto

European Communities: Professor H. Schopper
Director-General of CERN

France:

Federal Republic of
Germany:

Italy:

Japan:

United Kingdom:

United States:

Dr. J. Sacton
Chairman, ECFA
Universite Libre de Bruxelles

M. Pierre Lehmann

Directeur, Scientific de Physique Nucleaire
et Corpusculaire du CNRS

Professor Volker Soergel
Chairman of the DESY Directorate

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)

Dr. Nicola Cabibbo
President

National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INiN)

Professor Yorikiyo Nagashima
Faculty of Science
Dsaka University

Dr. Derek Colley
Physics Department
Birmingham University

Dr. Jack Sandweiss (Principal Members
Department of Physics
Yale University

Dr. Leon Lederman
Director

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
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United States:
(continued)
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Professor Burton Richter*
Director
Stanford Linea, Accelerator Center

Professor Maury Tigner
URA SSC Central Design Group
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

The Subpanel met on 12/13 November 1984 in Abingdon, England.

*Professor Richter was unable to attend the meeting.
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PARTICLE ACCELERATORS NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION OR STUDY

Tevatron I Photon-antiproton collider; 1 + 1 TeV; under construction at
the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, U.S.; first opera-
tion for physics estimated at the end of 1986 or early 1987;
superconducting magnets; two experimental areas; detector
approved (so far): CDF.

TRISTAN

SLC

LEP

HERA

SSC

Electron-positron collider; 30 + 30 GeV; under construction
at KEK, Japan; first operation for physics estimated in 1986;
four experimental areas; detectors approved (so far): VENUS
(Japan), TOPAZ (Japan), and AMY (international collaboration).

Stanford Linear Collider; colliding electrons and positrons;
50 + 50 GeV; under construction at Stanford, U.S.; first

operation for physics estimated at the end of 1986 or early
1987; one experimental area; detectros approved: PEP Mark II
(starting 1987), and SLD (starting about 1990).

Large Electron-Positron collider; initially 50 + 50 GeV,
increasing to 100 + 100 GeV; under construction at CERN,

Geneva; first operatior for physics is estimated at the end
of 1988 or early 1989; 27 km circumfere,ce synchrotron;
initially four experimental areas; detectors approved:
ALEPH, DEIDNI, OPAL, and L3.

Electron-proton collider; 30 + 820 GeV; under construction at
DESY, Hamburg; first operation for ohysics estimated in 1990;
6.3 km circumference synchrotron; superconducting magnets;
four experimental areas.

Superconducting Super Collider; at reference design stage;
hadron beam collider (protons with either protons or
antiprotons); 20 + 20 TeV; synchrotron circumferences ranging
from 90 to 161 km depending on magnetic field strength;
superconducting magnets; could be operational in 1993-94.
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International Collaboration in Accelerator and Detector Development
Report of the Technical Subpanel of the

Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics

Introduction

The Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics established three
Subpanels at a meeting held in Brussels on July 1 and 3, 1984. The Subpanel
on Technical Collaboration was asked to review the current status of
international collaboration in important areas of accelerator and detector
research and development. This document describes the findings and
recommendations of the Subpanel. The basis for the review of technical
collaboration was provided by a report entitled "Improving International
Collaboration in High Energy Physics" by Professor 6. Richter et al.,
(February 1984). That report was submitted to the Working Group at the
Brussels meeting.

The membership of the Subpanel on Technical Collaboration, which
included six members of the Richter Committee, was:

David M. Binnie
Ewart Blackmore
Giorgio Brianti
Donatus Degele
Kunitaka Kondo
Egil Lillestd1

Joao Meyer
Paul J. Reardon
Douglas G. Stairs
Sergio Tazzari
John J. Thresher
Gustav-A. Voss

Imperial College (United Kingdom)
TRIUMF (Canada)
CERN (European Community)
DESY (Federal Republic of Germany)
University of Tsukuba (Japan)
University of Bergen (Norway)
and CERN (European Community)

CEN-Saclay (France)
Brookhaven National Laboratory (U.S.)
McGill University (Canada), Chairman
INFN, Frascati (Italy)

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (United Kingdom)
DESY (Federal Republic of Germany)

Status of Technical Collaboration

The status of technical collaboratiJn in accelerator and detector R&D
is outlined in Attachments I and II, respectively. The subject matter
encompassed by these attachments is defined by recommendations 4 through 17
of the Richter Committee (see Appendix F).

While the central thrust of high energy physics is fundamental
research, the subject exploits and stimulates many diverse aspects of
advanced technology. The scale of e.oeriments and facilities is such that
this technology involves collaboration not only between the universities and
the large laboratories but also with a wide range of industries. The
tradition of collaboration is so well established that even between
laboratories proposing competitive projects one finds much collaboration on
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technical problems of accelerator design and construction. Personal
contacts are of key importance in the establishment of international
collaboration in accelerator science and detector development. Such
contacts form naturally through existing mechanisms among the older
physicists, but much could be done to foster contacts for younger
scientists entering the field. The opportunity to establish contacts with
industry is especially important for the latter group.

Of the many specific areas of collaboration identified by the Richter
Committee, some have already reached a level of maturity where they are
widely applied in ether fields. We have found it particularly helpful to
examine points where collaboration with industry is just beginning. The
benefits to '1:ustry in terms of improved capabilities in precision
manufacturing and advanced technology have been clearly documented by a
study at CERN'. We note that developments in our areas of R&D often occur
through the realization by physicists that techniques already available in
advanced industries can be adapted for high energy physics. The Subpanel
has identified laboratory/industry collaboration as an extremely important
benefit of research in high energy physics for both sides.

It is clear that key ideas spring from many sources and that small,
possibly isolated groups need support; indeed at present we find more
ideas than can be well supported. The long term future of this field
depends on promd sing ideas for particle acceleration and detect'on. We,

therefore, strongly endorse international collaboration in these topics.

Superconducting Magnets and Cryogenics

In the last half year the Reference Designs study for the SSC has been
completed in the U.S., while in Europe a feasibility study for a hadron
collider in the LEP tunnel has been carried out. In the Federal Republic of
Germany the HERA project at DESY, based on international collaboration, is
under way. A brief account of the work in progress in the various
countries/regions appears in Attachment I.

For the above studies, the collaboration on design, beam dynamics, and
technical assessment is already good and can be further enhanced by, for
example, collaborative utilization of test and measuring facilities and
other activities aimed at avoiding unnecessary duplication of efforts. The
other recommendations of the Richter Committee, pertaining to this area,
remain valid.

'Study of the Economic Utility of CERN Contracts,'' H. Schmeid, CERN 75-6.
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New Methods of Particle Acceleration

This field is in very rapid expansion; good progress is being made and
already some of the proposed schemes appear to give promise of achieving, in
due time, the performance required for reaching very high energies.
Scientific work in this field has great potential for technical development
and for training high energy accelerator builders at national laboratories
and universities. Research and development on new accelerator techniques is
still carried out in the "parallel" mode (as defined, by the Richter
Committee). However, close international collaboration in R&D work at
the national and regional levels should be encouraged. Such collaboration
should include the exchange of personnel in accelerator physi:s, and in
related areas, and agreements to make existing facilities available on an
international basis.

Detector Research and Development

International collaboration in detector R&D is already the normal mode
of operation in high energy physics, and many excellent examples of this
work can be found. Three recommendations were made by the Richter Committee
to improve these efforts and two of these are to be addressed by the
subpanel on administrative issues. The remaining recommendatiwi urged the
strengthening of home-based programs to derive the maximum benefit from
these collaborations in terms of technology transfer and training of
students. The recommendations would be a significant step in achieving this
goal. Further suggestions are made in Attachment II.

The development of electronics and data acquisition equipment, such as
NIM and CAMAC for high energy physics research, represents an excellent
example of collaboration and technology transfer with industry. These
components have found widespread use in other fields such as the medical
diagnostics. Recently several developments in detector research have led to
collaborations with industry in the production of components. Some of these
are described in Attachment II and recommendations are made to improve
specific problem areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Subpanel recognizes the importance and value of interntional
collaboration as it exists today. For the long term, we recommend an even
stronger degree of collaboration between the laboratories themselves and
her industrial partners. In particular, we recommend the following
specific actions:

I. Provide the ways and means to support a broader international
program in advanced accelerator and detector studies to bring promising
developmcnts to a stage where serious consideration can be given to their
incorporation in the next generation of high energy physics facilities;
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2. The existing laboratories are centers of long-standing and
successful international activity. The Subpanel recommends that these
laboratories be used to provide a broadly-based program of training and
education in a collaborative international environment. This should be
implemented by special means such as fellowships aimtd at scientists,
engineers, and other technical staff from industrial firms, universities,
and technical institutions whose main interests lie outside high energy
physics; and

3. As accelerator and detector systems used for high energy physics
become larger and more complex, industrial skills have 11,1 to be applied to
resolve many of the technical, manufacturing, and construction problems. In

such applications it is vitally important to work to common international
standards. It is recommended that these be pursued at national and
international levels in collaboration with industry. Areas of special
importance are associated with the computer industry, data-acquisition
systems, superconducting wire technology, and cryogenic magnet construction.
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Attachment I

ACCELERATOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Superconducting Magnets and Cryogenics

U.S.

In the U.S. significant progress has occurred in the initiation of the
design phase for the SSC. A Central Design Group has been established at
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) with two regional centers at Fermilab
and Brookhaven National aboratory (BNL). Sttidies are under way of specific
topics such as aperture requirements, beam dynamics, particle tracking, and
selection criteria for superconducting magnets. The organization and
staffing of the Central Design Group for the SSC project is proceeding. In
some of the SSC workshops international participation on key problems has
been encouraged and fostered.

Research and development for the magnet and cryogenic systems is in
progress in four laboratories [BNL, LBL, Fermilab, and the Texas Accelerator
Center (TAC)]. Prototype magnets are being constructed for operation at
fields of 3, 5, and 6.5 T. A final choice of the SSC magnet will be made
within a year. So far the models of the BNL/LBL, TAC, and Fermilab
approaches have been tested with quite satisfactory results. As part of
these activities, efforts are being pursued towards better NbTi conductors
and improved winding/construction techniques, aimed at lowering costs and
minimizing magnetization effects due to persistent currents. The
development of higher field magnets using Nb3Sn continues at BNL in
collaboration with LBL. This work has potential importance for dipole and
high gradient SSC applications. In the area of superconducting wire
development, worldwide approaches are being examined and industrial
involvement in superconducting magnet construction, already a fact in
Europe, is being examined.

EUROPE

the development of superconducting maynets for the proton ring of HERA
at DESY is being carried out in close collaboration with industry. Dipole
fields of 6 T have been reached with NbTi conductors at 4.5° K. The
construction of four prototype magnets, 9 m in length with cold iron, has
just been entrusted to industry. Collaborations among several countries are
being set up for the prototype production in industry. Personnel from
Fermilab, BNL, and other U.S. and European laboratories are heavily involved
in project design reviews.

In addition to this, a number of national laboratories and institui.es
are forming a collaboration, initiated by CERN, to promote technological
developments directed towards the construction of magnets at higher field
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levels (8 to 10 1) suitable for a future hadron collider.* Two possible

lines of development concern:

i) the utilization of Nb3Sn conductor at 4.5° K with enhanced
current density and small effective filament diameter (to minimize
magnetization currents at injection); and

ii) the use of the best NbTi conductor (with possible additions)
at 2° K (superfluid He).

The former Implies a substantial conductor development taking advantage
of the considerable work already done for fusion, while the latter depends
on the assessment of extended cryogenic systems at 2° K and on the design of
reasonably simple cryostats. Experts from the various laboratories are
preparing a global technical program. The participating institutes will
work in conjunction with industry and use existing test and measuring
facilities.

JAPAN

Development of magnets suitable for future hadron coll;ders is under way
at KEK in collaboration with industry. In addition to a 5 1 Pagnet, work is
in progress along two) lines already mentioned for Europe. A mt,,tishell

dipole wound with Nb'Sn conductor has reached high fields (8 - 10 T) and the
development of superconducting quadrupoles is in progress.

B. Superconducting Radio frequency Cavities

At the second workshop on radiofrequency superconductivity which was
held at CERN in July 1984, 80 participants from 26 institutions (Australia,
Brazil, Europe, Japan, and the U.S.) reviewed the present status of the
field.

At DESY, work is concentrated on two ninc-cell cavities at 1 GHz to be
installed in PETRA. A three-cell cavity at 500 MHz has been tested
successfully in the TRISTAN accumulation ring at KEK.

It appears that after many years of development in a number of
laboratories, often through internatonal collaboration, the technology has
advanced to the point that larg,. scale applications are being considered at
CERN to increase the beam energy of LEP beyond 55 GeV and at DESY for HERA.

*European Laboratories involved in the development of accelerator

superconducting magnets: Technical University of Vienna (Austria); CEN-
Saclay and CEN-Grenoble (France); DESY and KFK (Federal Republic of
Germany); INFN and ENEA (Italy); NIKHEF and ECN (Netherlands); CERN; SIN
(Switzerland); RAL (United Kingdom)
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The results obtained so far give confidence that large systems could operate
at accelerating fields of at least 5 MeV/m. The next step to be undertaken
is the production of such structures in industry.

In other institutes (Wuppertal and Cornell Universities) development
work is under way to obtain higher field gradients and quality factors,
suitable for large linear electron accelerators.

C. New Methods of Particle Acceleration

On the very important issue of new techniques for particle

acceleration, an international workshop entitled "High Fields for Particle
Acceleration" was held in Frascati, in September 1984, under the sponsorship
of the CERN Accelerator School, the European Committee for Future
Accelerators (ECFA), and tne Italian Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN).
About 80 participants from all regions in the disciplines of accelerator,
high eneryy, and plama physics reviewed the problems connected with various
approaches to the design of very high energy linear colliders to be operated
at accelerating and/or focusing fields about one order of magnitude higher
than those at present achievable. Needed beam parameters were defined;
information on the peculiar characteristics and unresolved problems of the
various propcsea acceleration schemes was exchanged, and the major technical
issues were brought into focus.

Major experimental programs under way at various laboratories were
presented in the fields of short wavelength, normal linacs driven by very
high power sources (SLAC, Novosibirsk, KEK) and two-beam accelerators (DESY,
LBL, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)). New experiments are
being set up or planned on other promising approaches, such as beat-wave
accelerators and near-field devices (BNL, kAL, Cornell, and various other
universities). Theoretical work on these and other more exotic schemes was
also extensively discussed at the workshops.

D. Accelerator Schools

In the U.S., a summer school in accelerator physics and design has been held
for the past four years. In Europe, CERN has set up a school in accelerator
physics, which started in October 1983 with a two-week specialized course on
proton-antiproton colliders. In September 1984, a two-week general course,
attended by 150 students, was held in Orsay (France). The school has also
organized and partly sponsored two international workshops on High Fields
for Particle Acceleration and on Non-linear Dynamics. Scientists from most
European institutes contribute to the formulation of the school programs and
to its organization. Close contact and collaboration are maintained with
the U.S. Accelerator School and participation in both the U.S. and European
courses is on an interregional basis.
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Attachment II

DETECTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Training in Detector Technology

Existing collaborations in detector development have shown that it is
possible for small uniief..ity groups, as well as the larger national
laboratories, to make significant contribur.:ons. Two problems are noted:

I. Freq:ently new detector techniques are developed to the point
where a solution exists for a particular problem. Then time, personnel, and
money constraints dictate that cetector construction must start and
potentially interesting development studies cease. Some mechanism for
transferring this development to the university environment would be
welcomed;

2. The size and sophistication of present detectors mean that the
time scale for such experiments may be inappropriate for the Ph.D. student
entering near the beginning of the projeLt if the student is to present a
conventional thesis based on analysis of results. Universities should be
encouraged to use detector design and development or research in new methods
of detection as part of the Ph.D. program. In addition there are opportuni-
ties for persons from other disciplines such as electrical engineering,
chemistry, materials research, and solid state physics in this work.

An initiative which could be considered is the establishment of
detector physics schools in the same manner as the existing accelerator
physics schools. These would be aimed primarily at young physicists and
technicians/engineers.

B. Collaboration with Industry

The high energy physics program in Japan has had an excellent history
of collaboration with industrial firms in the development and construction
of components for detectors. Some examples are the construction of the
large superconducting solenoid for the CDF detector at Fermilab, the
production of lead glass for the OPAL detector, sc;ntillating glass for
photon detectors, and the production of a variety of other photosensitive
devices. Japanese industry is also playing an important role in the
construction of the large central detectors for the TRISTAN experiments. In

Europe arl the U.S" industry also is involved in the construction of large
detectors.

fi,e scale, both in quantity and size, of the components for the next
generation of detector systems requires industrial participation, and other
nations aiu following Japan's lead. Several typical examples of this
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collaboration are mentioned below. In the following two sections, two
developments involving the electronics industry are discussed in more
detail. A very important result of these developments is that applications
for the work are frequently found outside of high energy physics.

1. Superconducting Magrets

The superconducting coil for the DELPHI detector at UP is the respon-
sibility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the U.K. This will be one
of the largest superconducting magnets in the world. Contracts have been
awarded to industrial firms in a number of different countries for the
construction of components for this magnet; namely, Germany, France,
Switzerland, and Italy. CEN-Saclay has the responsibility for the ALEPH
coil, the construction of which is entrusted to industry on a similar basis.

2. Scintillating Plastic Fibres

Development of scintillating plastic fibres to be used in detectors for
high energy physics was started in the USA and France. Such fibres are to
be used both in high density calorimeters (DELPHI, UAI) and in high resolu-
tion track detectors. This development has led to the setting up of a
French industry with the intention of producing optical plastic fibres for
short range data transmission.

3. Bismuth Germanate Crystals

Monocrystals of bismuth germanium oxide (BG0) are being developed in a

worldwide collaboration to be used in the L3 detector at LEP. Production
lines have been set up in China and France to cover the needs of L3.
Physicists are studying BG0 crystals for their special semiconductor proper-
ties, which in turn may lead to other applications.

C. Solid State Detectors, Charge Transport Devices, and VLSI

Techniques used by the electronics industry in the manufacture of high
density integrated circuits are now being applied to the production of high-
spatial-precision particle detectors. Two examples are:

1. the silicon microstrip device based on reverse-biased diodes
implanted in microstrips on silicon wafers; and

2. the charge-coupled device (CCD) used in TV cameras and by
astronomers as photon detectors.

Both devices are being developed in collaboration between industry and high
energy physics groups in the U.S. and Europe. Prototypes based on silicon
and gallium-arsenide substrates are being developed for the charge-coupled
device.
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The possibilities for groups and smaller industries to participate in
such developments are limited by access to computer-aided design facilities
and by the cost and time needed for the production of integrated circuit
prototypes. These :Ircblems may be overcome by:

I. organizing the access to one or several CAD-CAM facilities at
major laboratories; and

2. the creation of facilities for the production of circuits.

An example of such a coordination is HORCHIP for the Scandinavian countries.

D. Data Acquisition and Data Processing

Future high energy physics experiments are characterized by enormous

complexities and data rates. In order to cope with both the complex
architectures and data flows, involving communications between 1-rge numbers
of microprocessors and minicomputers, a new standard FASTBUS is t_ing
developed in cooperation between Europe and the U.S. MOWS is replacing
the CAMAC standard and is expected to be widely used outside high energy

physics. For the moment only very few industrial firms are engaged in the
development of the FASTBUS standard and the building of FASTDUS electronics.
A stronger cooperation with industry should be encouraged. The online and
offline data processing of future experiments require an order of magnitude

increase in available computer power. In order to solve this problem,
emulators of big mainframe computers are being built, again with worldwide

cooperation. These developments could have an impact on the future needs
for and use of computers, also outside the high energy physics community.
In some areas where industrial development is progressing rapidly, as in the
optical laser disk for high density storage, the high energy physics
community will have to choose or impose a standard.

E. Access to Rare or Costly Detector Components

With the construction of very large detectors for colliding beam
experiments and for neutrino studies there is occasionally need for special
materials which are both rare and costly. Examples are: uranium for
calorimeters; and heavy water, gallium, and indium for solar neutrino detec-

tors. The needed material is often borrowed from one country to be used at
a high energy physics laboratory in another country for the duration of the
experiment. Such temporary transfer of material is often very problematic.
We, therefore, strongly recommend that a policy be developed for international

use of such materials.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTACLES TO INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION

International cooperation in scientific research and technological
development must be considered increasingly as a fundamental component
of world economic growth and for that reason deserves special
attention frc..1 the highest authorities.

Although in most sectors the need to cooperate arises spontaneously
between researcn workers, the development of cooperation, on the other
hand, requires the presence of optimum conditions which, in most
cases, only governmental authorities are capable of creating.

This is particularly true at administrative level, where numerous
obstacles hinder, in particular, freedom of trade in scientific and
technical equipment and instruments and exchanges of research
personnel, both research workers and technicians, or of scientific and
technical information. The national and international regulations,
most of them laid down several decades ago, are no longer in keeping
with modern technological development and, in the present case, form
barriers that should be removed or at least lowered in order to make
possible and encourage expansion in international scientific and
technical cooperation.

The working parties on High-Energy Physics and Controlled
The-monuclear Fusion set up after the Summit meeting of Heads of State
and Government held in Williamsburg, USA, in May 1983 considered that
these obstacles should be especially examined in order to determine
and to suggest ways and means of by-passing them.

This report is the result of that examination with respect to the two
areas concerned.
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1. Transfer in scientific and technical equipment and_instLUMSAIS

1.1. Present situation

The conditions gov-rning the international transfer of scientific
and technical equipment and instruments vary from one country to
another and depend as a general rule on the duration of the

transfer, the type of equipment involved and its intended use.

In most of the countries
1

which participated in the Summit,
temporary importation is a relatively simple matter, but the

periods of validity are limited to a maximum of two or three
years, which is incompatible in certain cases with the time

required to carry out complex scientific experiments. Such
importation generally enjoys total or partial exemption from taxes
or if a declaration has been made to the effect that the item 'n
question is to be se-exported (the case in Japan).

The formalities to be Cjvleted in order to obtain such exemption
are sometimes quite complex, and should normally take only a

relatively short time (say a week), but in complex cases may take
longer. However, it requires quite a complex administration and in
many cases it is totally impossible to give evidence of identity
with respect to each instrument after' the completion of the

"temporary" use. Here again the existing rules are not at all in
keeping with the complexity of international HEP-cooperation.

Permanent importation of scientific and technical equipment is

generally subject to the rules of the Florence Convention (1952).
In the case of most of the countries wh'..n participated in the
Summit, specialized scientific equipment can be inported free of
tax provided that it is to be used by public research bodies or
bodies recognized as such, for non-commercial purposes and that
equipment of equivalent scientific value is not currently produced
in the importing country (or in case of the EEC Member States, in

the EC). Depending on the country, components of such equipment
may not enjoy the same conditions, which can lead to difficulty
where repairs have to be carried out (the case in the USA and
Japan).

Exportation of such scientific and technical equipment and
Instruments is not, as a genera! :ule, subject to special
restrictions. It should, however, be noted that the equipment in
question often falls within the category or strategic and high-
technology products, particularly in the two areas 47Jettion,

trade in which is at present strictly tspervised (particularly in
the USA and Canada) ; where equipment of this type is concerned,
restrictions are encountered which necessitate cumbersome
formalities that may last for several months.

1 The word Country has been used for simplicity but it should be taken
to mean customs territory possibly made of several countries (e.g.
EFC)
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1.2. Existing forms of international cooperation

The case of CERN (Centre Europien de Recherche Nucliaire
European Nu,'ear Research Centre) in the field of Nigh-Energy
Physics and that of JET (Joint European Torus) in the field of
fusion provide interesting examples with regard to trade in
scientific and technical equipment and instruments between several
countries.

The European Economic? Community possesses a Community Regulation
dated 28 March 1983 relating to the duty-free admission of
scientific instruments or apparatus intended "for either public
establishments principally engaged in education or scientific
research and those departments of public establishments which are
principally engaged in education or scientific research" on
condition that they have been approved by the competent
authorities of the Member States to receive such articles duty-
free and "to the extent that instruments or apparatus of
equivalent scientific value are not being manufactured in the
Community". The regulation requires the European Commission to
deal with applications within three months, but pending decision,
the competent authority may authorize importation of the
instrument or apparatus which is the subject of the application.
It has to be noted, however, that the Community regulations give
very sophisticated definitions of "a scientific instrument or
apparatus" and that these definitions are interpreted very
restrictively by the authorities, so that the practical importance
of this exception is at present not very great in international
NEP.

Scientific equipments or apparatus imported in this way into the
Community from other countries are, as a general rile, subject to
value added tax ; derogations from that rule may, however, be
permitted on the basis of bilateral agreement, each case being
dealt with individually.

At all events, scientific and technical equipment and instruments
sent as gifts, in token of friendship or goodwill "by an official
body, public authority or group carrying on an activity in the
public interest which is located in a country other than the
Member State of importation, to an official body, public authority
or group carrying on an activity in the public interest which is
located in the Member State of importation and approved by the
competent authorities to receive such goods exempt from tax" are
exempt from VAT (Council Directive 83/181/EEC of 28 March 1983).
Discussions are under way with a view to extending this exemption
to equipment and instruments benefitting from the temporary
admission system (see proposal for the 17th Council Directive, in
respect of which the European Parliament has already expressed a
favourable opinion).

2 O.J. l 105, April 4, 1983 83/918/EEC
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As regards CERN, it is exempt, as an intergovernmental

organization, from the payment of customs duties and taxes, and it
benefits from preferential customs procedures. In thus directly
imports (into Switzerland or France) equipment for its own use in
accordance with the rules governing its special status.

This includes the experimental ec'iipment which remains the

property of institutes that cooperate with CERN ; in this case,

temporary importation is not required. CERN also exports directly
(from .Switzerland or France) whatever the reason for the

exportation may be. Apart from the two host States, CERN has

obtained preferential agreements concerning the temporary
importation of equipment that belongs to it into the United

Kingdom and Italy.

For JET, an agreement has been established oetween this cormon
enterprise and the United Kingdom which gives it advantages equal
to these af CERN.

1.3. Possible improvements

The cases of CERN and JET are examples of potential improvements
to the system currently in force.
Among possible solutions, consideration can be given to taking
steps at ministerial level to accord a special status to

scientific and technical equipment and instruments which would
enable them, within the framework of intergovernmental agreements
governing the projects that resulted from the Versailles Summit,
to be moved freely between the laboratories participating in the
"Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion" and "High-Energy Physics"
projects. Awaiting this solution the following measures should be
taken :

- Extension of maximum time for temporary use to 10 years,
- Cranting of status of "scientific equipment" for all equipment

exclusively used in HEP-research,
- facilitation of procedures to give evidence of identity after

temporary use".

It should also be noted that a draft European agreement aimed at
facilitating the movement of scientific research equipment between
the Member States of the Council of Europe is being studied and
that, in this regard, the Ministerial Conference of 17 September
1984 recommended that consideration should be given to whether
such an agreement would be of advantage. The agreement will be
based on the application of Article 13 of the Customs Convention,
itself based on the Florence Convention relating to the
importation of scientific equipment, under which minimum
facilities are provided for. The negotiation of this new
agreement, however, will have to be conducted so as to ensure that
it does not hinder application of greater facilities that certain
contracting parties grant or might grant, either by means of
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unilateral provisions or under bilateral or multilateral
agreements of the same type as those previously mentioned.
(As regards this point, reference may be made, in particular, to
the EC Council Directives already being implemented or at the
stage of preparation). Subsequently, consideration could be given
to extending such an agreement to non-European countries, and in
particular to the countries which participated in the Summit.

It will be the task of TGE working group to make a statement upon
the practicalities of setting up and operating such an agreement
or Conventions.
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2. Exchanges of scientific and technical stiff

2.1. Present situation

The mobility of research workers has for several years been a

matter of concern to those responsible for national scientific and
te:hnological policies, at least in Europe. Many studies have
been conducted (Council of Europe, EEC, European Science
Foundation) and the conclusions are relatively unanimous : such

mobility can become a reality only if the responsible authorities
create conditions suitable for the free exchange of scientific
staff.

There are three such conditions :

- to simplify the administrative admission formalities in the host
country (as regards both the research worker and his family)
(visas) ;

- to facilitate integration of the research worker and his family
in the host country (accommodation, motor car, work permit for
the spouse, children's education) ;

- to guarantee social coverage equivalent to that in the country
of origin (social security, pension rights, return to the
country of origin).

2.1.1) Administrative formalities

These formalities are relatively simple in most cases.

Temporary visas can generally be granted and even extended
(sometimes, however, with a certain amount of difficulty in this
regard in the USA), without major problems, in particular if the
research workers are coered by a diplomatic agreement or an
alliance treaty, if res'onsibility for them is accepted by
international companies or organizations (the case in the USA),
or if they can show that they are engaged in highly intellectual
activities in the arts or sciences (the case in Japan).
The families of the research workers generally enjoy the same
facilities. It should, however, be noted that, in certain
cases, the research workers and their families lose their
citizenship rights both in the host country and in the country
of origin.

222
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2.1.2) Integration in the host country

The problems of integration in the host country depend to a
large extent on the host laboratory and on its administrative
services. In certain cases, the formalities are simplified by
bilateral agreements that exist between laboratories (the case
in Canada and Italy). In most cases, however, the research
workers and their families are subject to the normal rules of
the host country.

The conditions relating to accommodation vary considerably from
one State to another and even from one town to another ;
certain research centres possess accommodation in which the
families may stay temporarily, but, in most cases, the research
worker is obliged to find accommodation for himself. Likewise,
as regards driving licences, road taxes and vehicle
registration, the research worker is obliged to complete the
normal formalities with which every foreigner arriving in a new
country has to cope, even if the visit is for a limited period.

As regards the soouse's work permit, obtaining one is generally
a lengthy and difficult process (except within the EEC in the
case of nationals of its Member States).
many problems also arise, particularly2during short-term stays,
with regard to children's education , since mother-tongue
instruction is not available and there is no point in the
children's acouiring diplomas which are not recognized in their
country of origin.

2.1.3) Social coverage

Where social coverage is concerned, although the social-security
rules of the host country are generally applicable to a guest
research worker and his family, it is mainly the country of
origin which is responsible for facilitating that person's
return to his mother country so that the period he spent abroad
does not adversely affect his career prospects and his pension
rights. Generally speaking, a research worker who works fcr
some time in a foreign laboratory does not contribute to the
national pension and social security -ystems of its own country
while he is abroad and thus loses his social entitlements unless
this question is specifically draft with in bilateral
totalization agreements or in multilateral agreements (the case
of EEC member states). If he returns to his original
employment, he could also lose his right to promote and his
career prospects sufer in consequence.

2 At the European level (JET in particular) this question has been
solved by creating European Schools with a special status
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2.2. Existing forms of international cooperation

The situation at CERN is sufficiently typical to be referred to
here as an example in this respect. Almost half the scientific
and technical personnel are from foreign laboratories and stay in
Geneva for periods of varying length. Most of these research
workers are seconded provisionally from their home laboratories
and administrative responsibility for some of them is assumed by
CERN, but most cr them remain administratively attached to their
original laboratories ; the problem of their status is thus

minimized to a large extent and, after their stay at CERN, the

research workers resume work in their home laboratories and their
careers generally suffer no adverse effects as a result of their
temporary secondment.

In all cases in which 1 residence permit is issued (activity on
behalf of CERN must account for at least 50% of the holder's
time), the research wo-ker can be accompanied by his family.
In the case of certain persons who are nationals of countries
which are not members of CERN, a visa may be necessary to enable
them to enter Swiss or French territory, but this requirement
gives rise to only a few minor problems.

There is generally no difficulty in obtaining a work permit for
spouses, but the situation on the labour market in the Geneva area
is relatively depressed at present.

Where children's education is concerneo, things are made easier by
the international setting of Geneva, but problems do exist in

respect of recognition of diplomas. Difficulty is also
encountered with regard to accommodation, since the number of
apartments available in Geneva is relatively small, but CERN rents
some apartments which it can place at the disposal of new arrivals
for a limited period.

Within the European Community, moreover, the administrative
formalities are simplified, since the question of visas and work
permits does not arise. It may, of course, arise in the case of
research workers who are nationals of non-Community countries .

.he problems that remain to be solved are those of the research
worker's status and of the conditions under which he returns to
his country of origin ; no uniform status exists and there is no
framework agreement between the Member States of the Community to
settle these questions, which consequently are dealt with under
bilateral or multilateral agreements between the parties
concerned. This is the case, 4.1 particular, with the agreement on
the promotion and mobility of staff in the field of Thermonuclear
Fusion, concluded by all the European States which are

3 This is not the case for JET, third countries (Switzerland, Sweden)
having the same advantages as Community Member States
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Participating in that programme and the European Community. Under
that agreement, each party to it is prepared to receive staff
seconded frcm the other parties for the purpose of participating
in implementation of the joint project, and the Commission of the
European Communities assumes responsibility for expenditure
arising from the secondment of such staff (travelling,
allowances, etc...).The contract of employment between the
seconded staff and their original employers remains in force
throughout the period of secondment ; Likewise, the original
employer ensures that the social coverage of his seconded staff
continues. The host organization places its equipment, social
services and other facilities at the disposal of the seconded
staff.

It should also be noted that the European Economic Community
proposed, in the context of its activities for the purpose of
stimulating cooreration and scientific and technical exchanges at
European level, that it support a number of ancillary measures
intended to contribute to promoting the mobility of scientific
personnel within the Community (transport, career, information,
etc...).

2.3. Proposed solutions

From the examples referred to above, it can be seen that one of
the best ways of4.etting up a satisfactory system of mobility for
research workers , without creating problems concerning subsequent
employment, is to base the system on secondment from a research
institute or body in the country of origin to a research institute
or body in the host country. In this connection, the agreement
between the European countries on the joint programme on
Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion could form a basis on which an
international agreement between the countries which participated
in the Summit could be concluded. That same agreement could
provide that the secondment expenditure would be shared between
the research worker's home laboratory and the host body, and that
the Latter would undertake to facilitate the integration of the
seconded research worker and his family by placing accommodation
at his disposal, even if only for a Limited period.
Other problems, such as those connected with taxes, children's
education, equivalence of diplomas and work permits for spouses
require Lengthy and difficult negotiations before they can be
solved, and such negotiations could be initiated forthwith.
It should be noted in this regard that the Council of Europe was
assigned by the Ministerial Conference of 17 September 1984 the
task of examining, in accordance with normal procedures and in

4 In this document we have referred to the case of expeilenced
research workers ; the mobility of young research workers,
particularly during their first employment, gives rise to dl4ferent
problems and should doubtless be examined in greater detail
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cooperation with the competent national authorities, measures to
improve the mobility of research workers in Europe. This could
lead to measures that might be taken within the broader framework
of Summit cooperation.

Whilst such measures are awaited it would in any case be useful to
inform potentially mobil researchers of their ri9hts, and the

facilities offered by the various laboratories collaborating in
the HEP and Fusion fields.

It will be also the task of TGE working group to give its opinion
upon the practicalities of setting up and operating such an
agreement cr convention.
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3. Ets111119a_gf scientific and technical data5,

3.1. Present situation

The present situation in Europe is described in the ECFA (European
Committee for Future txceleratnrs) Report ECFA/83/75 and
references to a more detailed description of the requirements can
be found there. The modes of communication which are needed
include :

- The transmission of text either as electronic mail or long
documents

The transmission of program files to ensure software
standardization, with updating, on a c..ojert

Rencte terminal access and remote :)b submission to certain
computer facilities

The transmission of technical data in graphical form

Thr transmission of data from experiments. This is of
particular importance for fault diagnosis during the data-taking
phase lf an experiment

Tele-conferencing. The efficient management of large
collaborative enterprises requires frequent exchange of
information and views leading to decisiols on policy and design.

The HEP community undertakes its research in international
collaborations which span the continents. European groups make
extensive use of the facilities in North America such as SLAC
(near San Francisco) and Fermilab (near Chicago). Groups from
Canada, Japan and the US (and other nations) participate in
experiments undertaken at the European Laboratories, such as CERN
and IASI% The greater distances separating those involved in the
large intercontinental collaborations characteristic of High
Energy Physics make good communication facilities essential.

The exchange of scientific and technical information in high-
technology sectors such as Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion or
High-Energy Physics is, like trade in scientific and technical
equipment or the mobility of research workers, a prerequisite for
the success of research in these fields. The removal of ibstacles
to such an exchange, however, depends on the preparedness of the

5 The terme "scientific and technical data" means solely the raw
results of scientific and technical experiments and never the
communications and publications that result from such experiments.
The dissemination of knowledge by those means gives rise to another,
more general, prcSlem which is not dealt with in this report
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parties concerned to communicate information which, in certain
cases, can be of commercial value or can be the subject of
important scientific communications.

Apart from that prerequisite, there are still many obstacles,
whet-er at technical level, in view of the large number of data to
be transmitted and the difficulties associated with the
interconnection of communications networks, at economic level, in
view of the rates charged by the companies responsible for

transmission, or even at political level, in view of the fact that
it is high technologies that are involved here ,,rid certain
information may be covered by military or industrial Secrecy.

::.1.1) Technical obstacles

Intensive use of information technologies for the transmission
and processing of scientific and technical data has been an
important step in the rise of scientific research and, in

sectors such as High-Energy Physics nr Controlled Thermonuclear
Fusion, these technologies are an indispensable instrument
without which progress would be impossible.

In the case of High-Energy Physics, telecommunicatiis networks
making use of private or public cables at present offer only
limited possibilities with regard to transmission speeds
(9 600 bits/sec) and there are very few intercontinental lines.
In the near future (1 1/2 years), it seems that six to eight
lines between Europe and the USA and one line between Japan and
the USA, all restricted to 9 600 bits/sec, would be necessary in
order to meet the phyticists'requirements.

In two or three years, it will doubtless be necessary to set up
two lines capable of transmitting at the rate of 56 kbits/sec
and to add eight to ten lines between Europe and the USA and one
line between Japan and the USA (all capable of transmitting
9 600 bits/sec). Subsequently, most of the 9 600 bits/sec lines
would have to be converted to 56 obits /sec. For the time being,
there seems to be no urgent need to set up 1 Mbits/sec links ;
nonetheless, in view of the forecasts made by the High-Energy
Physics laboratories for the end of the decade, it can he
estimated that the largest countries might need one hour per day
at 2 Mbits/sec via satellite.

Two-way communications across the North Atlantic and the Ninth
Pacific could also turn out to be necessary.

The technical obstacle does not arise sc much from the available
capacity or number of lines, since technical knowledge and
resources are such that inaustry should be able to cope w,th the
requirements sketched out above, as from the compatibility and
interconnection, of exisfing networks ; the most difficult
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Problem to overcome is probably the absence of a complete set of
international standards in this field, both with regard to the
interface of means of telecommunication and to the software
used In particular, the network access protocols would have to
be standardized or at least harmonized.

The ESPRIT programme, put in hand within the framework of the
EEC, should make it possible to solve some of these problems in
the short term, particularly those which concern compatibility
of equipment and software in the different European countries .

The question will arise once again in the case of exchanges
between European, American and Japanese laboratories. An
experiment on the cn-line transmission of data via a commercial
telephone cable is, however, under way as a cooperative project
undertaken by Fermilab and the University of Tsukuba.

The purpose of a further experiment will be to link via
satellite the data base of the Information Centre of the Nagoya
Plasma-Physics Institute with an equivalent data base in the
USA. It will be noted on this point that the potential of
satellite transmission is very high and should provide
increasingly better and cheaper means of communication.
Encouragement should be given at this time to exploring the ways
oy which the scientific community can take advantage of the new
economies brought about by these new technologies and,
therefore, the broadest set of potential options should be
reflected in the planning.

6 It should also be noted that the Commission of the European
Communities intends to implement a large-scale programme of action
for the balanced development at European level of the
telecommunication sector, the objective of which, inter alia, is to
place at the users' disposal, under the best possible cost and time
conditions, the equipment and services most likely to meet their
future requirements
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3.1.2) Economical Obstacles

Making use of public data transmission networks, as things stand
at present, is often the only solution available to laboratories
and research bodies that wish to exchange information.

In particular, where High-Energy Physics is concerned :

"in France, there is a lot of networking activity in the
laboratories of the Paris region, from where previously
installed permanent connections'exist to different locations in

France and to CERN ; there is also a permanent connection
between Annecy and CERN. In Germany, it may be noted that an

important new project has been started under the name DFN

(Deutsches Forschungsnetz) with the aiz of providing high-level
services over the DATEX-P public network. In Italy, there does

not exist yet a public data network ; various laboratories of
the INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare) are linked by a
private DECNET network, which has a connection to CERNET.

In Switzerland, the public network is fairly new and is still
missing some international connections. In the United Kingdom,

besides the Public PSS network, there exists a very important
private network operated by the Computer Board, JANET (Joint

Academic Network) ; it is derived from the network previously
operated by the Science and Engineering Research Council,

SERCNET ; JANET is connected to PSS and to some computers at
CERN. There is also a permanent connection between the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and the DESY Laboratory.

The possibility of connection to American networks, including

ARPANET, 6ITNET, TELENET and TYMNET, has been surveyed. Apart

from what is offered by most of the European public networks,
i.e. essentially access to TELENET and TYMNET with gateways to
other networks, some more information is available on a direct
connection between ARPANET and SERCNET and on CSNET, a new
Project of the American National Science Foundation.

Connections also exist ,,etween the European networks and DATAPAC
(Canada) and VENUS-P (Japan). Contacts are bring established
with the HEP groups in these countries" .

In the field of Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion, laboratories
and research centres make use in most cases of the same public
networks, but it has been noted that the private links between
research centres are less developed than in the case of High-
Energy Physics. This is Probably due to the fact that, in this
field, on-line data processing is not required to the same
extent.

7 ECFA/83/75, September 1983
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This use of public data transmission networks, in view of the
rates charged by the PTTs, gives rise to considerable
expenditure, particularly in the case of High-Energy Physics.
In this regard, it would doubtless be advisable to activat:
negotiations with the PTTs in order to obtain preferential rates
or the allocation of special lines. With regard, in particular,
to international links, it would be necessary, on the one hand,
for the PTTs to charge rates comparable to those applicable at
national level and, on the other hand, for them to authorize
free interconnection of the networks reserved for scientific and
technical users. It should be noted that several studies have
been undertaken within the European framework with a view to
defining the characteristics of a high-speed European network in
cooperation either with private firms or with the PTT
administrations. Pending completion of such projects, the
interconnection of all the X 25 national networks would be of
primary importance.

3.1.3) Political obstacles

The political obstacles are real, but probably less difficult to
surmount, particularly in the field of High-Energy Physics,
where the results are hardly likely to be covered by military or
industrial secrecy. Where Fusion is concerned, close scientific
and technical cooperation derives from a declared political will
to ensure that participants exchange the most important
scientific and technical information relating to this sector.
(In this connection, if an agreement between the countries which
participated in the Summit is to be concluded in this field, it
would be advisable to incorporate in it a clause concerning the
dissemination of results).

3.2. Requirements for the coming decade :

On bandwidth :

1. The HEP community in Europe requires in two or three years
access to public data networks at medium (56 Kbps) and, by the
end of the decade, high (IMbps) bandwidths with international
links able to operate at the high bandwidth.

2. The average total international traffic generated at medium
bandwidths is 250 K bits/second during the working week. The
high bandwidth traffic could reach 2 Megabits/second at the end
of the decade when new accelerators are in full operation in
Europe and the US.
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Technical barriers :
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3. It is essential that rapid agreement is reached on ISO

standards for communications.

4. Manufacturers must be strongly encouraged to support these
standards as they are agreed, by setting public sector
procurement requirements, if necessary.

Cost factors :

5. An "academic discount" should be given for the use of computer
communication services by the academic community.

6. International tariffs should be set at a level much closer to
those for national services.

PTT factors :

7. Full internAtional interconnection of all national public data
networks is essential.

8. Until recommendations (1) and (6), in particular, are
satisfied, the interconnection of international leased lines
for academic use should be permitted without restriction or
additional charge.
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It is clear that the removal of certain administrative obstacles
would greatly improve and facilitate international cooperation in
several areas of science and technology. Because enhanced
international collaboration implies cost sharing and cross
Participation in the construction and exploitation of regional
devices, new administrative procedures are imperative, many of the
present procedures being serious obstacles to effective cooperation.

More specifically, the HEP 'nd Fusion Working Groups having examined
this report at their Cadarache meeting on January 13 to 16 recommend
that attention should be given to the following questions

:

a) Cross participation in projects through the provision of
scientific equipment and components for major facilities is
currently hampered by the fact that tariff and tax exemptions are
only provided for short durations that are not compatible with
the time frame of the collaboration, which may last for more than
10 yews.

b) The exchange of scientific and technical staff is an important
factor in international collaboration. Increased collaboration
can become a reality only if the responsible authorities create
conditions suitable for the easy exchange of scientific staff.

There are several such conditions, notably
:

- to simplify the administrative admission formalities in the host
country ;

- to facilitate integration of the research worker and his family
in the host country ;

- .o guarantee adequate social coverage.

c) Da:a transmission is an important aspect of the work of the HEP
ani Fusion Communities. The acceptance of cross participation in
facilities, which are widely separated geographically, relies
heavily on inexpensive and efficient data transmission. Two
aspects have been singled out for urgent consideration within the
Versailles Working Group "Technology, Growth and Employment"
framework :

- the review of the charging policy for scientific data
transmission across borders ;

- the promotion of effective data communication standards in order
to ensure compatibility.
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The Working Groups recommend to the Versailles Working Group
"Technolpgy, Growth and Employment" that a study be conducted on
this sutject subsequent to the Bonn Summit and that a report on the
steps that might be taken to improve conditions related to the above
mentioned administrative impediments to effective cooperation be
submitted to the subsequent Economic Summit.
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Report to the Working Group
on Technology, Growth, and Employment

Bonn Economic Summit
May 1985

Area for Collaboration: High Energy Physics

Lead Country: United States of America

Participants: Canada, France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, European
Communities

AIM

The aim of the Summit Working Group on High Energy Physics is to further
develop international collaboration to foster progress in this field of
scientific research.

ACTIVITIES

In regard to Article 22 of the "Technology, Growth, Employment" Working
Group report to the London Summit, the High Energy Physics Working Group has
found that, since its establishment, international collaboration has
increased in the use of present accelerators and in the planning for future
accelerators. Moreover, continuing collaboration in long-range accelerator
and detector technology development will lay the groundwork for further
international collaboration in construction and use of future accelerators
in this area of fundamental research.

The Working Group has identified a
number of obstacles of an administrative nature that hamper effective
collaboration.

OUTLOOK

This Working Group tas provided a unique forum for discussion of this area
of basic science. It is of the greatest importance to continue to review
long -germ plans for major facilities and related technological research
activities on an intergovernmental basis. This should enable progress in
this most fundamental science, rich in technical spin-offs, to continue in
an orderly, cost-effective way within limited resources.

It it hoped that a Summit endorsement of an indepth review of administrative
obstacles to effective international collaboration in science and technology
will lead to coordinated action to eliminate them or to mitigate their
negative impact.
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APPENDIX A
61

DECLARATION OF TEE =TR READS OP STATE AND GOVERNMENT
AND REPRESENTATIVES OF YBE EUROPEAN COINUNITIES

In the course of osr. meeting at Versailles we have deepened
our mutual understanding of the gravity of the world economic
situation, and we have agreed on a number of objectives for urgent
action with a view to improving it.

We affirm that the improvement of the present situation, by a
. further reduction of inflation and by a return to ctsady growth and

higher levels of employment, will strengthen our joint capacity to
safeguard our security, to maintain confidence in the democratic values
that we share, and to preserve the cultural heritage of our peoples in
all their diversity. Pull employment, price stability ane sustained and
balanced growth are ambitious objectives. They are attainable in the
coming years only if we pursue policies which encourage productive
investment and technological progress ; if, in addition to our own
individual efforts, we ore willing to join forces, if each country is
sensitive to the effects of its policies on others and if we
collaborate in promoting world development.

In this spirit, we have decided to implement the following
lines of action :

- Growth and employment rust be increased. This will be
attained on a durable basis only if we are successful in our continuing
fight against inflation. That will also help to bring down interest
rates, which are now unacceptably high, and to bring about mare stable
exchange rates. In order to achieve this essential reduction of real
interest rates, we will as a matter of urgency pursue prudent
monetary policies and achieve greater control of budgetary deficits.It
is essential to intensify our economic- and monetary cooperation. In
this regard, we viii work towards a constructive and orderly evolution
of the international monetary system by a closer cooperation among the
authorities representing the currencies of North America, of Japan and
of the European Commity in pursuing modium.term economic and monetary
objectives. In this respect, we have comN:tted ourselves to the
undertakings contained in the attached statement.

- The growth of world trade in all its facets is both a
necessary element for the growth of each country and a consequence of
that growth. We reaffirm our commitment to strengthening the open
muItiWteral trading system as embodied in the GATT and to maintaining
its effettive operation. In order to promote stability and employment
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through trade and growth, ...will resist protectionist
pressures and

tras-diutorting preatioss. me are resolved to complete the work of
Tokyo Round and to improve the capacity of the COT to solve Norm*
and future trade problems. Ve will also work taw& the further
opening ceovraorkets. V. wi11 cooperate with the developing cpwortes
to strengthen and improve the multilateral, system. and to expand
trading opportunities in particular with the newly industrialised
countries. WO shalt partiapate fully in the forthooting GATT
Ministerial Conferenat in order to take acnorete steps towards these
ends. V. shall work for early agreement on the renewal of the t(CD
export credit oonsenews.

-Pm agree to pursue a prudent and divereificd esonomic
approach to the A.S.S.Ar. and Laster,: turope, soneietent with ourpolitical and eesurity interests. This includes astions'in three key
areas. Bust, following international disimesions

in January, our
representatives will work together to improve the international eyeten
for oontrolling exports of strategic goods to these countries and
national arrangements for the enforoment of security tiontvole.
Secant we will exchange information in the OECD on all aspectsof our economic, eareerraiat and financial relation. with thesoviet Union and Locum Europe. Third, taking into account =totingeconorc.a and financial considerations, we have agreed to handle
cautiously financial relations with the U.S.S.R. and other :astern
European countries, in such a way asto ensure that they are conducted
on a sound economic basis, including also the need for atemercialprudence in limiting export credits.

The development of economic and
financial relations will be subject to periodic ex-post review.

The Progress we have already wade dosi not diminish the need
for continuing effort* to economise on mangy, particularly through
the price mechanism, and to promote alternative sources, including
nucloo, energy and cool, in a long -terra perspective. These efforts will
enable us further to reduce our vulnerability to interruptions in the
supply of *puny and instability of prices. Cooperation to develop now
energy technologies, and to strengthen our capacity to deal with
disruptions, can contribute to our common energy security. Vs shalt
also work to strengthen our cooperation with both oil - exporting and
oil-importing divelopin; countries.

- The growth of the developing countries and the deepening of
a oonstructive relationship with than are vital for the political and
sconosir well-being of the whole world. It is therefore important that
a high level of financial flews and official aseistanoe should be
maintained and that their amount and their effectiveness should be
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increased as far as popsible, with responeibilities shared broadly
among all countries capable of making a contribution. the launching of
global negotiations is I major politioal objective approved by all
participants in the Summit. The latest draft resolution circulated by
the Croup of the 77 is he;pful, and the discussion at Versailles showed
general acceptance of the view that it would server as a baste for
consultations with the sountrise concerned. We believe that there is
now a good prospect for the early launching and susses* of the global
negotiations , provided that the independence of the Specialised
Agencies it guaranteed. At the same time we are prepared to .eontinue
and develop practical cooperation with the developing countries through
innovations within the World Bank, through our support of the work of
the Regional Development Banks, through progress in countering
instability of commodity export earnings, through the encouragement of
private capital flow, including international arrangements to improve
the conditions for private investment, and through a further
concentration of official assistance on the poorer countris*. This is
why we see a need for special temporary arrangements to overcome
funding problems for IDA VI, and for an early start to consideration of
IDA VII. We will give special encouragement to prognoffies or
arrangement* designed to increase food and energy production in
developing countries which have to import these essential*, and to
programmes to address the implications of population growth.

In the field of balance of payments support, we look forward
to progress at the September Ile Annual Meeting towards settling the
increase in the six* of the hind appropriate to the coming Eighth Quota

Review.

- Revitalisation and growth of the world sornomy will depend
not only on our con effort but also to a large extent upon cooperation
among our countries and with other countries in the exploitation of
scientific and technological development. We have to exploit the
immense opportunities presented by the new technologist, particularly
for creating new employment. We need to remove barriers to, and to
promote, the development of and trade in new technologist both in the
public sector and in the private sector. Our countries will need to
train men and women in the new technologies and to create the economic,
social and cultural conditions which aim, these technologist to
develop and flourish. We have considered the report presented to us on
these issue* by the President of the Prench Republic. In this context
we have decided to est up promptly'a working group of representatives
of our government* and of the European Community to develop, in close
consultation with the appropriate international inetituiticnur,

especially the OECD, proposal* to give hrlp to attain these
objectives.Phis group Lill be asked to submit its report to ue by 31
December 2882. The conclusion of the report and the resulting action
will be considered at the next economic Summit to be held in 2883 in
the United State* of America.
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APPENDIX 8

Excerpt from the Communique
of the London Economic Summit

June 9, 1984

"We, the heads of state or government of seven major industrialized
countries and the President of the Commission of the European Communities,
have gathered in London from 7 to 9 June i984 at the invitation of the Right
Honorable Margaret Thatcher, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, for
the 10th annual economic summit.

(2]

"The primary purpose of these meetings is to enable heads of state or
government to come together to discuss economic problems, prospects and
opportunities for our countries and for the world. We have been able to
achieve not only closer understanding of each other's positions and views
but also a large measure of agreement on the basic objectives of our
respective policies.

(13]

"We welcome the further report of the working group on technology,
growth and employment created by the Versailles economic summit and the
progress made in the 18 areas of cooperation and invite the group to pursue
further work and to report to personal representatives in time for the next
economic summit. We also welcome the invitation of the Italian Government
to an international conference to be held in Italy in 1985 on the theme of
technological innovation and the creation of new jobs."
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APPENDIX C

waking Group
on Technology, Growth and Employment

established by the Heads of State and Government

at the Versailles Summit,
June 4, 5 and 6, 1982

TECHNOLOGY

GROWTH

EMPLOYMENT
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H. Dew emegmeent of food ressoctross by
foal technology;aqte

III. hapeomment of b conditiook employment, and pmeectice ot the
senirooment, dramh:mom from spot;

high speed trains;
bowies and urban phoning for developing constries;
--atimaced robotics;
impact of new technologies on sours industries;
140whock11;
advanced mestrials sod misdeeds;
raw technologies applied to education. vocational training and culture;
public nompunce of aew eschnokgies.

IV. Geared increases of scientific knowledge, particularly in:
biological mimes;
high mew PhYskst
Nola system expkeetke.
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APPENDIX D

Working Group on
Technology, Growth, and Employment

January 1983

Charges to the United States of America

GENERAL INCREASES
IN BASIC SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE,
PARTICULARLY IN

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
(United States of America)

High energy physics is an important basic research activity which
addresses the most fundamental questions of the nature of matter. This
field has had many spinoffs of direct application to other areas of science
and technology. Experimental research in high energy physics requires the
use of a limited number of expensive particle accelerators and colliding
beam facilities which have been constructed with government support.

A few large and costly machines are being constructed in different
regions of the world to meet future needs. It is anticipated that
scientists from each region will continue to be able to participate in
experiments at these large facilities on the basis of the scientific merit
of their proposals. Such international collaboration avoids unnecessary
duplication of costly facilities.

In the mid- 1990's further progress will probably require a new
generation of very high energy accelerators costing huge sums of money.
Such facilities are likely to exceed the financial capabilities of any
single nation or region. An international cooperative program should
therefore be considered. The decade of effort required for definition,
design, and construction indicates that these discussions should begin in
the near future.
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APPENDIX E

Report to the Working Group
on Technology, Growth, and Employment

London Economic Summit
June 1984

Area for Collaboration: High Energy Physics

Lead Country: United States of America

Participants: Canada, France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, European
Communities

AIM

The aim of the Summit Working Group in high energy physics is to further
develop international collaboration to foster progress in this field of
scientific arch.

ACTIVITIES

The Working Group has surveyed the existing national programs and their
associated international activities and commitments for major new facilities
that have been made or proposed by Summit member nations. The general
consensus was that worldwide collaboration works well. Major research
projects in high energy physics are seldom done exclusively by groups or
individuals from any one nation. The existing arrangements for
collaboration should be maintained as the essential basis for future
international cooperation.

At the present time, a number of major new accelerator projects are being
built in Germany, Japan, the United States, and at CERN. Looking further to
the future, there are proposals both in Europe and the United States for new
colliding beam accelerators. Because these commitments and proposals extend
into the 1990's, the Working Group concluded that it was not possible to
plan for the long-term at this time. However, substantial research and
development is needed in the necessary accelerator and detector technology
for projects beyond those under construction and proposed. It was decided
to explore the possibility that this research and development could be
conducted in collaboration in the spirit of the Declaration of Versailles.
A subpanel of technical experts from each Summit member was established to
recommend specific technical areas for nearterm joint collaborative
research. The subpanel recommended the areas of superconducting magnets,
cryogenics, rf cavities, very high-energy electron linacs, theory and
simulation, and new technologies of acceleration.
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OUTLOOK

A July meeting of the Working Group has been scheduled to review the
proceedings of the London Summit and also to review the recommendations of
the technical subpanel. A proposal will be introduced for the Working Group
to organize other technical subpanels of similar composition and work with
them to develop a plan identifying the major facilities that will be
required to continue to make effective progress in this field, regardless of
location. This plan could be completed for the next Summit meeting.
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APPENDIX F

IMPROVING INTERNATIONAL COLLABORKLION
IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL SUBPANEL OF THE

SUMMIT WORKING GROUP ON HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

February 1984
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The Technical Sub-Panel of the Summit Working Group on International Collabo-
ration in High Energy Physics met at the Stanford Linear Acclerator Center January
30, 31 and February 1. Our charge was to make recommendations on specific areas in
high energy physics that might be appropriate for increased interniitional collaboration

and to indicate how non-summit nations might become more involved in this type of
work. The members of the technical working group were

Prof. Burton Richter, Chairman, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (U.S.A.)

Dr. Evart Blackmore, TRIUMF (Canada)

Dr. Giorgio Brianti, CERN (EEC)

Prof. Kunitaka Kondo, University of Tsukuba (Japan)

Dr. Joao Meyer, CEN-Saclay (France)

Dr. J. H. Mulvey, Oxford (England)

Prof. Sergio Tairari, INFN Frascati (Italy)

Dr G. A. Voss, DESY (Germany)

We first discussed the several kinds of R&D activity and identified three modes
which seem to span all of the work that now takes place, and which appear sufficiently

flexible to encompass just about anything one would want to do. They are as follows:

parallel Parallel R&D is what we mostly do now. In this mode independent efforts

are carried out in many places. No joint funding and no formal coordination of work
takes place. All of the institutions build on the efforts of others through the usual
methods of information exchange meetings, papers and technical visits. Examples of
this.mode are superconducting accelerator magnet development and accelerator theory.

Collaborative Collaborative R&D is that mode in which two or more groups or
institutions decide to pool their resources for doing R&D activity on a particular topic.
Funds and people may flow across national boundaries to advance a common effort.

Coordinated Coordinated R&D is that mode in which several participants each
concentrate at, different approaches to the same general goal. We do not know of
examples of formal agreements to proceed in this manner, but it is often done informally.
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Within this framework we discussed possibilities for increased international efforts in
accelerator R&D, detector R&D and experimental exploitation of accelerators, commu-
nication, expanding the involvement of other institutes and countries, ape.nceelerator
construction. A summary of our conclusions and recommendations follows.

In all of our discussions we found one particular topic coming up again and again
that topic is communications. Improved communications can increase the possibility

. of international collaboration in all areas of high energy physics and indeed in all areas
of science. This is one topic that is particularly well addressed to the Summit for it
is nati, al telecommunications policies which create barriers to better communication.
Our recommendations are as follows (see Section IV for details).

Rec. 1 Remove the telecommunications barriers to direct high-speed institution-
to-institution communications.

Rec. 2 Investigate the possibility of low -cost high-bandwidth satellite channels
for scientific communications.

Rec. 3 'Set up a special technical working group to develop protocols and
standards for computer-to-computer communications in high energy physics.

Our group next turned to a discussion of possible areas for improved collaboration in

accelerator R&D. We discussed superconducting magnets, cryogenics, very high-energy
electron lines, new techniques of acceleration, and. theory and simulations. We have
nine recommendations in this area.

Rec. 4 The development of niobium-tin conductors for high magnetic fields
would profit from coordinated R&D on different kinds of processes for cteating
high-current-density, small-diameter filaments. Collaborative R&D might follow.

Rec. 5 Collaborative R&D on a few selected technologies for improvements to

superconducting magnets at all magnetic field ranges would be worthwhile after
a further period of parallel and coordinated work.

Rec. 6 At the present stage of development, exchanges of experts are extremely
important, and such exchanges should be encouraged.

Rec. 7 A joint working group on the economics of superfluid helium cryogenic
systems should be set up, because one of the barriers to going to higher magnetic

fields with our standard conductor is the fear of greatly increased cryogenic system
costs.
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Rec. $ Coordinated and collaborative efforts on superconducting rf systems
should be encouraged; such systems may prove to be very useful in tarp proton
accelerators and storage rings as well as in the electron storage rings for which
they are now being developed.

Reo. 0 There is a broad range of technologies which are important for the
development of very-high-energy electron linear accelerators and collider, where

increased collaborative and coordinated RAD could be very beneficiaL

Rec. 10 In the area of new acceleration techniques, parallel and coordinated
efforts are most appropriate at this stage of development. Collaborativeefforts
would become appropriate at a later step.

Rec. 11 RAD on some of the new acceleration techniques would benefit if
access, by internstion teams, to special facilities such as large lasers and induction
limes were easier.

Res. 12 Coordinated efforts in accelerator theory and computer simulation
would be extremely beneficial, and collaboration on tests of theoretical models in
existing accelerators will be required to validate this theoretics' work.

International collaboration in detector RAD and experimentation is already the
normal mode of operation in high energy physics. The international collaborations
work very well but would benefit greatly from the improvements in communication
recommended earlier. We have two further recommendations in this Area.

Rec. 13 Encourage the maintenance of home-based programs in order to pre-
serve the basis for the existing collaborations in detector R&D and usage.

Rec. 14 In certain countries there are customs barriers to importing equipment
built outside of that country which is essential for collaborative experiment.
These customs barriers should be removed.

Our discussions next turned to the problem of broadening the base of supped for
high energy physics and involving non-summit and leas developed countries. Accelera-
tor physics has many applications outside of high energy physics, such as synchrotron
radiation sources, medical attelerston, etc. Accelerator physicists are in short Op*,
and work in high nap physics as well as in these other areas is already impeded by a
shortage of skilled personnel. Ta addition, much of advanced technology is in routine use
in high energy physic, accelerators and experiments. Exposure of scientific and techni-
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cal personnel from less developed countries could aid in transferring this technology to

those countries whether or not they chose to be involved in high energy physics. We
Nave three recommendations in this area

Rec. 15 Encourage fellowships at the major centersfor scientists, engineers and

technicians from am-summit and lass developed countries to aid in the develop-
ment of high energy physics programs and to facilitate the transfer of technology

used in high energy physics to others.

Rec. 13 Encourage universities and technical institutes to develop programs
in accelerator physics; many problems in this field involve inter-disciplinary work
that is well -suited to a university setting, the supply of aceeterator physicists is
small, and the application range of accelerator technology is broad.

Rec. 17 Encourage regional and international schools in accelerator physics to

attract more high energy physicists and physicists with other backgrounds into
the accelerator field.

Finally we discussed possible collaborations on accelerator construction. Such col-

laborations will have additional financial and scientific costs because of increased com-
plexity and infrastructure, as well as benefits in reduced national contributions to a
particular project. The costs are significant, and thus it seems appropriate to create
international collaborations for accelerator construction only in those cases where one
region or nation cannot bring to bear the necessary resources to carry out an entire
project. This is clearly a complex issue and will require a great deal of discussion
among the summit countries before any collaborative projects are begun. We have no
specific recommendations in this area.
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IL ACCELERATOR R&D

A. Superconducting Magnets

After two decades of development of superconducting magnets, a number of very

important achievements have been made in the last few yens. The most significant

of these is the TEVATRON at Fermilab (1 TeV hadron accelerator/collider). Very

successful developmental and prototype magnets have been built for CBA, for "ERA (0.8

TeV proton ring at DESY) and for UNK (3 TeV proton ring at Serpukbov). In Japan,

models of high field magnets are being developed for the proton ring of TRISTAN. All

this work demonstrates that large superconducting magnet systems can be built and

operated.

In parallel with this technological development, the recent experience with the

CERN SPS Collider has shown that energetic collisions between hadron constituents

can be quite readily identified among the lower energy debris of the spectator particles,

and this has also enhanced the interest in large hadron collider! (center-of-mass energy

of 10 to 40 TeV) both in the USA and in Europe.

For such large collides it is imperative to use superconducting magnets in order

to keep their cat, their power consumption and/or their size within reasonable limits.

Substantial R&D work is required in order to obtain still better performance, to lower

the total cost, and to increase the reliability. This R&D work can conveniently be

subdivided into two categories:

1. Development of new conductors and related magnet construction techniques suit-

able for fields > 8T (high fields);

2. Improvement of conductors sod techniques for fields in the range 2T to 0T (low

to medium fields).

The most substantial basic development is required for the first category, while cost

considerations are important for both categories in witr to allow the final choice to be

made on sound economic grounds.

HIGH FIELD CONDUCTORS AND MAGNETS (> 8T)

Two lines of development are open here: Nb3Sn conductor used at -- 4.5K, and
NbTi used at .s., 2°K. In principle the most promising material is Nb3Sn because of

its higher critical field and higher temperature (more relaxed cryogenic system). Its

drawback is brittleness and fragility, which requires either final reaction of the composite
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to obtain the superconducting state atter winding, or else magnet coils wound with
relatively large radii using pre-reacted material. Nb3Sn has been produced for many
years, but the specific requirements for this application of small-bore magnets operating

over a wide field range (maximum field about twenty times the injection field) are the
following:

high current density,

superconducting filaments of small diameter.

Winding and insulation techniques compatible with a heat treatment of .--, 700°C for
a few hours, or methods of avoiding too small bending radii in winding of pre-reacted

material, must also be developed.

The alternative line of development toward high fields is to use Nb 71 cond-ictors
at lower temperature (-. 2'K). The advantage is that the material can be wound in
the reacted state by means of well-established techniques, but the disadvantages fall
on the cryogenic system more complicated cryostats and larger power consumption.

The maximum field is also more limited. This line is a convenient reserve should the

development of Nb3Sn encounter serious difficulties or lead to excessive costs.

Low- AND MEDIUM-FIELD MAGNETS (2T to 67')

Projects based on fields in the upper part of this range (4.5T to 6T) are a natural
continuation of present work. The R&D required should be directed toward low cost and

the development of industrial manufacturing techniques. The conductor development

would be essentially the same as that required for the high-field case with Nbri at Inc.

Still lower fields, between 2T and 3T, are also being considered. In this case the
field distribution is shaped by iron boundaries, and the role of superconductor is to min-
imise the power consumption. These magnets ere called superferric. The development

needed here is directed toward simple, inexpensive design and cost-effective manufactur-

ing techniques in order to counterbalance the increase in cost attributable to the longer

tunnel and more spread-out infrastructure that would be required.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

International collaboration in these development programs would be very benefi-
cial. Such work should be aimed at enhancing technology transfer to the industries
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of the collaborating regions. Specific elements in of such a collaboration might be the
following:

Common definition of possible new superconductors in order to minimize indus-
trial investment for development and to enlarge potential markets.

Joint selection of a small number of potentially interesting techniques and con-
ceptual magnet designs to be tested by means of models.

Eventually, coordinated fabrication and evaluation of full scale prototypes.

To assess the possibility of achieving these goals, the exchange of people between
interested laboratorirs should be encouraged and supported as a first step.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

It should be emphasized that all of these developments could be beneficial to a
number of applications in other fields, such as fusion, electrical power transmission,
cryogenerators, energy storage and recovery, magnetic separation of minerals, nuclear
magnetic resonance for medical and other applications, transportation, etc.

B. Distributed Cryogenic Systems

The large superconducting magnet systems described above require very substantial

cryogenic systems for the production, transfer and recovery of He. Simple cryostats,
a reliable and efficient liquifier plant, and low-loss transfer lines are very iti.p)rtant
elements of a satisfactory design, which must be tailored to each specific project. One

point that deserves a careful assessment by experts is the possibility of using superfiuid
He at 2Ii. for such applications. An evaluation of the additional coats with respect
to normal 4.5 °K systems, because of their increased cryostat complexity and power
consumption, is necessary to determine their interest. Such an evaluation should be
conducted on an international basis.

C. Superconducting Radiofrequency Cavities

During the last few years superconducting radiofrequency (rf) acceleratingstructures
have matured to the point where their use in large circular accelerators seems fusible
and realistic Multicell niobium structures have reached average accelerating gradients
of more than 4 NIV/m at negligible rf-power loss. Even considering the fact that these
small remaining losses occur at the temperature of liquid helium and require powerful
refrigerators, the overall power economy of superconducting resonators is one to two
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orders of magnitude better than that of conventional copper structures. The fact that

the accelerating gradients are more than a factor of tour higher than those in copper
structures (in cw operation) makes these superconducting resonators very well suited

to applications in which large rt accelerating voltages are required in a continuous
operation, ie., in elects on and proton storage rings.

These new structure have been studied at a number of different laboratories in
the U.S., Germany, France, Japan, Italy, and at the CERN laboratory. Successful and

reliAle operation at high accelerating gradients has been demonstrated at the electron-
positron storage rings CESR (Cornell University) and '''''''A. (DESY, Hamburg). To
make this new technology more economical and attract', ...ir routine operational use,
vigorous development programs are now under way at several laboratories. These efforts

include ;he development of copper structures with a superconductive niobium coating,

simplifications in the cryogenic technology, special cavity shapes to suppress excitation
of higher resonances, and simple techniques for industrial production.

In view of the importance of this new technology and the magnitude of the effort

necessary to develop efficient production techniques, this field is very suitable for an
international coordinated and collaborative effort.

D. Very High Energy Electron Machines

Electron-positron colliding-beam experiments have been extremely productive in
studies of the structure of matter and of the farces that act between the basic con-
stituents. The present technique, the colliding-beam storage ring, has been in use for
about 25 years; during that time, the radii of these machines have increased 5000-fold

while the collision energies have increased 100-fold. With a mature technique like the
colliding-beam storage ring, the known scaling laws can be used to predict the cost of
a new facility to an accuracy of 10% to 20% without going through a detailed design.
This has been done for the LEP facility now under construction at CERN.

Applying these known scaling laws to determine the size and cost of the next logical
step, a machine capable of producing particles with masses in the TeV range results
in a cost estimate of the order of $100 billion and a circumference of many thousands
of kilometers. Even if there were no technical barriers to the construction of such a
machine, there is certainly a fiscal barrier.

For the past several years work has been going on in both the U.S. and USSR on
an alternative to the Storage Ring the Linear Collider. R&D work has indicated
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the feasibility of this new idea, and the Erst machine using this technique, the Stanford

Linear Collider (SLC), is now under construction in the U.S. This 'proof of principle'
machine is based on improvements to the existing Stanford 30 GeV linear accelerator

to allow the collider to reach 100 GeV in the center-of-mess, and it is schedziied for
completion near the end of 1986. Successful operation of the SLC will give confidence
that the technique can be extender! to much higher energies.

Parametric studies of large linear colliders indicate that significant reluction in the
cost of a big machine can be made by improvements in accelerator structures, power

sources and energy efficiency. Potential topics for an R&D program include basic work

on the ultimate breakdown strength of copper (which determines the maximum accel-

crating field and hence the minimum length of accelerator needed for a given energy):
very high power, high efficiency rf sources (which affects the number of power sources

required, the practical maximum accelerating gradient, and the energy efficiency of the

system); optimized accelerating structures; alternatives to conventional Hazes for ac-

celeration (see Section 11.E); energy-recovery techniques; and theoretical work on the
beam-beam interaction, on beam-acceleration structure interaction, and on focusing
techniques for producing sub-micron focal spots at the collision point.

At present, interest among the summit countries is highest in France, Germany,
Japan, and the United States. Bilateral or multilateral programs formal or infor-
mal should be encouraged in order to increase the pace of the work and to Lvoid
unnecessary duplication of effort.

E. New Techniques of Particle Acceleration

Particle acceleration techniques have been developed over 50 years with striking
efficiency: the maximum energy of accelerators has increased by a factor of -- 35 every
ten years, and the cost per unit energy has decreszed by a factor of -- 30 over the last
25 years. The size and cost of the required facilities has nonetheless continued to grow.
While the next generation of machines is already being studied by extrapolating the

known techniques to even higher energies, it has become clear that on a longer time
scale new ideas will be needed on how to obtain even higher energies without excessively

increasing the size of the facilities. The history of accelerator work indicates that major
developments of the kind considered here might well need 10-20 years to evolve from
the stage of conception to the point where they are actually used in a new machine.
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A number of novel ideas have been recently developed that are aimed A producing

accelerating and/or focusing fields about one order of magnitude higher than those at
present achievable. Some of these new ideas are listed in Table I.

Table I
Some proposed novel acceleration techniques and related topics.

Type 1 Aim I Work in Progress at
I Wake field 1 >0.1 GeV/m I DESY } experimental

Japan
II I Virginia ) theoretical I

Stanford

)
I

I Inverse free electron laser Z0.2 GeV/m I BN.R.LNL theoretical

ILaser beat wave

I

,... 10 GeV/m N'RL

Chalk River

Los Alamos

UCLA
Stanford
CERN ) theoretic.'

I

Rutherford

1

I Two-beam I >0.1 GeV/m I LBL } experimental

Near-field (grating LINAC,...) I ^-, (0 GeV/m I

BNL
) theoretical

Cornell
ORSAY

tuuable Stanford
I Free electron laser experimental II high power I Frascati

sources BNL
JapanIUK (Glasgow/Daresbury)

I fiery high power tubes (Gyrotron,...) -... 1 G1V Maryland

Stanford
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There are several features common to all these schemes

I. They are all in the very early stages of development. Some are at the level
of theory, while others are at the level where proof-of-principle experiments have

just been started. Some are well suited to study by university or small laboratory-
based teams.

2. The work generally needs a higher level of interdisciplinary collaboration than

more conventional accelerator physics work. This is again more likely to be found
at the university level.

3. These schemes link the development of high-energy accelerators to techniques
that are being developed in many different institutions for other purposes, such
as very intense low-energy electron beams, free electron lasers, etc.

In order to be reasonably certain that one or more of these new schemes will eventu-

ally prove to be of practical significance, as many 13 possible will have to be developed

to a stage where a realistic assessment can be made. The advantage of widespread
international collaboration in order to cover the maximum number of approaches
within the available resources is quite evident here.

The following recommendations are made:

I. Accelerator R&D work should be encouraged at both the national and regional
level, and in both small and large institutions, because It is ultinlately from .

widespread base of such work in universities and in laboratories chat new ideas
will emerge

2. Unique facilities not usually available in small centers such as very high cur-
rent induction linacs (mostly in the U.S.), high power laser systems (both in the
U.S. and in Europe), and beans time at misting accelerators should be made
available to the research teams engaged in this type of research.

3 Exchanges of people, both in accelerator physics and in related areas such as
plasma physics, between groups engaged in research should be made easy, in
order to facilitate the effort.

4. In the present stage, where more ideas sic sought and where useful effort can
be made on a small scale, maximum diversity of effort along with maximum ex-

change of information (and tools) should be encouraged, as recommended above.

A further step-up in international cooperation, leading to collaborative and/or
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coordinated work, will be required as soon as larger scale plot facilities start to
be planned.

F. Accelerator Theory and Computer Simulation

Optimizing the design of a new high energy accelerator requires a thorough under-
standing of machine physics phenomena and of the limitations these phenomena might

impose on the performance. In the past, unexpected phenomena have sometimes limited

the performance of a new machine, leading to the need for corrective measures that were

sometimes rather cost' As machines get larger and costlier, it is even more importae

to try to avoid surpr- .1 this kind.

Our analytical understanding of the phenomena that govern single.particle dynam-

ics in large accelerators, and also of high-current effects and the behaviour of particle

bunches with high charge densities, has vastly improved during the last 25 years. How-

e% er, many of the effects that can lead to single.particle resonances, to collective beam

instabilities. or to beam-beam-interaction limitations (in storage rings), are too complex

to be treated in an analytical way.

Modern computers make it possible to calculate accurately the fields generated by

the high-density particle bunches in an accelerator structure, as well as the effects of

these fields acting back on the individual particles. By tracking the particles over
man) turns, and by simultaneously calculating the fields they produce and their effects

on the particle trajectories, one can simulate the berm behavior. Such a computer
simulation can ten be compared with the effects observed in actual machines. In this
way the validity of a particular computer simulation approach can be established, and

predictions about future machines can be made with confidence. Work in this field has

been going on in most of the major accelerator laboratories around the world. Methods

and results have been discussed and compared at inte aational meetings and at special

summer schools.

Simulations that simultaneously take all relevant effects into account and that also
follow the particles for many tus as may be necessary for proton storage rings) can
be very expensive in terms of computer time. Because of this, and also because some

large computers are considerably more suitable for this work than others, it is very
desirable to coordinate these activities and to have as much collaboration as possible.

Experiments on existing accelerators, with the aim of testing the computer predictions,

should also oe part of such international collaborative effort. Another important part
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of such a program would be tests of new techniques in the accelerator field that can be
performed on existing machines (e.g., stochastic cooling of bunched beams)

The recommendation of the Subpanel is to encourage the development of a co-
ordinated program through a series of specialized international workshc?s. The most
important aspects of such a program would be the following:

I. Access to the most suitable computer systems for large-scale tracking and simu-
lation programs.

2. Machine time at existing accelerators to test and verify the predictions made by
analytical theories and by computer simulation programs.

3. Machine time at existing accelerators to test new techniques that will be needed
to upgrade existing machines and to incorporate in future machines.
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III. DETECTORS FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

A. Introduction

Particle- physics research during the 1980's and 1900's is expected to be led by exper-
iments at the highest energy eke , pp, pp and ep colliders. Because of their immense
size and cost, there are only a few such accelerator facilities throughout the world.

However, the use of these facilities is an international endeavor. In fact, almost ev-

ery major experiment at colliders today has an international or inter-regional flavor.

The large general-purpose detectors used at these facilities have reached a level of size,
complexity and sophistication that rivals those of the large accelerators at which they
are used. The development of these detectors offers perhaps the best example of how

well international and inter-regional collaborations work at the present time, and also
demonstrates the important benefits that the participating countries derive from these

collaborations.

Existing collaborations have shown that it is quite possible for small university
groups as well as the larger national laboratories to make a significant contribution to

these international detectors. The collaborations are usually informal and are driven
by the participants' common interest in pursuing a particular physics goal.

There is a- clear benefit for nations that do not have their own large accelerator
facility to use this method to provide their scientists with an opportunity to take part
in forefront physics, and also to lerive benefits in terms of technological spin-offs from
the exchange of ideas. This can be done with a relatively small investment compared

ith the cost of the total facility. There are also clear benefits for those nations that
do have high energy accelerator facilities to participate in international collaborations
at an appropriate level.

This section on detectors will briefly describe three typical collaborations: one that

has recently made signlacant discoveries, one that is presently in the construction phase

and one that is presently in the design phase. This will be followed by a description
of some of the detection technitoes and the areas of detector development that appear

most promising. Not all of the significant particle physics experiments are carried
out at the highest energy accelerators. There are non-accelerator experiments such as
proton decay searches, and also experiments that are carried out with kaon, meson
and neutrino beams produced by high current accelerators operating at lower energies.
Some of this work will also be described. Finally, there are several recommendations
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the Sub -panel wishes to make that could improve the already excellent collaborative
efforts in developing experimental equipment for high energy physics.

B. Examples of Present Collaborations

UA 1

The discovery of the W and Z bosons at CERN in 1983 ranks as one of the greatest
achievements in science, in accelerator technology and in detector design. The UA 1
collaboration and its a' :er experiment UA 2 set out to study proton-antiproton collisions
at 540 GeV with large general purpcae detector systems. To illustrate the size o. the
collaboration, the UA 1 team involves some 130 physicists from 14 research centers in
7 different countries. The UA 1 detector represents the accumulation of many years
of knowledge in the design, construction and operation of particle physics experiments.
Details of this 2000-ton detector are readily available in the literature. It does not make
use of any new detection techniques but instead relies on careful exploitation of existing

methods, on precise measurement of particle energies, and on skillful triggering and
subsequent data analysis. Responsibility for the various components of the detector
was delegated to the different research centers in the collaboration, and in most cases
the individual components were constructed at the home institutions. The success of
this effort demonstrates the effectiveness of this particular international collaboration
and more generally the fact that the logistics and sociology of the organization of large
groups working across national boundaries are tractable problems.

CDF

The Collider Detector Facility (CDF) is a large detector now being built for use
with the Tevatron I proton-antiproton collider at Fermilab. The collaboration consists
of groups from 15 institutions in the United States, Japan and Italy. Responsibility
for the design and construction is subdivided among the university and institutional
groups working under the coordination of Fermilab. The large superconducting magnet
for this detector is being constructed by Japanese industry. The Japaneseparticipation
in this collaboration is funded by the U.S.-Japan Cooperative Program on HigL Energy
Physics.

OPAL

OPAL is one of the four large international collaborations that were chosen in 1982
to construct detectors for LEP, the large electron-positron storage ring presently being
built at CERN. The institutions involved are from the U.K., Germany, Italy, Canada,
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France, Israel, Japan, the U.S. and Switzerland. In the case of Canada, for example,
which has a relatively low funding level for high energy physics, OPAL represents a

commitment of a signiScant portion of the high-energy physics funds within the country

on a single important project. Japan, which is constructing TRISTAN, a similar e+e
collider at lower center-of-mass energy, is also making a significant contribution to the

OPAL experiment. The mode of collaboration is such that each group contributes
to the cost of the magnet, and each group then has responsibility for designing and
constructing one of the components or subsystems of the detector.

C. Detector Research and Development

Detectors for high energy physics can he divided into two broad classifications
tracking detectors which measure the trajectories of charged particles usually in a
magnetic field, and calorimeters which measure the energy distribution of the particles.

Detector techniques have evolved primarily from a number of independent efforts in

various laboratories, each effort reinforced by exchangr of ideas and information with

the other laboratories. Small university institutions can make significant contributions
to detector techniques, although usually the actual exploitation of these techniques in

large detectors requires the resources that are available in the larger laboratories.

As examples of recent developments in detector technology, the Time Projection

Chamber (TPC) and the Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) counter will be described. The

time projection chamber is the name given to a class of large volume drift chambers. The

pioneering work was done at Berkeley for a detector to be used with the PEP machine

at SLAC. The idea was exploited by a group at TRIU:',PF, where a TPC was used in a

rare decay experiment. Two exotic variations of this detector have been developed, one

using high pressure hydrogen gas at Fermi lab, and a second using liquid argon at the
University of California, Irvine. The ALEPH and DELPHI detectors at LEP, the CDF

detector already described, and the TOPAZ detector at TRISTAN plan to incorporate

TPC's. There has been no formal coordination of this development effort; it is rather

an example of a parallel R&D program.

The ring imaging Cherenkov detector has recently emerged as a serious technique in

the measurement of particle velocities and hence as a method for particle identification.
Tne original idea for this detector came from a university in France. The properties of

a large aperture RICH detector were measured at Fermi lab, the result of a collaboration

between CERN, Sac lay, Japan and Fermi lab. This effort is an example of a coordinated
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approach to detector development.

Calorimetry is one of the basic components of present and future detectors for col-
lider experiments. The search for new materials of improved performance is an impor-
tant step in the development of these detectors. Large scale calorimeters could exploit

substantial amounts of materials such as uranium. International cooperation may be
necessary for this to happen. A critical feature of calorimeters for the next generation
of colliders is fine segmentation both in the longitudinal and lateral directions. For the
collection of data from highly segmented calorimeters, the use of FASTBUS or a similar
readout system is required. Special electronics is also required in the trigger systems
for large detectors. To select interesting events from a huge uninteresting background,
triggering decisions will have to be made on-line with features such as rapid track
reconstruction and pattern-recognition units that are provided with special front-end
processors. The development of these devices will be more effective if the combination

of parallel and collaborative efforts that is presently taking place is strengthened.

D. Data Acquisition and Exploitation of Large High Speed Computers

11,4 benefits of cooperation in data analysis and software development, and the
advantages of improvements in computer networking, are described in Section IV and
will not be repeated here.

E. New Ideas in Detector R&D

Detectors for the new colliders face many new challenges. For example, experiments

at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) with its micron-size beams would benefit from
improved spatial resolution if the existing SO 100 micron resolution of drift chambers
could be improved to a level of about 5 microns. Micro-vertex detectors that can identify
the secondary vertex when bottom or charm quarks are produced are presently being
developed. An area that is ripe for collaborative work is the use of charge manipulation
structures of silicon or gallium-arsenide for particle detection. Silicon strip detectors are
presently being used successfully in particle physics experiments and havedemonstrated
5 micron spatial resolution. Two-dimensional Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD) are being
developed for television cameras and other optical imaging applications by industry;
there is a deal benefit here in a collaborative approach both between laboratories and
between laboratories and the micro-electronic industry.
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F. Non-Accelerator Based Detectors

Stimulated by theoretical predictions based on grand unified theories and gauge
theories, there are several active projects underway to search for proton decay and

magnetic monopoles, and to study cosmic-ray neutrinos. Examples are experiments at
Utah in the United States, at Mont Blanc, Grim Sasso and Frejus in Europe, at Kolar in

India, and at Kamioka in Japan. Some of these are already internationalcollaborations.

It is likely that the size and complexity of the next generation of such detectors will

require international collaboration.

G. Recommendations
From the previous description of the state of present-day high-energy physics de-

tectors, it is evident that very successful international collaborations have taken place

and will continue to take place. Nevertheless there are several recommendations which,

if implemented, would benefit this ongoing effort:

1. Detector systems for the next generation of machines will be larger and more com-

plex, and will probably involve more institutions than at present. It is therefore

necessary that improved communication networks be provided between laborato-

ries to permit efficient coordination of the development and construction of the

detectors, and subsequent analysis of the data.

2. A problem experienced by many groups is the difficulty of satisfying the customs
regulations of the host country when large components of detectors are brought
into the country. The reason is that this equipment has to stay for the duration
of the expo ment which may exceed five years. Further difficulties arise when
subassemblies have to pass through several countries in the process of being fab-

ricated into a complete detector. Some flexibility in the application of customs
regulations for high energy physics apparatus would be an appropriate step to-

ward improving international collaboration.

3. The importance of international collaboration in REP experiments should be
recognized by all countries, in particular those that do not have the highest energy

facilities. To derive the maximum benefit from these collaborations in terms of
technological transfer, training of graduate students and cultural benefit, there
must be a strong home-base program. Detector R&D has been shown to be an

activity well suited to individual home-base institutions. Adequate funding levels

for both the home ease program and for international collaboration are necessary.
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IV. COMMUNICATION AND STANDARDIZATION

Any discussion of how to improve international collaboration in high-energy physics
quickly leads to the recognition that access to the most advanced communications tech-
nology is of central importance. It has a double impact: the direct benefits that accrue
from efficient and rapid exchange of information; and, as a consequence, a greater readi-
ness of the community to adopt 'standard' solutions to a wide range of problems, which
in turn makes for greater ease and efficiency in collaboration.

A. Communication

In the design and construction of detectors, and in the performance of experiments,
high-energy physicists already faze the formidable management problems of research
carried out in a truly international mode in a 'world laboratory' albeit one with
accelerator facilities at several sites. At all stages, from preparation of the proposal
through to analysis of the data, the one factor that can make a significant and much
needed improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of collaboration is an improve-
ment in communication. Collaborators who share responsibility for the various compo-
nents of a detector assembly could keep in close touch with the detailsof progress, and
design and construction problems could be resolved as they arise. During data-taking
at the accelerator laboratory, physicists and engineers at the home institutions could
be consulted about problems or about modifications of the apparatus. In the analysis
phase, all participants could access the data of the experiment from their own desks
and take part in discussion of the results. Time spent in travel could be reduced, and
university physicists would substantially increase the effectiveness of their contribution
while fully maintaining their teaching commitments.

Although close collaboration of the kind found in the area of detector development
and use is not yet typical of accelerator development and construction, similar facilities
for communication are essential if this pattern is to change in the direction of increased
collaboration. The modes of communication required include.

1. Transmission of text (electronic mail) including long documents.

2. Transmission of program files, essential for software standardization, with updat-
ing.

3. Remote access to special computer facilities

4. Transmission of technical data in graphical form.
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5. Transmission of data from experiments. This can be especially important in fault

diagnosis during the data-taking phase of an experiment.

6. Tele-conferencing. The efficient management of large collaborative enterprises
demands frequent exchange of information and views, leading to decisions on

policy and design.

To achieve these goals, progress is necessary in the following areas:

1. WIDE-AREA NETWORK PROTOCOLS

In the absence of internationally agreed standard procedures (protocols) for the
different modes of transmission (text, program files, graphics, etc.), the high energy
physics community is obliged to implement interim ad hoc solutions. This should be
done with closer collaboration and coordination between the communities in different
nations and regions, to allow greater 'transparency' to the passage of information across

the boundaries between different systems. For example, in Europe there is the GIFT
project to implement a file-transfer gateway linking four independent networks with
different file transfer protocols: UNInet in Scandinavia, INSNnet in Italy, JANnet in

the United Kingdom, and CERNnet.

At the same time every effort should be made to follow paths close to those which
may eventually become internationally accredited (ISO) standards. Indeed the high en-.

ergy physics community :an, from its experience, make valuable contributions to the
international study of these matters and perhaps even influence the outcome. This
community in Europe is, through ECFA and CERN, contributing to the effort to estab-

lish international standards by collaboration with EEC study-groups and contacts with
ESONE (European Standards Organization for Nuclear Electronics) and other bodies.
Closer contacts would be desirable between the high energy physics communities in all

the summit countries on these matters, leading to coordinated input to the international

bodies charged with establishing standard protocols.

Governments should encourage speedy completion of this work, and especially agree-

ments which would lead to early implementation of fully international networking (e.g.,

OSI Open System Interconnection model of the ISO International Standards Orga-

nization).
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2. TRANSMISSION RATES

98

'The maximum rate of transmission widely available, (though on special telephone
lines) is 9.6 k -band (1 baud =e 1 bit per second). This is adequate for modes 1 to 3
described above', but only marginally so for transmission of graphics, which requires the
64 k-baud digital transmission expected to become available soon.

Transmission of significant amounts of data from experiments requires speeds in the
Mega-baud range, and Teleconferencing requires the full bandwidth typical of television
broadcasting. These two functions then depend on direct station-to-station transmission
via satellite (6.3 M-baud)

3. ACCESS

The principal obstacles to use of these advanced modes of communication by the
high energy physic? community are currently seen to be the reluctance of the national
authorities responsible for communications to allow the full range of networking traffic
to cross frontiers, and the very high related charges. The governments represented at
the 'Summit' could take actions that would provide a direct and immediate stimulus
to improved international collaboration by allowing the high - energy physics community
to exploit internationally the full range of networking functions. In Europe, ECFA
and CERN have a goal of establishing a set of networking functions, HEPNET (of
w,,, b GIFT is a part), which would be used across Europe, A both public and private
networks, to link together the universities, institutes aud laboratories. The success of
HEPNET and its possible extension to link other regions depend on government support
for the use of national communications systems in this way.

Turning to costs, the charges made for use of the present land lines become high as
soon as national boundaries are crossed. This is already a serious inhibition for many
of the universities and smaller institutes in Europe to use networking links even for
the less demanding modes 1 to 3. The likely costs of satellite transmissions appear
to be prohibitively high, and the advantages, especially in Tele-conferevitg, can only
be fully realized througL frequent use. Therefore, if these facilities are to be widely
used, they must be made available at reduced rates. The return would be seen in
greater effectiveness in the use of the resources available to high energy physics, greatly
enhanced scope for international collaboration in both the exploitatio^ and development
of accelerators, and some contribution from the high energy physics community to the
development and assessment of modern communication technology (examples being the
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STELLA project which was financed by the EEC, and the Japanese-USA network now

being set up).

B. Standardisation

In addition to the need for international standardization in communications tech-
nology, significant benefits for international collaboration would result from adoption
of standards it the following areas:

1. DATA-ACQUISITION ELECTRONICS

High-speed computer-controlled data acquisition is vital to high energy physics ex-

perime.ts. The CAMAC system isan example of a widely adopted IEEE standard first

developed in the context of nuclear electronic. To meet the higher data rates from con-
temporary experiments a new standard, FASTBUS, is being proposed and will probably

be widely adopted in high energy physics. As with CAMAC, FASTBUS is also likely to

find many applications in other fields. Micro-processors are another area where some
standardization may be possible.

2. SOFTWARE

The development of software makes one of the greatest, and most often under-
estimated, demands on man-power. Efforts are being made to adopt standard programs

as widely as possible, especially for tasks such as data base management. Much more

should be done in this direction, but a necessary prerequisite is the greater facility for

exchange of programs, and their up-dating. through the improved wide area networking

mentioned above.

C. Recommendation

There are many benefits to be gained from increased use of modern communications

technology, and by the wider adoption of standard procedures and equipment, in the
fields of both detector and accelerator research and development. These are also areas

that make contact with a broad range of other activities, so that the contributions made
within our field could be of much wider benefit.

Because of the central importance of these questions to improvement in international

collaboration, we recommend that a special technical sub-group be formed to make
specific recommendations on communications, and particularly to address the relevant
inter-regional aspects.
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D. Communication. sub-sroup

The terms of reference should include consideration of the following:

1. Standards for wide is:,, networking in HEP.

2. Proposah for implementation of international networking for HEP (e g., HEPnet
and extensions).

& The requirements for satellite links.

4. The current charging structure for international communications, in the context
of use for HEP.
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V. BROADENING THE BASE FOR HEP

Most of at R&D programs in accelerator and detector technology take place at the
few major laboratories where the large HFP physics facilities are located. It would be

very important to broaden the base for these activities for the knowing reasons.

1. Heavy commitments of the staff of the major laboratories with existing and
planned machines make it difficult for them to tarry out with all the desired
vigor the many R&D tasks that are essential for future novel accelerators, possi-

bly based on new principles, and for novel detectors that will be needed for more

advanced physics experiments.

2. Smaller universities or technical universities are generally not heavily involved in

this field. Their participation should however be strongly encouraged, because

this would broaden the attack on many fundamental and technical problems
present in the field. These problems are frequently of an interdistiplinarjr nature

(computer science, plasma physics, quantum electronics, etc.), and the university

structure is well-suited in principle to handle them. It is therefore likely that
important contributions can be obtained through strong involvement of these
institutions. Moreover, they constitute a rich source of young, well-qualified
scientists and high-level technical staff, which is needed in order to insure that

the field stays liely and dynamic. Universities will share in the benefits eventually

obtained from this advett, 4 technological research, and they may thus be induced

to take a larger share in the fundamental aspects of HEP research.

3 Some countries where no HEP base exists at the present time may advantageously

collaborate in HEP development programs of the future. This applies in particu-
lar to the rather numerous less-developed countries (LDC's) of adequate scientific

and technological level, where international cooperation would provide highly

specialized tdvanced training to their scientists and engineers who participated

in these efforts. This involves work in many fields like compiter science, micro-

electronics, superconductivity, material science, etc. The people trained in this
way would be extremely useful after return to their home country, whether there

exists a HEP base or not. International cooperation would be a significant con-

tribution to the training of senior staff in certain advanced technological areas.
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Despite the great need for a sound scientific basis in accelerator science, it appears
that almost no universities or technical universities offer regular courses on the subject.
This is one of the reasons for the relative lack of qualified young manpower in the field.
These courses should be implemeated and accompanied by theoretical and exp mental
research activities. Such work could conveniently ha addressed, for example, to the many
unsolved questions related to the new acceleration technologies described elsewhere. The
research would usually consist of two major phases. In the first phste, most of the work
would be done at the smaller institutions by their staff and graduate students. The
funding for this, as well as the seed money necessary to set up the courses, should be
provided by the domestic funding agencies. Thesecond phase might require some special
large equipment. such as high-power lasers or accelerators, that is available only at the
major centers; this should be funded through an international cooperative agreement,
which would determine the scope of the corresponding programs. Tbere.should also be
an international mechanism for providing fellowships at the major centers for student
training ,nt; for research performed by university staff in common programs.

One of the returns for the university and the home country might well be eventual
industrial development of the results of the research activities. There are already some
examples of this, as in the case of the development -2 a new metlsoi for producing
high-field superconducting wire by a Dutch institute, which has been transferred to
industry; and also the development of superconducting cavities by a German university
which are now produced commercially.

Short-term schools on accelerators do already exist on a regional taxis, and they are
starting to in implemented on an inter-regional basis. International cooperation in this
field is necessary because the spread of information and critical comparison of results
is important for any future project. It would also be useful to provide funding for the
participation of some people from non-HEP countries to attend these schools, especially
for the LDC's.

The importance of HEP advanced techniques for highly qualified and motivated
technicians from LDC's b-. already been stressed. Some local initiatives are already
being taken in the US and in Europe in order to provide high-technology training
for scientists and engineers from LDC's. Cooperative international action aimed at
broadening this kind of training would be extremely valuable. The techniques of REP
are obviously essential if a country decides to develop a HEP research program, but
even if this is not the case, one should notice that acclerators have uses in other fields

such as in medicine, solid state physics, etc. More generally a high-level staff with sound
training in advanced techniques through a first-class international collaboration would
certainly be very valuable in a broad range of technical and industrial developments.
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APPENDIX G

Agenda
for High Energy Physics
Summit Working Group

A. Borschette Convention Centre
36 Rue Froissart, Room 0 -B

Brussels, Belgium
July 2 and 3, 1984

July 2, 1984

9:30 Opening Remarks: Dr. A. Trivelpiece, Working Group Leader
(United States)

Review of Working Group Activities
London Economic Summit Statement

Acceptance or Modification of Agenda

10:00 Presentation: Dr. B. Richter, Director-Designate
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

"Improving International Collaboration in High Energy Physics"

Report of the Technical Subpanel of the Working Group

Open Discussion

Acceptance of Report Recommendations

2:00 Status of Current Programs

Discussion of Future Working Group Activities

Proposal from the United States Dr. A. Trivelpiece

Other Items Heads of Delegation

Open Discussion Leading to Subpanel Charges

Development of Charges Ad Hoc technical groups
of delegates

July 3, 1984

9:30 Wrap-up Session: Dr. A. Trivelpiece

In which the technical groups report
back to the full Working Group
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SUMMARY

This report describes the methods and the main results of a study which alined at the
quantification of Secondary Economic Utility, defined as the sum of increased turnover and cost
savings, generated in European high technology industry due to orders placed by CERN during the
period 1973.82. The study was similar to one made ten years ago, covering the period 1955.78 (see
Rcf.(4)). However, based on the experience gained during the first study, a general quantification
model and improved sampling and extrapolation methods were used this time.

Managers in 160 firms out of a total of 519 high technolcgy suppliers to CERN were
interviewed. They estimated their Economic Utility using the general quantification model
presented to them during the interview. As in the first study they were asked to give, if possible,
five -year utility forecasts; and it emerged during the study that when managers feel able to make
forecasts, these are, on average, reasonably accurate.

If the utility obtained fir the firms interviewed is extrapolated to the total of 519 high
technology suppliers to CERN, the resulting total utility for the period 1973-87 expressed in 1982
prices amounts to 4800 millon Swiss francs (where the values for 1983-87 are based on forecasts).
The extrapolation error is about ±600 million Swiss franca. During the ps.riod 1973.82 CERN's
purchases from the 519 firms amounted to 13SJ million Swiss francs.

It is estimated that about 15% of the Economic Utility generated since 1973 has come from
purchases made prior to 1973. Correcting for this reduces the total Economic Utility to
4080 million Swiss francs for purchases made since 1973. The corrected utility/sales ratio is 3.0;
which means tnat one Swiss franc spent by CERN in high technology generated three Swiss francs
of Economic Utility. The overall cost of the Organization during 1973-82 was 6945 million Swiss
francs, which gives a value of about 0.6 for the ratio of the corrected utilityto total CERN cost. It
may therefore be stated that, by 1987, CERN's high technology purchases made in 1973-82 will
have generated Economic Utility amounting to about 60% of the overall cost of CERN during the
same period.

A comparison of results obtained in the first study with those of this study indicates that
CERN's utility creating power' is essentially the same as ten years ago, and it also appears that the
high technology branches supplying CERN art suffering less from the present economic difficulties
than other sectors of industry.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

About 30 years ago, a number of European countries collaborated to establish CERN in order
that Europe could regain its place in the forefront of particle physics research. CERN has since
built a range of sophisticated accelerators and research equipment to fulfil its mandate. Considera-
ble resources have been necessary to accomplish this, and CERN has in consequence found Itself
assuming a technological and economic role in Europe in addition to the important scientific results
4 has achieved.

Economic and cultural effects of fundamental sciences, and the processes by which they create
direct and indirect benefits to the society, have been reviewed from time to time, RefsJlI and [2],
for example. The primary function of CERN is to carry out 'very basic research' in particle phys-
ics, and the direct product this research work is increased scientific knowledge or "cultuse, which
may in the long term give nse to innovation. An additional direct effect concerns CERN's educa-
tional role in the training of physicists and engineers. The quantification of the economic value of
these direct effects would be extremely difficult, if not impossible. However, CERN buys large
quantities of high technology equipment and the firms fulfilling these orders often observe short-
term (several years) economic advantages as a result of collaboration with CERN.

A first study, made in 1973-1975, attempted to quantify these secondary economic effects gen-
erated by CERN In this study about 130 firms which had contracts with CERN were interviewed
and asked to quantify such effects. The study verified that CERN, with its purchases of high tech-
nology equipment, often causes positive changes in the turnover and the production techniques of
its suppliers, and that managers are preparzd to elaborate and communicate quantitative informa-
tion related to these effects. Details of this first study are published in Refs.[3] and [41. Similar
results were obtained during studies which quantified secondary economic effects created by the
European Spa= Agency, Refs [5] and [6].

Since the time when the first study on the quantification of secondary economic effects result-
ing from CERN contracts was made, the methodology of quantifying the economic effects has been
refined, Europe's economic situation and its technology have undergone significant changes, and
CERN itself and its relationships with industry have changed. CERN now spreads its orders over a
greater number of firms than it did in the past, the number of other European and national organi-
zations buying high technology equipment has increased, and European industry has been able to
close some. of the technological gaps which existed 15.20 years ago between Europe and the United
States A study of the resulting change in the nature of the economic effects is clearly of interest.
In addition, the first study took place at a time when the effects being measured had ansen mainly
during the construction period of the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR). The effects ansing dunng
the construction period of the Super Proton-Synchroton (S PS) were, however, only partly covered
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by forecast values given by industrial managers. For all these reasons, it was decided to make a
second study.

This papa reports results of the second study, carried out between 1982 and 1984. Improved
methods for the quantification of secondary economic effects, as compared with those used in the
first study. have been applied; in particular, a general quantification model has been developed to
achieve the quantification of these effects in a more systematic and rigorous way. In addition,
greater efforts have been made to define the total family of suppliers of high technology equipment
to CERN, and to obtain a representative sample of these suppliers. This allowed the extrapolation
of the results obtained for the sample to the complete set of firms from which the sample was
talcen.

2
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF RESEARCH CENTRES

11.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EFFECTS
The principal aim of research centres is the generation of new .tnowledge, part of which,

depending on its nature, will be used sooner or later as input in the in:lovation process at the end
of which stand new or improved products or services. Beyond this, however, research centres may
have important economic effects within the whole network of the economy. These effects may be
essentially divided into three categories.

i) PRIMARY ECONOMIC EFFECTS: These result from the primary aim of the research
centre when the centres produce innovations themselves, such as new energy sources, tele-
communications satellites, etc.

CERN's primary aim is very basic research in particle physics and practical applications of its
results can rarely be foreseen. Therefore, economic effects resulting directly from research done at
CERN will hardly occur in the foreseeable future. However, the importance of long-t-rm basic
research for future technological progress is well known and has been discussed in some detail by
Lederman, Refs.[ I] and [2], and in the HT report, Refin.

ii) SECONDARY ECONOMIC EFFECTS: It is generally found that a major part of the
scientific equipment necessary for carrying out the research is supplied by industry. Often
the specifications and requirements are beyond the 'know-how' currently available and
thus represent a challenge to the rnanylacturer. Positive effects, such as new products,
quality improvements, productivity iwteases, etc., arising from this challenge may be called
the 'Secondary Economic Effects (Jf research institutes, Refill]. They are also sometimes
called "spin-cfr or 'fall-out'.

The present CERN study is confined to these secondary economic effects. A quantification of
all the secondary economic effects resulting fiom CERN is probably impossible. It was therefore
necessary to select certain main effects which could be quantified, and for which industry was pre-
pared to provide data. The description of these main effects, which we call 'Economic Utility', is
given in the next section.

iii) MULTIPLIER EFFECT: This occurs with all public investments that create additional
dcmand for goods.

It is because of the multiplier effect that the direct spending of CERN's material budget in the
member states, and the spending by CERN personnel in thc region where they live, also stimulate
the economy and create employment. These effects are not quantified in this study, but have been
evaluated for DESY in Hamburg, ReE[9]. The Geneva Statistical Office, Ref[ 10), has studied the
effects of the international organizations in Geneva.
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IL2 ECONOMIC UTILITY
In order to fit the secondary economic effects into a larger framework we may use the 'sur-

plus' concept developed by Masse, P ef.I1 I), which is described in more detail in Appendix A. This
concept considers all the economic agents (employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers and the
state) in relation to the firm. It defines the gains, positive or negative, which these agents realize as
a result of changes in industrial production. The sum of these gains, assuming it is positive, is
called the "surplus by Masse, who defines its value by comparing different years. But we can also
define the surplus by comparing two different situations during the same time period. We can, for
exampk, compare a firm which is in business contact with a research centre such as CERN, and
the same firm without this contact. The comparison of these two situations may also show a
gained surplus

As shown in the Appendix A, the parts of the gained surplus, es reported by managers in firms
which have been influenced by a research institute such as CERN, are increased turnover on the
sales side and cost savings on the procedures and production side. We call the sum of these two
effects 'Economic Utility' so that

Eoanomic Utility .= Increased Turnover + Cost Savings.

It is this pan of the secondary economic effr:ts due to CERN which is quantified in this
study, and which was also quantified during the first study.
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CHAPTER III

ECONOMIC UTILITY RESULTING FROM CERN

III.1 THE ECONOMIC UTILITY CREATION MECHANISM
Economic utility is stimulated by CERN through its purchases from industry. Indeed much

of the equipment needed by CERN poses new problems, either by the technical specifications or
even by the sheer volume of complicated non-standard goods (e.g. hundreds of highprecision Ida.
tromagnets or high-performance vacuum pumps) which are necessary for the building of an aced.
orator or related experimental equipment.

Firms which meet the challenge of such deliveries may afterwards be able to offer and sell r.:.%
or improved goods to their other customers. Thus sales increases may be due to the foliomng
mechanisms:

i) NEW PRODUCTS: Firms may be led to market new or improved products as a
quer= of the acquisition of new technology they have developed for, or together %A.
CERN. Also the volume of orders placed by the Organization, its non-competitive n:laiion
with industry, and the possibility of monitoring the performance of equipment delivered to
CERN, may incite a firm to develop new products.

ii) MARKETING: The success of a product depends finally on its sales on the market
CERN's criteria for selecting products are known to be rigorous, and CERN is oblo..:d to
choose its suppliers on the basis of price for well-defined specifications. Consi.zrable
efforts are devoted to comparing products in order to choose the most suitable ones, and
other customers may profit from this work by following CERN's choice. Farther, material
delivered to CERN is subject to strict performance control when in operation, sometimes
for very long periods. Firms may refer to these facts in order to persuade other customers
to buy their goods.

(It nught be argued that a CERN supplier which increases its share of the market den to at the expense of its

competrors, and that, from a European point of view, there might be no positive effect at all Thu unurrent
would be correct only to a market vnth conventional goods and a constant olume. We are dealing with muse:s
which have high growth rues (elecuorucs for example), and/or with products which change constantly due to

rapid technological evolution. CERN buys products of the highest quabty adapted to its purposes and at the
lowest price. The resultuig higher turnmer forces the competitors of the CERN suppliers to trnprc4c then

products, to the benefit of other customers. This u an efficient mechanism for keeptng European industry
abreast of overseas competition).

iii) QUALITY: Many firms producing in high technology fields sell their products pnmanly
on the basis of quality Contnbut:ons to quality represent, for these firms, an imponant
element, since it permits them to maintain or improve their place in the market. CI.RN's
quality requirements are often higher than that initially offered by the firms, but not so
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high as to lead to products which are overpriced and hence find no other customers.
CERN therefore has an appreciable effect, not only as a 'quality standard", but also
through its capacity to help overcome technical problems when they arise.

iv) MAINTENANCE OF PRODUCTION CAPACITY: Some areas of high technology are
still awaiting a breakthrough in the marketplace. In the meantime, orders from research
centres, such as CERN, may assure the survival of some production capacity related to
such areas, thereby contributing to Europe's technological independence. CERN orders
may generally help firms to survive difficult periods when other orders are low.

Cost savings may result directly from the CERN-industry COnnen.,-. if, for example, a firm
learns something new as a result of an order from CERN. This may A fulfilling the Orgar,
ization's requirements, or through contact with its engineers who show. w to improve a partic-
ular production process, or by using research and development results from CERN. Indirect cost
savings may result from increased sales to - or stimulated by - CERN as dm.:tibed above.

There are occasional losses resulting from the relation between CERN and industry, or as a
side-effect of generating utility. These have to be taken into account when economic utility due to
CF,RN is quantified. This fact is covered by the general quantification method which is described
in the next section.

111.2 THE QUANTIFICATION METHOD
Economic utility caused by research establishments is actually produced in, and by, industry

and this is where the data have to be collected for its quantification. They are in mostcases, not
readily available and are often confidential. Hence some conditions must be fulfilled in order to
carry out a utility study successfully. First, the information must be collected by means of personal
interviews. Many managers are prepared to provide information orally which they would riot con-
vey in writing. The mechanisms of utility creation are too complex to be covered entirely by a
questionnaire, which could lead to misunderstandings. Second, quartrificirion models have to be
developed, which are sufficiently concise to be explained within the limited time available during
the interview, and which are sufficiently powerful to cover the multitude of cases which occur.

Based on the experience gained in the first study, a general quantification formula for the
quantification of economic utility due to CERN was developed for the new study. The basic ideas
which underly the formula are given

For simplicity, the explanation of the basic ideas is limited to an example of the quantification
of increased turnover utility. The general case including the quantification of cost savings utility is
given in detail in Appendix B.

We assume that there are basic activities in a firm which essentially cause economic results
such as turnover. Such activities, which are shown in Figure 1, are mainly related to the following:
new products, marketing, research and development, production techniques, management proce-
dures, quality standards, pricing, A fire may, for instance, say that 10% of its total turnover is due
to its marketing efforts and 15 is due to activities which ensure good quality. Suppose now that
the firm estimates that the influence of CERN has led to a 20% improvement in its marketing to
other customers and helped to improve quality by 10%. We then conclude that
100 0.1 0.2 = 2% of the total turnover is due to CERN's influence on marketing, and in
addition, 100 0.15 0.1 =, 1.5% of the turnover is due to CERN's impact on quality. Gener-
alizing this idea, managers can put percentage figures on the various activities of their firms and on
CERN's influence on these af.tivities.
purchases

It is, however, clear that often only some part of the total turnover of a firm is influenced by
CERN (in Appendix B this is called 'CERN Relevant Turnover"). From this relevant turnover,

6
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Figure 1: Principal secondary economic effects resulting from CERN.
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the firm's direct sales to CERN must then be subtracted and the remainder multiplied by the
abovementroned percentages to give the increased turnover generated by CERN Finally, any

financial losses due to CERN, and any opportunity costs, or investment costs necessary to bring

about the utility must be subtracted to obtain the increased turnover utility.
Possible cost savings are calculated in an analogous manner.
Since pnces and influence factors are time-dependent, utilities are estimated by industrial man-

agers in financial periods, each covering one year As in previous studies, they relate not only to
past events but also include, whenever possible, forecasts for the next five years.

111.3 THE SAMPLE OF FIRMS
CERN buys from approximately 6000 suppliers, about 10% of whom sell high technology

goods. As it was considered necessary to make personal interviews in order to obtain accurate
quantification data, and as the resources in time and money available for the present study were
sufficient for about 170 firms to be interviewed, only a sample of the high technology suppliers of
CERN could be considered in the present survey.

The first problem was to select the high technology firms from the total of 6000 CERN sup-
pliers. Computer tapes giving details of CERN payments to firms for seven years during the penod

1973 to 1981 (1974 and 1979 tapes were not available) wire used for this purpose.
About 90% of the firms on the tapes are not high technolov suppliers, and these were elimi-

nated in two steps. Many were excluded by a decision to consider only those firms which had sales

to CERN equal to or greater than 100000 Swiss francs in at least one of the seven years covered by

the tapes. The resulting list contained more than 1200 firms, and checks revealed that only a small

fraction of high technology suppliers was lost this way. By checking the firms remaining on the list

individually, and eliminating those not supplying high technology equipment, a final number of 519

7
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high technology firms remained. The results from the sample of firms interviewed have been
extrapolated to obtain valid figures for the whole family of 519 high technology suppliers.

The family of high-technology firms was divided into two easses: firms which had participated
in the first study (named 'old- firms), and the rest (named new firms). It was decided to take

about one quarter of the total sample from the 'old- firms in order to be able to compare the
results with those of the first study and to analyze the validity of the forecast utility values from the
first study. This gives an over-representation of 'old- !urns; but, since a random sample was taken
separately from both the new and the "old" !urns, these two samples are representative each of its
own group. In each group a stratified sample was taken, where the stratification (grouping) was
made according to five industrial categories (see Table I) and two level. (less than, or greater than,
one million Swiss francs) of the firms' total sues to CERN during the time-period being examined.

Apart from the grouping mentioned above, seven "old" !urns were selected for the training of
the interviewers. The selection of these seven firms was not done by random selection, and there-
fore the results for these firms were not used for the extrapolation to the whole group of "old'
firms.

111.4 THE INTERVIEW PROCEDURE
The data were collected between May 1982 and June 1984. The group making the interviews

consisted of the seven authors of this report coming from vanous disciplines. Each interviewer was
provided with information concerning the firms, such as order volume and the nature of the
matenal delivered to CERN Before the interview, discussions were held with one or more CERN
staff who had had technical contact with the fur. The most appropriate top-level manager in the
firm was then contacted by telephone and asked if the fur would agree to participate in the study,
and an appointment was fixed. In rare cases, where no appointment could be arranged, the inter-
view was carried out by telephone.

To avoid misunderstandings, the interview was Parried out, whenever possible, in the language
spoken by the industrial manager. Interviews began with a short review of the first CERN Eco-
nomic Study and stressing the confidentiality of any information providedby the manager, followed

by a review of past and/or present contracts with CERN. Sales figures to CERN were checked, as
well as the type of goods supplied, these figures being broken down, where necessary, by produc-
tion branch of the firm. The type of utility created by the collaboration was determined using the
quantification model. In some cases, where the utility was due to specific contracts obtained as a
result of CERN influence, the manager provided absolute values of utility. Other information

obtained, where possible, included distribution of surplus, origin of goods, comments on CERN's
purchasing procedures, creation of employment, etc. Where a firer had participated in the first
study, the previous forecasts for the first part of the period now being examined were compared
with what really happened. It was helpful if the same manager could be seen on both occasions, as
personal knowledge and memory play important roles in the estimation process, but, because of the
effects of staff changes in ten years, it was in fact unusual to be at le to do so.

During the interviews it was often possible to meet the director of the firm and/or the directors
of various branches (technical and marketing directors), to visit the production lines, and to gain a
better understanding of where problems had arisen, or could arise, whcn dealing with CERN. It
proved necessary from time to time to explain the essentials of CERN's Financial Rules and related
purchasing procedures, and to explain the way these rules have been laid down by the Council and

subsequently checked for correct application.
A report, used exclusively by the members of the study group, was prepared after each visit

made, and the information obtained was summarized in tables from which the data were entered

into a computer for subsequent analysis.

8
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CHAPTER IV

QUALITATIVE RESULTS

IV.I GENERAL REMARKS
The industrial managers who were interviewed provided estimates of the increased turnover

and cost savings due to the influence of CERN, but only occasionally gave information concerning
the way in which these turnover increases have been achieved.

Increased turnover das in some cases led to the creation of employment, but many firms will
probably have taken advantage of a certain amount of unused resources, and this has avoided the
laying off of personnel.

The evaluation of the cost of increased turnover and the full quantification of the creation and
maintenance of employment would require further investigations among the firms concerned.

Risk is a major obstacle to industrial innovation. When dealing with CERN the risk inherent
in breaking new groud is likely to be less than when dealing with other customers. CERN can
often help in solving technical problems, and failures are certainly not exploited by CERN to harrn
the industrial partner After all, the only thing of interest to CERN is to obtain goods with the
required quality within the time specified. All performance data on material delivered are available
to the interested supplier, and this information is successfully used by some firms to save costs
and/or to open new markets

IV.2 IMPRESSIONS OF THE INTERVIEWS
Some interviews started cautiously, especially where CERN had not placed any orders for

some years On a number of occasions, although there appeared to be no probability of finding
utility when the firm was first approached, positive results were nevertheless obtained during the
inlemew.

In the branches where technological development was pushed by CERN, many firms appreci-
ated the information and help given by CERN technical staff. This often helped them to overcome
major problems which had not been foreseen in advance.

Marketing is an important factor, especially in the case of small firms which had not irevi-
ously exported outside their own countries. CERN has succeeded in helping several such firms to
initiate their export trade. The mere fact of having sold to CERN may be an important sales argu-
ment, although this was sometimes difficult to quantify.

CIERN's quality requirements have helped some firms to penetrate overseas markets, to be
more competitive against overseas suppliers on European markets In one or two cases, the quality
requirements had a negative effect, because they were much above the level required by other cus-
tomers As expected, the CERN influence was acknowledged in connection with research and
development and quality improvement Quality problems were sometimes seen to have produced

9
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changes in management procedures and/or structures, although quantification of the resulting utility

was not always possible.

During the interviews with firms which had incurred losses on CERN contra Zs it became
clear that this often resulted from an under-estimation of the production costs. Some interviews
also showed that firms may offer special conditions to CERN in order to have, or maintain, CERN

on their reference list. The cost of this can be absorbed if the technology learned from CERN
contracts is used to satisfy other customers or to introduce new products in the market; but diffi-
culties may arise when the expected openings in the market do not occur.

IV.3 EXAMPLES OF CERN-GENERATED UTILITY
CERN-generated economic utility seems to grow on soil of 211 kinds, provided that at least

one of several conditions is fulfilled!) Some of these were found to be:

the firm is active in advanced technology;
a good professional relationship exists between CERN staff and staff in the firm with sufficient

executive power;
the marketing manager is aware of the fact that, for some potential customers, CERN is a good

reference;

the staff responsible for the firm's quality control have sufficient influence;
the firm makes an effort to satisfy CERN's requirements, without necessarily making a profit

while doing so

The following examples illustrate these points:
i) TURNOVER INCREASE. Several European firms arc fighting for a share of the high-

and ultra-high-vacuum market Their major sales argument is based on improved pe--
formance of the Ltquipment offered to their customers However, the development of a new

or improved product is expensive and therefore risky. Under tnesc circumstances, the large

CERN projects with their requirements for a comparatively large number of units have
reduced the risks considerably, and CERN has played a significant role in the firms' deci-
sions to take the nsk. CERN has significantly contributed to the breakthrough of several
products on the market, and the firms in question were able to quantify CERN's contribu-
tion to the corresponding sales. The net result of this is that the European vacuum indus-
try is well placed compared to the overseas competition.

ii) FIRM CREATED DUE TO CERN: A small firm specializing in precision mechanical
components was set up about 10 years ago with the idea that the firm would be able to sell
a reasonable percentage of its production to CERN The firm was successful, and has reg-
ularly sold to CERN, whose influence on the success of the firm has remained at the same
level as at the time the firm was created. At the beginning of the collaboration the owner
of the firm had to develop special metal alloys to satisfy the CERN specifications. This
has enabled the firm to remain competitive both on the home and export market, so that,
when economic difficulties resulted in a drop in the home market, the firm was able to
increase considerably its exports to other European countries.

al) CERN AS A TESTBED: CERN may serve as a long-term testbed, since all performance
data on material delivered arc available to the interested supplier. This has been particu-
larly true for suppliers of photomultiplters, and other special kinds of tubes; and especially

.) Even it some or all of these condluons are satisfied, there is no guarantee that utility will be crested, own to the many

exnung obstacles to successful technology transfer or to unforercen market developments
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in computing and related fields. Computer manufacturers test computers, computer sys-
tems such as networks, and software, extensively at CERN, where they benefit from the
'know -how' and long-standing experience of CERN's experts. In particular, some finns
test electronic equipment for reliability and performance at CERN before putting it on the
market.

iv) MAINTENANCE OF PRODUCTION: Among the problems of managing a shipyard is
that of irregular production levels. One slupyard has on two occasions succesfully made
bids for CERN contracts which enabled the yard to maintain its production level - and of
course its work force - during slack times in its normal wo:k of ship construction and
repair.

v) INTERCOMPANY COLLABORATION: A small finn, which has supplied CERN
with standard, but specialized, hydraulic equipment for about 15 years, entered into a
commercial collaboration with several large firms because of contacts made at CERN. As
a consequence of this collaboration the smaller firm's components are now standardized
with the products of the larger firtns, resulting in a large increase in turnover and exports to
other countries

vi) COMPLEX UTILITY WITH MANY INFLUENCE FACTORS: A firm was created
more than ten years ago to produce precision mechanical products with a few employees.
Three years after its creation it obtained its first CERN contract for mechanical compo-
nents for electronic equipment which has since been widely used outside CERN. In order
to keep abreast of competition and to be accepted as a CERN supplier over the years, the
firm has constantly had to improve the precision and quality of its products. It did so by
using the CERN specification as a sort of standard. It further successfully used the refer-
encc to CER N sales in order to acquire other customers, first in research, and later in other
markets such as television, railways, subways, ctc. A few years ago it undertook a major
Internal n.-organization in order to increase productivity - a risk it was able to take because
of the CEP V orders and the resulting utility. Approximately half of this CERN-created
surplus wa. re-invested, and the remainder used in equal parts to increase salanes, reduce
pnccs and pay taxes Furthermore, CERN has created or maintained, by its contracts or
the related CERNgenerated utility, a number of jobs within the total workforce.

vii) COST SAVINGS. A large electronics firm received an order from CERN for amplifiers
which enabled the company to maintain its production levels when other orders were low.
A certain amount -if development work was required in order to satisfy the special needs of
CERN, leading to cost savings which were used by the company to reduce sales prices.

viii) INNOVATION AND QUALITY: The innovations and/or quality improvements result.
ing from CERN contracts are often applied in fields which have no direct connection with
high-energy physics For example, the stnct and complicated requirements of CERN con-
cerning the optical and ageing qualities of light guides and scintillators has enabled one finn
to develop products for solar energy applications. Since the technologies necessary to
obtain the required optical properties of solar panels in production quantities are already
known to the firm, it expects to be able to enter the market - which is only just beginning
to expand - with a lead over its competitors. In this case it was still too early to estimate
the full amount of CERN-generated utility.

ix) CERN AS REFERENCE: Being a CERN supplier can often be a useful reference for
firms In one case a firm making cooling equipment for CERN was able to gain admission
to a trade association and, as a result, was able to obtain an increased number of contracts.
In another case a firm building transformers used the fact that it was a CERN supplier to
support its request for an international licence for certain products.

x) NEGATIVE EFFECT: CERN's quality requirements do not always have a positive effect
on industry. In one case, the rigorous technical requirements of a CERN specification
influenced a firm making electrical equipment in deciding to change its general assembly
line procedures. The firm later discovered that these changes had resulted n a decrease in
productivity.
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CHAPTER V

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

V.1 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF THE SAMPLE
It must be emphasised that (as was the case in the first study) the quantitat ye estimations of

the CERN-generated utility were made by the industrial managers and not by the CERN inter-
viewers. In case of doubt, the lowest figures were always taken.

Between May 1982 and June :984, 166 European firms were interviewed, and 160 were able to
provide useful information concerning utility. Of these 160 firms, 55 had no utility or could not
quantify admitted utility, and 6 had made losses on CERN contracts which exceeded utility.

The period covered by the study runs from 1973 to 1982 for the firm's sales to CERN, and
from 1973 to 1987 for utility crea ed by CERN. Previous studies on utility showed it was possible
to obtain utility forecasts for alx ut five years into the future However, this time, because of the
present economic uncertainties, managers were often very reluctant to give such fo:yeasts, which
were nevertheless obtained, for at least one year ahead, from 73 firms. The five-year forecast period

until 1987 was therefore maintained in order to give results which are comparable with the previous

study, but it is clear that the utilities reported for the later part of this penod are under-estimated
(scc Figure 2).

Between 1973 and 1982, CERN spent 748 million Swiss francs.) with the 160 firms of the
sample which provided information, and these firms reported a utility of 3107 million Swiss francs
for the period 1973-1987 The utility arising from .ncreased turnover amounts to 2983 million
Swiss francs and utility from cost savings is 124 million Swiss francs.

It should be remembered that direct sales to CERN have been deducted from the increaskx1
turnover utility, and that values are net, i e. opportunity and other costs, and any losses due to
CERN, have also been deducted. These data represent a lower limit of the utility actually gener-
ated by CERN, for the following reasons First, it is the impression of all the interviewers that there
is no systematic bias which would lead firms to inflate utility figures to please CERN or the inter-
viewer Second, it is possible that the manager interviewed may not have been aware of certain
utility situations, or he may not have been in his present position long enough to have expenence
of the whole pcnod under review. Third, there remain some utilities which managers were some-
times unable to quantify, particularly the reference value of being a CERN supplier.

Figure 2 shows the histogram of the interviewed firms' yearly sales to CERN and the resulting
yearly created utility. The corresponding accumulated values are shown in Figure 3.
The SPS project lasted from 1971 to 1978 with payment of invoices extending into 1979. SPS sales
appear to have produced their utility with a delay of a few years The values shown for the period

.) Financial data t.. Chapter 5 LTC expressed in constant 1932 prow (I e corrected for utflanon)
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1984.87 are comparatively low mainly because only about half of the firms interviewed made fore-

casts.
The utilities found for the vanous industrial categories are given in Table i.

Table I: Breakdown of Sample Data (160 firms) by Industrial Category

Electronics,
Optics,
Computers

Electrical
equipment

Vacuum,

Cryogenics,
Super-
conductivity

Steel
and

Welding

Precision
mechanics Totals

Net utility
NSF/ 1576 877 355 225 74 3107

Corrected
utility
NSF/

1340 745 300 190 65 2640

....

Losses
NSF/ 3.7 5.4 5.3 0.4 0.2 15.0

Sales

investigated
(NSF)

220.1 359.2 101.1 '5.8 31.2

-
747.6

Corrected
utility/sales

ratio

6.1 2.1 3.0 5.3 2.1 3.5

Number of
firms

interviewed
57 46 2? 16 19 160

Number of
firms without

utility

12 19 8 8 8 55

Corrected utility equals 85% of net utility, for explanation see Section V.2.

Because of the complexity of modern European industry, it is very difficult, if no impossible,
to deteniune exactly which country benefits from the utility generated This is particularly true for

multinational suppliers. Therefore it has not been possible to make any breakdown of the infor-

mation by country.
A part of the increased turnover making up the utility consists of sales to the high energy and

nuclear physics market. Although it was difficult to obtain reliable information on this for the full

penod of the study, reasonably accurate values obtained for 1982 showed that only 24% of
CERN-generated increased turnover consisted of sales to the high energy and nuclear physics mar-

ket Indeed, CERN s purchases have stimulated technological improvements in fields whin are
not related to high energy and nui..ear physics such as, solar energy, electrical industry, railways,

computers and telecommunications
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V.2 EXTRAPOLATION OF THE SAMPLED DATA
The extrapolation of the utility obtained for the random sample to the total family of firms

from which the sample was taken was made using the group averages. A few of the firms inter-
viewed reported utilities which were noticeably higher than the utilities of other firms in their group,
and although these cases (outliers) could be explained, they were not considered to be representa-
tive They were therefore excluded from the computation of group averages, and hence not used
for the extraplolation.

Between 1973 and 1982, CERN spent 1379 million Swiss francs with he 519 high technology
firms, and the total utility for the penod 1973.1987 obtained by extrapolation amounts to
4796 million Swiss francs. Errors can occur in the, extrapolation process from two sources. errors
in estimating the group averages, and errors due to the difficulty of assigning multi-branch firmsto
the correct group This extrapolation error (99% confidence interval) has been calculated to be
±623 million Swiss francs.

When comparing the 3107 million Swiss francs of utility for the 160 firms to the 1689 million
Swiss francs of extrapolated utility for the remaining 359 firms, two points have to be taken into
account First, the sales to CERN by the firms interviewed already represents 57% of the total
high technology sales to CERN Second, the outliers contributed strongly to the utility of the
interviewed firms but did not contribute to the extrapolated values.

Assuming that the utilities of the years 1973-75 are essentially the result of CERN orders pnor
to 1973, the utility corrected for this effect is about 85% of the net utility. The corrected utility/
sales ratio then gives a measure of the utility created by CERN's high technology purchases made
during the penod 1973-82 For thc sample this ratio is 3 5, which compares well with thc ratio of
3 7 found last time.) The overall (after extrapolation) corrected utility/sales ratio becomes 3.0

Table 2: Breakdown of Total Data (519 firms) by Industrial Category

7 lectronics,
Optics,

Computers

Electrical
equipment

Vacuum,
Cryogenics,
Super-
conductivity

Steel
and

Welding

Precision
mechanics Totals

Net utility
(MSF) 2638 1205 471 300 182 4796

Corrected
utility*

(MSF)
2245 1025 400 255 155 4080

Sales
(MSF) 537.4 472.1 152.9 104.6 111.9 1378.9

Corrected
utility /sales

ratio
4.2 2.2 2.6 2.4 1.4 3.0

Number of
firms 189 130 34 65 101 519

Corrected utility equals 85% of net utility, for explanation see Sec ion V.2.

.) This ratio is based on data expressed ui constant 1977 prices, which expl.,ns the difference to the rauo pubbshed in

Refs DJ and 14), which was based on data expressed in current prices
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Table II gives a breakdown, by category of firm, of the extrapolated utility generated by
CERN in the total family of 519 high technology Suppliers Figures 4 and 5 show these data in
graphical fo m.

Utility by Industrial Category
Swine From.)

Elorttronics

ID Sales to CERN
UtIlity

I ill 1-e E
Elocetical 'swami:170qm. Stool Mechanics

Figure 4. Total sales and total utilities from 519 high technology suppliers, broken down
by industrial category.

How the Utility ib Shared

Electronics. COMptitOf

[Electrical Egaprnottj

cuum. Cryogenics'

Stool. Welding

Proc. mechanics

Figure 5. Total utility from 519 high technology suppliers, showing the contribution by
industrial category.
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The total cost of CERN in 1973-82 was 6945 million Swiss francs The corrected utility /total
r....±st ratio is therefore 0.85 4796/6945 = 0.59. Remembering that the firms interviewed have
tended to provide low estimates of the probable actual utility, it may be stated that, by 1987.
CERN purchases (high technology goods only) made in 1973.82 will have generated utility
amounting to at least 59% of the total cost of CERN during the years 1973-82.

V.3 FORECAST VALUES AND ACTUAL EVOLUTION
During the first study most of the firms interviewed provided forecasts for the period 1974-78.

About forty of these firms were selected by the random sampling process to be interviewed again
this time, and they were questioned on the actual evolution of the utility during the forecast period.
Out of these firms thirty-six provided data which could be compared to their previous forecasts.

This companson showed that many firms actually realized utilities which were close to their
forecasts, although in several cases the forecasts proved to have been too high or too low. This can
be explained by:

turnover of the firm different to the forecast,

CERN effects coming earlier or later than expected, or not at all,
losses due to CERN which could not have been foreseen,

CliR N influence on the firm different to the forecast,

person interviewed unable to remember everything that happened ten years ago.

Out of the 36 firms, 21 had forecast utilities which turned out to be too high, and 15 forecasts
which were too low In spite of these variations, the total utility actually realized was within a few
percent of the total utility forecast. In order to find out whether, on average, this difference
between the forecast and the realized utilities was statistically significant, tests (ttest and signed
rank test) for both the differences of the utilities and the differences of the utility,sales ratios were
applied None of these tests revealed a significant difference between the forecast and the actually
realized utility values Plc have therefore no reason to reject the hypothesis that managers can, on
average, give correct utility foiccasts.
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APPENDIX A: THE THEORETICAL CONCEPT

The theoretical concept of the study described here has to fulfil three requirements:

it his to be adapted to the level of information which industrial managers are willing to provide,
managers must understand what information is required, and
the concept must be such that the required information can be provided at all.

The 'surplus' concept, as developed by Masse, Ref.[ 11), turns out to be an appropriate basis for
this. The basic ideas of Masse's surplus concept are given below.

Consider an industrial firm which, for convenience, produces only one article. Let V be the
numl of units of the article it produces in year n. Let F be the number of units of the jth
producion factor (manpower, machinery, materials, capital, cash resources, etc.) which the firm
makes available to produce the V units of the article in year n. Suppose that all produced units are
sold. If P is the unit price of the article and Pi is the unit price of factor Fj , the equilibrium
equation (output = input) for year n is given by

PV = IP-F.
/

.
(1)

Now, consider year n+ 1. Denote by + LiFi the number of units of the production factors
made available in year n+ 1 and use corresponding notations for the other quantities. Foryear
n+ 1 the equilibrium equation must then be written as

(P + AP)(V+ riV) = i(P. + LiP.)(F. + LiF.1 ) .
1 1 1

We rewrite the equation (2) in the following way:

(2)

PV + PAV + LiP(V +41V) = IP.F.
1

+ + LiP.(F.1 +LiF.)) . (3)i 1 1

Comparison of equation (I) with equation (3) shows that the first term on the left-hand side
and the first term of the right-hand side of equation (3) cancel. Remembering that equation (1)
describes the situation of the firm in year n and equation (3) in year n+ 1, we see that the terms left
over in equation (3) describe the change in the factors, the prices and the produced units from one
year to the next.

For proper economic inte-pretation, Masse rewrites equation (3) to obtain

PAV EPA F. = LiP(V+LiV) + LIP.(F.1 +LiF.1 ) . (4)i 1

The terms on the right-hand side of equation (4) represent a distribution ofresources. The
first, -"LiP(V +LiV), goes to the customers as the result of a price change (to their advantage if tip is
negative), the second, LiPi(F. + LiFi), is the allocation to the different production factors. The
left-hand side must give, thereflore, the gained resources to be distributed. Masse calls die left-hand
side the firm's 'gained surplus' and the right-hand side the 'distributed surplus".

It is clear that a gained surplus can occur only if something in the firm changes. For instance,
the firm may sell more due to better marketing, to better quality, to the introduction of com
pletely new product, tie. It may also have been able to increase productivity, to obtain better
interest conditions on loans, or to improve its situation in other ways. On the other hand, if all the
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Increased turnover is accounted for by Increased production costs, both sides of equation (4) will
become zero and there will be no gamed surplus

There must be driving forces which cause these effects to be positive One of these driving
forces might be a contact with a challenging customer such as CERN who asks a firm for new
products, requires higher quality, provides a good marketing forum, and so on

In a given year we may theinfore consider a firm in two different situations

a) The firm has no contact with CERN.
b) The firm has contact with CERN.

Using Masse's concept we can then define a surplus gained by the firm and a corresponding
datnbuted surplus by companng situation (a) with situation (b) in the same way as we did in
equation (4) for the situation of the firm in two different years If we observe a gained surplus we

can say that this surplus was caused by CERN.
It may be very difficult, if not impossible, during the limited time of an interview for an

industrial manager to provide information on CERN's influence on each different production factor
and its unit price. He may, for example, be able to estimate the hypothetical development cc only
a few of the production factors (Of course not all production factors are influenced by CERN.
For Instance, CERN has practically no influence on the capital cost (interest) of a firm). It was
therefore decided to ask industrial managers to quantify only two elements contributing to the
gained surplus, namely the sales Increase and the cost savings due to CERN In any ease, these are
the dominant elements and seem to be the ones which industrial managers can quantify with a rea-

sonable effort. It is therefore necessary to replace the second term of the left-hand side of equa-
tion (4) by two terms, so that this becomes

l'AV 'LP
P
AF

P i
IPcAl,c = AP(V+..N) + 7..

I
AP(1:. + AP.I ) .

P c
(5)

where, on the left-hand side, the second term rep.esents the change in production costs necessary to
achieve the increased turnover, and the third term represents the cost savings due to CERN.

Managers were asked to estimate the first and third terms, but were only occasionally able to
provide information concerning the second In order to express the fact that in this case we arc not
quantifying all parts of the gamed surplus due to CERN, we cad the sum of sales increases and cost
savings due to CERN the utility U defined by

U = PAV ZPcAFe . (6)
c

In order to quantify the utility caused by CERN, a mathematical model was developed This

is described in Appendix B
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APPENDIX B: THE QUANTIFICATION FORMULA.

In order to provide a general formula which allows the quantification of the utility due to
CERN, we denote the utility arising from increased turnover as Us and the utility from cost sav-
ings as Uc. We then rewrite equation (6) as

U= - = Us + Uc . (7)

In order to arrive at a simple quantification formula for Us and Uc , we need a simple model of
the mechanism of utility creation.

Taking a simplified view of the mechanisms which determine the success or failure of a firm,
we assume that there are certain basic activities, such as launching new products, marketing,
research and development, management procedures, manufacturing techniques, quality control,
pricing, etc. The efforts devoted to these different activities, which we shall call 'Economic Success
Activities', bring about the economic results of the firm. Managers usually know the relative effect
(not necessarily in money terms) which each activity has on turnover, production costs, etc.

He may say, for instance, that 15% of the firm's turnover Mt is due to their marketing activi-
ties. We then call the value 0.15 the marketing success factor for turnover. Such factors, by which
we multiply the total turnover to obtain that part of the turnover caused by the corresponding suc-
cess activities, we call 'Economic Success Factors for Turnover. It is clear that the sum of all
possible economic success factors for turnover must be 1, since all the success activities together
cause the total turnover Mt.

In the same way, we define -Economic Success Factors for Cost Savings, which give the rela-
tive effects on cost savings Mc. Once again the sum of these faders must equal 1.

We denote the economic success factors by has and Eac. The first index a indicates the
success activity, while the second indicates sales s or cost savings c.

Using the economic success factors, we can quantify the ; xis of the total turnover Mt and
the cost savings Mc which are due to the corresponding economic success activities In order to
quantify the utilities Us and Uc due to CERN, managers have to quantify the influence that
CERN has had on the different success activities of the firm. Here a manager has to compare the
two different situations mentioned in Appendix A. (a) the firm in contact with CERN (real situ-
ation), and (b) the firm not in contact with CERN (hypothetical situation). If, for instance, a
manager finds that CERN's contribution to launching new products was 30%, and if Ens is the
new product success factor for turnover, then the product 0 3EasMt gives the firm's turnover
caused by CERN resulting from new products, and represents a sales utility due to CERN. We
call the factor 0.3 the CERN influence factor on the new product success activity for turnover.
Such factors, by which we multiply the corresponding economic success factor to obtain CERN's
contribution to the corresponding success activity, will be called the 'CERN Influence Factors on a
Success Activity'. Unlik,.. the Economic Success Factors, the sum of which must equal 1, the
CERN Influence Factors can take any value between 0 and 1. If all CERN influence factors are
zero, CERN has no positive effect on the firm and there is no positive utility. We denote the
CERN influence factors by Cas and Car , where the indices are the same as those used for the
success factors

The quantification equations for Us and Uc therefore become:

Us = (CE)s Mt ,

333

(8)
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with

Uc = (CE)c Mc ,

(CE)s = E Cas Eas ,
a

(CE)c = I Cac Eac ,
a
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where the index a on the right-hand side of equations (10) and (11) covers all economic success
activities.

Some corrections have still to be made to equations (8) and (9) so that they apply to all cases.
In equation (8) we have to take into account the fact that CERN usually influences only part of a
firm. To illustrate this, consider a firm making transformers, electric motors and household appli-
ances. Suppose that this firm has made electromagnets for CERN, and that this has subsequently

led to improvements in the manufacture of their transformers and motors, but that there was no
CERN influence on the household appliance business. The total turnover Mt of the firm in equa-
tion (8) must therefore be multiplied by a factor Ct < 1, which gives the fraction of total turnover
in transformers and motors, influenced by CERN. We call Ct Mt the 'CERN Relevant Turn-

over" and Ct the "CERN Relevant Factor' of the total tumcver. Since the CERN relevant turn-
over still includes sales to CERN Ms , we have to subtract Ms from the CERN relevant turnover,

since direct sales to CERN are not sales increases due to CERN's influence on the firm's economic

success activities.
In addition, the resources used to produce the items sold to CERN could have been employed

for other customers. We call these sales which would ha.e been made elsewhere "Opportunity
Cost' M0 , and this must also be subtracted from the sales utility given by equation (8).

Taking these points into consideration, the sales utility 15 given by

Us = (CE)s(Ct Mt Ms) Mo (12)

Equation (9) must be expanded to take account of any investment costs Mt which were necessary
in order to produce the cost savings, and we obtain

Uc = (CE)c* Mc Mt . (13)

Combining equations (12) and (13) and taking into account any losses \II which may have
occurred due to CERN gives the final quantification equation

U = (CE)5(Ct Mt-Ms) Mo + (CE)c* Mc Mi MI , (14)

together with equations (10) and (11), is the basis for the quantification of the utility due to
RN When applying equation (14), we have to take into account the fact that, in principle, all

quantities arc time-dependent. Therefore, the utility is calculated on a year-by-year basis, and is
later expressed in fixed pnces referring to a reference year, so that the utilities of different years can

be added to give the total utility of a firm.
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics ( KEK ) was established on April 1,
1971, as a national center of high energy physics open to users frcr. universi-
ties and other institutions. KEK is the first institute of eleven so called
"Inter-University Research Institutes", which is a new type of institute es-
tablished and supervised by MONBUSNO ( Ministry of Education, Science and Cul-
ture ). KEK is located at the northern boundary of Tsukuba Science City, in
which about 40 research laboratories and two universities have been established,
and the area of KEK site is 205 ha.

KEK constructed a 12 GeV proton synchrotron as the first major facility,
which was completed in 1976 and has been used for physics experiments for these
six years. For the construction a capital budget of 13 BY ( billion yen ) was
allocated for five years starting it. 1971 and about 300 staff members partici-
pated. The proton synchrotron played an important role to raise the level of
high energy physics experiments in Japan and eventually has become a milestone
to the next step of high energy physics pr,'gram of KEK, i.e., TRISTAN. The
TRISTAN, a 30 GO electron-positron colliding beam accelerator, was approved by
the Government and the ground breaking Lock place in November 1981. The con-
struction of TRISTAN is well along the schedle and we expect colliding beam
experiments in the fall 1986. The TRISTAN e e collider is open to the inter-
national community of high energy physicists and international participation in
its experimental program are expected.

Now, with ten years' of history with 6S, KEK h,s A new aspect of research
activities in addition to research into the fundamental nature of elementary
particles. In 1978, two new facilities were established, i.e., the Photon
Factory (PF) and the Booster(Synchrotron) Utilization Facility (BUF) in order
to cover various fields of experimental studies with the use el high energy ac-
celerators. BUF activities, which makes use of the beam from 500 heV booster of
the proton synchrotron, includes studies on neutron diffraction, pion and muon
physics and cancer therapy. The Photon Factory is for research with synchrotron
radiations. A complex of 2.5 GeV electron linac and a storage ring was con-
structed as the second major facility of KEK for four years starting in 1978
with a construction budget of 21 BY.

In FY 1983 she total annual budget of KEK is about 30 BY and the total
number of staffs is 480 including 40 part-time secretaries.

In addition to be a national center, KEK is playing an important role in
international cooperations. KEK has made two modes of international
cooperations: (1) exchange of scientists ant (2) cooperative projects with
participation of university groups. The most of exchange program of scientists
have been executed under the sponsorship of MONBUSHO and JSPS (Japan Society
for the Promotion of Science). Making use of these two programs, KEK invited a
number of scientists from USA 21101 Western Europe from the very beginning of the
history of KEK. They stayed three months or longer at KEK and made joint
efforts in construction, physics experiments LItol R&D work. The number of
visiting scientists on these programs is 20 in average every year. Besides
them, the number of scientists participating in physics experiments with t.1-
support of their own institutions is gradually increasing and now 15 20 fore44
scientists stay and work ac KEK in this catagoly. On the other Land, the
number of KEK scientists who participated research activities at foreign
laboratories is about 30 every year including shart visits for workshops or
seminars.

KEK is aiso a key laboratory for many cooperative programs between
university groups in Japan and foreign institutions. Most of them are being
executed under a certain formal arrangemen.s or memorandum between both
Gcvernments or institutions. In most of these cooperations, KEK is responsible
for funding or ccodination of these programs.

- 2 -
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2. ORGANIZATION

The organization of KEK is shown in Fig.l. It has two covering structures

appointed by the Minister of HONBUSHO.
Board of Councilors (Table 1) is an advisory council for the laboratory

director and consists of fifteen members, who are presidents of universities,
directors of other institutes in this field and eminent scholars. The Board of
Councilors to the director with respect to the policy of KEK and also nominates

the director of KEK.
Advisory Council for Scientific Policy and Management (Table 2) is for dis-

cussing the scientific policy and management of KEK. It consists of twenty-one
scientists, who are formally appointed by the Minister of MONBUSHO under the
recommendation of the director. Half of the members are scientific staffs of
KEK and the other half are elected from the user's group. The Council summa-
rizes and represents opinions of high energy physicists with respect to the
scientific program and management of KEK, and also gives recommendations to the
director on employment and promotion of scientific staffs of KEK.

Now that research activities at KEK has involved experiments at Photon
Factory which are entirely different from high energy physics experiments, Ad-
visory Council for the Photon Factory (Table 3) was established to discuss
scientific programs and management of the Photon Factory and Advisory Council
for Scientific Policy and Management is responsible for high energy physics
programs and the common part of the Laboratory.

Both of these Advisory Councils have their own Program Advisory Committees
to examine experimental proposals with respect to their scientific aspects and

technical feasibilities.

Table 1 Board of Councilors

( *: Chairman **: Vice-Chairman )

EBASHI, Setsuro

ESAKI, Leo
FUKUI, Ken'ichi

KINOSITA, Koreo
**KITAGAKI, Toshio
KUBO, Ryogo
MAKI, Ziro

MIYAKE, Saburo

*MUKAIBO, Takashi
NAKAJIMA, Sadao

N1SHIJIMA, Kazuhiko
SULFA, Shigeki
TSUCHIDA, Naoshige

YAMAGUCHI, Yoshio

YAMAMURA, Yuichi

315

(Professor, Institute for Physiological
Sciences)
(Director, IBM Research Center)
(President, Kyoto University of Industrial
Arts and Textile Fibers)
(President, Gakushuin University)
(Professor, Tohoku University, Physics)
(Professor, Keio University, Physics)
(Director, Research Institute for
Fundamental Physics, Kyoto University,
Physics)
(Director, Cosmic Ray Laboratory, University
of Tokyo, Physics)
(Professor Emeritus, Udiversity of Tokyo)
(Director, The Institute for Solid State
Physics, University of Tokyo, Physic.)
(Professor, Lniversity of Tokyo, Physics)
(Professor, University of Tcukuba, Physics)
(Director-General, National Museum of
Japanese History)
(Director, Institute for Nuclear Study,
University of Tokyo)
(President, Osada University, Medical
Science)

- 3 -
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Table 2 Advisory Council for Scientific Policy and Management

( *: Chairman

FUJII, Tadao
HIRABAYASHI, Hiromi

HORIKOSHI, Gen'ichi
ISHIKAWA, Yoshikazu
KAHEI, Tohru
KATO. Sadayuki
KATOH, Kazuaki
KIHURA,'Yoshitaka
KOJIMA, Yuzo
MASUKAWA, Toshihide

MIYAKE, Kozo
MORI, Shigeki
NAGASHIMA, Yorikiyo
NAMIKI, Mikio
NIU, Kiyoshi
OZAKI, Satoshi
SUGAWARA, Hirotaka
TAKAHASHI, hidechika
TAKAHASHI, Kasuke
YAGI, Kohsuke
YAMASAKI, Toshimitsu

Table 3

( *: Chairman

AKIMOTO, Syun-iti

ANDO, Hasami
ASAMI, Akira
NUKE, Kazuo
IITAKA, Yoichi
INOKUCHI, Hiroo

ISHII, Takehiko

ITO, Takashi
KATO, Norio
KIHARA, Motohiro
KURODA, Haruo
MITSUI, Toshio
NAMIOKA, Takeshi

SAGAWA, Takashi
SATO, Isamu
SHIBATA, ShinkieFi
TANAKA, Jiro
TOKONAM1, Masayasu
YAMAKAWA, Tatsuya

**: Vice-chairman)

(University of Tokyo)
(KEK, Experimental Planning A Program
Coordination)
(KEK, TRISTAN Project)
(Tohoku University)
(KEK, Accelerator Department)
(INS, University of Tokyo)
(KEK, Eng. Res. and Sci. Support Dep.)

(KEK, TRISTAN Project)
(KEK, Eng. Res. and Sci. Support Dep.)
(Research Institute for Fundamental
Physics, Kyoto University)

(Kyoto University)
(University of Tsukuba)
(Osaka University)
(Waseda University)
(Nagoya University)
(KEK, TRISTAN Project)
(KEK, Physics Department)
(KEK, Eng. Res. and Sci. Support Dep.)
(KEK, TRISTAN Project)
(University of Tsukuba)
(University of Tokyo)

Advisory Council for Photon Factory

**: Vice-Chairman)

(Institute for Solid State Physics,
University of Tokyo)

(KEK-PF, Instrumentation Department)
(KEK-PF, Injector Linac Department)
(KEK-PF, Light Source Department)
(University of Tokyo)
(Institute for Molecular Science)
(Institute for Solid State Physics,
University of Tokyo)

(University of Tokyo)
(Nagoya University)
(KEK-PF, Light Source Department)
(University of Tokyo)
(Osaka University)
(Res. Inst. for Sci. Measurements,
Tohoku University)

(Tohoku University)
(KEK-PF, Injector Linac Department)
(KEK-PF, Light Source Department)
(KEK-PF, Injector Linac Department )
(University of Tokyo)

(KEK-PF, Light Source Department)

- 4 -
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Table 4 Parameters of 12

Main Rine Construction started
First beam obtained

Maximum energy

Injection energy
Maximum beam intensity
Repetition rate
Ring diameter
Injector
Focusing type
Focusing order
Betatron frequency
Bending field
Number of rf cavities
Harmonic number
RF range

Booster ( Also used for the Boos
Construction started
First beam obtained
Maximum energy
Maximum beam intensity
Repetition rate
Ring diameter
Focusing type
Focusing order
Betatron frequency
Bending field

Linac Construction started
First beam obtained
Maximum energy
Injection energy
Maximum beam current
Ion source
Injector
Total length
Number of tanks
Repetition rate
Rf frequency

Fig.2 Schematic Oiagram of KEK
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GeV Proton Synchrotron

April 1971
March 1976 (8 GeV)
December 1976 (12 GeV)

12 GeV
500 MeV
4.4 x 1011 protons per pulse
q. 0.5 Hz
108 m
20 MeV Linac + 500 MeV Booster
AG, Separated
FODO
vH . 7.1, vg . 6.2
0.15 T (injection), 1.75 (maximum)
4
9
6.02 n 7.93 MHz

ter Synchrotron Utilization Facility )
April 1971
December 1974
500 NeV
6 x 10" protons per pulse
20 Hz
12 m
AG, Combined
FOFO
vH = 2.2, uv . 2.3
0.197 T (injection), 1.1 T (maximum)

April 1971
August 1974
20 MeV
750 keY
200 mA
Modified duoolasmatron
Open-type Cockcroft-Walton
15.5 m
1

20 Hz
201 MHz

12 GeV Proton Synchrotron

Sloes
K2

Ear acted Sean EP2 on A
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Table 5

Total operation hour

Operation Summary of 12 GeV PS in FT 1982

3652 hrs Accelerator system down 107.3 hrs
Injector 36.3

Beam utility 2948 Preinjector 9.9 (9)
Slow extraction 2837 linac 26.4 (151)
Internal target 2769 Booster 57.2
8SOF 3003 20 MeV transport 12.4 (4)

Magnet 7.1 (19)
Accelerator study 374 RF 3.2 (28)
Accelerator failure 107 500 MeV transport 28.5 (18)
Accelerator tuning 144 BSUF 6.0 (37)
Others 79 Main Ring 11.8

Magnet 5.1 (4)
Average beam intensity Power supply 1.8 (12)

Main Ring 3.5 x 10" ppo RF 1.9 (9)
Booster 5.5 x 10" ppp Extraction 1.9 (9)

Controls & Monitor 2.6 (10)
Vacuum 1.3 (15)
Others 0.7 (6)

4%0
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2000
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5 200

A

2

g 100

VV

( ) inAicatcs failure times.

Fig.3 Operation Summary of 12 GeV PS
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4. PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS WITH 12 GeV PROTON SYNCHROTRON

Three beam lines have been used for physics experiments as shown in Fig.
2. A fast extracted beam line was provided for the KEK-lm hydrogen
bubble chamber, which was shut-down in 1981 after taking about five
millions of pictures. Two beams are being used for electronics experiments,
i.e., an internal-target beam(r26T1) and a slow extracted beam EP2. The

slow extracted beam is split into several branches for providing direct
proton beams, pion beams, enriched kaon beams, anti-proton beams and
hyperon beams. Principal characteristics of these beam lines are given
in Table 6.

Counter(electronics) experiments with the slow extracted bean have
been actively carried out by many inhouse and outside groups since
September 1978. An emphasis of the high energy physics experiments has
been laid on the study of exotic quark states like baryonium, dibaryon
and Z . In particular, :lie polarized proton and deuteron targets with
a dilution refrigerating system have beer used for the latter purpose.
Some exneriments, such as rare decay of -cons or direct lepton production,
have be n made concerning weak or electromagnetic interactions. Anolher
recent experiment of interest is an innstiution of monochromatic p
e associated with heavy neutrinos in K p + v and e + v decays. In

addition the number of experiments using nuclear targets for the study
of nuclear physics has been increasing in recent years.

Table 6 Summary of Beam lines of KEK PS

Beam Line Momentum Particles Intensity/Pulse
(CeV /c)

Internal Target Beam
r2 1 - 4.3 r+/-IT 2 x 105 /10' at 3 CeV/c

T1 0.5 - 2.3 7147r- 5 x 104/4 x 104 at loCeV/c

Slow Extracted Beam EP2
K2 1- 2

,

K
+/K

5 x 105 /10' at 2 CeV/c

P/P 1.7 x 107/1.5 x 104
11-41r- 2.2 x 107/1.5 x 10'

K3 0.5 - 1.0
, -

K
+
/K 4.2 x 104/104 at 0.55 CeV/c

PO 7 x l0'/3.5 x 102
TT /r 5 x 107/5 x 107

no 0.1 - 1.0 I 1.2 x 105 at 0.25 CeV/c

rl 4- 8 r+/r 2 x 106/6 x 10' at 8 CeV/c

T2 1.0 - 6.0 Tit 104 at 4 CeV/c

K4 0.4 - 0.8 P 700 at 600 MeV/c

- 10-
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Table 7 List of Approved Experiments

NO. SPOKESMAN
EXPER. GROUP

TITLE BEAM STATUS
TECHNIYA

£06 R. Sugawara

(KEK-Tokyo-Osaka
City-Kinki)

110 Y. Nagashima

(KEX-Tokyo-Waseda)

E12 T. }arose
(Tokyo Metro.-Tokyo
Univ. A and E)

E19 K. hiyake
(Kyoto-KLK)

ELI R. Kajikawa
iNdgoya-Hiroshima-
Osaka-Kyoto-KEK)

F23

E26

h. Itoh

(Saga-Kyushu-Kyoto)

K. Otozai

(Osaka-Kyoto-
Tokyo Metro.)

£33 T. Kande

(Tokyo-Hiroshima)

134 F. Takasaki

(KEK-Saga-Tokyo-
Tokyo U of A and
F-Kyoto)

E45 S. Miter.°

(KEK-Osaka City- Protons
Tokyo-Ryoto-Saitama
-lokyo Metro.)

Study of Pion Nucleon Inelastic K1 Completion
Scattering in the Intermediate BC
Energy Region

Study of Rare Decay K+ n + vv

Study of w-p Three-Body
Reactions with Emphasis on
Diffraction Dissociation

K3 Completion
Counter

KI

EC
Completion

Measurements cf Differential w2 Completion
Cross Sections and Polarizaticth (F1)
for w-p en in 1.8 - 3.0 GeV/c Counter

Measurements of Differential r2 Completion
Cross_Sections and Polarizations (F2)

for r p elastic scattering at Courier
2 - 4 GeV/c

Disintegrations of Nu-lei by
Stopping w

T1 Completion
Counter

Radiochemical Studies of Nuclear T1 Completion
Reactions induced by Protons Counter
and Pions

Measurement of total cross K3 Completion
sections from 400 to 700 MeV/c Counter
Lange

Studies of K'nt . en. X.p

Direct Lepton Produclion by

E49 K. Rondo
(Tsukuba-KLK)

BO T. Ritagaki
(Tohoku-Nara-
Women-Tohoku-KFK)

E53 S. Kaneko
(Hiroshima)

K2 Completion
Counter

EP2-B Completion.

Counter

Study on Asymmetry it A' pev, Ei2-A Analysis
puv deer; by using Hyperon Beam Counter

Direct Electrons in pp
Interactions dt 8 GeV/c

Kl

BC

Compleiiun

Studies of r- Nucleus Inter- K1 Completion
actions at 5 GeV/c in Bubble BC
Chamber

323
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657

E62

S. S. Yamamoto
(Tokyo)

Y. Yoshimura

(KEK-Nara-Hiroshima
-Tokyo-Osaka City)

E63 K. Miyake
(Kyoto-KEK)

C64 T. Tsuru
(KEK-Kyoto-Tokyo)

L65 K. Nakai
(Tokyo-Kyoto-Osaka)

166

667

E68

F7!

M. Koshiba
(Tokyo)

H. Yoshinaga
(Kyushu)

M. Kobayashi

K. Nakai
(Tokyo)

E72 T. Yamazaxi
(Tokyo)

F7.1 H. Yoshinaga
(Kyushu)

E74 K. Nakamura
(Tokyc)

E75 K. Ogaua
(KEK-Saga-Kyoto
-Tokyo)

829 T. Kitagaki
(Tohoku-KEA
-tiara Women)

680 F. Sai
(Tokyo)

F61 J. Igo
A. Masaike

tUCIA-KEK-INS
Tokyo)

Studies of p-p Interactions in
the Range of 0.8 - 2.0 CeV /c

Study of Exotic States in pp
Reactions at 3 - 5 CeV /c

Measurements of Differential
tross_Sections and Polarizations
for r p * 1°n in 3.5 - 4.0 CeV /c

Study of 21, 3r state in r-p
Charge-exchange Reactions

Measurements of Neutrons and
Gammas from r or u capture in
nuclei

Measurements of r°, n, w(9) and
Detection of X.(2820) at high

Preliminary study of r beim fur
Medical Applications

Detection of y and r° from pp
Annihilation at Rest

Space-Time Structure and Corre-
lation in Particle Production in
Hadron-nucleus Interaction

Huon Spin Phenomena

Fundamen:ai Investigation on
r-meson Therapy

Baryonium in pp Reactions below
1 CeV /c

Feasurement of P-parameter in pn
Elastic Scattering

K1 Analysis
BC

K1 Analysis
BC

r2 Analysis
Counter

wl Analysis
Counter

ru Analysis
Counter

EP2-B Withdrawn
Counter

wp Completion
Counter

K3,K4 Running

ru Analysis
r2

rt. Completion

ru Completion

K3 Analysis

(P)

K2 Completion

(P)

Completior

K1 Analysis
(d)

K2 Analysis

Calibration Experiments of K1

Elertro-magnetic Cascade shovers (n-)

b) Ta plate in Bubble chamber

Dp reactions between 2 to 4 GeV,c

Asymmetry in Elastic Scatterings
of F.' and 171. from Deuterium near

1.5 CeVIc

- 12
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E82 S. Mori Nuclear Spoliation Reaction with K2 Running
(Tsukuba) High Energy Particles

E83 Y. Sumi Measurement of Differential u2 Analysis
(Hiroshima) Cross Section for 2 d in Dibaryon

Resonance Region

F89 T. Yamazaki Search for Heavy Neutrinos K3 Completion
E104 (Tokyo) by Kul Decay Analysis

E90 K. Nakai Space and Time Structure of w2 Running
(Tokyo) High Energy Nuclear Reaction

E91 R. Chiba Particle Correlation in 'u Analysis
(Tokyo Tech.) w-Nucleus Interaction

E92 K. Miyake Asymmetry Parameter in the K2 Pinning
(Kyoto) E

1'94 H. Itch Reaction Mechanism of t2 Analysis
(Saga) Hadron-Nucleus Interaction

F92 S. lwatJ Measurement of Picnic x Rays Running
E107 (Kyoto)

E99 T. Hayano Search for Right Handed K3 Completion
(Tokyo) Current in Kul Decay

T100 Y. Fukushima Test of VENUS Detectors T2 Running
(KKK)

-42 T. Satch Test of TOPAB Detectors T2 Running
(KLK)

7,07 I. Doke Test et Liquid Ar Detector Funning
(Waseca)

Ell(' P. Yokota Particle Cor,v.otion by the 2W Running
'fokyo Tea.) w-Noc1,10 anteraction

Flll K. Cl-tba Nutron Spectrum iron, nl Preparation
(Tokyo Tech.) p-lh heaction

,..a Y. Miake Deuteron from p-Nucleus Preparwien
(Tokyo) Reaction

Preparation

Prepalation

'.l4 B. Povh

(NaN-Planck)

L119 N. hcrikawa

(Nagoya-h; 0:n1

E Hyperon :el by (K., r)
Sectroscoy;

splu torrclation Parameter Ann
in pn Elpscie Scattering

1121 T. Inagcki Study of a few Pion Ststes in 1 kenning
(KEK-Kyoto) w p charge ExthapLe Reaction

- 13-
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5. TRISTAN
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ELECTRON-'0SITRON COLLIDING ACCELERATOR

The TRISTAN Phase I (e+-e colliding accelerator) consists of three

accelerator units:
2.5 CeV Electrou (Positron) Linac

6 L S CeV Accumulation Ring (AA)

30 GeV Main Ring (MR)
The 2.5 CeV electron linac, which was primarily constructed for the
Photon Factory, is used as the injector to the Accumulation Ring.
Positrons ate produced by a new 200 MeV electron linac and accelerated
up to 200 MeV by another linac before being injected into the 2.5 CeV
linac. The Accumulation Ring stores positrons and electrons and accelerates

them up to 8 CeV. This ring is also used to perform e e colliding beam

experiments at about 2 x 6 CeV. The large Main Ring has a fourfold
symmetry with four long straight sections which is used to perform
colliding beam experiments and to install long RF cavity sys.ems needed
to compensate radiation loss of circulating particles. Two of four

experimental halls, i.e., North-East(Tsukuba) and South- West(Fuji)
halls, will have an extra length in the beam direction so as to accomodate
ep colliding beams in the future plan. The parametersof AR and MR are
summarizeg in Tables 8a and 8b. The total budget of construction of
TRISTAN e e complex is estimated to be about 85 BY(Accelerator, 37 BY;
Experimental Facility for two detectors, VENUS and TOPAZ, 10BY; Building
38 BY).

- 16-
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Fiq.6 Layout of TRISTAN

I. 12 GeY Proton Synchrotron

2. TRISTAN Main Ring

3. Experimental Areas

full (South.liest)

Isukuba (North-East)

Nikko (North-Vest)

Ono (Soutn.fast)

4. 2.5 GeY Electron /Positron
Linac

S. Electron Storage Ring
for Proton factory

6. TRISTAN Accumulation Ring

7. Electron Linac for
Positron Generation
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Table 84 Basic Parameters of the TRISTAN Phase I

Main Ring Accumulation Ring

Circumference 3018.1 m 377.0
346.7 mAverage Radius of Curved Section 47.7 m

Long Straight Sections 4 x 194.4 m 2 x (19.5 m + 19.1 m)
Total length of RF Sections 609.4 m 38.1 m
RF Frequency 508.6 MHz 508.6 MHz
Injection Energy 6 - 8 GeV 2.5 - 3 GeV
Maximum Energy 25 - 30 GeV 6 - 8 GeV
Number of Interaction Regions 4 2
Maximum Design luminosity 8 x 1011 cm-7s'l 2 x 1031 cm-7s-1

Table fib Design Pai'ameters of the TRISTAN Phase I

Main Ring

Average Machine Radius 480.34 m
Bending Radius 246.53 m
Normal Cells 116 x 16.12 m
Dispersion Suppressing Cells 20 x 15.42 m
RF Cells 40 x 14.15 m
Experimental Insertions 4 x 6 m
Number of Bending Magnets 272
Number of Cell Quadrupoles 344
Number of Insertion Quadrupoles 43
Revolution Frequency 99.33 KHz
RF Frequency 508.58 Wiz
Total length of RE Cavities 320 m
Total Length of higher Mode Cavities 65 m
Beam Energy 30 GeV
Bending Field 0.406 7
Strength of Cell Quadrupoles 16.1 T/m
Betatron Tune (vx/xy) 37.15/39.10
Momentum Compaction Factor 1.493 x 10'1
Radiation Loss per Turn 290 MeV
Natural Energy Spread 10E/0 1.639 x 10'1
Natural Horizontal Emittance 1.785 x 10'7 cmr
RF Peak Voltage 382 MV
Synchrotron Oscillation Frequency 9.95 KHz
Natural Bunch length (a7) 1.17 cm
Betatron Function at Colliding Point (4/8;.) 1.12 m/0.07 m
Beam Size at Colliding Point (4/4) 0.434 mm/0.027 mm

Accumulation Ring

Average Machine Radius 60.0 m
Bending Radius 23.17 m
Normal Cells in Arc 28 x 8.8 m
Number of Bending Magnets 56
Number of Quadrupoles 86
Revolution Frequency 0.795 MHz
RE Frequency 508.58 MHz
metal length of RE Cavities 29.6 m
Beam Energy 6 GeV
Bending Field 0.86 T
Betatron Tune in Arc (v;/..;,) 7/7
Moment= Compaction Factor 0.013
Radiation loss per Turn 4.9 PeV
Natural Energy Spread (mE/E) 1.1 x 10'3
Natural Horizontal Emittance 2.7 x 10'7 mr

- 17 -
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Table 9 Outline of the TOPAZ, VENUS and AMY Detectors

Component TOPAZ VENUS AMY

Inner Chamber

Central Tracking
Chamber

Time-of-flight

Magnet Coil

magnetic Field Yolt=e

Barrel Drift Chamber

Barrel Electromagnetic
calorimeter

Mon Detectors

End Cap Drift Chamber

End Cap Electrccagnetic
calorimetrir

Luminosity Monitor

Cylindrical Drift
Chamber
(Cathode Strip
Readout)

TPC with dE/dx
(4 atm)

ID 70
00 250 Cm
(% 12000 Readout
Channels)

64 elements
(13 cm s 4.5 cm)

Superconducting
Solenoid 8 1.2 T

2.72 ma o 5.08 m

Conductive Plastic
Tube

(Cathode Strip
Readout)

Lead Glass, Cylindri-
cal Array 4320 Units
(120 X. Long)
Coverage 35 . - 145

3 iron Slab Layers
8 Drift Chamber
layers

Corductive Plastic
Tubes
(Cathode Strip
Readout)

Lead Plates PWC Tube
Layers

Lead-scintillator

Cylindrical (NC None
(Cathode Pad Readout)

Cylindrical Drift
Chamber
ID 50 cm
00 252 cm
(% 7000 Readout
Channels)

96 elements
(10.5 cm x 5 c)

Superconducting
Solenoid 8 0.5 T

3.4 ma x 5.8 a

Limited Streamer
Tube

(Charge Division
Readout)

Lead Glass, Radial
Array 5280 Units
(20 X. Long)
Coverage 37 - 143

2 Iron Slab Layers
Limited Streamer
Tubas

Limited Streamer
Drift Tubes
(Cathode Readout
for Trigger)

Liquid Argon Shower
Detector
(4000 Readout
Channels)

PVC and Lead-
scintillator

Cylindrical Drift
Chamber
ID 30 cm
00 135m
(% 11520 Readout
Channels)

None

Superconducting
Solenoid 8 3.0 T

2.22 e o 2.2 o

None

Lead Sheet-conductive
Plastic Samoling
Calorimeter
(9846 Readout Channels)
(15 X. Long)
Coverage 37 - 143*

1.3 m Return Yoke Iron
One X-Y Coordinate
Measurement by Drift
Tubes

None

None

Drift Tubes and Lead

Collaborating Group L8L, Univ. of Calif.
Nagoya Univ.
Nara Women's Univ.
Nat'l Lab. for High

Energy Phys. (KEK)
Osaka City Univ.
Tokyo Univ. of Agric.
&Tech

Inst. for Nucl.
Study, Univ.of
Tokyo

Univ of Tokyo

Fukui Univ.
Hiroshima Univ.
KEK

Kobe Univ.
Kyoto Univ.
Osaka Univ.
Rikkyo Univ.
Tokyo Univ. of Agric.

Tech.
Tohoku Gakuin Univ.

Tohoku Univ.

Tokyo Metropolitan

Univ.
The Univ. of Tsukuba
Wakayama Med. College

KEK
Korea Univ.

Niigata Univ.

Ohio State Univ.
Saga Univ.
Satter+ Univ.
Tokyo Inst. of Tech.
Univ. of Rochester
Virginia Polytechnic

Inst.

- 19 -
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6. BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON UTILIZATION FACILITY

The Booster Synchrotron Utization Facility(BSUF) was founded in 1977
to make use of 500 MeV protuns extracted from the booster c.Z the 12 GeV
PS. Under the current operation condition of the proton synchrotron
about a quarter of 500 MeV booster beam is injected into the 12 GeV main
ring so that the remaining three quarters of the booster beam is used in
BSUF. Since the booster produces 20 pulses of about 6 x 10" protons
per second, the proton intensity available for BSUF is 9 x 1UE protons/s.
BUSF consists of three experimental areas : the neutron experiment
area(KENS), the pion and muon experiment area(BOOM), and the medical
research area. The neutron project has been mainly promoted by Tohoku
University group that designed and constructed a pulsed spallation
neutron source and cold neutron channels, which was completed in 1979,
and experiments started in 1980. The pion and muon facility is affiliated
with the Meson Science Laboratory, the University of Tokyo. The muon
channel including a long siperconducting solenoid worked successfully in
June 1980 and the muon yield was found to be 105 muons/pulse. The
medical research area for cancer diagnosis and therapy is affiliated
with Particle Radiation Medical Science Center(PARMS), the University of
Tsukuba, and started its activity at the beginning of 1982.
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7. PHOTON FACTORY

The Photon Factory is a national synchrotron radiation research facility
affiliated with KEK. Originally this project was planned to establish
an independent institution, however, after a heated discussion, it was
finally established as a part of KEK. the construction of the Photon
Factory was approved as a four years program starting in 1978. The
accelerator consists of a 2.5 GeV electron linac and an electron storage
ring and is able to yield a number of intense pencil beams of photons in
a wide range of wavelength, which can be used for studies in physics,
chemistry, biology, medical science, pharmacology, geology, lithography,
etc.

The ground breaking ceremony was held on January 25, 1979. The
first 2.5 GeV beam was obtained in early February, 1982, and the first
turn in the storage ring was observed on February 18 and the beam accumulation
reached to 6 mA on March 11.

Tnus the constuction was completed in FY 1982 on schedule at a
total cost of about 18.5 BY, in which 10 BY is for the accelerator and
experimental facilities, and 8.5 BY for buildings, the electric power
station and the water cooling plant.

The Photon Factory is open for users from universities and other
institutions such as research institutes under other Ministry of the
Government. Applications from private companies are also admitted for
appropriate objects of research.

L
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CENTER
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Table 10 General Parameters and Operation Statists of PF Accelerator

Electron Linac

Energy 2.5 GeV
Peak Current 50 mA
Beam Pulse Width > 1 us

Repetition Rate 50 pps
Energy Spead < 0.5 S
Normalized Emittance < 10 Cmmr

Total Number of Accelerator Guide 160

Length of Accelerator Guide 1.9 m
Frequency 2856 MHz
Length of Acceleration Unit 9.6 m

(Composed of 4 Acceleration Guides)
Total Number of Acceleration Unit 40

Number of Klystrons 41

Peak Power per Klystron 30 MW
RF Pulse Width 3 us

Injection Energy 30 MeV
Type of Gun Triode
Gun Voltage 100 KV
Gun Puise Width 2 ns '. 2 p5

Storage Ring

Energy 2.5 GeY (Maximum 3 GeV)
Mean Radius 29.77 m
Radius of Curvature 8.66 m
Number of Long Straight Sections 2

Number of Medium Straight Sections 8
Focusing Oroer in Normal Cell FODO
Field Strength of the Bending Magnet 9.6 KG (Maximum 12 KG)
Aperture 70 x 12 mm2
Number of Quadrupole Magnets 58
Total Magnet Power 1.0 11W (for 2.5 GeV)
RF Frequency E-n.o MHz
Harmonic Number 4.2
Synchrotron Radiation Loss 399 KeV/rev (without Wiggler)

Radiated Power 265 KW (without Wiggler)
RF Voltage 2.1 MY
Synchronous Phase 79*

Number of Cavities 4

Average Pressure 10-9 Torr
Lifetime 10 hr
Injection Energy 2.5 GeV
Energy Width of Linac 0.2 5
Enittance of injected Beam 0.02 . mm mrad
Injection Rate 1 - 10 Hz

injectinn time 10 min

Bean Time 1.atistics

Run Period
Total Time

(hours)

Users' Time
(hours)

Machine Failure
(hours)

Average Current
(mA)

2 6/2 , 7/17/8? 407 185 23 39
3 10/21 , 12/10/82 274 121 13 53

4 1/13 , 3/5/83 617 356 34 75

5 6/7 , 7/23/83 484 333 6 86

24
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As can be seen in Fig 8, nine main beam lines have been constructed till
the end of September, 1983. They are as follows:

X-ray lines BL-4, 10, 15
VUV lines BL-11, 12
Hard X-ray wiggler line BL-14
Soft X-ray undulator line BL-2
Lithography line BL-1
Monitor line BL-21

The lithography line was constructed by li_ppon Telegraph and Telephone
Public Cooperation.

The number of experimental stations presently available for users
is 25. The design and construction of experimental instruments and
apparatuses was started in parallel with be line design. However the
total number of in-house staffs is short of constructing all of these
varione equipments so that a number of working groups were voluntarily
formed among potential users to participate in the construciton of
experimental stations. Experiments started in June, 1982, and about 100
experiments have been executed till the end of FY 1983.

Fig.9 Layout of Experimentza Hall ( Phc,ton Factory )
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8. THE US/JAPAN COOPERATION ON HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

The US/JAPAN cooperation on high energy has been axecuted under the
Implementing Arrangement between the U.S. Department of Energy and the
MONBUSHO(Ministry of Education, Science and Culture) of Japan on Cooper-
ation .n the Field of High Energy Physics, which falls under Agreement
in Research and Development in Energy and Related Fields sig..ed on May
2, 1979. The US/JAPAN Committee on High Energy Physics, consisting of
six members from each side, was formed after the signing ceremony of the
Implementing Arrangement at SLAC on November 11, 1979, and has been held
once a year in the U.S. and Japan alternately to coordinate and monster
cooperative programs. Dr. J. Leiss, DOE, and Dr. T. Nishikawa, KEK,
have been co-chairmen for the five Committee meetings for 1979-1983:

1st meeting Nov. 12, 19/9, at SLAC
2nd meeting May 19-20, 1980, at KEK
3rd meetin3 May 26-27, 1981, at FNAL
4th meeting May 24-25, 1982, at Fuji
5th meeting May 24-25, 1983, at BNL

For the first five year period of cooperation, thirteen projects,
Table 11 have been executed according to the guideline for the allocation
of budget:

. (a) 60% for physics experiments at US facilities which are compli-
mentary to KEK

(b) 20% to: kind of physics experiments similar to KEK program
(c) 10% for research and development of accelerator technology
(d) 10% for research and development of detector technology

The total amount of Japanese furuling to this program for 1979-1983
is about 6.4 BY and about 90 Japanese scientists have participated in
cooperative activities at U.S. laboratories. The co:laboration under
the Implementing Arrangement has been so successful and of high quality
that it has already contributed significantly to progress in high energy
physics. As a result of this excellent cooperation, already more than
hundred papers rnd presen,ations have been published including notable
results on chat, decays, %eutrino interactions and hadron spectrosco.y.
In this period, the UCLA :oup made experiments with KEK 12 CeV proton
synchrotron. Now that the iRISTAN project is under way at KtK, partici-
pation of U.S. groups in the TRISTAN experiments is b,Ang realized. The

US/JAPAN Committee on High Energy Physics discussed the cooperative
programs in the s,,col.d five year period, and approved the fu. lowing four
general programs, including the last two of which are new initiatives:

Program A

r-ogvam B

Proiram C

Progrem D

Joint use of existing and new high energy physics
accelerator facilities in the U.S. and Japan
."..eint program of high energy accelerator ana letector
i.Artumentation research and development
Joint participation in design studi.s leading to the
possib;e construction and subsequent use of new forefrout
facilities high energy physics
Collaborative 3,udies of palticle physics which do not
depend on beam generated by accelerators

-26-
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Table 11 Signory of Cooperative Projects

(a) Physics Experiments at US Facilities which are complementary to KEK.

1. BNL: Neutrino Measurement of elastic scattering of neutrinos from
electrons and protons (E734) and short wavelength
neutrino oscillation (E775).

2. FNAL: CDF Proton-antiproton colliding experiment (COP).

3. FOAL. E605 Lepton and hadron pair production near kinematical

limit (E605).

4. FNAL Emulsion Study of weak decay lifetimes of neutrino induced
particles in a tagged emulsion spectrometer (E531)
and measuring charm- and B decays via hadronic
production in a tagged emulsion spectrometer (E653).

5. FNAL: Bubble Chamber Bubble chamber experiments in 200-1000 GeV energy
region (E565/570 t E636).

6. SLAC Bubble Chamber Photoproduction of charm partcles in tee SLAC hybrid
facility (8C72/73 t 8C75).

(b) Kind of Physics similar to KEK Program.

7. 181: SLAC -PEP 4 (TPC) Participation in the electron-oositron collidirj
experiment (PEP-4) at SLAC-P0 and development of
new detection and data handling techrvlogy.

8. SLAC. LASS Multi-particle production experiment with LASS
facility ((132/135).

(c) Research and Development of Accelerator Technology.

9. BNL/FNAL: SC Magnet

10. SLAC: SC RF Cavity

11. SLAC: Klystron

Development of superconducting .agnet.

Research and development on superconducting rf
cavity.

Research and development on high power klystron

(d) Research and Development of Detector Technolly.

12. 181. TPC R&D Research and development on time projection chamber.

13 BNL/FNAL/SLAC Research awl development on colliding detectors.

Table 12 Foreign Visiting Scientists in 1982

Long Term Short Term

Foreign Visiting Scientists (maNnsmo) 15

Foreign Researchers (J S P S ) 4

Foreign Visitors and Users 11 39

Total 30 39

Total

15

4

50

69

Long Term Longe- than one month
Short Tern Shorter thin one ...oth
J S.P S The Japan Soc.ety for 'he Prommtic- of Science
MONSUSNO Ministry of Education. Science and Cul.ure

- 2 7 -
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Table 13 FY 1982 Budget
(in thousands of Yen)

Operation Capital Total

Personnel 185.851 185.851
Administrat'on 90.958 90.958
FS Accelerator 6 Beams 2,236,563 98.500 2.335.063

Experimental Equipments 267,421 267.421
Experiments 956.496 r j.496

TRISTAN Accelerator 4,591.000 4,591.000

Detectors 61d.000 672.000
PF Linac 6 Storage Ring 639,113 639.113

Experimental Equipments 976.800 976.800
Experiments 171,400 171.400

Booster Utilization Facility 316,568 316.568
Central Computer 606,739 606.739
Radiation 8 Safety 130.839 207,500 338.339
Cryogenic Services 34.343 34,343
Workshop 9,103 104.000 113,103
Electricity 1.125.338 1,125.338
Electric 4 Water Plant 449.825 449,825
Site 6 Buildings 42.840 6,854.932 6,897.772
Specific Projects 59,512 59,512
JAPAN/US Collaboration 1,640,583 1.640.583
Auxiliaries 565,303 565.303

Total 9,528./95 13.504.732 23.033.527

PS Proton Synchrotron PF Photon Factory

Table 14 Number of Staffs in 1983
()Numbers in 1982

Prof
Ass.
Prof.

Res

Ass.
Officer Tech. VS Total

Director
General Res. Coordinator

1

1

1

1(1)

Physics 1 13 9 .6 31(27)

E.P P.C. 1 2 1 4(7)

Accelerator 6 17 34 4 61(67)

E.R S.S. 4 5 13 22(21)
Photon Factory 9 10 25 10 54(55)

TRISTAN 4 10 22 3 39(23)
Booster Util. Facility 1 1 4 2 8(7)

Eng. 6 Tech. Service 95 95(91)
Administration 87 44 131(120)

Total 31 58 107 87 140 24 447(420)

Res Ass. Research Associate E.P.P.C. Expuimental Planning 6 Program Coordination
Tech Technical E.R.S.S. Engineering Research E Scientific Support
VS Visiting Scientist

Table 15 Number of Users in 1982

Ass.
Prof.

Prof.
Lect.

Res.

Ass.
Tech. Others P.F.J.S. G.S. Total

PS 28 32 8 54 11 76 4 99 262

8UF 10 16 3 23 4 12 0 41 109

PF 59 59 19 89 8 78 6 96 414

Total 97 107 31 166 23 116 10 236 - 785

PS Proton Synchrotron 8UF Booster Utilization Facility PF Photon Factory

P.F.J.S Postdoctoral Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
G.S. '.1iduate Student

2 8
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1. University of Tsukuba

2. University of Library
Information Science

3. Natl Education Center Annex

4. Tsukuba Botanical Garden

5. Nati Research Center for
Disaster Prevention YATa§L,

6. Tsukuba Telecomardcation
Construction Engineering
Development Center

7. Building Research Institute MotsushIro

8. Public Works Res. Inst. TESIROG

9. Geographical Survey Inst.

10. Nati Research Institute
for Metals

11. Natl Institute for Res.
in Irorganic Materials

12. Tsuroba Space Center NASOA

13. Matt Res. Lab. of Meteorology

14. Mechanical Engineering Lab.

15. Nati Chemistry Laboratory
for Industry

16. fermentation Rai. Institute

17. Research Institute for
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18. Geological Survey of Japan
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rfa Civil Engineering

Engineering 1 Technology
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9.1111
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Cl19. ElectrOtechnica Laboratory
.)

20. Industrial Products Res. Inst.

21. Nati Research Institute for
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22. Meteorological Res. Institute .1

23. Aerological COServatory

24. Nati Institute for

Environmental Studies

25. Tsukuba Center for Institutes
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O. PS Control Room
1. PS Preinjector
2. PS Mac
3. P5 Booster
4. P5 Main Ring
S. PS Counter Experimental Hall
6. Bubble Chaster
7. Booster Utilization Facility (BSUF)
8. Cooling Water Plant

9. Workshop
10, Helium Liquefier
11. Accelerator Department
12. Accelerator Department I

TRISTAN Project Office
13. Physics Department
14. Cryogenic I Vacuum Experimental Hall
15. Radiation Control Center I

Chemical Wastt Processing

16. Central Computer
17. Administration i Facility Department

18. Electron !true
19. Electron Storage Ring for Photon Factory

20. Photon Factory Office
21. Cooling Water Plant for PF

22. Cafeteria
23. Staffs I User's Cluh
24. Guest House (rooms)
25. Guest House (apartments)
26. TRISTAN Control Paco
27. TRISTAN AR Experimental Hall
28. Assebly Hall for TRISTAN
29. BSUF Laboratory for Preparation of

Experiments
30. TRISTAN MP Experimental NAll (Fuji)
31. TRISTAN MR Experimental Hall (Oho)

32. TRISTAN MR Tunnel
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PREFACE

At KEK, this year marked the third year of TRISTAN project which features a large storage ring. roughly 3 km
in circumference, for e* e- collisions at 60 GeV Inc m energy with a conventional RF System Construction of the
main accelerator enclosure, including four large experimental areas, is underway, rather a had of the original sche-
dule The target date for the first collision is fall of 1986 The Accumulation Ring, construction of which was
started in 1981, has been in operation since November 1983 A substantial effort of the accelerator group has been
devoted to the RF design and to development of thirty klystrons of I MW and a 320 m-long cavity system In addi-

tion, an extensive R&D program for a superconducting cavity is in progress that could raise the maximum attain-
able energy of the large ring The TRISTAN Physics Program Advisory Committee (TPAC) held its third and
fourth meetings in March and November of 1983, and recommended approval of three major expentaental under-
takings, 1 e. the proposals submitted by the TOPAZ and VENUS Collaborations, both of which are primarily na-

tional teams. and the AMY Collaboration, a US based tcam These experimental groups have been engaged in the
practical design and conttruction of their detector systems so as to start ex; enments at t -0 of the main-ring opera-
tion It should be noted tha. all of these experiments use large superconducting solenoids.

The TRISTAN main tunnel will cross a part of the present 12 GeV proton synchrotron complex at about 5 m
underneath the existing facilities The underpinning work will start April. 1984 Before a one year shut down of the

12 GeV PS for this purpose, many active experiments with this machine have been earned out, both in the field of
high-energy physics and in intermediate-energy nuclear physics, in particular. with the use of well-separated low en-

ergy p and K beams and with the multiparticle spectrometer using a superconducting beam line. Utilization of the
booster beam for pulsed neutron scattering experiments, muon .dance. and cancer therapy and diagnosis has also

yielded a large number of Important scientific results. including the first trial of medical treatment of patients. .n co-
operation with the medical group at the University of Tsukuba

Applications of a high energy accelerator for various fields of science have made great progress at the Photon

Factory of KEK One of the notable fea.ures of experiments at the Photon Factory is their interdisciplinary cooper -
,iuse nature Many scientists nom different fields have collaborated in various types GI' experiments using the in-

tense beam of X rays and VUV light provided from 9 main beam lines. one of which was construted with funds
from the Nippon Telegram and Telephone Public Cooperation. particularly for the VLSI development More than
700 users have been registered during this year. 604. of them come from about 50 universities. 30 % from national
laboratories. and 10 /. from prtsate industry

As symbolized by the notable discovery of the W and Z particles at CERN this year, which verifies the pred-
istions of the unified theory of electromagnetic and weak forces. it is clear that progress in this field results in
deeper understanding of nature at its most fundamental level In addition. It is clearly shown, through the activities
of KEK that engineering and technical development associated with high energy accelerators and detectors culti-
sates the new age of human technology, culture and industry We will do our best to promote research in basic sci-

ence and in the frontier technology of Japan wils an international and interdisciplinary outlook

Finally, beginning this year. I have been asked to continue the laboratory director-ship for the next three year

icon As a result of this. some changes in administration framework have been made Prof K Kikui hi will be the
oeneral Research Coordinator. Prof S Ozaki will be the Chief Director of the TRISTAN Projest, and Mr S
Leda will be the Direidor ol the Administration Department It should also be noted that Prof T Mukaibo. the
karner President of ths Unisersitv of Tokyo. was nominated as the Chain-in", , f the Board of Councilors to suc-
..eed Prot K Ilt.imi who had been the Cha,iman since 1974 and was returned to the House of Councilors in Ja-
pan Al the Lod of 'hi.. fiscal sear three distinguished prole,ors Profs K Kohra. A Kusumegi and S Yasumi

3 4 '7
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retired On behalf of the laboratory, I would like to express our deepest thanks to these outstanding scientists who
really shaped the history and development of KEK since its inception

Tetsuo Niskukawa

Director General
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General Introduction

National !abortory for Hugh Energy Physics (KEK) was established on April I, 1971, as a national center of
high energy physics open to users from unnerssues and other institutions The Laboratory is the first institute of
eleven "Interuniversity Research Institutes" supervised by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (MON-
BUSHO) P is located at tne northern boundary of Tsukuba science city and the site is an approximate rectangle of
I km x 2 km.

KEK was ongnanally established for the purpose of promoting experimental studies on elementary particles and

12 GeV proton synchrotron was constructed as the first major facility For this new project a capital budget of 13
BY was allocated from FY 1971 to FY 1975 The first 8 GeV (original design value) beam was obtained in March
1976 and physics expenments started 1.1 May 1977 The TRISTAN project, a 30 GeV electronposatron colliding
accelerator, was approved by the Government as a five-year construction program and the ground was broken in
November 1981,

In addition to research Into the fundamental aspects of particle physics, in 1978 were established the Photon
Factory and the Booster Synchrot.Jn Utilization Facility in order to cover venous fields of research acuvnies with
the use of high energy accelerators The Booster Synchrotron Utilization Facility, which makes use of 500 MeV
booster beam of the proton synchrotron, includes studies on neutron diffraction. pion and moon physics and cancer
therapy The Photon Factory is for research with synchrotron radiations, and a.2.5 GeV electron hnac and a stor-
age ring were constructed for four years from 1978 with a budget of 20 BY.

The organization of KEK is shown in Fig. I It has two covering structures appointed by the Minister of MON-
BUSHO Board of Councilors is an advisory council for the laboratory director and consists of fifteen members,
who are presidents of universities, directors of other laboratories in the related fields and other eminent scholars,
and gives admen to the director with respect to the policy of KEK end nominates the director of KEK. Advisory
Council for Scientific Policy and Management is for discussing scientific policy and management of KEK and con-
sists of twenty -one scientists Elevi.n of the members are scientific staffs of KEK and the other half are elected from

user's group The Council summanzes and represents opinions of high energy physicists with respect to the scientific

program and operation of KEIC, and gives the recommendation to the director on employment and promotion of
scientific staff members of KEK.

The ongmal KEK started with four departments, a e Aoxlerator Department, Physics Department, Engmeer-
ii.g Research and Scientific Support Department and Administration Department. In April 1977. a reorganization

of the laboratory created the Program Coordinator's Office for the coordination of experimental program and a
new department. Engineering and Technical Service Departmen: grouping all engineers and technicians working in
cooperation with other research departments In 1978 the Booster Synch/aeon Utilization Facility and the Photon

Factory consisting of three departments, injector Line Department, Light Source Department and Instrumentation
Department, we-c established

In Table 1 is shown the budget of KEK in FY 1983 and Fig 2 illustrates the annual trend of the budget. In Ta-
ble 2 and 3 are shown the number of staffs of KEK and number of users in FY 1983 respectively.

2
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History

The Science Council of Japan recommended the Government to promote future pro-
grams of high energy and nuclear physics winch included construction of a high energy
proton accelerator.

The Government decided to construct a new science city in Tsukuba distract with an
area of about 4000 ha a. I ordered the Japan Housing Agency to buy the land

The Government allocated a budget for basic studies of the high energy accelerator. and

a working group was organized in the huntute for Nuclear Study. University of Tokyo.
For dm new project a total amount of 140 MI was funded for the period of 19844969.
The site of the new Institute for high energy physics was decided.

The Science Council of MONBUSHO advised the Minister to a. a a new institute
of elementary particle physics with a proton accelerator with a quarter of the budget of
the original plan

MONBUSHO started the construction of the preinjector housing of the accelerator.

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK) was established as the first Interu-
roversity Research Institute. Dr. S. Suwa was appointed as the Director General
The injector lingo accelerated protons to 20 MeV.

The booster synchrotron accelerated protons to 500 MeV.

The main synchrotron (main ring) accelerated protons to 8 GeV as designed

The main rang accelerated protons to 11.8 GeV.

Dr. T. Nashikawa was appointed at the Director General

Poysics Experiments of proton synchrotron started with an Internal target be n for
counter experiments and a fast extracted beam for bubble chamber.

Booster Synchrotron Utilization Facility and Photon Factory were established Counter
expenments with the slow extracted beam started.

Continuous 12 GeV run started and kwon beam lines became available

A working group was organized for the future plan of KEK. TRISTAN
An Implementing Arrangement for the JAPAN/US Cooperation in the Field of High
Energy Physics was signed at SLAC between MONBUSHO and the US Department or
Energy .

Expenments with pulsed neutrons and pulsed moons started at the Booster Utilization
Faiclity.

The TRISTAN project was approved by the Government and the construction started
February. 1982 The 2.5 GeV electron ii:iac and the storage succeeded in operation and
test experiments started

Experiments with synchrotron radiations started

The TRISTAN Accumulation 'mg accelerated electrons to 4 5 GeV.
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Table I. FY 19113 tarlger

(In thousand, of Yen1

Opt131(00 (aortal Total

Personnel
Administration

1.924.557
ICO 234

1.924.537

103.234
Proton Synchrotron Accelerator & Reams 2.083.111 2.013.811

Expermental Equipments 26d.501 268.501
Experiments 873.196 875.196

TRISTAN Accelerator 219.901 5.546.450 $06.358
Detectors 2.290.550 2 290.550

Photon Foam l,nx & Storage Rots 603.011 603.011
Expermental Equipments 13 5.25S 135.258
Eapertrnents 192.052 192.052

Rooster Synchrotron 1.1tOrratron Faohty 255.580 255.5110
Central COrnlooter 606.161 606.161
Radoaton & Safety 144 073 211.912 355.915
Cf &Iv."( 47.306 200 000 247.306
11ortsh66p 5.641 45.450 57.098
El .:wary & Water 2 .039.405 2.039.401
Ilectrsc 4 Water Plane 160.514 460.514
Sat & BmIdings 203.143 50.907.300 11.110.443
Speofrc Protects 54.506 34.506
1APAN/US C001.(31011 1.564.127 1.564.127
4,(1,(14(10 654.352 654.312

Total 12.430.983 19.224 662 31.655 645

10

3

2

TRISTAN

ton Factor,

81 82 83

Proton Synchrotron

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 SO

Fla. 2. Antral Trends is lIsolget
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Table 2. Pemba of gaffs le 1931
( ) Numbers In 1912

Prof
Ass Res

Prof Ann
Officer Tech VS Total

Manor 1

General Res. Coordrnator 1

Physics 4 13 9

EPPC. 1 2

Accelerator 6 17 34

ERSS. 4 3 13

Photon Factory 9 10 15

TRISTAN 4 10 22

Boats Utd. Farah, I 1 4

Eng It Tech Scala
Adnumstranos

1

III)
31(27)

447)
4 61167)

22(211

10 54155)
39(23)

2 2421

93 95(911

$7 44 131)120)

Total 31 51 107 17 140 24 447(4201

Res Ass Research Assonate E P.P C Experrtnental Manama & Provarn Coondrnation

Itch Technscal E R SS (nauseam* Research & Scientific Aroma
SS Vnuang Snenust

Table 3 Pemba of area I. 1913

ProfProf Lea. TaalPo Ass
Tech P F S G S T

pS 29 49 9 60 11 7 3 U 236

BUF 21 2) 2 26 3 12 0 42 129

PF 37 62 13 101 20 33 1 132 439

TRISTAN 2) 17 2 20 0 19 110

Total 130 151 26 207 .52 71 4 )21 e

PS Proton Synchrotron
BUF Booster Unbutton FanlaY
PF Photon Factory
R F 3$ Pcnrcloaceal Fellow of She Japan Sonny for She Promotmn of Sconce
G S Graduate Student

Table 4. Fen48.4 .1414i44 .i.164, la 1943

Long Tarn Short Term Total

Foragn Vanua Screntrus IMONBUS1101
roman Researchers (3 S P S )
Forego Vance, and Users

152

0
$0

1(2.

112

Total 19 103

sent Tarn Longer than one mash
Shoes Tom Shorter than one mash
1SPS The Japan Sonny for use Promonon of Snella
MON BUSK, thrustry of Educators. Sam< and Cuhure

6
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Buildings
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Ia. Administration Department
lo facility OeParteent
2. Central Confuter
3. Melt= Lido Offer
4. WorkShop
S. kotlerator Oeparurent
6. Physics Department
7. PS Control Room
6. PS reinjector
9. PS Injector limo

10. PS Rooster
11. PS Min Ring
12. PS Counter Eperifental Mall
13. Booster Synchrotron

Utilization facility
14. Radiation Safety Control Office
15. Pi Electron limo
16. Pi Electron Storage Ring and

ExPerinental Mall
17. TRISTMI Control Roca
18. Rooted. lotion Ring
19. Electronositonn Colliding Ring
20. TR:srm ExPerirental Malls

7
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The KEK 11 GeV Proton Synchrotron Complex (Injector. Booster and Maui Ring) was operated for 3300 hours
with low fadure rate 3 % in FY 1983 It fed 12 x 10" protons to the various scientific programs elementary particle
and nuclear physics and more than 6.1 x /0" protons from the Booster to applied nuclear physics. material science
and methane.

Various studies were done for improvements of the PS performances The RFQ cavity is being fabricated and a per-
manent quadrupok magnet has been installed in the drift tube at' high energy end of the Linac cavity. Design stud) of
the additional Lowe cavity increasuig energy from 20 MeV to 40 MeV has been executed with the half size model :en-
try and this energy increase ss very desireable for charge exchange injection to the Booster. The first trial of charge re-
change injection to the Booster were made and in spite of low injection energy 20 MeV the injected beam was stacked
for more than one hundred turns Acceleration of the polarized protons in the Linac and the Booster was tested for the
first time and the polarizations of the Luna and Booster beam were measured. One rAmolarnation resonance in the
Booster was observed besides two strong resonances that mere anticipated andstudies showed depolarisation due to the
third resonance could be reduced by installation of a pulsed quadrupole magnet in the Booster

I0
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Accra locator Operation

The proton synchrotron (PS) was operated for
about 6.5 months (thirteen cycles) in total. and the re-
gular cycle wu ten-day operation for every two
weeks. Besides the regular cycle, the PS was operated
for the study of the charge exchange injection and the
acceleration of the polarized protons for three cycles
in September and October. Moreover a half cycle op-
elation in January was dedicated for the medical use
of the Booster Synchrotron Utilization Facility (BSF).

As about half of the PS staffs have collaborated
with the TRISTAN construction. the maintenance
sod the improvement of the PS are performed by the
rest. and the operation duty is equally shared by
them.

The machine operation statistics are given in Table
1 and Fig. 1, and the statistics from FY 1977 to FY
1933 are renewed in Fig. 2. In the same manner as in

Fly 1 Operstke M.Wda 1. FY 1913.

359
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I I

the previous year. the machine down time concerning
the Booster occupied more than a half of the total due
to its full rate operation (20 Hz) for the BSF. The to-
tal of accelerated protons in the Booster and in the
Main Ring was 60.7 x 10" particles and 11.5 x 10"
particles respectively.

Table 1

Total operation hour
Beam Oahe/

Mew Exuscaos
lemma Tarr&
BSF (ladvshas parautO

Accelerator Study
Accelerator Fasten
AcrIcrssor Tenses
Others

3315 An
2509 An
2509 In
2491 An
2711M
374 Sn
94 An

167 Art
171 An

Mane lontrasty
Mun Run 3x100 pOD
Banter 5 ix Ito ppp

t 3 4 10. rottAre ttshr
uhttly vast.e 4 no, moped

P 113AJIAVA Y103 7238
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The beam transport line for /50 keV polanzed
beams was connected to the old beam transport line
Thus it became possible to inject polarized or ordi-
nary beams to Proton I:nee

Polanty of Cockcroft Premjector was reversed for
a month to test charge-exchange injection of H to

Booster Synchrotron Based on the result. conversion

from protons to Fr was finally decided It is well
known that higher injection energies are favorable for
the charge-exc:iange injection because of both lower
energy loss and smaller multiple scattenng in a

charge-stripping foil Then, an additional !mac tank
was designed to increase the injection energy from the

present 20 MeV to 40 MeV It is a 13 m long Alvarez
linac with 35 cells The computer codes are SUPER-

FISH and PAR%IILA To fix design of post couplers.
which stabilize held distribution against perturbation.
a 400 MHz model cavity of IS cells was made It was
ieritied that the post couplers work well As the H
current is 10 21) % of the present proton current.

1960

12

1961

nosh,
91%

1962

Others

Sec Corset

Mc Stvti
Turong

rhy1PCS
Expelment

5993 risco% .sa)

beam loading will decrease in the Linac tank 20 MeV

Proton Linac has been excited by two TH5I6 high
power RF systems Its excitation power is 1 MW
whereas the beam power is 2.5 3 MW for the pro-
ton beam and 06 MW or less for the H- beam. Thus
ore high power RF system is enough for dosing the
20 MeV Linac and the other can be used for the addi-
tional tank The new tank will be excited by two-feed
system as the 20 MeV Linac tank. Each RF high
power will be divided by a power splitter, transferred

through circulators with dummy loads and coupled to
the tank

Drift tubes will be equipped with permanent Q
magnets Although the ALNICO magnet is not so
strong as the REC magnet, it can yield the maximum
design field gradient of 2 2 kG/cm in a Q magnet of
35 mm aperture It can be magnetized or demagne-
tized in the linac tank This is advantageous for as-
sembling the dnft tubes and aligning them in the tank.

An ALNICO Q magnet was installed to the last drift
tube of the 20 MeV Lines. tank It has worked already

for a half year without trouble.

3S0
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As the first step of the RF system renewal pro-
gram. the power supply of the buncher was replaced
It has three RCA 7651 amplifiers, one for the de-
buncher and the others for the prebuncher They are
carefully shielded to reduce RF leakage

An radiofrequency quadrupole 'mac (RFQ) is be-
ing made Its injection and final energies are 50 and
750 keV It is to be used as the third injector of Pro-
ton Linac.

Fig. 3. NO MM. IS cell wok, AM.: Mac entry. Field glogrIlostbas
Is belag wawa by ward bead pernebatlas melba

1-1- Charge-Exchange Injection

Charge-exchange injection of H- is an attractive
method to increase beam intensity in a proton syn-
chrotron with lower beam loss at injection To apply
it to Booster Synchrotron, a multicusp ion source

was developed and installed directly to the high gradi-
ent accelerating column for the cat ventional duoplas-

matron It has a molybdenum converter with cesium
layer When its cathode filament was heated by an al-
ternating-current of 50 Hz, beam Intensities scattered

fro!" pulse to pulse and life of tungsten filament was
unexpectedly short These were eliminated by direct-
current heating After suitable preparation of the con-
sorter. a 20 mA H- beam was extracted from the
source and accelerated to 750 keV It was very stable
Its normalized emittance was 0 17 x cm-mrad at the
entrance of Proton Linac As the beam width should
be extended from 5 As of protons to 100 in of H

13
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ions, the RF system of Proton Linac was slightly
modified and adjusted 8 5 mA H- out of the injected
beam was accelerated to 2C MeV.

The first test expenment on the H charge-ex-

change injection at Booster Synchrotron was earned
out dunng three weeks from the end of September
1983 The system for the multi-turn injection by pro-
tons was replaced by an H- charge-exchange injection

system, which consists of four orbit bump pulsed
magnets, a septum magnet, a set of profile monitors, a

charge stnpper foil holder and a new-foil magazine.
H- ion beam delivered from the 20 MeV injector li-
nac rangea from several hundred ju,, to several mA,
and reached 8 mA at the end of the test penod. In or-
der to understand the accumulation process of proton

beam in Booster, measurements were done on venous

kinds of items; emittance of the 20 MeV H- ion
beam, beam size of stacked beam, energy loss of
stacked beam in traversing the stripping foil, injected

beam pulse width- and intensity-dependence of stack-
ing efficiency, etc. Particularly, the measurement of
the energy loss of the stacked beam in traversing a
120 pg/cm2 thick stripping foil offered an information
that the hitting probability of circulating proton beam
on the foil was unexpectedly low, namely, the protons

hit the foil every four revolutions Tbis fact in combi-
nation with the expenmental results of the stacking
efficiency led to a conclusion that a large injection er-
ror took place and the betatron oscillation amplitude

induced by this error was estimated to be 10 mm to
37 mm which should be compared with the effective
honzontal semi-aperture of 40 mm in Booster. It was
also found that the stacking efficiency started to de-
crease with the increase of stacked protons at the in-

tensity level of about L3 x 10i2 protons. While the
stacked beam by the multi -turn injection with proton
is at around 1.4 x 1012 protons in the typical opera-
tion, the maximum stacked beam intensity of 2 I x

1012 protons was attained with a 8 mA 100 us wide
H ion beam In spite of a beam loss dunng acceler-
ation due to an accidental trouble in the RF accelerat-

ing system, the maximum output intensity of 7I x
1011 protons per pulse was recorded as shown in Fig

5 at the end of the test penod, which is a new record
in Boos,:r Synchrotron The charge-exchange in-
jection has never been tned with such low injection
enersy as 20 MeV However, the test expenment has
proved this injection method appears to be quite
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promising for increasing the beam intensity of Booster
Synchrotron

Els. 4. MsitIons H Ace awes rally se New r as 11d S.4I4t
smarming Wm.. It allsorol KAY b.A H ban.

S. Accelasis4 prom bon at as setamseset or as Istsolty re.
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ries' scar 2 x 1011 protossild.

Acceleration of Polarized Proton Beam

The optically pumped polanzed ion source has
been developed for high intensity polanzed
beams It consists of four parts. a 16 5 GHz ECR pro-
ton source. a Na cell and lasers which polanze valen

electrons of :odium atoms, ordinary zero-crossing
magnetic fields and the other Na ce, r production

14
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01 negative ions It was already installed in the high
voltage terminal of 750 kV Preinjtctor in FY 1982.
The source has been improved further as follows A
single hole extracting electrode of the ECR source was

replaced by a set of three electrodes with multi-slits.
The ECR source itself was eqtupped with multicusp
magnetic field A recycling system was introduced to
the Na cells for longer term operation. A closed loop
was made for stable operation of the laser. It includes
a single frequency dye laser, a wave meter and a per-
sonal computer. It almost removed frequency shifts
caused by mode hop of the laser A 40 m beam line
was assembled. It guides the polarized beam from the
Wien filter, which follows the accelerating column, to
20 MeV Proton Linac It was tuned to 750 keV H
tons by computer (ECRIPS 5-140) system The ion
source is controlled by the same system through op-

mut fibers. High gain current transformers (5 pAIV)
and sensitive beam profile monitors were developed
satisfactorily, Figure 6 shows dependence V the polar-

ization and beam intensities on beam sues.

The first acceleration test of polarized protons was
performed in KEK Proton Synchrotron Since the

study time, about three weeks, was not enough to in-

vestigate depolarizations both in Booster and Main
Ring, depolarization in 500 MeV Booster Synchrotron
was investigated as the first step of this program. The
po,anzed H" beam accelerated by 20 MeV Proton Li-
nac is injected into Booster Synchrotron with a
charge-exchange injection. The polarized proton was
accelerated up to 500 MeV in Booster and then in-
jected to Main Ring The polarization of the Linac
beam was measured by the 20 MeV polanmeter which

was installed in the beam transport line from Lune to
Booster. In order to investigate depolarization, an in-

ternal polanmeter it installed in the long straight sec-
tion II.2F of Main Ring Depolarization in Booster
was investigated by measunt.g beans polarization at

500 MeV with the coasting beam in Main Ring
The intensities of polarized proton beam at vari-

ous stages of the accelerator were as follows.

ION SOURCE (H 1, 750 keV) 5-10RA (pulse

duration 75 ps),
LINAC (H- 1, 20 MeV) 0.5-1pA (pul.c

duration 75tts)
BOOSTER (pi. 500 MeV) 1-3 x 10" p/bunch
MR (p1. 500 MeV) 1-2 x 10 p/bus...R.
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We have not installed any equipment to reduce depo-
lanzation in Booster because spin-flip is expected for
the two strong resonances at yG 2 (108 MeV) and
yG - 260 MeV) The polarizations of the po-
larized beam were

LINAC p(L1NAC. 20 MeV) - 47 ± 6-56 ± 8 I.
MR p(MR, 500 MeV) - 17 t 7-15 ± 2%

About 25 % of the Linac beam polarization was kept
in Main Ring at 500 MeV. In order to investigate the
resonance strengths, the beam polarization was meas-

ured by varying the vertical beam size using the fast
rotating-beam-scraper and by varying the vertical
dosed orbit distortion (COD) using a pulsed dipole
magnet (vertical deflector) in Booster.

CfAi IMI

beam radius (mm)
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Figure 7 is the dependence of the beam, polanza-
uon at 500 MeV on the vertical beam size in Booster
The polarization is positive if the polarization flips on

passing through two strong resonances in Booster
This result shows that the resonance strength of the

15
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intrinsic resonance yG v, is strong enough for spin -

flip the beam polarization flips on crossing this
resonance until the vertical beam ellilltaDee decreases

to about 1 /100 of usual one.
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Figure 8 is the dependence of the polarization on
the excitation current of the vertical deflector. The im-

perfection resonance yG - 2 in Booster is also strong
enough for spin-flip. At the excitation current of 169
A, the resonance strength of the imperfection reso-
nance became weak and polarization reversed since
the vertical COD was reduced at this current.

In order to investigate the large depolarization in
the booster, we changed the vertical tune y, by excit-

ing the correction quadrupole magnet above 250
MeV. Figure 9 shows the dependence of the polariza-

tion on the excitation current of this magnet. Abouo
40 % of the Lilac beam polarization was kept in
Main Ring at 500 MeV at the excitation current of 60
A It is expected from this result that other weak rew
onances, for example the yG - vs resonance due

to the symmetry breaking of the machine or the reso-

nances due to the sextupole held, cause large depolari-

zation In order to reduce depolarization by such
resonances, we are planning to install the pulsed qua-

dru-ole magnet in Booster in 1984. Moreover, we

! MIMI% P1103 TUI
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have to develope the beam mondonng system for RF

control of Main Ring to accelerate the low intensity
beam of < pibunch stably since SIN ratio of the
presnt beam mondonng system is not enough for RF
control.
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Superconductive Energy Storage

Optimization of Sepercoadaetive Mope& Rangy Sto-
rage (SMES)5)Ineln

The capital cost of the SMES system depends on
many kinds of factors. The main contnbuted factors
to the cost are superconductor, supporting structure
for magnetic force, construction in rock and a site,
and related to a parameter of aspect ratio which is
defined as the ratio of the height to the diameter of
the solenoid. Then the capital cost of the system is a

function of the aspect ratio. The study me-alai the
optimum value of the aspect ratio as shown in Fig.
10

flu. 10 Relative mita] not of SMES es. wood rube.

Study of proo.cdoo of sapercoadocthe eons

Superconductive coils quench when thermal or me-

chanical disturbances result in forcing the cods unsta-
ble. In some cases, the quenched -Nis have been
damaged by thermal stresses or electrical breakdown.

The simulation has been performed for protecting
coils from damage caused by the quench. Such quench

mechanism and protection methods will be investi-
gated by using the model magnet which has been built

according to the results of the simulation.

3'4
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The TRISTAN project has been put under a new project organca non scheme since April I. 1983. in order to pro-

vide more cohesive etecution of the project and to establish a clear line of re:pins:Mhz* Although the project has out-
lawed to be carried out in close collaboratton with other departments at the lahoraton tparticularli of the
Accelerator Department and the Physics Department) the Accumulation Ring Department, the Main Ring Department.

and the Colliding Beam Detector Department became the centers of acanitt for construction of the accelerators and

detectors, respectively. under the project directorship Thus, starting ii oh this topic. activities related to the TRISTAN
project mill be summari :ed in subsequent sections. each under its own heading

With substantial increase in budget and man power, the construction of the TRISTAN accelerators and detectors

has shown a moor step forward Highlights of the progress on die project for this tear Include the tommissioning of
the Accumulation Ring on November 18. 1983 Exactly two years from the date of ground breaking for this ring, con-

struction of the Accumulatio.. Ring complex was completed and an acceleration of electrons to 4.2 GeV was success-

fully achieved. establishing a world record for the construction speed of an accelerator of this magnitude In the area of

the Main Ring. two of the four experimental halls, and the west tunnel are taking shape and the civil construction on

the rest of the experimental halls and tunnels began By the end of the fiscal ear, the shape of the enure Main Ring

complex became visible Regrettably. however. zonstruction of the south tunnel compelled the 12 GeV Proton Synchro-

non to be shut down, stopping all research activities with this complev. since the tunnel has to be dug under the exist-

ing structure of this accelerator A major portion of the Main Ring magnets has been delivered, tested. and stored in an

assembly hall, waiting far installation m the tunnel The 6000 square meter assembly hail was completed during this
fiscal year as, staging area for the TRISTAN accelerators ana espenments A building to house a 200 MeV Lowe for
positron genera, sun is almost complete at the upstream end of the 2.S GeV electron Linac.

With evens:on of the capabilities of TRISTAN m mind, an intensive development program for superconducting RE

mines has caltinued and another program for superconducting quadrupole magnets was initiated The anal' will en-
hance TRISTAN': energy capability and the quadrupole will enable us to use mint. or micro beta optics for higher lu-
minosity

In the area of detector development. we have started to receive delnenes of equipment from manufacturers The

first tractor item recened was IL shell structure of the central drift chamber for VENUS. which measures 2.5 meters m
diameter and is 3.0 meters in length

The jourth meeting of TPAC was held on November 8-10.1983. and recommended approval of a proposal presented

to it by Prof S Olsen of Rochester University. U S A for the AMY collaboration. The AMY program is to be sup-
ported ti Ider the cooperation of the U.S A and Japan.

The project as a whole, mcludmg the civil c..struction of facilities and the preparation of technical components for

the Aram Ring and detectors. is progressing steadily and well The detailed progress made m each area of the project
will he presented in the reports which follow.

18
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ACCELERATORS

Overview of the Project

362

The TRISTAN project as curs ally envisaged is to
construct an electron-positron colliding beam acceler-
ator with the center of mass energy in the range of 60
GeV. The project was approved by the Government
and began in April 1981 as a five -year program.

The accelerator complex co.isists of four acceler-
ator units. Electron and positrons. ace accelerated to
2.5 3 GeV in an electron knac which is currently
used for the Photon Factory and injected into the Ac-
cumulation Ring. Positrons are produced by a high
intensity electron luxe of 200 MeV, which is being
constructed with the target date of completion in FY
1954. The Accumulation Ring (AR) is a storage accel-

eratorof 377 min circumference and accelerates elec-
trons and positrons to 8 GeV pnor to injection into
the main electron - positron colliding beam nng. The
Main Ring (MR) has a circumference of 3 km. Four
arcs of 347 m In average radius ace joined by four
long straight sections of 194 in in length Two elec-
tron and two positron bunches circulating in the op-
Nate direction will make collisions to each other at
the middle of four straight sections. A major part of
each straight section will be filled with rf accelerating
cavities, laving mlative17 short section to install a
colliding beam detector. The Accumulation Ring is in
op-zetp-n The civil construction of accelerator tun-
nels, aszo-S,:tfol facilities, and experimental halls as
well as the fcbacanon of accelerator technical compo-
nents and detectors are in progress.

Teek I. Dales protomen of Mr TR/STAN MR and AR

tram c- Accumulation
collider tint

arcumfererte 3018 Ito 377 Om
Potreo mho of cowed mom 346 7m 47.7w
Loos gnu& SC03003 4x194 ros 2x(19.5m

19 Int)
Total Smash of RF Kamm 320ro 30m
411 frequency 508 6Mlit 506 6Mlit
!melte:to messy 6-8 GeV 23 -3 GeV
Maximum merge 25-30 GeV 6-8 GeV
Number of 1111Thal011 moons 4 2

Mix demo lummouty 2x10i.rmIs I
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A site layout of the TRISTAN complex is shown
in Fig 1 Design parameters of the AR. MR are listed
in Table I

Fie I Sae laymt of the TRISTAN pcl.f. I. TRISTAN MR. 2.
TRISTAN AR. 3. 2.5 GeV Demme liorm 4. Poukees mom
Ike. S. 12 GeV Proem Symbrotroo. 6. Pbettee Raney elec-
tron menet not
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Accumulation Ming

The TRISTAN Accumulation Ring. AR. came
IMO operation for beam test in October 1983 The
beam commissioning took place as follows

Oct. 19 and 26

Transport of a 2 5 GeV electron beam from the injec-
tor linac to the AR injection point The operational
parameters of the beam transport line were settled.

Nov. 9 and 11

Tuning of the injection and main lattice elements for
a full beam turn in AR The beam was observed to
survive for about 500 gam after injection with no rf
acceleration.

Nov 16 and 18

Accumulation and acceleration of the beam were teed
with an. rf acceleration. An accumulated beam of
about 0 5 mA was successfully accelerated to 4.2 GeV.

which was limited by a capability of the rf system in-
stalled. Figure 2 shows a synchrotron light spot of the
circulating beam seen on a TV screen.

nee. 2 SmAntre a spat of do AR aniatlig bus me OM
TV arms

Through the initial operation. it was proved that
the whole AR system worked duly as designed Espe-

cially such a smooth beam commissioning was ena-
bled by the wholly computenced control system which

had newly been developed Figure 3 shows an CUM-
* of the control panel Horizontal and vertical bets-
iron functions (0..13.) and dispersion function ta,) are

20
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plotted on the graphic display. All the control func-
tions are executed through the touch panels as shown

below the display.

After we commissioning. AR had been operated
about SO hours for every week till the end of March
1984 The operating time was put in accelerator stu-
dies and preparation of two internal target beam lines
to provide high energy electrons for calibration of
lead glass counters

The results of accelerator studies are summanzed
as follows.

MetTIMW/f 4nergy

An acceleration to higher energies was still restricted
by the rf system The beam energy 5 2 GeV was
achieved in Dec. 1983 with use of two disc and washer

type cavities fed by a 500 MHz klystron of 1 MW des
sign power. Total length and shunt impedance of the
mimics are about 10 m and 250 ma. respectively.
The maximum rf power which the klystron can deliver
remains to be about 250 kW due to canons technical
problems.

Maximum current

A angle bunch beam current up to 66 mA could be
accumulated at 2.5 GeV What limited the current
was a large pressure increase in the cavities which
tripped the rf power As the average vacuum deteri-
orated considerably due to the effect of the synchro-
tron light generated by the beam, the single beam
lifetime was still very short, about half an hour.

Lattice parameters

After surveying several tune parameters for better ir-
jecnon efficiency and beam stability. the honzontal
and vertical betatron tune were chosen Co be v. -
10.17 and v), 10.24. A very good agreement be-
tween the measured tunes and the predicted ones
proved that the absolute strengths of the lattice mag-
net system were well calibrated.

Closed orbit dwarf:ant

Displacements of the closed orbit from the central
axis of the lattice quadrupole magnets were measured

by use of 83 electrostatic type position monitors dis-
posed around the ring Average displacements ob-
tained were about 4 mm and 1.6 mm in the honzontal
and vertical direction. respectively, and sonsistent
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three-cell 500 MHz superconducting cavity was in.
stalled in the nog and submitted to vanous kinds of
operational tests without beams Then. it is planned to

accelerate beam with this cavity at the beginning of
the next senes of the AR operation starting from Mat
1984

Main Ring

Based on the *cry succeist ul results in AR. the con-

struction of actekrator elements or the TRISTAN
Main Ring. MR is dui. in progress

Most 01 the MR main lending and quadrupole
magnets have been labrwated and delis ered to KM

Alter brine submitted to the magnetic held measure

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

meat, the magnets are stocked in an assembly hall as

shown in Fig 5 Figure 6 illustrates geometrical aper-
tures or the magnets together with cross sections of
the vacuum tubes Installation of the magnets ar. the
MR tunnel. Ftg 7 is scheduled to start in September
1984,

The present bending magnet system is designed to

be openatite at beam energies as high as 40 GeV.
While the working energy of the quadrupole magnet
system will be limited at about 35 GeV. To go beyond

this it might be needed to replace some of the qua-
dr upole magnets with supercondutting ones

As ahead% known the highest attainable beam en-
en of MR is determined by an atailable accelerating
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rf soilage For instance. a peak rf voltage ,a about
383 MV will be required at 30 GeV In the case of the
Lonvettional room temperature cavity. the cavity will

loss is a significant part of the rf power consumption
Then a easily of higher shunt impedance is desirable
for generating larger ao.elerating soltage within a

ited power However it should be noted that large
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impedance also implies a strong coupling between the

beam and cavity. and may cause a serious beam insta-

bility After extensive development works. we have de-
cided to adopt the alternating periodic structure, APS,

for the MR accelerating cavity APS is a confluent
type, in which the .11401 mode has a finite group ve-
locity at the accelerating frequency, and has wide
mode separations compared with ordinary slot-cou-
pled cavities One of the most desirable of the present
APS is that it has a perfect axial symmetric structure
and is expected to behave in accordance with com-
puter calculations A unit of the MR rf cavity is a
9-cell APS. the cell unit of which has dimensions as
shown in Fig 8. The shunt impedance of the cavity
thus designed is calculated to be 28.2 MCl/m with use

of the computer code SUPERFISH, and that of the
practical o- is expected to be not less than 80 % of
this fig The cavity body will be made of a low
carbon steel. A copper layer of abou: 02 mm thick is
electroplated on the inner surface in a pyrophosph-
rous and bath Figure 9 shows a picture of the 9-cell
APS test cavity under fabncatioa

:n parallel with the conventional room temperature

cavity. extensive works are going on to develop a 500

MHz superconducting cavity for practical use in

TRISTAN As descnbed below recently a three cell
cavity has been fabncaten to make an acceleration ex-

pcnment in AR The preliminary test of the cavity at

.19A.11AVA 'PIO* TONI
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0.111101. soolonona one a

Fig. S. VAR all arsine of tM TRISTAN APS Ow if cavity.

I. 9 A 9-cell APS WA es.117 Aoki egork.thm

3 2 K in 4 vertical cryostat has proved that an attain.

able accelerating field might exceed 5 MV/m. and has

strongly encouraged a possible extension of the MR
beam energy to considerably higher values than the
originally designed

In building the MR rf system. we are going to pro.
teed on the lollovang plan. As the hist stage, we will
fill three long rf sections. Fuji. Oho. and Tsukuba
side oith 1114 units of the room temperature 9-cell
%I'S S.1% they th remaining one. Nikko side, with

40 units 01 the s.tell superconducting cavities The
constriv.tion at the room temperature easily system is
scheduled TO tate Avoid too and .3 half years. and it
will talc at least one more sear to tomplete the super.
condo sing coots ...tem Elie highest MR beam en-
ergy attainable with this first stage et system ,s
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estimated to be about 33 GeV. provided that the
9.cell APS cavity unit is operated at the largest avail-
able input if ps.wer of 150 kW. corresponding to a
field strength of 1 I MV/m. and the 5-cell supercon-
ducting cavity unit produces a field strength of 43
MY/in at the highest To reach higher beam energies,
we intend to replace the room temperature cavities
with the superconducting ones successively in the later

stage.

As shown in Fig. 10. a room temperature cavity
composed of 9-ceil APS cavity units is instaKed in an

rf straight section between the lattice quadrupole mag-

nets An output of a 1 MW klystron will be delivered
to four 9-cell APS cavity units, after being fed
through a circulator and equally divided into four by
magic tees. Figure II shows construction work for
one of the MR long straight sections to install rf cavi-

ties.

Flip IS. Sew, of tie TRISTAN-MR rf sycem for IA APS cavIdos
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Development of Sumer- g Cavities

Since 1979 we have been working on 500 MHz nio-

bium single cavities Typical results were Q0 at low
field of 4.2 x 10 and accelerating field gradient of
6 5 MV/m at 4 2 K In FY' 1983. a three-cell 508
MHz structure has been built and pretested. The
structure has an input rf coupler ports on the center
cell. two higher mode coupler ports on each cell as
shown in Fig 12. Fabrication and surf= treatment
techniques were similar to those for the previous An-

368
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gle cells. Prior to assemble the three-cell structure,
each all was tested as the single all with beam tube.
Accelerating gradient has been improved by successive

grinding and surface treatment after each test of the
single cell After assembled to the three-cell structure.

it has been tested at first in a vertical cryostat with all
coupler ports blanked off. Qo at low field of 1.3 x 10
and accelerating gradient of E.0 > 5 2 MV/m were
obtained at 42 K Maximum E., was limited by
available rf power.

The three-cell structure has been assembled with
the input coupler, three higher mode couplers and a
frequency tuning mechanism in a horizontal cryostat

Fie, 11 The crom.sectioul sky of the cryostat.
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and installed in the TRISTAN accumulation tunnel to
do the beam test. Figure 13 shows the cross-sectional

slew of the cryostat

Superconducting Insertion Quadrupole
Magnet for the TRISTAN Main Ring

In order to increase the luminosity for e.e- colli-
sions in the TRISTAN Main Ring, superconducting
low p insertion quadrupole magnet was designed. The

main parameters of the quadrupoles are given in T2
ble 2 and the cross-sectional structure is shown in Fig

14

Due to the high field gradient and the large coil
innner diameter (I ".). the required aropereturns per
pole are very large. On the other hand, the coil outer
diameter (0 D) is restricted by the requirements of
the colliding beam detectors These situations imply
that the ccil current density must be as high as possi

ble

In FY 1983. an excels .t high current density
NbTi /Cu superconducting cable was d.veloped for
these quadrupoles The superconductor to copper ra-

tio of the cable is I to I 1 Twenty.sesen NbTi /Cu

strands are compacted into a keystoned Rutherford
cable The average current density it the cable is 609

Airnm2 at 6 T and 4 2 K
The construction of a prototype quadrupole mag-

net will start in FY 1984

PHYSICS

At the end of M trch. 1983. the laboratory gave full

approval to the VENUS(TE-001) and

TOPAZ(TE-002) proposals, following the recommen
dation of TPAC (the TRISTAN physics program ad-
visory committee) With this authorization. the

VENUS and TOPAZ collaborations nave been work-

ing with enthusiastic efforts to construct their detec-
tors and to make them ready for operation beginning

26

Table 2. Male Parameters of Superconducting
insertion Quadrupole Magnet

Field gradient
Cod current
Magnetic kWh
Turns per pole
Cod 1D
Cod 0 D
nrored energy

70 T/m
3480 A

1m
127

140 mm
217 min
75 kJ

..-

Fig li C ros-sothooll WW1 ore of boorlion glaanspole mapet

from the first day (t 0) of TRISTAN e" e collider

operation
!n general, construction work for the TRISTAN

experimental halls (FLU TSUKUB OHCz and
NIKKO) as well as for VENUS and TOPAZ detec-
tor components has been carried out quite smoothly
In the March TPAC meeting. in reviewing the recent
progress in the CERN SppS collider expenmenta. is

374
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particular the discovery of the long awaited WI and
Z° bosons, it was suggested that preparations should

be made for unexpected physics results Among other
things, it was emphasized that the TRISTAN energy
should be as high as possible, with additional efforts
to employ superconducting cavities in the Main Ring
Low beta superconducting quads in the interaction re-

gions were also strongly recommended from the point
of view of improving luminosities This may add even
wider capability to the physics potential of TRIS-
TAN, an we discussed in the 198: annual report Ex-
tensive efforts have been underway for developing
these cryogenic

Following the recommendation made in a tentative
approval at the March TPAC meeting, the TPAC met
again in November, 1983 io order to review the full
proposals of AMY and HRS, both of which are col-
laborations between United States and Japanese
groups, submitted to the laboratory after further ef-
forts to refining their experimental plans and in
strengthening their physics capabilities The HRS col-
laboration with its currently-working detector featur-
ing a very high resolution spectrometer, aimed to be
the first t 0 detector in the TRISTAN collider, in
order to explore toponium physics The AMY collab-
oration, proposing a new detector with a very interest-

ing concept cir making a rather compact but very
capable detector, had as experimental objectives the
study of vanous toponium physics as well as interfer-

ence phenomena around the hitherto totally unex-
plored energy region 50 < f < 70 GeV, just below
the threshold of Z° production Following the TPAC
recommendation to the Director General, the Labora-
tory gave the AMY collaboration full approval, but
deferred a decision for the HRS detector Having been

fully approved by the laboratory and having received
confirmation of DOE support in the United States.
the AMY (TE-003) collaboration started work to con-
struct their detector with hopes to make it ready for
operation at t 0

The November TPAC meeting recognized that the
construction of various components for the VENUS
ar.i TOPAZ detectors has made excellent progress
Recognizing this success in the i:etector construction

work, the TPAC concured with the Laboratory Direc-
torate that both collaborations should continue efforts
to construct these two detectors in parallel, without
any specific priority being assigned Although there
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are still problems to be solved, the construction work

on these TOPAZ and VENUS detectors is going well.
as is described m subsequent sections of this report

Since detector components such as lead glass Cer-

enkov counters for electromagnetic shower calorime-

ters in the TOPAZ and VENUS detectors, are in full
production. an extensive calibration program is an im-

mediate order of business With successful operation
of the electron beam at thc Accumulation Ring, which
came into operation in November, 1983, preparation

of two bremsstrahlung beam lines from internal tar-
gets was made for producing electron /positron beams

for vanous detector calibration tests The beam lines,
called IT-I and IT-4. are now -.ompleted and ready
for tests Another test beam line, producing electrons
and hadrons for TRISTAN detectors, was also con-
structed, in the counter experimental hall at the 12
GeV proton synchrotron beam area.

Construction work on FUJI. TSUKUBA, OHO
and NIKKO experimental halls on the Maio Ring.
has also been going quite smoothly The FUJI hall,
which accommodates the VENUS detector, will be the

first to be completed. in the middle of FY -1984. fol-
lowed by TSUKUBA for the TOPAZ detector, only 2

3 months thereafter The construction of 0110 any
NIKKO is also underway in order to be ready at least
a year or so in advance of the first day for beam colli-
sion The OHO hall is to accommodate the AMY de-
tector and is the smallest hall among thc four In

addition to the two experimental halls at the Accumu-
lation Ring. which are being used for detector compo-
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nent tests, a large assembly hall was completed This
hall is being used for assembling and testing various
detector components

One of the most important support activities for
TRISTAN experiments is the On-Line Data Acquisi-
tion and Electronics System Group As we discussed
in the 1982 annual report, procurement of two
VAX-11(780 and one VAX-11/750 systems. was made.

and a wide variety of activities has been earned out
for on-line data handling for TRISTAN experiments
Extensive FASTBUS and front-end electronics devel-
opment has also been underway. These activities are
outlined in a separate part of this report. under Phys-
ics Department. in the section on instrumentation in
counter experiments.

In addition to the on-line data acquisition system.
it is clear that a large and capable of -line computing

facility is an alssotc necessity This volt enable exper-
imenters to carry out off -L: e analysis on the large
amount of data produced each day at the TRISTAN
experiments. A preparatory working group has been
established in order to wake the necessary

specifications for this off -line data analysis facility
Plans for procurement of a new off -Lne computing fa-

cility. that is to be used solely for TRISTAN physics
analysis, is in progress. This TRISTAN off -line com-
puting system. which is tentatively called the "B
system". relative to the "A system" at the KEK cen-

tral computer for all common users at KEK. will be
installed sometime in fiscal year 1985

Development and maintenance of cryogenic facili-
ties. such as He refrigerators and associated systems.

will become an CSSCIIi part of support activities for
the TRISTAN experiments. With three superconduct-
ing magnets to be operated in the three (VENUS. TO-
PAZ and AMY) detectors at the TRISTAN Main
Ring, efforts have been taken to organize and extend

the capabilities of the Cryogenic Operations Group in
the Physics Department. Construction work on He re-

frigerators for the VENUS and the TOPAZ detectors
is now underway by this group. with the participation
of both experimental groups A conceptual design for
the cryogenic system for the AMY 3 Testa supercon-
ducting magnet is also in progress With these three
cryogenic facilities on the Main Ring. a concept for
centralized operation of these three facilities has been
developed. A centralized control system for these
cryogenic facilities is now pailially under con-
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struction

In conclusion, the craistruction work on TRISTAN
experimental facilities has become very Wide and di.
verse in every sense. mid has shown substantial pro-

gress and developed considerable momentum during
fiscal year of 1983 It is hoped that this activity. with
its momentum, will continue to br as strong in the
forthcoming years as it has been in the past

TRISTAN Experimental Area

There are four experimental halls FUJI. NIKKO.
TSUKUBA ari OHO to be built on the TRISTAN
Main Ring, is is shown in Fig. 16. During fiscal year
1903, extensive construction work on the FUJI and
the TSUKUBA experimental halls has been earned
out These two halls are of almost the same design.
The FUJI hall. where the VENUS detector will be in-
stalled. is scheduled to be completed in October. 1984.

although a temporary air conditioning system will be
used at the beginning The TSUKUBA hall, which
will accommodate the TOPAZ detector, will follow
the FUJI hall about two months later Construction
of the NIKKO and OHC halls was started in Febru-
ary and April 1984. respectively The OHO hall is to
accommodate the AMY detector.

Figure 17(a) shows a floor plan of the FUJI hall at
its bottom level (R)) Cryogenics for all experimental
halls will be controlled at the central control room in
the FUJI hall (52). which is shown in Fig. 17(b). Fig-
ures 18(a). 18(b) and 18(c) show elevation views from

each side of the hall The floor of the. hall has a w'dth
of 27 m along the e* e- beams and is 53 m long It is
composed of a beam collision area and an assembly
area which are separated by radiation slueld we "
The beam level is 5.7 m off the hall floor, which is
16 3 m below ground level A compressor room for
the cryogenic system of the detector, vs storage yards

for the cryogenics and chamber gases, and a yard for
reservoir tanks of liquid nitrogen and other fluids will
be prepared outside the hal!

The hall is provided with a drop hatch that is to be
used for bringing Leavy components of the detector
into the hall The hatch room, which ix equipped with
a 50 ton crane, is 9 5 m wide and 7 5 m long The hall
has a 70 ton crane with auxiliary hooks of 15 tons
and 4 5 tons. which cover both the collision and Me
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ct-yogerk mud will be Installed and on the other side,
roors for electrode work Is planooL

assembly areas A speed regulator enables the crane
hook to go up-down at any speed between 7 0 and
0 35 minim The control accuracy of crane operation
is expected to be of the order of 0 5 mm with full
load

The hall floors are designed to support detector
loads as large as 3,000 tons The floor is flat lo ±1
mm over 20 m along the rail structures which will he
used for moving the detectors between the collision
and the assembly areas.

Floor sizes of the NIKKO and the OHO halls are
smaller than those of the FUJI and the TSUKUBA
halls, which accommodate rather large general pur-
pose detectors, the VENUS and TOPAZ detectors.
The NIKKO and OHO halls will be completed in the
summer of 1985

Two experimental halls in the Accumulation Ring
were also completed in FY 1983, and can be used for
possible future experiments

An assembly hall, which is used for assembly and
testing of various accelerator and detector compo-
nents. was completed in October 1983. The hall has d
floor size of 120 m long by 50 m wide

Photographs. Fig 19 and fig 20, show the recent
status of construction work on the experimental halls.
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VENUS Collaboration

KEK Vational Lab for High Energy Physics
faculty. of Engineering, Fukui Uniterstm

Phisics Department, Hiroshima Uncyersut

College of Liberal Arts, Kobe University

College of Applied Medical Science. Kobe Unnerstty

Awry Department. Kyoto Uniyerstt
faculty of Engineering. Kyushu Unite's:rt

Plums Department Osaka Unnerstiv
Phisics Department, Rikkyo Unicersity

Plusses Departmem, Tohoku Univers:It

Faculty of Technology Tohoku Gakuin Unnercitt

taeults of Engineering. Tokyo Unicersitc of Agriculture
and Technology

Physics Department. Milo Afetreoolitan Uniceritty

Institute of Applied Physics, Untcnsul iJ Tsukuha

Institute of Phisics, Unitersti; of Ts.kuba
Wakatama Medical College

FY 1983 was a year in which fabrication of major
detector elements for VENUS. such as the supercon-

ducting solenoid, return yokes the central drift chum-
bet and the barrel calorimeter. was started using the

final designs developed after a year of R & fi) effort
Construction has progressed rather smoothly Fabn-
cation of superconducting wire and sonic pails of the
crsostat lor the solenoid have been completed and a
(came 1,,r the central drill chamber was del sered
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KEK for stnngging wires Several hundred subassem
blies for the lead glass Cerenkov counter in the barrel
calorimeter have also arrived at KEK to be tested at
the 114 test beam facility Figure 21 shows a perspec
tive view of the VENUS detector in the following,
progress in construction of detector elements will be
described

Fr: Si A perspectilt vie of On VENISIktettoe.

Superconducting Solenoid and its Cooling System

Based on the expellence gained during construction

of the R & I) solenoid and cryostat the final design

7
JiblittAVA 11410311311139
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for the VENUS magnet was worked out. It uses Car-

bon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) for the outer
wall of the cryostat. The use of CFRP. instead of alu-
minum, reduces the radiation thickness of the solenoid

from about 0 65 rad length to 0 55. Figure 22 shows
the CFRP cylinder which was fabncated by Mitsubi-
shi Electnc Co.

An :!anunum-stabilized superronducung wire was
developed and the (abncauon of about 10 Km of the

wire has now been successfully completed Using a

short sample, a current of about 10000 A at I Tesla
can be supplied with this wire as shown in Fig 23. a
value that is far beyond the value needed for normal
operation, namely 4100 A at 0 75 Tesla. In Fig 23. a
cross section view of the wire is also shown The mag-

net yoke and mounting frame, shown an Fig 24. were

fabncated by Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd. They
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will be installed at KEK in the fall of 1984.
A refngerator which can supply 150 C of liquid he-

hum per hour at 4.4 K was constructed by Tema
K.K.. Construction of a liquid nitrogen supply and
helium and nitrogen gas compressors vall complete
the cooling system for the VENUS solenoid.

Central Drift Chandler

The end plates for the central drift chamber were
brought into the former bubble chamber bwIchng and
the stnnging of wires was castled out in a dust-free
room. As shown in Fig 25 about 40% of the total
28316 wires were already strung, by the end of the FY
1983 This chamber uses CFRP for the sand and
outer walls The CFRP was fabncated and stress tests

with the two end plates were successfully carried out

by Kawasaki Heavy Industre, Ltd.

The prototyping of the preamplifier was finished. It
was used in a performance study of a prototype chat-

tier in a magnetic field Prototype TDC modules Cl
FASTBUS boards were designed by the KEK eke'

350
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Barrel Calonmetes

During FY 1983. great progress was made in the
mass production of the lead glass Cereokov counters

which will be used for the barrel calonmter Out of
ciic lead :lass counters needed for the calorimeter.
about 800 were fabricated using lead glass DF6 from
Nippon Kogaku K K. and with H!911 photomulupls-
ers from Hamamatsu Photonics K K.

The effects of different light-guide materials on the

performance of the lead glass counter were examined.
using lightguides made of acrylite plastic. BK-7. and
DF6 glass The acrytite light-guide, with a cut-off
wavelength of 420 nm. showed the best hadron sup-
pression factor among the lightguides given above as

shown in Fig 26 A monitoring system using a Xe-
lamp and quartz fibers was made for the tests The re-

produubility of the pulse response of the monitoring
system at the connector ..as found to be better than
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99% Using the monitor system, the long term stabil-
ity of the photomultipliers was tested: the criterion be-
ing that the PMI's should have a stability of better
than 2% over a period of 10 days.

The supporting frames for the teat: glass counters

were fabricated at the KEK workshop and by Mitsu-
bishi Heavy loth:Vines Ltd. These support frames
have been used for gain calibration of the lead glass
using the electron beam at beans line IT4 of the Aces-

mutation Ring

Eadcap Calorimeter

A 3 x 3 array of prototype liquid argon shower
counters was built and their performance was studied.

Figure 27 shows an energy deposit spectrum for 2
GeV/c electrons The energy resolution was found to
be about 10%,s,E The hadron suppression factor was
about 1 .!00 for a known particle momentum, after a

longitudinal and lateral cut of the spread of the
shower data was made
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A detailed design study was made in order to
finalize the liquid argon shower counter system A re-

sponse analysis for mechanical vibration was made to

make sure that the system will remain safe dunng pos
ale earthquakes

Other Components

Performance studies of prototype TOF counters
and related R & D work has been performed in FY
1983 To select the best santillators and phototubes

and also to find the optimal scintillator dimensions
and counter arrangements time resolutions of several
prototype TOF counters were measured As shwon in
Fig 28 the resolution is better than 200 psec for a
Saunter which consists of 4 m long and 4 cm thick
santallator and I m long light guides at both ends

Prototypes of the inner chamber a PWC anti the
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muon chamber dnft tubes, were constructed. 1:ccaal

care WAS taken to select gases for stable operation

Prototypes of the luminosity counter and the tran-

sition radiation detector were also made

Data Acquisition System and Offam Analyst.
Data transfer from FASTBUS to the VAX corn-

outer through the VAXFPI (VAXFAFTBUS Proces-
sor Interface) was successfully tested Several

FASTBUS modules, a Simplex Segment Interconnect

an Ancillary Logic and a Master module (68KFP0
were developed Design and construction Or a first
'e%ei trigger module and a track finder module Were

earned out on a FASTBUS board using 4K RAMS.

The event generation programs and event ono-
Litton programs for VENUS were wntten and a moni-
toring system for the VENUS detector components
was diacuased
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Coacksks

Construction of most of the urgent components.
the central drift chamber. the barrel calorimeter and
the superconducting solenoid. is scheduled to continue
into FY 1981. Although delayed by one year for
finasetal reasons. the construction of other elements
will start in FY 1981. To spite of the very tight mo-
mentary situation, major detector elements are ex-
meted to be ready for the experiment from the first
day. T 0. of TRISTAN operation namely, in the
fall 1986

TOPAZ Collaboration

KEK. National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
Dept. of Phys.. University of Tokyo

!minute for Nuclear Study. University of Tokyo

Deg. of APO. Phys, Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture and
Technology

Dept. of Phys.. Nagoya University
Dept. of Phys.. Nara Womens University
Dept of Phys . Osaka City University

, Following R & D work earned out in the last year.
actual construction of major detector components was
started in FY 1983. They include the superconducting
magnet and Its cryogenic system, the barrel calorime-
ter and the pressure vessel of the Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) as well as the spectrometer support
structure. Prototypes have been tested for the inner
drift chamber. the ume-of.flight counter, the barrel
and the end cap drift chamber, the end cap calorime-
ter. and the muon drift chamber. Final designs have
thus been obtained for most of these, to be ready for
mass production in FY 1981 Figure 29 shows a per-
spective view of the TOPAZ detector.

Active software work has also been conducted.
The major effort in this area was to prepare a full-
scale detector simulation program and our own data
banking system

Central Tracking Climbers

The inner drift chamber consists of 5 cathode cylin-

ders of paper honeycomb and 10 layers of small drift
cells In order to simplify chamber fabrication, Lie ca-
thode strip readout was replaced with a delay line.
Zigug delay lines are printed on 8 cathode surfaces
facing the drift cells A series of studies on the drift
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all configuration was therefore followed by extensive
prototype work on the optimization of delay line pa-
rameters and the development of readout electronics.
Spatial resolutions observed with a test beam are 110

p by the drift method and 4 mm on the delay lines (35

Cl impedance and 5.9 ns/cm speed). Figure 30 shows
two cathode cylinders equipped with the delay Imes.

Aluminum end plates for the chamber have been
drilled

The demon was made to construct the TPC pres-
sure vessel with Glass-Fiber-Ror forced Plastic

(GFRP) since its electrical and mechanical properties
have been substantially improved by vacuum =prep
nation techniques. For example, a volume resistivity
of 6 x 10" la-cm (at I min.) and a Young's modulus
of 3600 Kg/mm2 are obtained. Both outer and inner
cylinders have been constructed with GFRP as shown

in Fig 31.
High voltage insulation problems are cased by us-

ing coarse field shaping on the inner surfaces of the
cylinders. Fine shaping of the drift field is then per-
formed with conductive fins, regularly spaced on

GFRP boards (Fig. 32) Equi-potential rings to pro-
duce a uniform electric field of 380 Vicm are formed

by 8 such boards attached to each cylinder.

A big effort was undertaken to develop TPC sec-
tors It included the fabrication of a 1/5 portion to
verify its intricate desitn, including production of
large, high-quality G-10 boards with fine glass fibers
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and precision etching of a full cathode pad pattern.
Having confirmed the technical feasibility of the ley
parts, actual production is planned to start in 1984.

For the TPC readout electronics. FY 1983 was a
period for design and prototype work. Significant
quantities of preamplifiers and CCD digitizers were
produced. They will be soon tested to 7repare for
mass prooucuon. Figure 33 shows the CCD perform-
ance, a test pulse was sampled at 10 MHz and the
base line shift due to leakage (typically 006 %/ms of
full dynamic range) was subtracted.

384
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Outer Drift °umbers
Both the barrel and the end-cap drill chamber coy.

enng the entrance to the calorimeters. are single-wire
conductive plastic tube counters operated in the Inn.
ited streamer mode Basic performance was examined
for individual counters and then 8 counter planes were
exposed to a beam The average position resolution
was 110 gm in each counter and this performance was
maintained for an instantaneous rate of up to 5 KHz
pet cm of wire

The muon detector consists of a large number of
single-wire dnft counters made of extruded Al tubes.
each 5 x 10 cm' in cross section and 6 m in length.
Various tests were carried out with full-scale counters
to optimize operating parameters and to check per-
formance stability against any changes an environ-
ment Position reSOilltIVII measured for cosmic rays
with 6 layers of counters was 0.7 mm without any cor-
rection for nonlirteanbes. Charge division was also
tested as an optional readout method and a resolut on
of 12 cm was achieved with 50 on rachrome anode
wires (3 krl in total resistivity).

Calorimeters

Extensive tests were performed on lead glass and
photomulupber until April 1983 and following this
the barrel calonmeter went into mass production A
3-inch proximity focussing photomulupher is attached
via a 6 cm long leadglass light pipe to a 34 cm long
(20 radiation length) SF6W lead glass radiator. This
allows a u-metal shield to be used against the leakage
field of the superconducting coil and also minimizes
the light intensity generated by norunteracung charged

pions The mecharucal structure at the rear end of
each counter accommodates an optical fiber which de.
liven standard light pulses from a common Xenon
lamp for monitoring the gains of photomulupbers.
720 counters purchased in FY 1983 are being assem-
bled into support modules as shown in Fig 34 All
the counters are to be calibrated with a secondary
electron beam from the Accumulation Ring and test
facilities have been prepared

The end-cup czlonmeter is a sandwich of propor-
urnal counters and lead sheets A prototype calorime-
ter was constructed with conducive plastic-tube
counters I 0 x 15 cm' each in cross section The sig-
nal was taken from cathode pads of 9 x 9 cm' area
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each, with the total depth (18 radiation length) decv
tncally subdivided into 3 sections. The energy resol
uuon observed in a test beam was 21 %j. . the
spatial resolution 6 mm. and the pion suppression fac-
tor 100 at 4 GeV when 95% of electron signals were
accepted An improved mechanical design is under-
way, with the basic structure unaltered.

Pk. x Stomineasi TOPAZ kodijes warn sod 1111* s vrt
marlds. TAT cowmen an Wig milailed taw Os mown la
mks of AO arm.

Sapercoodoctmg Magnet

Having gamed confidence in the construction tech-
niques through various tests and maim trials is
1982, the magnet construction came into full swing-
The Al-stabilized Nb-Ti/Cu superconductor was sun-
cessfully wound by the internal winding method. This
coil. 288 an in inner diameter and 510 cm in length.
passed mechanical as well as electrical tam It seas
then encased in the cryostat structure for cookiows
tests scheduled in 1984. Figure 35 shows the outer ,Y1-
under into which the coil was wound. It should be
mentioned here that, immediately after the report Oa
the PEP -4 magnet trouble, an improved and extensive

analysis Max repeated again on the mechanical Saba'
It) of our coil against a large electromagnetic force W
confirm the safety figure in our design

Construction has also begun for the cryogenics and
its aup.matic control s)stem. and the return yokes
base been machined oz. schedule

3S6
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Immediately after the completion of the exper-
imenul tall TSUKUBA in Oct. 1984. the cryogenic
system for the magnet and the iron structure will be

assembled Installation of the solenoid and then its
field measurement will follow. Major elements of the
mechanical structure are under construction in accord-
ance with this schedule. As an example. Fig. 36 shows

octagonal end frames being fitted together.

Filf, roenZ ornemel rot Irian Min aced reamer MAD.
intelees MO be honied Ni. ae spectreeseter dress* tie
Wells. sees es the from.
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The detector construction should keep pace with
this schedule. The progress made in 1981 has in fact.

ensured the successful start of mass production in the

next year.

TRISTAN-EBB 003 I AMY Collaboration

University of Rochester. USA

Virginia Polytechnic Institute. USA

Ohio State University. USA

Korea Untyersit. Korea
Tokyo Institute of Technology. Japan

Saga Universal'. Japan

UniverrUr of Nugara. Japan

University of Sintama. Japan

KEK. National Laboratory for High Energy Physics.
Japan

AMY. a high resolution lepton detector for TRIS-
TAN. was approved in Dccembr 1983. Tlus exper-

iment is. unlike the other TRISTAN experiments, an
international collaboration between US. Korean and
Japanese universities and research institutes

The detector is schematically shown in Fig 37

tan OtitCrON Al erStes

Mg. 37 A reefeethe new -'tie AMY dewier.

With a 3 Tesla superconducting magnet 2.4 m in di-
ameter and 1.5 m in length. the overall size of the de-
tector is much smaller than that of the other two.
while keeping characteristic high momentum resol-
ution for charged track measurements The central



tracking chamber is a high resolution dnft chamber 65
cm in diameter, and has about 8000 sense wires The
shower counter is a sandwich construction of lead
sheet and sure chambers, and will be accommodated
inside the solenoid magnet This leaves only 75 cm for
hadrons to travel before being absorbed in the shower
counter and muon absorber Due to this rather com-
pact geometry. the decay probability of an emitted
pion is only 0 5% at 5 Ge Vic Outside steel absorbers
13 meter in thickness, there comes an x-y pair of
muon chambers made of aluminum extrusion tubes
Each plane, x or y. consists of 2 identical planes of
tubes staggered by a half cell In order to Improve the
electron identification capability. an X-ray detector
will be installed between the central dnft chamber and
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the shower counter, and will detect synchrotron X-
rays radiated by electrons in the strong magnetic field
The X-ray detector is a dnft chamber of the Jet -
Chamber type filled with Xenon gas Another charac-
teristic of the AMY detector is the possibility of a
high luminosity configuration with micro-beta quadru-
pole close to the interaction point. This configuratior
of quads is possible because of the absence of bulk)
detectors at the ends of the AMY detector

Since the approval of the experiment in December
1983, the group has been involved in reviewing the
construction work, designing the major components
and strengthening the collaboration Actual and ex-
tensinve construction will take place in FY 1984
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Major activity of phisics department u related to TRISTAN project But this .117 be carved independently in the
section of TRISTAN project except for the actuates of supporting groups. mogenic group, electronics group and ad.

wanted technology group Experunental researches using 12 GeV proton synchrotron remain acme with almost a do:en

theme. explored Non accelerator physics such as the measurement of neutrino mast using electron capture uti"Ho or
underground proton deem experiment has also been continued

R and D aettruS includes that of 8GO. BSO Helicon. TRD, Lasertron etc etc.

Theoretical smelter carer broad area of physics. gravity, Jaime gauge nuclear physics etc

following pages will bnefiS suatmanSe these actuates

42
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EXPERIMENTS WITH 12 GEV PROTON SYNCHROTRON

During the FY 1983 (April 1982 - March 1983).
he Proton Synchrotron was operated for 13 cycles

aid 311 shifts (about 2500 hours) were assigned to 9

physics experiments and 3 detector test experiments
\II the experiments have completed the datataking.

reluding E113(61D) and E121(eI II) experiments.
Inch were approve(' by the program advisory com-

mute in the FY 1983
The program advisory committee met three uses

4:8th: Apr. 20. 29th; Oct. 31, 30th; Feb 17 and 18)
and examined IY experimental proposals (E112

E130) 5 proposals were approved and. E114(SKY),

I I17(Hy) and E125(dd) proposals are scheduled to be

wined out after the PS operation shutdown of FY
l 1484 The approsal of E119(pn), E126(xAX Ill) and
1 1127(H) were deferred untill the next meeting These

proposals and the experiments running and analyzing

ri FY 1983 are listed in Table 1

Experiment 49 (A)

oiluction of Polarced Particles

The polarization of A's in the p + A A+ X re-
...non. in which A stands for Be, Cu and W, was
measured by 12 GeV/c protons at production angles
of 3 V, 6 V and 9.5', and the results were already
Published (F. Abe et al., Phys Rev. Lett. 50, 1102
11983) and 1 Phys Soc Jon 52, 4107 (1983)) Figure
1 shows an example of the results at the production

Iangle of 6.5. Cross sections for p + p A+ X are
extracted from ones for CH2 and C targets a Id the re-

sults are shown in Fig. 2, in comparison with previous

data, which were measured with hydrogen bubble
chambers

Cross section analyses in terms of the A-depen-
dence, the Feynman scaling, and tripleRegge have
been completed for 's and the results are in prepa-

ration for publication
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Teak I. LIU .f esperlmeal at lb* KF.K 12 GeV PS

Eta No Spokesman

(Approved) (Group) Title Beam Detectors
A1110111t1 of Run Status

fat March 1964) fat Much 1914)

E49(A) K Taktkain Study of Asymmetry to A A Spectrometer 149 2 In Ambits
(793/10) (Ts.msbal pet, p.. Decant by Hyperon Berm Gat C

E6210P) Y Yoshimura Study of Exotic States in tp (I HBC 1 3 M pc in Analysiswie3/22) (KEK) Reactions at 3 3 GeV/c d Berm

E641,11 T Tors Studies of 2..3. States in r p r1 Spectrometer 143 7 in Analysts
179/6/1) IEEE) (large Exchange Reactions Lead Glass C

Efittppc) M Kobayathi Dettectoon of Dnttete 1 arid ir. 1.4 Cylindrical 163 2 in Analysn
190/10/14) (KEE) from dp System VIWPC, Nal.

Glatt Sam
E74(pplt) K. Nakamura Baryonium a dp Reaction below K3 Spectrometer 149 I in Anshan
(30/VI)) (Tokyo) 1 GeVtc N.)

EgO(dpBC) F Sal Measurements of dp Romans K I HBC 2C0K pc in Analysts
(80/3/10) (Tokyo) in 20 40 GtV/c d Beam

Eild(DELI A. Masaike(KEK) Asymmetry in I( 'el and r" d Vann K2 TELAS Spec 130) in Analyus
(110/3/10) G lgo(lICIA) Scanning around I 3 GeV/c trometer pd d

Target

E621SPAL) S Mon Stullabons of Nucleus by EP2 SSD in Analysis
(30/3/10) (TmkuB4) High Energy Panicles

Efl)(rD) Y Sarni Dibaryon Resonances in rd .2 Spectrometer 33 in Analyse
1110/10/14) (Hiroshima) SeauenaP

E90(,Ae) K, Nab., Me, Energy Nuclear Interactions .2 FANCY 154 3 .n Analysis
(111/10/7) (Tokyo) by using a Mullipartnle Dendoe Spectrometer

E921S) K Miyake Measurements of Asymmetry K2 TELAS 1909 in Analyse
131/10/7) (Kyoto! in E* py Decay Spesuometer

E94(rSTR) H Doh Rattan Mechanisms in 'Nucleus .2 Streamer 37 4 In Analysts
481/6115) (Saga) Initxaaan Chanter
T100(VENUS) V Fukushima Teat for TRISTAN VENUS Detectors T2 Roaming
132/3/191 OCEK)

T 1011TOPAZ I T Satoh Test for TRIST.,N TOPAZ Deiecton T2 Running
(62'3/19) (KEK /

TI07(Lici At) T Doke (Wm.:1M Test Co. Cupid Arson Catalytic+. TI 11 5 in Amain.
E10.14Kt4.1 F rmank, Search for Heavy Neutrinos K4 Spectiomder 149 0 in Analyse

(Tokyo) by Kp, Decay Nal

EIOIOAXIII Inns Measurement of NNW X Rays rot SSD 73 7 it, Mahan
(Kyoto)

E110(rNucl III H Yokota Pannk COrrention bs the ro Lin 59 I shifts in Andrus
(Tokyo I Tech ) rNucteus Interaction Santillatoo

E111(Th) R Chiba Neutron Spectrum from pTh r2 Lm 20 3 in Analysis
Sontitlatoe

E11311.101 V Moak. D.,..ron from p.ueleirs Reaxxxon .2 Counter 347 in Analysts
(Tokyo)

in Prepatilooa

on Preparation

(Tokyo 1 Tech ) Reaction

El t4(SKY) B Povh
(Max Matt)

El/Pernueln by (1.. rl
Spectroscopy

(3 Spectroiriner

E T Variant]
(Tokyo)

Stud. of A. S tlypernucln bs
Stopped 1.

1.3 SPXCtotancter

E119(pn) K Duna.
(Nagoya)

E 1211d 111 T Inagalo
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Experinwint 62 ( jipBC)

Study of Exoro" Stotts in pp Reactions or 3.5 GeVie
After the analysis for the inclusive production of

K7. K7 K7, K(890) and A in g p interact:on% the re-
action + Ta V* + X (v: K7. A,A) at 4 GeWc
his been studied with pictures taken by the KEK I m
Hydrogen Bubble Chamber in which two,,4.4 mm
'tuck Ta plates were installed. The production cross
sections are sus:unarmed in Table 2. together with
those 111 frp at 4 GeV/c. If a strange panda, are
produced only at the pnrnari interaction, the cross
.ccuons for 5.Ta should be 32.0 (IMO larger than
those for the pp interactions due to A-dependence.
The ratio for the nielasuc cross section is nearly the
.slue But the measured ratios for A,Xand IQ are
164 ±41. 8 9 ±4.2 and 43 2 ±3.5. respectively It is
not easy to explain only by K that the A production
is surprisingly enhanced.

Talk 2. Somme, at the creel section

crOSS Sia11011 Cross saw. el pphoned Nurntro olof evis
telb) ..2b)

Tool 162S .30
A \ OS l2 0.6 0 1 90..0 07
5 . \ 929 193.12 O33.003
i - 21 3 Is 20 044.005

Figure 3 shows the rapidity distributions of K: and
A from ftTa in the laboratory system If one takes
the p + 3N c.m sys.cm for K7 and the g + I3N c.m
for A. the peaks in the rapidity distributions go to 0,
.espectively. The rapidity distribuuon of A has an
asymmetric tail on the higher side which lies Just in
the region of rapidity of As iron the rip interaction.
If one cut off A's with the momentum of higher than
06 GeV/C. we can obtain the synunetnc rapidity dis-
inbuuon Figures 4(a), (c) show the angular distrib-
utions for A and K; which are isotropic and indicate
an evaporation process. The temperatures are calcu
fated to be 97 MeV for A and 135 MeV for IQ In
Fig 41b). the angular distribution of A with women-
turn above 0 6 GeVic whose shape and masnitude are
similar to those in the 130 reaction
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ready been completed. out analyses are still under way

for the other reactions Figure 10 shows the differen-
tial cross sections of the reaction pp tin The results
are compared with the predictions of some NN poten-
tial models None of these models completely explains
the behavior of the data This indicates the necessity
for fine-voting of the parameters involved in the mod-
els
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Experiment 80 (dpBC)

Measurements of dp Reactions at 2 0 4 0 GeVle

Approximately 5.000 frames per each incident mo.

mentum have been doubly scanned for all events
55.000 scanned events were measured an spatially re
constructed in a standard way Then these events were

fitted to vanoio kinematic hypotheses

We have selected forward elastic scattenng events

whose clusquare of kinematical fit was less than 50
and cosecs, > Oa Using these elastic events. the an
gular distributions of forward elastic scattering and
the slope parameters were obtained at 10 incident mo-
menta We then calculated the total elastic scattenng
cross sections using these slope parameters and the to.

tal cross sections

We have insestigated dp ppn "non-spectator-
break up reaction An event was accepted as belonging

to the breakup hypothesis, sr the chi -square probabil-

ity of the 'It was greater than 01`:. and the missing

tag

UST COPY AVAILABLE

mass was between 091 and 097 GeV On the con-
trary to the results of WarsawDubna collaboration,
no enhancement is observed in the pn mass distrib
utions from the charge retention breakup reaction,
and in the pp mass distnbution from the charge ex-
change breakup reaction Wm the charge exchange
macho:. is defined as a reaction in which the neutron
momentum s the highest among the three nucleon
momenta in the deuteron CM system, and the rest is
defined as the charge retention reaction

Experiment 81 (KOEL)

Asymmetry in the K d and x 'd Elastic Scatterini by
Polars:eel Deuterium near 1.5 GeVlc

Resonances like behaviors of Pis. Poi and Doi
waves in the phase shift of K' N by the previous po-
lanzation data at KFK suggested the importance of
the measurement of the K d elastic vector polariza-
tion Measurement of the vector polanzation of the

d elastic scattering by the polarized dcutenum is
useful to search for the effect of dibaryon resonances

and that of the non-resonant amplitude from the
Glauber approximation
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30' 60'
8Cla

120

Fla. I I Rehear., remits .0 the vector polarised** of XI elm&
seam* at 0.75

The sector polanzation of the K d elastic scatter'
mg was measured at 1.5 GeV/c and 1.7 GeVM and
that of the d elastic scattering at 0.74 and l5
GeVe. using a large aperture spectrometer (TELAS)

and a spin frozen deuteron target of deuterated no"
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panediol (D-8) Multi -wire proportional cwr bers and
dnft chambers were installed around the spectrometer

magnet, in order to measure the momenta of the e
and recoil parucles.

Preliminary results of the a d elastic scattenng at
0 74 GeV/c ate shown in Fig II The solid line in the
Figure is a prediction of the Glauber approximatica
without contnbution from dibaryon resonances The
expenrnental results are consistent with the prediction

of Glauber model. contrary to the differential cross
section of ad elastic scattenng which was measured by
Hirostun.a greup

Experiment 83 (M)

Measurement of Differential Cross Sections for the
Processes a d d and d pp to Dtharyon Res.
nuance Region
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Measurement of the pon-deuteron elastic scatter-
ing have been completed and the mutts hove already

been published in refs (M Akemoto et al Phys Rev
Lett (1983) 400 and Phys Rev Lett a (1983)
1838) A theoretical analysis of these data is now be
mg in progress, Kenai et al calculated the amplitudes
using the Glauber made! and a few dibaryon reso-
nance By using the matonty of the existing data on
the pion-deuteron elastic scattenng the parameters of

the model are determined A tentative result is pre-
sented in a paper contnbuted to the 10th PANIC to
be held at Iladeleerg
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For the procc:s x d - pp. the analysis has been
almost completed and the paper is now being in prep-
aration All the data for this process are shown in Fig
12 in a form of the excitation function Typical exam-
ples of the angular distributions are also shown in
Fig 13 The present data are in good agreement with
other exixnments The most inking feature of the
excitation functions is the existence of a break around
07 GeV'c at angles smaller than 32'. For larger an.
gles. the excitation curves do not show an% remark.
able structure

Erperiment 90 (tAC)

Snide of Space and Tune Structure of HighEnergy
Nuclear Reaction;

A spectrometer system "FANCY" has been sue.
cessfully constructed and was used for expenrnents of

high-energy hadronnucleus =sewn, at the x2 beam
line Protons and pons are well identtLed at momenta
up to I GeV /c by using dE/dx measurements in the
chamber and time -of- flight measurements in the hodo-

scope A typical event obtained by the "FANCY" is
shown in Fig 14

Using the "FANCY" spectrometer, protons and
pions emitted from reactions of 4 GeV /c protons on
Al and Pb target nuclei were measured Proton spec.
era in the target-fragmentation region were analyzed
in a framework of inovingsource model in which
we assumed that protons were emitted isotropically
with A spectrum proportional to exp(E/Eo) from a

f 9.1.1!MA Y(403 Ma
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Fie la ('coition-n.4 y cm FANCY apainoweses

source moving with a velocity of ft, The spectra
showed an excess in a high energy region whin fitted

with single moving source But they are fitted well
with two,movnig sources as shown in Fig 15 Param-
eters of a slowly moving source are consistent with
our previous results dedued from low-energy spectra
only 'T A. Shibata et al.. Nod Phys A408 0983)
525) Movingsource parameters are shown in Fig 16
as a function of charged-particle muluplicsues in the
target region Parameters of slowly moving source are

almost independent of the multiplicity, while those of
fast moving source dcpersi strongly on the
multiplicity
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fig is. 1.4.41.91 am wafer kr 19.1401. a InAwas (A) red
9499. (B) 91 wk. 40..0. 25 ,491 SS 4.erco, S.294 4 C412/2

so Pb tam..

From studies of correlation between particles in
the backward and ones in forward directions, we have

learned so far that (I) momentum distnbutms of for-
warding protons shift toward lower side as a multi-
plicity in the backward increases. (2) the fast
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component of proton spectra in the backward is
significantly suppressed when tagged with high ales-
menium leading protons, and (3) a clear signature
from A particles could be seen in ts-x invariant mass
spectra

Other subjects such as a- and A-productions to

projectile-fragmentation region (the NB-T effect) are
also being analyzed to investigate general nature of
high-energy hadran-nucleus reations

Experiment 92 (£)

Measurement of the Asymmetry Parameter us the Z.
py Decoy

This experiment was performed to measure a par-
sty violating amplitude for a E. py decay. The as-
ymmetry parameter a for the decay had been
measured twice in the MSS both with bubble chamber

expenmenta. The average value lbtained was a "
0 70 ±%Vi. It has been shown theoretically that the

asymmetry parameter a should be zero in the SUP)
limit with the certain fundamental assumptions sect
as the time reversal invariance for the interaction. The

present experiment was planned to improve the stairs-

twat accuracy by factor 2 using counter experiment
techniques. The data taking was startil from Awe
1983, and finished in February 1984 Off -line atialOIS
is currently to progress

In order to produce polarized £"s in this 4mPa'
imcnt. a reaction 'p K' £' was employed. A l

3-9t
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GcV/c beam from K2 beam lint at KEK was in
jetted into a 30 cm long Inatud hydrogen target, and
scattered kaons and decayed protons were identified

with aerogel Cerrnkov counters (AC) and with a ho-
doscope of tuneof-flight counters (TOF) Thne were
two identical tracking arms, each of which consisted
of 4 sets of muluwne proportional chambers (M WPC)

and a set of dnft chambers (DC)
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A C-type magnet (dubbed as TEAS). which pro-
Wed a magnetic field of about 7 LG. was used to an-

dyes momenta of charged particles in conjunction
'sith these track chambers. It should be noted that the
branching ratio of the Z py mode is only 1/500 of
the main mode £ Fe. Therefore, the most impor-
tant point of the expenment was to distingtush these
two modes effectively. To this end, two sets of gamma

detectors were placed above and below the target to

determine hit points of gamma rays The gamma de-
tectors were made of three identical layers, each being

a saodwitch of a lead converter (one radiation length).

a set of MWPCs and sanullanon counters. The miss-
ing mass plot for lions is shown in Fig 17 A high
peak in the middle corresponds to Z' and a low peak
on the right to Z(1385) The total number of Z
samples is estimated to be more than one million
events. The polannuon of £' was also determined
with the Z' - pa' decay mode. and was found to be
about 07 This value well agrees with the data ob-
tamed at other expenment Full analysis of the data
will be completed within a year
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Experiment 104 (KNIT)

Search /car Henry Neutrinos in the Decors K' --
vls and e ;

The data taking of the expenment 104 was com-
pleted in July 1983 and the data analysis is now on
the way The main purpose of the expenment 104 is
to search for heavy n-utnnos emitted in the two body
decays K* - p* vls and K* e v.. In 1980, we
performed the first experiment (E89. Kp) of the same
purpose From this expenment, the upper limit on

was denved to be 10-4 10-4 is the neutnno
mass range of 70-340 MeV/c1 , where 114.1 is the mix-

ing ratio between a heavy neutrino v, and the weak ei-

genstate vls In 1983, we performed the second
expenment with better particle identification and
higher sensitivity for smaller mixing ratio A plan view
of the experimental set up is shown in Fig 18 The

improvement of the apparatus is swiunanzed as fol-
lows.
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(I) In order to reject the most serious background
events from K* y decay mode. rrays
were detected more efficiently by 206 pieces of
Nai counters surrounding K stopping region.

(2) To obtain higher momentum resolution, the track
reconstruction and the energy loss correction were

earned out more precisely by using the two-di-
mensional cathodcreadout MWPCs and the

5.12AitAvA Yao3 TM
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finely - segmented target counters. The momentum
resolution of 1.8 MeWc (FWHM) was achieved
for 236 MeVic a peak.

(3) The TOF counters were replaced by new larger
ones with higher time resolutions. Thus the posi-
trons were clearly separated from other particles.

The momentum spectra of muons and that of po-

sitrons were analyzed to search for anomalous peaks

arising from the admixture of heavy neutrinos. In toe
present stage. the spectra have revealed no such
peaks Thus we obtain the upper limit of the mixing
ratio iUia 7 to be 10 - 5 x 10-71n the mass range
of 70 - 300 MeY c7 and that of 1007 to be 4 x
10-6 - 6 x 10- in the mass range of 130 - 360
MelOc7 These new u; per limas are displayed in Fig
19 and Fig 20 with the results fiom other exper-
iments
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1107 (Lig. Ar)

A Pure Liquid Argon Calorimeter with High Energy
Resolution for Eleetro-Magnetic Showers

In general, the energy resolution of fast (electron
pulse) ionuauon chamber is limited by the sum of
both contributions from electronic noise and ioniza-
tion straggling. if the effect of residual ions, whose
mobility is very low, is removed. If this principle is
applied to liquid argon calorimeter. the energy Ma-
uuon is mainly limited by electronic noise and is ex-
pected to be better than I% (rams.) for I GeVIc
electrons. To study such a liquid argon calorimeter.
called -pure- liquid argon calorimeter, we have con-
structed a new type liquid argon calorimeter with mul-

ti-parallel plate type electrode system. which consists
of 192 G-10 plates of 1.2 aim thick set with 9 mm
spacing. This is a kind of "sampling" calorimeter but

80% of the absorbed energy in the calorimeter are de-

posited III liquid argon and its energy resolution On
not be given by the formula usually used for sampling
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calonmeters. In such a sense, we can also all this
type of calorimeter 'pure liquid argon calorimeter
Fig= 21 is a cross-sectional sick 'flea of the alone-
eta consisting of an inner and outer stainless steel cy-
lindrical vessels. The spate between both vessels is
evacuated during expenment for thermal insulation
The sensitive volume in the inner vessel is 2 0 in x

93 rri'. The inner vessel was filled with liquid argon
directly supplied from a tank rally carrying liquid U.
eon.

Brom

tr. Si A Me rim of ta Omit rear ,-.Wven..

The experiments were done in the T-1 brim chan-
nel by using the electron beams from the internal tar-
get in the proton synchrotron in KEK The
saturation of annuation pulse height was considerably
good This shows that the purity of liquid argon rued
m the experiment is high. Figure 22 shows the van-
anon of the energy resolution versus electron energy
The upper plots show the raw data and the lower
Plots are obtained by subtracting the electronic noise
during experiment from the raw data Thus obtained
curve of resolution versus electron energy is nor ex-
actly proportional to INE where E is the eri...gy of
incident electrons. but includes a constant term due to
the momentum spread of electron beans (19 j
0 2.) The intrinsic energy resolution obtained by
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subtracting the constant term can be expressed by the
Curie of 2 4 vE ± 0 2%. where E is expressed by
GeV This gives the best energy resolution for elec-
trons around 1 GeV/c, except for that of Nal(T1)
crystal calorimeter, and is one expected from the for-
mula for the energy resolution of the calorimeter pre-
viously dented by Host's. Masuda and Doke (Y
Nosh'. K Masuda and T Doke. Inn. I. Appl. Thy.
21 (1982) IOW

Fig. Si The ...r0 relabelr moo deans early

Experiment hoe (nAxii)

Measurements of home X Rays
Th mesonic X rays (Nome, mucenc, Ketonic X

rays) are emitted from exotic atoms which capture ne-
gative meson (a K-) through the interaction
between these mesons and orbital electrons of cherni-
cal substances

The Nome X rays were measured with some com-
pounds of multivalence atoms such as Be,, B. O.
and Mn O, and the intensity are compared with one
c' the X rays from the atoms in mixtures of the same
components Some experimental data are shown in
Fig 23 These results seems to support the assumption
of molecular orbital interaction between electrons and
pions in the first stage of pion capture in atoms

EitiA.IIAVA IMO T8311
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Experiment 110 (IINUCL)

Study of Particle Correlation in Pion Absorption
In the previous experiment (E91), we measured the

ratios (R) of pion absorption probability of a p-n nu-
cleon pair to that of a pp(n-n) nucleon pair in nuclei.
and found that R was about 4 0 for light

At the present experiment, we study in detail the
process of absorption on P-wave nucleon pairs using
`Li and 'Li targets Angular correlation of the (xi,
pp) and (xi. pn) reactions were measured at the
beam energy between 70 MeV and 160 MeV Figure
24 shows the experimental arrangement Neutron de-
tectors are x 6' NE213 hqwd scintillation count-
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crs and haw' thin (100si SUS) front end. Proton
detectors consist of two hoes of plastic santiattors. A
preliminary data analysis was performed for the ina-
dent energy of 70 MeV Angular correlations of high
energy E. < 30 MeV) nucleons show a peak at
the angle corresponding to two-nucleon absorption.
The angular distributions deduced for two-nucleon
pan of the (it, pn) reaction are shown in Fig. 25
these figures show clear asymmetry about 90'. and the
shape of the angular distribution of io", pn) reactions
are very similar to that of the (x". pn) reaction.

Fig. 25. Awalaa Gotribacom of tar (x. pa) maim.

Experiment 111 (Th)

Measurement of neutron spectra from Th

In this experiment. we measured the inclusive nal-
trca spectra from Th as a preliminary test. The pur
pose of the study is to obtain the basic data for the
accelerator breeder and to understand the high energy
nuclear reaction based on the moving source model.
Ttr accelerator breeder is very important since the
shortage of 2"U resources is expected in future and
the capacity of the fast breeder reactor is insuf6aent
for the rapid production of nuclear fuel. The accurate
values of the spoliation cross-section is essential for
the estimation of fissile production rate and for feasi-
bility study of the accelerator breeder The data an
quite insufficient now, there is no reliable value of
that for Th. which is a most mthortant neutron source
for the production of fissile through :32Th *
n "th '"Pa- 255U reaction. On the other
hand. we found from Experiment 90 that the neutron
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the neutron spectra can be expressed in terms of for-

mation of highly excited local moving spot and du ce
stages of nuclear emission from the spots In high en-
ergy nuclear reaction, it is interesting io know the
neutron spectra of wide angular range and different
incident energy with the heavy targets

Neutrons were measured by 8 counter telescopes

which consist of a liquid sant:Bator and a thin plastic

seinullator are placed from 15' to 160' in plane for 4
GeWc, 2.5 GeVic and 1.5 GeVic protons beam Pre-
haunary results shown in Fig 26 indicate that the
spectra seems to be expressed by intra nuclear cascade

calculation except low energy part (unproved

MECC7. evaporation is not included in the calcu-
lation)
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Experiment 113 (ND)

Production ntechanum of Deuteron in p4 collwons

Coincidence spectra of p and d in the quasi-elastic

scattering have been measured at large momentum
transfer in 3 GeVic pA collisions. This reaction is
considered to take place through a neutron exchange
prncess between the incident proton and a quasi-deu-

teron in the nucleus In our previous experiment at
LBL, the following features are observed:

1 Quaskeuteron is a proton-neutron pair, in which
momenta of two nucleons are correlatal
lel.

2 Scattering from such momentum-correlated cluster

seems to be an important source for emission of
backward protons.

3 With a light target nucleus, the probability to ob-
serve pd in the quasi-elastic scattering is relatively

high and kinematically clean. Thenfore, this re-
action can be used to study high momentum com-
ponent of nucleon-nucleon correlafion.

For the further study of tic quasi - deuteron, it is
necessary to determine the is. i'ambty of quasi-deu-
teron in a nucleus and also ..s internal momentum
distnbcuon of nucleon insid. the quasi-deuteron. Us-
ing the FANCY Spectromete. System, we have meas-
ured p and d over a wide kinematic region at pb,,
3 GeVic and 1 ) GeVic We have finished the data
taking and are on stage of analysis
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NON-ACCELERATOR PHYSICS

Measurement of the Mass of the Electron
Neutrino using Electron Capture in wHo

(KEK-Osako.ToholisiTsukuba-Kyoro-TIT-INS-Tokyo
Collaboration)

Our my .studies are now going on well, along the
lines described in our talk at the Brighton Conference
(S Ya Sinni, Proc of Int. Europhys. Conf. High En-
ergy Physics, Brighton, 1983 391) We have already
obtained a relationship between my and the Q-value
of mHo using the value of Tbt y, and the nuclear ma-
trix element relevant to the transition
wHo wDy. We are now trying to improve the
precision of the my value. as determined from the
Qvalue, by reducing experimental uncertainties both

in the total number measurement for I451.10 atoms in
the sources and in the M X-ray intensity measure-
:neut. For the former, we are measuring the total
number of 3314o atoms in the sources using Isotope

Dilution Mass Spectrometry as well as the PIXE
method Further. in order to remove the uncertainty
in the thickness of the beryllium window in the Si(G)
detector used to measure M rays from 16314o, a
windowless Si(Li) detector has been purchased from

HOR1BA Company Ltd. With this device, we have
succeeded in obtaining a very beautiful M Xray spec-
trum from a 161Ho source

If the Qvalue of 114110 is determined independ.

cony. toy can be obtained from the my c) relation
slop mentioned above

On the other hand, in order to determine both my
and the Qvalue simultaneously. we are doing studies
of the M shell in dysprosium using monochromatic
photons from he 2 5 GeV Electron Storage Ring in
our Photon Factory

The expenmental setup is shown schematically in
Fig 27. Undulater radiations from the BL2 line of
the Light Source Ring are monochromated through a

doublereflection monochromator made of beryl crys
Sal and impinge upon a Dy target Incident photon
beams are monitored with a photon detector We use
beams with fie different energies. E,. E,. E. and
E, where E, > EM, > Et, > Em2 > > F,
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> Em, > Et. > EMS. and EM, 1-.5) stands for the
binding energy of the Mi subshell as indicated in Fig
28 The energy widths of these photon beams are a
few eV and sharp enough to remain distinct from each

subshell level M XraYs emitted by dysprosium atoms
excited by the meiden. ohoton beams, arc measured

with two VG) detectors, one of which is set in the di-
rection of the polarization of the photon beams (hod.
zonal) and the other is set at an angle of 9 to the
direction of the polarization of the photon beams
(vertical), as shown in Fig 27. If SE, denotes the M
Xray fluorescence spectrum from Dy atoms excited
by monochromatic photons having an energy E2
(ne.a....e). SE, is represented by the following
equation.

Nm(i =1-5) (1)

where

Sm, M Xray spectrum in the case where there is
one vacancy in the M, subnhell only.

0.,ta. photo electnc cross section of the M, subshell
for a photon of an energy E,,.

N . total number of incident photons per second.
to number of dysprosium atoms in a target per

cm2

Rewriting equation (1) in detail, a. have

Nm (o:'Smaro:Swropswrol. Soe?.Sms)

Nm(

St ,= Nm (

Nm (

0P.smeolb.sm,fo4b'sm.+01.sm,)

o; "f"10)

4d. SW"f4.40

4451s

If cr,ea is known, one can obtain Sm,
turns using the above five equations SMi and Ste_ io

Fig 28 are theoretical spectra which were eakulatcd
by T Muko;am.

42
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If Sp"3"° stands for a photon spectrum from
"Ho, where the number of photons per atom per sec-
ond is plotted as a funcuon of the energy of the pho-
tons, as shown in Fig 28, we then have

Spi -H°
1 d

No 717 (Stai'NutSma'Nu2)

(s,. nu, +sut nut)
Photons
per atom

S24, (dnm, idt).S2,22-(dnm2/elt) per sec

Sp1"11.. "142.5m2 (2)

/Pr dnm, /dt k, ,

(12 PMi a (dn. idt)) (3)

where I',"" and P2ui stand for counterparts in S241
for peaks 1 and 2 in S,"l° respectively, and re2
stands for a counterpart in S142 for peak 2 in Si, H°

in Fig. 28

Level scheme
of Dy

kW
Ml(2 047)
M211 841)
M311 676)

M411 3321
M511 294)

Photon
where

Per
Nu, (i ..1,2) number of vacancies produced in the Voconcy

M, subshell in the decay 4'Ho ES_VDy, in Mt

nm,(1.1,2) Nm,IN0 ,

total number of I°3110 atoms in the source, Photon

Vocnpanmer2cykm, (i.1,2) partial Mleapture decay constant.

Equation (2) tells us that when we reconstruct p'61"
Ho using spectra Si ki and Sot, these coefficients of
Sm, and S.2 correspond km, and X. respectively

An alternrtive way to get km, and X.2 is the fol.
lowing which is based on the fact that peak 1 in Fig 2
comes from the M, subshell only and peak 2 in Fig
28 comes from the M1 and M2 subshells

If the intensities of peak I and peak 2 in S2,43H°
arc denoted by I, and 12 respectively, we have
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Incident X-rays

EoinE,
Et, ± E8
Ea ± iSEe
Ed * AEd
E.= AE,

2

X-Roy Energy (weV)

Fig 21. Prlclok of de monies.. Spleen SM I 4 Sear a.t do-
...deal ono wild wax calcal..1 by T. Metope..

On the other hand km, and km2 are expressed as
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2 799 s (Q - 2 041) N/(Q- 2 047)2 -m.,2 s

per we

1368(()-1 841)4(Q-1.841)'-rn...2s10""

per sec - (4)

where my and Q are given in KeV
Using km, and km as determined expenmentally

(equations (2) and (3)), both my and the Qvalue can
be obtained from eguauons(4).

Some preliminary results has been recently ob-
tained by us. As an example of SE.,, spectra exper-
imentally measured. figure 29 shows a spectrum SE,
together with the corresponding theoretical one where

2.147 KeV. Spectrum Sr, is shown in Fig. 30,
which was reduced from expenrnental spectrum SE.
mentioned above. In the figure the corresponding the-
oretical spectrum is also shown.
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Due to lack of the statistics. we tentatively ana-
lysed the data as follows At first the theoretical spec-
tra for SM, has been slightly modified so as to fit both
S."1"" spectrum and Sus spectrum in dysprosium
Then, using the modified theoretical spectra for SM1
and Sr, thus obtained. spectrum m was recon-

structed (solid curve) as shown in Fig 31
The coefficients used in this reconstruction are
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Xsts (0 066610 0197)10' " sec" I

These two values give us the following tentauve
results for my and the Q-value
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Proton Decay Experiment at KAMIOKA

The detector construction of KAMIOKA Nucleon
Decay Expenment (KAMIOKANDE) was completed
by the end of May, 1983. after about two year's con-
ruent:in works on the cavity excavation for exper-
imental site, the 3.000 nit steel tank. a water
purification system, a preparation of more than. 1.000

large 20* photomultiplier tubes and an associated elec-

tronic system For final assembling the 1.000 photo -
tuba in the tank. it took almost two months to install
all of them, while filling the 3.000 nit water-tank with

pure water Electronics and data acquisition system
were also.prtpared and tested in parallel at the nearby
electronics but After these preparatory works
Imbed. the KAMIOKANDE detector finally became
'ully sensitive and started its operation at July. 6.
1983 The detector has been running very excellently
once then, with a livetime efficiency of about 80%

By the beginning of Apnl. 1984. we have total 201

days of theme. winch means the sensitivity of 485
'nn -years or 2 9 le nucleon years, with a normal
ductal volume of 8130 tons for nominal nucleon decay

.cents The detector. thanks for its large photosensi-
ine area of about 20% of its total area. has a very
prod energy resolution and an excellent pattern rccog-

nition capability Thus, event scanning and analysis
goes very smoothly with a week or no delay after tak-
ing data on the magnetic tapes.

So far we have obtained 80 events with event-ver-
tices contained in the fiducial volume. Out of these 80
events, 59 events have a single Cerenkov ring and 21

events with two or more nngs Comparisons have
been made with a detailed Monte Carlo program to
simulate cosmic ray v interactions, and it is seen that
the most of events can be explained as v-induced
events Two events sItU remain as a possible candi-
date for nucleon decay with a conceivable decay
mode. the one with p -.is til--wy), Is' Klee),
or n- et,- and the other with p- e'm' or n
e'p- with (icryygour nag structure The detector is
continuing its steady noc-stop operation with the pre-

sent water transparency of more than 35 meter, For
detailed information of the experiment and the per-
formance, a reader is referred to the reports published

elsewhere. (K. Takahashi. Proc of the Third Work-
shop on Grand Unification, Univ. of North Carolina.
NC. US A in KEK Prepnnt 82-4. (1982), M. Ko-
shiba. Proc. of 21 st. Int. Conf. on H.E. Physics, Pads
1982, Pm-pant UTL10EPP-82-04 (1982), M. Kostuba,
Talk at the 1983 Inr1 Symposium on Lepton and
Photon Interactions at H.E Cornell Univ. N.Y.. Au-
gust. 1983. and K Takahashi. Proc. of the Mini-Con-
ference on Low Energy Tests of Conservation Lows in
Particle Physics, Virginia Polytech Inst. and S U .
Virginia. September. 1983. Y Totsuka. A talk given
at the XIX th Rencontre de Mononde, La Plagne.
Feb 26 - March 4, 1984,)

BEAM CHANNELS AND INSTRUMENTAL FACILITIES

BEAM CHANNELS

Operation and Maintenance of Beam Lines

In FY 1983 the beam Imes around the 12 GeV
Proton Stnchrotron were operated for nearly three
thousand hours to perform the phtsics expenments

59
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and various tests. The beam line parameters are listed
in Table 3

As described in the previous reports, we have the
slow extracted proton beam. EP2. which is split into
three ways as shown in Fig 32 The first beam.

EP2-A. us hitting the production targets of the K2
beam I. nd the int beam channel. The second split
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beam. EP2.8, is ire dialing the production target of
the al and T2 beam lines The third one. EP.IC, is
hitting the production target of K3 and K4 beam
lines K4 beam line construction is completed in the
fall of FY 1983

The internal target beam tines. x2 and TI, are still
operating for the expenments and the det..tor test.
ings The typical proton amens:ties of the EP2A.
EP213. EP2C and the internal target were 10 x
le. 08 x 15 i le and 1.5 x 10" ppp re.
spectisely These intensities were strongly dependent
on the accelerated proton beans intensity and the
phase space eminence of the extracted proton beam

The major expenments performed an FY 1983 with

the 142, xl. K3 and x2 beam lines were E92 (I). E64.
E121 (x1). E99 (Ka). E68 (tipc) and E90 (xAC). re.
spectisely The status and results of these expenments

are gisen in the previous chapter

Fit 33 La wow of Me Al beam bee

A special radiation shielding concrete blocks. con -

tuning high percentage of limestone i(raC0,1 were

tested in FY 1982 Although the speual shielding

61
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blocks had the same neutron attenuation length 05
normal concrete blocks, we found that the special
blocks had my small residual activities after the arra
diation with high energy protons and neutrons Some
amounts of this new matenal were installed on the
ceiling of the EP2C beam line to reduce the radiation

level of the site boundary.
Three emergency exits from the slow extracted

proton beam line tunnel (EP2) are furnished at the
splitter magnet area, the K2 beam separator area and

the al beam line downstream end In the case of

emergency such ae one could quickly get out

Y1100 Te38
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from the pnmary proton shielding tunnel through
these exits

The superconducung 8 GeV/c unseparated beam
line. xl, was operated through the year for the exile,
Imcnts E64 (al) and EI21 (s1.11). In this beam line
we have five convennsal magnets and three super.
conducting magnets- a 2 Testa septum bending mag-
net. two large aperture 4 Testa bending magnets. A
lint aperture superconducting spectrometer magnet

(BENKEI) was also operated together with the xl
beam line. We have operated the xl beam line and
the BENKEI spectrometer magnet for more than ten
thousand hours in the superconducting state so far
The purposes of introducing superconducting magnets

in the beam line and the spectrometer system is to
grade up the performances with lugh magnetic fields.
and to save energy consumption The expenence of
the construction and the operation of this system will

very helpful for the construction of more sophisticated
superconducting magnet systems in the future.

A high momentum test beam line. T2. constructed
ins FY 1982 This beam line was very useful for van.
ors testing of TRISTAN detector elements. such as
lead glasses. santlators or venous chambers

A low momentum antiproton beam line. 1(4. was
designed and constructed for the expenment E68
(ppc) This beam line is a branch of the K3 beam line

Double stage mass separation system was adopted to

get a antiproton beam with less contaminating pant.
cies The design parameters of the 1(.4 beam line are
given in Table 4 The layout of the beam line is shown
in Fig 33 and the overview of the downstream part of
K4 beam line is shown in the front page of the phys-
ics department The beam hit construction is com-
pleted in the summer of FY 1983. after replacing
K3-D2 by K44:15 and Q6 The expenment E68( 13pc)
started dui fall with tlus new beam line

In the EP2 tunnel. many ITV cameras are installed

to watch pnmary beam. target area or some beam line

elements These cameras used to be damaged very of.

ten by a strong radioactivity in the tunnel Semicon.

doctors in the cameras were mainly responsible for
these damages A camera in which some semscondue-

tors were replaced by electronic tubes was developed

This type of cameras will be made in FY 1984 and
will be tested in the EP2-tunnel after the long shut-
down

In FY 1984. we have a long scheduled shutdown
of the 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron for the TRISTAN
tunnel excavating under the proton synchrotron ace&

erator (*chiles. During this shutdown penod, beam
lines have been plauned for the next generation of
physics expenrsents with the 12 GeV protons Since
the beam line elements have been operated for nearly

ten yea.c, some of them have serious damages A part

of targets, slits, magnets and shieldungs will be re.
placed by new ones.

Cryogenic Feciiitt

The helium refngerauon system of 8 GeVic pion
beans line was operated for the expenment of E-121.

This helium refngc.ation system has started test open
anon in FY 1981. The total operation is approximate
11000 hours in Feb 1984. The operation statistics
from FY 1981 to FY 19831s showed (13 Table 5.

Hydros-is Targets have been used for the exper-
iments E-121. E-92 and E-68 in this ye..- The appen
du for E-68 had a large capacity that was about 3 t
and made a thin-stainless steel. So that Target was
used refngerator of large refrigeration power.

The design of cryogenic systems for VENUS and
TOPAZ superconducting solenoid magnet began in
this year In FY 1983. it constructed cold box and
screw compressor of VENUS cryogenic system, and
then it constructed cold box and control dcwar with
liquid He pump of TOPAZ cryogenic system The
control systems have been designing on the computer

control. and it ordered distnbuted control systems and
mini-computers Figure 34. 35 show a cryogenic sys-
tem flow diagram of VENUS and TOPAZ.
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Electronics and On-liner computer facilities
for High Energy Experiments

Electronics group supported standard electronics
for high energy expenenans at 12 GeV proton syn-
chrotron. Recent experiments use a cumber of chan-
nels of calonmeter cowmen and cathode readout of
wire &Ambers. Such expaiments require many chan-
rids of ADC with 12 bit resolution. For supplying
ADCs foe these application, home-made ADC was
developed zs CAMAC module with 16 channels pet
card.

The other main activity of this group is contrib-
utions to the development of electronics system for
TRISTAN experiments. Large TDC system for
VENUS dnft chamber was deigned in the framework
of FASTBUS and prototyged in cooperation wish
VENUS experimental group. The system consists of
23 TAC modules (32 channels per mod.ule) and 1
ADC module in a FASTBUS mate. The digitized data
are corrected foe /inanity and pedestal subtraction.
and stored in a buffer memory which are readout
through Segment Interconnect

The readout elearariat of time of flight counters
foe both VENUS and TOPAZ detector was studied
for high accuracy in the time measurement. The pro-

totype module implemented in CAMAC in being built
for evaluation of the circuit which indudod two pairs
of ADC and TDC channels foe a counter unit

The Linea: summing amplifier was designed last
year for energy sum trigger by band calonmeter and
built the production version in this year. The proto-
type of pmemplifier for drift chamber was designed

and hybeidued foe systematic test of signal trans-
mtssion from the chamber to she TDC system.

FASTBUS is new international standard for data
e-..quisitioo system for high energy experiments. In the

TRISTAN experiments the FASTBUS has been
adopted as the standard for data gathering system to
on-line host computer VAXiDEC). In this year. the
modules of key clement for the data aquisstwo system

have been built. These are VAXFASTBUS Processor

Interface. Motrola 6g000- FASTBUS Processor Inter-
face. FASTBUS Cable Segment. Simplex Segment In-

terconnect. FASTBUSpersonal computer interface.
and ancillary lope units of Crate Septum, Indirsvual
elements hive been tested suovasfully For the overall

test under the realistic condition. we have to writ ire

(A1

F.130111AVA VW* Te3S1

completion of the analog readout modules untill oat
year

In this year. micro computer system is standard-
utid by On-Line group for TRISTAN experiment with
MICRO/PDP(DEC) which are distributed for each
detector element. The main usages are monitoring sad

twang up of each detector. independently. These are
used separately in the phase of detector construction
and connected to the host computer VAX through
Ethernet local area network after the installation of
all detector elements. The basic software tools for pro-
gramming of the data taking through CAMAC system
were prepared by On-Line group.

The networking of various computers and termi-
nals is very important facility not only for efficient in-
age of computer resow -es. but also for
communication and information exchange barmen us-
ers and between machines. On-Line group supports
more than 30 low cost ASCII terminals as a full
screen terminal of VAX and M-200H through the
ponselector and 9415/E emulator in cooperation with
tire Data Handling division. The present status of the
interconnection of computers and terminals is shown
in the figure below. The access frau outside of the la-
boratory is available through so called TRISTAN-
NET which links computers of :umber universities
via the packet exchange network or NTT (DDX) as
shown in the figure. The network was implemented at
five universities in this year. The other universities will

be linked v coming yews
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF
MAGNETS AND DETECTORS

Davalopmant of SuperconductIn2
Accelerator Mantua

Although the construction of a superconducting
Proton ring in the TRISTAN tunnel is deferred, we
have continued the basic study on engineering prob-
:ems of the superconducting mapets. Based on the
successful experience in several short length dipok
magnets, we have constructed a Eve meter long proto-
type NbTi/Cu dipok magnet in FY 1982 1983.

This magnet is a 5 T NbTilCu accelerator dipole of
warm bore and warm iron. The coil inner diameter is
,o large as 140 mm and the coil length is 5 1 m. The
other main design parameters are gsven in Table 6.
The coils were wound in double shell with a Key-
.torui Rutherford cable of 27 NbTi/Cu strands. The
:able is mainly insulated with Kapton tapes and small
amount of epoxy rests. These cods were cured in a
-et of strong jigs and then tightly clamped with 316L
-(unless steel collars by welding in a hydraulic press.

The cross-sectional structure of this dipole is similar
that of the Ferrtulab Tevatron dipole except for the

The trainings could be reduced by application of
higher prestress at the clamping of coils These coils

were assembled in the warm iron laminated yoke to-
gether with the honzontal cryostat The overview of
the magnet is shown in the figure on the front page of

the physics Department The design parameters of this

Prototype dipole magnet are given in Table 6.
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Transition Radiation Detector

The transition radiation detector (TRD) is a pro-
missing detector for particle identification at extremely

relativistic region. In the VENUS detector of TRIS-
TAN. there reserved a room for particle identification

detector within the superconductive solenoid. The
function of the TRD in the VENUS detector is a pos-

itive identification of electrons from large pion back-
ground in * multi-particle jet event. The TRD
provided independent and additional pion rejection
power to the lad glaze calorimeter.

As the first step of the development several radi-
ator materials were tested on the emission efrciency of

transition radiation photon. The radiators are carbon
Ebel., polypropylene fiber. polypropylene sheet. Mylar
sheet and plastic foam in th. realistic size within the
detector. The parent electrons are swept out of the
chamber by * magnet after passing through the radi-
ator. The emitted photons were guided through He-
bag and detected with a Xe-filled wire chamber. The
photon spectra and emission efficiency were measured

with charge-integration ADC and compared to the
tkoretical calcula.ion. As the best material among
the radiators tested, we chose polypropylene fiber
which showed high emission efficiency and is conven-

ient for installation to a large cylindrical detector.

Further test with the polypropylene fiber were car-

ned out for finding the optimum density and length of
the radiator and chamber within the allowed space. In
this expenmert single layer of radiator and chamber
was used as shown in the Figure 37. The real detector

has multi-layer of the radiator and chamber. In order
to simulate is the data analysis. Following this way.
electron -pion separation was examined at 2 GeV/c by

comparing the truncated mean distributions of the
pulse height for pion and electron beam. The signals

of electrons include the transition radiation photons in

addition to the iorsation loss in Xe gas. A typical
data is shown in the Figure 37. The resultant pion
contamination (%) is plotted as a function of the ekc-
tron detection efficiency. In the analysis. 4 and 6 lay-

ers configuration were simulated. For comparison. the
data of Buengener et al. (Neel. Instr. and Methods.
214 (1983) 261) is shown in the &Fi sure. The ex-

pected performance of the TRD rn the VENUS detec-
tor is the pion rejection factor of 1/20 -1150. Extensive

test for radiator and chamber structure has to be fol.
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lowed for the construction of the large cylindnal
TAD.
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Heavy liquid counter (HEUCON)

It was mentioned in the original mineralogical pa-
per written by Clerics' (E Clenci. Atti Acad. Nu.
Lincei (R-5) 161 (1907) 187) that a water solution of
glycolic thallium has a density el 3.95 glee and that
of lactic thallium d 3.40 glen However. he need
that the vismoties of those liquids were so high and
that it was inadequate to use them for mineral sepa-
ration; therefore, no mention was given of transparen-
cies cr colours for these

We have processed glycolic thallium and lactic
thallium and dissolved in water. The resultant heavy
liquids were opaque immediately after the dissolution
in water. After !eating the liquids to about 80C and
extracting the water. these liquids became colourless
solutions of high viacouties and kept the transparent

66

colourless states while these were cooled down to th;
room temperature around 20'C. If the liquids were
cooled further down to WC. these tended to crystalize
and this tendency strongly depended upon the amount
of water kit in the solution for both cases. It is likely
that the liquids are in metastable states around this
temperature region.

These properties are extremely analogous to that
of the mixture of lead acetate and lead propionate dis-
solved in water (T. F. Bones and P. B. Fleming: U.
S. Patent No. 3.937.970 (1976). A. Kusumegi and Y.
Yoshimurs: Nucl. Instr. and Method, in pros) but
with the viscosity less than that of lead acetate-pro-
pionate mixture. The measured transmission of gly-
colic thallium solution is shown in Fig. 33 and that of
lactic thallium in Fig. 39 (A. Kusomegi and Y. Yoshi -
man: to he reported). For both cases, the trans-
missions did not reach to 100% as slight opacities
already appeared in our samples at the time of spec-
troscopic measurement. These opacities could be re-
moved by careful control of processing of those
liquids, particularly, of extracting the water from
these solutions.
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The inclusion of an organic liquid mintillstor. vi-
ten with PPO. was treed. It was much easier to do for
these liquids than for thallium formate or for thallium
formate-malonate mixture as no surfactant was re-
quired for mixing the liquid scinullator with ther
uids to an amount of 1020% in volume. However.
the scintillation signals were strongly quenched for
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these liquids in the same way as that for the lead ace-
tate-propionate mixture (A. Kusuraugs and Y. Yoshi-
mum Nucl. Instr. and Method. in Press).

From the practical point of views of economy De-
velopment of Superconducting Accelerator Magnet of
this solution was satisfactonly good as a and toxity,
barium iodide (13212 ) is one attractive material for
transparent heavy liquid. The solubility of 13412
spina water is 185 g per 100 cc at 10C and it forms
a heavy liquid of the density d 2.14 glee. The cal-
culated radiation length for this solution is X4 5.4
cm The measured transmission of this solution was
satisfactorily good as a Cherenkov radiator as shown
sn Fig 4C (A. Kusumegi and Y. Yoshitauras to be re-
ported) We plan to test it with the beam as soon as
PS restarted the operation in 1985.

So far no systematic investigation was nude on
the structure of heavy liquid of thallium formate or
thallium malonate. The group of H. Ohnii first inves-
tigated the structure and some physicochemical prop-
erties of thallium(I) formate solutions (H. Ohtaki et
al to be reported to Int Conf. of Complex Salts.
Colorado. July 1984). The structure of aqueous sol-
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ution of thallium(1) formate of 10.77 mol/dm3 (d
3.189 Vac) was determined by X-ray diffraction
method by using a 0-0 type diffractometer at 25T.
From the analysis of the nick' distribution curve and
the stricture factors of solution, it was found that
thallium(1) ions combined with formate ions to form
the tetramer Te4.(HC00)., its the solution as shown
in Fig. 41 and the interatomic distances with the com-
plex were determined. The details will be published in
near future (K. Ontsumi: Ph. D. Thesis, Tokyo Inst.
Technology (1984)).
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THEORY GROUP

People in our theory group have been engaged in a
wide variety of research activities, ranging from a ca-
meral computation of low energy hadron spectrum
to application of unified theories to cosmology. Only
a brief summary of activities is attempted here.

Quantum chromodyeaunics, believed by many to
be the ultimate field theory of strong interactions, is
producing interesting numerical data that can be com-
pared with experiments. The basic method is Monte
Carlo simulation on a discrete spaced= lattice (lat-
tice gauge theory). In collaboration with outside peo-
ple (Fukugita. Ukawa, Iwasaki, etc.), our group has
performed extensive calculations, using computer fa-
cilities of our laboratory. Although results are in gen-
eral encouraging, statistics of data is not enough and
a larger capability of c puters is clearly called for.
Kaneko et al., for the first time. studied violation of
the OZI rule and mixing of glueballs with flavor sin-
glet mesons in the SU(2) lattice gauge theory A be-
havior of OZI violating amplitudes is obtained for
light and charm quarks.

The SU(2) x U(l) electroweak theory is in better
shape in view of experimental confirmation of W and
Z bosons at CERN. Yet much remains to be unex-
plained in this standard theory: masses and mixing
parameters of quarks and leptons. ongin of the Higgs
mechanism. etc. Supwara, in collaboration with
Brown, Deshpancle. Pakvasa And Yamanaka. studied
CP violation, K-M matrix etc. within the framework
of a discrete symmetry (Si) of Higgs model

Grand unified theories gave rise to an interesting
possibility of monopole-catalyzed proton decay (Ru-
bakov effect) Kamuna continued to investigate vari-
ous aspects of this problem. Mechanism of the
conservation of the electric and the color charges. de-
spite the lack of it in the boundary condition. was
clarified by extensive calculation. Kaz-ma further ex-
amined some effects which tend to suppress the cata-
lysis process. (I) Unbalance of the weak charge in the

process was pointed out and (2) the radiative decay
rate of the fermionm state with vanislung angular 'no-
mention was calculated. Kobayashi. together with Se-
kamoto. investigated radiative corrections in the

strong magnetic field of monopole.
ICaluza-Klein (KK) theories are an interesting at-

tempt to unify gauge interactions with gravity Koba-
yashi and Sugamoto studied behavior of fermions in
the 5-dimensional KK monopole field and showed
that no Rubakov effect occurs to this case. Yoshimura
computed quantum effective action at finite temper-
atures in KK theories. At lugher dimensions anoma-
lous behavior of induced gravity was found, which
may have a pr round implication to cosmology. Saka-
moto applied Nicolai mapping to supersymmetric the-
ories.

In application to cosmology. Sakagami investi-
gated a termination of the phase transition in the new
inflationary universe, caused by dissipative processes.
Yoshimura. in collaboration with Takasugi and Fuku-
gita. discussed gravitational collapse of a cloud made
of the invisible canon which may provide the missing
mass of the universe

Yukawa are interested in subjects relating to statis-
tical properties of finite systems An important issue
of the problem is bow the statistical behavior sets its
for an isolated. finite system. Detailed studies are
made for (I) Landau damping in the quantum Fermi
liquid where the elementary natation decays without
collision term in the transport equation. (2) level sta-
tistics of the billiard problem for clarifying relation to
the classical chaos, and (3) KNO scaling as the frac,
tal

Sakagami. together with Wadati. studied a corre-
spondence between the classical soliton and its quan-
tum field theory

Most of there works have been published in about
17 pr.:prints (KEK- TH senes), and have been and
will be rn nted in penodical Journals
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The USIJAPAN Cooperation on high energy physics nos been executed under the Implementing Arrangement be-

mem the U.S Department of Energy and MONBUSHO of Japan on Cooperation in the Field of High Energy Phys-

ics. which was signed on November II. 1979, at SLAC The USIJAPAN Committee on High Energy Physics.
consisting of six members from each side, has been held once a tear in the U S and Japan ahernatelv The Fifth Meet-

ing of the Comnuttee ails held on May 24-25,1983 at Berkner Hall. Brookhaven National Laboratory J Leiss. Direc-

tor of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the LS Department of Energy. and T Nishdcawa. Director
General of KEK. woe co-chairmen. Other members of the Committee who attended the Meeting were E. Hyde, L
Lederman. W. Parrofsky. N Samos. J. Sandweiss, K Kusahara, T. Kiesgaki. T Funs, G Takeda. and K Kikuchi

In A. opening remark. T. Nishikawa stated that the collaboration has been of high quality and expressed ha desire

to commie and strengthen this successful program, even beyond the period described m the agreement (1979.1988) He

added that the most important event in the Japanese high energy, physics program for the present and next five years is

the construction of TR1STA N at KEK and that participation of US scientists in its physics program is most welcome

He also stated that. from the Japanese point of view. USIJA PAN Collaboration on a next generation international ac-

celerator is the most practical and favorable among several cooperative possibilities. and suggested to start an explora-

tion of the posssbdity of a cooperative effort leading to a very large accelerator facility.

The Committee agreed that the existence of TRISTAN as a frontier colliding accelerator would tend to strengthen

and balance the US /JAPAN Cooperative Program through participation of U S scientists The Committee also agreed

:La it was important and most timely to initiate a cooperative effort in the R&D end design for an eventual very large

facility.

An informal meeting to propose a program of collaboration between the U S and Japan on accelerator R&D for the

next five years was held on February 23-24. 1984. at KEK G Lore/. SLAC. and T Kitagaki were co-chairmen of the
meeting. Other participants were R. Lundy (FNAL) C. Pellegrini (BNL). H Ihrabayashi, 7' Kama. Y. Kali= and
J. Tanaka (KEK). It was generally agreed that the topics of mutual interest fall into three main categories ( I) Topics

on which collaboration presently exists and should be continued, or for which an immediate need it mutually rang-

nced. (2) Topics which relate to new accelerators such as a 20 TeV h. on collider or a I TeV electron-positron confi-

der. and 13) Topics haring to do with new methods of acceleration

In FY 1983. 93 Japanese scientists participated in USIJAPAN Joint ac es at U S laboratories and 33 stayed in

the U S more than six months
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Participation in the Electron-Positron Collud-
ing Experiment (PEP-4) at SLAC-PEP and
Development of New Detection and Data

Handling Technology

Spokesman

JAPAN

UNITED STATES

412

T Kamae. Univ of Tokyo
D. R Nygren. LBL. Univ of
California

Parunpaong Groups
JAPAN' Univ of Tokyo and INS

(Univ of Tokyo)
UNITED STATES LBL (Ono/ of California).

UCLA. Yale. UC Riverside.
Johns Hopkins and others

The PEP-4 TPC detector is unique in that at can
identify particles produced in hadroruc Jets Charged
particles are detected by the time projection chamber

uTPC) The mull checkout of the detector was com-
pleted in the spnng of 1982 This was followed in the
fall of 1982 and the spring 1983 by the regular data
taking runs, which allowed us to accumulate 29000

hadronic annihilation events (corresponding to
an Integrated luminosity of 77 pia-5) We report here
about performance of the two major detector compo-
nents TPC and the hexagonal calonmeter and physics

results that have been completed in Japans: FY
1983

The TPC identifies charged particles by the ioniza-
tion loss (dEldx) The momentum resolution is

tdP P)2 - (006)2 + (3035P)2 (P in GeV) in a 4 kG
axial magnetic field We have achieved the dE/dx re-
solution of about 4 %, which is almost the "Proposal"

value in the loss momentum region. the pion. kaon
and proton bands are well separated Above 1 GeV/c
the resolution is comparable to the differences in
dEidx for the venous particle types At S GeV/c. the
separation is 3 8 s d (standard deviation) for pion-
kaon. and 19 s d for kaonproton (Fig I)

The HEX consists of sot modules located outside
the magnet cod Eacn module is 10 r I deep and con-
tains 40 layers of a lead-fiberglass-aluminum laminate

alternating with gas sampling layers with a Geiger
mode discharge Electromagnetic showers are recon-
structed by radially-aligned half-degree wide channels

in three stereo views The typical energy and angular

resolutions are 16 and 3 mrad at I GeV c. respet-
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lively
We have measured the inclusive production cross

sections and mean mulupbctues of x±, K±. p and
with very small systematic and statistical cams. The
result shows that 10.7±06 x±. 1.35±0.13 K± and
0 60 ±0 08 p. p are contained in an annihilation event.

Combining this particle Identification capability and
another unique feature of the TPC. the truly Mimeo-
sional tracking, we have measured the production
cross sections of 10,, A. and = particles. The pro-
duction cross sections of sa's and es are also ob-
tained for the Srst time at the present energy. There
are 0 077 ±0 0:4 O's and 0.50±015 K° per event in
the range 0 075 < x <0 55 We studied charge weighted

correlations in rapidity space and observed both short
and long range strangeness compensation in K-K cor-
relations The K-x correlations due to heavy quark
decays, and the proton-meson. proton- antiproton and

A-A correlations are being studied now We also
have observed, for the first time, the polanzauon of
the produced A's Using photons detected by the
HEX. the inclusive y and a° cross sections were ob-
tained Figure 2 shows the invanant mass distnbuuon
for all photon pair combination. The fracr,ons of the

e
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total energy earned photons and es are
0 262 +0 025 and 0 209 ±0 021. respectively

eeot-
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The other mayor physics topic we have been con.
centraung on is the study of heavy (e and b) quark
productions Using the dE/dx measurement by the
TPC and the electromagnetic shower detection in the
HEX, we obtain a very clean sample of prompt elec-
trons We have rejected bedrolls by a factor of 10000
or more. Using this sample. we have determined the

semi-electronic branching fractions of c and b quarks
as (9 1 ±0 9± I 3)% and (I I 0±1.8± I 0)/.. respec-
tively. The b quark fragmentation function peaks at
high z.-E,, /Et... with <4> aq) 74±0 05 ±0 03
From the measured forward-backward asymmetry in
e'e" the axial couplings to the neutral current
are determined to be a, +,2.3± I 4 ± I 0 for the c
quark and as +, -2 0± I 9 ±0.5 for the b quark
These values are consistent with expectations of the
standard electroweak theory Prompt muons are
identified by the muon detector Using the prompt
muons, we obtain the semi -muoruc branching frac-
tions of c and b quarks As 13 2± 2.0% and
7 2 ± I 5' . respectively The muon spectra imply hard
fragmentation functions for both c and b quarks. with
ez,> -0 55±0 08 and <4.> -0 83±0 06. respec-

tively These results are in good agreement with the
electron results

The excellent panicle identification by the TPC And
the HEX has led us to the first obsersation of the F'
meson in the decay mode of Fy Of the four I-
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wave ground state charmed mesons only the F' meson
has not been established weal now The F meson is
identified as a peak in the invariant mass distribution
of K K et where all panicle species are identified
by the TPC. Photons are detected either by the HEX
or by the TPC as e'e" pairs arising from photon
conversion. Figure 3 (a) shows the distribution of the

KKx invariant mass The thin solid lisle is for all
KKx with z>0 45 We see an enhancement around

the F mass region Figure 3 (b) shows the distribution

of AM .+MIKKirt)- M(O(*) The solid line is foe
the F region (I 84 < M(KKa)<2 08GeV) and 51St
dashed line is the average over the controI regions
I 54 < MIKKel< I 78 and 2.14 em(g.Ka)<2.38
GeV) The measured AM spectrum for the F region
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shows a clear peak. which gives the F.- F mass dif
Terence. 154±9 MeV We have aiso obtained for the
F mass. 1.952±0028 GeV. consistent with the meas-
urement by the CLEO detector at CESR.

Proton.Antiproton Colliding Experiment
(CDF) at FNAL

Spokesmen

JAPAN K. Kondo, Univ. of Tsukuba

UNITED STATES: I. M. Lederman. FNAL

Participating Groups
JAPAN Univ of Tsukuba. KEK.

INS (Unw. of Tokyo. Fukw
Unw. and Saga Unw.)

UNITED STATES' FNAL and many others from
the U S and Europe.

Most of the CDF detector components including
front end electronics are in the production stage. The
data aquisition system has been designed and is being

prototyped With respect to the Japanese contnb-
uuons, the sanullators and wavelength shifters for the
48 wedge modules are completed. a quarter of the end

plug electromagnetic calonmeters has been built, and

the superconducting solenoid has been constructed.
The electromagnetic calorimeters are being studied
and tested with cosmic rays and the pion and electron

beams of Fermilab

1) Emiplog Elm-avenged:1e Calorimeter

The endplug EM calorimeter consists of four 90'
sectors of lead and resistive-tube MWPC sandwiches

The =Tommy in sensitivity better than ±3% (in a)
per plane, ±06% for the electromagnetic energy
measurement as estimated, has been achieved The

chambers are stacked with lead plates at Ferrnilab.
And the calonmeter system is being tested at Fanulab

M-bottom beam line

2) Camel Elmtronmpetic Calorimeter
The sanullators and wavelength shifters for the 48

modules have been produced and cut in Japan and
sent to Fermdab The assemble of the EM calorimeter
modules is in progress by collaboration with an ANL
group Intensive efforts were put on improvement of
the homogeneity of the calorimeter by putting cor-
rection reflector at the back of wavelength slufter. The
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overall homogeneity among equivalent towers are
aimed to be better than 0.5 % in o. The cosmic ray
tests for the all assembled modules are bang made at
Fermilab. and extensive beam tests are in progress for

Insical modules in the NW beam line at Fern:Web.

3) Vertex Time Pro)ectioe qualm
To reinforce the tracking detection and determine

the vertex point, a TPC segmented into 14 cells along

the beam axis has been designed The R&D is under
way by collaboration between Fermilab and the Japa-

nese roup
The Basic chtract-ristics were studied with a teat

chamber. As a read out system. Flash ADC CAMAC
modules, which will be upgraded to FASTBUS mod-
ules, were built and used PA the test.

4) Stqiereoadecting Solenoid

Thr construcuo" 'f the superconducting solenoid
by the Tsukubs group has been completed. The coil
crants of an aluminum clad superconductive vri
supported with an aluminum cylinder. Cooing .down
is made by using liquid helium flow through the pipe
running on the outer surface of the support cyhtict.
Mechanical safety was carefully checked in the design

and the production procedure.

5) Software
The general scheme of the off-line analysis is being

developed at Fermilab The Japanese group worked
among other things on simulation of the calorimeter
modules by using the generation programs of jets. W
and Z. heavy flavors and supersymmetric particles. It
was demonstrated that by the fine granurality, a good
magnetic field configuration and hermeticity of CDF a

good electron and y identification and the missing en-
ergy measurement Can be achieved.

Lepton and Hadron Pair Production neer
Kinematic Limit (EGON

Spokesmen:

JAPAN.
UNITED STATES

Parunpating Groups
JAPAN
UNITED STATES

JilkiliVIA
.4013

1138

K Miyakc, Kyoto Univ.
C. N. Brown. FNAL

KEK. Kyoto Unw.
Coloumbm Univ. Fernulab
Stony Brook. Univ of Wash-
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ingtoo
EUROPE CERN. Sacky
E605 at FNAL is an international high energy phy-

sics collaboration among amentists from Japan. Est-
rope and the United States. and aims to study of pair
and single particle production at large muses and at
large transverse momenta with high resolution and
sensitivity for rare procescs. The physics subjects We-

vast to this experiment are such as Drell -Yan process

and its higher order processes. J/y. T. high Pr ha-
dross, vector mesons, Higgs particles production, K-
factors. we universality. etc.

The experiment was tuned up in ming of 1982
with pnmary beams of less than 101° protons per
pulse reduced due to background rates. The data
taken over the first two weekends in June 1982 with
Be. Cu and W targets contains a few million single
hadrons with P, 2 3.5 Ge Vic and a few thousand
pairs with M 2 8 GeV /c. These data showed expected

rerformannrs. of the detection system, so that the
combination of the ring imaging Cherenkov counter
and the calorimeter enable us to separate e. p. x. K
and P. The data were analyzed and the results on the

A-dependence of single hadron production and parti-
cle ratios such as pis'. K' /x' and K' at large P,

region were obtained. Because our spectrometer has

rather wide angular acceptance around 90' in the
C M system. no angular dependence was observed for
a

A gain monitoring system utilizing a N2 laser
source with quartz fibers was installed in spnog of
1983 and showed that it is capable to monitor gains

of photomultiplier-tubes of the calorimeter with an
accuracy of less than 1%. During summer of 1983,
the magnet "SMO" was added in front of the "SM1"
magnet, so as to reduce the neutral background com-
ing from the tatget, and a scintillation hodoscopc was

also added at down stream of the calonmeter to pro-
vide a clean trigger for muon pairs.

Since last fall, TEVATRON II started to operate,
the data were collected with the pnmary beams of 400
GaVic and intensities of 2-4 x 10" protons per
pulse in winter of 1984 The targets used to this run
were LH,. LD,I, Be, Cu. sad W. Numbers of events
were more than 2 millions for each targets, so that a
large number of eve: with Pr 2 10 GeV /c (x, :r.

0 75) for single hadron and m 2 15 G.V for dimuon
ere expected
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In this spring. it is expected to collect the data with
800 GeVrt mildew beam with varieties of targets.

Study of Weak Decay Lifetimes of Neutrino
Induced Particles In a Tagged Emulsion

Spectrometer at FNAL (E531) and Measuring
Charm and 13 Decays via Hadronic Pro-

duction in 3 Tagged Emulsion Spectrometer
(E653)

Spokesmen

JAPAN.
UNITED STATES.

Putiapating Groups
JAPAN

dNITED STATES

G. Fujioka, Kobe Univ.
W. Ray. Ohio Univ.

Kobe Univ., Okayama Univ.,
Osaka City Umv., Nagoya
Univ Serena Education In-
sututt of Osaka. Aichi Univ.
of Education. Univ. of
Tokyo and Yokohama Na-
tional Univ.

AND OTHER COUNTRIES:
FNAL, Korea Uruv., McGill
Univ t.)hio State Univ
Univ. of ( ttawa, Univ. of
Toronto., Carnegie Mellon
Univ. and Univ. of Okla-
homa.

This collaboration was formed in 1977 to perform
Fermilab Experiment 531, a search for neutrino in-
duced charm decays using a hybrid emulsion spec.
trometer. A 1979 E531 exposure is fully published and

analysis of the 1981 exposure is almost complete. A
hie.-statistics study of hadro-production of charm
and beauty at the Tevatron was approved in 1981 and

equipment is being installed preparatory to a June
1984 test, and a data-collection run in the first half of
1535. The following is a report of resulting physics,
current status and short-term plans for these efforts.

In the 1979 run of 031. twenty-five liters of emul-
sions furnished by Japan were exposed to a wide-band

neutrino beam. Based on 45 found decays, production

cross-sections and lifetimes were published for 1:7°.
D'. F" and A; charmed particles. By 198(i. the abil-
ity to observe visible decay lengths was seen have

appricauons beyond lifetimes bounds were set on
beauty production and vr neutnno oscillations
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A 1981 run with 35 liters of emulsion has resulted in
100 additional found decays, analysis of which will be

completed in calendar 1984 These data will be used
to improve lifetimes. further establishing F and lower
neutnno oscillation limits to 0 003 in sin' 29 and 1 5
eV= in 8 Further, cross sections for directly ob.
Nerved charm will be comparable in nullity to the
lugherstaustics indirect Dimuon results of others
Finally, bounds will be set ruling out all known
sources for same-sign darauons except D°-iniong

Femulab Experiment 653 is a mum, extension of
these efforu A new hybridcmulsson spectrometer will
ne used to observe 15.000 charm and perhaps 200
beauty decays resulting from exposure of 100 liters of

emulsion to no GeV protons Charm and beauty
lifetime measurements will be improved and searches

will be made for new charm and beauty states
Emphasis will be .laced on observing rare decay
modes such as F t -* X. which together with beam
dump e9persments is needed for establishing the
existence of the Tau neutrino Finally, the large

fraction of neutnno - induced same sign dimuons and
the long B lifetime has heightened interest in D° and
B° mixing, both of which will be measured in E653. If
any mixing proves large, a new window could open
for studying CP violation. a puzzle of twenty years
standing.

Though at present we are 3-4 months behind
schedule. the experiment is beginning to take shape
All magnets. toroids, and Davy steel are in position.

and the emulsion target mover with computer controls

has arrived from Japan The rest of the eqwpment has

been prototyped and is under construction. Pieces of
each system are arriving preparatory to a June 1984
test in which the team and subset of the spectrometer

will be commissioned. A small emulsion exposure also

is planned in order to exermse the world's largest
emulsion pouring and processing fanhues. now being

ccnstructed at Fernulab by Japanese end United
States personnel This exposure also will tat the close

connection bnween emulsion and electronic

spectrometers essential if 10' events are to be scanned

for decays.

Finally, because of the low percentage yield of
charm and beauty decays in hadronic interactions. a
powerful muon detection system vith on-line selection

capability is being installed. About half of this muon
system will be exercised in the Jun: test
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Fortunately. slippages in accelerator scheduling
have kept pace with delays in E653 construction The
experiment should be ready for a 40 liter exposure
now commencing January. 1985. Two additional
exposures of 40 liters each are planned for 1986 and
1987 with apparatus improved to overcome difficulties

which may arise in the initial run.

A Measurement of the Elastic Scattering of
Neutrinos and Protons (E734)

Spokesmen

JAPAN: Y. Nagashima. Osaka Univ.

UNITED STATES: D. H. White. BNL

Participating Groups

JAPAN.

UNITED STATES:

KEK. Osaka Univ. and DIS
(Tokyo)
BNL, Brown Univ.. Umv. of
Pennsylvania and State Univ.

of N.Y. at Stony Brook

I) Data taking
We finished the data taking of approved 1500

hours successfully The high repetition rate (1.2

seconds) and high intensity (1.3 x10" protons on
target per burst (POT)) of the AGS provided us
4.3 x 10" POT during August-December. 1983 run.
Su. :miry of the past data taking history is given in
Table I.

Tabk I. :mosso of data tali

POT 1.10") a of Esous

Year pfteslOr rme

1941 63 03 1/2
99 91 Full 51 44.12

1943 I 52 2 77 Full u 60

Total 240 364 140 100

1945 37
PoblIshof
Scholukd

Additional 1500 hours of running (corresponding
to 5.7 x 10" POT) has been approved and is sched-
uled 1985

2) Detector
The neutrino detector at BNL built by the
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collaboration between the U S.A. and Japan. consists
of 122 modules of main detector followed by the
gamma-catcher. which is ten modules of liqud
sanullator slabs with one radiation length of lead
between each module. Following the gamma catcher
is a magnetic spectrometer which aids in measuring vv,
contamination by VII. Each module of the main
detector has a calorimeter module of 4m aim.
segmented into 16 cells vertically. 3 inches of thickness
followed by two Proportional Drift Tubes (X.Y).
4m x 0 Each PDT plane has 54 cells. Total weight
of the detector is about 200 metric :ons

3) Analysis
3.1) vme :se

Clean signals was extracted from the neutrino data
taken in 1982. The number of events collected over
the energy region 210 < E < 2100 MeV was 51 ±9
above a flat background of 25 ±3 (mainly from vN
vNir). The cross section was normalized relative to
quasi elastic events and found to be r(vve vve)
1.60 ± 0 29(stat) ± 0 26(sys) x Ev (GeV) x 10 42cm2
Expected number of events of the enure data is given
in Table I.
3.2) CIA fime

The analysis of the ime ive reaction is going on
in a similar manner as fime ivie An extra cart is
necessary to take account for smaller anti-neutrino
flux, larger vvi contamination and larger backgrounds
Preliminary results as of February. 1984 on the data
taken in 1982 is shown in Fig. 4.

After complete analysis on both vvie and 9me. we
expect to obtain a precise value of sin2 Oa (6sin2 00=
001 0015) by taking the ratio of the cross
sections.
3.3) vpp "

Topology it the reaction is a single short track
originating in the detector. Particle identification
method based on dE/dx and range to separate protons
from pions and muons has bean developed
Momentum transfer (02) dependance of the

crosssection is determined relat:ve to small angle
quasi-elastic process The result is given in Fig. 5. It
represents one tenth of all the data taken so far The
crow section can be used to determine a precise value
of sin= 00 with given axial form factor mass. MA or
nits versa
34) fien e- p
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Using ve component in the dominant sp beam the
crorssection of inverse beta decay process hat been
determined. Then we compared its energy spectrum
with the expectation as derived from both vs, quasi
elastic data and calculation We expect to derive a
new limit (2 4 x 10-2) on the mixing angle of vvi"ve
oscillation (Fig. 6)
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MultiPartiele Production Experiment with
LASS Facility at SLAC

Spokesmen

JAPAN' R. IC.ajikaws, Nagoya Univ.

UNIT' D STATES. D. W. G. S. Leigh, SLAC

Participating Groups
JAPAN: Nagoya Univ., KEK and

INS (Univ. of Tokyo)
UNITED STATES. SLAC and Claimed Univ.

With renewed charged use' rg and panicle ID
devices in the LASS solenoid field. E135 data taking
run with II GeVic K beam Ina compkted at the
end of May. 1982. The number of events reached to
150 in lhon. which were logged on 2700 tapes in total.

Tne sensitivity of the experiment is about 5.1

estnWnb for P proms and 1.3 events/nb foe K*P
process respectively.

Now production of data summary tapes (DSTs),
updating the code itself. establishing the final
calibration constants and the physics analysis routines

(MonteCarlo code. refitting routine etc.) as
proceeding in parallel. DST production has been
shared between Nagoya and SLAC. utilizing
dedicated FACOM M200 system at HELab at
Nagoya and 9 systans of I68/E special processor farm

at SLAC. and will be completed within a year. We
have already have 350 DSTs by preliminary version of
the code, which enable us to start physics analysis
with fairly high statistics (400 events/pb).

The main interests of this experiment are

c-ategonsed as: I) Strange meson spectroscopy. le
series, orbital and radial natation. Ka, Kan, Kaant
final suites. 2) Hypacharge exchange processes.
Spectroscopy of si mesons: 0, 4, F. h'. E.. , and
nonstrange mesons. and 3) Hyperons. Cascades.

0 etc.
Here we will bnefiy report the progress of each

processes and present some of preliminary results.

I) Stooge NM"
K a elastic channel and K "re. IC n final states

have been studied so tar. 10a , K ace. K 'a* a
vhannels are planned to be studied Figure 7 shows
K a effective mass over all Jackson angle from
15 % of the expenment. Already three structures are
apparent In the previous study on K channel

'0003 78311
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(E132) that established 4' and radial Lusted states of

K. we had holes in the acceptance at the high mass
region and only two peaks at seen in the same plot
In E13$ we have much improved acceptance in the
wide and forward angular region. Now detailed
angular analysis ate c going and far unproved
results. apecially finding spin S IC and other
underlying radial excited states ate anticipated by full
sample of this experiment. Besides the K's' elastic
channel. effort to define the Km. Kg branching ratio
by directly observing these final states of IC. Q. L.
states is being tried

3

3

)... 1 . . . 1 . ....1_,__,,,d
2 3 4

14.44(1...) 0../..

Fla. 7. M. (X it ) iotal

2) Hyperekarge exchange processes

This channel is of special interests to survey ss
mesons K K K°K°. K °Ks. glut channels are being
studied now. As a types! example. Figure 8 shows
K°K° effective mass with A/T and E. as recoil
baryons This channel involves two V° s. and only
even spin object appears Here we can sec clear
signal with only 5 of the total data We hope to
find 4* s; meson (h') and get systematic knowledge on

underlying ss states by K beam with the total data
of the expenment Also K. IC' two body channel
suggests some structures above I 6 GeV. and seems to

be quite promising Study of K° Ka was just started

3) Hyperons

I t GeVIc K P reaction is an abundant source of
strange baryons By high statistics of E135 many
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including El ate expected to be seen in venous final
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states. Studies are being done in V' topology
(cascade) and AK final states. By refined vertex
hunting algorithm. we an see dean 2i" (1321) from

topology events (Fig.9) by only 10 runs. Note that
(1" has the same topology with 1C." instead of As

byproduct of hypercharge exchange reaction study.
AK" and AK' final states are studied. From a
preliminary mass plot several rs are seen in the AK
channel. suggesting the poaiblity to study strange
baryons from various final states.

We briefly reviewed the present status of E135 by
introducing typical examples. By the preliminary
study on various channels, we are quite confident that
LASS performs as good as expected. We expect to
answer many outstanding questions on hadron
spectroscopy by the data with high quality and
extremely high statistics that we have never
experienced before.

Bubble Chamber Experiments in 200 1000
Gay Energy Region at FURL

Spokesmen

JAPAN. T. Katagaki. Tohcku Vey
UNITED STATES 1. A. Mess. M.I.T.

Participating Groups
JAPAN. Tohoku. Tohoku Gakuin.

Nara Women's
UNITED STATES and OTHER COUNTRIES:

FNAL, MIT, Brown,
Induna. Tenessee, Oak Ridge
NL, Tel Aviv, Techniun.
IHEP Beijing

I) 065/570 helms earthiest using the 30 tack BC
hybrid system at 200 GeV energy.

90 K pictures were taken in Spring. 1981 and 675
K pictures in the spnsg run of 1982. Physics amts of
this apemen( are the investigation of high energy
nuclear interactions. quark jets in the muluparticle
production and othes. A nuclear foil target system of
Au. Ag and Mg was installed inside the 30 inch
bubble chamber. and the analysts of Nigh energy
nuclear interaction showed interesting results on
multipteary distnbuuon. The analysts of high
multiplicity events in hydrogen is in progress

79
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2) E636 sad E743 experImeers at TEVATRON
E636 u a beam dumpprompt neutrino expmment

at the TEVATRON. The primary physics aims are the
direct proof of the existence of tau - neutrino and the
study of the tau-neutrino mass. The Toboku one
meter Freon Bubble Chamber was specially deigned
and CO2SITYCted for this experiment by Toboku and
[HI. The chamber construction was started In 1981.
The operation teat and training of people for opera-
tion were successfully made at Tokyo in Summer.
1983. The bubble chamber. interaction Muer count-
ers and mem detecters are all at FNAL. The ter of
counters and assembling of the bubble chamber and
superconducting coils on the chamber arc going on in
the new experimental hall. LAB-F. built for this ex-
periment The assembling will be completed by this
summer and the operation of whole system will fol-
low. The high resolution holography has been devel-
oped at Tobotu for finding short decays. The
acheivennent of the spatial resolution of 30 pm foe the
one meter chamber volume is one of the most impor-
tant feature in this experiment The whole holographic
system with Nd-YAG laser will be assembled by the
summer in LAB-F. The holographic reconstruction
marlines are also ready.

E745 is the mu-ceutrino experiment at the TEVA-
TRON using those detectors developed for E636. The
E745 run is scheduled after December 1984 before
E636 Therefore this will be an important engineering
run for the beam dump experiment The physics aims
are the new studies of charmed particles and neutrino
interactions in the high Q1 teem. The e, is

identification capability to: the system and the high
spatial resolution holography will bring intimating re-
sults on di4epton events.

Photoproductlon of Charm Particles In the
SLAG Hybrid Facility

Spokesmen
JAPAN.
UNITED STATES: K. G. Moffat, SLAC

T. Kitagaki, Tohoku Univ.

Participating Groups
JAPAN: Tohoku, KER., Nara

Women.

UNITED STATES and OTHER COUNTRIES:
SLAC, UCBakeley,
Tuft. Brown. Duke, Florida
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State. ORNL. Tennessee. Im.
pedal Coll . Rutherford Lab.
Etatimigham. Teatime. Tel.
Aviv and Weizman.

The BC 72173/75 are 20 GeV photon experiment
ussag the SLAC Hybrid Facility. Picture taking of the
first part. BC 72/73. finished in March 1982 and the
second pert. BC 75. also finished in December 1983.
The =bets of pictures in BC 72173175 for each non
are u follows.

10 Sasser ran loanluly 92 K ru
13 Fall rue NowrobarDecoaber 444 K 1st

Sprint too Mareb-May 636 a. ste
l1 Fall ram OctoberCosataber 006 K px

S^..1 ran Febewarrtiarch 429 K on.
13 Sprat March -lone all K et,
13 Fall too OciataerPecaater 644 a. a..

Taal 3.642 K tat

The results on chami meson hfc from data up to
'82. as is shown in Fig.10. are

r(13) 6.8:N (10-"sec) (22 decays)

r(13`) 7 4.N(10-13sec) (21 decays)

r(13')/r(D)

The cross section of charm photo-production at 20
GeV is

o(charm) 562:3 ob.

The comparison of the cross section with other
data is shown ti Fig 11. The data analysis V the
BC7S run will be completed by the summer of 1984

BUT AVAILABLE
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High Field Superconducting Dipole Mannar
Development

Spokesmen
JAPAN. H. Harabayashi, KEK
UNITED STATES: A. McIntuff. FNAL

M. Sump. BNL

Participating Groups
JAPAN: KEK, NRIM
UNITED STATES. FNAL, BNL

1) High Fide difiele owe with NisTi/Ce cables
In this year a window frame dipole magnet with

Nefl/Cu compacted strands cable was developed as
the second model for 10 T dipoles. The monolithic cs
bie ms supenor to the compacted strands cable from
the view point of bearing stress. However it is difficult
to obtain a high critical current density because of the
limitation of reduction rate by an extrusion machine.
The monolithic cable is also difficult to press the cod
without damaging or insulators.

The rated current of the second dipole magnet was
designed as 6.840 A from the current carrying capac-
ity of the compacted strands. Each strand was
checked at 1.8 K and confirmed that there was no de-
gradation caused by the compaction. The cable was
composed of 27 strands of Neil/Cu. Each strand was
095 mm is the diameter. The cable could carry the
current more than 7,900 A at 1.8 K and 11 T.

The dipole coil was composed of 8 double pan-
cakes. The median 4 pancakes were beaded at their
ends install a beam pipe and the other 4 pancakes
at the top and bottom were made in race-track shapes
as shown in Fig. 12.

The stress distribution in the Coll and collar was
calculated with a finite element analysis method and
the prestress at room temperature was carefully meas-
ured The collared cod was assembled in a cryostat in
which the coil could be cooled to 1.8 K.

2) NbySe/Ca wassets as wire stabilIzadea
Various tests on a single layer race-track dipole

magnet. descnbed in the previous report. were suc-
cessfully carried out. Much data was obtair.cd. such as
the minimum quench energy IMQE). the character-
anis of the normal zone propagation and the maxi-
mum temperature me in the dipole. All of them

81
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showed the technical feasibility and limit of Nb,Sn/Cu
magnets for the accelerators.

An attempt was made to fabricate a double shell
dipole magnet with the same technique as in the race-
track dipole magnet. The bronze-processed NbAniCn

monolithic cable was keystoned in its cross section to
make shell type winding easy. A double shell dipole
magnet, having an I.D. of 132 mm and a length of
600 mm. was assembled in stainless steel collar lami-
nations.

Besides the development on NbsSn/Cu dipole mag-
nets. basic studies on NbiSo/Cu wire continued. For
instance, the influence of stabilizing copper on the
quench characteristics of Nb,Sn/Cu wires was studied
in detad Measurements of the MQE in the bronze-
processed wire showed that the optimum cross-sec-
clonal area of stabilizing copper is around 40%. In the
case of good cooling, the MQE for Nb,Sn/Cu wire at
10 T was almost the same as that for NbTi/Cu wire st
5 T. However, in the case of poor cooling the MQE
for Nb3So/Cu wire was approximately a factor of 3
greater than that for Nefl/Cu wire. There was a dear
correlation between the MQE and the quench propa-
gation velocity of the wire; the wire, having a large
MQE. always had a low quench propagation velocity.

T ISAJIAVA 1103 1C838
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Development of Superconducting Rf Cavity

Spokesmen

JAPAN: Y. Kojima, KEK
UN TED STATES. G. Loew. SLAC

M. Tigner. Cornell

Participating Groups

JAPAN: KEK
UNITED STATES: SLAC. Cornell
A three cell 500 MHz niobium structuze (Fig. 13)

has been built and tested. The shape of each cell and

the technique of fabrication and surface treatment are
similar to those of single spherical cells tested before.

The structure has an input coupler on the center
cell, two higher mode couplers on each end cell and a

mechanscal tuning system. Before assembled to the
threecell structure. each all was tested as a single all
and the !ocaUon of surface defect which causes the
quenching' was detected by observing a temperature
map of the surface. After mechanically removing the
defect and re-treated the surface. Q. at lower field and
E. for each all were upgraded to 3 x 109 and
4 8 5.7 MY/m at 4.2 K.

818. 17. A dramell 7N MHz wrseawm

The structure was at first tested in r vertical cryos-

tat without all couplers Q. at lower field was I 3 x
10' and E., reached 52 MY(m without quenchmp
Due to the shortage oC rf power. measurements at a
higher field was not performed

82

The structure was assembled with all couplers tn a
horizontal cryostat and installed is the TRISTAN ac-
cumulaUon nag The beam tat is planned to take
place in May 1984

High Power Klystron Development

Spokesman

JAPAN J Tanaka. KEK
UNITED STATES: G. T. Konrad. SLAC
This is the report on the 120 MW klystron research

and development FY 1983 is the last year of this
three year R&D program. Although the first exper-
imental klystron was completed at the end of FY
1982. a vacuum kale was founded at the weld joint of
the klystron body and the test could not be per-
formed. Some attempts to seal the leak were unsuc-
cessful After several weld joints were redesigned so as

to reduce the stress at the joints during tube bake out,
the first klystron was rebuilt and completed in June,
1983. The best performance obtained on the first klys-

tron by the end of December, 1983 is listed up in Ta-
bk 2.

Table 2.

aktamed drsmn

Bcam voltage (kV) 475 450
Pentance tap) 1 114 200
Peak beam current (A) 598 (00
FmeMency 1MHe) 2356 2156
Peak power °wpm (%1W) 122 150
Pulse repmetson rate (pp%) W 180

RF maw ercIM (m) 10 1.0
Elliot.," (."11 43 55
Gam (d8) 45 50

The output power Was stable and no chock °sal-
tation was observed at any voltage. The pulse shape
was clean at and above saturation of the input rf
power. Although output power of the first klystron
wu over 120 MW. It could not satisfy the design val-
ues completely. Cc- squatty, the second klystron war
planned to be finished by the end of May, 1984. How-

ever. because the development of 50 MW klystron for

SLC program has pnonty at SLAC. the completion of
the second klystron is postponed and will not be in
test before the end of September, 1984. The principal

428



matter to be improved in the second klystron
I 2x-mode double output cavity
2 Standard XK-5 window without matching posts
3. A polished focus electrode
4 Correction of the penance

Research and Development Project on Coll: -
der Detectors.

Spokesmen:

JAPAN:

UNITED STATES
K. Takahashi. KEK
J. Ba llam. SLAC

P Koehkr. FNAL
H. Gordon, BNL

424

Participating Groups
JAPAN KEK, Hiroshima Univ., Na-

goya Utuv., Nara Woman's
University

UNITED STATES BNL, FNAL, SLAC, Pnnce-
ton Univ., Univ of Roches-
ter

The project of the detector research and develop-
ment (R&D) has been undertaken since 1982. at
FNAL, SLAC and KEK, and also at BNL from 1983
The items chosen are those that are closely related to
the technology in high energy e*e" collider: and are
interesting to the physicists in both Japan and the
U S with an understanding of important application

of the outcomes to the expenrnents to be earned out
at TRISTAN as well as at the SLC and the Tevatron
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collider, The project has since then gradually received

more attention and interest with a hope for possible
usage of new techniques in the future expenments.
The items that have been earned out during these two
years, are as follows:
1) Electro- Magnetic (E-M) calorimeter develop-

ment (SLAC/KEK).
2) A planar spark counter as a good TOF counter

and for a possible use as an E-M calonmeter
(SLAC/KEK),

3) BGO crystal development (SLAC/KEK).
4) Development of a precision vertex detector by

using CCD-chips and related technology
(SLAC/KEK).

5' Development of FASTBUS technics in collider
experiments (FNAL/KEK) and 6) Transition
Radiation Detector Development for electron
identifier (BNL/KEK).

Following the venous fruitful results and achieve-
ment obtained in the Japanese: FY-1982, more exten-

sive efforts have been made during the JFY -19$3.
with an addition of the transition radiation detector.
being earned out at BNL and KEK. A new world-re-
cord value of time resolution in the TOF use of the
planar spark counter (PSC), a very excellent quality in
resolution of a lead glass (SR) Cherenkov counter as

an E -M calonmeter, and a very good progress in de-
veloping new Cherenkov glasses and BOO crystals
are, among other things. the highlights in the various
developments made in the JFY-1983. Some of these
results are published elsewhere.
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The Engineermg Research and Scientific Support Department consists of four groups. i.e.. Data Handling. Low

Temperature. Radiation and Safety Control and Mechanical Engineering (Work Shop) Radiation and Safety Control

Group has a subgroup. Chemical Safety Group. The proper staff members of the Department are twenty-one scientists

Thirty technicians from the Technical Service Department are incorporated with them

The Data Handling Group u responsible for the maintenance and operation of the central computer system. HITAC

M200H x 3 and L-340. the latter is for busmen services and safety control As increasing demand of the data proc-

essing u expected for the experiments of TRISTAN which will start in 1986. the next central computer system is being
ducussed.

The Low Temperature Group operates two liquid helium supply systems and their recovery systems. The liquefiers

supplied WOO litres of liquid helium during FY 1983 A new liquefier has been installed and the results of test run
showed the liquefaction rate of 300 tlh.

The Radiation and Safety Control Group is responsible for radiation secanty of the laboratory In addition to rou-
tine works. the group u engaged in construction of the radiation protection system around the TRISTAN accelerator

complex The Chemical Safety subgroup is responsible for monitoring and treatment of waste fiuid. A new treatment

plant of waste fluid and a new chemical laboratory have been completed in FY 1983.

The Work Shop u undertaking some new kind of jobs. such as development of measuring machine for surface mir-

rors of the Photon Factory. the mechanical design of detectors for Me TRISTAN and development of superconducting
magnets

86
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DATA HANDLING

The present durdtemi central computer system in
KEK installed on September 1, 1981. consists of
loosely coupled three 842001i's The system has 40
mega-byte main memory, 15 gipbyte disk file, and
35 ppbyte mass storage system and was delivered by
HITACHI Co Ltd

The system has been operated satisfactorily using

KEKNET (an onhoe network system which is able to
connect with 16 terminal computers) and KEKOPEN
(a center batch processing system used in a cafeteria

style) The system has continuously run in a cycle of
two weeks in accordance with the operation of 12-
GeV proton synchrotron.

Not only the system has processed a lot of jobs to
analyze data generated from physics experiment using

the 12 GeV proton synchrotron and the booster facili-
tie, but also rt has done test run for control of TRIS-
TAN accumulator ring and computed data for the
research and development of the TRISTAN project

And so the Scientific Advisory Committee for
Computer has researched and estimated the need of
processing data in two or three years as in the follow-

mg (those are estimated values in case of processing
with M-200H system )

I) physics experiment with 12-GeV proton

(19/ tint 1953. 1904 1 I

110.1

synchrotron. 8.000 10.000 hours
2) experiment with booster Indium

6.0013 hours
3) control of TRISTAN accelerator.

3,000 hours
4) theoretical calculation: 10,0013 hours

5) study and maintenance of computer system:

500 hours
As the result of those research, the Scientific Advi-

sory Committee for Computer has estimated that the
next fourth-term central computer system will have
necessarily 1.5 2 woes of data processing power
than present one. And also the Committee has
planned especially to install the vector processor for
theoretical calculation and so on

The committee has deal -1 to introduce the com-
puter system consisting of loosely coupled three com-
puters. HITAC M-280D with 32 mega-byte main
memory, HITAC M-280H with 16 mega-byte main
memory and HITAC S810/10 with in tnep-byte
mats memory.

On the other hand. the computer system for TRIS
TAN project has been planned and researched by the

Scientific Advisory Committee for Computer. Its
scale will be as large as the fourth-tens central com-

9110110 rr 30$51 19113. 4 1914. 3 I .
anMIO M MIS

1.g 1 01.0 ormbee a 01990313 procmed fob .4 09011 CPL Ire
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puler system with a Ivy capacity of file, for example.
100,000 volumes of 6.250 bpi magnetic tape

The total of processed jobs and used CPU time in
this fiscal year were 350.547 jobs and 12,633 hours In
three CPUs and distnbuttd as follows

Job CPU time

&Wawa Depannons 9 9 % 4 2 %
%nun Deponents! 29) % 36 6 %
Ent. ace. a So Suwon Devon.
alert 9 6 % 1.7 %
Moen Foamy 02% 01%
eneser Winona Faatty 2 9 % 1 1 %
Pitmen Eeptriments 43 1 % 56) eh

The numbers of monthly procesixl jobs and used
CPU time are shown in Fig I. Figure 2 shows turn
around time in each month.

A KEK office computer network system has been
installed for office business of the research and admin.
istration departments and has run from this fiscal

year. We have used this local network system for the
following jobs:
1) improvement of control and logging system for

access to many radiation controlled areas by
identification cards,

2) The administration system of the accommo-
dauons for researchers.

3) process of business services in the department
offices.

fls 3. TM mash a( she amity a( retie PM MM.
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At present, this local network system is being sca-
led up in functions by its working group

In addition to the operation of the computer syr
tem, Data Handling Group in working for the fol-
lowings

I) improvement and maintenance of the system
soft:sores and the library programs,

2) collaboration with other revarch departments
on design studies of data acquisition system tor

physics experiments and of control system for
the accelerator in the TRISTAN reject.

3) research and development of programs used by

LOW TEMPERATURE

Helium Liquefier

The central cryogenic faahty supplies liquid nitro-
gen and liquid helium to research groups in the labo-
ratory. The helium liquefier (Sulzer, Model HeL
55.2G) has been running throughout the year to Pro-
dum liquid helium about 60.000 t The liquefier has
been operated regularly since its installation in 1973.
Now it reaches a time of careful maintenance and op-
:ration for a stable production of liquid, while the
consumption increased considerably in the last few
year:. We introduce a new helium liquefier to over

these situations in this fiscal year. We will be
ab.: to supply n :efficient amount of liquid helium
with these two liquAils to many users in the labora-
tory.

Users and their consumptions are sumniwred
Table I Here, loans in handling of liquid such as
transfer and storage are not !Deluded. High er:rgy
ph}sies groups zontivad the researches, a study on
at 000 hyarosen at very low temperature and R&D
:Iv, in of the TFISTAN docctors Groups of Booster
Uulizatire Feality extended their studies on the po-
le:et:ion of en:then:al neutron beam, the ultracold
neutron. and the :Immo experiments A supercon-
dieting almer magnet started the regular operation

89
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4)

3)

6)

the Work Shoo.

research and development of automatic informs-

don transfer system by telephone which will be
used to all many persons automatically for
transfenng information,

research and development of local information
network system in KEK that is an easy inform"-
Cow transfer system using a word processor and
CATV.
conversicn and tentative run of the Newlib and
other useful programs.

in Photon Factory, which required a considerable
amount of liquid helium.

Table I. m.o.! or Meia 676.111 sot

Users Antonin

Enenty Physics 6.733 f
BOOSItt For'Hy 17,636
Photon FacOlO 12.207 f
Others 1,490 f

Tow 11.011 f

Recovery rate of ltelium gas maintained about
90 % of the suppucd haimm. There has been no prob-
lem on the punty of :re recovered gas. One of the

ranch station of the gas recovery system was moved
from the assembly hall for 12 GeV PS expriments to
tr.: new assembly hall for 1 RISTAN. Though the Pe
premising rate is urcMinsesi the gas stores: capacity
increased from 140 Nm) to 1000 Nrn), which allows

expenmemt with large systans in the hall.
The new 'chum liquefier (Sulzer. TCF200) has

bun inttatled in the new building of the low temper-
ature group A screw type compressor (MYCOM
2S20C) is employed. We paid the special cautions in
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its installation to avoid the influences of compressor
noise and vibration in the environment. A liquid he-
hum storage vessel, whose capacity is 3.000 t, is con-
nected to the liquefier with a long transfer tube. A
monitor of the whole system is plated in an operating
room Owing to a large capacity of the compressor
(2.$00 Nm) fh) and a refined liquefier design, the sys-

tem showed AO excellent performance in a test run.
The liquefaction rate reached 300 Oh, which is almost
the ideal value of this totem.

lisfrIgarstor/Uqusfliar

The helium relligeratorfliquefer system ( "BOC

Turbocool 100". capacity 400 W at 4.4 K or 110 tfhr)
has been operated without any trouble for cooling the
superconducting RF cavity and the superconducting
magnets The liquid helium supplies for SC rnanget
and SC RF cavity are shown in Table 2

Table 2. LIA14 WA. ..a

Arnaud

SC Ca.),
SC %Salmi
01 twrs

19.ACC

2.502
5.970

Tout 21 070 (

On January. 1984. this helium refneeratcriliquefier
system has moved in AR east builder t for cooling the
superconducting RF accelerator cant) which was iry
stalled :2 AR to accelerate the electron beam.
Figure 4 shows the flow diagram of the superconduct-
ing RF cavity cooling system

Fla c. Suitioodwitia RF corky cootwi
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Research on gravitational wave detection
(KEK. the Uniwrstt.s of Tokyo. 7okto Observatory
Collaboration)

A research on the gravitational wave detection
from a puller started after a few preliminary arrange-
ments in the last years. Investigations on material. fa-
bncauon technique and performance of antennas were
carried out on models. A 310 mmO torsional type an-
tenna was machined from an extruded 5056 aluminum
alloy. and confirmed an excellent dynamical character
at liquid helium temperature.

A new 500 mmO antenna has been also machined
from an ingot of the same alloy in Work Shop
(Fig. 5). la quality factor is a little lower than the for-
am one, but the dynamical character is sausfo.tory.
Each part of a vibration isolation system has been
prepared. An optical observation of the Crab puha
was carried nut by the telescope tt Okayama Observa-
tory to roman+ an accurate puha period at present.
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RADIATION, AND SAFETY CONTROL

The Divides Of Radians and Safety Control is
composed of two mom* one for radiation safety and
the other for chemical *kV. At the end of March
1964, the division consists of $ scientists. 4 technicians

and 1.5 secretarial. Six scientists and 3 technicians are

camped in radiative safety works and one and one in
chemical safety.

A batidins mainly for chemistry safety controls was

built and set in use early autumn 19E3.

Main incidents of the yeer to the division are sum-

manned in Table 3.

Radiation Safety Group

The-group is envied in r lotion tenuity ,( the
laboratory. Radiation safety supervisor is relPolluble
for all radiation facilities in KEIL which include Par-
ticle Radiation Medial Science Center (FARMS) of
the University of Tmkuba. Radiation safety supervi-
sor and members of the main (REX) radiation control
office are composed of members of the poop (Fis. 6).
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Routine works include monitonng of radiation lev-
els in and around radiation (subtle', radioactivity in
releesins air and water from the feahties, personnel
exposure: saxes controls to the radiation controlled
areas: managements of radioactive materials (sachets°.
loPet. checking sources, nuclear fuel materials and ra-
dioactive enact operation and maintenance of
monitoring systems: RI laboratoriet, plants for treat-
ing radioactive waste water, equipments for access
controls: calibration of detectors and training of radi-
ation workers. In addition to three. R D works
such as radiation shielding calculations, designing
works of new projects, studies on countermeasures for
decreasing personal expoure, induord activities, re
mien damages and so ors, have been done mostly as-
se vely but occasionally in response to requests.
Details of the administration works made in this year
will be published separately as a XF.K. internal report.

Exposure Ric ,

Number of the radiation workers and semi- radix-
non workers at the end of the year were 1.9E6
(i5.7 % up) and 264 (3.9 % up). Number of film
badges issued was 7,776. The numbers of records
whose values were over 40 mrem (0.4 mSv) and 100
mem (1.0 mSv) were 231 and U. respectively. The
maximum of the monthly was 500 mrem (5.00 mSv)
and the one of the annual was 1.55 ren, (15.5 mSv).
Table 4 and S are summaries of statistics of 'he expo-
sure control works to individuals. Accumulated dose
for workers from outside firms is 5.95 men-rem for y
and 12.62 mamma (or neutron. respectively.

Tank 3. Nowben el reilledno workers 11%3 FT/

Itadunce StennRadanon TaalWortm Wortm

sari 2FT
6elnate %dew I)

Vothns Coditoredor 13

Velma/ Expeennerner
PS. TRISTAN 235
exf ins

PF 624
Rtnowssonen Concerned 624

63 362

I)
Is

233
Ira
624

134 ITS

Taal 1.166 264 2.250
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Chemical Safety Group

Chemical safety control system has been established
in this year by construction of new buildings of chem.
istry laboratory and chemical uosge, and by installa-
tion of new treatment plant for waste liquids.
Chemistry laboratory contains test rooms for analyz-
ing waste effluents. a clean room for ultratrece am*
us, chemical experimental rooms for users and a dark
room for developing films.

Waste liquid treatment plant was completed to
cope with the great increase in amount and variety of
waste liquids, on the decision of Deliberative Commit-
tee on Waste Treatment Safety. The treatment system
consists of five main processes and its how is shown in
a simplified schematic in Fig. 7. Organic waste liquids
are atomized with a rotary burner and burned up In
the furnace. Heavy metals are removed from wastes
by ferrate precipitation and chelating Mal adsorption.
Fluoride is removed by calcium fluoride precipitation
and activated alumina adsorption. Cyanide is decom-
posed by the alkaline chlorine method. In addition to
these ones, hydrolysis process is also included for a
large amount of washing diluent.

The routine works have been carried out without
the serious trouble with an aid of seven technicians
from an outside firm. Monitoring of waste diluent
quality was done by chemical analysis of 170 samples
collected periodically at the various facilites. The
amounts of the treated wastes are summarized in Ta-
ble 6

Tenk 6. Tend of wend *Iralf arias.

Octane
Incesansc
Wathans efflowne
RI (Moon

4 0 ne.
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/lg. 7. Tmaanot risme of .sot %dd.

The Work Shop is responsible for designing and
manufacturing of various specific instruments which
are requested from each department and user's

groups The Work Shop includes the following build-
ings.

(11.91.13n, Arta Comp 10cd

No 1 %).9 Shop YO iar
9. olk Si111, f,.r raskoao. a m.r mans 40 r.13

No 2 %%.f& S1'000 900 mr
Vans( luasonrf room 216 rn1

1970

1977

19)2
19)2
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An engineer and fifteen technicians are currently
engaged m the Work Shop The engineer is in charge

of operating the Work Shop and conducting research
and development The technicians are organized into
the groups of development. design, machining and
welding

Major subjects of technical development in 1983
are

Superconducting Magnets A cull size 5-Tesla di-

pole magnet ISD-TA-3100) and a model quadru-

pole magnet h.ne been built. Liquid helium



transfer line has been built and showe.) a good
performance.

2. Precise spherical surface measuring machine.
This machine is to be used for the measurement
of the curvature of concaved mirror for the Pho-
ton Factory.

3. Development of welding technique. Electron
beam welding technique of two different metals
has been developed.

Teak 7. Ssamrr OW

Oars Ham
01)

Enclose'
Howe (SO

Acceknorx dept. 3.172 13
Planks dept. 2.960 11.0

E.R.SS. deft. 1.373 3.0
Phases Factory 3.0 13.6
1LS F.. 1.118 3.4
Expereaseits 1.463 4.3
Tenn: 13.184 46.4

Total 32.719 !COO

faceeenas Resosch sad Socattic Swoon Departases
Boma Sys: ream thdatacos Fagan,
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4 Detector development for the TRISTAN ape:-
meats. The Work Shop is collaborating for de-
sign lied development of the detectors for
VENUS sod TOPAZ groups.

In Table 7 are,summarized jobs ordered to the
Work Shop in FY 1983. Number of items for the jobs
was 550. In Table 8 and 9 are given the lists for ma-
chines equipped in the Week Shop. Some of the in-
struments developed in FY 1983 are shown in the
pictures (Fig. 8 and Fig, 9).

Takk S. List .f realm
(Week Sake fee eadlosetin MetresensO

Machetes No.

Lane
Mans mactoac
Drams madame
Weltkag macaw
Sawn* asechne
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Teak f. Ls of media
Meek Ship re.. I. No. 2 sad prods resembe ma)

Macaws No.
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Madams seta
Pleaonsller
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Oneidas metre
Oakes seam
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F115.00 miens madame
Tod pads
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Dane Nowt
Uarmnal manna* .11670SCOIX
Three d4neasorts eneasurst raachse
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Beane acroracte-
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10 'duds a IS m type face lathe and mama sumental cestrotled lathe
iachsla 2 computer soacrical controlled nukes madames
make! ow. a.1700 y.ICO. 2430
woke 2.3

a surface sander and a cylandscal wader

6 Kk (1501(Vx40 atA)
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14500. y400 :450
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The Booster Synchrotron Utih:atlon Facility has been operating successfully since conmissioning in 1980. The
scientific research program is well under way in the KENS spoliation neutron source facility, as well as in the pulsed
'salon facility BOOM The number of the experimental proposals is steadily increasing in these facilities. Due to in-
creasing demands on machine time, several common use instruments have been installed, and some of them are now in
operation: High resolution powder diffractometer HRP. Medium resolution powder dtffractometer MRP, High resol-
ution quasi-elastic spectrometer LAM-80 in KENS, and a 37 kG superconducting Helmholz coil with a large room-
temperature access space in the pulsed moon channel of BOOM.

The recent research activities in the meson science laboratory were summarised at the conferenceon Muon Spin Ro-
tation and Associated Probkms held at Shimoda, from April 18 to 22, gathering, 117 participants from 12 countries.
The spotlight of attention was focused upon the uniqueness of this world's first milted moon facility. Among the many
results from neutron .cattering experiments. the first neutron scattering experiments at very high Q from superfluid He
II. using an eV spectrometer RAT, caused quite a stir due to Its evaluation of the fraction of the Bose-condensation,
which had seemed to be almost established. both theoretical* and experimentally.

One of the highlight activities in BSF for this fiscal year is the commencement of clinical trials forcancer treatment
using proton beams in the Particle Radiation Medfrol Science Center It is an exciting fact that out of 24 patients
treved for a year. 22 cases of various kinds of cancer showed no clinical evidenze of recurrenceor residual disease af-
ter completion of the proton beam irradiation

Design studies for the intense pulsed neutron and meson source GEMINI are in progress. On the other hand. the ad-
vuory committee for the BSF future program has discussed the financial scale of the new protect, the co:is:ruction sche-
dule, etc The conclusions of the discussion were reported to the committee for the Booster Synchrotron Utilization



BEAM LINE

Operation
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The summary of BSF operation to FY 1983 and
the average beam intensity and transmission data in
each operation penod are shown in Tables 1 and 2 re-

spectively The beam time used for BSF operation
amounts to 2789.1 hours. which corresponds to 760
% of the PS operation time. 3666.7 hours. This per-
centage is 12 % lower compared with that of FY
1982. because the PS operation in September and Oc-

tober was devoted to the accelerator study of in-

jection and polarized beam acceleration. From

January 10 to 13. the booster synchrotron was oper-
ated for the Particle Radiation Medical Science Cen-
ter. The beam woe for medical we has increased by a

factor of 2.4 compared with that of FY !MI To uti-
lize the booster beam more efficiently. the interlock
system was reinforced so that neutron or meson C2-
pmmeats can be done during the time used for me-
wing patients in the medical treatment room.
Regarding Table 2. beam intensity was measured oar
the 500 MeV beam line nearest to the targets or the
energy degrader. Transmits:on is defined as the ratio
of the beam intensity measured this way to the
booster intensity displayed on the CATV. The beam
intensity integration system was replaced by a new
version which consists of CAMAC ADC and timing
modules and a micro-computer. This new system was
into operation beginning with the first operation cycle

in November and shows good stability.

Table 1 Scary M BS/F memeloat Wee Aga 1192 am. Mow, 1963

(mu are "hem'. unku abeam wafted 1

Neuron
Doyenne:1u

Mood
Expenenent

tbernecbcal
Ramat TOW 111110

Beane Wry
Bess ON 1117 4 1115 5 417 2 26501 95 0 e1s

Re$ct 1.0 1 03 31 0.1

Ikea hoe troubie 2.4 103 21 0.3

Acalamor troubk 265 at 5 12 5 07.5 3.1

Others 20 21 0 4.1 0.2

Deana lane tuneng 29.3 1.1 5.

Summed 1149 3 1173 2 432 1 2719 1 100 0 ea

Table 2. 1 Mesoky re& Inmeiraleo

Metal Iheloodaal llae

Average
latereay Transoussioo
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The BSF beam line control room has been ex-
tended to help relieve the severe shortage of space
where the control equipmext is aceomodated.

taneously. a new access route to the beam dump room

was opened By using this route. it is possible to reach
the dump room directly from the BSF control room.
without disturbing the PS operation This will make
maintenance of the power supply easy, which is placed
beside the dump room.

Instrumentation

Small deviations of the pnmary proton beam in the
honzontal direction gives MC 10 an enormous de.
crease in the surface muon production rate and in the

secondary proton beam intensity after passing through

the %mall apenure energy degrader An auto.beam-

100

4 4 5

stecnng system was installed in the mid-point of tie
beam line to eliminate such deviations. A pair of hori-
zontal steenng magnets is controlled automatically by

a micro-computer to restore the beam positions at the
corresponding beam profile monitors when the beans
center is shifted from the onginally-optirnized posi-
tion Fig I showi the results for a test of this auto-
steenng system. Beam deviation upstream was
simulated by adjusting the bending angle in the PHBI
magnet. which switches the beam pulse from the main

nng injection line to the BSF beam line. PR and
PR7 are the profile monitors which correspond to the

pair of steenng magnets. PR-I2 and PR-I3 are those

nearest to the meson production target. The recovery
times for the beam positions and the surface muon
production rate are less than ten minutes, as is seen
from the figure
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(a)

/ a

Fig. 2. Comprias 0 So base pre* Naps&
(a) X pm tawiam Vs.
(b) ark 4410 Ws lomplo Mats Promplihr la pima.) 14 away frmi ob. noir beet

Preamplifiers which are placed close to the profile
monitor heads are easily damaged by the radration
along the beans line and their maintenarire is really te-
Moth.work. Each mesh of 30 pm tungsten wires on
the monitor had was replaced by a pair of 50 pm
tungsten wires to Increase the S/N ratio and to thus
enable placement of the preamplifier far away from a
beam line. Fig 2 shows a comparison of output sig.

NEUTRON SCATTERING
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY (KENS)

Minim.

The pulsed spallation neutron source KENS at
KEK has been :taxa:M.14 operated for three and a
half years. and is now shut-down for TRISTAN tun-
nel construction The Average beam current of 500
MeV protons ;us been only 1.5 AA at the neutron-
generaung target and the beam time has been very
limited. but many pioneering studies have been suc-
cessfully completed in the field of condensed matter
research with neutron scattenng Figure 3 shows the
recent status of the instrumental installation in the ex-

101

E.111A..114WA Y410:I TOO

(b)

nals from a mesh composed of single wires and that
composed of pans of twigs.= vnres. In the latter
case. the preamplifier is placed in it cable pit 60 m
away from the monitor head. The beam profile can be
clearly seen. even though the beam shape is a broad
peak. Study to replace the tungsten wires by wider
and thinner strips Is now in progresk

penmental area at KENS Twelve instrumenu were In
operation and open for outside university users, aod
three are under construction or development. The to-
tal number of beam tubes h tlurteen, including three
cold neutron guiders. therefore, some tubes are used
by two instruments: for example, HRP utilizes the
beam through LAM-40 (see C4 beam line in Fig.3).

First generation spectrometers HIT, LAM-40.
MAX. SAN and TOP have been utilized extensively
for many scientific programs. The results are IUMM
nzcd in the activay report (KENS Report-V) ,

446
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KENS NEUTRON SCATTERING FACILITY
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Figures 4 and 5 show the distnbution of the beam
time in FY 1983 in venous fields and for each trA-
trometer.

The KENST project, which aims to realize 10 times

higher neutron intensity by unproving the existing ac-
celerator and the neutron generating target, is now in

Progress.
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Status of New Spectrometers

A pulsed spoliation neutron source with an
eV- spectrometer can enlarge the expetimentally-Jcces-

sibic range of momentum transfer. Q. by a factor of
more than 10. and it became possible to determine the

momentum distnbution of scattering particles by me-
ass of neutron scattenng at very high Q (< 100
Ore of the most exciting experiments of this kind is
the determination of the fraction of atoms in the
4cantummechanical ground state (Bose-condensate).

and a firm neutron scattering experiment at very high
Q (-- 1 ') from superfluid He-II has been per-
formed , , the eV spectrometer RAT at KENS.
which is based on the resonance detector. The results

are shown in Fig. 6. A distinct difference can be seen

between the two spectra for and He-II. From the
difference, a Bose condensate fraction of about 35 %
was deterramed, which is about three times larger
than the reported values determined from measure-
meats at modest Q(< 15 Al.
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Construction of the high resolution quasielasuc
spectrometer. LAM-80. was completed in October
1983. Energy resolution of this instrument is about 10

pa, with resonably high counting rates. This is a hi-
ghest resolution achieved by a pulsed neutron source.
The instrument is of an inverted-georactry type, which
IS installed at the end of the exterxled C2 guide tube,

about 30 meters from the 20 K grooved solid methane

moderator. Scattered neutrons at a fixed energy are
detected by a quasi-spherically curved analyzer mirror

consisting of 72 pieces of pyrolitic graphite (LAM
type) at quasi-back reflection angle (OA 80.). The
instrument has four movable analyzer-detector arms
which can cover the range of momentum transfer 0 15

I
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1.7 A- t. Figure 7 shows a photograph of LAM-80
with its schematic diagram.

A peV spectrometer prototype is under develop.

went. intended to realize an tnergy resolution better
than 1 peV by a modified spin-echo method using
pulsed cold neutrons.

Two powder thffrarzonieters. H RP and MRP. have
been constructed. fiLP is a high resolution instrument
and Adrd 0.2 % has been attained by utilizing nar-
row pulses of thermal and epithemuil neutrons from
the 20 K solid methane moderator incorporated with
a 20 m long flight path and backward counters at
about 20 170. Figure 8 .11ustrates part of a meas-
ured time-of-flight diffraction pattern from an Al: Or
sample at room temperature. with a preliminary Rid-
veld refinement. MRP is a conventional instrument
with medium resolution installed at beam hole H4
which views the room temperature moderator.

Considerable progress has been achieved in a polar-

ized einthermal neutron spectrometer. PEN. The po-
lanzer is a dynamically polarized proton filter
(ethylene glycol containing few percent of Cr' com-
plex) Proton polarization of about 85 % was
achieved with a bead type filter which was directly
cooled by liquid 'He down to 0.5 K. As a neutron po-
hinter. a slit-type filter was tested. but the proton po-
lanzation was only 65 %. A large size filter of bend
type, bathed in liquid 'He winch is cooled to 0.5 K by
liquid 'He. has been constructed for a neutron polar-
izer. The new filter turned out to realize higher prO-
ton polarization, i e., higher neutron transmission.
Figure 9 shows a photograph of the PEN.

The construction of an ultra-cold neutron (UCN)
generator prototype (Fig. 10) was completed. A su-
perthennal UCN converter (Mark-280) was cooled
down to 0 55 K in February 1984 (KEK Report 84-2)

The device war designed to provide data for the plan-
ning of a larger converter (Mark-3000)
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MESON SCIENCE LABORATORY

Introduction

The highlight of early PI 1983 was the organize.
non of the Yamada Corfcrence on Muon Spin Rota-
tion and Auocuted Problems (pSR 83 for short).
which was held at Shimoda from Apnl 18 to 22 The
conference was sponsored by the Yamada Science
Foundation The city of Shimoda is the histonc sate
where the first American consulate was established
more than a century ago, forming a "bridge" between
Japan and the West. Thu ii.SR conference. like its pre.

dectuores iiSR1 (Rorschach. 1978) and PSE2 (Van-
couver, 19(10), was intended to establish a similar
"bridge" between the dissimilar scientific cultures of
particle/nuclear physics and materials sciences, take
chemistry and condensed matter physics.

11.11 yrM. Cuierrsar Olt U.
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In this ii.SR 83 conference. there were 43 Japanese

participants and 74 foreign participants from 12 other
countries (see Fig. 11) In total. 134 papers were pre.
suited dunag the conference. The main subjects were
(a) local =incur fields and fluctuations at the intent-
mat p in magnetic =tenets. (b) quantum diffusion
and unpunty-rnediated trapping of le in metals. (c)
muomum formation and behavior an semicondu:tors
and insulators. (d) chemistry of muomum in gas and
liquid phases. (e) hyperfine structure of muonic atoms,

and (0 electroweak interactions, etc. The conference
proceedings have already been published by J.C. Bat-

ter AG , Basel.
As for the activities at the BOOM (Booster Meson)

facility at BSE of KEK. we have enjoyed 1.300 h of
BSF beam time during FY 1983. New progress has
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been marked in the venous condensed matter studies

with positise and negative muons

Facility Development

The major installation which has been earned out
in this penod is a construction of a large 37 KG Su-
perconducting Helmholz Coil (SHC) at the ja port of
the superconducting muon channel. The final form of
the SHC is shown in Fig. 12. It has a large room-
temperature access space to the central field. 24.5 cm

longitudinal bore all the way along the field axis plus
a transversal gap of 10 etc dth and 90 cm height In
order to support the twin agajost a huge attrac-

tive force, a special yen obin structure was de-
signed The construcuon a.ls started in October 1983

The replacement of 3LC (Superconducting Longitudi-
nal Coil set-up) with SIX was undertaken in Decem-
ber 1983. The testing of the SHC followed and a
nominal field of 37 kG was achieved in January 1984

There are two important features in the functions
of SHC. a) decay e Ifrom P I stopped inside the tar-
get. located at the center of SHC, is completely
confined inside the open bore of SHC. where an ad

meal access space is available in the transverse gap
kr the Xray or neutron detectors; b) an r f cavity
with beam window can be installed in the transverse
gap. providing a capability of 500 MHz N Ism reso-
nance under a 37 kG longitudinal field

Several new and important expenments will be
made possible by using this SHC set-up Concerning
the abovementioned feature a), the muonic Xray
from pulsed stopped in carbon was successfully

rice 1y. Spern.s.ctlqg flehabols Cam map IS/ Cy.
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observed with a Ss(Li) detector in a geometry of the
decay c" confinement The rare photon or neutron
events from muonic atoms will be measured. As for
the feature b). 16 channel pc decay telescopes were in-

stalled in both forward and backward directions to
detect decay c tin the digital method The 500 MHz
resonance cavity as well as 10 kW pulsed rf sources
are in preparation for is' chemical shift measure-
ments.

Several other technical developments have been
performed for other parts of the BOOM experiment.
a) Muon spin resonance expenments were applied to

the target at venous temperatures from 4 K to 490 K
with the help of a specially designed cryostat and
oven, b) on-line data taking methods have been used
for the spin resonance and decouphng measurements;

c) New counter systems for pc and pSR measurements

were developed by using a complex of MWPCs.

The present layout of the expenmental hall is
shown in Fig 13. Dunng the long shut-down of the
whole BSF facility, expected in the corning FY 1984,

the following major modifications will be earned out,

Fly 13. Pm hyoid of nanimaisl IA el dr Maw Selma Lob.
matey (Mani isma
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41 installation of a new surface p channel at a take-
off angle which is further backward from the existing
pion channel. b) in order to obtain slow a", the whole
ham line of the superconducting moon channel will
be connected in common vacuum from the production
target to the experimental target, except for two thin
foils at the superconducting solenoid. c) with expecta-
tions for 10 pA operation after Fall 1985, the heavy
concrete radiation shields near to the primary line will
be replaced with iron plates.

Experimental Program

The list of experiments which have received bea_..t
time dung FY 1983 is shown in Table 3. A short de-
scripuon is given here for the achievements of each
active experiment.
I Condensed Matter Studies with Pulsed p SR
la) Zero-field p* SR Studies of p* Quantum Of-

firms in Cu at Very Low Tempera:ore (M22)
The ZF pSR experiments on p in Cu have

been extended to further lower temperature.
down to 69 mK. As shown in Fig 14. the a'
hopping takes a temperature dependence of
T"" is the temperature range from 15 K down
to 0 5 K, from where a clear leveloff behavior is
also seen These low temperature oats are clearly
demonstrating a DM type of coherent p dif-
fusion. which was very recently explained by the
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two theoretical papers by J. Kondo and K. Ya-
mada in the light of basic mechanisms foe the
muon-electron interactions in metals.

lb) Observation of Fine Structur.s in IFRe(ovation
Function for p" in CU a M22)

With high statistics measurements on the Ion-
aitudinal relaxation function under zerobeld for
11" in Cu at 15 K. we have seen a clear oscillat-
ing behavior in the one-third recovery part. as
shown in Fig. 15 The behavior was consistently
explained by Holzschuh and Man's theory
which emphasizes the importance of the non-
Gaussian distnbution of the nuclear dipolar
fi elds at the p site.

IS. OMenol ZF rehash@ imam al Co it IS S Mt
O. 110.4 arow w kolo-Toyalle reload.. awake (--}
TM deviethe le cambial Via ike(sidsek ea5 Males leery

lc) Sohtons in Polyaretylene "Induced- and Probed
by Positive Moon (M33)

Positive anions were injected into both trans-
and as- (CH). as well as (CD).. A clear con-
trast was seen in the longitudinal relazatiou
function under various longitudinal field H, as
demonstrated in Fig. 16. la cirpolyacetylene,
the st* was found to form a radical state with an
unpaired a-electron localized near the p'. In
trans-polyacetylene, this induced unpaired
a-electron was found to he highly delocalized:
the longitudinal p' spin relaxation rate showed
H' Y'dependence on the applied field H down to

108
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Table 3. LM el fatly* matrimonies

(April 1913 March 1984)

EXP.
Number

Tule
: New Proposal

Beam Tim (h)

(WWD) (ZWD) (FWD)
wl

M.1

M-2

M.3

M.7

M-11

M.10

M.11

M -12

M.16

M-20

M.22

M.24

M.25

M.26

M.27

M-21

M-29

M.52

M-33

Construct= of pulsed moon channel and beam tunand expennamts
Prkaacy Beam Tanana 11.2
Slows Tat 75
SI4C Turing
.2 Dress
MWPC Tuning

COWL/WM of pulsed plea channel and beam mom muumuu
Surface is* Mu Tatung

Develoomeats of p.SX methods MOS pulsed moons
REAL. CMN Tan 21 6
GaP Test 12

Polyacetylese Tess 79 2
CoTi. etc Test

limed sbitt 11101111fUNIIU of le m CA and CrIC
044m01110 Ca1C, Ca1C 33 6

Mumma In hydrocarbon;
w ad Mu In CS,. Celle, ac. 129

Measvremem of avant polasizauon of .8 to .* cape= reaction on 3iC
a* as "C contnbutoce Tat 21 6

Studies of lattice defects and phase trams:too by (mane mons
a m AUfF anion-how NiStIl

Hyperfine effect us Ugh mow atoms
hf mew In 0C and all 106

Nepuve moon spin mamma:a
a Be Tanta* 26

Sewn (locum= L. mak tuner=
Z.F Ma.% Double Resonance

Quantum chffueson of to Cu
ZE p SR In Cu. etc. 37

Stadia on pulsed moon and [11110111,413 resonance
Polyscetykne resonancrhunt

is' SR Mathes as valence Mawr. systems
r* asSm,Sew

11

Otanscal way= by amend a capture
* capture ,n OM= C011190.11di

a' trappias by extended defects In metals
it in wadsated AL etc.

Pulsed laser resonance sectroscopy
MU wNO.,

is' SR ouches on =atrium with cesopeurts ordenna
a an Fe,a).

'SR nodes amorybous rue earth magnets
a relaxation to DyAt

Decouphog and resonance mocha on palyacetykne and other masenah
a as-. trans- (CHI, and '"D), 21i

Muomum resonance spatter:mi. SA.Cs and po.der wrfwm
Duottinelso, la alias hesdes

109

166

23

320

21

42

139

41

66

40

St

153

119

31

211

139

20

12 37
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10 G (130 kHz) at 293 K This is quantitatively
explained as one-dimensional motion of the
muon-induced solgon.

Id) Muon Spin resonance Probing a' States after
Muontwn Reaction in Alkali Halides (M34)

The state of positive muons in typical alkaline
halides (NaCI, KCI and K1) were probed by the
pulsed muon spin rf resonance method with the
pulsed muon beam Under an 0 3 T decoupling
field, which recovers g spin polarization, a con -
siuerable fraction of the injected muons has been
found as p in diamagnetic species, which in-
creases with an activation-type temperature de-
pendence, as shown in Fig 17 The origin of
these fractions, after combining expenmental re-
sults of asymmetry increase pattern versus longi-
tudinal field, can be attnbuted to the products of
muonium reaction in the solid The results are
revealing important chemical reactions of muo-
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mum undertaken with the mobile paramagnetic
species produced by the tweeted p" itself.

le) ti" SR Studies on Spin Dynamics in a Mixed An.
nferromagner with Compering Magnetic Amso-

tropes Fex Col-x TaO3 (M29)
The positive muon spin relaxation method

was applied to probe the spin dynamics in the
frustrating magnetic systems with competing
magreuc azusotropres Feo6Co041103, with refer-
ence to FeTiO3 and CoT103. Below TN, small

but significant enhancement was observed in the
relaxation rate for Feo, Coon TiO3, which is ex-
plained by a correlation time t, of the frustrat-
ing spins in the range of 10-4 10-0 s,
consistent with the result (t, is longer than 10-7
s) observed by Massbauer studies In addition,
rernarkablt spin dynamics was observed an both
FeTiO3 and CoT103 below TN, which might be
explained by the p* spin relaxation due to the
influence of the spin wave excitations, etc.

MEDICAL RESEARCH IN THE PARTICLE
RADIATION MEDICAL SCIENCE CENTER

Insestigations at the Particle Radiation Medical
Science Center of the University of Tsukuba showed
remarkable progress in 1983 with clinical application
of proton beams produced by the booster a, nchrotron
in KEK The clinical study has started after a three
year preparation of facilities and techniques, and has
yielded many successes Details of the research activ-
ities are described in this report.

Clinical application of proton beam
irradiation

Proton beam therapy has started at the Particle
Radiation Medical Science Center (PARMS) of the
Unpersity of the Tsukuba with cooperation from the
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics an
April. 1o83 The energy of the proton beam was ad-
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2 Negative Muon Studies
2a) Anomalous Hyperfine Conversion Phenomena Ob-

serbed in Ii- "C and p- l'Al Atoms (M12)
A pulsed beam of polarized negative muons

was stopped in enriched "C powder at room
temperature and in liquid nitrogen ( '4N) at 77
K Transverse magnetic fields were used to pre -
ass the upper hyperfine state (F') of p- °C
and ti- '4N. The slow depolarization rates in the
muon spin rotation pattern were ;:bv.ved in
both cases: 0.:26 (12) pa"' for ,. °C and
0 092 (33) its-1 for p- '4N. The results for both
p- 0C and ii- 14N do not agree with the pre-
dicted hyperfine transition rate from F' and
F", suggesting either an anomalously enhanced
hyperfine transition or an anomalously large dif-
ference in nuclear muon capture rates between
F' to F- states Probably, molecular excitation
in b .h the graptute network and the liquid N2
may contnbute to enhance the hyperfine transi-
tion rates

justed down from 500 MeV to 250 MeV for medical
use and the beam was supplied for four hours every
day for use by the mulufracuon daily irradiation
method. Cancer lesions in 24 eases were irradiated
through a single fixed field using a bolus designed for
each individual case. The treatment for 22 cases out
of those was performed on schedule

Clinical results of the eases are as follow=
1 Cancer lesions of the skin in 4 cases responded

well to the proton beam irradiation and melted
away. There were no clinical evidences of recur-
rence and no definite tissue damages due to the
Irradiation 12 months after completion of the
treatment (see figures in the cover page of this
chapter)

2 Two tongue cancer cases showed disappearance
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of the lesions and no evidences of local recur-
rences were detected on a clinical basis 6 months

later (see figures in the cover page of this chap-
ter)

3. Three cases with a tumor Neon in the 14 & N
region also showed remarkable improvement
with no clinical signs of residual disease three
months after completion of the irradiation.

4. One case with carcinoma of the uterine cervix in
a clinical stage IUb had proton beam irradiation
to the primary lesion and C0-60 y ray treatment

to the intrapelvic lymphoode chains. She is do-
ing well, without any evidence of disease six
months later. These clinical results and tumor
responses on the proton beam irradiation seemed

to be similar to the conventional Co-60 y ray ir-
radiation. Therefore, it was noted that the pro-
ton beams could be used in cancer therapy for
radical purposes, using clinical expenence in
conventional radiation therapy

S Two cases with hepatoma, one cue with retro-
pentoneal tumor, nine cases of brain tumors,
also underwent the treatment in the past series
All of the cases are doing well to date, except
one brain case which did not show sufficient on-

provement of symptoms and was =operated af-
ter the proton beam treatment. They are to be
followed on an out patient bans In view of the
clinical successes, the proton beam treatment is
to be continued and more cancer cases in wider

ranges. especially for cancers in deep-seated or-
gans, including lung. stomach. rect.un etc., will
be treated as the candidates of this study.

Newly designed beam control and treatment
planning system

A newly designed fine degrader has been installed
in the vertical proton beam Proton energy is de-
graded by passing through an chl bath at the central

concavity, with a vanable thickness for the beam in-
let. The proton beam range in water can be remotely
controller, within ± 0 5 mm with this line degrader,
which has not practically affected the shape of the
Bragg peak The moving velocity of the concavity
part is quick enough to vary the full range within a
few seconds after remote presetting (Fig 18).

A large uniform field has been formed by the use of
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a scatterer and nog collimator assembly. The scat-
terer thickness will be reduced to meet the dose rate
requirement for the case of smaller field irradiation. A
seimempincal study was needed to determine the opti-
mum geometry and position for setting this assembly.

A treatment planning system based on X-ray CT
has been developed with the aid of a VAX 11/750
computer with a graphic display. CT images are ob-
tained with a CE-CT scanner at the Tsckuba Univer-
sity Hospital and transfered to PARMS by magnetic
tape The treatment planning for 10 slices can be
achieved in about 2 hours. including data outputs for
the bolus fabncauon.

Proton Beam Une

In the 1983 fiscal year, the proton beam line was
operated for a total of 416 hours in full beam mode
and 772 hours in the parasitic mode About 90 per-
cent of the full beam time was dedicated for proton
radiotherapy and others for biological experiments
and R and D for the proton CT. The total down time
due to the trouble in the beam line was less than a
few hours and the beam line operated very well. In or-

der to use the booster beam efficiently, beam sharing
with the meson or neutron facility was introduced at
the time of proton radiotherapy Data from the SEC
profile monitors can be read into a computer through
a CAMAC interface Interlock release boxes for the
shield doors were installed at the front of the two pro-

4 5 IMAM VIKKI T2141
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ton irradiation rooms, to make It possible for the
medical doctor to enter Into the radiotherapy room as
soon as possible at the time of an emergency with the
patient Safety is guaranteed by stopping the beam
and by switching cff the first beam line magnet when

thr interlock release button is pushed.

Proton Computed Tomography

Equipments for proton computed tomography were

constructed and installed in the horizontal irradiation
room (see Fig. 19) The equipment includes a mechan-

ical chopper with rotating chair, three spectrometer
magnets with vacuum chambers and the position de-
tector at the image plane of the spectrometer The me-

chanical chopper is a beam scanning device to

generate and scan about twenty pencil beams colli-
mated from the broad and parallel beam and to cut
the scattered beam in the object. It consists of two
sets of pairs of slits, one of which defines the sliced
beam and the other produces the multi-penal beam
from the sliced beam. These skits are driven by a servo

system, using high-pressure oil, to scan the multi-pen-

Fig. If EgIpsat kw limo grMl C
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al beam. The preasion of the position was found to
be less than 50 rstcrons. which met our requirement.

The magnetic spectrometer is of the QDQ double-
image type and was tuned with the proton beam. First
we determined the absolute value of the average en-
ergy of the proton beam with a dEldx counter plus an

aluminum degrader of variable thickness. Using the
beam, the beam optics of the spectrometer was tuned

with an image detector (X-ray film) near the focus
point of the spe-trometer. The spectrometer was
found to resolve at least dp/p 0.12 %, which corre-

sponded to the integrated CT number of 3. A sche-
matic diagram of a unit of the detector for the center
of gravity of the multi-penal bairn is shown in Fig.
20. It is an array of plastic santillator of size (430 mm
x 10 mm x 2 mm) combined with a filter on the top.
the transmission ratio of which varies linearly with co-

ordinate in the direction of momentum dispersion.
Two photomutiphas viewed the scintllator from ei-
ther side, to monitor the intensity of the beam pulse.
Another photornultipher viewed through a light fiber
the scintillation light transmitted through the linear
filter placed at the top of the scintillator. The filter
output (V). divided by the sum of the beam intensity
monitors (A + B) was considered as a signal indicating

the center of gravity of the beam. The performance of

the detector was examined with beam and was found
to save some difficulties in normalization and in pre-

cision
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The signal from the position detector was con.
vented using ADC's and read into the memory of a
microcomputer. Microhandlcr. The Mic.ohandler has

a 16-channel digital I/O pest. 32-channel 12 bit ana-
logto-digital converter. and a pulse motor controller
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It co rots all of the Cl' device, takes CT data, and
sends the data to a host computer. VAX-II/750 by
commands sent from a host computer through
RS-232C. We developed a data acquutzon program
for the proton CT. The program resides in two parts
the one resides in the host computer. the other in the
microcomputer. The host computer is always master
and the microcomputer is always the slave. The digital
I/O port was used to monitor the status of the me.
chanical chopper, beam ON/OFF and the moving ta-
ble of the detector and to control the mechanical
chopper and the beam interlock etc. We Prepared a
set of commands in the Mscrohandler so that control
of the Mscrohandler can be made from the host com-
puter By sending these command stnngs from the

FUTURE PROGRAM OF BSF

Design studies on a proton synchrotron GEMINI
for use as an intense pulsed neutron and meson source
is to progress. In addition to a more detailed design of
each accelerator component. R & D for some techni-
cal problems is under way.
I) Production of prototype permanent quadrupole

magnets for the drift tube of the injector !mac
2) Design of a chopper for the premjector beam for

minimizing the injection beam loss in the syn-
chrotron

3) Model tests on the dual resonant-frequency
mode operation of the synchrotron magnet for
reducing the RF accelerating voltage.

4) Development of a stranded cable with a water-
cooling pipe for a rapickycling synchrotron
magnet coil.

5) Construction of a model of the power amplifier
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master to the slave, we control all the devices related
to the proton CT and take data This program was
found to work well in a test run.

A data analysis and display program was developed
to extract the integrated electron density along the
beam path from the raw data . to reconstruct the im-
age from the collection of the projection data and to
display the reconstructed unage on the image display.
The operator interactively sets the window level and
width with a trackball.

As a whole, all the element of the proton CT, ez-
cept the detector of the center of gravity of the beam.
were found to work well. We will concentrate our ef-
forts on improving the performance of the position
detector

system for the RF acceleration, etc.
And also, expenments such as the test of beam bunch
shortening. which is very important to the pulsed OR
expenments, were carried out by practical use of the
existing accelerator and experimental facilities.

On the other hand, the advisory committee for the
BSF future program has discussed the financial scale
of the new project, the layout of the facility, the lo-
cation of the facility in the KEK site, the construction
time schedule, the possible future extension of the ac-
celerator GEMINI, etc. The continuous of the dia.
cussion were reported to the committee for Booster
Synchrotron Utilization Facility after being presented
and discussed at the third meeting of the BSF future
program held on March 1984.

Fig 21 shows the proposed layout of the new tacit.
ity
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The Photon Factory ran steadily throughout FY 1983 and provided abundant photons, from ultraviolet through hard

X-rays. for users from universities, research laboratories and industries. They enjoyed stable operation of the light
source for most of the beam-ttme, and a lot of excitement in scientific achievement was experienced. thus making peo-

ple more and more corivaced that the capabilities of synchrotron radiation research are really remarkabk.

The entire facility has been opened to qualified users since the beginning of FY 1983. and by the end March 84, 103

proposals have been accepted for use of beam-time. Beam-time assigned to private industries was 686 station-hours for

21 proposals, which corresponds to 3% of the totally available time.

The linear accelerator. serving as the injector of the Photon Factory light source. ran perfectly. without any inter-

ruption or any appreciable beam losses. at 2.5 GeV, SO mA, with one pulse per second

The linac has also been supplying electron beams to the newly completed 6 GeV Accurmilata. Ring of TRISTAN

since Oc,ober 83, and a positron injector for TRISTAN is under construction.

The storage ring. the 25 GeV light source. ran 2047 hours, or 157 ampere-hours in FY 83, of which about two

thirds was made open to users The rest of the time was spent for note-up of the machine and for accelerator studies.
During that period we have been able to overcome quite a number of different types of instabilities, and as a conse-

quence we achieved a great improvement both in lifetime and in the position stability of the beam Nevertheless, the sto-

rage ring is not yet completely free from instabilities so that continued efforts bt this respect are required.

The 1110.11signOcant developments in this fiscal year were the successful commutating of the superconducting verti-

cal wiggler and of a 120-pole permanent magnet unchdator Preliminary but exciting experiments on anglography of liv-

ing specimens and topography of GaAs crystals were performed at the wiggler line (B414), and angle-resolved
inner-shell photolonization studies of atoms and molecules, and determination of the electron neutrino mass were under-

taken using soft X-rays from the unchdator. All these experiments demonstrated fantastic extension in the technical fea-

sibility associated with these insertion devices.

Scientific achievements obtained since the first beam-time in June 1982 were summarized in our first publication. the

Photon Factory Activity Report 82183, published in March 1984 and the first annual users' meeting was held in Novem-

ber 1983. Photon Factory News. a regular communication journal intended for prompt correspondence between the in-

house staff and users is being published since June 83.

Developments in collaboration between the Photon Factory and private industry research institutions have been a

significant feature in FY 83. NTT ( Nippon Telegram and Telephone Public Corporation) beam line (BL-1) has been

completed so that studies on soft X-ray lithography and associated research activities were started. Four other condi°.

rational research programs have also been contracted between KEK and five companies

118
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INJECTOR L:NAC DEPARTMENT

Operation of the 2 5 GeV injector electron linac
has continued without any senora trouble during FY
1983. Injection of the 2 5 GeV electron beans into the

TRISTAN Accumulation Ring was started in October
1983. Total operation imx of the linac during FY
1983 was over 2,100 hours.

The PF ring has been operated in a multi-bunch
mode since its initial operation. Consequently, for the
PF ring injection the beam pulse is wide in the micro-
second range. However in the TRISTAN Accumu-
lation Ring single-bunco mode operation is normal.
For injection it requires a very short (< 2 ns) beam
synchronized with the ring it Also the short pulse
beam is occasionally required for testing the single
bunch mode operation of the PF ring To provide
long and/or short pulse hums for both rings a special
injection system was developed.

Since PF injection requires only several minutes
and lifetime of the stored beam has been increased to
more than 10 hours, PF injection is normally done
cry 8 hours. During the remaining time between PF
injections, the HD= beam is used for the TRISTAN
Accumulation Ring.

Although the routine operation of the PF nu is
mulubunch mode. if the stored beam falls up all of
the rf buckets (312 buckets) it can cause an instability
due to iontraming To reduce the instability, a
pa tialfalimode (fillinz 2/3 of the buckets) operation
is often effective. For such an operation, synchronized
injection is also important.

The line beam is stable. However, the beam is in-
tenupted for a few minutes whenever a fault in the
high power kirstrons takes place. As a result of ad.
vaneements and improvements in the klystrons, the
fruit rate was reduced to about 30 % compared with
FY 1982.

The morel and klystron gallery for the positron
generator were completed by the end of FY 1982. Sax
klystron modulators, a gun modulator. about half of
the accelerator guides and other components were
procured. and their installation and assembling are
started at the beginning of FY 1984
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PF Linen Developments

1. Aealenter gables
All of the 40 acceleration units have been operated

without any serious trouble during FY 1983. The total
operation time of ion pumps exceeds 23,000 hours.
Recently, the evacuation ability of the small ion
pumps (5011s) becomes poor gradually.

A trial fabrication of 4 m long accelerator guide
was performed. The guide was made by joining two 2

long electroplated accelerator guides in series. This
long guide was installed into the acceleration unit S

(the /th of sector 5) of the lime, and the test has
been continued since October 1983. The result of the
test is satisfactory.

Improvement was made in the strut:Awe of SiC
dummy loads so u to cool the SiC by pure water di-
rectly (shown in Fig I). Four sets a the improved
dummy lords were mounted in the acceleration unit S
- 6 and were tested. Up to the present, to trouble has
been found

A ;.. .........

P. I. loprevel fIrmay 1.4. n sac .e aborbar w pawl ate*
by WC MAR

In January 1984, c beam 'hi was installed Into an
energy analyzer system located in the beam switch
yard to improve the resolution of analyser. This new
system enabled accurate measurements of character-
istics of the accelerated beam, such as relation be-
tween energy and pulse duration (Fig 2).
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Fla. 2. Toe variations of bum corny spoctroldtkl Iola.

2. Microwave source
In FY 1983 the rf system on the whole has been

run stably with the total operation time of 2.500 h (in-
cluding high power processing of main klystrons and
accelerator guides)

The rf drive system has operated satisfactorily ex-
cept a few troubles. A main-booster klystron and a
sub-booster klystron were replaced because of failure
for the former anti instability for the latter. Five rf
phasing units which adjust the klystron rf phases to
the beam bunch: have been developed. Figure 3 shows
its block diagram

The major problem of the rf system is the high
power klystron failure. In FY 1983. II klystrons were
replaced by new ones Main cause of these failures are
due to internal arcing in the electron gun region In-
tense improvements of the klystrons have been done

fts.a01.11Win

wno

= r±1--'71

mo,n/aatn

111E4 101011

11661111.01.1

2 1 6 . 3 . Block Moron et dm. rf ow* grow

and mean ages of the klystrons are increasing re-
ccntly Table 1 stows the mean age and MTBF
(Mean Time between Failures) of the klystrons during
FY 1983 and the cumuleive.

The average fault rate of the modulators due to
klystron arcing was decreased to about I 37 times
Alayiklystron, which corresponds to one tune /0.43 h
for the 41 klystrons.

3. Control
In May 1983 an rf synchronizing trigger system

was built for partially filled multibunch mode opera-
tion of the Photon Factory (PF) storage ring and for
single buoch operation of the TRISTAN Accumu-
lation Ring (AR). A master trigger pulse generated by
dividing a 476 MHz signal from a master oscillator is
synchronized with the accelerating frequency of the
PF ring (500 MHz) or that of AR (508 MHz). and is
transmitted to a gun trigger system and five sub-trig-
ger delay units for klystron pulse modulators. The sys-

Table I. Al /slow nutaleff feu

Pen mood Cornotannic

Pt!! Od ral101td %ITU! Pcnnod

NO of %lean ayi (Mourn)

lobe, Ihoon.1

Fallored MT02

No of No of Mon etc No of %Ion age (Muhl
noba nobs, lhounal tuba, (ham)

1) Win) ) 500
op to 198P) 5)
up no 194/4 6)

II 1.300 42 2.900 12.500
20 2 100 4) 4.202 11.202

I./ 16,. 1.6k doe, non nrKluJe the unused tubes
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tern block diagram is shown in Fig. 4.

fly 4. Met Mawr .1 de .Ass. mom. A Mawr On Is vss
logrelboil eke ocalervelat frtpy ass MU Sot Os PP
dog to Sell Ms low Y AR.

Prior to the start of injection into the AR in Octo-
ber 1983, a Leant interlock and switching system was
installed foe unified handling of the safety interlock
and beans request signals from the FF ring and AR-
Figure 5 shows a display panel for this system.

.ot ottotto

ON

Ass. S. Colmloy poi of ea bum issmisek solotlide pr.

At the beginning of FY 1983. two sets of low-cost
personal computers were introduced into the main
operator's console to display detailed status of klys-
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iron modulators and beam transport system. A klys-
tron status picture can be changed into other pictures
by a transparent touch panel mounted on a 20- color
CRT. A light-pen is tempotanly used for status dis-
play of the beam tr sport system.

At the end of FY 1983. the display panel for the
safety interlock system in the rosin emtrol room was
replaced with a new one which was designed to cover
both "he PF injector [Mac and the positron generator
under construction.

1;liecrec

A short pulse grid pulses for the electron gun and
its thus pulse transmission unit using optical fiber
cable have been developed to satisfy the requirement
for single bunch operation for both of the TRISTAN
Aommulation Ring and the PF ring. The electron gun
generates electron beam pulses of about two hundred
milliamperes with a duration of 1.5 nanoseconds (Fig.
6) A time jitter less than 30 picoseconds was obtained
with the optical trigger pulse transmission unit which
consists of a photo-transmitter module, a receiver mo-
dule and a 30 m Wei optical fiber cable.

To prceisk long and/or short pulse beams for both
of the PF ring and the Accumulation Ring, an easy
and smooth nntchover of the beam pulse width is re-
quited. The microsecond grid pular which has beat
used so far, and the new nanosecond grid pulses are
connected to the gun grid in parallel. Therefore u-sec
and c-sec pulse' can easily be selected remotely by
switching the trigger signal.

Since the high voltage gun pulse modulator used so
far was just one modified temporarily from an ordi-
nary klystron modulator. a new modulator for the
gun was constructed and tested at full voltage with
the gun load during this FY.

Beam Characteristics Investigation and
Improvement

Electron beam used for the AR injection has a
pulse width of 1 5 nom with a peak current of 100 to
ISO mA, whereas that for the PF ring has a width of
several hundred nue with a current of 30 to 40 mA.
The beam energy spread is strongly dependent on the
buncber and prebuncher rf phases, so that this de-
pendence was studied to find out optimum phase val-
ues for both noes As a result, the parameter of the
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base to be adjusted is the last high power Idystron rf
phase oily, which COMM the energy differeact be-
tween both beams among mina* freen the differ-
ence in pulse duratwa. It takes only a few minutes to
tune the lime and to switch over trigger signals to the
gun pubes (described below),

A writs monk( foe a short pulse beam has been
dealiopaL lin is of a wall-oorent &maim type, in
which a cylindrical solid miner is surrounded by an
annular faint: one aid coward by a mend shield. It
has a fast spore wits as excellent S/24 ratio. Figure
6 shwa anon mat fora with tbienotilec.

& Thical dart fall beam la i. oil of slit lase

Another improvement made in beam handling is MI
installation of a beam delay aretnt in the trigger Tys-
tern. it is variable up to 350 nsec in 50 nsee steps, and
enables fine tailoring the shape of partially filled
bunches by varying the delay during the beam in-
jection into the PF nag

Beam characteristics were investigated under vari-
ous conditions. Energy spread was measured at the
end of the injection system at various beam currents
The result is shown in Fig 7 The peak energy de-
creases linearly with the increase of injection current
and the energy spread for low current of less than 100
mA is about 2% However. for high current the
spread increases up to 3 - 4% The bunch width for
vanous injection currents was measured with the re-
sult of I r for low currents and 3 -- 4' for high
currents The suggests then a space charge effect be-
comes significant above a beam current of hundreds
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In general. an energy spectrum o: the elearno haw
beam is spread due to electrons accelerated in the
transient state which have higher energies than the
electrons in the stationary state. Thaefote. if sup-
pressioo of energy is made for these higher energy
electrons, it can serve to improve the energy spread.
This suppression is made by accelerating theme eke-
Irons with the rising part of rf pulse. An example is
shown in Fig. I; it has much narrower spread than
that shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.& Time nrlatIon A awry gears Mlle 16 mow ample.
611614 beam rim

Concerning high current acceleration characteristics
the beam blow up expenrnent has been continued.
Three groups of the blow-up mode frequencies were
found 360 390 GHz. 420 4 25 GHz. and 4,33
- 4 38 Gift The latter two are theoretically expected
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but the former is not, and the reason is not clear at
present.

Positron Generator Construction

I. Accelerator guide
The accelerator guide system for the positron gen-

erator consists of 6 acceleration units, each of which is

composed of 2 accelerator guides. rectangular wave-

guides with a hybnd power divider, 3 dummy loads,
vacuum manifolds and supporting stands.

The units 2, 3 and 6 have all the same structure as
shown in Fig 9. The unit 1 is an injector unit, consist-
ing of a prebuncher, a buncher, a 2 in guide and a 4
m guide. The unit 4 is the first unit for positron accel-
eration. consisting of a 4 in guide surrounded by
strong solenoid coils, and two 2 m guides connected
an series by a waveguide The unit 5 consists of two 2
m guides similar to unit 4, and a 4 m guide. The units

2, 3 and 6 and the unit 5 were fabncated in this fiscal

year

Beam focusing system was designed on the basis of

the beam envelope calculation All of the quadrupole
magnets and their power supplies were fabricated
These power supplies were already installed into the

racks located in the klystron gallery

Fig 9 Structort of the acctleralpt amts Z. 3 ad 6

2. Microwave source
In FY 1983. the greater parts of rf equipments were

fabricated Six main modulators were installed and
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tested with a dummy load in the klystron gallery for
the positron generator (Fig. 10).

Four high power klystrons, 8 pulse transformer as-

=Nies and tanks were also delivered.

ftN. MY sollows Imola Is E. lamas Wry.

3. Control
By the end of FY 1983, most of the control system

hardware had been provided. The positron generator
has its own operator's station to be operable inde-
pendently of the PF Intact this operator's station is
one subcontrol system of the PF !mac. The controller

for this station is a multi-CPU contrqlled CAMAC
system which consists of 8 bit (6800 type) and 16 bit
(68000 type) single board computers and auxiliary
crate controllers as shown in Fig. II. Five sets of per-
sonal computers were purchased to be used as graphic

displays built into the control panel.
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LIGHT SOURCE DEPARTMENT

Storage Ring Operations

In FY 1983 the Storage Ring was operated for 23
weeks: 6 weeks in May to July 1983, 9 weeks in Octo-

ber to December 1983 and 8 weeks in January to
March 1984 In a normal operation week the Storage

Ring starts at 9 o'clock on Tuesday and ends at 9
o'clock on Saturday During 96 hours operation. 64
hours are dedicated to users espenments. 24 hours

are used for accelerator study and 8 hours for ma-
chine tuningup

The total operating time has increased year by
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4. Injector

Basically, the injection system for the positron gees-.

erator is almost the same as that of the 2.5 GeV linac.
However, since a much lusher electron beam current

was required, the injection system was newly designed.

To accelerate sufficient beam current, a high injection
voltage more than 150 kV and a high current more
than a few amperes are required. A 150 kV mast mo-
dulator and a high voltage station with a grid puller
were procured and installed. In addition, a special
bunching system is alto required for such a high beam
current; consequently, a new injection system includ-
ing a sub-harmonic bunches., a prebuacber and a
buncher was designed, and the beam tracing wan com-
pleted.

year, as Table 2 shows, and the user's time has be-
come beyond two thirds of the total operating time in
FY 1983. It is a remarkable thing that, while the
user's time was just twice of that in Pi' 1982, the intr
grated stored current in the user's run which is equiv
alent to available "hotons for users was 2.7 times
larger than that in Pt 1982. This mainly attributes to

improvement in the beam lifetime and, es a matter of
fact, the beam lifetime has become longer and longer
as the vacuum pressure has been improved through
this year.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 2. (Mention statistics
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Fiscal year 1911 1992 1983

Scheduled beam tune (his) 271 1299 2047

Allotted user time (ha) 661 1357

Stored current tinevation (A he) 57.7 157 0

As Illustrated in Fig. 12, the average stored current
has grown up in FY 1983, although the initial stored
current was still limited to 150 mA because of a ther-
mal reason. At the end of FY 1983, the lifetime of the
stored beam was 10 hours at 150 mA and 20 hours at
80 mA. Consequently, time interva; between mrcuons
became longer, and at the end of FY 1983 the in-
jection took place once every eight hours.

120 12

E 100 10

80 8

60 6

0
rt 40

f
4

; 20 - interval 2

0 0
Run No 2 3 4 5 6 7

FY1982 FYI983

71

-
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Table seutunanzes the statistics of user's time in
FY 1983 It can be seen that the rate of loss time was
very small and the Storage Ring has operated quite
efficiently

Highlights of tne Storage Ruts in FY 1983 were a
success in single bunch operation and a scheduled op-
eration of the superconducting vertical wiggler in the
normal user's time. Single bunch injection was suc-
ceeded in December 22, 1983. Although single bunch
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Table 3 statistics of wier time la FY 1993

Actual user time (hrs) 1241 (91.5 9.)

!oration time (An) 66 ( 4 Ws)

Machine failure (ho) 31 ( 2 3 1.1

Miscellaneous (hrs) 19 ( I 4 ffs)

Number of injection 261

Stored cturens intevation (A lit) 122

operation with more than 20 mA were not practical
because of vacuum problem, no instability has been
encountered except for the head-tail effect, which
could be cured by chromaticity correction. The beam
lifetime was about 200 minutes at 20 mA, which was
clearly limited by increased vacuum pressure.

From October 1983 extensive study has been ear-
ned out to find the beat operating condition for the
Storage Ring with the wiggler magnet. The scheduled
operation began in February 1984 and the user's time
of 115 hours was spent in cooperation of the wiggler
magnet by the end of March 1984.

Unfortunately, the very last week in FY 1983 oper-
ation schedule was lost, because the Storage Ring was
t.ontanunated by air which came from the exper-
imental beam line BL-l. Therefore, the storage ring
had to be baked again.

Storage Ring Developments

t. Sapercoadacring verrical wiggler

After the first operation of the superconducting
vertical wiggler with e!xtron beams in February 1983,
helium leak occurred at the welded part of coil case in
the cryostat in May, so the wiggler was taken away
from the storage ring and moved to the manufacturer
for repair. It was reinstalled in the storage ring during
the summer shutdown. From November the operation
of the wiggler started again with electron beams. The
main purpose of the operation in November and De-
cember was tuning -up of the wiggler itself, such as to.
decide the wiggler excitation pattern without Mooed
orbit distortion, and to find the best operating tunes
with respect to the beam lifetime. At the same time,
experimental beam lines were tuned up using the wig-
gler radiation. Since February 1984, the "limier has

JSAJJAVA Tana
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been operated in the user's time in parallel with other
beam lines

The power supplies of the wiggler are composed of
main power supply and two auxiliary power supplies

connected to two outer coils The closed orbit during
excitation is corrected by &pp's, sng appropriate cor-

rection currents on two outer cods. no as to keep the
position of electron orbit unchanged, which is ob-
served by the beam profile monitor. The reproduabil-
ity of the beam position was confirmed by
observations at several expenmeutal stations and has
been turned out to be satisfactory.

Since the betatron frequencies change with the ex-
citing current of the wiggler, they are corrected auto-
matically, by the aid of a control computer, by
changing currents of ring quadrupoles QF and QD, It
has been turned out that the beam lifetime as well as
beam loss during excitation is sensitive to choice of
operating tunes, so that reproducibility of operating
tunes is important in the operation of the wiggler
This is because higher oder resonances become
stroor with excitation and a stable region becomes
small is a result of suitable correction, the beam life-

time became satisfactory as shown in Fig. 13
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Liquid helium were supplied by the central cryo-
genic facility of the low temperature group Helium
were transferred every four hours to the wiggler cryos-

tat through a 12 meters long transfer line from a con-
tamer which was placed in the service area of the
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storage ring budding. Consumption of liquid helium
is 4 liters per hour, and transfer loss is about 50 % of
it.

2. Slagle bonds operation

Single bunch operation is strongly expected by us-
ers who are interested in the experiments such as the
molecular or the nuclear fluorescence experiments. In

the machine physics, the operation in the single bunch

mode is suited to study the properties of the ring im-
pedance.

The Linac produces a short pulse of electron beams
with duration of 1.8 cis This pulse is Precisely syn-
chronized to the storage ring revolution frequency
which is produced from the RE acceleration frequency
divided by the harmonic number.

In the single bunch operation, injecuo ti place

every second and charging rate was typically 003
mA/sec. The maximum stored current was 20 mA,
which was limited by vacuum problem. This is be-
cause induced fields inside gate valves agitated sealing

material (viton) and ertraordmary outgassing took
place The vacuum pre re got wore; to untolerable
value at the location of the gate valves above the
beam current of 20 mA.

Figure 14 shows a single bunch signal obtained
from a pick-up electrode for beam position monitor-
ing We have observed the head-tail instability caused

by the broad band impedance of the vacuum cham-
ber, and the stored current was limited to 1 mA, when
the chromaticity was not corrected. The cluomatinty

as the quantity representing the fractional dependence

of the betatron frequency on the beam energy, which
is defined by 4 dvgdE/E). The natural chromatic-
ity of the nag is 5.4 and 5.0 in the horizontal and
the vertical planes, respectively.

zero or slightly positive values We have measured
that threshold current of the instability as a (unction
of chromaticity. As seen in Fig. 15. the threshold of

Chromaucifies can be corrected with aextupole
magnets It has been recognized that the head-tail in-
stability can be cured by correcting chromauciues to
the vertical ease is approximately three times lower
thiai the honzonta' one. This can be aderpreted by
the difference of the horizontal and vertical impe-
dances arising from the eras, sectional shape of the
vacuum chamber

J3AMMA Y1103 7138
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present data in the siring run (May to July 1983),
squares in the autumn run (October to December
1983) and triangles in the winter run (January to
March 1984). Filled mangles correspond to the opera-
tion of the wiggler magnet.
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3. Vacuum aad beam lifetime

In spring shutdown of 1983. new controllers for
BAgauges were developed and installed Theo, data
on vacuum pressure from 48 gauges could be taken by

the aid of a micro- computer, with which a spatial dis
tnbution of the pressure and a time vanation of aver-

age pressure as well as the stored current and the
beam lifetime could be read on a visual display termi-

nal
As shown in Fig. 16. beam-cleaning of vacuum

chambers has progressed with increase in the inte-
grated stored current which is equivalent to the irradi-

ated dose on vacuum chamber wails Consequently,

the improvement of beam lifetime has been progressed

steadily. as seen in Fig. 17 In these figures. circles re.
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In the latter half of the waster run, however, the
lifetime was rather detenorated because of bad vac-
uum condition in RF cavities, which was turned out
to be due to very slow leak from one of the cavities.
In addition, when the vertical wiggler magnet was in
operation, the pressure rose up to 1 x 10'4 Tore lo-

cally, while at was kept below 1 x 10 -a Toff in the

other part of the ring This is because intense X-rays
irradiated absorbers on the top and bottom of the
downstream vacuum chamber, which were virgin sur-

faces to photon irradiations.
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4. Partially filled mode operation

In the uniformly filled mode operation. we ob-
served a vertical instability as regular spikes in the sig-
nal of the beam profile monitor as seen in Fig. 18
This instability occurred at a stored current above 40
mA, but this did not lead to beam loss. This vertical
pulsation was clearly correlated to the vacuum condi.
twin; for instance, the freque%), of the pulsation in
creased with the average vacuum pressure in the
vacuum chamber. The most hkey interpretation for
these phenomena is that positive ions trapped by the
beam give rise to the instability.

Therefore, we expected that the trapped ions rise be

free from the attractive potential during the popu-
lauon gap in the circumference, if the ring was filled
partially like a photograph in Fig 19. In fact, the op-
erauon in this mode has succeeded in eliminating the
vertical pulsation. The beam became apparently sta.
ble at some set of machine parameters At a different
set of parameters, however, we observed a different
type of vertical instability which caused beam loss
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The vertical blow-up appeared irregularly and the
growth time was of order of 10 ms. It seems that the

vertical iastability has a threshold in the (Anent per
bunch at roughly 1 mA/bunch.

1% As aeries d es popeen deleino Is ea pokily
W ono wenn

By varying the currents of the defocusing sextupole
magnets (SD), the defocusing quadrupole magnets
(QD), and 1.2. focusing quadrupole magnets (QF), we
found that there was a stable region in the {. vy
plane, s shown in Fig. 20. Although the stable region

seems to have a dependence on the population &stub-

:thon, the vertical instability observed in the partial
filling case was suppressed practically by exciting the

sextupole magnets.
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5. z for the Instabilities
if (he operating temperature of the accelerating

cavities is changed by means of varying the &mi.
pawn power in the cavities or the temperature of
cooling water, the resonant frequencies of the higher
order modes of the cavity shift, while the accelerating

male is tuned correctly by the tuning plunger.
We have observed two coupled bunch instabilities

which caused by the nigher order mode resonances

of the cavity, the longitudinal coupled bunch instabd-
ity by the TM011.like mode (758 MHz) and the hone
zontal coupled bunch instability by the TM111-like
mode (1070 MHz) Frequency dependences of the

threshold current of these instabilities were already in-

vestigated at a standard cavity temperature, which is
given by cooling water to of 25C, and cav-
ity dissipation power of 22 kW in each cavity.

For the vertical wispier operation, we have to in-
crease the cavity Man:anon power by 30 % to insure
a sufficient quantum lifetime. Toss causes the cavity
temperature rise, which leads to shift of unstable re.
gloss Therefore, we have lowered the cooling water
temperature by 5'C to avoid the unstable region of
the horizontal coupled bunch instability, because this

causes beam loss At present. however, we still have

the longitudinal coupled bunch oscillation, which

causes no beam loss but accompanies the horizontal
beam size modulation with frequency of about 200
Hz. Present regulation of water temperature has an
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error of IT. As a result, horizontal bevni size

changes in accordarx wgb water temperature, be-
cause the threshold of the longitudinal instability
fluctuates with the cavity temperature. This sometimes

causes decrease of the beam lifetime at the operation

of the vertical wiggler, in which the beam-stay-clear is
narrow horizontally. For cure of the instabilities, we
are planning t construct a new regulation system for
the water temperature and also to insert higher order

mode dampers to the cavities. We already finished
fundamental test of the damping antenna with the low

RF power. For the high power test, two damping an.
tennae were built and test with RF power of 40 kW is

Progressing

6. Beam chattel development
in the spring shutdown of FY 1983. the front ends

of four beam lines (BL-1, BL-2. BL-4 and BL-14)
were installed. BL-I, intended for studies of microli-
thography and photochemical reactions, was con-
structed as a joint work between the Photon Factory
end the Electrical Communication Lai oratory, Nip-
pon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation.
BL-4 is the third X-ray beam Use from a normal
bending magnet Three double betyllium window as-
semblies with horizontal apertures of 4.5, 6 and 6
mead are connected at the downstream termination of

the front end. Unlike previously constructed BL-t0
and BLI5, branch beam shutters as well as the front
end are Installed inside the thieldir.g wall, which has
the advantage that a shielding hutch enclosing the
branch beam shutters is 'mum...vary .symore. In con-
sequence, experimental hutches could be set closer by

a few meter. to the shielding wall than in the other
beam lines

BL-2 is a beam line for a permanent magnet undu-

lator installnd in the long straight section between
bending magnets dl and B2 This line was designed to
provide lughly collimated undulator radiation for a
single experimental station through a differential
pumring section with small tlits of I mm in diameter
just outside the shielding wall. BL-I4 is a bee." line
for a superconducting vertical wiggler installed in the

medium straight section between bending magnets
B13 and B14 A double beryllium window assembly
transmits intense wiggler radiation to experimental
stations. The window area is 16 mm in width and 90
mm in height and each beryllium foil is 0.3 mm in

4 73
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thickness. In order to reduce the large thermal load
produced by wiggler radiation. a I mm thick tcryl-

INSTRUMENTATION DEPARTMENT

By the end of FY 1982, 15 experimental stations
were made open to general users. These include sta-

tions for spectroscopic stoma in the WV and soft
X-rays. EXAFS, X-ray topography, crystal structure
analyses, small angle X-ray scattering and several
kinds of diffraction studies in the hard X-ray region.

In FY 1983, major efforts were made to: (1) r .m-
pletion of beam lines and improvements in the exper-
imental stations, and (2) full exploitation of all the
operational stations.

In addition to the above-mentioned IS stations,
three new cations, which supply only white X-ray
photons (BL l), were made available in May, 1983.
Performance tests of some newly-built monochroma-

tors were also carried out in FY 1983. nese include,
I) a monochromator designed to achieve a very high
resolution in the YUV region (BL-12B). 2) two kinds
of monochrommor which cover a wide soft X-ray en-
ergy region, one with a grating (BL-12C) and another
with crystals (BL-11B), 3) a monochromator to obtain
a point-focused beam with high photon flux (BL-I
4) two double crystal monochromators for hard X-
rays (BL-4C and BL14A) They were almost ready for
use by the end of FY 1983.

Successful operation of the vertical wiggler with
high current and reasonable lifetime enabled us to use
intense hard x-ray photons. The wiggler beam line
(BL-14), with three branch stations, was constructed

and several prelunitary experiments, such as X-ray
unagusg for diagnosis (X-ray angiography), diffraction

topography of GaAs crystals, and so on, were per-
formed at these stations.

In FY 1983, the Photon Factory Program Advisory

Committee approved 103 proposals from users associ-
ated with universities and national institutes The
number of registered users in FY 1983 was 704. which
is almost double that of the last fiscal year 1356
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hum plate attached to a water cooled copper holder is
placed in front of the window assembly.

houri were available in FY 1983 for users' exper-
iments which are reported in the following sections.

Develop rent of Beam Linos and Exper-
imental Stations

1. X-ray beau Uses

Installation and alignment of beam line compt-
nents for BL-4 were made in April and May, 1983
This beam line is divided into three branch-lines, each
intended initially as white X-ray stations. Approxi-
mately 15 experiments were carried out on these white
beam stations.

A new monochromator was designed and built for
BL-4C by March 1984. This monochromator will
have a bent second crystal which sagittally focuses the
beam horizontally.

Fundamental components of the vertical wisver
beam line had been installed and aligned by the end
of October, 1983. The X-ray beam from the vertival
winter was led into this beam line for the first time in
December. 1983. An X-ray been having 9 mad verti-
cal divergence is extracted from this beam line. This
beam line is divided into three branch lines.

BL-14A is equipped with a double crystal monoch-

tomator. followed by a bent cylindrical mirror. This
monochromator has three independent motions, i e., a
rotation of the first crystal and a rotation and tram-
lation of the second crystal. These three motions are

synchronously controlled by a computer so that the
monochromauzed beam position is kept constant
while the wavelength of the beam is scanned. The sep-

aration between the incident beam and the succes-
sively reflected beam is designed to be 45 cm. in order
to have enough space for installing a four-circle di&

&aerometer in the expenmental hutch at the end or
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this branch line The four-circle diffeactometer will be
used mainly for protein crystallography

For BL-14B, a double-crystal monochromator IS
being designed This branch line will be used for pre-
cision diffraction experiments, such as standing -wave
experiments and measurement of magnetic scattering.

BL -t4C :s used mainly for experiments of topogra-
phy and X-ray angiography.

2. VUY and soft X-ray beam Hoes

Installation of a 665 m off plane Eagle type nor-
mal inadenat. monochromator (BL-12B) was com-
pleted at the end of FY 1982 This was designed to
achieve the highest possible resolution for the VUlt
region (8 eV 30 eV) and is composed of a predis-
persion system and an off -place Eagle mount main
monochromator. Optical and mechanical adjustments
and several preliminary absorption measurements of
simple gases were performed during FY 1983 Special
are was taken to reduce the vibration and temper-
ature changes during the measurement After a strug-
gle of adjirtments, we obtained almost satisfactory
absorption spectrum of 02 gas. Figure 21 shows the
absorption spectrum of the 02 Schuman-Runge band
near 1800 A, photographed on an SWR plate. It is
found through this spectrum that the resolving power
is almost 200 000, which is comparable with the high-
est previous value in the world.
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Two kinds of monochromator, which cover over a
wide energy range in the soft X-ray region. were in-
stalled at the end of FY 1982, and performance tests
of these monochromators were caned out during ma-
chine time in FY 1953.

One is a 10 m Rowland circle grazing incidence
monochromator (131:120, and another is a UFIV
compatible double crystal monochromator (131-I1B)
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The former was designed to provide high-resolution
monochromatic photons in the soft X-ray range from
500 eV to 2000 eV. The resolution obtained was about
0 004 A using a 2400 f /mm grating with a alit width
of 5 p
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The latter instrument employs beryl (101), a-quartz
(1010) and Ge (I I t) as monochromataang crystals
they are apsuu interchangeable. A pair of beryl crys-

tals covers the photon enemy range from 800 to 1500
eV, while a-quartz and Ge crystals cover from 1450 to
3500 eV, and from 2000 to 4000 eV. respectively
Through measurement of rocking-curve widths for
each pair of crystals we found that the .pectral resol-
ution is better than t eV over the available photon en-

ergy range
An NTT (Nippon Telegram and Telephone) Coop-
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nation group has carried out preliminary experiments
for X-ray lithography at their own beam line (BL 1)
and proved that synchorron radiation is a promising
light source for fabricating very large male integrated
(VLSI) circuits. A typical result is shown an Fig. 22.

Exporimantal Programs

On already-existing and newly-developed exper-
imental stations, approximately 80 kinds of exper-
iments have been carried out in FY 1583. Most of
these experiments would not have been realized if syn-
chrotron radiation were not available. Only a limited
number of examples ate described here:

1, Drunk stractrari Maly esf malselals
Since synchrotron radiation is very intense. the

time required for data collection can be shortened by
many orders of magnitude, if an appropriate ta col-
lecting system is available. This opens up the possibil-
ity of time-resolved or dynamic study of structural or
chemical changes in materials upon some cuitotion or
simulation of the sample.

(a) Tkne-resoived man at& X-ray diffraction exper-
boons front mode

During the contraction of muscle, the periodic
structure of fibers constituting the muscle changes
with time. By observing the time dependence of a
small angle X-ray diffraction pattern from this peri-
odic structure, we can understand the molecular me-
chanism of muscle contraction. Such time-resolved
measurements have been done, to a some extent, with
high heightness rotating-anode X-ray sources.

Reccntly, in order to obtain a better understanding
of the mechanism of muscle contraction, a more de-
tailed time-resolved study of weaker reflections was
proposed. However, for these weak reflections, time-
resolved observations had been impossible. A group
from Osaka Univ., Teikyo Univ. and the Photon Fac-
tory succeeded in making time-resolved measurement
of such a weak reflection using the Small Angle X-
Ray Scattering instrument on BL 15A. They observed
meridional reflections from thin filaments of frog mus-
cle, which are one order of magnitude weaker than
those from thick filaments (Fig. 23). This small angle
scattering instrument can of course be used for mate-
rials studies also. and several groups have made stu-
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(b) Dynamic obscranon of chemical reactions by X-
ray absorption spectroscopy

In a conventional method of measuring the X -eay
absorption spectrum, each data point is taken succes-
sively in a point-by-point mode by changing the en-
ergy of the X-ray beam. Hence, the data collection
to..e is usually 20 - 30 minutes, even with synchrotron
radiation. Most has therefore been limited to static
samples. In an energy dispersive mode, when conver-
gent X-ray beams have a one-to-one correspondence
between energy and the converging angle of each
beam, the entire spectrum can be taken simultane-
ously in leas than 0.1 seconds. A group from the.Pho-
ton Factory, the Electrotechnical Laboratory, and
Jichi Medical School has recently made dynamic ob-
servation of the reaction of two aqueous solutions
mixed using a stopped-flow method. They mixed sol-
utions of Fe(NO3)3 with Nat Sr 03, and observed the
time-dependent shift of the Fe K absorption edge due
to the transition from Fes* to Fe=`, as shown in Fig.
24. Such a method can be applied to various dynamic
systems.

2. Structural study under MO Prelim* aud WO tem.
prime
A Lige group of high pressure physicists con-

structed a diffractometer which is capable of peril..m-
ing diffraction experiments under high pressure (up to
200 Kbar) and high temperature (up to 1500T). in
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X ray energy
(arbitrary scale)

24 new Mended Mit of Is K aloardtke edge dm wislag
two loath. of Ft (NOy), and N.2 S2 02 by Mop* Me-
octet

the energy dispersive mode. Because the sample all

has to be relatively thick and strong to keep the sam-
ple under such high pressure and high temperature,
the X-ray diffraction experiment has been relatively
difficult owing to the absorption of X-rays by the
sample cell materials With intense synchrotron radi-
ation, however, such measurements became much eas-

ier. and new categories of experiments have been
started Approximately 10 subjects were studied using

this (ugh pressure high temperature instrument An
example is the in -situ observation of the transition
from graphite to diamond. as shown in Fig 25
In this experiment first, the pressure was raised up
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to 60,000 atmospheric pressures. then the temperature

was slowly elevated. At about 1450C, the intensity of
diffraction peaks for graphite suddenly decreased and
new peaks corresponding to the formation of diamond

appeared It was also found that peaks due t he for-

moon of Fey C were found. Even though this study
is in its early phase, such in-situ observation were
made for the first time.

3. Detection of Impurity atoms of pod order
X-ray fluorescence analysis has long been used as a

non-destructive method of element analysts The sen-

sitivity has bc:n relatively, however, compared with
other destructive methods, such as atomic absorption

spectroscopy and neutron activation analysis. How-
ever, with use of synchrotron radiation, several orders
of magnitude improvement has been attained in the

detection limit of the fluorescence method. Now, at
the Photon Factory, a detection lunit of ppb order in
a relative scale or several pico grams in an absolute
scale has been attained In order to obtain such a high

sensitivity, special are was taken to reduce the back.

EJSA it VIA IMO to
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ground. The sample is supported on an opucally-flat
sulxuate, by which the external total reflection of the
incident X-ray beam occum With such an arrange-
ment, the background intensity is reduced by a few
orders of magnitudes compared with the conventional
arrangement where the incident beam is incident on
the sample at an angle of about 45*.

The types of samples studied hitherto were rather
divers= metal impurities in an SiO3 insulating film on
a silicon wafer, implanted ions is a silicon wafer, me-
tal elements in human hair, metal impurities in water,
metal elements in rat-organs.

4. X-ray niegregkile brake einervadee of cryandersit
Westin el Gallium Arsenide angle crystal
Gallium arsenide is expected to be a ant gener-

ation material for semiconductor industry because of
its large electron mohhty. so that production of very
perfect crystal is anticipated. For growing good crys-
tals, understanding of defect creation at the crystal-
melt interface is very hoportant With X-ray
topographic method utilising X-ray sanative TV-cam-
era. in-sins observation of creation of defects at the
crystal-melt interface was made on BL -ISB. Figure 26
shows topographic binges of a GaAs crystal at room
temperature, 1245T and 1260T. It is known that
perfection of GaAs crystal depens on the As-pressure
during crystal growth. In-sirs 'Gray topographic
method will be very useful for getting further under-
stand-as of the mechanism of growth of perfect crfs-

5. Medical lertiesig snag mandronetie synchrotron
Xendadee
A development program has been initiated during

FY 1953 to develop medical imaging techniques using
monochromatic synchrotron radiation. Monochro-
matic radiation is useful in enhancing the contrast of
images formed by blood vessels and organs into which
contrast material (Iodine) is introduced. By obtaining
two images, with X-ray energies below and above the
IC-absorption edge of Iodine. and by subtracting one
image from the other, unwanted images by the rest of
the body, such as bones, PM be eliminaLd. Figure 27
shows X-ray pictures of at kidney and Wood vessel
into which Iodine is imected. It is clearly seen that the
image of bone disappeared in the subtracted image. If
the present technique is successfully developed. the ne-
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amity to use unpleasant catherters in injecting iodine
into heart is eliminated. Thus the examination would
become much easier and less expensive.

G. IVIessertinent of the Ness of the electron .atria.

It has been an earnest desire of physicists to deter-

mine an accurate value of the electron neutrino mass.

mw. A joint group, consisting of members from the
Physics Department and Photon Factory of KEK.
Toboku Univ. and 3 other universities have chal-
lenged this problem by studying the electron capture
inu3lio. In determination of both ni and Q value si-

multaneously. it is essential to measure the exciting
photon energy dependence of the 141 fluorescence

yields of Dysprosium.
Such an experiment was performed using mooned-

romatined soft X-rays at the undulator beam line
(BL-2). The resulting values of my and Q are 245 ±
SOO eV and 2.56 ± 0.27 keV. respectively.

7. Abode atructlet of the bantam between silicas awl
aickel Mole
In this example, the usefoLtess of the standing wave

formed near the surk...: of a perfect crystal upon
Bragg reflection is shown. Determination of the
atomic structure of the interface between two crystal-

line materials by X-ray techniques has been an inter-
esting but relatively-difficul: problem. With a new
analysis technique. called the Standing Wave Method.

a great technical improvement has been made. The
method makes use of the X-ray standing wave formed

near the surface of a perfect crystal upon Bragg
reflection. The period of the standing wave along the
normal to the diffracting lattice plane is equal to that
of the lattice plane. The phase of the standing wave
can be vatted from 0 to it by changing the deviation
angle of the incident X-ray beam, no that the
fluorescence yield from an atomic element of interest
becomes a mainum when the antinode of the stand-
ing wave coincides with the position of the element.
By measuring the angle dependence of such a
fluorescence yield and by comparing the expenmental

curve with calculated ones based on model structures

of the interface, we can determine the atomic struc-
ture of the interface Figure 28 shows the fluorescent

yield from nickel in nickel 'diode on a silicon mottle
crystal substrate. Curves -r and "II" are derived
from two model structures "I" and -1r for the inter-
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face. As can be seen in the figure, the agreement be-
tween the experimental curve and curve -r a very
Laudon:0,, resulting in the conclusion that the model
structure -r is a reabore structure.

Z. Electrode onactares of mod vapors
In general. electronic structures of atoms in the gas

phase are entirely drfferent from those in the sold me-
tal phase. We developed a speelal furnace to produce
metal vapors. and measured absorption spectra of Cs
and Ba as well as Xe around 3d threshold. using the

Grasshopper monothromator The broad 3d - e ab-
sorption bands of Xe change Into sharp 3d 4.5 ab-

tN
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sorption lines for atomic Ba Oct Fit- 291. dearly
manifesting the collapse of the f-sprimetne foal -state
wave function for 3d excited Ba.

Relative photoionizsuon cross section of Ca
around the 3p threshold was also measured at the
Seya-Nonioka station (BL-12A) by use of the time
furnace. Comparison with the photrobeorption data
shows a good correspondence in the peak structure
between the absorption room., -ad the Cal' yield
for photon energies above .ot 3p ion:ratios
limit. This indicates an rn u of double phe-
toionizatton by two-step cutne mediated via
Ca 3p hole sates.
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1984 existiert Las Deutsche Elektronen-
Synchrotron in Hamburg 25 Jahre; das
genauo GrOndungsdatum ist der 18. Dezem-
ber 1959. Aus diesem Anla6 veranstaltete
DESY van 24. bis 29. September eine fest-
und Informationswoche. In An4esenheit des
8undesprasidenten wurde sie mit einem
Festakt eingeleitet; Personlichkeiton sus
Politik und Wissenschaft feierten dieses
JubilAum Zusammen mit der DESY-Beleg-
schaft, den Gastwissenschaftlern und vie-
len anderen, die an der Geschichte DESYs
mitgewirkt haben. Unter ihnen waren such
die vier Vorsitzenden dec DESY-Direrto-
riums der vergangenen 25 Jahre: Dan TL
telbild zeigt von links nach rechts
Willibald Jentschke, Wolfgang Paul, Her-
wig Schopper und Volker Soergel.
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1984 is the year of the 25th anniver-
scry of the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchro-
tran DESY in Newbury, the exact founding
day was the 18th December 1959. On this
occasion. DESY arranged a celebration and
information week, 24th to 29th September.
It was started in the presence of the
Bundesprasident. Personalities from poli-
tics and science celebrated this anniver-
sary together with the DESY staff, the
guest scientists and many others, who
contributed to the history of DESY, among
them the four chairmen of the DESY Direc-
torate from the past 25 years. The cover
picture shows (from left to right) Willi-
bald Jentschke, Wolfgang Paul, Herwig
Schopper and Volker Soergel.

foto SCSI Org Scieldt (37900fIS)
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Festveranstaltung

Begraftung durch

Prof. Volker Soargel
Vorsitzender des DESY-Direktoriums

Herr BundesprAsidont,
Herr PrAsident der Burgerschaft,
Herr Bargermeister,
Exzellenz,
verehrte Gaeta,
liebe Mttarbeiterinnen, liebe Mitarbeiter1

Ich begroB. Sie allot sehr herzlich zu
unserer heutigen rotor, bei der wir das

253Ahrige Bestehen von DESY begehen

wollen. Vor 25 jahren, und zwar genau am
18. Dezember 1959, wurdo hisr in Hamburg,
im Rathaus, der Vertrag zur GrQndung der
Stiftung "Deutsche. Elektronen-SInchro-

tron feierlich unterzeichnet. Stifter

waren die Bundesrepublik Deutschland und
die treie und Hansestadt Hamburg, und sie
waren damele vertreten durch den Dundee-
minister far Atomenergie und Masser-

wirtschaft, Siegfried Balke, und Barger-

moister Max Brauer.
Dieees far DESY so wichtige Ereignia

wollen wit haute gemetneam begehen. Es

tat far uns eine hohe Ehre und eine groBe
Freud, dab wir Sie, Herr BundesprAsi-

dent, haute bei uns begraBen darfen, dab
Si. gekommen rind, um mit uns dieses
festliche Ersignis zu begehen und zu uns

zu sprechen. Ich begraBe Sie herzlich zu

&seem Three ersten Besuch bei DESY, und

wtr danken Ihnen alle sehr far Ihr

Kamen.
Mein besonderer Grub gilt Herrn Prof.

Panofaky, der haute atm Kalifornten zu

uns gekommen Jet, um don Festvortrag zu
halten. Wir rind sehr glacklich, Sie titer
bet DESY haute wieder einmal begraBen zu

kbnnen.
Im abrign bitte ich um Entachuldt-

gung, wenn tch die BegraBung jetzt summa-
mach halt, weil wir styes im Verzug

mind mit der Zest. Ich freue mich, dab

vtele unserer Einladung gefolgt mind,

haute mit uns zu feiern. Ich heibe Sie

alle herzlich willkommen.
Ich hitt* nun den Herrn BundesprAsi-

denten, zu uns zu sprechen1
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Celebration

Welcome from

Prof. Volker Soergel
Chairman of the DESY Directorate

Herr Bundesprbsident,
Herr President der Burgerschaft,
Herr Burgermeister,
Your Excellency,
Honouted Guests,
Dear Colleagues!

I welcome you all to our celebration
of the 25th anniversary of DESY today. 25
years ago, on the 18th December 1959 to

be exact, the contract to found the in-

stitute DESY, Deutsches Elektronen-

Synchrotron" was ceremonially signed in

the Hamburg Rathaus. The sponsors wez:

the Federal Republic of Germany and the

Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, and they

were represented on that occasion by the

Minister of Atomic Energy and Mater

Supply, Siegfried Balke, and the Hamburg
Burgermelster, Max Brauer.

Today we want to celebrate together

this most important occasion for DESY. It

is a great honour for us and a great

pleasure to welcome you here, Herr Bun-

despresident, to celebrate this event

with us and to address us. I heartily

welcome you to this, your first visit to

DESY and we all thank you that you have

come.

A special greeting must also go to

Prof. Panofsky, who arrived here today

from California to hold the celebratory
lecture. We are very happy to welcome tou

here once again.

I apologize if I stop my welcome now,

because we are somewhat behind with the

tame. I am very pleased that so many
people have accepted our invitation to

celebrate with us today. You are all very

welcome.

Now I ask the Bundesprasident to

address us.

DESY Journal Bf-l/f
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Grubansprache von

Bundesprisident Dr. Richard v. Neizs8ckor

Herr Vorsitzender,
Herr Bargermeister,
meine Damen und Herren!

Ich bin .in POnktlichkeitsfanbtiker.
UM so hArter trifft es mich, de$ ich,
obwohl ptinktlia Ober Hamburg angekommen,
dock nicht rechtzsitig louden konnte. Mir
eind 45 Hinuten Ober Hamburg gokreist.
Das war &them - aber Sie muften warten,
und ich 'ditto Sie dafOr %dolmas um
Entschuldigung. Ian Obrigen ist es ja
irgendwo auch *in Stack ausgleichender
Gerechtigkeit oder innerer Bsrihigung,
daB man Bich anschickt, in das HertstOck
der Grundlagenforschung vorzusto5en, um
heraustUfinden, was die welt km /nnersten
zusammenhAlt, aber an einem kleinen
watteAhnlichen Nebel scheitert, wenn man
penktlich landen will.

DESY ist wie immer seiner Zeit voraus,
es hat uns etwas verfrOht zu seines 25.
Goburtstag eingeladen. Ich bin gern ge-
kcnmen, nicht um zu wOrdigen, was hier
geleistet worden ist und geleistet werden
wird - das steht air nicht .u. Des Prin-
zip der Arbeitsteilung, des Sie in der
Hochenergiephysik kennen, gibt es auch
unter Breda= - und um Ober Ihre Arbeit
zu urteilen, haben Sic den telethon
Bruder gewAhlt. Ich bin aber gekommen, um
mich zu infonnieren, um DESY besser
kennenzulernen und um mich den Gedanken
Ober den Rang der Grundlagenforschung zu
stollen, die mich, die uns alle zutiefst
etwas angeht.

Es ist 3a nicht uncharakterietiech fOr
die tiefgreifenden geistigen VsrAnderun-
gen in unserer Zeit, daB der Hmnsch, den
man etwas pauschal und ungenau gebildet
nennt, wesentliche Erkenntnisse der
Naturwissenschaft haute nicht mehr ohne
weiteres in eeinen Fundus, in seine von
ihm selbst kritisch OberprOfbare Ansamm-
lung von Nissen und weltsicht integrieren
kann. Er steht nicht mehr vor bloBen
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Address from

Buodesprlivident Dr. Richard v. MeizsAcker

Kr. Chairman,
Herr Durgermeister,
Ladies and Gentlemen!

Z ae a punctuality fanatic. It there-
foru pains me particularly tbat although
I arrived punctually over Hamburg, it was
not possible to land on time. We circled
over Hamburg for 45 minutes. That was
very nice - but you had to at - and Z
apologize for that. It seems to be
perhaps poetic justice or at least inner
reassurance, that one comes to penetrate
into the heart of basic research, to find
out what holds the world together, and is
thwarted by a small bit of cottonwool-
like fog when one wants to land punc-
tually.

DESY is always somewhat ahead of 4ts
time; it has invited us somewhat too
early to its 25th birthday. z am glad to
have come, not to appreciate the value of
what has been and will be achieved here
- I'm not qualified for that. The prin-
ciple of division of labour that you know
in high energy physics also exists be-
tween brothers - and in order to be able
to judge your work here, you have chosen
elle wrong brother. Rather Z have come to
inform myself, to get to know ORSY
better, and to prompt thoughts about the
rank of basic research, which deeply
affects us all to a certain extent.

It is not uncharacteristic of the deep
mental changes in our time, that a human
being, who one somewhat arbitrarily calls
educated, cannot obtain a significant
appreciation of science within his criti-
cally self-imposed collecti)n of know-
ledge and perspective. He doesn't stand
in front of simple gaps in his knowledge,
which he could reasonably fill with the
conventional method of learning, rather
in front of areas which, at least that's
what his feelings sat to him, axe shut
off in principle to him. That which is

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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wissenslOckan, die ar gewissermadan mit
den konventionellen /attain des Nachler

none fallen kOnnte, sondem vor Berei

then, die ihm, so cagt as them jedenfalls

sein Gefflhl, Prinzipiell verschlossen zu
sein scheinon. Was sich ihm verschliallt -
des, was dies* Wissenscbaft an Erkenntnis
hervorbringt, wozu sie nutzt - giber

empfandet or als unheimlich. Er 'Wit
each ken in der Lage, dies kritisch

nachzuvollziehen. Mud or es also den
wassenschaftlorn, den Sachversandigon
glzuben? Das tut ar natQrlich ouch

ungern, zumal er weid, dad is sich nicht

us Glaubensdinge handelt.

Ich bewunder, klare Ittipfe mit geaundem
Menschenveratand. Aber reicht des, um den

Wog der Grundlagenforschung zu deutsn?

Vaal, von Ihnen kennen den Versuch von

Sebastian Haffner, dies zu tun. Er hat

Ober CERN geschrieben und geurteilt -

sehr anregend und verdienstvoll, wie ich

find., mit dam Ziel, dad man sich mat der
Grundlagenforschung aueeinandersetzt, sie

nicht einfach hannimmt oder den Zustand

hannimmt, lie doch nicht mehr verstehen

zu kennen. Aber weld ar damit. was Ihr

Ziel, was des Ziel der Hochonergiephysik
ast, fOr den Sie arbeaton? Kann man mit
gesundem Henschenverstand und klarem Kopf
sagen, dad es each hoar um Ziele handelt,
die unerreichbar Wizen, vaelleicht sogar

gar nicht existent? Ich weid is nicht.

Ich will dardber ouch nicht spekulaeren,

des ist nicht meines Amtes. Was ich abet

zu Behan glaube, mdchte ich so formu-

lieren:

Grundlagenforschung, so scheint is

mar, oat ahrem Wesen nach zamAchst nicht
an der Lags, vorab Ober Nutzsn und Anwen-
dung mOglacher Ergebnasse Auskunft zu

geben. Die bisharage Geschichte solcher
Forschungen weist sowohl lohnende ale

auch vertane Arbeit auf und zu allermeist
Oberranchung. Das hat die Hanschen nie

daran gehindert, und en wird sie auch in
Zukunft nicht daran hindern, welter neu-

gierig zu forschen, zweckfrei und wort-

fro'. Is let sannlos und entopricht wader
dem Mason der Wassenschaft noch dem Wesen
des Henschen Qberbaupt, Gtundlagenfor-

schung prInzapiell mit dem Argument zu
bekAmpfen, ihr Ziel ware unerreichbar
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shut off from his - the knowledge of this
science and what it can be used foi -

gives his a sinister feeling. He doss not

see himself in a position to critically

judge it. Does he therefore have CO be-

lieve the scientists, the experts? g.e2-

rally he is not too keen to do that,

particularly as it is not just natter

of faith.

I admire c.ear heads wih common
sense. But is that sufficient to inter-

pret basic h? Many of you know of

the attempt of Sebastian Haffner to do

this. He wrote about and judged CSRN,
which I found CO be very stimulating and
worthy. The aim was to grapple with basic
research, not just to accept it, or to

accept the situation that one can't

understand it. But does he know what the
target of high energy physics is which
you are working towards? Can one say,

with just comwon sense and a clear heed,
whether this target is unreachable, or

perhaps doesn't even exist? I don't know
and I don't want CO speculate about it,

DSSY Journal 84-3/4
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oder vielleicht nicht existent oder die
Menschon k8nnten marglicherweise mit den
Ergsbnissen nichts anfangen.

Ergebnisse der Grundlagenforechung
sind zunAchst wertfrei. Sie kOnnen, wenn
sie zutane treten, dam Menschen entweder
nOtt." oder echaden. Dies ist auch min
wissenschaftlxches Problem und zwar inso-
fern, als Wissenschaftler, auch Grundla-
genforscher, bier nicht einfach sagen
clarion, dad sie fOr die moralischen und
die oolitiechen Folgen nicht mehr zuetAn-
dig semen. Sie, die Wissenschaftler,
tragen in wachsendem, in hohem Mad ethi-
sche Mxtverantwortung gored* far die
Folgen der Nissenschaft. Mit Macht und
mit Recht wird die Frage nach den ethi-
schen Kriterien fOr Verwendung und Folgon
wissenschaftlicher Leistungen =met
'outer.

Nicht Ober den Sinn von solcher Grund-
lagenfoischung also lohnt es sich zu
straiten. Aber es met unvermeidlich, Ober
Kosten und Ober PrioritAten des Einsatzes
offentlicher Mittel zu reden, dies um so
mehr dann, wenn die offentlichen Reseour-
cen big an ihre Grenzen beaneprucht
warden. Die Verantwortlichen von DESY
wissen dos gent genau. Sio wieeen, dad
sie des Vortrauen der Gesellschaft brau-
then. Man erhdlt theses Vortrauen durch
Leistungsnachweise und durch die per-
sOnliche Qualifikation derer, die dicee
Leistungen off entlich vortreten. Unser°
Gesellschaft meg in ihrer Breite nicht
mehr in der Logo stun, echwiorige wisson-
schaftliche Erkenntnisso nachzuvoll-
ziehen. Sie wird Ober sehr wohl die)o-
nigen beurteilen, die dies tun. Sie wird
ihr Urteil auch danach ausrichten, vie
die Nissenschaftler die gesellschaft-
lichen Folgen um' die othischo Integra-
tion ihroe Tuns a refleklioren vormbgen
und veretdndlic machen kOnnon.

Dieser v,rmittag und des ganzo Jubi-
lAum vim. die Offentlichkeit mit nouon
Informocionen Ober bisherige Ergolonisse
sowohl bex DESY ale ouch prinzipioll in
de. Grundlagenforechung ausstatten. Der
Zwang cur BegrOndung, die Anetrongung um
VorstAndnis in der Offentlichkeit ist
notwendig und heileem. Niemand wird die

DESY Journal 84
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that is not my function. I would like to
formulate my observations as follows;

It seems to me that basic research is,
in principle, not able to p-edict the
uses and applications of possible re-
sults. The history of such research shows
much worthwhile as well as worthless work.
and most of all surprises. That never
has, and never will stop man from re-
searching with curiosity and free of
practical applications. It is nonsense
and goes against the essence of science
and humanity to argue against basic re-
search on the principle that its aims are
unreachable, or perhaps don't exist, or
that one cannot do anything with the
results anyway.

Th. results from basic research are
first of all without application. The

applications can, when they become evi-
dent, either be of use or harm to man.
This is also a scientific problem to the
extent that as scientists, fundamental
researchers cannot simply sag that they
are no longer responsible for the moral
and political consequences. They, the
scientists, carry a large and growing
ethical responsibility for the conse-
quences of science, Questions on the
ethical criteria for the uses and conse-
quences of scientific achievements are,
powerfully and correctly, becoming louder
and louder.

It is therefore not worth arguing over
the point of basic research. However, it
is impossible not to discuss the priori-
ties and costs for the use of public
means; even more so when the public
resources are strained to their limits.
Those responsible at D6SY know this. They
know that they need the trust of society.
One obtains this trust through the proof
of achievements and from the personal
qualifications of those who publish these
results. Our society as a whole can per-
haps no longer fully understand difficult
scientific results. However, they will
judge those who do this. They will also
base their judgement on how well the
scientists publish and make under-
standable the consequences for society
and the ethical integration of. their
results.
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wissenschaftlich Verantwortlichen vtn

dlesem Zwang befreien wollen. Aber i,!)

denke, die verantwortl ichen Wissensch,/-

tler milbet warden dies such gar nicht

wollen. Sie warden **Met darauf beste-

hen, diese Anstrengungen zu leisten.

Neben der Seele des Geschaftes, um des es

hier Olt, der Suche nach fundamentalen
Frinzipien und Symmetrien in der Natur,

stehen wesentliche Merkmale im Vorder-

grund, wenn wir an DESY d.nken und den

25. Geburstag felern:

- die positive Breitenwirkung der Ausbil-
dungsfunkticn der Hochenergiephysik auf

den gesamten Ausbildungsstand unserer

Wissenach (tier and damit ihre Schritt-

macherfunktion fOr unsere geistige und

unsere materielle Lebenskraft;

- die enge internationale Zusammenarbeit

und Arbeitsteilung, die in der Grundla-

genforschung, zumal hier, in vorbild-

licher Weise geleistet wird;

- die enge Zusammenarbeit zwischen Hoch-

schulen und GroBforschungsanlagen, auf

die, wie wir wissen, beide angewiesen

sind;

- der Zuwacha an techniecher Erfahrung,

der durch die Anforderungen der Hoch.

energiephysik fOrmlich erzwungen und

vielleicht starker vorangetrieben wird,

als auf ellen andiron Gebieten; damit

also die Zusamaenarbeit von Grundlegen-

forschung, Technik und Industrie Ober-

haupt in einem zentralen Esreich;

- und bei alledem schlieBlich die Team-

arbeit, die interdisziplinare Zusammen-

arbeit aim &ache, die wir welt Ober

die Nissenschaft und die Grundlagenfor-

schung hinaus in unserer Gesellschaft

brauchen.

Theoretisches Nissen und technisches

KOnnen, wie as hier von vielen Mitarbei-

tern eller Sparten gefOrdort wird, hat

emnen wesentlichen EinfluB darauf,

welchen Plats unser Land einniant und

welchen Beitrag wir zur LOeung der Pro-

blem° der Welt leisten kOnnen. Daft gilt
ea, haute ellen Mitarbeitern von nEsi, und

ellen Beratern und Freunden in der Welt

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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This occasion and the whole anniver-

sary ;fill provide new information for the

public on results obtained at DESY and
from basic research in general. The obli-
gation to give reasons for basic re-

search, the effort to make it under-

standable to the public is necessary and

wholesome. No one wants to free those

responsible scientists from this obliga-
tion. But I think the scientists them-

selves would not want this either. They

will insist on making this effort them-

selves. In addition to the heart of the

research here into the fundamental

principles and siumetries of nature,

there are other significant features in

the foreground when we think of DESY and
celebrate its 25th birthday:

- the broadening of training with which

high energy physics benefits the educa-

tion of all our scientists and with it

gives impulses to our spiritual and

material vitality;

- the close international cooperation and
division of labour which as demonstrated
beautifully here in basic research;

- the close cooperation between national

research centres and universities on

which both are dependent, as we all know;

- the expansion of technical experience,

brought by the demands of high energy

physics and perhaps even more forcefully

required here than in any other area;
Included in this is the cooperation be-

tween basic research, technology and

industry in one central area;

- last but not least, the teamwork and

the interdisciplinary cooperation which

our society needs not only in science and
basic research.

Theoretical knowledge and technical

ability which is demanded from many col-

leagues here from many branches, .has a

significant influence on the position our
country holds and what contribution we

are able to make to solving the problems
in the world. Therefore we must thank all

the staff at DESY, all the advisors and

7 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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aufriettig zu danken. MOge DESY it
DORIS, PETRA and spAter HERA eine oriole).-
reiche Zukunft Peso/nods° sein - eine
Zukunft, die uns mit tieferer Einsicht
und grOSerso Kannen unsere gsmeinseme
Verantwortunq fOr die Erde begreifen
138t, die wiz- bewohnen und die wit unlim-
schAdigt einer nachfolgenden Generation
Obergeben %dollen.

Celebration

friends throughout the world. Let us hew
that DESY together with DORIS, PETRA and,
an the next few years. HERA be granted
successful future - one that allows us
with deeper understanding and increased
ability to comprehend our common respen-
sibality for the earth on which we live
and which we want to leave undamaged for
the next generation.
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Grutiamisprach von

Dr. Klaus von Deananyi
Enter largormister der Stadt Hamburg

Herr Bumissprasident,
Harr Prof. Soorgel,
Herr Prasident der Bargerschaft,
trine sehr verahrtmn Demon und Herron!

Ich nBchto Then is Nunn dos Sonata

dor Praise und Hansestadt Homburg herzli -

chop GlOckwOnsche zu dies 25. Goburtstag
abarbringen. Und ich machto bi der Gel -
ganheit moth 'damsel unsure germ besondare
Pre de darfibar eusdracken, daB Si.. Herr

Bundesprasident, in inem Zeit:sum von

vier:Atha Tagen rum molten Hal nach Ham-
burg gokamosn sind. Fraher, in kaisor -

lichen Zeiten, ware is sehr wohl mOglich
gewesan, daB di. Stedt ihre Tore zugohal -

ton und gesagt hitt, der soli sal min

paar Stunden warten. Aber wir habn Si.
wirklich harzlich erwartet. Herr Bundes-

prasident. Es war der Nobel. Des Hambur-
ger Metter ist, vie ich Ihnn bi Ihrem
letzten Bosuch nachgewiesn babe una much

haute Hittag wieder nachvoisen
Kenn, Bahr viii basset ale ruin Rut, aber
gegen den Nebel konnten nataclich ouch

die vision DESY-Schildar in der Stadt

nichts tun.

Ich begrOBe Si.. Herr Botschaftar

Ferraris, sehr he:zilch hier unter uns
und untorstreiche, daB unsure 8eziehungon

zu Ihres Land unvorandort die sind, die

wir baser gehabt hater..

Ich fret: with /such, daB fa-Ohra

Kollegon von sir tinter uns mind. Insbe-

sanders machte ich herzlich den !collagen
Rombsor aux dem Bundemministerium far

Forszhung bagrOfmn, sit dem ich viele

Jahre zusammengearbsitot babe und der
hier haute die Mort* Dar den Bundosmi-

nister spricht. GzDSen Sue den Herrn

Bundesministor sus Hamburg. wir freuen

uns lamer, wenn die Beziehungon zwischen
Ibnen und uns fruchtbar sired.

Ich m6chto much ganz horzlich Herrn

Professor Panofsky begraBen. Herr Profes-
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Address from

Dr. Klaus von Dohnanyi
First Mayor of Hamburg

Herr Bundesprisidont,
Prof. Soercel,
Herr Prisident der BUrgerschaft,
Ladles and Gentlemen!

On behalf of the senate of the Freien
und Hansestadt Hamburg I would like to

congratulate you on the occasion of your

25th birthday. I would also like to take
the opportunity to thank you, Herr Bun -

dosprasidont, for visiting Hamburg for
the second time in fourteen days. In

earli6K imperial days ,t would have been

pessirle that the city would have closed

its doors and said you should wait for
few hours. However, we have sincerely

looked forward to seeing you Herr Bun -

desprasident. It was the fog. Hamburg

weather is, as proven to you last time

and this time around noon, such bettor

than its reputation. However, oven the

many DES)' signs around the town could do

nothing against the fog.
welcome you Ambassador Ferraris, to

us her. and underline that ou relations
with your country are the same as they

always have been.

I an also please,! that former collea-

gues of sine are here today. In parti-

cular I would like to welcome colleague

Recbser from the h ministry, with

whom I worked for many years and who will
talk on behalf of the minister today.

Best regards from Hamburg to the minister
in Bonn. we are always very happy when
the relations between you and us are
fruitful.

I would also like to welcome sincerely
Professor Panofsky. Professor Panofsky,

you are one of the great names in phy-

sics, but the name of your family also

counts a great deal in HaLburg, and

therefore I especially appreciate that

you have case from the U.S.A. to DESK.

Ladies end gentlemen, there is nothing

that has occupied man more !ban the

question how did the world begin, what is

9 DESK Journal 84-3/4
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g ot Panofsky, Sie haben sich selbst einon

grollen Kamen in der Physik gemacht; abet'

such der Nese Ihrar Familia zAhlt sehr
vial in Hamburg, und ich begras es des-
halb ganz besonderg, dad Sie aus den
Vereinigten Staaten zu uns gekomsen And.

Maine Damen und Herren, nicht* hat die
?lengthen to beschllftigt vie die Frage
nach des Entstehen der Welt; was ist
Materze, woraua ist die Welt gemacht? Und
auch in oilier Seit, in der die Wiesen -
schafteskepsis offenkundig zunimmt.
W agon wir, und der Ihmdesprdsident hat
dal eben unterstrichen, die Ootwendigkeit
der Crundlegenforechung els tin elemen -
taxes Element des menschlichen Sins
unterstreicban. Ich vsi8, welch+ Debatten
Um GroBbeschleunigor oder Unlit?* Ein-
richtungen ausgeldst werdan ;amen.
Einige sind hier enter uns, die noch
wissen,. vie Anfang der siebzi-er, Ende
der sechziger Jahre die Debatte um Stan-
ford lief und um die Konkurrenz sit CF2H.
Das alles hat uns damals sehr beschAf -
tigt. Ich verde nie vergessen, wit
wieviel skeptischen Worten, dam sage ich
Kier eznsal often, mein damaliger rater
und ich will sagen, fast Freund, Werner
Heisenberg, dem daealigen Ansinnen neuer
GroSunternehmen entgegenstand.

Trotzdem Tat dal, was Sie bier tun and
was Sic mit einem nAchsten Schritt sit
HERA 3a noch weiter vertzefen %alien and
kdnnen, so hoffe ich, sin ganz entachez -
dender Beztrag zum Wissen Ober unsere
Welt. Mir scheint, is ist kein Argument,
allein auf wirtethaftliche Mdglichkeiten
hinzuveisen. Wir dOrfen ja auf die Dauer
nicht in die Lage kammen, dad wir in der
Bundesrepublik nur noch etwas tun, veil
wzr fOrchten, wenn wir es nicht tun, tun
at die Japaner; und die fOrchten ihrer-
seits, wenn axe es nicht tun, tun es die
Deutschen.

Deese Art von Argumentation massen wir
verlassen, uni dennoch mOssen wzr wissen,
da8 es natorlich such eznen wirtschaft -
lichen Bezug gibt. Aber dieser ist nicht
des Hauptarguient, auch nicht hier an
dieser Stelle, wenn man auf die letzten
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*atter and what is the' world' 'lido- of?
Also in times when scepticism about
science is on the increase we must, and
the Bundesprisident has just emphasized
this, underline the necessity of funda-
mental research as a basic element of
human life. I know the sorts of debates
that are provoked by accelerators and
other similar installations. There are
some of you who remember the discussions
at the and of the sixties and beginning
of the seventies about Stanford and the
competition with CERN. That occupied us a
great deal at that ties. I will never
forget the sceptical words with which, I
say openly, my advisor at that time and I
want to say almost friend, Werner Heisen-
berg, greeted the plans for the new large
scale projects.

Despite that, what you do here and
what you, with the next step, want to
further develop with HERA can, I hope,
make a decisive contribution to our
knowledge of our world. It appears to se
that it is no argument just to point at

10 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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25 Jahre and au! die nAcbsten 25 Jahrs

@ chant. Es qibt sinus alien Satz, dei

beiSt: Irrra ist monschlich'. Ich seine,

n on salts eigentlich sager: 'Nissen ist

monecblich'. Was den Menschen vom Tier
unterscheidot, die Such. nach Edkenntnis,

des Wiesen mid Grundlagenforechung, ist

der EMU diesel Versucha, diesel Suchens

each Wiesen.

Sichorlich, Herr birotesprisidenz, Si*

hibmn *ben such darauf hingewiesen,

gasmen weir PrioritAten petzen. Mersin
de, wo air sit Affentlichen ilitteln For-

echoing fardern, treffea wir euca Ent-

scheidungea Ober birechtmgrichttmgen.
Die Frage each der Treibeit von forschung

mid [nitre ist inner such eine Frage each
der Anwoodung von Witteln, and jeder, der
Ibushalts macht, nub des wissen. Und ich

sego Moon. ich babe obit noun Minuten
die Hausbaltsberatungea des Senate

laufan, &panacea mAchte ich Sie such

bitten, dee Die sich nacb /seiner Reds

freundlich entlaasen. Jede minute kann

dort vial Geld kosten, and ich mAchte dos

Geld genie in die richtige Richtung

halogen.

D.bei will ich bier einen Grundsatz
gegen, mein* Dawn und Herren, Homburg

ist eine Stadt von cur 1,6 Millionen
Einbohnern, each West-Berlin die gralSte

in der Bundesrepublik, aber *in Stadt-

staat nit engen Grenzen. Die einzige
Weise, vie win unsere Positica auf die

Dewar bier halten Manta, ist, dab win
unser, bogrenzten Mittel auf die far die
Meat und far di. Barger wirklich wich-
tigen Pragen konzentrieren and daft win

dams dort, wo win erbeiben, Qualitit zum

system Mastadonociwon. Es eollbe nichts
ItittebblAbos geben. Lieber wimniqer an

sinew Steller, dolor Aber des Richtigs.

Der QialitAtanallstab wird such zAhlen,

wenn vir is Bereich von Porschung and
Wiesenschaft in Hamburg den Versuch

suchen, die 'mar zu knsppen Mittel zu

vertsilen. Dean was is lreistaat Bayern

der Steuermahler in 1,4141411 such leistot
far die Eultur in Manchen, dos arisen die
ibmburger 138nprrinnen and Barger sich

selhet erwirtschaften and sich such

selbet bezahlen.
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the economic possibilities. We cannot in
the, long run come to the point when we
only do sosething, because by fear that

if we don't do it the Japanese will and

they fear that if they don't do it the

Germane will.

We must forget this sort of argument,
but we must also know that there are, of

course, economic aspects. However, this

is not the main argument, particularly
when one looks from here over the rest
and future 25 years. There's an old

saying that goes: 'error is human. I
think one should really say: "knowledge

is human. The thing that separates can
from animals is the search for understan-

ding. Knowledge and fundamental research

are the core of this effort, of this

search for understanding.
We must of course, as you have just

indicated Herr Bundesprisident, set prio-
oritivs. everywhere where research is
financed by public money we have to

decide on the direction of the research.

The question of freedom of research and

teaching is always a question of the
application of means and everyone who

plans a budget should know that. I should

mention that the budget planning in the

senate started nine minutes ago and

therefore I ask that you permit me to

leave zt the end of my speech. every

minute can cost a lot of money there and
I would like to direct the money in the

right direction.

I would like to mention a principle

here, ladies and gentlemen. Hamburg is a
city with only 1.6 million inhabitants,

the largest in the Federal Republic of

Germany after Nest Berlin, but it is a

city-state with tight boundaries. The

only way in which we can maintain our

position here in the long run is to con-

centrate our limited means on those

questions which are important for the
city and for its citizens. We must make

quality the first measure of where we

work. There should be no mediocrity.
Rather little less on one place, but

then in the right one. This measure of
quality will also apply when we try to

divide the always too limited _means in

the area of h and science. What

HWY Journal 84-3/4
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Ich mOchte am Ends nc'h einmal meine
herzlichen GlOckwOnsche aussprechen und
den Niterbeiterinnen und Nitarbeitern
denim fOr dam, was hist far die Nissen-
- -haft in der Welt, fOr die Wissecschaft

Bundesrepublik und in unserer
Stadt geleistet wird.

Ich hate ein kleines Gastgeschenk
mitc_ebracht, Herr Professor boomed.; des
ich Ihnen germ. Obergeben ward.. Es ist
ein .nglischer Eupfsrstich aus dm Jahr.
1791, der den Tital 'Nignetimm tragt. Es
sind zwar keine Supraleitar. die hier
vorgestellt sind, seine Damen und Herren.
aber es rind doch Dingo, die gewisser-
maSen der Ceschichte der Wissenschaft di.
Sege vorgezeichnet haben, auf denen Sie
haute hier so erfolgreich Talmo. Noch
eimeal herzlichen GlOckwunsch und all..
Cute far DESY und Ihre Arbeit.

DESY Journal 84-3/4 12
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the free state of Bavaria affords for
culture in Munich is also paid for by the
taxpayer in Passau; however, the citizens
of Hamburg must earn that for themselves
and pay for it theeselves.

ro finish I would like to heartily
congratulate you all again and to thank
the employees here for what they achievid
for science in the world, in the Federal
Republic and in our city.

I have brought a small present with
se. Professor Soergel, which I would like
to give to you. It is an English copper
engraving from the year 1791 with the
title .magnetisze. It is not a supercon-
ductor, which is presented here, ladies
and gentlemen, but there are particular
things that have guided the history of
science, and which you have so success-
fully followed here. Once again congratu-
lations and best 4dshes for.DESY and its
work.

fete OEST41 flotles 666666
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GruBadresse von

Dr. Josef ReAbser
Vorsitzender des DESY-Verwaltungsrates

Sehr verehrter Herr Bundesprdsident,
sahr geihrter Herr Bargermeister.-
lieber Professor &Israel,
seine sehr geehrten Damon und Herren!

Far die Bundetregierung in Bonn, boson-
dere aber is Auftrag von Bundesfor-

schungsminister Dr. Rtesenhuber, Ober-

brings ich herzliche GraBe und Wansche
zur 25-Jahrfeier. Dom gesamte Bundesfor-
schungsministerius schlieSt sich an.

Die Graft und Wansche gelten ellen,

die far DESY in dem Vierteljehrhundert
seit 1959 en zahllosen Orten und PlEttzen

geplant, gearbeitat und rich eingesetzt

haben, die in wissenschaftliche Forschun-
gen: in neue Techniken, in die Experi-

ments und Anlegan des Laboratorivas ihre

Hoffnungen und ihr Engagement einbrach-

ten, deren Erwartungen und Trauma sich
vielleicht nicht Lesser erfallten, in der

Bilanz der Ergebnisse aber die reiche
Frucht neuen Wiesen' und technischen

KOnnens brachten.

"DESY Jet', so eagte Bundesforschungs-
minister Riesenhuber bei der karzlichen
Unterzeichnung des Finanzabkommens zwi-

schen der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg
und dem Band far die neue Speichtrringan-
lage HERA am 6. April diesee Jahres in

der groBen Experimentierhalle zwischen

dem Crystal Ball- und dem ARGUS-Experi-
ment. "DESY ist far unser Land ale natur-
wissenschaftliche Nation eines der Flagg-
schiffe, die sich auszeichnen durch Ex-
zellenz, Aber auch durch eine her-

vorragende Technik, durch eine solids

Hardware, durch vernOnftige, ingenieur-

mABige Kenntnis (DESY und mit ihm)

HERA warden in dieses Jahrzehnt eines der
ganz groBen Experiments der Grundlagen-
forschung in Deutschland sein".

Ein Flaggschiff, meine sehr verehrten
Damen und Herren, ist der Crt der Fahrung
eines Verbandes von Schiff en, bildlich

etwa hestehend aria uneeren GroBfor-
schungszentren auBerhalb der Universi-

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Greeting from

Dr. Josef Rembser
Chairman of the DESY Administration Board

The Honorable Herr Bendesprasident,
The Heno^able Herr Burge:moister,
Herr Soergel,
Ladles and Gentlemen!

On benalf of the Federal government in
Bonn and In particular the Minister of
Research Dr. Riesenhuber, I bring gree-

tings and congratulations for the 25th

anniversary celebrations. The whole of

the Research Ministry Is also included In

these wishes.

The greetings are for all who hive

planned, worked and made efforts for DESY
at countless places In the 25 years since

1959, and for all who brought hopes and

commitmemt to scientific research, new

technology, experiments and machines In

the laboratory. Its possible that their

expectations and dreams did not always

come true, but overall their results

brought a plentiful fruit of new know-
ledge and technical know-how.

As the Minister of Research, Dr. Rie-

senhuber, said at the recent signing of
the finatclal contract between the Frelen
und Hansestadt Hamburg and the State for

the building of HERA on April 6th this

year, held In the large experimental hall
between the Crystal Ball and the ARGUS

experiments: "DESY is one of the flag-

ships of our country as a scientific

nation, :Mich is noted by its excellence,

but also ... with its excellent techno-

logy and solid hardware, its sensible

engineering knowledge ... (DESY and with

it) HERA will be one of the important

basic research experiments in Germany in

this decade."
A flagship, ladies and gentlemen, Is

the place for the contril of a formation

of ships. In a figurative sense it con-

sists oi the national research centres

outside the universites. LESY also is a

flagship of a formation of research

collaborations and basic research insti-

13 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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taten. DESY ist aber auch Flaggschiff
einer Flottille aus Forschungsteams und
Forschungsinstituten der Grundlagenfor-
schung und Hochenergiephysik aus vielen
Nationen, die wissenschaftliches Neuland
anateuern, und bei denen Seder tm hohen
Topmast seines Schiffes am friedlichen
Wettstreit mit den Kollegen nach den
ersten Anzeichen und nach den GewiSheiten
neucr Ufer Ausschau halt.

DESY ist von Anfang an ein Ort der
2usammenarbeit zwischen Wissenschaftlern
und Ingenieuren aus vielen Landern der
Welt gewesen.

Es hat bei seinem Aufbau in den 60er
Jahren aus den Erfahrungen der Heschleu-
nigertechnik und Hochenergiephysik in den
USA gelernt. Hit den Fachkollegen und
Schwesterlaboratorien der europaischen
Staaten bestehen Ober die 25 Jahre Ge-
schichte hinweg, die wir feiern, freund-
schaftliche und wertvolle Kontakte. Das
europaiiche Hochenergiephysik-Laborato-
mum CERN in Genf, vergangene Woche 30
Jahre alt geworden, war vorbild und
Helfer, ist seat langem aber schon Spar-
ringspartner und friedlicher Konkurrent
zugleich.

Wir sand stolz, daB DESY off en ist fOr
)edes gualifizierte Experiment, fOr jade
Wissenschaftlergruppe - ohne Ansehen der
Herkunft, ausgewiesen durch die Qualitat
ihrer Erfahrungen, die Kreativitat ihrer
Ideen, die Originalitat und Exelsetzung
ihrer Experimentiervorschlage. Dies sind
allein die "Eintritts-Tickets", die
gefordert warden.

Wir wissen zu schatzen, daB das Ange-
bot, bei DESY zu experimentieren und Ober
die Ergebnisse nachzudenken, .von vision
auslandischen Freunden angenommen warden
ist und in wachsendem HaBe welter ange-
nommen wird. Wir sind besonders dankbar,
daB Laboratorien und Regierungen aus
anderen tandem mit Personal und wertvol-
len Komponenten zum Bau der neuen spei-
cherringanlage HERA beitragen. Diesel
Engagement unserer auslandischen Freunde
war mit entscheidend fOr den Baubeschlu8.

Wer in die Labors, in die werkstatten,
in die Computer- und Kontrollraume, in

DESY Journal 84-3/4 14
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tutes for high energy physics around the
world, which select the course of scien-
tific new land. In peaceful competition
with his colleagues, he looks out for the
first signs and proof of new shores from
the top of the mast of his ship.

Since the beginning DESY has been a
place of cooperation between scientists
and engineers from many countries.

During its build up in the sixties a
lot was learnt on accelerator technology
and high energy physics from the U.S.A.
For longer than the 25 years which we are
celebrating today, we have also had
friendly and fruitful contacts with
experts and our sister laboratories in
Europe. The European high energy physics
laboratory, CERN in Geneva, which had its
30th birthday last week, was an example
and helper, and has long been a sparring
partner ano friendly competitor.

Ne are proud that DESY is open for
every qualified experiment and scientific

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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die Expertmentierhallen von DESY und
seine Abtetlungen fOr die einzelnen Expo-

rtmente htneinschaut, vird beeindruckt

seen von dem Untereinander-Verstehen, von
der gemetnsamen Arbeit und auch von den

Freundschaften, die dort zwischen vielen

in der Wtssenschaft begetstorten jungen

Menschen unterschtedlicher Sprache wach-

son. Dies eind die vichtigsten Inveett-
tionen der Vergangenheit und der Zukunft

liter in Hamburg-Behrenfeld.

DESYaner zu stun, kommt dais Beeitz

ernes "tnternattonalen Forscherausweises"
gletch, Ober dessen Einfijhrung gerade

heute vor enter Roche die Forschungsmtnt -
ster der Mitgliedstaaten des EUROPARATES

in Parts berieten. Die Zahl der interne -

ttonalen Etnladungen far DESYaner, Ober

die Resultate der Hochenergie- und

Synchrotronstrahlungs-Experimente an DO-

RIS und PETRA zu berichten, Rat und Ez -

perctse zur gerfOgung zu stollen, 1st

Legion. Mit alien Mitarbeitertnnen und

Httarbettern von DESY freuen war uns

heute unbeschwert Ober dos hohe Ansehen

des Laboratoriums, und wit wollen alien

DESTanern - von den ehemaligen Httglte-
dern des WIssenschaftlichen Rates und des

Dtrektortums angefangen bis hmn zur ge-

genwArttg aktiven Mannschaft - fOr thre

Arbeit und ihre Beitr5ge danken.

Die Bundesregierung und dos Dundee-

mtntstertum fOr Forschung und Tochnologie
warden ouch kOnftig dm Deutschen Elek-

tronen-Synchrotron DESY ihre Sympathie

und ihre FOrderung geben.

foto IEST
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team, whatever their origin, depending

only on the quality of their knowledge,

the creativity of their ideas and the

originality and aims of their experimen-

tal proposals. These are the "entrance

tickets" required here.

We are well aware that the off, r from

DESY on experimentation and reflection on
the results of experiments has been taken
up by an increasing number of foreign

friends. We are particularly grateful

that laboratories and governments from

other countries will contribute experts

and components for the mulcting of the

HERA storage rings. This commitment from

our foreign friends was an important

point in the decision to build HERA.
If you take a look into the various

laboratories and workshops, the computer

and control rooms, in the experimental

halls and the sections for each experi-
ment, you will always he impressed by the

understanding, the team work and the

friendships of the many young science

enthusiasts with different languages

which grow there. These are the most

Important investments in famburg-Bahren-

feld both for the past and for the future.

To be a of the DESY staff is

the same as to own an "international
research identity card". By the way, the

research ministers of the member states

of the Council of Europe conferred about

such an identity card in Paris just one

week ago. There are a great number of

International invitations to DESYaner to

talk about the results of high energy and

synchrotron radiation experiments At

DORIS and PETRA, and to make available

expertise and advice. All the workers at

DESY enjoy tne respect in which DESY is
held tremendously and we would like to

thank all DESYaner - beginning with the

earlier members of the Scientific Council

and the directorate and including the

present staff - for their work and con
tributions.

The Federal government and the Mini-

stry for Research and Technology will in

future continue to demonstrate their

sympathy and support for DESY..

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Grufladresse von

Prof. Joachim Treusch
PrAsident der Dt. Physikal. Gesellschaft

Verehrter Herr BundesprAsident,
Babe DESYaner,
verehrte GAste!

DESY steht im Mittelpunkt des Inter-
eeees, zum dritten Mal in dieeem Jahr:
die Unterzeichnung eines Vertrages im
April, der Abdruck eines Artikels im
Spiegel, die Feier des Geburtstags im
September; was let zu sagen?

Nun, es ist scat je ern Problem gewe-
sen fOr die Physiker, im offentlichen
Aneehen die Rollen von Faust und Mephisto
gleichzeitig zu epielen. Man sieht axe
allein vsrantwortlich fOr Transistor und
Bombe, 'fixiert auf das enge VerstAndnie
des L mk- und Machbaren, selbst da noch
begrenzt.

Die (rage "Grundlagenforschung - Fluch
oder Segen?" let gestellt und muft beant-
wortet werden. Ich kann und will Herrn
Panofsky nicht vorgreifen, eines aber
scheint mir either: Der publizistische
Tanz eines Londoner Studenten is den
vermeintlichen Tod niner KBnigin birgt
keine Antwort. Zudem kann joder sehen,
daB Bich DESY und die Demon ihres Hof -

steets, ellen voran DORIS und PETRA,
beater Gesundheit erfreuen.

Wee Ober diesen Augenschein hinaus
bewegt die Physiker und insbeeondere die
Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, hier
und haute Dank zu sagen, DESY 8ffentlich
ClOck zu vOnschen.

Ich will nicht von "Charm", "Tau" und
"Ypsilon" reden, des warden Berufenere
tun. HASYLABs Erfolge zu rOhmen, von
denen ich mehr verstehe, fehlt mir die
Zeit, nicht der wills. Lassen Sic; mich
ein pear allgemeinere BegrOndungen geben.

Bei DESY scheint mir - im Gegensatz
zum Fall der bemannten Raumstation -

DESY Journal 84-3/4 16
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Greeting from

Prof. Joachim Treusch
President of the German Physical Society

Herr Bundespresident,
DESYaner,
Hounered GUests1

DESY is at the centre of interest for
the third time this year: the signing of
the HERA contract in April, an inconside-
rate article in "Der Spiegel" in August,
and Its birthday celebrations in Septem-
ber. What should one say about it all?

It has always been a problem for phy-
sicists to simultaneously play the roles
of Faust ,end Hephisto in public. They are
seen as bring responsible for the tran-
sistor and for the bomb, fixed on the
understanding of the imaginable and the
possible and even there very specialised.

The question "Basic Research - curs*
or Blessing ?" has been put and must be
answered. I cannot and do not want to
anticipate WOlfgang Panofsky, but one
thing appears to me to be certain, The
public dance of a London student over the
supposed "Death of a Queen" does not
contain an answer. Everyone can see that
DESY and the ladies of her household, in
particular DORIS and PETRA, are in the
best of health.

This over and above Sus the appear-
ance, moves the physicists and especially
the German Physical Society, to thank and
publicly congratulate DES?. I don't want
to talk on "charm ", "taus" or "upsilons ".
There are other, more qualified, people
here for that. Praising HASYLAB's succes-
ses, which I understand more about, would
be more appropriate, but I lack the time.
Let me give a few general reasons.

It appears to me that at DESY - in
contrast to the manned space station - it
is proved that the scientific uses are to
good proportion to the effort made. We
feel the effect of this large scale re-
search institute working at the bounda-
ries of knowledge in the scientific trai-
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orwiesen, daB der wissenschaftliche
Nutzen in gutem Werhaltnis zum Aufwand
steht:

Wir sparen die Ausstrahlung dieser an

den Grenzen der Erkenntnis arbeitenden
Graforschungsanlage far den wissen-
schaftlichen Nachwuchs. Wir erleben, daB
Hamburg zum Anziehungspunkt far die
international. Fachwelt wird. Wir wissen,

dad die Zusaamenarbeit DESYB mit den
UniversitAten - nicht nur gefordert,
sondern hier zum Wohle beider immer
gefordert - der wesentliche Antrieb far

25 Jahre lebendiger, erfcigreicher For -
echung war und weiter sein wird. Wir mind
aberzeugt, dad diese Forechung mit ihren
Ergebnieeen auch far des Selbstverstand-
nis einer Kulturnation ihren Preis wert
ist.

Spuren sind gefunden worden, Spuren
wer4en bleiben us etch andernden Bild der
Welt, zu der wir geharen. Danz' danken
wir, dazu beglackwanschen wir die mItar-
beater von DESY, dazu gratuliere ich

ninon, 'lobar Herr Soergel.

1m Namen der Deutechen Phymikaltechen
Gesellschaft wansche ich DESY far seine
retferen Jahre Wetaheit bet der Planung
und Partnerwahl, Kraft bet der Durchfah-
rung ihrer Forschungsaufgaben und Erfolg
be der weiteren Socha nach Erkenntnis.

Me Mt ails. UMW (37111/37)
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nees. We see that Hamburg has become a

centre of attraction for international
experts. We know that the cooperation of
DESY with the universities - not only de-
manded, but also improved to the :remelt
of both sides - was a significant force
in 25 years of lively and successful
research and will continue to be so. We
are convinced that this research together
with its results is worth its price, also
for the conception Of a culture nation.

Tracks have been found, tracks will

remain ih our changing picture of the

world to which we belong. Therefore we

thank you DESYaner and congratulate you

Herr Soergel.

In the name of the German Physical

Society I wish DESY for the next years

wisdom in its planning and choosing of

partners, strength in the execution of

its research tasks and success in the
further search for knowledge.
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GruSadresse VIM

Dr. Peter Fischer-Welt
PrAsidzmt der OnivereitAt Hamburg

Sehr vcrehrter Herr BundesprAsident,
Herr PrAeident der BOrgerschaft,
lieber Herr Soergel,
meine Damen und Herren!

"Das Deutsche Elektronen-Synchrotron

in Hamburg-Bahrenfeld iet ohne Zweifel

ale ein Glanzpunkt der Hamburger Physik

zu bezeichnen". Das echrieb 1969 keen Ge-
ringerer ale Pascual Jordan. Haute, 15

Jahre epAter, Sat dieses Urteil welt Ober
Hamburg hinaus auf die ganze Bundesrepu-
blik auszudehnen.

lch freue mich ganz beeonders, dab ich
heute stellvertretend fOr elle Hitglieder

der Hamburger OniversitAt zusmmuen mit
Ihnen, "amine Damen und Herren, die Sie
ben DESY arbeiten, dae 2536hrige Jubil6um
Three gro8artigen wissenschaftlichen
Onternehmens begehen kann. Ich Oberbringe
Ihnen im Zeichen tiefer Verbundenheit die
GrOfbe und die bosten WOnsche der 0:liver-

eit6t Hamburg zu dieeem Jubil6um.

DESY, meine Damen und Herren, wOrde es
vielleicht nicht Kier in Hamburg geben,
wenn es in Hamburg nicht zuvor eine be-

deutende Tradition phyeikaliecher For-
schung gegebea hAtte. Aue ihr eind mehre-
re Nobelpreistrager hervorgegangen, die
in den zwanziger Jahren in der denials

noch 3ungen hamburgischen Oniversit6t
gewirkt haben. Otto Stern, dor 1943 den
Nobelpreie fOr Phyeik erhielt, hatte
bereite vor seiner Berufung nach Hamburg
auf den Lehrstuhl fOr phyeikalieche
Chorale im Jahre 1923 die Or die Quanten-
phyeik bahnbrechende Entdeckung des
Stern-Gerlach-Effektes gemacht. Er, wie

viele andere Hitglieder uneerer Hoch -

echulo, muSto 1933 Land und OniversitAt

verlassen. Ihrer zu gedenken, iet heute
eine beeondere Pflicht und ein tiefee
Anliegen des Herzens.

Ein anderer. der Kier zu nennen iet,
war Wolfgang Pauli, des sprichwortliche
Gewiesen der doutechen Phyeik in der Zeit
des gr88ten Aufbruchee in diesem Jahrhun-
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Greeting from

Dr. Peter Fischer -A1 pelt

President of the University o' Hamburg

Herr Bundesprasident,
President of the Burgerschaft,
Herr Soergel,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

"The German Electron Synchrotron in

Hamburg-Bahrenfeld is, without dout, one

of the high points of physics in Hal,

burg". That was written in 1969 )y no

less a person than Pascual Jordan. Today,
15 years later, this judgement has to be
extended throughout 1! whole ' the

Federal Republic.
I am particularly pleased that I, on

behalf of all memb4's of the University

of Hamburg, can take part in the 25th

anniversary of this great rscientific
institute together with you, ladies and

gentlemen who work at DGSY. I convey to
you, as a sign of our deep collaboration,

greetings and best wishes from the Uni-

versity of Hamburg for this anniversary.
It is possible, ladies and gentle en,

that DESY would not wrist in Hamburg, if

there hadn't already been a tradition of

physics research hare. It goes back to

several Nobel prize winners, who worked

here in the twenties in the newly founded
university. Otto Stern, who received the
Nobel prize for physics in :943, had made
the pioneering discovery for quantum

physics of the Stern-Gerlach effect be-

fore his appointment as Professor of

physical chemistry in Hamburg in :923.

He, in common with many others from our
university, had to leave the country and
university in 1933 and it is with a spe-
cial responsibility and a heartfelt wish
that we remember them.

Another, who should be named here, is
wolfgang Pauli, the proverbial conscience
of German physics during the time of

greatest uprise in this country. He
discovered the famous .quivalence theorem
on the Rothenbaumchaussee and received
the Nobel prize for it later. Isaac

Isidor Pahl and Hans Jensen, also .wobel

prize winners, have come from their

LISJUIP/St if** TIM
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dart, der auf der Rothenbeumchaussee das
berehmte Aquivalenz-Verbot entdeckte und
Boater den Nobelpreis defer erhielt.
Isaac Isidor Rabi und Wens Jensen, zwei
weitere Laureeten, Bind aus ihrer Schule
hervorgegangen. Es ist, meine ich, keine
geringe Sacho, daB eine pingo UniversitAt
in einem so wosentlichen Forsmhungsgebiet
unseros Jahrhunderts wie der Physik so

frOh bahnbrechende Entdeckungen aufzuwei-
sen hat, und deswegen, meine Damon und
Herren, ist es eicher ouch der Genius-
loci gewesen, der in dem neuon Mleuf,
die altars Erkenntniese der theoretischen
Physik experimental' zu vorifizieren, in
Pimburg zum Zuge gekommen ist.

DESY iet haute eine Internationale
Einrichtung. Seine )irektoron Jentschke,
Paul, Schopper und Soergel, von denen
dreg Prafessoren der Hamburger Univer-
situ Bind, heben mit ihren Hitarbeitern
ganz wesentlich dazu beigetragen, daB der
auslandische Vorsprung in der Elementar-
teilchenphysik in den letzten 25 Jahren
eingehult worden ist und die deutsche und
europAische Teilchenphysik wieder Welt-
geltung zurOckgewonnen hvt.

Dieso Erfolge Bind each auf eine nahe-
zu symbiotische Zusammenarbeit zweier auf
diesem GelAnde gelegener Institute der
Hamburger UniversitAt mit DESY zurOckzu-
fehren, vor allem aber auf Weitblick,
Wagemut und Kooperation und den spezifi-
schen Charme der Wegbereiter diesels Un-
ternIhmens, die haute zu unserer Freude
alle unter une Bind. Ein Charme, der mos
rue hat vergessen lessen, deB die gigan-
tischen Mlegen, die hier errichtet
worden sind und nosh warden, den Blick
nicht verstellen gegenOber der Mensch-
lichkeit des forschenden Geistes, dor
hier am Werke ist. MiDge zu der bewunde-
rungswOrdigen Anstrengung dee Fragens des
QuAntchen Gleck hinzutreten, das richtige
Mtworten gewAhrt, und mbge im Umgang mit
eolchen langersehnten Antworten und neu-
gestellten Fragen the Besonnenheit 00181-
ten bleiben, die uns, zumal an den
letzten Grenzen der Erkenntnis, vonnOten
ist.

Ich entbiete Ihnen ellen den herzlichen
GlOckwnsch der Hamburger UniversitAt.
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school. It is perhaps no small thing that
such a young university has made such
pioneering discoveries in an important
field like physics. Therefore ladies and
gentlemen, it was certainly the genius
loci that in the new beginning Hamburg
was one of the plates where tne old know-
ledge from theoretical physics was expe-
rimentally yenned.

Today DESY is An international insti-
tute, and its directors Jentschke,
Faul, Schopper and Soergel, three of
which are professors at the Hamburg uni-
versity, and its staff have significantly
contributed to the fact that the foreign
lead in elementary particle physics has
been caught up and German and European
particle physics has won back inter-
national recognition over the past
25 years.

These successes can be traced back to
an almost symbiotic cooperation between
the two Institutes from the University of
Hamburg and DESY, and most importantly to
the vision, daring, cooperation and spe-
cific charm of the. pioneers of this un-
dertaking, who are happily all here
today. This charm has never let us forget
human side of research here, despite the
huge instruments which have been and will
be built. Let's hope that the admirable
questioning drive receives its necessary
quantum of luck to find the right
answers, and let's hope that in dealing
with these long searched for answers the
thoughtfulness is retained, which is
necessary at the ):oats of our knowledge.

I bring you all the heartiest congra-
tulations from the University of Hamburg.
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'Crundlagenforschung - Fluch odor Bogen?"

Festvortrag von
Prcf. Wolfgang X. H. Panofsky

Sehr geehrter Herr BundesprAsident,
liober Herr Soergel,
liebe Freunde und Kollegonl

haben uns bier vorsammelt, um des
25jAhrige Jubildum von DESY zu felern. Es
freut such sehr, dad ich an diosem Fest
mitwirken kann, und zwar aus mehroren
Crandon. Erstehs 1st DESY ein Schwester-
instxtut des Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center, kurz SLAC, des zur Stanford-
UniversitSt in 'Californian gehOrt und wo

lel salt 34 Jahren arbeite. SLAC und DESY
arbeiten auf Ahnlichen Cebleten, wir

betrexben beide Elektronenbeschleuniger
und Elektron-Positron-Speicherringe,
unser° 'Institute haben Ahnliche GrOde,
wu haben beide ungefAhr die gleiche Zahl
von Mitarbeitern und wiz* fangen beide
3etzt an, Kollisionsmaschinen neuer Art
zu bauen. Zum anderen bin Joh Behr game
hoer, ur DESY zu don gro8on Fortschritten
der Wissenachaft zu gratulieren, die, von

Auer in Bowegung gosetzt warden. und

schlio8lich 1st dies far such ein senti-

mentalor Besuch. Von 1919 bei 1934 lobte
Joh ale Kind in HanLurg, 1ch wurde an der
Coleh,tonschule des Johanneums orzogen,
und main Vater lohrto an dor UniversitAt
Hamburg.

Die Arbelt von DESY 1st Tell der woltum-
snannenden Onternehmung, die zum Ziel

hat. due Geheunnisso der Natur zu ont-
hallon. Sio wissen alle, daB Belt der
Zeit dor alten Grie hen der Mensch wisaen
wollto, aus wolchon Bausteinen beim Welt
konstruiert sal. Der kleinsto Toil der

Matorie der salbst noch "dersolhe" 1st,

wurde von don Criechen "atomos" d.h.

"untellbar" genannt. Inzwischen wissen
wir, dad des Atom nicht untoflbar 1st.
Wir wissen, dad an omen Durchmesser von
ungefAhr 10-8 cm hat, des bedeutet. dad
inn Schnitt durch des menschliche Haar
etwa eine Million Atome durchquert. haute
Bind die Physiker zu dem ziemlich unvor-
stellbar kloinen Abstand von 10-18 cm .
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"Basic Research - Curse or Blessing?"

Celebiatory Lecture from
Prof. Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky

Honoured Herr Bundesprasident,
Dear Herr Soergel,
Dear Friends and Colleagues!

We are gathered here in order to cele-
brate the 25th Anniversary of DESY. I am

particularly pleased to participate in

this celeL .tion for several reasons.

First, DESY is a sister institute to the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center - SLAC
for short, which is a part of Stanford
University in California, which has been
my place of work for the last 34 years.
SLAC and DESY work °I similar topics - we
both operate electron accelerators and
eluctron-positron storage rings. Our
institutes are of similar %Ise and we

have about the same number of staff

members. We both are now .starting to

build colliding beam machines using new
principles.

Secondly, Z am pleased to be here in
order to congratulate iESY on the great
progress in science which has been set in
motion from here. But in addition this

visit is for me a sentimental occasion. I
lived in Hamburg as a child from 1919
until 1934. I was educated at the Gelehr-
tenschule des Johanneums and my father
taught at the University of Hamburg.

DESY's work is a part of the worldwide
effort whose goal is to discover the

secrets of nature. We all know that since
the time of the ancient Greeks it has
bee.; a human aspiration to know from
which budding blocks the world is
constructed. The smallest part of matter
which in itself is still the sane" was
called by tne Greeks "atom" or "indivi-
siJle". Today we know that the atom has
approximately a diameter of 10-8 cm; this
means that a cut through a human hair
crosses approximately one million atoms.
Today physicists have advanced to the

unimaginably small distance of 10-16 cm
10-8 A 0-8 CM. DESY has contributed a

great deal to this progress. N. can now
resolve items which are smaller than the

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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10-8 x 10-8 cm vorgedrungen. Dies ist ein
Fortschritt, zu dem DESY recht vial bei-
getragen hat. Ste kOnnen jetzt Dingo
aufl6sen, die um den gleichen Faktor
kleiner ale ein Atom sind, um den ein
Atom kleiner els ein Zentimeter ist.

Die modern Wissenschaft dringt gleich-
zeitig sowohl zur "Grenze dem Kleine:1'

als auch zur "Grenze des Grofion" vor,
einmal durch die Elementarteilchenphysik,
zum andiron durch Kosmologie und Welt-
raumforschung. Es ist besondern bemer-
kenswert, dab sich diese Gebiete in den
letzten Jahren gegenseitig stOtzen - um

die Ereignisse im Weltall zu verstehen,
braucht man die Resultate der Teilchen-
physik. Beide Gebiete, Raumforschung und
Teilchenphysik, brauchen groBe Apparatu-
ren. Um kleine Dimensicnen zu erforschen,
nub man den Probeteilchen eine sehr circa%
Energie erteilen; dies folgt aus dem
Unsicherheitsprinzip von Heisenberg, nach
dem 'eine kleine Dimension nur festgelegt
warden kann, wenn man sic mit Teilchen
vc- hoher Energie untersucht. Deshalb
bezeichnen heute Hochonergiephysik und
Teilchenphysik dasselbe Gebiet. In dem
MaBe, vie lie Margie unserer Beschleuni-
ger und Speicherringe wachst, kftnen wir
miner kleinere Dimensionen erforschen.

Aber dies ist nicht alles. Nicht nur
ist die Physik der hbchsten Energien und
die Physik der kleinsten Teilchen die-
selbe, sondern auch unsere Erforschung
des Weltalls stOtzt sich mehr und mehr
auf die Ergebnisse der Teilchph)sik. Die
Regain, die die Energinerzeuw.ng in den
fernen Regionen des Kosmos bestimmen,
beruhen auf Resultaten, deren Ursprung in
Laboratorien vie DESY zu suchen ist. So

sehen wir, dab die Teilchenphysik die
Rolle des groben Vereinigers der ver-
schiedenen Gebiete der Naturwissenschaft
angenommen hat. Es ist 3a nicht sehr
Oberraschend, dab dann, wenn man die
fundamentalen Bausteine der Materie und

die Krafte, die dies. Bausteine zusammen-
halten, *twee besser versteht, auch viola
andere Gebiete der Natur verstandlich
warden.

DarOber hinaus ist die Teilchenphysik
aber auch ein Vereiniger von Menschen.

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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size of an atom by the same factor by
which the atom is smaller than I centi-
meter.

Modern science attacks simultaneously
the "limits of the small" through elemen-
tary particle physics and the "limits of
the large" through cosmology and space
exploration. It is particularly worth
emphasizing that during the last years
these two have been mutually reinforcing
- in order to understand the phenomena in
outer space one needs the results of
particle physics. Both topics of research
space exploration and particle physics,
require large apparatus. In order to
explore small dimensions on. must give
very high energy to the particle probes;
this follows from the Uncertainty Prin-
ciple of Heisenberg which states that
small dimension can be determined only if
It is probed with particles of very high
energy. For this reason today high eneryv
physics and particle physics designate
the same topic of research. As the energy
of our accelerators and storage rings
grows we can explore smaller and smeller
dimensions in proportion. But this is not
all. Not only is the physics of the
highest energies and the physics of the
smallest particle the same thing, but so
does the exploration of the cosmos rest
more and more on the results of particle
physics. The rules which determine the
generation of energy in the far regions
of space derive from the results which

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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.hysiker und enders Wissenschaftler, die
der ganzen welt auf diesem Gebiet

arbeiten, kennen und respektieren etch
ggenseitig Ea gibt keine Geheimniase in
der Teilchenphysik. Alle neuen Resultate
werden prompt publiziort. Wb sich Teal-
chenphysihar treffen, hfurt man all. Spra-
chin. Wissenschaftltche VortrAge warden
in vielen LAndern Oblicherweise in einer
Sprach', Englisch - gshalten, unabhAngig
von der Nationalitlt des Sprechers oder
des OTC'.. Ich halts diem. Reds in

Deutsch, damn unser, H8rer hier sind ja

nicht alle Waturwissenschaftler und
Trchnikeri Ea ist sehr wichtig, dab die
Rolle der Tetichenpnysik nicht nur von
Spezialiaten anerkannt wird, sondem daB
such ellen StastabOrgern, die des nftige
Interesee aufbringen, die Gelegenheit
gegeben wird, d sssss Fitch zu verstehen.
Denn war mOssen 3a elle gemetnsam fflr die
Kosten aufkommen, die erforderlich rind,
um wwiterhin Teilchenphysik bstretben zu

Bad I
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have originated in laboratories such as
DES?. Nit see, therefore, that the results
of particle physics have assumed the role
of the great unifier of different parts
of natural science. It is not very
surprising that the improved under-
stanoing of the fundamental building
blocks of matter and of the forces which
link these building blocks leads also to

improved understanding of many other
phnomenc in nature.

we see that particle physics is
great unifier of different topics of
science. However. particle physics is
also a unifier of people. Physicists and
other sc_entists who throughout the world
work on this subject know one another and
share mutual respect. There are no
secrets in particle physics. All new
results are published promptly. At
meetings of physicists dealing with this
topic one hears all languagef. Technical
Ie.:tures in many countries are generally
delivered in only one language - English-

D*Welt de Hocheoefair-dtictilluniSitt
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In beinahe ellen LAndrn der Welt gibt
es Hochenemze-Laboratorien. Das erste
Bild zeigt auf tuner Moltkartes die Stand-
orte samtlicher Maschinen, mit denen
Seilchon auf Energien von mehr als einer
Milliards Elektronsnvolt beschleunigt
werden kOnnen, die entweder berg:its im
Betrieb odor noch im Bau rind. Dies
Laborstorion betreiben Anlagen verschie-
donor Art: Boschleuniger odor Speicher-
tinge, Flektromen- odor Protonen-Haschi -
man, -lhwache StrahIen oder intensive
Strahlen. Jede Machine ist besonders
leistungsfAhig in ihrem Spezialgebist.
Die ideal. Haschine fOr all Zwecke 1st
noch nicht erfunden und ist auch nicht
erfimibar, erne best. Haschine ,er Welt'
fOr die Seilchonphysik gibt es nicht. Ich
betone dies, um Ihnen zu veranschauli-
chen, daB die internationals Zusammen-
arbezt in dizsem Gebiet nicht nur der
internationalen Kultur und dem intema-
tionalen Frieden und der VerstAndigung
dieat, sondern such rein wissenschaftlich
notwendig 1st.

Lassen Sie mach drei Beispiele °malt-
nen- FOr die Untersuchung der Struktur
des protons mit h5chster Aufl6sung wird
zweifellos HERA hier in Hamburg die baste
Haschine setn. Mit dem Spetcherrtng LEP,
der 'vast tin CERN gebaut wird, wird es
mOglich sein, die so erfolgreiche Methods
der Elektronen-Positronen-Kollisionon auf
hfichste Energien auszudehnon. Um die
lAngst entdeckten EO-Seilchen reichlich
und verhAltnismnig billig zu orzeugon
und urn gleichzeitig erne neue Kollieione-
technik zu demons'rieren, 1st der Stan-
ford Linear Collider eel uns in Kalifor-
nien die as beaten geeignete Haschine.

Das 2101 der Teilchenphysik ist die
Grundlagenforschung an der Materie. Aus
der Goschichte wissen wir, daB die
Grundlagenforschung ummer zu Anwendungen
gefOhrt hat. In welchem Gebzet die Tell-
chenphysik Mwendung findon wird oder ob
ihre Resultate Oberhaupt zu einer Mwon-
dung fehren, wissen wir naterlich nicht.
Aber wir :Osseo uns daran erinnern, da8
beispielsweise die Kernphyszker in don
30er Jo..ren auch nicht an praktische
Ahwendungen dachten. Der gro8e englzsche
Physiker Errest Rutherford, der Entdecker
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independent of the nationality of the
speaker or the local, of the lecture. I
am delivering this talk in German since
our auditors are not all technical
people! It is particularly important ttit
the role of particle physics is not only
recognized by specialists but that all
citizens who share the required interest
have the opportunity to understand this
sub)ect. After all. we are all paying the
bill for the necessary costs to carry on
work on this topic.

Laboratories which an active in this
field exist in elsout all countries of
the world. The first figure indicates on
a map of the world the location of all
machines which are eitter in operat in or
still under construction which accelerate

atomic particles to energies in excess of
one billion electron volts (GeV). There
is not such a thing as the best machine
In the world" for particle physics. These
laboratories operate installations of
many kinds: accelerators or storage
rings, electron or proton machines. weak
beans or intensive beams. each machine is
particularly effective in exploring a

special topics the ideal machine for all
purposes has not been invented and is not
inventable. I am emphasizing these facts
in order to convince you that internatio-
nal collaboration in this field does not
only serve international culture and
international peace and understanding but
is also necessary for purely scientific
reasons.

I would like to give three current
examples of the above. In that region of
research in which one wishes to under-
stand the structure of the proton at the
highest level of detail HERA here in
Hamburg will be without doubt the most
effective machine. In order to extend the
technique of slementary particle colli-
sions (which has been so successful) to
the highest energy the LEP storage ring
in Geneva which is now being built at
CERN is without question the best tool.
In order to produce the recently dis-
covered 20 particles in large quantity
and relatively cheaply and in order to

demonstrate simultaneously a new techno-
logy for col.iders, the SLC (Stanford
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des Atomkerne, erklarte einmal: 'filer

segt, dab die Zernenergie ausgeboutet
warden kann, dam redet Unsinn.. Aber
haute habeo wir bk*learmedizin, tomnimwdc -
toren, KernkraftwerIce - und Attetcelmn1
Der Boitreg der Kernphysik zur Medizin
ist zweifellas zum Beet.mi der Menschheit.
Ich persdnlich glaube, dab dies auch fOr
die Kernkraftwerke gilt, obgleich is
darilber vial Streit gibt. Die Kernwaffen
Aber aimed eine Last, die die Menschheit
jetzt zu tragen hat. Aber trotzdos - oder
vielleicht garde vegan der Abschrecicung
dutch die Bonbon - bat is alit 39 Jahrm
keinen Weltkrieg cmgeben - dam ist vial
linger els der kurze Frfeden zwischen dam
Erste: und de Zweitsn Weltkrieg. Schul -

den wir den Kernwaffea also Dank fOr
diesen lemon, abut doch irgendwie er-
zwungenen Frieden2 Sind die Resultate der
Kernphysik Fluch oder Segon? Warden die
zulcOnftigon Resultate der Teilchenphysik
von DESY und anderen Instituten der
Grtudlagenforschung Finch oder Sagan
mein? Es gibt wenige Fragen, die wichti-
ger far die Zukunft der Welt land, ale
dies.

FOr den StaatabOrger, der sich Ober
die beirohung dutch die Kernwaffon oder
.Ober die Verschmutzung der Dwelt be-
klagt, ist is einfach, die Verantwortung
oaf die Wiesenschaft ab-miwAlzen. Das ist
begun, abet falsch. Die Guts, der
Matur existieren, gleichOltig ob der
/length sic haute, morgen oder Obermorgen
onto/mkt. - Dim Beispiel wissen wir
haute, dab der erste Kernreaktor nicht
von Fermi und seinen Mitarbeitern in
Chicago 1943, 110irend des Krieges, gebaut
wide, sondern dab bereits vor rim' Mil-
Harden Jahrsn eine Explosion aufgrund
von Kernspaltung von der Matur in Gabun
an der WestkOste Afrikas ausgelbst wurdel
Das wurds vor zwdlf Jahren dutch die
Analyse des Erzes in einem Uranbergwerk
ontdec..". - Der Minschheit sinfach dos
Wiesen zu versagen, ist keine Antwort auf
diem, schwierigen Fragen.

Die 8bergAnge von der reinen Grundla -

genforschung zur tschnischen Mutzanwon -
dung und von de zur Massenproduktion
bilden eine longs Kette. Ihre Glieder
sind; Experimentelle und theoretische
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Linear Collider) which we are building in
California is the most suitable device.

The goal of particle physics is basic
research on the nature of matter. Histo-
rically we know that basic research has
always led to applications. We do not
know, of course. in-which direction par-
ticle physics will find application or
in fact whether the results of the

physics of elementary particles will find

any application. But we must ramrod our-
selves that the nuclear physicists in the
1930 decade did not think about practical
applications. The great British physicist
Ernest Rutherford, the dis4overer of the
nucleus, declared 'Mho sags that nuclear
energy can be practically used speaks
moonshine.' But today we have nuclear
matter from nuclear reactors and nuclear
power plants - and nuclear bombs: The
contribution of nuclear physics to medi-
cine is without question boon to man-
kind: I believe personally that these is
also the case for nuclear power plants,
although this is a controversial matter.
Nuclear weapons, however, are a burden
which humanity now has to carry. But in

spite of this, or maybe through the
threat of boobs, there has not been
world war for 39 years - much longer than
the short period between the first and
second world wars. Do we owe thanks tc
nuclear weapons for this long but somehow
coerced peace?

Are the results of nuclear physics a

curse or a blessing? Are the future
results of particle physics generated by
DESY or other fundamental research insti-
tutes a curse or a blessing? There are
few questions which are more important
for the future of the world then these.

It is very simple for the citizen who
is lamenting the threat of nuclear
weapons or the degradation of the envi-
ronment to place the responsibility on

science. This is simple but wrong. The

laws of naturc exist pective of
whether man discovers them today, tomor-
row, or the day after toeorrow. For
example, we know today that the first
nuclear reactor was not produced by Fermi
and his collaborators in Chicago during

DES? Journal 84-3/4
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Geurldlagenforschung - Synthese von Resul-
taten - Erfindung einer Anwendung - Ent-
wicklung eines Prtduktes - Teat eines
Prototypen - Auswertung - und dann end-
lich Produktion und Verteilung.

Nur des erste Glied dieser kette be-

trifft die Entdeckung der Eigenschaften
der Natur - Eigenschaften, dii ohne
unser 2utun sowieso existicren und fun
leil unserer Dwelt sand, egal ob wir sie
erforschen und verstehen oder nicht. Die
weiteren Glieder der kette, angefangen
mit einem Vorschlag zur Anwendung bis zur
Produktion und Verteilung, rind unter der
Xontrolle des Menschen: Wenn der Mensch
oin Produkt nicht entwickelt, gibt es

theses Produkt eben nicht. Die groBe
Frage net deshalb: Sind die organisierten
Institutionen der Menschheit und die
individuelle Starke des Einzelnen Mug,
bezeglich theses Anwendungspfade %/vise

antscheidungen zu treffen? Maine Oberzeu-
Tung- ist, daB die Menschen und :tire

fnstitutionen im Durchschnitt bessere und
sicherere Entscheidungen Ober die Anuen-
dung eines Naturgesetzes treffen werden,
wenn ens lie Grundlagen dieses Naturge-
settee verstehen.

Celebration

the war in 1943, but that a nuclear
fission explosion was released by nature
in Gabon on the west coast of Africa two
billion years agol ibis fact was dis-
covered 12 years ago by analyzing the ore
produced in a uranium mine at that loca-
tion. To deny knowledge to humanity is no
answer to these difficult questions.

the transition from basic science to

useful technical application and finally
to mass production constitutes a long
chain. the links of this chain are
- experimental and theoretical basic
research - synthesis of results - inven-
tion of an application - development of a
product - tests on a prototype - evalua-
tion - production and distribution.

Only the first link in this chain is
dedicated to the discovery of the proper-
ties of nature - these properties exist
without our participation at any account;
they are a part of our environment
whether we explore them or understand
them or whether we do not. The further
links of this chain, starting with the
proposal for an application and ending
with production and distribution, are

DESY Journal 84-3/4 25
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Es ist sehr leicht, zu beklagen, wie
gewisse EinflOsse der Technik doe Leben
kompliziert haben. Man mud solche Mach-
teile abet gegen die der Katastrophe
abwAgen, die sich entwickeln wOrde, wenn
man versuchte, die exiatierende und zu-
kOnftige Woltbevolkerung ohne weitere
technische Entwicklungen zu ernAhren, zu
bekleiden, ihr Wohnungen zu gcben, aie zu
transportieren und zu beschOtzen1

Die Technologie hat den Austausch von
Machrichten zwischen den Menschen eller
tdruler erleichtert. Ein Reseultat ist,
dad Geheimniese viel echwieriger gehemm
zu halten sind, sowohl im privaten wie im
offentlichon Leben. Obgleich dies im
Privatleben gslogentlich recht unbequem
Cain max], mud man zugeben, dad interna-
tional gesehen dieser Umstand ein wichti-
ger Schritt zum Frieden mein kann. Die
Satelliten, dis jetzt die Erde umkreisen,
haben ville Geheimnieechranken beseitigt.
ROatung in eller Welt zu kontrollieren,
irt Oberhaupt nut voretellbar, well die
Satelliten und Radaranlagen beispiels-
weise auch Ober oder durch den Eisernen
Vorhang beobachten k8nnen. Des Resdtat
all dieser technischen Entwicklungen ist,
dad wir jetzt in einer vial offeneren
Welt leben ale mm letzten Jahrhundert.

Die Zukunft der Zivilisation ist zum
groden Tell von Fortschritt der Technolo-
gie abhIngig; der wiederum hAngt von
Fortschritt der Grundlagenforschung ab.

Deshalbgibt es in der Welt, in der %lir

leben, keine Alternative zur gesell-
schaftlichen Pflicht, die wissenschaft-
liche Forschung intensiv zu betreiben.
Die einzige Frage ist: Wie intensiv?

Die Grundlagenforschung kostet Geld
und Arbeit. Wenn Landwirtschaft oder
Industrie in Schwierigkeiten sind, h8rt
man oft die Frage: "Ja kOnnen wit uns die
Grundlagenforschung dean dberhaupt
leisten?" Die Antwort lautet, dad wir
ohne Grundlegenforschung keine gesunde
Technik und Okonomie betreiben k8nnen1
Dies ware ein Baum ohne Wurzeln, der
nicht large gedeihen konnte. Wenn dos
Geld knapp ist, erscheint is Buser ale
einfachate L8aung, allee zu verschieben,
was nut der veiteren Zukunft gewidmet
ist. Aber war so handelt, verpfAndot die
Zukunft.
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under the control of humanity: If can
does not develop such a product then this
product does not exist. The great
question is therefore: Are the organized
institutions of humanity and the indivi-
dual strength of mankind capable of
making wise decisions about this path
towards application? My conviction is
that mankind and its institutions on the
average make better and more certain
decisions concerning the application of a
natural law when they understand the
basis of such a law of nature.

It is very easy to complain that
certain influences of technology have
complicated life. One must, however,
compare such aggravations with the cata-
strophe which would arise if one attemp-
ted to feed, to clothe, to house, to
transport and to protect the existing and
future population of the world without
further technical developments!

Technology has eased the exchange of
information among people of all coun-
tries. A result is that secrets are more
difficult to keep secret both in private
and in public life. Although this becomes
rather uncomfortable in private affairs,
one must admit that internationally this
circumstance can be an important step
towards peace. The satellites which now
encircle the earth have removed many
secrecy barriers. The control of weapons
in the world is imaginable because the
satellites and radar can accomplish their
observations above and through the Iron
Curtain. The result of all these
technical developments is that we now
live in a much more open world than in
the previous century.

The future of civilisation is to
large extent dependent on progress in
technology. In turn, the progress of
technology depends on progress in basic
research. Therefore throughout the world
in which we live there is no alternative
to the duty of human society to carry out
scientific research intensively - the
only question is how intensively.

Basic research requires money and
work. When the economy or industry are in
difficulty one often hears the question,

26 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Bild 2 zeigt schei4atisch, wie sich die
Kosten lAngs der Entwicklungekette von

der Grundlagenforschunng bie zur endgel-
tigen Herstellung vorteilen. Man sieht,

daB die Grundlagenforschung nur einen
winzigen Bruchteil der Gesamtentwick-
lungskosten verureacht. Auf der anderen

Seite aber gibt es ohne die Grundlagen-
forschung das technieche Endprodukt Ober-
haupt nicht: Die Grundlagenforschung it
der Semen far alle technischa Weiterent-
wicklung. Ein beispiel hierzu: Das Prin-
zip des Linearbeschleunigere wurdo vor

dem Zweiten Weltkrieg entdeckt und mit

einem Forschungsaufwand von ungefAhr
caner Million DM in die Wirklichkeit
umgesetzt. Diese Entdicklung hat zu einem
ganzen Industriezweig gefOhrt, der Line-
arbeschleuniger zur Krebsbestrahlung her-
stellt. Der Gesamtpreis der basher an

KrankenhAuser gelieferten Linearbeschleu-
niger betrAgt 10 Hilliarden DM.

DUrch theoretische und experimantelle
Grundlagenforschung, dem ersten Glied

unserer Entuicklungsketto, warden eicher-
lich auch in der Zukunft neue Wahrheiten
Ober die Natur entdeckt. Deshalb muB die

Antwort auf die Frage "Grundlagenfor-
schung - Fluch oder Segen?" Problem° der
Moral und der Politik berecksichtigen und
an Rechung stollen, wie die Gesellschaft
auf Entdeckungen aus der Grundlagenfor-
=hung reagiert. Kann der Mensch die
Reeultate der Forechung in konetruktive
Richtungen lenken und gleichzeitig die
zerstarenden Folgen vermeiden?

Nirgends it die Frage wichtiger ale

in der Hilitaxpolitik. Die Natur hat une
die Mattel gegeben, die Zivilieation auf
der Erde zu vernichten. Ich sage "die

Natur", nicht "die Wiesenechaft", denn
ich bin Oberzougt, daB sich jedes Geheim-

nis der Natur einee Taw offen zeigen

wird. Die Kraft der Kernwaffen let die-

selbe wie die, welch° die Sonne und die
Sterne mit Brennetoff versorgt.

Zur Zeit gibt es ungefAhr 50 000

Nuklearsprengkorper in der Welt, ungefAhr
gleichmABig verteilt zwischen der NATO

und dem Warechauer Pakt. Dieso Menge Sat

viel zu groB, ale daB sae mm Kriegefall
eingeeetzt warden kannte, ohne die Fort-
eetzung der Zivilisation aufs Spiel zu
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"Yes, but can we afford basic research?"
The answer is that without basic research
or technology the economy cannot be
healthy. This would be a tree without
roots pach cannot thrive f,r any length

of time. If money is short it often

appears to be the simplest solution to

defer everything which only serves the

long-range future. However, whoever

chooses such c course mortages the

future.

Figure 2 shows schematically how costs
are distributed along the development

chain starting from basic research to

wntual realization. One sees from
Figure 2 that the costs of basic research
are only a tiny fraction of the total

cost of development. Yet without basic

research the technical end product would

not even exist; basic research is the

seed for all further technical develop-
ment.

Let me give an example. Th" principle
of the linear accelerator was discovered
before the Second World War and was re-

duced to practice at a research cost of

about one million DM. This development

has led to an industry which develops
linear accelerators for cancer therapy at
hospitals. The total price of linear
accelerators developed for this purpose
to date is roughly 10 billion DN. The

first link of our development chain, that

bASY Tournal 84-3/4
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setzen. Die Zahl der Sprengkorper ist
viel graBer ale daft eie sich mit dem
Argument der Abschreckung rechtfertigen
lieBe. Wir wieeen day, die Amerikaner
wiesen des, and die Ruseen wiesen dam.
Trotzden Jet die Zahl der Atombomben in

diese unvoretellbare (Ohs gestiegen. Wie
konnte das geechehen? DarOber ist viel
geschrieten worden. Der HauPtOrund jet,
dad eich die Staaten bei der Anechaffung
und Produktion neuer Waffen vor alley
politiech und nicht wieeenschaftlich
rechtfertigen. Bild 3 zeigt ale Beiepiel
die OetWeet-Jagd nach Lamar mehr Nu-
kleareprengkArpern, die von den Amerika -
nern beziehungsweiee den Sowjete mit
langreichveitigen (strategischen) Waffen-
syetemen abgeechoe.en warden kdnnen.
Solch ein Wettlauf 11413t sich nur recht-
fertigen, wenn die Waffen Symbole der
Starke geworden eind, ohne Bezug end die
RealitSt ihree militArlechen Nutzene. Wir
Wiseenschaftler haben die ernete Plicht,
den Politikern lamer wieder die phyeieche
RealitAt der Kernwaffen vor Augen zu
halten. Wenn in politiechen Entschei-
dungsprozeB die wiesenechaftliche Beall-
tat der Waffen vergessen wird, dann lABt
sich die verhAngnievolle Frage "Wenn let
genug?" gar nicht beantworton. In dieeem
Sinne kann die Wissenechaft ein Segen
gain, wenn on Lhr gelingt, die Politiker
and die Sffentlichkeit davon zu Oberzeu-
gen, dad die physikalieche RealltAt der
Kernwaffen, namlich ihre zeretdrende
Kraft, so verheerend let, dad sich fOr
des Ziel timer wirksamcm Abechreckung nur
eine sehr kleine Zahl rechtfertigen 1ABt.
In allgemeinen wird die Handeln der Poli-
tiker durch Voretellungen und nicht durch
RealitAt bestimmt, der Naturwiesenechaft -
ler dagegen versucht, die Wahrheit der
Natur, dee heiBt die objektive Realltat,
zu erkennen.

Man kann ieicht viele andere Beiepiele
finden, die belegen, dad die Anwendung
der Wiemenschaft auf die Technologie
entwoder gutartig oder schadlich let. Was
letzlich herauekcamt, hAngt devon ab, ob
im gesellechaftlichen EntscheidungsprozeB
ZusammenhAnge klar erkannt mind und ob
darauf logiech reagiert wird oder ob ale
in chosen Prozed in den Hintergrund
gerOckt warden.
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is theoretical and experimental basic
research, will surely, although in the
future, uncover new truth about nature.
Therefore the answer to the question
"Basic Research - Curse or Blessing?"
deals with problems of morality and the
politics of society as to how it will
react to these discoveries. Can mankind
direct the results of research into con-
structive directions and avoid simul-
taneously the destructive consequences?

Nowhere is this question more impor-
tant than in military policy. Nature has
given us the means to destroy civiliza-
tion on earth. I am saying here "nature"
and not "science" since I am persuaded
that the secrets of nature will exhibit
themselves openly sooner or later. The
source of energy for nuclear weapons is
the same which furnishes fuel to the sun
and Us stars.

At this time there exist roughly
50,000 nuclear weapons in the world,
roughly evenly divided between NATO and
Warsaw Pact. This number is much too
large to be applicable in any way in case
of war without threatening the future of
civilization. The number of nuclear ex-
plosives is much larger then can be
justified for deterrence of war. We know
this, the Americans know this and the
Russians know this. Nevertheless, the
number of atomic bombs has risen to this
unimaginable figure. How did it happen?
Much has been written about this. The
principal reason is that states, whenever
they acquire new weapons, justify the
need, above all politically and not
scientifically. Figure 3 shows as an
example the -.Meal competition in increa-
sing the number of nuclear weapons which
can be delivered with long-range stra-
tegic weapons systems between the Ameri-
cans and the Soviets. Such a competition
can only be justified when weapons have
become symbols of strength without refe-
rence to the reality of their military
usefulness. We scientists have the
earnest duty to repeatedly draw the
attention of politicians to the physical
realities of nuclear weapons. If in the
political process the scientific reality
of weapons is forgotten, then the fateful

DES? Journal 84-3/4
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Wir mdseen lernen, dab sich die
Gesetze der Natur nicht durch Stestsbe -
schlOsse erzwingen lessen; der Nensch
kann die Fundementalgesetze der Natur
wader indern nods verbergen. Wir kennen
viols Eeispiele in der Geechichte, wo
eine staatliche oder religiOse Hecht
beschlo8, sin Naturgesetz sei unbeguem.
Da. Nesultet war im allgmseinen tragisch.

Im Nittelalter war Galilei aufgrurd
seiner astrontaischen Beobachtungen Ober -
zeugt, dad die Erde um die Bonne lauft
und nicht des Untrue der Welt ist. Doch
melte er dieso Neintag unter Drohung von
Folter und Tod widerrufen. In der Sowjt-
unica ourdea die unsinnigen Theorien des
Fseudobiologen Lysenko zum Staatsdiktua
erhOht, um eine unselige agrarpolitik
zu rechtfertigen. Nur nach einem mutigen
Kampf der Sowjetischen alcalemie der
Wissenschaften war es schlieldich wieder
erlaubt, in der Sowjetunion Biologie und
Genetik' is wissenschaftlichen Sinn zu
lehren.

Zwischen 1933 und 1945 war es in
Deutschland strengstens verboten, Ein-
stein, RelativitiltstImorie zu lehren.
flute bildet die RelativitStstheorie die
Basis fOr viol* Gebiete der Technik; ohne
Belativit8tstheorie gab* es keine
Nochleistungselektronenediren, keine in -

",nsive Fdlntgenstrahlung, keine Hochwar-
giabeschleuniger und deshalb kein DESY1
Una der verbrecherfsche Beschlu8 des
Staates, he widerspruch zur Wissenschaft
iner menschlichen Raise eine fundamen-
tal* Oberlegenheit zuzuschreiben, fart*
zu der greaten TragOdie des deutschen
yolks, und der Nenschho±t.

Haute zittert die Nenschheit vow der
drohenden Hecht der vision Tausemden von
Kernwaffen. Trotzdem hat der Frilsident
der Voreinigten Stanton vorgeschlagen,
dab sin neuer vertsidigungsschins die
existierenden Kernwaffen "Oberholt und
wirkungslos" (obsolete and impotent)
machen obwohl die ungeheure Wir-
kung der heutigen Kernwaffen der An-
griffsmacht einen gewaltigen vorsprung
gegentlber der etch verteidigenden Nicht
gibt. Was die Wissenschaft erfunden hat,
kann nicht durch offizisllen Beschlu8
unerfunden gemacht warden[
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question "When is enough enough?' cannot
be answered. In this sense science can be

blessing if it succeeds in convincing
politicians and the public that the phy-
sical realities of nuclear weapons, that
is their destructive power, is so over-
whelming that for the goal of deterrence
only very small nueber can be justi-
fied. Generally the actions of politi-
cians are determined by perceptions and
not by reality. The scientist attempts to
single out the truth in nature, that is
the objective reality.

One can easily find many other examp-
les where the application of science to
technology is either beneficial or
damaging! what actually results depends
on whether the human decision process
recognizes clearly the scientific circus -
stances and reacts logically to them, or
whether the process pushes the scientific
facts into the background.

We must leans that the forces of
nature cannot be coerced by the stater
man can neither change nor hide the fun-
damental laws of nature. Me know many
examples of history when a governmental
or religious power decided that law of
nature was uncomfortable: The result in
general turned out to be tragic. In the
Middle Ages Galilei became convinced
through preceding astronomical observa-
tions that the earth orbits around the
sun and was not the center of the world.
However he had to recant this opinion
wider threat of torture and death. In the
Soviet Union the senseless theories of
the pseudo-biologist Lysenko were
elevated to an edict of the state in
oiler to justify the 111-advised agricul-
tural policy of the state. Only after
courageous fight on the part of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences was it again
permitted to teach biology and genetics
in Russia in the scientific sense.

Between 1933 and 1945 it was rigidly
forbidden to teach ii Germany the Theory
of Relativity of Einstein. Today the
Theory of Relativity forms the basis for
many fields of technology. Without the

Theory of Relativity there would pe no

high-powered electron tubes, no intensity

pssr Journal -3/4
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So Ahnlich ist es beim Umweltschutz.

Es ist sinnlos, Wissenschaft und Techno-

lccio ale Uelbel der VerscbAutzung der
Natur anzuklagen; die lfreache ist in

unklugen Entscheidungen der menschlichen
Gesellschaft zu suchen. Wit- brauchen die

Wissenschaft - sowohl die Grundlegenfor-
sehung ale such die Entwicklung von

spezifischen Waft: Omen um unser* Um-
welt wieder sauberer zu machen.

Hit all diesen Beispielen wollte ich

zeigen, dad nur mit Grundlegenforschung,
die zum besseren Verstindnis der Natur

fahrt, die wachsonde Zehl von Menechen

ohne groBe Leiden und Katastrophen auf

dimmers Planoten Oberheupt leben kann. Die
Grundlegenforechung ist deshalb absolut
notwendig far die Zukunft unserer Zivili-
sation. Nit Hilt, der Wissenschaft ist es
mOglich, dad wir wenigetens in Harmonic

mit uneerar natOrlichen Umwelt leben

kOnnen. Aber dies kann nur RealitAt
warden, wenn unsere StaatabQrger den Rat

der Wissenschaft kritiech aufnehmen. Lm

fundamentalen Sinn ist die Wiseenschaft
kein Fluch, abet- xis kann nur zum Segen

warden, wenn sie sorgfAltig gepflegt und
auegenutzt wird. Leader verauchen viele

Politiker und weite Toile dir Gesell-
schaft, nur auf die groBen NOglichkeiten

der Wissenschaft zur induetriellen

Nutzung hinzuweisen, aber gleichzeitig
die Auseagen dereelben Wiecenechaft Ober
die Grenzen des Wachstume und die Not-

wendigkeit der Beechrbnkung der milibAri-
schen Majht zu ignorieren. Die Wahrheit

der Naturgesetze ist aber unteilbar: Der

Nensch kann aich nicht die bequenen
Naturgeeetze herauspicken und die unbe-

(lumen ignorieren.

In den vorangehonden Bamerkungen haben
wir die Rolle der Wissenschaft ale can

zweischneidagec Schwert beechrieben. War

haben den Schla gezogen, dab die For -

echung einschlie8lich der Grundlagenfor-

echung eine Notwendigkeit der =demon
Gesellschaft ist und die verbeseerung der
LebensgualitAt der ganzen Welt ermOg-

licht, abet nicht eichert. DESY kann

atolz seen, dabei eine sew wichtige
Rolle zu spielen. Diane aussage gilt

nicht nur fOr die Vergangenheit, sondern

ouch fOr die Zukunft. Die neue Maschine

DES? Journal 84-3/4
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X-rays, no high energy accelerators and
therefore no ASSY. And the criminal deci-
sion by the State, in contradiction to

science, to attribute to one human race a
fundamental superiority led to the

greatest tragedy of the German people and
humanity.

Today humanity tremble:, before the
threatening might of many thousands of
atomic weapons. Nevertheless the Presi-

dent of the United States has proposed

that a new defensiim umbrella should make
the existing nuclear weapons 'obsolete

and impotent. This proposal was made,
notwithstanding the fact that the immense
power of today's nuclear weapons has
given the offensive power an enormous

advantage against defensive measures.

What science has invented cannot be unin-
vented through offical decree.

The situation is similar in respect to
environmental protection. It is senseless

to accuse science and technology as the

basic root of the pollution of nature;

one should look for the cause in unwise

decisions of human society. We need
science, both basic research and the

development of specific remedies, in

order to clean up our environment.
With all these examples I am trying to

demon rate that without basic research

which leads to a better understanding of
nature the growing number-of people can-
not be accommodated on this planet with-

out great suffering and catastrophe.

Basic research Is therefore absolute),

necessary for the future of civilization.
With science it is at least possible that
we can live in harmony with the natural

world. However, this can only become

reality when our citizens listen criti-

cally to scientific advice. In a funda-

mental sense science 1.1 not a curse but

it can only become a blessing if it is

treated and explored carefully. Unfor-
tunately many politicians and many parts
of society attempt to exploit only the

great poss:eilities,of science for
industrial application and they hide
simultaneously the results of the same
science for the limits of growth and for
the necessity of restricting military

might. The truth of the laws nature is

inseparable: Han cannot pick out those

31 !HUY Journal 84-3/4
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HERA wird DESY sine sinzigartiqe Colson-
bait schaffen. nous Pundswontalresultate
in der Tsilchenphysik zu finden. HERA ist
di. eintiqs Kollisionssaschine der Welt
far Elektronen und Protonen.

Nit diesem Apparat keno di. Struktur
des Protons in hochster PrAzision er-
forscht ~den. da die Struktur und die
Wech..lwirkunq des Elektrons wohlbekannt
ist. Es ist interessant feetzustellen,
dal die drei proem europAischen golli-
sionmeaschinen - HERA. di. Proton-Anti-
proton -Anloge SPS is CERN und di. erste
Stufe von LEP is CERN - alle dieselbe
gollisionsenerqie haben, wenn map die
maximal. Enerqie der am Stoll beteiliqten
Grundbausteine (Leptonen und Qu :ks)
betrachtet (siehe Bild 4).

103

1032
SPEAR CESR PEP HERA (ep)

PRC0 PETRA 0 UNK
41

DORIS r, 0 0 0
1030

0 TRISTAN 5LC LEP II
LEP I

VEPP- 4 0 Tevatron I

CERN p0
15

ColebroPion

laws of nature with which he feels com-
fortable and ignore those which he consi-
ders uncomfortable.

In the foregoing remelts we have
described the role of science as a two -

edged sword. We have drawn the cor usion
that research including basic 8444...c.rch is

necessity of modern society and Chat it
makes possible the improvesent of t/A,

quality of life within the whole world
but it doss not assure such Improvement.
Mr can be proud to have played a very
Important role in this undertaking. This
statement applies not only to the past
but also to the future. The new 'whine
HERA will provide unique opportunity,to
MST to find new fundamental results in
particle physics. HERA is the only col -

hider in the world in which electrons and
protons meet.

AC
SLED II

SPS
FNAL

Tevatron II

I I tit. Ij I

1-elMcfq Wedisel-

0 0 bn Bau oder
Proton j witl=ant
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Die Zukunfi. von Laboratorion vie DESY
und seinen Heiwatinstitut SLAG hangt von
der kontinuierlichen Selbeterneuerung ab.
All bESY vor 25 Jahrwr. gograndet words,
konnto eich ntessend die Zukunit sit
DOeIS, AMA und HERA verstallsn. Wi.
gild 5 illuatriert, wird dor Furtschritt
der lochan-rgienhyoLk durch trfir.dungen
neuer Bhc:hleunigerverfalren bostimmt.
Jede news Method* d.-r Bashleunigung von
..amentarteilhee cacht to abglich, die
tdoerurenr4 Ear ecreiehbare, Enargie
weitor zu vers.:Mobs1. Doch Kann wit
jeder Method', tun .in cvviemer Fort -

schritt bewilft verden, .h. sie zu tauer
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With this apparatus the structure of
protons con be v,plored with highest
precision since the structure and inter-
action of electronn sill - known. it Is

interesting that the Etre., large Suropean
collider, - MA, the CERN proton-anti-
proton adaptation of the supercollider
(Sn), and tne first atop of the LUP
vachine at CSAN all load to the sass
collision energiet if ono ertasures the
energy with whist the fundemental buil-
ding blocks (leptons, quarks) collide.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.

The future of laboratorios.like DISY
and .y own institution SLAC depends on

DSSY Journal 84-3/4
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wird, und wieder *ins nous Technik erfun-
don und eingefahrt warden Rua. DESY hat
an mehroren dieser tochnischon Sprang's

mitgoarbeitet und ich bin aberzeugt, dab
DESY auch zu den hichaten Sprangon box -

tragan wird. Ich was* darauf hin, dab
die Systwiatik dieser Entvicklungon
seigt, vie die Grundlegonforachung dem
Fortachritt der Fochnik dient, error

such umgekohrt die Technik rum Fort-
achritt der Wiasonschaft natig Jot. Ilia

sonscheft und Technik stehen in einer
wechaelsoitigen, symbiotischen Yerbin-
dung.

Ich mOchte schlielden mit sin= Glack
%meal an DESY, Gin Laboratorium, des sin
genres Vierteljahihundert hindurch eine
grodartigo Pollo in dies= gro8artigen
Abenteuer unserer Zeit gespielt hat.

Celebration

continuing renewal. When DESY was founded
25 years ago no one could imagine the

future with DORIS, PETRA and HERA. As is
illustrated in Figure 5, the progress of
high energy physics is paced by inven-
tions of new means of acceleration. Each
new method of acceleration of elementary
particles makes it possible to raise the
attainable energy limit. Yet each one
method can only lead to a certain pro-

gress until it becomes too expensive;
then new technology has to be invented
and introduced. DESY has contributed to
many of these jumps; I believe that DES?
will also contribute the subsequent
advances.

I am pi,inting out these facts to

demonstrate the systematics f these
developments which show hov basic
research leads o progress of technology,
but also how, conversely, that.' new
technology is necessary for the progress
of research. Science and technology have
mutually reinforcing symbiotic connec-
tion.

I would like to conclude with congra-
tulations to DESY, a laboratory which has
played such large role through a quar-
ter century in Ois great adventure of
our :Dee.

>o, mat
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Motorise-her RDckblick

von Prof. Willibald Jentschke

Herr Bundesprisident,
Harr Prdsident der BOrgerschaft,
maim Herren Senat,ven,
sehr geehrte Daman und Herron.
liebe Freundel

Ich mSchte hist' keinen umfassenden
historischen ROckblick auf DESY gaben.
Ich mbchte nur einige Worts sue GrOndung
van DISY sagen.

Von 11. bis 23. Juni 1956 fend in Genf

sin Internationals's Symposium far Hoch -

enorgiephysik und Hochonergiebeschleu -

niger statt. Aug der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland nehmen daran folgende Expert -
mentalphysiker toil: Wolfgang Gentner,

Wolfgang Paul, Wolfgang Riezler, Ehri -

stoph Schmelzer, Arnold Schoch und Wil-
helm welcher. Ich selbst kam direkt sus

den USA, um nach dieser Scaferenz mein,
TAtigkoit ma physikalischen Institut der
UniversitAt Hamburg eufzunehmen. Wir
haben damals die unbefriedigende Lege der
Hochenergiephysik in der Bundesrepublik

er6rtert. Zur V.rbsssirung der Situation
beschlossem wire die Errichtung eines 6 -

GoV-Elektrama-Synchrotrans vorzuschla -

gen. Dieser Bau sollte to Anlehnung an

ein Shnliches Projekt dnrchgefehrt wer -
den, dam in den USA von den boxdon For -

schungszentran Massachusetts Institute

of Technology und Harvard University

unter der Leitung von Stanley Livingston

gored, begonnen worden war. Diesel Wahl

erm6glichte es, is Prinzip an die Vor -

front der Forschung vorzustoSen. Sio war
neu in Europa und sicherte un die notige
Hilfe durch die enge Alsammenarbeit mit
der Livingston -Gruppe.

Die Woiterentwicklung dies.. Vorschla-

gas fOhrte drei Jahr* softer zur Gran-
dung der Stiftung "DESY, Deutsches Elek-
tronen-Sywhrotron. Dieu Entwicklung
war nur dadurch maglich, dab .ich Pers6n-
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Historical Review from

prof. Willibald Jentschke

Herr Bundesprasident,
Herr Prisident der aurgerscheft,
Herr Senator,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Friends:

I don't want to give a comprehensive
historical review here. I just say a few

words on the founding of DSSY.

From the Ilth to the 23rd July /956 an
international symposium for high energy
physics and high energy accelerators was
held In Geneva. The following experimen-
tal physicists took part from the Federal
Republic of Germany: Wolfgang Gentner,
Wolfgang Paul. Wolfgang Riezler, chri-
stoph Schweizer. Arnold Schoch, and
Wilhelm Welcher. I came directly from the
U.S.A. to take up my post at the Physics

Institute of the University of Hamburg

after the conference. We discussed the

unsatisfactory situation in the Federal
Republic with regard to high energy phy-

sics. to improve this we decided to

propose a 6 GeV electron synchrotron.
The project was assisted by a similar on.
which had just been started in the U.S.A.
by tSe Massachusetts Institute of
tothnology and Harvard University under
the ieadership of Stanley Livingston.
this choice made it possible in principle
to venture to the front rank of research.
It was new in Europe, and guaranteed the
necessary support through the close
cooperation with Livingcton's group.

Further development of this proposal
led three years later to the establish-
ment of the foundation Deutsches
Blektronen-Synchrotro. This was only
possible, because various people in poli-
tics, management and science wee coura-
geous enough to pursue the project with-
out being hindered by bureaucracy. With-

out this readiness to help us in all
situations we would never haw reached
our goal. this confidence in cJr propo-
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lichkeizn aus Politik, verwaltung und
Wissenschaft fanden, die rich mutig und
ohne BOrokratisnus fill' die DurchfOhrunq
discs Projekt.. einsetzten. Ohne dies.
aufgeschlossene Bereitwilligkeit, cans in

jeder Situation zu helfen, warn wir nio
ans Ziol gekommen. Donn dies.. vertrauen
in unser. Vorschlige war koineswegs
selbstvereandlich, legen doch darnels in
Deutschland wirklich kaum Reantnisse Ober
den Bau eines solchen GroBbeschleunigers
vor.

Ich mdchte deshalb im Ramon von DESY
noch einmal meinen Dank aussprechen, zu-
n8chst dem Senat der Freion und Ranee-
stadt Hamburg und ihrer DOrgerschaft, dem
frOheren Bundesministerium fOr Atomtner-
gie und Wasserwirtschaft - dem jetzigen
Bundesministerium fOr Forachung und
Technologic -, dem Parlament mit seinen
Ausechusemn, den Landesregisrungen und
den Landesp.rlamenten, dem Verwaltungsrat
von DESY mit seinen Mitgliedern von Dun-
dee- und Landesseite. Ich mdchte aber
such sehr herzlich der elten mathema-
tisch-naturwissenechaftlichon Fakult8t
danken, chas Fachbereich Physik und such
den frOheren Rektor der Universit3t, der
cans damals sehr geholfen hat, und dem
j.tzigen UniversitStsprAsidium. Ich danke
such der Deutschen Physikalischen Gesell-
schaft, deren frOhzeitige WterstOtzung
wegentlich zu dem Gelingen des Projektes
beigetr.qem hat. Ich mOcht. aber such den
vcrechiedenen Behdrden des Stadtstaates
Hamburg und des Dundee danken, welch. die
Bedingungen geschaffen hattan, die des
Entstehen dieses Forschungszentrume zu-
lieSen.

FOr on Erfolg von DESY war die unei-
gennOtzige Hilfe, die DESY von Livingston
und seiner Gruppe trfuhr, wesentlich. Da-
neben fel ebenfalls der UnterstOtzung
durch Panofsky and Hofstadter von der
Stanford University gadacht. Auch mit
CERN war vo Anfang an ern roger Aus -
tausch vorhanIen. In diesew Zusammenhang
mOchte ich die Ramon John Adams, Mervin
Nine, Arnold sc\och, Chrittoph Schwelzer
und Wolfgang Schell an Stolle von vielen
andiron nennen.
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tats els, Joffe Selman (3/1/11)

Pals was certainly not self-evident, as
at that time there was hardly any know-
ledge in Germany on the building of such
a large accelerator.

Therefore, in the name of DESY, I
would once again like to thank the Senate
of the Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg and
the City Parliament, the former Ministry
of Atomic Energy and Water Supply, the
present Ministry of R h and Techno-
logy, the State Parliament and its com-
mittees, the governments and parliaments
of the different States, and the Admini-
stration Hoard of DESY with its members
from the Federal Republic and from Ham
burg. I would also like to thank heartily
the old science, faculty, the Fach.Adtreich
Physlk and the former rector of the
university, who helped us a great deal at
that time, and the present presidency. I
also thank the German Physical Society
whose early support contributed signal-
cally to the success of the project I
would also like to thank the various
authorities of the city of Hamburg and
the Federal government who created W.
necessary conditions, which allowed the
emergence of this research centre.
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Lassen sin ich zum abschlu8 drei

Mader zeigen.

D41 erste eibt die Unterzeichnung des
Steatsvortraes zur Grandumg der Stiftung

"DESY. Deutsche. Elektronea-Synchrotron"
wider, die am 18. Dezember 1959 durch den
triton Bargarmoister dor Freien und

Hansostrat Hamburg, Max Brauer (rechts)

und don Minister far Atomenereie und

wasserwirtachaft, Professor Siegfried

Balk. (links) is Kmeburger Rathaus er-

folets. In dem Portray, wurde die Linen-
zierung dos Daus dies. Hochonergie-

Deschlounigers und der dazu geharendon
Laboratorien von DESY bis zu saner Sump
von 60 Killionen DM saroyelt.

DESY Journal Ch 4/4

For the success of DESY the unselfish
help from Livingston and his group was

essential. The support of Panofsky and

Wofstadter must also b. mentioned. Be-
sides that we had close contact with CUM
and in this connection I would like to

sention the names John Adams; Mervin
Mine, Arnold Schoch, Christoph SChnelser
and Wolfgang Schnell among many others.

To close let me show three pictures.
The first one shows the signing of the

treaty setting up the foundation DESY,
Deutsches Blektronen-Synchrotron". It was
done on (8th December (959 by the Hamburg
Mayor Max Brauer (right) and the federal
German Atomic Energy Minister Siegfried
Balk. (left) in the Hamburg Rathaus. Sn
this contract the financing of the buil-
ding of this high energy accelerator and
the necessary laboratories wfiwar was
regulated up to a total of 40 ailliog.121.

mete IIST.Atebiv (IMO
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Des zwe'..te Bad stellt das ursprOng-
lithe Goland° in Hamburg-Bahrenfeld dar,
vor dem Beu des 8auschleunigers. Es han-
delt etch um einen ehemaligen Hil tar -

und spAteren Sportflugplatz. Des G .8nde
wurde 1957 von den Buodesministerien !Or
Vertetdigung und Ftnanzen der Hansestadt
Hamburg far den Bau des Beschleunigers
zur VerfAgung gestellt. Die Aufnahme
enetand wAhrend (liner Sportveranstaltung
"Flugtag Altona" zwischen 1929 und 1933.
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The second picture shows the original
site in Hamburg-Bahrenteld before the
construction of the accelerator. It was a
former military and a later sports flying
aerodrome. The area was made available
for Hamburg in 1957 by the Federal German
Defence and Finance Ministries. This pic-
ture was taken during the sports mtet....g

"Flugtag Altona" between 1929 and 1933.
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Des dritte Bild zeigt DESY in seiner
derzeitigen Ausbaustufe. Zu dem kreisf8r-
migen Elektronen -Synchrotron sind die
beiden Elektron-Positron-Speicherringe
DORIS and PETRA hinzugekmdmen, an denen
insgesamt sechs Gruppen mit 3eweils
80 bis 100 Physikern parallel experimen-
tieren. Der PETRA-Ring von 2,3 km Wang
waschlieSt das DESY-GelAnde, wAhrend der
Tunrel far die Elektron-Proton-Anlage
HERA nur zu etwa 20% unter DESY-eigenem
Territorium verlaufen Wird. AuBerdem
werden in zwei Hallen Experiment. mit der
Synchrotronstrahlung aus den unterschied-
lichsten Forschungegebieten durchgefGnrt.

Ich glaube, dab keiner der Physiker,
die tA Jahr 1956 in Genf den Bau des
Elektronen -Synchrotrons vorschlugen, auch
nur in Entferntesten ahnten, was aus DESY
nach 25 Jahren werden wards.

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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The third picture shows the present
state of DES?. In addition to the circu-
lar electron synchrotron there are the
two electron-positron storage rings,

DORIS and PETRA. Six groups work on them,
each with betwee. 80 and 100 experimental
physicists. Whi-e the PETRA ring with a
circumference of 2.3 km almost encloses
the DES? site, the tunnel for the HERA
electron-proton collider will run under
the DESY area for only about 20% of its
length. Besides that In two halls many
groups from different research fields
carry out expericents with synchrotron
radiation.

I think that none of the physicists
who proposed the construction of the
electron synchrotron in 1956, would have
imagined in their wildest dreams, how DES?
would develop over its 25 years history.
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SchluBwort von

Prof, Volker Soergel
Vorsitzender des DESY-Direktoritme

Herr BundosprAsident,
verehrte knmeendel

Es bleibt mir zun&chst der Dank an
elle, die heute zu une gesprochen haben,
fQr die vielen guten lellnsche und die
vielen Gedanken, die wir mitbekommen
haben bei dieser Geburtstagsfeier.

Mir feiorn haute des 25jAhrige Beste-
hen von DESY. An diesem Tag wollen wir
uns natQrlich mach en des erinnern, was
bei DEW arreicht worden ist, an des, was
die Erfolge dieses Laboratoriums gewesen
rind, die Erfolge der Wissenechaftler und
alter Mitarbeiter, die hier geforecht und
gearbeitet haben. Heute nachmittag wird
am Rehmen eines wiseenschaftlichen Kollo-
gulums Gelegenheit mein, Bich Ober diese
Erfolge Rechenschaft zu geben. Ich be-
gat:3e hier die Vortragenden diclee !Collo-
quiums: Herr Prof. Sands aus Santa Cruz
wird Ober Beschleuniger reden. Herr
Prof. Meyer atm Wuppertal Ober die Ergeb-
nisse der Hochenergiephysik en den DEVI-
Beschleunigern, Herr Prof. Steinmann aus
MOnchen Ober Ergebnisle der Forschung mit
Synchrotropstrahlung and Herr Prof.
Fritzsch aus Munchen Ober die theoreti-
schen Vorstellungen der Elementartell-
chenphysik.

An elnem solcren Tag wie heute soll
man aber auch Ober die Zukunft etwas
sagen: Hie geht es welter nach den °ratan
25 Jahren? Nun, fQr die Elementartell-
chenphysik bei DESY kann man wohl sagen,
da8 die Zukunft bereits begonnen hat.
Salt Mal bauen wir HERA. Wir Bind froh
und dankbar, dab die Bundesregierung und
der Hamburger Senat ihre Zustimmung zum
Bau dieses groBen Projekt. hier in Ham-
burg gegeben haben. Am 6. April haben
Herr minister Riesenhuber und Herr Sena-
tor Sinn (Ich begrO8e Herrn Sinn .heute
Behr herzlich btu uns.) bei DESY in einer
Felerstunde die HERA-Vereinbarung zwi-
schen Bonn und Hamburg unterzeichnet.
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Closing Address from

Prof. Volker Soergel
Chairman of the DES? Directorate

Herr Rundespresident,
Ladies and Centlmen1

must first of all thank all those
who have addressed us today, for the many
good wishes and the thoughts which we
have recieved at our birthday celebra-
tion.

We are celebrating the 25th anniver-
sary of DES? today. We should, of course,
remember what has already been achieved
at DESY, what have been the successes of
this laboratory, the successes of the

scientists and staff who have rese:rched
and worked here. This afternoon in the
framework of a scientific colloquium
there will be an opportunity to give an

account of these successes. i welcome the
lecturers at this colloquium: Prof. Sands
from Santa Cruz will talk about accelera-
tors; Prof. Meyer from Wuppertal on the
high energy physics results from the DESY
accelerators; Prof. Steinmann from Munich
on the synchrotron radiation results and
Prof. Fritzsch from Munich on the theo-
retical ideas in elementary particle
physics.

However, on an occation such as this
one should also say something about the
future: How are we going to continue
after the first 25 years? For elementary
particle physics at DESY one can say
that the future has already begun. We
have been building HERA since May. We are
glad and thankful that the Federal
government and the Hamburg senate have
given their approval for the building of
this large project here in Hamburg. On
the 6th April Minister Riesenhuber and
Senator Sinn (I welcome Herrn Sinn hear-
tily here today.) signed the HERA con-
tract between Bonn and Hamburg during a

ceremony held here at DESY.

The building of this large accelerator
project will need all the available

40 D8SY Journal 84-3/4
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Der Ban dies.. groBen Beschleuniger -

Projekta wird in den kommendon Jahren

alle Kraft* tei DESY beanspruchen. Wino

HERA fertiggestellt let, dann eteban ung

und den Pbyeikern =a Deutschland und aw
eller Welt, die bier gemeinew forechon
werden, vials Jahr* irteressanter For -

schungearboit bevor. irr Panofsky hat.

echos erwiihnt, vie eingally die Machine
HERA win wird.

Nit HERA betreten wir Penland in ver-
echiedener Beziehung: physikalischea New-
land, vie es Herr Panofsky ausgefart
hat, bednvologiaches Penland dadurch, dad
wir die Supraleitung grodtechniech in

Dimensionen eingetzw, in denim sie hig-

her in Europa nicht eingesetzt wurdo.

Dieser Eineatz der Supraleitung bci dime

Protonen-Ring auf seiner vollon Lange von
6 km erfordert eine intensive und guts
Entwicklungearbeit, die wir gewineam mit
der Industrie leisten mOseen.

wit betreten auch Welland bezaglich

der internationalen Zusammenarbeit. Wir

wollen namlich versuchen, zum areten Nal

einen groden Beachleuniger in der Weiss

zu bauen, vie man blather Experiments

gebaut hat, und zwar in der Wise, dad
Partner mitainander die Machine tenon,

ihre Teila, ihre Ircepononten zu Hauge

fertigen und dann nach Hamburg liefern,

um eie in des gemeineame Projekt einzu -

bringen. HERA wird Dberwiegend von der

Bundesrepublik Deutschland und von

Hamburg finanzisrt. Aber es mind namhafte
Beitrage zu Komponenten von auslAndiechen
Inetituten and Forschungeorganigationen
feet eingeplant.

Ein genz besonders bedeutender Deitrag
zu der HERA -Machine iet von Italien, von
dem Istituto Nationale di Fisica Nucle

are, in Auseicht geatellt worden. Ich

freue slob deswegen begondere, dad amine

Exzellenz, der Botechafter von Italian,

Prof. Ferraris, haute bei une let und une
mit seiner Anwesenheit zeigt, welea
Dedeutung der HERA-Daltrey fQr seine

Regierung und in eeinem Land hat.

Wir betreten noch in einer anderen

Hingicht Neuland. In der Abbildung gehen
Sie dam Synchrotron DESY, damson Bau vor

DESY Journal S4-3/4
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strength at DESY in the coming years.

When it is finished we and physicists
from Germany and from the whole world who
will research together here, will have

many years of interesting h in

front of them. Hcrr Panofsky has already
mentioned the uniqueness of HERA.

With MA we are treading new ground
in different : new ground in physics
as Herr Panofsky has outlined, new ground
in technology as we will be using super-

conductivity in large dimensions, such as

has not been employed in Europe before.

This use of superconductivity in the

proton ring for the whole of the 6 km

length demands intensive and good deve-

lopment work together with industry.

We are also breaking new ground for
international cooperation. We want to

try, for the first time, to build an

accelerator in the same way as one has

built experiments up to now, Partners
will build the machine together, con-

41 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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25 Jahren beschlossen worden ist, und den
Speicherring PETRA, der 3etzt betrieben
wird und der ungefAhr die Grenze des
DESY-GelAndes bildet. Der HERA-Speicher-
ring reicht welt Ober die Grenzen von
DESY hinaus und in das Stadtgebiet von
Hamburg hinein. Wir bstreten hier also
dadurch Neeand, daB wir eine Anlage der
Art und der GroBe von HERA mitten in

einer groBen Stadt bauen, deren Expert-
mentierhallen mitten in der Stadt liegen
und deren Tunnel auch unter bewohnten
Gebieten verlAuft.

Wir eind sehr dankbar drfOr, daB es
die Stadt Hamburg und ihre politischen
Institutionen ermaglicht haben, deB wir
HERA hier in Hamburg bauen und somit auch
Flier mitten in der Stadt experimentieren
konnen. Das hat auch einen ganz prakti-
schen und wirtschaftlichen Nutzen; auf
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strutting their components at home and
then delivering them to Hamburg to add
them to the common project. HERA will be
predominantly financed from the Federal
Republic of Germany and Hamburg, but
significant contributions to components
from foreign institutes and research
oiganizations are firmly planned.

A particularly significant contribu-
tion to the HERA machine from Italy, the
Istituto Nationale di Fisica Nucleate, is
in prospect. I ax therefore very glad
that His Excellency, the ambassador from
Italy, Prof. Ferraris is here today, and
through his presence he shows the impor-
tance which h,s government attaches to
the HERA construction in his country.

We are also breaking new ground in
another aspect: In the figure you see the

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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diese Weise kftnen wir nftlich die exi-

stierenden Beschleuniger, zum Beispiel

PETRA, ala EinschuB-Haschinen benutzen
und dies Potential frilherer Investi-

tionen, dam pier bei DES/ zur VerfOgung
steht, vollatAndig far die noun Anlege

e insetzen. Mit HERA werden wir in Europa,

wie achon jetzt, so such is kommenden
Jahrzehnt zwei Hochenergiezentren haben,

CERN in Genf und DESY in Hamburg, und

*unit /rennin wir komplusentAr Forschung
betreiben, vie es Herr Panofsky vorhin

beschrieben hat. Soweit zur Zukunft der
Elementarteilchenphysik bei DESY.

Lassen SI* mich noch sin Rutz., Wbrt

g egen zur Zukunft unseres zwelten wichti -
gen Forschungsgebiets, der Arbeit sit der
Synchrotronstrahlung am DORIS-Speicher-
ring. DORIS ist haute eine der beaten
Rontgenguellen, eine der beaten Synchro-
tronstrahlungsquellen der Welt. Wir haben

hier.ein hervorragend ausgestattetes Ls -

boratoriam, des insbesondere far die
Remtgenphysik genutzt wird. Seit Er8ff -

nunq des Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungs -
laboratoriums im Jahr 1981 hat die Uhl
der Nutzer einige hundert Wissenschaftler
aus Deutschland, die moisten von dent -

schen IhiversitAten, erreicht und der
Bederf an und die Nechfrage each dieser

wertvollen Etrahlungsquelle nelurten lau -

fend zu.

DESY hat nun ein Ausbauprogramm in

Angriff qenommen, dae die Qualiat der
Strahlen dutch den Einbau sogenannter

w.gglermagnete und die Zahl der Experi-

mentierplItze vergr88ert, um so ouch far

die n8chste Dekade ein gutes Laboratorium
zur VerfOgung zu stollen. Wir mind froh,

dad unser. Stifter und unsere Geldgetter,

die Regierung in Bonn und der Hamburger

Senat, in den kommenden Jahren einem

Personalausbau zugestimmt haben, no
dieses Ausbauprogramm mdglich zu machen.

Die Ungerfristige Zukunft der Syn-

chrotronstrahlung wird von verschiedenen

Faktoren beeinflat. Zum einen wird sie

davon ahhAngen, ob und wo eine europ8-

ische RtIntgenquelle ,haut wird, zum

anderen, vie lenge noch in dem MeSe
wie haute von den Elementarteilchenphysi-
kern gefragt ist. Jetzt wird die Machine
'a gemeinsem von den Experimentatoren,
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synchrotron, DESY, the building of which

was agreed to 25 years ago, and the

storage ring PETRA, which is now being

operated here, and roughly forms the

boundary of the DESY site. The HERA

storage rings stretch well beyond the

limits of DESY into the city of Hamburg.
That we are building an apparatus of the

type and size of HERA, whose experimental
ells lie in the middle of a large city

and whose tunnel runs under inhabited
areas, is also breaking new ground.

We are also very thankful that the

city of Hamburg and its politiral insti-
tutions have saee it possible to build
HERA in Hamburg and that we can experi-
ment in the middle of the city. That has

a practicle and economic advantage; we

can use the existing accelerators, for

example PETRA, as injection machines, and
.therefore exploit to the full the invest-
ment which has already been made at DESY

for the new apparatus. With HERA we will

have in the next decade, as we have now,

two high energy physics centres In

Europe: CERN in Geneva and DESY in Ham-

burg which can undertake complementary
research, as Prof. Panofsky has already

described. So much for the future of

elementary particle physics at DESY.

Let we briefly mention the future of

our second important area, the synchro-

tron radiation work at the DORIS storage
ring. Today DORIS is one of the best

X-ray and synchrotron radiation sources

in the world. We have an excellently
equipped laboratory hire, which is mainly
used for X-ray physics. Since the opening
of the Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory ii 1981, the number of users

has reached several hundred scientists
from Germany, predominantly from univer-

sities, and the demand for this valuable
radiation source is steadily increasing.

DESY has now started a development
program to improve the quality of
radiation by the installation of so-

called wiggler magnets ane. to increase
the number of experimental , so that

a good laboratory will also be available
in the next decade. We are glad that our
sponsors and financiers, the Federal

43 DESY Journal 84 -3/4
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die mit der Synchrotronstrahlung arbei-
ten, und von den Hochenergiephysikern
genutzt.

DESY feiert 25. Geburtetag und im
allgemeinen trout man sich Ober Gebuts-
tagsgeschanke an so einem Tag. Es
m-heint, dad die Natur uns eine Oberra-
schung zum Geburetag beechert hat. Bei
DORIS wurden im Crystal Ball -Detektor.
der von Stanford nach Hamburg kam, we am
DORIS-Speicherring gemeinsam von amerika-
nischen und europ5iechen Physikern be-
trieben zu warden, Anzoichen fOr ein sehr
Oberraschendes Elementarteilchen gefun-
den, des etwa die achtfache Masse einee
Wasserstoffatome beeitzt und deasen Ezi-
stenz und Eigenschaften mit uneeren bie-
herigen theoretischen Vorstellungen van
Aufbau der Natur nicht erklarbar erschei -
nen. Es ist sicherlich kein Teilchen, dad
etwae mit (parks oder Gluonen cler Lepto -
nen zu tun hat, sondern etwas vollig
anderes:

Wit mOssen diese ereten Anzeichen nosh
sorgfaltig prOfen, bevor wir sagen
kOnnen, dad es wirklich eine Entdeckung
ist. Und gegenwartig arbeiten die Physi-
ker bei DORIS daran, diesels Ergebnis,
wenn coolish, zu erharten. Solite es
sich bestatigen, dann ist es allerdings
sehr aufrogend, dann ist es eine echte
Entdeckung, die uns einon wichtigen
Schritt weiterbringen kOnnte in der Er-
kenntnis, wie die Natur im Innersten
funktioniert. Vielleicht gelingt die Auf-
klarung bra zum richtigen Geburteteg am
18. Dezember.

Ich will nun am Ends, meines Schladwoz-
tee im Haman eller Mitarbeiter von DESY
und eller Physiker und Wiesenschaftler
aus Deutschland und aus dem Ausland, die
hier bei DESY arbeiten and forechen
kftnen, den Dank an die Stif ter aueepre-
chon far die GrOndung von DESY und fOr
die dauernde und vertrauenevolle Unter-
stOtzung uneeree Laboratoriums Ober 25
Jahre hinweq und mit dem Wunsch
achlieden, dad unsere Arbeit bei DESY in
den )etzt beginnenden 25 Jahren ebenso
erfolgreich rein mega wie in der jetzt zu
Endo gehenden Periode.
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government and the Hamburg senate have
agreed to an increase our personnel,
to make this development possible.

The long term future of synchrotron
radiation depends on a number of factors.
Or the one hand it depends on whether and
where a European X-ray source is built
and on the other hand how much longer
DORIS is demanded on its present scale
for high energy physics. At the moment
the machine runs 7oirtly for synchrotron
radiation and high energy experiments.

DESY celebrates its 25th birthday
today and normally one looks forward to
birthday presents on such a day. It
appears that nature has prepared a sur-
prise for us. At DORIS, the Crystal pall
detector, which came to DORIS from
Stanford U.S.A. to be run jointly by
American and European physicists, has
seen indications for a very surprising
elementary particle. It has about eight
times the mass of a hydrogen atom and its
existence and properties are not
compatible with our present understanding
of nature. It is certainly not a particle
that has anything to do with normal
quarks, gluons or leptons, rather some-
thing completely different.

We still have to check carefully these
indications before it can definitely be
said that it is a discovery. Physicists
at DORIS are presently working on trying
to strengthen the result. Should it be
confirmed, it would be very exciting,
because it is a discovery which could
bring us a step further in our knowledge
of how nature works. Perhaps an explana-
tion will be available before our true
birthday on I8th December.

At the end of my closing address, on
behalf of all the staff at DESY, the
physicists and scientists from Germany
and abroad who can work and research
here, I would like to thank the sponsors
for founding DESY and for their continued
and trusting support over the last
25 years. We hope that our work at DESY
in the next 25 years will be just as
successful as that in the last 25 years.

DESY Journal 84-3/6.
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Iheorie-Workshop

DESY Iheorie-Workshop

Der schon zur Tradition gewordene DESY
Theorie-Workshop fend in diesem Jahr with-
rend der Feet- und informationswoche an-
lABlich des 283Ahrigen JubilAums von DESY
statt. Er wurde am Nachmittag des '24.
Septembers mit einem wissenschaftlichen
Kolloquium eingeleitet, auf dem in vier
VortrAgen tin ROckblick auf die Elemen-
tarteilchenphysik und die Experiment. mit
der Synchrotronstrahlung gegeben wurde.
M. Sands (Santa Cruz) sprach Ober "High
Energy Machines - DESY and the Wbrld",
H. Meyer (Wuppertal) Ober "High Energy
Physics at the DESY Accelerators",
H. Steinmann (HOnchen) Ober "Highlights
in Synchrotron Radiation Research" und
H. Fritisch (HOnchen) Ober "Facts and
Visions in Subnuclear Physics."

Schwerpunktthemen dee Workshops waren
schwache Wechselwirkungen von schweren
Quarks. Erweiterungen des Standard-Mo-
delle, zum Beisple/ das "Comopsite-
Modell", Modelle der schwachen Wechael-
wirkung und ein Pericht Ober die Fort-
schritte vei Gittereichtheorien mit
Fermionen. Das Organisatione-Komitee
(H. Fritzsch, F. Gutbrod, D. Haidt,
H. Lehmann, D. Schildknecht) hatte 11

Vortragendo eingeladen, zu diesen Gebie-
ten Ober experimentelle und theoretiache
Ergebnisse und Vorstellungen zu refe-
rieron. AuBordem gab es KurzvortrAge, die
interessante Anregungen brachten.

E. H. Thorndike (Rcchester) berichtete
Ober die neueaten Ergebnisso vom CESR
Speicherring in Cornell. Die Meosungen
oberhalb des Y(4S)-Zustands zeigten
Strukturen mit zwei neuen Resonanzen. Die
Untersuchungen von semilepto'iachen Eer-
fallen der B- Moaonen liefern im Zusammen-
hang mit den gemessenen Lebenedauern
wichtige Informationen dber die Parameter
dor Kobayashi-Maskawa-Matrix.

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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DESY Theory Workshop

The traditional DESY Theory Workshoe
was held during the "Fest- und Informs-
tionswoche" which marked the 25th anni-
versary of DESY. It started with a scien-
tific colloquium with four review talks
on the history of elementary particle
physics and experiments with synchrotron
radiation in the afternoon of September
24th. The lecturers were M. Sands (Santa
Cruz) on "High Energy Machines - DESY and
the World", H. Meyer (Wuppertal) on "High
Energy Physics at the DESY Accelerators",
H. Steinmann (M)nchen) on "Highlights in
Synchrotron Radiation Research" and
H. Fritzsch (Munchen) on "Facts and
Visions in Subnuclear Physics".

The workshop concentrated on weak
interactions of heavy quarks, on non-
standard, e.g. composite models for weak
interactions, together with a progress
report on lattice gauge theories with
fermions. The organizing committee
(H. Fritzsch, F. Gutbrod, D. Haidt, H.
Lehmann, D. Schildknecht) had invited
eleven lecturers to present experimental
and theoretical ideas in these fields.
Snort communications also contributed
interesting meterial.

E. H. Thorndike (Rochester) reported
on recent results from the CESR storage
ring at Cornell. The energy scan :n .the
region above the Y(4S) -state showed
structures with two new resonances. The
study of semileptonic decays of 8-mesons,
when combined with the 8-lifetime re-
sults, leads to important information on
the parameters of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix.

K. Hayes (SLAC) explained the art of
extracting the tiny offset of the decay
vertex of heavy mesons produced in elec-
tron-positron annihilations. It was gra-
tifying to see how consistently five
experiments came up with a 8-lifetime
of around one picosecond.

48 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Theorie -Workshop

foto HSI Jew. Scheidt 07,00/0

A. Paul M. Sande

K. Mayes (SLAC) beechrieb die Kunst,

den winzigen Abetand den Zerfallsepunktes
von echweren Meeonen zu beatmmen, die
in Elektron-Poeitron-Vernichtung erzeug-
ten warden. Erfreulicherdwee kmnnten
fOnf Experimente die Lebensdauer dee B-

Meeone Obereinetimmmend zu etwa einer
Pikoaekunde angeben.

C. Jarlskog (Bergen/Stockholm) gab
einen umfaeeenden Uberblick zum gegenwAr-
tigen Stand des "family mixings". Die

Art des Quark-Mixings konnte ziemlich eng
eingegrenzt werden. wAhrend die Miechung
der ersten und der zweiten Generation
durch den Sinus des Cabibbo- Winkele
(. 0.23) gegeben let, let die Miechung
der zweiten und dritten von der GrOBen-
ordnung seines Quadrates und die der
orate:, und dritten Generation 116chstens

so grob wie seine dritte Potenz.

Die schwachen 2erfalln mind ein

wertvollee Filter far schwere Quarks in

Elektron-Positron-Jets, beaonders wenn
diverse Jet-Parameter im 7usammenhang
untereucht werden. Vile R. Marshall
(Rutherford Lab.) darlegte, hat sich fOr
die Fragmentation achweror Quarks ein

einheitliches Bild ergeben. Die Axial-
ladung dee b-Quarks kann Behr gut durch
die asymmetrische Winkelvertoilung bez0g-
lich der Strahlrichtung gemesaen werden.
Sie stLmmt mit den Vorhereagen des Stan-
dard-Modelle Therein.

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Theory Workshop

Ms $117 i...66 ()MOM

X. Johnsen S.C.C. Ting W.K.H. Panofsky

C. Jarlskog (Bergen /Stockholm) gave a
comprehensive review of our present know-
ledge on the question of family mixing.
The pattern of quark mixing has been
pinned down tightly. While the mixing of
the first and second featly is given by

the sine of the Cabibbo angle 1. .231,
the mixing between the second and third
family is of the order of its square and
the mixing between the first and the
third generation is at most of the order
of its cube.

The weak decays provide a valuable
filter for heavy quarks in electron-
positron jets, especially when several
jet variables are analysed in conjunc-
tion. As R. Marshall (Rutherford Lab.)
showed, a consistent picture for heavy
quark fragmentation has emerged. The
axial charge of thb 6-quark can be well
measured due to the asymmetric angular
distribution with respect to the beam
axis. It agrees with the standard model
predictions.

The ARSVSCollabor-tion, working at

DORIS II was represented by J. Stiewe
(Heidelberg). He showed, amcie many other
results, evidence for the F. at a mass of
2774 MeV. 41so five good candidates for
antideuterons have been observed. the
rate being qual tatively in .acJrdance
with thermodynamic expectations.

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Theorie-hbrkshop

1.1. HSI M." s 0911/4)
E. Lohrmann P. Da Litz

?Or die ARGUS-Kollaboration, die an
DORIS II arbeitet, berichtete J. Stiewe
(Heidelberg). Neben vielen anderen Raoul-
taten beigte er Hinweise fOr des F. bei
einer Hasse von 2114 Nev. AuBerdem wurden
fOnf sichere Kandidaten far Antideutero-
nen beobachtet, deren Erzeugungsrate
gualitativ mit den thermodynamischen
Erwartungen Obereinstimmt.

B. Stech (Heidelberg) widmete den
grb8ten Tell seines Vortrags den schwa-
chen Zerf&llen von achweren mesonen. Er
stOtzte rich auf eine effektive Hamilton-
Funktion, die die Mehrzahl der nicht-
leptonischen Zwei-Kbrper-ZerfAlle er-
folgreich boschreibt.

S. Hussinov (Tel-Aviv) trug vorschie-
dene Methoden cur Herleitung von Masson-
Ungleichungen vor. Zum Beispiel veranlabt
dutch potential-Ahniiche modelle hat man
viele Hasson-Ungleichungen in der Gitter-
QCD erhalten (sowohl km Hamiltcaschen els
ouch Lin Euklidischen Formalismus).

Obwohl des Standard-Modell fOr die
elektroschwache Wochseldirkung anschei-
nend ausgezeichnat funkt.nniert, gibt es
gute GrOnde, es zu erweitern, wie D.
Schildknecht (Bielefeld) erklArte. Eine
Mbglichkeit besteht darin, die W- und Z-
Bosonen ale zusammengesetzt anzunehmen,
was dann zu Abweichungen vom Standard-
Modell fOhren wOrde. Dadurch erhalt man

DESy Journal 8 -3/4
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1.1. 1(51 Mies sushi 01,11/11)

J. von Krogh G. Heinzolmann J. Heintze

B. Stech (Heidelberg) devoted the main
part of his talk to weak decays of heavy
mesons. He worked with ap effective
Hamiltonian which successfully describes
the bulk of non-leptonic two-body decay
data.

S. Nussinov (Tel-Aviv) reviewed vari-
ous methods to derive mass inequalities.
Partially motivated by potential-like
models, many mess inequalities have been
obtained in lattice OCD (both in its
Hamiltonian and Euclidean formulation).

Although the standard elect roweak
model seems to work beautifully, there
are good reasons to go beyond it, as
D. Schildknocot (Bielefeld) emphasised.
One way of is to consider W's and 2's as
composites, which leads to departures
from the standard model. These ideas
predict a rich spectrum of heavy partic-
les in the 200 GeV range, and consequent-
ly many unusual events in collider
physics.

J. Kogut (Urbana) reported on the
attempts to put fermions on the lattice.
There are still the limitations posed by
the No-Co theorem in connection with
species doubling and chiral symmetry. But
progress has been made in understanding
the nature of the finite temperature
deconfining transition which also re-
stores chiral symmetry.

50 DESY Journal 04-3/S
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lbeorie-Workshop Theory berkshop

Vorhersagen fOr ein umfangreiches Spek-
trum an echweren Teilchen um Bereich von
200 GeV und folglich eine Reihe von unge-
wohnlich.n Ereigniemen an Collider-Expe-
rimenten.

J. Kogut (Urbana) berichtete Ober die
BemOhJngen, Gittereichtheorien Mr Fermi -
onon zu formulieren. Babel sand noch die
Problem zu klAren, die van No-Go-Theorem
bezOglich der Artenverdopplung (species
doubling) und chiralen Symmetrie 'go-
worfen werden. Aber es wurden Fort t-
te gemacht im VeretSdnis der Natu des
Deconfinement-PhasenObergangs bei end-
licher Tamperatur, der gleichzeitig die
chirale Symmetric, wieder heretellt.

Von T. Walsh (Minnesota) wurden zum
Thema "Exotische Teilchen" (unterhalb
1 TeV) einiye unerwartete experimentelle
Entdockungen vorgistellt, speziell elek-
tromagnetische 2erfAlle dos 20, anomale
Jets bei Proton-Antiproton-Vernichtung
und das CELLO-Ereignis. Die theoretischen
Versuche, diese Ereignisse zu interpre-
tieren, basieren auf Compositness und
Supereymmetrie.

Im abschlieeenden Vortrag beechrieb
M. Peskin (SLAC) die augenblicklichen
Konzepte bei der Suche nach dem Higgs-
Teilchen. Diverse Uberlegungen fOhren zu
Grfnxen oder Bereichen fOr 'An. Masse,
und so muB man auch mehrere Maglichkeiten
bei der experimentellen Suche berOcksich-
tigen. Es hat etch herausgestellt, daB
dae (spAter nicht bestAtigte) Zeta(8320)-
Teilchen nicht so leicht an die Vorherea-
gen fOr ein Higgs-Teilchen angepaBt
werden kann. Wahrecheinlich muB man noch
e'ne Weile auf die Entdeckung des Higgs-
Teilchens warten, des eine zentrale Rolle
bei der Erzeugung von Masson spielt.

Frau H. Laudien und Frau I. Schwartz
habon viel zu der angenehmen AtmosphAre
dos Workshops beigetragon and waren far
die Teilnehmer und Organisatoren eine
wertvolle Hilfe.

F. Gutbrod/H. Lehmann

DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Several unexpected experpental fin-
dings were presented by T. Walsh (Min-
nesota) in his talk on "Exotic Particles"
(with masses below 1 TeV), in particular
radiative 20 decays, anomalous jets from
the proton-antiproton collider and the
CELLO event. Theoretical attempts to
Interpret these events are based on com-
positeness or supersymmetry.

In the concluding lecture M. Peskin
(SLAC) explained the present concerts how
to pursue the Higgs particle. Soveral
ideas give limits or suggest ranges for
its mass, and correspondingly one has to
consider many options for the experimen-
tal search. It be,:ame clear that the (no
longer healthy) Zeta(8320) particle did
not fit easily into .he expectations for
a Higgs particle. .'erhaps we will have to
wait a bit longer for the discovery of
the Higgs particle, with its central role
for mass generation.

Mrs. H. Laudien and Mrs. I. Schwartz
provided most valuable help to the parti-
cipants and organizers and contributed to
the pleasant atmosphere of the workshop.

P. Cutbrod/H, Lehmann

51 DESY Journal 84-3/4
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Betriebsfest Works Festival

Vial SpaB bei der internen
Geburtstsgefeier

Das DESY-Betriebsfeet fend ebenfalls
in der Jubilftmswoche atatt und gestal-
tete sich zu einer echten Geburtstags-
party. Unter rorr Leitung von Pelf Pempe-
rin und Hannelore Grebe stellte dam Fest-
komitee far die DESY-Mitarbeiter, ihre
Femillen und Freunde ein bootee Programa
zusammen, bei dem Spiel, SpaB und Unter-
haltung groB geschrieben waren. Viele der
Darbzetungen warden von "hauseigenen"
kOnstlern arrangzert, zum Beispiel die
Pantomime, das Zaubern, kabarett, Tanz-
und Disco-talsik.

Der Erlos diesel Festes sollte for
einen guten Zweck gespendet warden; er
wurde zu einem groBen Toil wShrend einer
Shmmelaktion erzielt, ttkrEiftig unter-
sttitzt von einer Drehorgel. Am Ende
konnten einer Behinderten-Sonderschule in
der Nachbarschatt 4420 DM 0berreicht
werden.

Lots of Fun at the
Internal Birthday Party

The DESY Works Festival was also held
in the jubilee week - it turned out to a

real birthday party! Lndei the chair of
Rolf Pamperin and Hannelore Grebe the
festival committee arranged a colourful
programa for the DESYaner, their families
and friends with a variety of games, fun.
and entertainment. Many of the presenta-
tions were done by DESY artists, e.g. the
mice show, the magic show, the cabaret,
the dancing and disco - music.

The proceeds of the festival were
intended to be contributed to a chari-
table cause. The money was mainly given
during a collection vigorously supported
by a barrel-organ. Finally an amount of
4420 ION could be donated to a School for
Disabled Persons in the DESY neighbour-
hood.

DESY Journal 84 -3/4 52
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Tag der Offenen Tar

Groben Interesse an DEBT

Es kann uicht nur am schonen Wetter
gelegen haben, dad der letzto Tag der
Fest- und Informationswoche auf solches
Interns.. gestoBen ist. Knapp 10'400
Besucher kamon zu HEST, um sich vor Ort
(lbw die Hochenergisphysik im allgemeinen
und the DESY-Beschleuniger und -Experi-
ments zu informieren.

Standliche EinfahrungsvortrAge berei-

teten die Besucher auf di. drei kundkurse
vor, von deren der lAngste zwei Stunden
dauerte. Die FuBmaden hatten Gelegenheit,
in die Elektrobahn oder in Busse zu

.teigen. Hebert den Hauptanlaufstellen
(Beschleuniger-Kontrollraum und -TUnnel,
Hochenergiamxperimente und MAMAS)
stieBen aber mach die Abstechsr zum
Rechenzentrum, den WOrkstatten. Spezial-
labors und zur HERA-Baustelle West auf
voiles Intercms.

DESY journal 84-3/4

Great Interest in BUY

Open 1:A4

Nearly 10,000 came to visit DESY on

the last day of the "fest- und Informa-
tionswoche". They were not only attracted
by the wonderful weather, but showed

special interest In learning about high

energy physics to general and the DSSY
accelerators and experiments.

Introductory talks were held every

hour to prepare the visitors for the

three circular tours, the longest of

which took two hours. An electric train

and busses transported those who were
tired.

Main pcints of the tours were the

accelerator' control room and (funnels, the

high energy experiments and HASYLAB, but

the visitors showed the same great In-
terest in the computer centre, the work-
shops, the special laboratories and the

HERA Nest building site.

553
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Gemeinsam mit Willibald Jentschke und
Volker Soergel xeiern 34 DESYsner ihr
personliches 25j8hriges DESY-JubilAum,
wobei Erinnerungen an die AnfAnge ausge-
tauscht yurden. Besonderc deutlich flatten
lunge nosh ihren ereten Arbeitsplatz vor
Augen: eine DdchgeschoUwohnLng im physi-
kelischen Institut der Hamburger Univer-
sitAt Dlick auf den Innenhof des
UntersuchungscefAngnisbes.

559
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fete itSI JJJJJ ()7911/25)

Together with Willibald Jentschke und
Volker Soergel 34 DESYaner celebrated
their personal 25th DESY-anni.Irsary.
They exchanged reminiscences on the be-
ginning of DESY and a few of them ctld
still remember ,,ery well their first
offices in an attic in the Physics In-
stitute of the University of Hamburg with
a view into the inner courtyard of the
prison.
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HERA - A Super-Electron Micro-
scope for Studying the Smallest
Building Blocks of Matter -

From 1984 to 1989 the liadron-Electron-RIng-
Accelerator HERA. a large Instrument for funda-
mental rematch is to be built at the Deutsche*
Beictronen-Synthrotron DESY in Hamburg. With
HERA research Into the smallest structures of the
microscopic world will takes decisive step forward.

In HERA, electrons and the 2000 times heavier pro-
tons will circulate In a vacuum In two separate
'storage rings' mounted on top of each other In a
13 kilometre underground tunnel. The policies
travel Inapposite directions at almost the speed of
light guided by magnetic fields. They are allowed
to collide with each other in four separate interac-
tion points. The collhions are observed in complex
'detectors'. Accurate measurements of these pro-
ones* will provide Infonwellon on the smallest

. w 4X_

561

structures of matter down to dlmens or.s of
0.000 000 000 000 000 1 millimetres.

A great deal of advanced technology Is needed to
build HERA. This Includes superconducting mag-
nets for tits proton ring, large ctyogs& installa-
tions for liquid helium, ultra-high vacuum systems,
high power radio frequency equipment and an ad-
vanced computer network for controlling the whole
**sm.

HERA will be built with international participation.
The foreign partners will swot/components which
they will develop and build In their own countries.
Continuing In what is atm:Mon at DESY, scientists
from all overthe world will be able to WWI on HERA.

HERA will be the first, and probably for many Mrs
the only electron-proton storage ring in the world.
This puts DESY Into a unique position as a leading
laboratory for the study of the structure of matter.

I-
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The Mystery of Matter

Man has only a very restricted New of the world In
witch he lives due to the limited ability of the eye to
reach* either small or far away °bled*. However,
this obstecie does not adet for his mind and for ma-
ny centuries he has tied to overcome his natural II-
'Wisdom with technik.g ads in order to pain InsIgnt
into the macro- and mIcroeomic world.

The first technical aids were glass lenses, from
vvtnidn first the Wilmot* and then the microscope
were developed. Exciting discoveries In astronomy
were made which is to a deeper knowledge of our
world. They also created *strong demand for better
and better telescopes. The latest developments In
this venture ere the large radio telescopes and vari-
ous Instruments born by satellites to observe dis-
insd In space.

No lees exciting has been the step by step unravel-
ling or the worid of the small, eventuagY down to ex-
ploring the nature of matter Itself. With the miro-
scope it was possible to sew that matter was made
of smaller structures: for example, a living organism
is made of single cells. About 100 years ago the
next stage was reached: matter was found to be
made of molecules which In turn are made of
atoms. The tremendous variety In which matter
appears was thereby reduced to less than 100
different types of atoms: the chemical elements.

At the beginning of this century it was recognized
Mrs' atoms were not the Indivisible elementary par-
ticles they were originally thought to be. Instead,
they are like miniature planetary systems with a po-
sitively charged nucleus at the centre and nega-
tively charged electrons circulating around It The
nuclei, which contain almost all the mass of the
atoms, era In turn made from other particles, the
protons and the neutrons. Atoms can therefore be
described as being made of three 'elementary'
constituents, the proton, the neutron and the elec-
tron.

Are these particles correctly termed 'elementary"?
In studies of the radiation coming from the sun and
from space, and since the fifties also In experi-
ments at accelerators, many new short-lived par-
ticles were discovered which merit the term 'ale-

mongre equally well They are related to the nuo-
leer constituents end with them, form the family of
'hadrons'. Relatives of the electron were also
found which together well the electron, form the
family of "leptons".

Given this multitude of ailment particles one be-
gan to suspect that they were not neatly the ultimate
elementary building blocks of matter. Experiments
with very energetic electrons from accelerators (for
example the DESY synchrotron) enabled the inner
structure of the proton to be Illuminated'. Further
research, for example on the storage rings DORIS
and PETRA at DESY, *boiled that the hadrons are
made of substneures named quarks. The proton
and the neutron are each made of three quake.
However, the elect -on shays no structure, it still
appears to be pc AM and elementary.

According to our present understanding there are
six kinds of Isptons and six kinds of quarks. Ave of
the quarks have so far been discovered and the
sixth Is being searched for at the large accelera-
tors. All the matter around us, Is composed of only
two varieties of quarks, thed* and the 'V, together
with the electron. The other quarks and leptons
played an important rot* in the creation of !natter. In
the early stages of the universe they were trans-
formed Into the forms of metier we now see.

Are these quarks and leptons really the ultimate
building blocks of matter? Why then are

there Just two times sbt kinds of particles? Many
physicists doubt that the secrets of matter have
really been unravelled es long as no stadsfactory
explanation for this scheme has been found. They
suspect that at a deeper level, true 'elementary'
particles exist which combine to make the quarks
and leptons. The quarks and leptons would then be
expected to have structure, and not to he point his
as they appear to be at the present level of experi-
mental precision. Accelerators of a new generation
are therefore planned In many parts of the world, In
order to research Into these and many other open
questans on the nature of matter, of which only a
row could be touched upon here.

Among these new accelerators are HERA In Ham-
burg, I.F_P In Geneva, as well as other large projects
In the USA. U.S.S.R. and Japan. As a result of
worldwide coordination it has been achieved that
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HERA - A Super-Microscope

HERA will open a new dimension In the search into
the nature of matter. Questions like
- How sementary are the quarks?
- Do they have an Inner structure?
- Which principles has nature used to build the

quarks?
can be investigated with HERA.

The power of HERA can best be illustrated by a
comparison: To the naked eye the planet Mars ap-
pears as an bright point In the night sky. With the te-
lescope It was possible to oberserve its shape.

Modem Instruments reveal in Increasing detail
what it looks Ilk. on Mars. If one had an Instrument
for planetary observation that Is as powerful as
HERA will be for the microcosm, then pointing it to
Mars one could detect objects of microscopic size
on Its surface!

How does a super-microscope like HERA work? For
every microscope the size of the smallest object

which can be seen or 'resolved', Is determined by
the fineness of the probe which illuminates the ob-
ject. For a nor: gal microscope the probe is visible
light and Its wavelength of about 0.000 5 milli-
metres fixes the limit of the resolution. For finer
probes one turns to X-rays or energetic electrons
which are used for example in the electron micro-
scope. With these probes one can resolve details
up to 10 000 times smaller than that visible by light

X-rays or electron beams are more energetic then
light. In general, the higher the energy of the probe
the finer the structure one can resolve.

In order to study the Interior of protons. HERA uses
electrons which are accelerated to a very high
energy of 30 GeV (30 billion electron volts). In this
way, one is able to resolve structures down to
0.000 000 000 000 000 1 millimetres, one ten
thousandth of the diameter of a proton, or one bil-
lionth of the diameter of a hydrogen atom. In order
to fully exploit the energy of the electrons In prob-
ing the protons, they are met by protons flying In
the opposite direction, at an energy of 820 GeV.

The protons are made of three quarks, and these

From win of send to S. quarks ElloOrl In rognorine n. *man of out world.

10.
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are the objects that one really wants to study at later date other atomic nuclei which have different
HERA. It has not been possible to produce single combinations of quartos may also be studied. Thus,
quarks on their own, but the electrons will pane- HERA is a super-electron microscope for studying
trate Into the proton and expose the quarks. At a quarks.

The MO energy acaletzters In the 1980's and 19$04
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HERA consists of two storage rings in which the
electron and proton bunches travel In oppoes di-
rections The rings are mounted one above the
other Ina 6.3 km long underground tunnel. They
cross at four interaction regions where the electron
and proton bunches coiNde. Large detectors to re-
gister the collisions surround the interaction
points. At these points the tunnel Is enlarged
Into underground mills.

The most Important compcnents of the HERA stor-
age rings en:

-The magnet system. This consists of bending
magnets which guide the particles on their orbit
and of focussing moists which direct stray par -
tides back to the centre of the vacuum
Each of the rings has about 1000 electromagnets.
In order to reach the required magnetic field
strength the coils of the magnets for the proton
ring are made of superconducting material.

- The vacuum pipes in which the particles tune
They must be evacuated to ultra-high vacuum to
give the particles a free path with the fewest pos-
sible collisions with gas molecules:The particle
bunches will be stored in the rings for many hours
and in that time travel about a hundred times the
distance from the earth to the sun. Collisons with
gas molecules on this long path, which throw the
particles from their orbit, must be minimized In or-
der to keep this losses low as possible. Therefore
the ultrahigh vacuum Is essential.

- The high frequency accelerating system. Th is has
to accelerate the particles up to high energies
after injection into the storage ring.
The high frequency system must also continually
supply energy to the stored electrons to compen-
sate for the losses due to the so-called synchro-
tron light which they radiate during thr bending In
the magnets.
Owing to the greater proton mass synchrotron
light is no problem with protons.

- The control system. This comprises a large num-
ber of electronic measuring devices and compu-
ters

- The injection system for pre-accelerating the
electrons and protons before they can be injected
into the HERA rings.

All the present DES? accelerators with the excep-
tion of DORIS, will be needed for pre-acceleration
andlnjection. In addition. a proton linear accelera-
tor must be built and PE1RA must be modified to
SONO as a pre-accelerator for electrons and pro-
tons.

DESY's smaller clectron-proton storage ring,
DORIS, will continue to be used a ter the comple-
tion of HERA for special studies In etectron-posi-
tron physics and as a synchrotron radiation source
for atomic, molecular and solid state physics and
also for medical and biological research.

With the running of HERA the amount of electricity
used annually at DESY will only increase slightly:A
yearly consumption of about 250 millions Mowed
hours is expected with HERA operating for 5000
hours. For comparison, 221 million kilowatt hours
were us< .1In 1983.

A special boring machine Knn00o0 gal drtAng Shield
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Construction and Operation of
HERA will not Affect the
Environment

The HERA tunnel will be 10 to 2C metres below the
earth's surface Four-fifths of It are outside the
DESY site, mostly under state-owned large green
areas (the Hamburg Vorksparlq. Three of the four
experimental halls are also outside DESY.

Test bores have shown that the tunnel will Ile In a
large sand basin and half of It will be under the
water table. The tunnel will be drilled using a
special boring machine equipped with a driving
shield, a mathod extensively used In Hamburg
which et...1ses no problems In sand. The tunnel's
route crosses partly under developed areas,
including private homes. At a depth of more than 15
metres, however, damage to buildings can be
practically ruled out

The only structures for which excavation will have
to be done, are the four multi-story underground
halls, 42 metres long and 25 metres wide After
their completion only small entrance buildings will
be visible on the surface and with suitable styling
and landscaping they will hardly be noticeable.The
only evidence of HERA outside DESY will be these
entrance buildings and a survey tower.

The construction work will start with the excavation
of one of the halls. After that the tunnel will be
bored. For tho construction the Hamburg civil
engineering authority has taken the responsibility.

Does HERA produce dangerous radiation? As long
as the electrons and protons are travelling In the
beam pipes no radiation at all is leaving the tunnel.
Only those few particles which happen to leave
their orbit and hit walls of the vacuum pipe can
produce penetrating radiation. As the tunnel is be-
tween 10 and 20 metres Lelow the earth's surface
the escaping radia:on is greatly reduced through
the shielding by the overlaying material.

How large is the radiation dose on the surface due
to the operation of HERA? To answer this question
the electrons and protons must be considered
separately.
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The radiation from the electrons is so effectively
shielded by the material above the tunnel that the
operation of the electron ring will not Increase the
radiation level beyond that already present from the
earth and from .marnic rays by more than one part
In a thousand. This assertion Is based on measure-
ments with high energy electron beams at the
DESY synchrotron and other electron accelerators
as well as at the PETRA storage ring, where high
energy electrons are also stored, Lc where similar
conditions occur as In HERA.

The radiation from the protons depends on the
depth of the tunnel below the surface, but It Is
everywhere less than 3 %of the natural radiation
level. Quantitatively: the average natural radiation
level In Hamburg is 100 millIrems per year and a
maximum of 3 millirems per year can come from
HER& In the regions where the tunnel runs under
residential areas the radiation level at the earth's
surface Is less than 1 milli rem per year, i.e. less then
one hundrechn of the natural radiation in Hamburg.
This Information comes from measurements at the
European Research Centre, CERN, In Geneva

The operation of HERA therefore will produce only
very little radiation, negligible compared to the
natural radiation level.

What will happen In case of a breakdown or an
emergency? All the stored particles will then be
Immediately lost. The electrons hit the wall of the
beam pipe but due to the thIcknesa of soil no
detectable radiation can emerge to the surface. The
Protons will run Into a special radiation absorber
which is shielded so well that the radiation emer-
ging at the surface is not stronger than during
normal operation. After the loss of the particles
HERA is empty and will produce no more radiation.

A storage ring like HERA can therefore without any
risk be operated In an inhabited area
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Research with HERA

HERA will have far Inearaction points ac which the
electron-proton collisions will be registered and
precisely measured with the help of large detec-
tors. At DEW* electron-positron storage ring
PETRA four large detectors are operating which
can give an idea of the size and complerdty of these
instidledons.

The conditions under which the particles collide
and under which one detects their collisions have
to be modified In many ways when one wants to in-
vestigate the properties and behaviour of the smal-
lest particles. One talks therefore of experiments
which we carried out using the detectors. These
detectors Mil be built and operated by international
collaborations, as successfully demonstrated at
PETRA. Scientists from many different countries
will work together on the design, construction and
running of the experiments.

At present, research groups from 14 GOMM uni-
versities and research institutes and from 32 for-
eign scientific hmlitutions from four continents are

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

working on high energy experiments at the PETRA
and DORIS storage rings. This International colla-
boration will be continued and probably expanded
at HERA.

Each storage ring experiment sets out to answers
number of scientific questions. Many young scien-
tists take this unique opportunity to do their PhD.
thesis research at the very frontiers of their field;
about 200 of them, from many different counties.
are presently woreing on the PETRA and DORIS ex-
periments.

The high energy physics experiments are a particu-
larly good example for an active collaboration be-
tween university professors and students for the
teaching through collaboration In research. Thus
HERA will provide the next generation of scientisee
the possibility to continue with the fascinatin re-
search Into the microcosmic world. In 1990, when
the experiments at HERA will begin, the students
who en,,r the universities in 1984 will kist begin
their post graduate research!

A Vliyeker went. ENOenoe for quark rectum* and
gkace Ina &M ax et the storage dog PETRA et DESY. The
glum le the 'glue' thM holes the Qurb$ together In metier.
and which Iles been glees Slitble et PETRA. me pMture
shoos gm reconstructed trefmludes d single hachure
which were crested by the fragmentallon of the Woe tiny
towed's. The Wilk. endow* and gluon In lien nem wee-
UM from the grelelbie) coition of an electron and posi-
tron In the middle of the Solurb From mot ireesurefrents
of IN throe bete be *melon and speed of the guerfr,..an
Watt end Mace Owing thee V" mon tight peel an be
moommuMee Shear pletures w,r bib be produoed by Si.
clelecere et HERA.
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HERA - Operational in 1990

Plans for an electron-proton storage ring have al-
ready been discussed at DESY at the beginning of
the 1970's. In 1979 the main parameters for HERA
We fixed In a joint study from DESY and ECFA, the
European Committee for Future Accelerators. A
technical proposal for HERA has been worked out
on this basis by a collaboration of 50 physicists
and accelerator specialists from many countries In
198t

To assess the various large projects for basic re-
search In the 1980% the Federal Minister for Re-
search and Technology called a special committee.
It reported In spring 1981 and recommended that In
principle, HERA should be built In December 1983
the committee recommended to begin with the
construction of HERA In the near future. With Its ori-
ginal recommendation the committee proposed
that In view of the large Investment of 654 million
DM (at 31st December 1980 prices) and the use of
the machine by physicists from all over the world,
HERA should be built In international collaboration
with contributions from other countriea.

After thorough diccussions and negotiations, vari-
ous laboratories and research organisations In Ca-
nada, France, Great Britain, Holland, Israel and Italy
have declared that they're prepared to make signi-
ficant contributions In form of components to be
developed and built by the participaUng Institutes
In collaboration with Industry.

Such a collaborative building of a large accelerator
at a national research centre Is without prece-
dence. The willingness of the foreign partners to
participate in the building of the accelerator once
more demonstrates the high expectations the phy-
sics world has for HERA.

Industry in Germany and the other participating
countries expect that their Involvement In high
technology wort( for HERA will give them an Impor-
tant boost to their technical capability. This is partl-
cularty true for the areas of superconductivity,
cryogenics, ratio frequency- and control systems
as well as the large diversity of electrical supply
equipment Experience from the building of PETRA
has shown that many firms In the Hamburg area
have the potential to build Important components.
It can therefore be expected that the building of
HERA will have a significant economical effect on
parts of the Hamburg Industry.

DESY let Jointly supported by the Federal Republic
of Germany and the State of Hamburg. Building of
HERA therefore requires an approval by both part-
ners.

The Bundestag and the Senate of the City of Ham-
burg approved first funds for the HERA construc-
tion In the 1984 DESY-budget which will be avail-
able from the date of final approval. A law control-
ling the use of the land In Hamburg-I3ahrenfeld, the
area where DESY is located, In which the FiciA
construction Is foreseen, was voted by the Ham-
burg State Parliament the BOrgerechaft, In spring
1982. This provides the legal basis for the construc-
tion of the tunnel and the experimental halls.

Final approval of the project is expected in spring
1984. The construction work Is planned to start by
end of May 1984 and should be finished by end of
1987. From middle 1986 onwards the storage ring
components will be installed: Installation should b
completed by end of 1989. The research at HER4 Is
then expected to begin In 1990.
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Due to the fast printing some misprints escaped our attention for which we ask
the excuse of the reader. Please correct the following.

page 4, paragraph 1, line 7: microcosmic - para. 3, 1. 3: micro-scope - para. 6, I. 9: substructures

p. 6, para. 2, I. 3' as a bright - 1. 4: observe

p. 10, picture top: Ducts for housing - caption: measures 5 metres

p. 12, para. 4, I. 7: Collisions - 1. 11: ultra-high - para. 9, 1. 1: electron-positron

p. 15, para. 4, 1. 9: correction

p. 16, para. 5, 1. 2: example of an - 1. 3: students in teaching - 1. 5: provide for the

p. 18, para. 1, 1. 4: study ta EASY - para. 4, I. 3: precedent - para. 5, 1. 4: boost in their

- 1. 12. economic - para. 8, 1. 2: The civil engineering work
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CERN in brief

The European Organization for Nuclear
Rescaich, more commonly known as
CERN (from the French title of the ongi-
nal body Conseil europeen pour la re-
cherche nucleatre') IC established at
Gereva in Switzerland Its laboratory
extends across the Franco-Swiss
frontier to the north-west of the city of
Geneva

CERN is a European o.gandation
with twelve Member States all of
whom participate in a collaborative
programme of physics research within
a framework defined by a special Con-
vention

The work of the Organization is fi-
nanced entirely through contributions
from the governments of the Member
States

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Federal Republic

of Germany
France
Greece
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Three other countries. Poland.
Turkey and Yugoslavia, have the sta-
tus of observer

The prime function of CERN is to
provide the physicists of Europe with
particle physics research facilities of
world class which could not be ob-
tamed within the resources of indi-
vidual countries This makes CERN
the ormapal European centre for fun-
da.nental research into the structure
of matter

The research at the CERN Labora-
tory is largely undertaken by teams of
visiting scientists who remain based
et their parent university or research
centre in Europe Over 1500 physi-
cists depen I upon CERN for all or part
of their research material Visitors
from over 600 different universities
and institutes on Member States and
elsewhere have participated in the
CERN experimental program me

In general the CERN staff or d awn
from the Member States but r;cien-
fists of any country may be invited to
spend a limited period at CERN Many
scientists from the USA work at the
Laboratory and there is a formal agree-
ment for collaboration with Labora-
tones on the USSR.

The field of research is variously
known as particle physics' (since it is
the study of the behaviour of the smal-
lest particles of matter), 'subnuclear
p', isms' Isince the particles involved
are on a smaller scale than the atomic
nucleus) or hig.o energy physics*
(since high energies are needed to per-
form the research) It is Pure research'
and is not concerned with the develop-
ment of nuclear power or weapons

Research is carried out with the aid
of four large machines Three of these
are particle accelerators: a synchro-
v,clotron Of 600 MeV (the SC), a pro-
ton synchrotron of 28GeV (the PSI
and a proton synchrotron of 400 GeV
(the SPS) The fourth, the Intersecting
Storage Rings ()SR), is a system for
producing collisions between two
stored beams of high energy protons
from the PS Experiments are set up
around the collision regions in the ISR
and on experimental halls which re-
ceive high energy beams from the ac-
celerators

The development at CERN of new
techniques for controlling particle
beams has opened up new possibili-
ties This is exploited on the antiproton
scheme in which intense beams of
antiprotons are built up, fed into the
ISR and the SPS and made to collide
with protons

In parallel with the physics re
search, development work goes an
continuously to improve the accelera-
tors, detection systems, computing
facilities and other auxiliary installa-
tions and the range of equipn avail-
able at CERN is among the fn. It as-
sembled for physics research at any
site in the world

'I P.... ,..qh, ewessed m h4v ImAron wcum
von) and GV lt,a.anen.41.0nOeclronvolts)
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The Research

The research carried out at CERN is
known as panicle physics because it
studies the properties of the basic
particles of which all matter is com-
posed Since these studies require the
high energies available from particle
accelerators, the research is also
known as 'high energy physics'.

It is the third stage in the investiga-
tion of the nature of matter which has
taken place in the course of this cen-
tury In the first stage, 'atomic
physics, the characteristics of the
electron cloud which surrounds the
nucleus of the atom were studied. The
understanding which this brought ex-
plains almost all of the features of
matter as they are encountered in our
daily life The second stage, 'nuclear
physics, went deeper into matter and
studied the charactenstics of the
atomic nucleus The gross features of
these composite nuclei are now un-
derstood and the investigation has
moved to a third stage, 'particle phy-
sics', which studies the behaviour of
t he consti t u ant particles of matter.

In the course of this research, it has
been found that several hundred dif-
ferent particles exist, in addition to the
more familiar particles which make up
the atom Most of the newly dis-
covered particles live only a short time
after they have been created by the
accelerators, and break up lido other
particles. By studying them, scientists
can find out about the microscopic
properties of all matter and about the
basic laws of the three forces which
govern this small-scale behaviour.

Particle physics has led to grata ad-
vances in our understanding of the
three basic forcesthe 'electromag-
netic force', which controls all electric
and magnetic phenomena, the strong
force, which acts between the parti-
cles inside the nucleus, and the 'weak
force of radioactive decay, much less
powerful than the electromagnetic
force, but which appears to be related
to it in a profound way. (A fourth force
in Nature, the 'gravitational force' is re-
latrvely insignificant on the scale of
individual particles

The panicles can be classified ac-
cording to their susceptibility to the
forces Those which feel the strong
force are called hadrons, those which
do not feel the strong force are called
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leptons Both hadrons and leptons can
have electromagnetic properties.

Research In recent years has re-
vealed that the large numbers of had-
rons contain smaller objects called
'quarks' Although no quark has been
detected in Isolation outside a hadron,
there are strong indications that
hadrons are built from quarksof
which it seems that at least five types
exist The different possible combina-
tions of these quarks produce the
multiplicity of hadrons

CERN makes available to the physi-
cists of Europe a range of large accele-
rators and detection systems for parti-
cle physics research. The expenments
using this equipment, and the ac-
companying developments in theoreti-
cal understanding have made major
contributions to this important field of
ba sic science.

To select a few examples a series
of experiments studying the particle
known as the muon, together with
some refined theoretical calculations,
have confirmed the validity of the theo-
ry of electromagnetism with very great
accuracy.

In the study or strong interac-
tion, experiments at CERN have con-
tnbuted a vast amount of detailed In-
formation on the behaviour of hadrons.
Many new particles have been Identif-
ied and their properties measured In-
vestigations in the energy range co-
vered uniquely at the Intersecting
Storage Rings have revealed new as-
pects of the structure of the proton.

Experiments with beams of the type _
of lepton called the neutrino have been
a very fruitful source of information on
the weak force. A new way In which
the force can operate (the neutral cur-
rent interaction) was discovered at
CERN. It has many implications rang-
ing from atomic physics to the theory
of stellar evolution It gives strong
support to the theoretical attempts to
find a unified picture of the electro-
magnetic and of the weak force.

Research at lower energies. panicu-
larly at the CERN synchro-cyclotron, is
concerned mainly with investigations
in nuclear physics An on-line sotope
separator at the SC h.: provided a
wealth of knowledge on the properties
of highly unstable nuclei.
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History of the Organization

December 1951
UNESCO called together an inter-

governmental conference of European
states to consider the creation of an
international research institution
equipped on a scale beyond the indi-
vidual means of the potential member
nations

February 7952
A second similar meeting held in

Geneva ended vi,:th the signing of a
Convention establishing a provisional
organization. finally called the Conceit
europeen pour la recherche nuclealro
(CERN).

Eleven govemments signed the
Convention Belgium, Denmark, Fede-
ral Republic of Germany, France,
Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Yugoslavia The
United Kingdom held the status of ob-
server

May 7952
The first session of the Council was

held in Paris The statutes of the pro-
visional organization were adopted
and Professor Amaldi was appointed
Secretary - General

October 1952
At the 3rd Council meeting the de-

cision was taken to establish the pro-
posed laboratory of me organization atr eva

July 1953
The Convention establishing the Eu-

ropean Organization for Nuclear Re-
search was signed at the 6th meeting
of the Council

September 7954
The 'provm:onal* CERN was dis-

solved with the ratification of the Con-
vention by a sufficient number of
States to ensure 75% of the neces-
sary financial commitment

February 7955
The 12th European state ratified the

Convention The founder Member Sta-
tes were Belgium, Denmark, Federal
Republic of Germany, France. Greece,
Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugos-
lavia

2

June 7955
An agreement was signed by the

Swiss Gov amment and CERN covering
the legal status of CERN in Switzer-
land

July 1959
Austna joined

January 1961
Spain Joined

June 7961
Turkey was granteo observer sta-

tus.

December 7961
Yugoslavia ceased to be a member

but retained the status of observer.

June 7963
Poland was granted observer sta-

tus

September 7965
An agreement was signet leasing

to CERN an araa of land on neighbour-
ing terntory in France The extended
site straddles the Franco-Swiss fron-
tier,

December 1965
Council approved the programme

for the construction of di, Intersecting
Storage Rings (ISM on the new part o1
the site.

July 1967
An agreement was signed with the

USSR State Committee for the Utiliza-
tion of Atomic Energy concerning a
common programme of scientific and
technical research on the 76 GeV ac-
celerator at Serpukhov.

December 7967
Council approved a senes of

amendments to the Convention to per-
mit the establishment of a second la-
boratory with a larger accelerator

December 7968
Spain withdrew from the Organiza-

tion for financial reasons

January 1971
All 12 Member States having ra-

tified the amendments to the Conven-
tion agreed in December 1967. the re-
vised Convention came into force
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February 197 7
Ten Member States agreed to es-

tablish a second laboratory (Labora-
tow Ill adjoining the extended original
site (Laboratory I) in France and Swit-
zerland for the construction of a new
super nroton synchrotron (the
400 GeV SM, and voted the first
budget of the 8-year programme. The
States were Austna, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway.
Sweden Switzerland, United King-
dom

June 7972
Signature of the agreement be-

tween France and CERN revising the
1965 agreement concerning the legal
Status of the Organization in France.

December 7972
The lease agreement for the new

land in France was signed and the
1965 lease agreement amended

December 1974
The contrat de superficie' with the

Swiss authoritiesvvas signed

July 1975
A protocol was signed extending

the 1,967 agreement for col'aboration
between CERN and the high energy
physics centres in the USSR, so that
Soviet teams can participate in ex-
periments at CERN.

January 1976
The two CERN laboratories were

united Management of the unified la-
boratory was entrusted to en Execu-
tive Director-General and a Research
Director-General appointed by Council

7979
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The Convention

The onginal Convention establishing
CERN entered into force on 29 Sep-
tember 1954. Twelve European States
ratified the Convention between 30
December 1953 and 24 February
1955.

Council agreed amendments to this
Convention in December 1987 to
permit the establishment of a second
laboratory. The amended Convention
came into force on 17 January 1971.
thirty days after the 12th Member
State had informed the Organization
that ratification had been completed
The Convention sets out the aims of
the Organization and defines the pro-
grammes of actrvities:
la) operation of the 28 GeV proton

synchrotron (PS) and the 600 MeV
synchro-cyclotron (SC),

(b) the construction and operation of
the Intersecting Storage Rings
(ISR) coupled to the PS;

(c) tha construction and operation of
a proton synchrotron for energies
of about 300 GeV (now the 400
GeV SPS).

The Convention (Article II) de-
scribes the aims of CERN as follows:
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The Organization shall provide for col-
laboration among European States in
nuclear research of a pure scientific
and fundamental character, and in re-
search essentially related thereto. The
Organization shall have no concern
with work for military requirements
and the results of its experimental and
theoretical work shell be published or
otherwise made generally available

Member States have equal voting
rights and, in general terms. decisions
are taken by simple majority. Twt
thirds majorities are, however, re-
quired for certain matters. for
example. the annual budgets, the ap-
pointment of the Directors-General,
collaboration agreements with other
organizations and the establishment
of the scale of financial contributions.
This last would largely be formal, as it
is based on the net national revenues
of Member States, were it not that
Council may make special conces-
sions to individual Members If the
long term commitments of a State are
also involved, such as the financial
ceiling of a giv-- programme. there
must be no dissenting participant.

Where the long-term relationship with
the Organ tenon is in question this can
only take place if no Member Steil
votes to the contrary.

The Convention is essentially a lib-
eral document designed to encourage
collaboration on a wide basis and to
give flexibility in the organization of the
research so that it can meet the evolv-
ing challenge of the subject. As CERN
has developed, so the collaboration
between the Laboratory and the re-
search centres and Universities inside
Europe has been strengthened. At the
same time the collaboration with Ia-
boratones in the same field outside
Europe has increased to the point
where communication is at a truly glo-
bal level.

The Roos of Igo nevem Mambo, Sow ono of The
Coogan of Gm.. for tho min oneranco to Ms La.
knew
PhotoCelIN5714.781
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Council and its Committees

Council

The Council is the supreme body
governing the affairs of CERN. It is
made ip of two delegates from each
Member State, who may be accom-
panied by advisers. The Council
Members and their advisers. together
with the members of the Council
Committees. form the links with the
authorities in the Member States.

It is for the Council to agree upon
the brood lines of research policy and
match these with adequate resources
in money and manpower. It Is charged
by the Convention with adopting the
budget, reviewing expenditure.
publishing the audited accounts of the
Organization and ...suing an Annual
Report The Council must also approve
the Staff Rules, the Financial Rules and
the Rules of the Pension Fund, which
provide the main framework of ad-
ministrative policy

Head ng the Council is the President
who is elected along with two Vice-
Presidents for ore year but may serve
for a maximum of three consecutive
years

The Council meets as often as is
necessary but at least twice per year.
in June and December. At both meet-
ings progress reports are presented
by the Director-General and at the
December meeting the budget is fixed
for the following year These meetings
are in general, taken in ooen session
but some discussions may be held in
private Council documents are pre-
pared In English and in French with a
summary in German

The voting requirements for impor-
tant decisions are laid down in the
Convention Delegates from the Mem-
ber States are of equal standing and
have the same rights The relationship
with the administration of the Labora-
tory is based on mutual trust and con-
fidence and many delegates have been
representing their country or the
Council for many years There is a
longstanding tradition that difficult
issues are settled by seeking a
consensus of opinion which all dele-
gates can then support.

The presidents of Council since the
creation of CERN have been as
follows
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1954-1957 Sir don Lockspeiser (UM
1958 -1960 Mr. Francois de Row In
1961-1963 Mr, J. Willem (e)
1964-1966 Mt. J H. Banniw INU
1967.1969 Dr. G. Funks (S)
1970-1971 Prof E.Arnaldi (I)
1972-1974 Prof. W. Gentner (Di
1975-1977 Mr. P. Leveux (8)
1978- Prof.: Tiaillacfn

1977, the President- elect, Prof B.
Gregory (F), died before taking office

Apart from the Committee of Coun-
al there are two permanent commit-
tees which give specialist advice to
the Council: the Scientific Policy Com-
mittee and the Finance Committee.

Committee of Council
The Committee of Council consists

of one representative per State to-
gether with the Chairmen of the Scien-
tific Policy Committee, the Finance
Committee and the European Commit-
tee for Future Accelerators.

The Committee of Council meets In
private at more frequent intervals than
the Council and makes the noLessary
preparations for the full Council meet-
ings. It is an informal forum where
Member States can present their
viewpoints and delegates can freely
discuss any matter.

Scientific Policy
Committee

The Scientific Policy Committee
ISPC) Is made up of eminent scien-
tists, chosen in their own right rather
than as representatives of a 'pacific
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State. Its prime activity is to provide
Council with the best possible advice
on scientific developments and their
implications fer the Organization.

Cx-officio members of the SPC are
the Chairmen of the Experiments Com-
mittees and the Eutorsan Committee
for Future Accelerators, while the
President of Council and Chairman of
the Finance Committer also partici-
pate.

Finance Committee
The Finance Committee, which in-

cludes delegates from all the Member
States, receives the CERN budgets
and reports on them to Council, whilst
at the same time It decides on the form
in which CERN's accounts should be
rendered In day-to-day affairs it must
be notified of any significant transfer
of funds within the budgets and given
pnor notice of any operations which
would involve overspendingng them.

The Finance Committee is given
advance wanting of CERN's require-
melts for important equipment or
services and its approval is required
for important contracts.

Experiments
Committees

Three committees, chaired by
scientists from outside CERN. study
the proposals made by physicists in
the Member States for experiments to
be carried out on the CERN machines
Their recommendations are then sub-



mined to the Research Board of CERN
which is chaired by the Director-
General and includes the Chairmen of
the Expenments Committees, mem-
bers of the Directorate and appropriate
CERN Division Leaders This Board es-
tablishes the programme of experi-
mental particle physics research at
CERN

ECFA and ICFA
The European Committee for Future

Acceit atom (ECFA) was set up in
January 1963. torntly by the Director-
General and the Chairman of the
Scientific Policy Committee following
the recommendation of the Council of
the previous month ECFA is an in-
dependent body, composed of Euro-
pean high energy physicists, which
advises the Director-General and the
Scientific Policy Committee

ECFA produced two important re-
ports in 1963 and 1967 which were
submitted to the CERN Council They
recommended the building of the ISR
and a 300 GeV accelerator (now the
400 GeV SPSI In 1977 ECFA recom-
mended the construction of a large
electron positron colliding beam ma.
chine LEP, as the next major accelera-
tor project for Europe.

In 1976 an Interregional Committee
for Future Accelerators (ICFA) was set
up by the Commission for Particles
and Fields of the International Union
for Pure and Applied Physics to study
large scale collaborations between
the various regions of the world en-
gaged in high energy physics re.
search
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Location of the Laboratory

The onginal laboratory site at Meynn.
Switzerland, was selected in 1952. Its
entrance is situated some 8 km from
the centre of Geneva on the route de
Meynn which joins the N84 through
Saint-Genie in France

The site was extended in 1965
(known was Laboratory I from 1971 to
1975) and covers an area of approxi-
mately 80 ha, of which 40 5 ha are in
the Swiss Canton of Geneva and 39 5
ha in the French Communes of
Prevessin and Saint-Genre-Pouilly in
the Department of Ain

Ann/ new or CERN rookie, one Gone. eirpon
meows oho C17 end lot Lrno, rh. underground
EPS ring orTA ergotism/ boo. Woe it Room venire
(PhoroSorgend

The adjoining land under which the
400 GeV accelerator (SPS) has been
built (known as Laboratory II during
the first years of the project) covers
480 ha, of which 412 ha are in France
and 68 ha in Switzerland In addition a
further 572 ha (509 ha in France) are
reserved for possible future develop-
ments With the machine and most of
the experimental beamlines below
ground, disturbance of the surround-
ing environment has *-een minimized
and the site has retained its pleasant
rural appearance

584
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Personnel Finances and Purchasing

Responsibility for the activities of the
Organization is vested by Council in a
Director-General. In 1971. a second
Director- General was nominated to
head the 300 GeV Programme (La-
boratory II) in addition to the Director-
General of the then existing latvratory
(Laboratory I) From the merging of the
Laboratories in 1978 until 1980 CEIN
was headed by an Executive Dinsmon
General and a Research Director-
General

From its very beginning CERN has
been led by scientists:

F Bloch (CH11954-55.
C J Bakker (NU 1955.60,
J B Adams IC1811960-61.
V F vVeisskopf (USAi 1961-65.

P.Gregory (F) 1966.70.
W.K Jemschke (Al Lab 11971 -75.
J 8 Adams (G8) Lab II 1971-75 and
Executive D G 1976-80.
I Van Hove 181 Research D G
1976-80.
H Schopper (D)1981-

The staff is almost completely com-
posed of nationals from the Member
States where all but the most junior
posts are advertised through the
press and by notifications govern-
ment depaments and research mi-
tres All stet is on a common grading
system end each post has a grade as-
sociated with it The grading runs from
1 to 14 and although there is no strict
allocation of posts in proportion to a
country's contnbution, above grade B
the distribution by country corres-
ponds roughly to country population
The lower graded posts are recruited
from the local region, the maionty from
the Pays de Gex in France

The total number of people for
whom the Organization was respon.
&bin in 1981 %excluding contracted N-
bou anr< contractors' employees) is
abo.it 6000 About 3600 are staff
members working at CERN under con-
tract the remainder beim; visitors
These include fellows and paid as-
sociates invited by CERN to spend
some time with the Organization to-
gether with a substantial number of
unpaid associates who remain on the
payroll of another Laboratory while
working at CERN
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Each Member State POYe a fixed con-
tribution to the copal and operating
costs of the CERN programme accord-
ing to a scale established every three
years on the basis of the net national
income figures for the previous three
years supplied by the United Nations
However, no single State can be re-
quired to pay a contribution In excess
of 25%of the programme.

The relevant percentage contnbu-
lions to the budget were last fixed as
follows.

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France

2 53
466
2 49

21 70
Germany 2500
Greece 0 35
Italy 12 73
Netherlands 6 18
Norway 179
Sweden 4 30
Switzerland 413
U K. 14 13

Budgets

The fineacial year from Janu-
ary 1 to December 31 and the budget
is drawn up in Swiss Francs

The Director-Goneral submits to the
Finance Committee the budget pro-
posals which are then transmitted to
the Council with the report of the Com-
mittee The budget procedure is nor-
mally based upon a four-year rolling
System known as the Miniver Pro-
cedure In December of each year. the
Council votes the budgets for the fol-
lowing year and makes firm estimates
(at current prices) of the budgets for
the year after: at the same time it gives
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a provisional estimate of the sums
that can b expected In the following
twOyears.

Some significant figures (in units of
million Swiss Francs)

1981 Budget 810
Cost of 28 GeV PS( 59 prices) 120
Cost of ISR1'65 Prices/ 328
SPS programme ('70 prices) 1089

Contracts and Services

On average about 50% of the funds
of CERN are spent on salaries Tha re-
mainder is spent on the purchase of
enuipment and the payment for suppl-
ies and services.

The acquisition of important items
of equipment and the provision of ma-
jor services is normally the result of
competitive tendering Whenever pos-
sible, invitations to bid are addressed
only to companies established in the
Member States The contract is nor-
mally awarded to the lowest Wider
who can fulfil the necessary technical
requirements t nd delivery time. It is
the res;yorsibility of the Finance Com-
mittee to tee that these conditions are
met in placing the contract

Pnor agreement is needed from the
Finance Committee for all contracts
with a value of more than 750 000
Swiss Francs and for any contract in
excess of 200 000 Swiss Francs
where it is proposed to go direct to a
supplier without calling for b.ds

CERN is not required to pay cus-
toms duty on the equipment and ma-
tenet it buys and local taxes which
have been added are reimbursed by
the host countries
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High Energy Machines

At CERN. a complex of particle accele-
rators provides the higt energy par-
ticles for research

The principal parameter of an ac-
celerator is the maximum energy to
which it can accelerate the particle
beams. This energy is expressed in
units of electronvolts. eV (the energy
given to a particle carrying unit charge
when it crosses a potential difference
of one volt). The CERN machines in-
clude a synchro-cyclotron (SC) of ener-
gy 600 MeV (million electronvolts) and
a proton synchrotron (PS) of energy 28
GeV (thousand million electronvolts)
A super proton synchrotron (SPS) of
400 GeV was commissioned in t976

Other parameters of significance
are the intensity of the pulses of pro-
tons produced and the rate at which
the machine can be pulsed For the ex-
penmenter, the energy spread of the
beam, the election efficiency and the
length of lime the beam can be held in
the matt me whilst a fraction is con-
tinuously extracted are also important
factors

The PS feeds Inte.secting Storage
Rings (ISR) which are not primarily ac-
celerators but a pair of interlaced
annular chambers in which particles.
previously accelerated in the PS. are
stored, circulating continuously round
the nngs in opposite directions. The
two beam currents collide almost
head-on at eight intersection points
distributed symmetrically round the
circumference.

In the antiproton scheme, antipro-
tons are stored in the Antiproton Ac-
cumulator (AA), and fed to the PS for
initial acceleration before being
passed to the SPS for final accelera-
tion to 270 GeV In the SPS. proton and
antiproton beams are accelerated in
opposite directions and made to col-
lide together at two points in the ring
Protons and antiprotons also collide in
the ISR

For the future construction is en-
visaged of a large (27 km circumfer-
ence) electron - positron colliding beam
machine, LEP

Synchro-Cyclotron (SC)

The 600 MeV synchro-cyclotron.
the SC was first commissioned in

Stf..natk www. Wwwee tee woe. et the Wee
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August 1957 It provided accelerated
protons for a full programme of nuclear
physi-s experiments from then until
June i 973 when it was shut down for
a series of minor modifications aimed
at increasing its output by an order of
magnitude

When the SC restarted in January
1975 little remained of the old ma-
chine except for the main magnet (and
die building),

Further mot. ricatoons have enabled
the machine to accelerate heavier ions
such as helium-3 and carbon-12 to
energies of 910 and 1030 MeV res-
pectively

In the SC. panicles are Injected into
the middle of a vacuum chamber set
between the (e-m poles of e 2500 ton.
fixed field electromagnet Grouped into
bunches, the panicles travel In a cir-
cular path crossing and recrossing, on
every tu.n, the gap formed between
two electrodes in which an oscillating
electric field is established. The fre-
quency of this fied is synchronized to
the orbiting frequency, so that the par-
ticles receive an increase in energy of
about 20 keV per turn. As they gain
energy, the radius of the orbit increa-
ses and the panicles spiral out to the
periphery where they can be extracted
as a bunch, pulled out progresswely
over many revolutions or made to
stnke en internal target.

The electric field is created between

an earthed strip and a hollow Dee
which forms part of a radio-frequency
(r.f.) resonant line. For orotons the ac-
celerating frequency must be capable
of changing in each cycle from 30 MHz
to 16 6 MHz as tht effective mass of
the protons inaea ors with increasing
energy. In the modified SC this fre-
quency change is produced by 3 tuning
capacitor. a 3-bask, t6 -tooth rotary
condenser capable of running at up to
450 Hz, determining the repetition rate
of the acceleration cycle

Modifications have included a
completely new ion source and power
supply, as well as new radiation
cooled targets and a system of ejec-
tion which "lees a duty cycle far super-
ior to what has been possible before.
The machine can now ccceterate a
mpximum internal proton current of
about 7 /IA mean intensity and the ex-
traction efficiency is about 70%. To
handle heavier Ions. the accelerating
frequency must be lowered This is
done by fitting an extension line
between the Dee and the rotary con-
denser.

The SC has three expenmental
ereasone room fed with pion or
muon beams derived from internal tar-
gets: a second room, on the other side
of the accelerator which receives
beams of either pions and moons from
an external target or the extracted
beam of accelerated "et and an un-
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derground area served by the extract-
ed beam. where a special short-lived
isotope production and analysis unit
named I SOLI& is installed

Proton Synchrotron (PS)

The 28 GeV proton synchrotron was
commissioned in 1959 when it be-
came the first machine in the world to
accelerrt intense proton beams to
energies en trot lenge. It was also the
first proton machine to be completed
using the 'alternating - gradient or
'strong focusing' principle. It Is. and
will remain for many years. the main
source of accelerated protons for par -
ticte physics research in West Europe
For protons, the present main tasks of
the PS are to supply accelerated pani-
cles to the 400 GeV SPS. to the ISP
colliding beam machine, to provide
panicle beams for experiments In the
20 GeV range, and to supply proton
beam to produce the antiprotons used
in the Antiproton Accumulator (AA)
This requires a wide variety of proton
beams. in addition, the PS also accele-
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rates antiprotons for the SPS and the
ISR (see page 10).

More flirt 10" protons in 20 but-
ches era accelerated around a circular
path 200 metres in diameter once ev-
ent few seconds. the Intensity arro cY-
cie time dripending on the use to which
the machine is being put. The protons
are obtained from hydrogen gas. taken
to 750 k,V by an electrostatic genera-
tor and then fed into a linear accelera-
tor (tined which tskes them to 50
MeV. At th!s energy the proton beam
enters the Booster. a synchrotron
comprising four 50 m diameter super-
posed nags. which accelerates the
protons to 800 MeV before injection
into the main ring of the PS The four
Booster rings are filled in turn from the
Imam (the variation of Intensity is ob-
tained tax .drying the number of turns
injected). then the beam energy is
raised by radio-frequency Ir.f.) cavities
of very compact design, with guidance
and focusing around the machine
being assured by 32 four-channel
bending and 48 four-channel quad-
rupole magnets. The four rings are
then emptied in turn into the PS

5 S

In the main ring of the PS the pro-
tons are accelerated by 11 r.f. cavities
with a frequency range of about 3 to 10
MHz. and they travel in an annular va-
cuum vessel of elliptical cross - section
(14.5 x 7 cm) held at a pressure of
about 2 x 10's torn. The protons are
maintained In orbit in the ring by
magnetic field nsing to 1.4 T end pro-
duced by 100 magnets, each JO tons
in weight. The proton velocity reaches
about 99.94% of the speed of light in
about heti a million orbits. and at maxi-
mum energy the proton mass be-
comes about 30 times greater than its
rest mass.

The PS works a flexible schedule.
often operating continuously for 32
days followed by 3 drys for mainten-
ance and modifications. During one
supercycle of about 10 seconds. the
required types of particle beam can be
supplied. each at the required level of
Intensity and with the proper beam
droractivistics. The main task of the
PS is to act as the Injector for the SPS.
which hes 11 times the circumference
of the PS. providing protons at an ener-
gy of 10 GeV. For this purpose the
beam is bunched c 200 MHz )the r.r
frequency of the SS). then a method
of continuous transfer is used In
which protons VO peeled off from the
beam circulating In the PS during 10.5
or 3 tom: depending whether the pro-
cess is repeated once or more times
during a Supercychr Imuttibatch
The PS also hes to fill the two rings of
the ISR with protons of the required
energy and supply protons for anti-
proton production. There Is also
programme of physics research direct-
ly with PS protons.

For this latter purpose the protons
can either be ejected from the ring. us-
ing one of the two available ejection
systems, or directed to a target
mounted Inside the vacuum chamber
itself The ejected proton and second-
ary particle beams (beams of different
types of particle produced in the high
energy collisions which take pate in
targets) are sorted and guided by
electrostatic and magnetic fields as
they ate directed towards detection
equipment in the expenme ntal areas. It
is, for Instance, possible to have a
number of bunches extracted rapidly
and a certain fraction of the beam at in-



ter mediate energoes led to an internal
target during the acceleration phase
Once top energy has been attained,
beam is debunched before slow ex-
traction

Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR)

The 1SR consist of two Interlaced
of magnets (similar to those in

the PS). 300 metres in diameter. The-
se magnets guide end focus the pro-
tons through vacuum tubes which In-
tersect at eight positions round the
circumference Proton beams. accele-
rated in the synchrotron to energies up
to 26 GeV. are injected into the bra
rings in such a way that they travel In
opposite dortt.:..*s rotative to each
other The beams an be further ac-
celerated up to 31.4 GeV and brought
onto -'qo : head-on collision in the in-
terseco-ig regions. Big experimental
halls have been constructed over two
of these regions and five otherS are
also Si actable for experiments.

Woh collidong beams, almost the
wool, of the kmeton energy given to the
Protons can go into the creation ol new
parte:les or the transformation of the
protons whereas when bombarding
stationary target.. most of the energy
goes into the 'scoot of the particles.
From this point of view, the 1511 are
equivalent to a conventoonol accelera-
tor of almost 2000 GeV In addition to
Protons. the rings can hold ether par-
ticles provided by the tine -PS com-
plex So far proton. ante oton (see
page 10). deuteron and alpha particle
interactions have been observed.

The rate of interaction is propor-
tional to the product of the two beam
intensiturt and d this is to be of an ac-
ceptable value, many pulses from the
PS must be stacked together.

In building the 1511. extremely high
Prixhion has been requored in all the
main components The magnet quo:l-
ance and focusing system must be of
exceptional stability and precision

The radio- frequency CI system
has to produce very strble accelerat-
ing voltages and be immune from
beam loading problems. To achieve
maximum beam stability, it must at
the same time offer very low imped-
ance to the circulating beams.
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Crucial to the ultimate performance
attainable is the quality of the vacuum.
In the two kilometres of vacuum tube
In which there are some 10000 de-
mountable joints, the mean pressure
is about 3 x 10's tort

The commissioning of the machine
was several months ahead of sched-
ule and on 27 January 1971 two
beams were made to ccglodt for the
first time

Since that time performonce has
been steadily Improved and currants
of over 50 A have been succerdully
stacked Luminosities now actseved
(over 3 x 10" cm's s", and coo 10u
using a superconducting Sow-bete in-
sertion at Intersection region 181 are
many times the design figure and once
fillad, the rings can run continuously
for over 70 hours without OACOSSiVO
deterioration of the beam quality Ope-
ration is now mostly at 31 GeV.

Experiments are clustered around
six of the Intersection regions. The two
most massive installations are in in-
tersections 14 and 18 In the former a
1000 on split field magnet has been
installed which creates a field of oP-
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posite sign on the two sides of the in-
tersection point The magnet aperture
is filled with particle detectors called
rnuttiwire proportional chambers and
the magnet can be surrounded by a
large number of scintillation counters
for simultaneous use by several ex-
perimental groups. The Axial Field
Spectrometer at intersection 18 omen a
specially-constructed 300 ton nir,net
and detecting apparatus Including a
200 ton uranium calorimeter.

400
MPSG) eV

Super Proton Synchrotron

The 400 GeV proton sYmhrotrOn
was commissioned in 1976 and then
became the world's largest accelera-
tor Protons are Injected at 10 GeV
from CERN's original 28 GeV proton
synchrotron IPS) and aro accelerated
to 400 GeV In the SPS before being
extracted for use In physics experi-
ments in the West and North exped-
rneritelarelth.

The SPS is capoble of operating t
450 GeV when required and a (score
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500 GeV was attained in December
1978. The beam intensity in sect,
12-second pulee roes past the design
figure of 10 protons before the end of
1976. and reached a record of 2.7 x
10'3 in 1980 at the end of the first four
years of operation.

In 1980-81 the SPS stopped ope-
ration during !O months for conver-
sion into a proton-antiproton collider
(see page 10). This involved major chi!
engineering changes to Provide two
large collision legions for experi-
ments, and to allow for the injection
and acceleration of antiprotons. The
counter-rotating bunch'!" of protons
and antiprotons are injected at 26 GeV
and subsequently accelerated to 270
GeV where they are held on collision
orbits for 24 hours whilst the expert-
TWITS in the two collision areas take
data First proton-antiproton collisions
voxe seen in July 1981. The operation
of the SPS is divided between this col-
lider mode (about 30%of the time) and
food target physics in the West and
North Areas (about 70% of the time)

The SOS is built underground in Jn
annular tunnel of 2.2 km diameter and
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4 m internal diameter. This tunnel is at
depth varying from 23 m to 65 m de-

pending on the ground surface profile.
The surface area covers 480 ha, of
which approximately 1/7 is in Swit-
zerland and the rest, Including the
main laboratory buildings, assembly
hall. and experimental areas. are in
France. Only about 100 ha are en-
closed. the remainer of the area con-
tinuing as farmland and woods as be-
fore.

Although nearly circular, the ring
contains six long straight sections
each with an access pit and associat-
ed surface buildings for auxiliary
equipment Four of these pits are In
France and two in Switterland. Two of
the long straight sections are used as
proton-antiproton collision points, in
underground hags, which house the
experimental equipment One straight
section is used to house the 200 MHz
r.f. cavities for accelerating the parti-
cles. one for proton injection and beam
dumping, one is used for extraction to
the North experimental area, and one
for extraction to the West experimen-
tal area. The latter is also used for in-
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faction of the antiprotons In the same
channel but in the opposite direction.

The particles are guided round the
ring by 744 bending magnets each
6 m tang and are focused by 216 qued-
rupoles distributed regularly round the
ring. The positioning of these magnets
is very important and required precise
surveying. They are In fact positioned
to within about 0.1 mm. The tunnel
was dug by a full-face boring machine
which completed its 7 km-long cir-
cumference within centimetres of the
planned path.

The power for the magnets is pro-
vided by solid-state rectifiers fed from

special 380 kV power tine which
connects the SPS complex to the EDF
generating anion at Genissiat. The
average power consumption of the
magnet is about 35 MW with a peak
L 4tantaneous load of 160 MW. Cool-
ing is through a closed circuit water
system which is, in turn, cooled by a
special supply from Lee Leman. After
refrigeration In cooling towers this wa-
ter passes into a local stream and
subsequently into the Fthiane

The purpose of the magnets is to
bend and focus the particles into a
beam a few centimetres across. and to
keep it well within the walls of the
7 km-long vacuum chamber which
goes through the middle of all the
magnets and varies in cross-section
from e 9 cm diameter cylinder to a 16
by 5 cm ellipse. To keep the beam
within this chamber requires dos* tol-
erances on the magnet fields. plus a
measurement and correction system
based on 216 pick-up electrodes and
low field correction magnets.

Antiproton Scheme

In 1978, experiments at CERN
showed how beams could be !IA*
controlled using new 'cooling' tech-
niques. thus enabling new types of
panicle beams such as antiprotons.
to be accelerated and stored. This
opened the door to an ambitious en-
largement of CERN's research facili-
ties. In this new scheme. antiprotons
are brought into head-on collision with
high energy protons. This provides
very high collision energies and
probes new areas of physics.
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Antiprotons are produced by bom-
barding a target with protons from the
PS. The low energy antipanicles are
fed into a specially-built accumulator
ring (AA) where cooling is applied to
produce a well-defined beam. Once a
sufficient level of antiprotons has
been built up in the accumulator. they
are fed back to the PS for acceleration
ready for injection into the SPS or 11w
ISR. The PS also supplies the no-
cessagy protons to the SPS and the
ISR. Protons and antiprotons are In-
jected into the SPS at 26 GeV instead
of the 10 GeV used for producing Pro-
tons for fixed target ewaeriments.

Once in the SPS. the proton and an-
tiproton beams circulate in opposite
directions and are accelerated to 270
GeV. finally being brought into head-on
collision. Special detecting equipment
set up at two places in the ring moni-
tors the results of these interactions.
The collision energy is far in excess of
anything attainable with other existing
machines. being equivalent to that
produced by a fixed target accelerator
producing 150,000 GeV protons.

Antiprotons can also be decelerated
in the PS to feed a Low Energy Anti-
proton Ring (LEAR). cawing for a ran-
ge of new low energy experiments.

LEP

For several decaoes proton ma-
chines have been the sources of the
highest energy phenomena. It is easier
to accelerate protons than electrons
because electrons give off energy
(known as synchrotron radiation) as
they orbit a nng and the acceleration
system has then to replace this ener-
gy, as well as providing for further ac-
celeration, in order to increase the
energy of electrons.

However the realization that the pro-
ton itself has a structure also implies rt
that collisions between protons are
collisions between composite sys-
tems and their effects can therefore be
complicated to analyse Collisions
between electrons are. to the best of
our present knowledge, collisions
between 'point-like' objects with no
structure and are less complicated to
analyse. Moreover, since beams of
positrons (the antimatter equivalent of

AM.& rho'wo.rKY d the Antiproton Aminou.
foramen tXRN emireten powet
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the electrons), are readily available.
electrons and positrons can be accele-
rated and stored In the urns ring and
can annihilate into pure energy when
they collide, which also simplifies the
analysis of what Is happening.

Up to now, the highest energy which
has been reached in electron-positron
storage rings Is around 20 GeV per
beam. The LEP project aims to take
this to 50 GeV in a first phase with the
potential to raise this above 100 GeV
later. This new high range is re-
quired in order to test definit theoreti-
cal predictions emerging horn our pre-
sent understanding of matter. Also in
the new energy range, phenomena
traditionally associated with the ef-
fects orn the weak force should have
grown to be equally as powerful as
those traditionally associated with the
electromagnetic force. What happens
when this occurs has never been in-
vestigated before.

As proposed. the LEP project would
consist of a single ring with a continu-
ous vacuum tube, a few centimetres in
diameter and about 27 kilorriches in
circumference, in which electrons and
positrons would circulate in opposite
directions. The tube would be sur-
rounded by magnets to fixed the par-
ticles around the ring and to keep the
electrons and positrons focused in
narrow beams. Radio-frequency ac-
celerating cavities would accelerate
the particles and replace energy lost
by synchrotron radiation.

The ring would be housed in a tun-
nel of 4 metres diameter excavated
deep un..erground adjacent to the pre-
sent (-ERN sits. Electrons and po-
sitrons would be injected Into LEP
after preliminary acceleration in the
existing synchrotrons. Thus the exist-
mg machines and LEP would be linked
which is one of the reasons in favour
of budding LEP at CERN. Initially
enough equipment would be installed
to accelerate the particles to 50 GeV.

LEP would be built in such a way
that its peak energy could be taken as
high as 130 GeV if appropriate super-
conducting acceleration systems be-
come available Also the link with the
existing proton synchrotrons opens
up the possibility later of electron-
proton collisions or of the acceleration
of protons in the LEP tunnel

12
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Detectors

In its bars essentials every experi-
ment comprises an incident beam of
particles, a target (which can be an-
other beam) and a series of detectors
for determining the electric charge,
mass, energy and angular distribution
of Incident and emergent particles.
Magnetic fields curve the trajectories
of charged particles according to their
charge, mass and speed, and the an-
gular distribution is given by the coor-
dinates of their hacks. From these da-
ta, the behaviour of the particles during
the process can be inferred.

The particles are very small (of the
order of 10"" cm) and their lifetimes
can be very short (es low as 10-" sl. It
Is therefore not the particles them-
selves that are observed but the ef-
fects they produce. The majority of
these depend upon the ionization that
is caused by a charged particle tra-
versing a medium, be this solid, liquid
or gas. Two main types may be (den'
Nedelectronic detectors and bub-
ble chambers. In neither will a neutral
partide produce a direct effect.

Bectronic detectors and bubble
chambers are increasingly being used

5)1

together In 'hybncl* detecting systems.
At CERN. the large BEBC bubble cham-
ber has been equipped with auxiliary
electronic counters to provide addi-
tional information. A major new pro-
jectthe European Hybrid Spectro-
meterIncorporates both bubble
chamber and electronic detection
equipment. This incorporates a ape-
cielly-built rapid cycling bubble cham-
ber. capable of taking photographs at a
rate of up to 25 exposures per second.

Electronic Detectors

The majority of experiments In the
CERN experimental programme use
electronic detectors in which arrays of
counters are set up around a target on-
to which the beams are directed. The
beams may be of protons or second-
ary particles produced by the interac-
tion of the primary beam and a target
further up the line.

The SO I I MI Mora ISM) et hwerescoon 4 of Mt
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There are several types of counter in
use The scintillation counter Is con-
structed of a scintillating material
which records the passage of a
charged particle as a tiny flash of light.
This is converted by a photomultplicr
to an electronic sign,' which is ampli-
fied and passed to the data-collection
system. The scintillation counter
enables very precise measurements
of the time of passage of a charged
Panicle to be made and its very rapid
response leads to its use in 'trig-
genNfother slower detectors.

In the Cherenkov counter the pas-
sage of a charged particle at a velocity
higher than the speed of light in the
counter material emits a shock wave
of light at an angle which is related to
the velocity of the particle. These
counters are also used in conjunction
with photomultrpliers and have the
particular advantage that they can be
arranged to pick out only panicles of a
certain velocity range. and thus, in con-
junction with information on the par-
ticle momentum, enable the panicle to
be identified

Chambers using gas discharges
have been developed in a vanety of
forms They record the position of a
charged particle usually by detecting
the electrical disturbance between
parallel planes of conductors. Initially
these planes were of foil and the par-
ticle location could be seen and pho-
tographed as a spark

In modern chambers the conduc-
tors consist of fine stretched wires,
the direction of which changes from
plane to plane so that a coordinate
system of spark location can be used
wr" a purely electronic read-out. In
variants of tt.ese the streamer cham-
ber the multiwire proportional cham-
ber and the drift chamber, the spark is
not allowed to develop fully, which
decreases the time during which the
chamber is insensitive to the passage
of further particles Detection systems
based on these units can locate a par-
ticle track to a fraction of a millimetre
and identify the time of passage to a
nanosecond

As well as being used in individual
experiments elect, onic detectors are
also widely used in general-purpose
spectrometers serving a range of dif-
ferent experiments
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One such spectrometer is the Ome-
ga installation in which the central
electronic counters are operated in the
aperture of a high field superconduct-
ing magnet Different configurations of
the detectors in the magnet are pos-
sible The assembled data are handled
directly by a computer, and events can
be visually reconstructed afterwards
to give help in the analysis.

Other large-scale electronic detec-
tors include the equipment built for
muon experiments in the North Area of
the SPS 400 GeV proton synchrotron

592

the detectors in the West Area for
neutrino experiments and the detec-
tion systems installed at the SPS to
observe proton-antiproton collisions.

Bubble Chambers

Bubble chambers have the advant-
age of recording all tne charged pro-
ducts of the panicle interactions (apart
from the limitations imposed by the
finite size of the bubble chamber)

The operating principle is to retain a
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volume of liquid at a temperature and
pressure such that It is on the point of
boiling. When the pressure is abruptty
reduced the liquid boils preferentially
along the tracks of charged particles
forming lines of bubbles where ioniza-
tion has taken place.

These tracks are usually photo-
graphed by several cameras Ito build
up a three-dimensional pictui..4or ana-
lysis) before the volume is recom-
pressed to prevent general boiling of
the liquid. The chamber Is usually lo-
cated in a high magnetic field so that
the trajectories of the charged par-
ticles are curved and measurements
of the curvature yield Information on
the sign of the electric charge and on
the momenta of the particles.

The liquid in the chamber may be hy-
drogen, which presents the simplest
target (a proton), or deuterium (proton
plus neutron) which gives the nearest
approach to a free neutron target, or s

heavy). liquid (such es propane or
fre

The big chamber in use at CERN is a
3.7 m liquid hydrogen bubble chamber
called BEBC (Big European Bubble
Chamosr), built under a tnpartite
agreement between CERN, France and
Germany. The chamber body is a
domed stainless steel vessel termi-
nating in a cylinder in which a large pis-
ton operates. Thu inside of the cham-
ber Is covered with Scotchlite to give
bright field illumination and the volume
is viewed by four cameras mounted in
portholes in the dome and surrounded

f- by annular flash tubes. The chamber is
surrounded by a superconducting
magnet which can generate a field of
up to 5 T. The chamber, which came in-
to routine operation in 1975 for ex-
periments on the PS, can be used with
hadron and neutrino beams from the
SPS. It can be supplemented with
truck sensitive target, a plastic- walled
tank usually filled with liquid hydrogen
and immersed in a denser liquid such
as a neon-hydrogen mixture to ensure
MOM events within the chamber.

Other much smaller bubble cham-
bers are used together with electronic
detectors in specially-developed hy-
brid systems. In the bubble chamber
field, increasing use is also being
made of new techniques such as holo-
graphy.
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Data Handling and Computing

ri

Over the past 25 years. progress in ex-
perimental high energy physics has
continually made full use of the most
recent developments in electronic
computers and related fields. In a typi-
cal experiment, hundreds of thou-
sands. cr even millions, of particle in-
teractions have to be sifted to obtain
results of interest If the detecting ap-
paratus is not to become swamped,
fast and powerful on-line data hand-
ling is required Off-line, the analysis of
the stored data often involves lone and
complex calculations This require-

merit for fast on-line data handling
coupled with a large off-line process-
ing load is one of the most distinctive
features of CERN's computing.

On-line data handling

There are over 250 computers in-
stalled at CERN, of which the majonty
are used in physics expenments for
data acquisition and/or equipment mo-
nitoring and testing Larger expen-
ments are increasingly turning to

roworneo.prirronrotrestelflV,Ignafryes~-
fulormepromora
(Pheteallti 14.12.1104

32-bit minicomputers, powerful
enough to carry out off -line data ana-
lysis. As far as possible, equipment Is
now standardized, using minicom-
puters manufactured by Norsk Data
and Digital Equipment The standard
CAMAC electronics interface is widely
used, although faster systems are
tieing developed to cater for new requi-
r. ments at higher data-taking rates.
Inc . ;:zing use is also being made of
microprocessors Recent advances in
microcircuitry have provided fast, In-
expensive logic units which can be

5 9 4
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used to build powerful processors for
data acquisition and filtering to sup-
plement traditional hardwired electron-
ics.

The Computer Centre

The central computer service Is
based on two distinct systems, one
from Control Data Corp. consisting of a
CDC 7600 'front-ended' by a Cyber
170-720 and a Cyber 170-730, and
the other containing IBM for IBM com-
patible) equipment, including an IBM
3081 processor.

The 7600 is a la,ge and extremely
fast 60-bit word-length computer well
suited for precision calculations At
CERN, it runs only batch jobs and has
no penpherals other thar its disks In-
put and output of work nd data for the
7600 are handled by the two Cyber
front-end machines For batch mode,
the system is accessed through RIOS
(Remote Input/Output Stations)
across the site The CDC system also
supports on-line terminals The IBM
machines are accessed primarily

16

through terminals working under a
timesharing system.

Communications

In addition to a large increase in the
number of computers in use at CERN.
Hare has also been a general transi-
tion towards accessing these compu-
ters from remote terminals Data com-
munications thus play an increasingly
important role.

The large INDEX switched private
cable network allows over 600 termi-
nals to access over 40 host compu-
ters In addition, some external institu-
tes are connected to INDEX through
dedicated telephone lines. SUPER-
MUX supports up to 70 display termi-
nals accessing the central CDC com-
puters The CERNET packet-switched
communications network allows data
to be sent between users' computers,
including the central CDC and IBM ma-
chines In this way the power and faci-
lities of the central computers can
supplement an expenment's own on-
line computer CERNET is also being
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linked to national data networks. Ex-
periments have been carried out to in-
vestigate the feasibility of very high
speed (megabit per second) data
transmission between CERN and
other national centres using the Euro-
pean Space Agency's experimental
communications satellite OTS

011serappiicetione

Besides data handling end proces-
sing for physics experiments, there
are many other uses of computers at
CERN. The PS, ISR and SPS all have
computer-based control systems. The
SPS uses some 40 Norsk Data mini-
computers dist..outed around the ring
end its beamlines. The PS was origi-
nally controlled manually, but now
uses a system of Nord-101 modelled
on that developed for the SPS. The
original ISR computer control system.
based on a pair of Ferranti Argus 500
computers, has now been extended
using Nord-10s.

An important specialized applica-
don Is in the analysis of the many
thousands of photographs of particle
interactions from bubble chamber film.
An additional computing load comes
from administrative tasks at CERN.
which are being handled more and
more by the central computers. An
IBM 4331 is used for payroll, budget-
ing and planning.
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The following Report is published in accordance with the provis,:ms of article V. 2(1) of the Convention for
the establishment of a European Organization for Nuclear Research. It gives an account of CERN's activities in
1984.
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Foreword

It has been a most gratifying year in which .o conclude my mandate as President of the CERN Council
because the highest accolade of the scientific community, the Nobel Prize fo, Physics, has been awarder., to two
of CERN's most distinguished staff. This was in recognition of the success of the proton - antiproton collider and
of the discoveries of the W and 7.. particles. Through this award the wo,5.. of the whole Laboratory has been
honoured.

Far from resting on these laurels, the determination to evure that CERN remains at the forefront of particle
physics has been sustained throughout 1984. Many fine results came from the present experimental programme,
the collider performance was significantly improved, and a start was made on its mprovement programme. The
constructicn of the large electron-positron collider (LEP), despite some problems In the first half of the year,
remained on schedule, and the preparations for the four mighty LEP experimental facilities were most imprea
sive With these investments for the future, we have good reason to hope that CERN can retain a leading position
..)t many years to come.

In September we celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of the creation of CERN with a ceremony which was
honoured by the presence of King Juan Carlos of Spain. This was a most appropriate way to mark the welcome
return of Spain to the Organization. We also had a closing ceremony for the In.msecting Storage Rings, with
regrets at their premature demise to make way for LEP, but also with the knowledge that their remarkable per-
formance has shown the way for hadron colliders.

The vitality of the CERN Laboratory stems from the abilities and the enthusiasm of its staff. It has therefore
been very satisfying to see the positive evolution of the relationships between the staff, the CERN management,
and the representatives of the CERN Member States during the past few years. The channels for communication
and discussion are now more solidly in place and I have every hope that, with a constructive attitude on all sides.
the remarkable spins, which has always prevailed at CERN. will continue to flourish.

I have greatly enjoyed my participation in the work of this outstanding Laboratory. It has been an honour to
lead the Council, and I have had the privilege and good fortune to hold um office at a time when CERN has
reached new peaks of scientific and technical prowess. I am convinced that further exciting rhysics lies aheadin
which CERN will play its full part. I rejoice also in the wonderful spirit of co-operation in which scientific
resources from thirteen nations are pooled at CERN. May this continue to serve as an example of what may be
achieved when nations work together, united in a common aim.

Sr Alec Merrison
Prtadent of Council
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By the late 1940's, nuclear physicists in Europe
had realized that further advances in pure research on
a par with those taking place in the United States
could only come through the construction of panicle
accelerators of a size and cost beyond the means of
individual nations. Under the stimulus of a number of
leading scientists, UNESCO sponsored an intergo-
vernmental meeting in December 1951 to consider the
practicability of a joint European nuclear laboratory.

At 14 second meeting in February 1952, 11 nations
signed the Agreement which established an interim
body which was to be known as the "Conseil europten
pour la recherche nudeake. So the acronym CERN
came into being and has remained ever since the name
by which the Organization is best known. Over the
next 12 months, the structure and programme of the
permanent organized*. was worked out, and, be-
tween July and Decanbt: 1953, the Convention was
signed by 12 States which established the European
Organization for Nuclear Research. The founding
States were Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany
(Fed. Rep .), Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and
Yugoslavia. With the entry into force of the Conven-
tion on 29 September 1954, the new CERN formally
came into being.

Subsequently. Austria joined the Organize. ion
in July 1959 but, at the end of 1961, Yugoslavia had
to withdraw for financial reasons. Turkey became an
observer State in June 1961, and was joined by Yugo-
slavia in 1962 and one year later by Poland.

Spain entered the Organization in January 1961,
but financial pressures forced her withdrawal at the
end of 1968.

As early as October 1952, the Council had agreed
on Geneva as the centre for the Laboratory, which
was then confirmed in the Convention. The fnunda-
don stone was laid on 10 lune 1955 at Meyrin, and the
next day the Headquarters Agreement was signed with
the Swiss Federal Council. At that time, the Labora-
tory comprised 40 hectares in the Canton of Geneva,
upon which began construction of the too *eaten...in
stipulated in the Convention, Article 11. 3(a), name, :

0 a proton synchrotron for energies stave ten gips-
electronvoles (10" eV);

ii) a synchro-cyciotron capable of accelerating pro-
tons up to approximately 600 million electron volts
(6 x le eV).

Meanwhile, the design and construction of the
600 MeV Synchro-cyclotron (SC) went ahead, and a
first proton beam was produced on 1 August 1957.
The Synchro- cyclotron has since supported a very
vigorous programme of research in particle physics
and nuclear physics. A major experimental featy for
the study of short-lived nuclei (ISOLDE: Isotope
Separator On-line DEtector) was completed in 1967.

The first circuits of the Synchrotron by a proton
beam were made on 16 September 1959, and full ener-
gy was achieved on 24 November. Since then the Pro-
ton Synchrotron (PS), operating at energies up to
28 GeV, has been a mainstay of the high-energy
physics programme of Europe.

The decision by the Council to build intersecting
storage rings associated with the Proton Synchrotron
for research with colliding beams necessitated the ex-
tension of the Laboratory and, following approval by
the Council in lune 1965, an Agreement was signed on
13 September with the Government of France, to-
gether with a Lease Agreement putting at the disposal
of the Organization a further 40 hectares of land in the
communes of Prevessin and St. Gents-Pouilly adjoin-
ing the existing site. On 27 January 1971 the first pro-
ton-proton collisions in the Intersecting Storage Rings
(ISR) were observed. A lively physics programme was
immediately mounted at this maciiine, which was
unique in the world.

Collaboration with non-member States has been
actively pursued, and an Agreement was signed on
4 July 1967 with the State Committee of the USSR for
the Utilizatsus of Atomic Energy for a joint scientific
and technical programme at the 76 GeV proton

6O
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synchrotron at the Serpukhov Institute of High-
Estero Physics. The Agreement was extended in 1975
and again in 1913 by a Protocol which opened the
possibility for Soviet teams to participate in aped-
mew at CERN.

The setting up o' a new Laboratory to house a
proton synchrotron or 300 0eV energy. first discussed
by the Council in 1963, requited modifications to the
original Convention. The Council in December 1967.
recommended to Member States the acceptance of the
necessary amendments, and on 17 January 1971 the
amended Convention came into force.

On 19 February 1971. 10 European States
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.).
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom) decided to participate In the
300 OeV Programme. They were joined in 1972 by
Denmark.

It was agreed that the accelerator and the new
experimental area in the north of the site should be
bulk by CERN Laboratory II on land adjoining the
existing Laboratory de4nated Laboratory I. A total
of 412 hectares in Francs and 68 hectares in Switzer.
land was leased to the Organization, and building res-
trictions have been Imposed on a further 309 hectares
in France and 63 hectares in Switzerland.

The very large area involved and the open nature
of the sitethe saxicrwor nos been built deep under-
ground and only the few surface buildings are
=load required that the Agreement covering the
legal status of the Organization in France be revised.
The amendments were agreed by the Council in June
1972 and signed immediately afterwards on 16 June.
The Lease Agreement for the new land in France was
signed on 9 December 1972, as well as amendments to
the first Lease Agreement (signed in 1965). so as to
bring the two into concordance with each other. The
"Contras tie superficie" for the new land in Switzer-
land was signed on 16 December 1974.

The eight year long 300 GeV Programme was
centred upon the construction of a proton synchrotron
in a ring of 2.2 kin major diameter. In June 1973. the

8
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Council approved a proposal that the ring should be
filled with iron-cored magnets and that the construc-
tion schedule should be adjusted to allow the accelera-
tor to reach a full energy of 400 GeV during the sixth
year of the Programme so that research could begin at
tkt end of that sense year in the West Area.

The two CERN Laboratories were united Into a
single Laboratory on 1 January 1976.

The new 400 GeV accelerator, now called the SPS
(Super Proton Syndutotron), reached its design energy
for the rust time in June 1976. The year 1977 was the
first full year of operation of the SPS for experimental
research, and It- performance came fully up to expec-
tations. The a Wel Inauguration of the SPS took
place on 7 May 1977.

The Twenty.Fdth Anniversary of the entry into
force of the Convention was formally celebrated on
23 June 1979.

In IMO a technique known as "beam cooling".
invented at CERN. was used to produce WO-intensity
antiproton beams. and in 1961 intense antiproton
beams ere collided with proton beams, both in the
SPS and the ISR, for the first time.

At the Council sessions of 25 June and 30 Octo-
ber 1981. all Member States voted in favour of the
construction of Phase 1 of a large electron-positron
colliding beam machine known as LEP with a design
energy of 100 GeV per beam. The machine was to
have a circumference of about 30 km. and the initial
energy was fixed at 50 GeV per beam.

In 1963 Spain rejoined the Organization after an
absence of 14 years.

On 13 September 1983 a groundbreaking cere-
mony marked the formal start of the civil engineering
work for LEP. Also in 1983. a low energy antiproton
ring (1-EAR) was brought into operation providing
antiproton beams of much greater intensity and better
quality than ever available before.

In 1984 the Intersecting Storage Rings were closed
down to liberate financial and manpower resources
for the construction of LEP.
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the King and Queen of Spain, a most welcome visit
cad a symbolic gesture marking the re-entry of Spain
into the Organization.

A Rich and Varied Research Programme

According to its tradition CERN is serving a large
community of scientists predominancy from its 13
Member States. Because of the uniqueness of some of
its facilities CERN is attracting ever more scientists
from all over the world, e.g. from the USA, USSR,
Japan -I Canada and China. These researchers,
in total ..---. -500, came from 195 universities or na-
tional laboratories and they work peacefully together
in collaborations usually comprising several nationali-
ties. Although the main emphasis of the research pro-
vamme is on elementary particle physics at high
energies, a considerable effort is made to support a
varied research programme covering also nuclear
physics, spectroscopy and even some ancillary activi-
ties in chemistry, medical applications and detection
of gravitational waves.

About 350 physicists are catered for by the SPS in
its proton-antiproton collider (SpfiS) mode, whereas
somewhat fewer than a thousand were engaged in
fixed-target experiments when the SPS functioned as a
proton accelerator. The available operating hours of
the SPS per year are shared almost equally between
these two operating modes. The complexity of the ex-
periments has the consequence that the effort needed
to analyse the data turns out to be nearly as important
a limitation for the experiments than beam time.
LEAR, the Low Energy Antiproton Ring, serves 16
experiments with 325 participants while the very first
of the CERN accelerators, the SC, supplies the parti-
cle beams to the ISOLDE isotope separator, and to
groups working on muon spin rotation (tLSR) spec-
trometry and ion interactions, totalling over 150 ex-
perimentalists. Several hundred of these physicists al-
ready engaged at CERN can also be found among the
1000 now preparing very actively the four large ex-
periments for the future LEP Collider.

This research programme together with necessary
improvements of some facilities and the construction
of the LEP project are carried out with an essentially
constant staff and budget. This demonstrates that ele-
mentary particle physics is not consuming ever larger
resources, as is often asserted in public, but on the
other hand it impues, that very sharp selection criteria
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have to be applied and difficult choices have to be
made when establishing the programme. This requires
considerable flexibility, motivation and cooperation
both from the staff of the laboratory and the outside
users. But it also implies that the field is full of vigour
and vitality, and the continuation of activities merely
because of inertia cannot be tolerated.

Performance Records Beaten

A sound experimental programme can only be
founded on a consistently high level of accelerator and
equipment performance. Beam time is, of course, al-
ways in great demand by the physicists, and therefore
the periods allotted for machine development neces-
sary to improve the characteristics of machine opera-
tion had to be kept to a minimum. Nevertheless it be-
came possible to beat past records, for instance, by
raising the SPS beam intensity from 2.6 to 3.2 x 10u
protons per pulse, mainly by increasing from 10 to
14 GeV the energy of particles transferred to the SPS
from the PS. The latter has to undergo a continuous
process of rejuvenation in order to assure its reliability
and to improve its operational efficiency.

Examples are a new computer-operated control
system and a new pre-injector in which the conven-
tional Cockcroft-Walton generator has been replaced
by a RF quadrupole system which not only focuses,
but also accelerates the particle beam. The exploita-
tion of the PS/SPS complex has been rendered much
more efficient thanks to the adoption of only one
period per year in either its fixed-target mode of ope-
ration or as SpOS Collides. The hours scheduled for
physics in 1984-5966 for the PS complex, 2757 for
the SPS fixedtarget experiments, 1974 for the SKIS
and 3932 for ..he SCare proof of an unequalled deg-
ree of utilization of facilities to cover a wide range of
research.

The improvement programme of the SpS, ap-
proved in 1983, is well under way. It should be recall-
ed that the Antiproton Accumulator (AA) originally
conceived for so annual 1000 hours of operation is
now required for 5000 hours per year to supply the
antiproton needs of the Collider and of LEAR. By a
number of steps already accomplished, the number of
available antiprotons wss increased and the energy of
colliding particles raised from 540 to 630 GeV. In con-
junction with other measures this produced a record
number of pp collisions in terms of the total integrated
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luminosity. During the period of SOS operation be-
tween September and the end of 1964 the figure reach-
ed 395 nb's as against 153 oh' I for the 1983 runs.
The improvement programme will culminate in 1987
with the completion of an additional antiproton col-
lector ring, ACOL, surrounding the existing AA ring
and capable of increasing the intensity by about an or-
der of magnitude.

The suggestion of operating the Collider at the
SPS maximum of 450 GeV per beam has been put to
the test. The limitations imposed by power supplies
and cooling necessitate pulsed operation, so that par-
ticks collide periodically at 450 GeV and then descend
to 100 GeV. Preliminary trials with protons have been
successful, giving a beam lifmkne of several hours, so
that such a complex mode of working may become
feasible.

The operation of the LEAR storage ring which
provides very pure and intense antiproton beams at
very low energies could be considerably improved. It

Ffsure 3The ASTERIX detector et the LEAR Low Energy Ant/-
proton Rev, success/Is& mod for the study of proton-wutprotote
bUerectiouset rest Inehydrogenses urges ICERN-399A 09 el

has become possible to ran LEAR for 24 hours Instead
of only 12 hours per day, and a way has been found of
syphoning off a small amount of antiprotons from the
bulk of them stacked in AA and destined for the SOS
Collider, in order that LEAR may be run in parallel
with the Collider. These improvements will help to
meet the demands fir more beam time by the users of
this youngest of CERN facilities, which is unique and
has proved to be very reliable in its first full physics
runs at 300, 600 and 1500 MeV /c with finely control-
led spills of about an hour's duration.

A Fruitful Year for Physics

It is obvious that, following the discoveries in
1983, interest remains very great in the new results ob-
tained at the Collider during the last quarter of 1984
since here a so far unexplored energy range is being
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investigated. The 'express analysis' of what may be
termed 'simple' events, such as the production of W
and Z° bosons, by experiments UAI and UA2 has
already yielded nearly ISO W decays as against the six
or so at the time their discovery was confirmed. Twen-
ty new Z° decays into electron pairs were found. For
other forms of decay and the more complex events the
analysis will take somewhat longer. The t quark with a
mass of around 40 GeV has again made an appearance
in the UAI data. Particularly interesting is a type of
event in which hadron showers are produced in one di-
rection and the corresponding 'missing' energy is car-
ried is the opposite direction by an invisible particle, a
neutrino, perhaps, or one as yet unknown, manifest-
ing 'supersyrametry', a theoretical concept unifying
the families of fermions and bosons. More time will be
needed for a proper evaluation of the significance of
such events in the new data samples.

It is clear that CERN will remain fully competi-
tive in pp physics until the end of the present decade
with detectors duly upgraded to match the increased
intensities resulting from the addition of ACOL.

From the wide range of results obtained by
faxedtarget experiments I can just mention the work
of the European Muon Collaboration (EMC). Their
systematic investigations of muon scattering from pro-
tons and nuclei have revealed a phenomenon now
known as the EMC effect. A pronounced difference
exists between scattering from free protons and that
from protons bound in nuclei. This effect has been
confirmed and additional information could be ob-
tained by investigating specific reaction channels, e.g.
those involving the production of J/ii, particles. Such
investigations arc greatly helping to clarify our under-
standing of the nucleus.

It is not only through massive experimental ap-
paratus run by large groups that very useful results
can be obtained. A few people backed by little, but
specific, technical effu,t and much ingenuity can be
quite successful too. A small multinational team has
directly measured neutral-0°n lifetime of the order
of 10- 16 s to an accuracy greater than previously
considered possible. Their inspired use of synchrotron
radiation to eliminate unwanted electron background
signals and the development of a small mechanical
device built to the highest standards of the watch-
maker's art were instrumental in keeping the measure-
ment errors so low.

Many interesting results have also come from the
lowenergy end of the pectrum. The new facility
LEAR has opened a mine of information, for instance
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through the study of antlprotomc atoms, a means of
atomic spectroscopy of the highest quality. The im-
portant role of the SC, the first accelerator of CERN,
in serving a very enthusiastic and enterprising com-
munity of physicists should not be forgotten. The
quite unique isotope separator ISOLDE, which has al-
ready helped to reveal many unfamiliar features of nu-
clear structure, is becoming even more versatile with
the aid of laser beams used for the creation of excited
atomic states. A new version, ISOLDE 3, now under
construction, will go into action in 19136. In parallel
with this almost traditional research at the SC, a num-
ber of small groups are carrying out a novel pro-
gramme of spectroscopy based on the effect of muon
spin rotation. The technique has proved very powerful
in several domains of physics and chemistry, such as
the investigation of magnetic properties, isotope ef-
fects, radiation damage, with particular attention also
to substances of biological interest. This activity will
be continued at CERN where the technological
expertise on the requisite low temperatures, high
pressures and refined detectors is available.

LEP Construction and Experiments

Theproject of constructing LEP has clearly passed
the phase when paperwork predominated and has en-
tered the 'hardware' stage when buildings old and new
on the CERN site are being readied to receive a rising
tide of manufactured components. All technical chal-
lenges so far have been met, many of the prototypes of
the machine components have passed their tests with
flying colours and series production has commenced
in several instances.

As regards the LEP injector system, the buildings
to house the linacs (LIL) and the Electron Positron
Accumulator (EPA) arc ready, and sections of the
Rase arc being installed. Next in line, the necessary
modifications to the PS and SPS have reached the test-
ing stage of some of the components specially de-
veloped for the purpose. The design of the shielding
against synchrotron radiation is proceeding and that
of the transfer lines to LEP has been largely complet-
ed. It will be possible to re-use a considerable number
of 1SR magnets for the new tr.sks.

As for the LEP main ring, series production of
the laminations and dipole magnet cores is well under
way. Getting on to 200 cores have been cast and deli-
vered to CERN, and tests on the first batches have
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now 6-14,34tz, modtwp of owr pwlowt of the detector for
ALEPH. one a/ the foor teeny poolroom being mowed for W.
(CERN-06) 03 1t3)
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(LEPC) which assesses technical progress, have been
met by the collaborations. The actual performance
has, in some cases, turned out to be even better than
envisaged in the original proposal. In the meantime
many of the ("ma] components have been ordered or
are being manufactured. The fact that the total cost of
these experiments approximates 340 MSF, with a
CERN contribution of 60 MSF and about 1/3 cf the
total cost from nonMember States, illustrates the
novel character of these experimental ventures of the
future, which calls for quite a new form of coordina-
tion and control. Thus the progress of expenditure by
the various groups and laboratories is monitored by fi-
nancial review committees for each experiment.

The LEP design has been optimized for beam
energies of about 100 GeV, well above the Z° prodt.c-
don peak, and the bending magnets are capable of
handling energies up to 125 GeV.

To push the initial energy of 50 GeV per beam to
the design energy it will be necessary to upgrade the
accelerating RF system which has, above all, to com-
pensate the losses due to synchrotron radiation. It is
planned to realize this upgrading with superconduct-
ing cavities instead of the normal copper cavities. A
vigorous development programme for this new tech-
nology is carried out at CERN and very encouraging
results have recently been obtained. It is foreseen to
have a few of these cavities in the LEP beam at
turn-on in order to gain experience about their behavi-
our in an operating accelerator.

18
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In order to exploit in the most efficient way the
large investments being put into the civil engineering
and the infrastructure existing at CERN, the possibili-
ty of placing a second ring (e.g. for protons and/or
antiprotons) into the LEP tunnel had been considered
already at the time of project approval. Since accord-
ing to experience lead-times are very long and new
magnet technologies might have to be developed, pre-
liminary studies for various options of such a hadron
collider in the LEP tunnel were started in collabora-
tion with ECFA.

)rgantzational and
Adnantstrative Matters

Since staff is the most valuable asset of a labora-
tory and since some important problems concerning
personnel policy became apparent, more attention has
been and will be devoted to staff policy. Indeed the
coming years will be decisive for long-term personnel
policy. First of all, the number of retirements each
year will rise rapidly in some four or five years from
now. Careful planning will be required in order to
have a smooth transition from the present situation of
very few retirements. Then the whole question of em-
ployment conditions and recruitment policy will need
to be carefully examined and reviewed in the light of
the changing overall economic situation. Associated
with these topics are a number of problems related to
the pension fund, Including the need to find substan-
tial sums of money from 1990 onwards to pay the Or-
ganization's share of the four steps of the comple-
mentary pension scheme. Then the whole question of
the relations of CERN with industry will have to be
critically examined, leading perhaps to a change in
policy whereby much more work, including design
work, is contracted out to industry. This will probably
imply a reduction and/or restructuring of some of the
basic CERN services. Lastly, the change-over from the
construction phase of LEP to the operational phase
will also bring problems, and a readjustment of the
staff structure may well be necessary.

To attack all these questions, one Deeds the pro-
per instruments. In this respect 1994 was an important
year when two essential advances were made on the
personnel front. First of all, for the first time a formal
tripartite committee (with representatives of the Mem-
ber States, the Management and the Staff Association)
was set up, reporting directly to Council, namely the
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Consultative Committee on Employment Conditions
(CCEC). Its value was immediately made evident by
the agreement in principle reached by Council in
Ou.ker on the Fourth Step of the Complementary
Pensions Scheme.

Secondly, an internal Staff Policy Group was es-
tablished. The group has already tackled such topics
an staff appraisal and career paths as well as looking
into some organizational aspects of personnel matters.

Further steps will be taken during 19a5 to
strengthen other aspects of personnel management in
the Organization in order to make the best and most
efficient use of the human resources of the Laboratory.

Outlook

CERN ts presently in a very successful phase.
With the pi3 improvement programme, with LEP

(initial stage and upgrading) and later options in the
LEP tunnel, CERN has all pzspects from the imme-
diate to the more distant future to remain in the fore-
front of world high energy physics. Of course, the
production of excellent scientific results will remain
the main aim of the laboratory.

51-563 0 86 20

However, one should not forget some other bene-
fits which emerge from the a.xividee of CERN. inter-
national collaboration has beat an essential element
during the history of CERN, right from the beginning.
With the preparations for the LEP experiments this
cooperation has reached a new quality, embracing the
whole globe, and will certainly continue to contribute
to a better mutual understanding of scientists from
different countries and different social and political
systems.

For quite some time it has been accepted that
CERN is a centre of advanced technology giving many
L.:Natives to industry. This has recently been con-
firmed by a study of the economic utility of contracts
adjudicated by CERN to industry.

Last but not least. it is more and more recognized
that CERN offers excellent opportunities for training,
not only to scientists but also to technicians. As a con-
sequence some of the training programmes have been
intensified, sometimes on the basis of Mutual agree-
ments with Member States.

CERN will endeavour to continue to render its
service to the Member States and to society in general,
in the form of scientific, cultural, human and tech-
nological contributions.
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Theoretical Physics Division

The November telephone list of the CERN
Theory Division had 105 namesthe August list had
140. In addition there were, as always, many visitors
not staying long enough (at least one month) to be so

There are only 21 Staff physicists.
During the year, 292 preprints were produces'

in the Division. They were spread over the whole
range of elementary particle theory, and even a little
further, but only a few main themes will be mentioned
below.

Unified Theories

Theoretical physicists are increasingly optimistic
about the possible production of a theory unifying the
strong, electromagnetic, weak, and gravitational inter-
actions. The most premising candidates at this time
are supergravity and Kathza-Klein theories.

The excessively high degree of symmetry shown
by such theories has somehow to be spontaneously
brokers. In this connexion, supergravity models with
'flat potentials', introduced at CERN last year, were
further developed. A remarkable intuitive explanation
Was found for the existence of non-compact global
symmetries in extended supergravitits, as required for
the flat potential. The construction of the full N as 2
Yang-Mills supergravity Lavangian and the study of
its mathematical and physical Implications were vigor-
ously attacked. Some versions of N 2 are of particu-
lar interest in that the desired flatness of the potential
emerges automatically. The possibility of 'no-scale'
models, in which all scales other than the Planck mass
are determined by the dynamics, was further explored,
with encouraging results. The possibility of decoup-
ling local and global SISSY- breaking scales may prove
to be important. One such model, with almost mass-
less gravitinos, gives a natural resolution of the strong
CP problem, with ken dynamically relaxed to zero.
As ,egards weak CP violation, the standard model
seems to have difficithy with the observe.1 bottom-
quark lifetime and top.quark mass around 40 GeV.
The supersymmetric version was wori.ed out in great
detail; It was found to be problem free, and to have
interesting consequences for experiments in prepara-
tion at CERN and elsewhere.

The study of sus-ersyrnmetrk theories at finite
temperature raised the possibility of symmetry not
being restored at very high temperature, which would
have implications for the early Universe.

in Kainza-Itlein theories, space is initially given
extra dimensions. They are supposed to curl up SOWSC-
how to have very small extension, and so appear
phenomenologically as internal rather than external
degrees of freedom of particles. The extra components
of the gravitational field then appear as the gat.:
and other fields of elementary particle physics. Consi-
derable progress was made in seeing how the
4-dimensional N 8 supergravity is embedded in the
11-dimensional theory. And new results on sponta-
neous symmetry breaking were obtained.

Cosmology

There is now a strong interaction between ele-
mentary particle physics and cosmology. In particular,
scenarios for the very hot early Universe bring into
play the high-energy features of unified theories, pro-
viding a critical testing ground for such theories.

In this connection the 'flat-potential no-scale'
supergravity models proved especially interesting.
They produce naturally, at tree level, one of the out-
standing unexplained features of cosmologythe
ianishing coanolc*al constant. A flat zero scalar
potential is obtained at tree level. Radiative correc-
tions produce a minimum, determining dynamically
the breakdown scale Taw of the Glathow-Salam-
Weinberg symmetry. A value of the cosmological
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constant of order mtthen appears, unfortunately not
zero but much smaller than the otherwise natural
value mirmi. These models have been extended to pro-
duce the early exponential inflation which is at present
thought to account for the subsequent large-scale
homogeneity and isotropr of the Universe. This infla-
tion also serves to reduce the density of monopoles,
which would otherwise be a problem. Even with infla-
tion the gravitlnos, with mass of order mw, regene-
rated during the 'reheating' phase, tend to provide an
acestive energy density. But this is avoided in a sub-
class of these models in which the scale of super-
symmetry breaking is related to the mass, not of gra-
vitints, but of gaugino4 (supersymmetric partners of
;use bosons).

Some work was also done on the emergence of
large-scale features judardes and dusters as pos-
sibly triggered by unstable neutrinos- And experimen-
tal ways were suggested for the detection, in cosmic
rays and in the Earth's crust, of the strange matter of
Witten, containing about as many s quarks as u and d,
that might be left over from the con fining transition.

Collider PhYsits

Much of the work of the Division* centred on the
physics produced by present and future CERN col.
fliers.

The theory of W and Z production in present and
future coiliders was worked out in great detailthe
most thorough analysts yet made. The formalism was
checked against ISR data on lepton pair production,
with full agreement. Within the accuracy of the data
no intrinsic quark transverse momentum was re-
quired, leaving the QCD scale A as the only para-
meter. In Connection with the transverse momentum
distribution of W and Z at the CERN p15
conjectures about the summation of leading logs were
established, and the resulting theory was shown to
agree well with the data. A theory of hadron activity
associated with W and Z. production did not suggest
notably stronger activity for Z than for W. despite
hints from preliminary, low - statistics data that this
might be so experimentally.

Preliminary indications for diffractive t-quark
Production in UAI led to a theoretical analysis of this
process. In connection with UA2 data, the theory of
probability distribution over jet number was level.
oped, with the aim of extracting the QCD coupling
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constant. In connection with the ISR gat jet experi-
ment, in which antiprotons collide with hydrogen
atoms, a detailed analysis was made of the formation
and decay of charmonium states, which will be of
great value in the foul analysis of the experiment. The
possible production and detection of supersymmetric
particles at the CERN Collider received particular
consideration.

Much attention was given to the surprising
one-jet events and hard photon decays of Z seen in the
UAI and UA2 experiments. Theories involving excited
composite quarks, and others involving supersymme-
try, were advanced. An interpretation of the 'mono-
jet' events as involving squat -antisquark pair pro-
duction seems very promising, with a mass of some
40 GeV for the squark the supersymmetrie partner
of the quark. This would be the first phenomenologi-
cal manifestation of supersymmetry.

A model was proposed for the expansion and
hadronization of droplets of quark gluon plasma that
might be produced in high-energy collision of hadrotu
and especially of nuclei. Comparison with existing ex-
perimental data was encouraging for a systematic
search. The model has implications also for the quark.
gluon - plasma to hadron-gas transition in the early
Universe.

Many members of the Division participated in the
study of the proposal to install a large hadron collider
(LHC) in the LEP tunnel, and in the conference on
this subject, which took place in Lausanne and at
CERN in March. If supersymmetry is good, a flood of
new particles should appear. Compodteness of quarks
and leptons might show up. In particular, it was
pointed out tht the device, copiously producing
charmed particles, would be a surprisingly powerful
source o' leptons, including moons and neutrinos, and
maybe of the hypothetical pbotinos of supenymme-
try. If leptons and protons are collided, the evolution
of structure functions to much higher qt can be fol-
lowed. Predictions for proton-proton and proton-
antiproton elastic scattering in future hiaber-energy
colliders were made.

Quantum Field Theory

Quantum field theory is the foundation for the
whole of element& y particle physics. As well 14 appli-
cations to would-be realistic schemes, there is a con-
tinual effort to deepen understanding of the theory.
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Anomalies failures in higher order of symme-
tries holding in lowest order were studied in space-
times of arbitrary dimension. It has become important
to do so because of the current interest in Kaluza-
!Clan theories, and because of relations between
anomalies in different numbers of dimensions. A sys-
tematic classification in terms of group topology has
been achieved.

In non-linear sigma models with hidden gauge
symmetries, it was found that anomalies, at the quan-
tum level, force reconsideration of the dynamical
generation of gauge bosons.

The question of chiral symmetry-breaking in
the supessymraetric extension of the Nambu-
Jona-Lasinlo model was analysed. Superrimmetry
protects chiral symmetry, but with soft ntpersym-
metry-breakiag, spontanes..--= chiral symmetry-break-
ing appears, together with composite Goldstone
bosons, for strong enough coupling.

It was investigated how in supersymmetric gauge
theories the non-penurbative effects are able to
generate non-trivial vacuum properties otherwise for-
bidden by paturbative non-renormalization theorems.
The unconstrained instanton method emerged as a
powerful and self - consistent approach.

For supersymmetric theories, a systematic
method for the identification of stochastic variables
(Nicola' mapping) was devised.

An argument was given for the equivalence of
stochastic and microamonical quantinition in
Euclidean field theory.

An analysis of gauge theory monopoles suggested
that they can have fractional spin and intermediate
statistics.

In contra-Sion with string theory, progress was
made with the irreducible representations of the Vire-
soro algebra, and their applications for constructing
new string models. And the construction and analysis
of Li ouville field theory suggested a whole new class
of statistical models. It was established that the
S-matrix of the Liouville field theory is trivial in the
context of the D'Hoker -Freedman-Jackiw quantiza-
tion.

Lattice Gauge Theory

Substantial effort was again devoted to the direct
numerical simulation of gauge thrones. This ts greatly
impeded by the limitations of present computers.

Much insight and analysis are required in order to
interpret the preliminary results.

In this connection the Monte Casio renorma-
lizadon group (the numerical approach to the real
space renormslization group) was intensively studied.
It permits the approach to the continuum limit to be
handled in an economical fashion. The making beta
function explained the unexpected scaling of the
deconfinement temperature in pure SU(3) gauge
thenryJn that theory, deasitive results for string ten-
sion were obtained.

The incorrocation of quarks into the calculations
remains at an explotatory stage. Comparison between
Boeut-Suuldnd and Wilson fermions, in quenched
approximation, showed disagreement by a factor of 2
for quark muses.

A definition of topolical susceptibility in lattice
QCD was shown to be perturisedvely zero, and there-
fore suitable for Monte Casio simulation. A practical
definition for an integer-valued topological charge
was proposed. One-loop paturbative calculations of
Wilson loop expectation values were performed, giv-
ing the possibility of constructing improved variables
that are less sensitive to lattice artefacts. By introduc-
ing appropriate collective coordinates, difficulties in
applying perturbation theory to ON lattice sigma
models were resolved.

Ideas have been put forward for a specialized
computer which would be faster, and very much chea-
per, than commercially available alternatives. A fea-
sibility study is starting in collaboration with groups in
the Member States.

Composite Systems

Hadrons are held to be composites of quarks, and
it is speculated that quarks, leptons, and gauge bo-
sons, might themselves be composite. So the dynamics
of binding is of continuing importance.

The Slam= - Vainshteln - Zakbarov sum rule
technique was applied in a systematic way to quarko-
nia and gluonia. For the charmonium system it was ar-
gued that the large corrosion found for the (12 - 0
version of the method would be pearly ro'uced in the
large Q2 version. The SVZ method was applied also to
hypothetically composite quark:. leptons, and gauge
bosons. For composite weak bosons, a serious dif-
ficulty emerged that of too strong coupling to
quarks.
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Experimental Physics Division

Introduction

The pp collider and the experiments around it
have again operated successfully in 1964. Due to in-
creased luminosity they have had more than twice as
many pp interactions to investigate as in 1983.

Two exciting new observations have come from
UM: the finding of events with miming transverse
energy exceeding 40 GeV accompanied by a single jet
or single electromagnetic duster. These cannot be well
accounted for by known processes. and may herald
the observation of totally new phenomena. Analysis
of the data (and theoretical speculations) are proceed-
ing viinrinnly-

A class of events has been observed that fits well
with the expected characteristics of particles contain-
ing the yet undiscovered lop' quark. If this explana-
ficu is confirmed it will establish the mass of the top
quark to be in the range 30 to 50 GeV.

Thep &commutator has also continued to act as a
unigre high - Intensity source of low energy antiprotons
for the low energy antiproton ring LEAR. Data have
been accumulated on a wid: variety of processes. To
quote one with 'far-reaching' consequences the
measurement of the reaction p lie - 'He + X has
shed light on the antiproton abundance in the early
eras of our universe!

At the lower energy end of the spectrum of
CERN's experimental programme the ISOLDE faci-
lity has discovered two DM Cases of the exotic radio-
active decay mode giving the emission of "C nuclei.

This report describe many of the other results
obtained in processes in the energy range of 540 GeV
To collisions) to 0.01 eV (muon spin rotation). Brief
mention is made of some of the technical activities on
which this experimental programme depends.

Proton-Antiproton CoWder

lattraseellatt vector bosons

The analysis of data provided by the 1982 and
1981 runs of the Collider ( - 20 and 120 nb" ' inte-
grated luminosity respectively) continues with the
emergence of important new results from the two large
collaborations. namely Aachen - Amsterdam -
Annecy -Birmingham - CERN - Harvard - Helsinki -

non /uas +prime of kkvourr- ee *apt rogethr WO
kw. ;ma ei asalldmv. Pot mut Is die miaow, bietyorsif
N.W.

Kid - London (QMC) - Padua - Paris (CdF) - River-
side - Rome - Rutherford - Saday - Vienna -
Wisconsin (UM) and Bern -CERN- Copeninani -
Hg - ()nay (LAP - Pavia - Peng)* - Pisa -
Saday fliA2).

Mass values obtained from lestonk decays of the
W and Z' have been refined, mod are in good agree-
ment with the expectations of the standard model. The
width of the Z' is related to **tote number of quark
and lepton famlliec the width value obtained from a
careful analysis of the few Z" - ee events available
(Fig.1) and the ratio of the Z sad W cross section al-
low UA2 to claim that with 90% confidence the addi-
tional number of neutrino rotations beyond the
'tree of the standard model is smaller than 17.

Semis for sew physics

Small samples of events from the UA1 and UA2
Collaborations have intriguing features which may be
indications of exciting new physics. New data from the
1984 run are awaited to provide confirmation and un-
derstanding of the true nature of these effects.

For example the UA1 Collaboration have report-
ed the observation of events where a missing trans-
verse energy greater than 40 GeV is associated with a
single jet or a single electromagnetic duster. The
transverse masses for these events are larger than those
expected for W and Z° decays. An example of such

29
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tionojer events is shown in Fig. 2. Interpretations of
thew events in terms of some new particle (e.g. the
photino of supersymmetric theories) carrying away the
missing energy are being entertained.

A search for the t-quark (top) needed to complete
the third generation of quarks and leptons is being
carried out by the UA1 Collaboration. They look for
decays of a single V?* or W into a top and a bottom
quark where the top quark (m, > 22 GeV/c2) has a
nibsequent semileptonic decay, viz.:

vi tb trb t (electron, muor).

or VI- - Fb

The signature for these events would be: two jets
(b and b fragmentation) and an isolated lepton. At
present sit possible candidates have been identified,
one of them is shown in the frontispiece. They are
found to be consistent with the W tb (or W-

..75,66r1
.7

ib) decay. If this is indeed the case, then the mass of
the top quark lies between 30 and SO GeV/c2. How-
ever more data are needed to confirm these conclu-
sions.

The UA1 Collaboration have in addition to five
canonic decays of the Z°, several other interesting di-
muon events which may indicate evidence for heavy
flavour semi-leptonie decay. The most intriguing,
shown in Fig. 3, has two lone cations with the same
charge having large transverse momenta.

Radiative decays of she 1° (Z° er7, l being
an electron or a muon) have been observed both by
UA1 and UA2. Their observation has triggered much
interest since their yield seemed larger than that ex-
pected from inner bremsurahlung processes.

Another intriguing result comes from UA2
Collaboration which have found three tuzpected
events out of a sample of 190 events containing an
electron candidate. In these possibly anomalous events
a system of jets and an electron are observed in as-

771. 7157. (57 set.
rm. .14RM 1J

caw, 7 57 EVEN! 506...mon xe 11 no

(7 NCI SW .41 17CW
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soaation with a large missing transverse momentum.
These events are consistent with the production of
massive er pairs associated with jets of large transver-
se energy. A possible interpretation is the associated
production of W and jets.

Jet production

Colltder data are a rich source of final states con.
taming hadron jets from quark-quark, quark-gluon
and gluon-gluon scattering. Thar analysts has given a
number of interesting results which have contributed
to our understanding of QCD. They concern the pro-
ton structure functions, the nature of the parton-
partcn Interaction and the fragmentation properties of
hadron jets. An example, from the UA2 Collabora-
tion, of the agreement between QCD-based calcula-
tions and the inclusive cross section both for jets and
ir°'s is given in Fig. 4.

Elastic seatterlag and total
cross section

The Amsterdam - CERN - Genoa - Naples - Pisa
Collaboration (UA4), have analyzed the data on elast-
ic pp scattering and total cross sections collected dur-
ing the 1983 special high-IS run. The data show a
change in slope of the elastic scattering t- distnbution
around Ill ,t 0.14 GeV' (Fig. 5). The total pp cross
section at = 546 GeV is 61.9 ± 1.5 mb, i.e. - 5090
higher than that found at the ISR. This rise is consis-
tent with a (log s)' behaviour which is the fastest ener-
gy dependence allowed by general principles. The ratio
of elastic to total cross section is also significantly lar-
ger than at 1SR energies. These observations indicate
that at collider energies the proton has a larger size
than at ISR energies and is more absorbing in the cen-
tral core.

Streamer chamber studies

The Bonn - Brussels (Free University) - Cam-
bridge - CERN - Stockholm Collaboration (UA5)
continue the study of inelastic pp interactions using a
large streamer chamber. They have studied the pro-
duction of charged and neutral kaons and made a
detailed study of charged particle multir vies. The
cascade decay E" er" , followed by A4 pa"

619
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flaw Agerential cross Nebo of proton.itipeolon elastic Figure 6 An example of the cascade Keay Ai, A -
Kettering et Nrs 346 GeV The hots &trot ere the remits of simpk observed in the UA5 streamer chamber
apootaii fat max)

has been observed for the first time at the Colhder; an
example of such an event is shown in Fig. 6. It is sur-
prising that the observed ratio E- /A° (for pr >
1 GeV/c) is substantially larger than at ISR energies.

ISR Programme

pp and gqi Interactions

This year saw the last operation of the ISR. From
now, therefore, the ISR Programme will consist of the
analysis of the data already acquired.

The CERN - Michigan State - Oxford - Rocke-
feller Collaboration (R110) have measured the cross
section for the production of e*e- pairs with masses
above the T mass at Vi at 62.3 GeV (Fig. 7). The data
are consistent with the coaling hypothesis when com-
pared with lower sc data. The large observed values of
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he transverse momentum of the pairs ((pr) r. 2.50 ±
0.25 GeV/c) indicate contributions from higher order
diagrams other than the Drell-Yan mechanism.

The same collaboration present evidence for the
jet-like nature of most events with high transverse
energy produced in pp collision at .ri w 62.3 GeV.

The Annecy - CERN - Dortmund - Heidelberg -
Paris (CdF) - Warsaw Collaboration (R416) and the
Ames Lab. - Bologna - CERN - Dortmund - Heidel-
berg - Warsaw Collaboration (R419), using the Split
Field Magnet ( IS',M), have continued their study cf
deep inelastic events and comparison with patton hard
scattering and fragmentation models. They give evi-
dence that the fragmentation of scattered quarks is
mainly responsible for the production of le and IC*
at high transverse momenta while the production of

which do not have any valence quark in common
with the colliding protons, is due to the fragmentation
of scattered gluots. A large relative yiek! of high pr
protons is observed which is interpreted as the result
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of the hard scattering of diquarks and of their frag-
mentation into protons (Fig. 8).

The Brookhaven - Cambridge - CERN - Copen-
hagen gal) -London (QMC)- Lund-Pennsylvania-
Pittsburgh - Rutherford - Tr.: Aviv Collaboration
(R807), using the Axial field Spectrometer (APS) have
continued the study of production and fragmentation
of jets, which have been shown to dominate the event
structure for sufficiently high transverse energies.
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An attempt has also been made to measure the
ratio between the abundances of two and three-jet
events and hence the strength of the QCD coupling
which is estimated to be a.. 0.17 t 0.02 * 0.05.

Another AFS Experiment, by the Athens -Bonn -
Brookhaven - CERN - Moscow (121+ EPI) - Novo-
sibirsk - Pisa Collabotation (R606), have presented
data on direct photon production in pp and pfl colli-
sions. A significant prompt photon signal is observed
in the pr region between 3-6 &We (Fig. 9). The same
Collaboration have also studied the inclusive produc-
tion of electrons down to 100 MeV/c transverse mo-
mentum. An excess of low pr electrons is observed
(Fig. 10), which is not explained by known processes.

The CERN - Clermont-Farand - Saday - UCLA
Collaboration (R606% are studying the K°K s' sys-
tem produced in the suction pp pp XIV' . Two
clear peaks (Fig. 11) are observed at the D(I285) mass
and in the E/iota (1430) mass region. A spin parity an-
alysis is being performed to find out whether the sig-
nal in the E/iota region is due to the E meson (1°
1), which is considered to be a q11 state, or to the
1° gluoolura candidate observed in p0 anni-
hilation and in the radiative decay of the 11 +. Other
results obtained by tG Collaboration are a compari-
son of elastic scattering crews sections in pp and p0
reactions, and a determination of the inclusive A° po-
larization.

The CERN - Naples - Pisa - Stony Brook Colla-
boration (R210) have completed the analysis of the
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otal cross section data for pp and pf) at - 30.6,
52.8 and 62.7 GeV. A simultaneous fit of pp and pp
data indicates a (log se behaviour of the two cross-
.xtions.

The Bologna - CERN - Frascati Collaboration
(R421), using the SFM continue the study of low pr
multipanicie final states in pp reactions, using the
method of removing leading protons to define the ef-
fective energy available for particle production. The
charged particle multiplicity distributions at ISR
energies are found to scale with the effective energy. A
comparison with et' data shows that the multiplicity
distribution measured in e*e" inters0.ions is narrower.
Extrapolation to collider energies gives good agree-
ment with the charged multipEcitim measured by
UM. The same collaboration is now processing the
data from Experiment R422 to study the associated
production of heavy flavour states using the SFM.

The Annecy - CERN - Genoa - Lyon - Oslo -
Rome - Turin Collaboration (R701) are studying the

623

formation of chatmonium states in the collision of
antiprotons with a hydrogen-gas jet target in the ISR
ring. The experiment has detected the radiative decay
of the charmoolum states xi, Xs. (118 12) and 1k
formed in the I* collision and has made a search for
the yet unobserved 11)1 (S 0, L 1) charmonium
state. The analysis of these data is in progrea.

Light Ian Isleraedam

The analysis of data from the past a-a, dd and
pa runs is being carried out by several collaborations.

The BNL - CERN - Michigan State - Oxford -
Rockefelles Codaboattion (8110) have measured the
total neutral energy spectra in the central region of
an, dd and pp interactions at Nrim. 31 GeV. The
shape of the ea spectrum up to 17 GeV is explained by
representing an an collision as a superposition of four
independent nucleon-nucleon collisions. Beyond 17
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GeV the spectrum is even flatter than in this extreme
model, indicating a 'nuclear enhancement' effect.

The Ames Lab. - Bologna - CERN - Dortmund -
Heidelberg - LBL - Lund Warsaw Collaboration
(R418) are analyzing the longitudinal momentum dis-
tribution of leading protons in as and old collisions, as
well as the correlation between the yields of spectator
protons and the nature of high pr particles.

The R807 Collaboration have measured the no
elastic scattering cross section (Fig. 13). A clear mini-
mum is seen due to the interference between single and
double scattering amplitudes.

SPS Programme

Masa beam experiments

The Bologna - CERN - Dubna - Munich Saclay
Collaboration (NA4) have analyzed their earlier mea-
surements of the p* -F" cross section asymmetry in
deep inelastic muon-carbon scattering in terms of a
new structure function xG3(x) (x Bjorken scaliug
variable). This 'interference structure function' is
sensitive to both the electromagnetic and the weak
charges of the quarks. The standard model and the
quark parton model predict for the valence quark
regime (x > 0.2) and for an isoscalar target a constant
ratio xG3(x)/Fr(x) 9/5, where F5 is the conventional
electromagnetic structure function of the nucleon. The
experimental result is in good agreement WI this
prediction (Fig. 14). In addition, the EMC ehect has
been studied for iron and nitrogen nuclei at high Qz.
Preliminary results are in good agreement with the
EMC results and with recent SLAC data at small Qz.

The European Muon Collaboration (EMC),
Aachen - Annecy - CERN - Freiburg - Hamburg -
Heidelberg- Kiel - Lancaster - Liverpool -Marseilles -
Mons - Oxford - Rutherford - Sheffield - Turin -
Uppsala - Warsaw - Wuppertal - Yale, have continu-
ed the study of nuclear effects in muon collisions. The
yields of secondary particles from, carbon and copper
targets are found to be remarkably similar to those
from flee protons; this result it consistent with a
quark fragmentation length larger than the nuclear
radii and a low quark- nucleon scattering cross sec-
tion. The stun; of JAG production from iron and
hydrogen targets shows instead that the single nucleon
cross section in iron is larger than in hydrogen
(Fig. 15). This may indicate that the soft gluon density
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per nucleon in iron is larger than that in hydrogen
since the .14 yield Is thought to be proportional to the
gluon density in the target. In addition, new results
have been obtained on the production of forward pro-
tons and antiprotons in moon- nucleon scattering and
several studies of quark and diquark fragmentation
have been made.

Nandae exposinams

The CHARM Collaboration, CERN - Hamburg -
Amsterdam - Rome - Moscow (WAIS), have made a
new measurement of the cross sections for a, and ;
scattering on electron. The final value of defw ob-
tained in these purely leptonic processes is sieht
0.215 f 0.032 (stat) f 0.012 (syst). The values ob-
tained for the neutral current couplings gland gt are
shown in Fig. 16 together with limits obtained from
other expaiments which select the unique solution

-0.54 * 0.05 (stat) t 0.06 (cyst),

- 0.06 t 0.07 (stat) t 0.03 (cyst).

A value 11 - -1/2 is predicted by the standard
model, in agreement with the experiment. The
CHARM H Collaboratioo, Brussels IIHE - CERN -
Hamburg - Moscow - Naples - Rome, are preparing a
new detector to repeat these measurements with higher
precision.

The CHARM Collaboration have also studied the
GIX:10011 longitudinal structure function 1,1 in charged
current r and ; interactions. The results show a clear
deviation from the Callan-Gross relation, interpreted
as being due to the finite transverse momenta of par-
tons in the nucleon.

The CDHS Collaboration, CERN - Dortmund -
Heidelberg - Saclay - Warsaw, are analysing the high
statistics exposures of the WA1 apparatus toy and iy
narrowband and w:deband beams which resulted in
- 106 recorded tutrino interactions. The WAI /2
Experiment took data during 1964 in a high-flux ver-
siondon of the narrowband beam. The data are being ana-
lysed and the measurement of the neutral to charged
current ratio should give a value of sinlh with an ex-
perimental precision of *0.005, similar to the preci-
sion aimed at by the CHARM 11 Collaboration. This
precision, in csnjunction with Use value of sin4w ob-
tained from the r mass, should give a meaningful test
of the higher-order dectroweak radiative correction.
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The analyse of data from tsar I982 CERN cc-
perimeats, to investigate the properties of neutrinos
produced by 400 GeV protons hitting massive copper
beans dumps. continues. The CDHS Collaboration
(WA68) give rat: or prompt la to prompt r, of
0.88 t 0.17, whkh is consistent with F. and r, pro-
duction being equal as expected I. they come from
smile ptonia derhys of charmed particles produced in
the &asp.

The Aachen - Athens - Bonn - CERN - London
(IL) - Munich (mpo - Orford - Saday - Stockholm
Collaboration (WA66) are refining the sadly/it of
th.ir bean dump experiment which wed BEBC as a
neutrino d actor. Prompt muon and charms event
rates are compatible with ndng equal. A small ratio
(0.21 t 0.0'4 of e` to e" event rates is obonvixl indi-
cting a dil f mace between the sa and fluxes: this
asymmetry L. ire regarded as a ( ante:mace of the fact

38

that chimed baryons, vying la, have a larger momen-
tum than the associated charmed meson giving 7i.

The same Collaboration have made a search for
the decay of henry neutrinos into lie ra. From the
absence of low mass two-prong events indicarlitz such
decay, limits have been obtained on their mixing with
muon-ncuirinos (Fig. 171.

The other BEE:: Experiments 11/A21. Birming-
ham - Bonn - CERN - Lontir.: (IC +DC) - Munich
(MPI) - Oxford Collaboration, WA2S, Amsterdam -
Bergen - Bologna - Padua- Pisa - Saday -Turin Col-
labortion and WAS9, Athens - Bari - Birmingham -
Brussels - CERN - London (IC+ DC) - Munich
(MPI) - Oxford - PaLiseau - Rutherford - Saday
Collaboration. arc continuing the data analysis to sha-
dy structure functions and neutral current processes.

Search for fractiously charged smacks

The CHARM ColkboratIon have performed a
new search for charge 1/3 and 2/3 partkles produced
in proton-nucleus and neutrino-nucleus collisions.
They give limits of a few times 10-' per neutrino inter-
actions and 10' an: for proems-nucleus Mteractions.

The Bologna (Univ. + NEN) - CERN-Frascati -
Rome Coital-oration (WA44) are analyzing data from
a search for quarks produced in high-energy neutrino
interactions. The search is based on the measurement
of the track ionization in an avalanche chamber. Ex-
tensive studies are being made of MI sources of system-
atic effects which could simulate low ionizing tracks in
their apparatus.

Prompt serotem and moos pair production

Single photons with :age transverse momenta are
expected to be pro.fstced mainly via QCI) Crompton
(quark + gluon quark + photon) and analilation
(quark + autiquark gluon + photon) promises. In
particular, the cross senior. &Here=

o(r- y + X) - a(sr` N 1. 4- X)

is determined oy the (=tribal= of the annihilation
graph only. Prdirninary results obtained by the Bari -
Freiburg - Moscow 01E11 - Munich (MPI) Colla-
boration (NA24) from 300 OcV/e r p. sr` p. and pp
formation (Ft;. IS) norm to indicate some discrep-
toe. with the QCI) predinious.
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Another proirpt photon experiment is being car-
ried out by the Geneva-Glasgow-Liverpool-Milan -
Neuchltel Collaboration (WA70) using a fine-grained
sampling photon calorimeter covering a large solid an-
gle and the 0' magnetic spectrometer. The calorimeter
is based on a new technique using liquid scintillators
contained in teflon tubes, which behave as optical
fibers. The data acquisition has started and the ana-
lysis is in progress.

The Athens - CERN - London (IC) - Orsay
(LAL) - Palaiseau (EP) - Paris (CdF) - Sarday (CEN
DPhPE+ DPhN) - Southampton - Strasbourg - War-
saw Collaboration (NA14) are studying high pr pho-
ton production using an incident photon beam. The
data processing is nearly completed. A dear excess of
prompt photons is observed at transverse momenta
> 2.5 GeV/c which is interpreted in terms of QED
quark-photon scattering with appropnate QCD cor-
rections.

Direct production of soft photons in hadromc
processes is instead expected to be due to QED
bremsstrahlung processes associated to the production
of charged hadrons. The CERN - Brussels - Mons -
Nijmegen - Serpukhov Collaboration (WA27) inve it-
gated the production of soft gamma production ,n
K' p interactions at 70 GeV/c in BEBC. An excess of
gammas is found at low pr (< 60 MeV/c) which is not
accounted for by radiative decay of hadrons neither by
the expected QED bremsstrahlung and may indicate
the existence of other, as yet unknown, sources of soft
photons.

Muon pair production by incident hadrons is an
important testing ground of QCD. The CERN - Orsa)
(LAL) Palaiseau (EP) - Paris (CdF) - Pisa - Seeley
Collaboration (NA3) have presented an analysis of
30000 high mass dimuons (M > 4.5 GeV/c1). They
determine the K factor (a experimental/a predicted in
the leading log approximation) for different values of
the Feynman-x and of the mass of the pair.

The CERN - Naples - Palaiscau (EP) - Stras-
bourg Zurich (ETH) Collaboration (NA 10, 1:nye
presented results from their 1,. r- run A
study of the Drell-Yan continuum inan.ates an un
expected scaling violation for muon pair masses above
the T Data taking is continuing in order to under-
stand the nature of this violation. In addition evidence
has been obtained that C,..a.D 1ligher twist effects are
needed to describe the angular distnbudon of the a'a-
continuun. Finally, a study of a sample a 2000 T
events slip that their xr and pr d:stnbutions are si-
milar to those Drell-Yan pairs
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Heavy flavours

An extensive program is being carried on to study
the production and decay of hadrons carrying charm
and beauty.

The Aachen - Brussels - Bombay CERN -
Duke -Genoa -Japan - Liverpool - Madrid - Mons -

Oxford - Padua - Paris (CdF + Paris VI) - Rome -
Rutgers - Rutherford - Serpukhov - Stockholm -
Strasbourg - Tennessee - Turin - Tneste - Vienna -
Zeutntr. Collaboration (NA27) using the LEBC-EHS
set up have completed the data acquisition phase of
their expenment. Final results have been obtained on
the D° and D' lifeit ie, brinclung ratios and cross
sections. The bfeume 'hies are

re= 3.53? x 10-us,

Tb- = 10.1M x 10- "5

and confirm the previous findings that D° and L' do
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not have the same lifetime. Results have also been ob-
tained on charm-charm corrdatioos, allowing a test of
various models of halm& charm production. While
the bulk of the data can be interpreted in terms of cen-
tral production, a clear leading particle effect is ob-
served. ibis last effect is not fully understood in terms
of QCD -bssed models.

The ACCMOR Collaboration, Amsterdam -
Bristol - CERN - Cracow - Munich (MPI) -

Rutherford (NA3n, are pursuing a systematic study
of charm production and decay in hadrooic interac-
tions using the ACCMOR spectrometer and a high re-
solution Si isetrip vertex detector. In 1964 the physics
goal was to collect a high statistics maple of charged
and neutral Nowak to study their production with
different incoming particles (r- , , p), and to deter-
mine their lifetime with a precision of better than
1074. So far a small sample of data has bees analyzed
yielding 30 fully recoostructed It and D' decays in
the decay modes ICrerr" (Fig. 19). A envious dit-
to sample, obtained by triggering in part on O-mesons
- d in part on semi-kptonic charm deceYe. has bean
analyzed yidding 25 Cabibbo suppressed D'
sr decays and a few A. pCs candidates.

The Bristol - Geneva - Heidelberg - Lama= -
London (QMC) - Rutherford Collaboration (WA42
and WA62) continue the analysis of data collected in
the SPS hyperon beam up to 1962. The lifetime of the
charmed strange hyperon A' observed for the first
time in this experiment (Fig. 20) has been determined
to be

rA 4.8!fl x 10-"s.

The same collaboration have obtained first evi-
dence for the le baryon in the decay to 11-1C-Ts
with a mass of (2740 * 25) MeVie

The NA14 Collaboration are preparing and teat
ing an experiment to study the pbotoproduction of

40
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heavy flavours using the NAI4 specuomena and a Si
p.strip vertex detector.

The Bonn - CERN - Lancaster - Manchester -
Rutherford- Sbeffkid Collaboration (WA69) are stu-
dying the photoproduction of high mass states fiat"
locating into mukipartide final states. They use the
O' spectrometer, its downstream eiectromagnetic
calorimeter (built by WA70) and a Ring Imaging
CHerenkov (RICH) detector built by the British part
of the collaboration. The data taking and the analysis
have started.

Two collaborations have taken dux to study ha.
ciroproduction of beauty In nuclear emulsion. The
CERN - Genoa - Milan - Moscow - Paris - Rome -
Santander - Valencia Collaboration (WA71) use the
tr spectrometer. its downstream RICH detector and
electrozaasnetic calorimeter. The Bari - Brussels -
CERN - Dublin - Japan - London (UC) - Rome -
Turin Collaboration (WA7S), use a downstream muon
detector. Both experiments Incorporate a Si p-strip
vertex detector.

Another CoUaboratku, Bari - Brussels - CERN -
London (UC) - Rome - Turin (WA78), have started a
search for pairs of particles carrying beauty by dump-
ing a s- beam on a target calorimeter and detecting
the muon signals coming from the b5 semileptonic
decay chain.

Other SPS Experiments

The Athens - Ban - Birmingham - CERN Coils.
boration (WA76) are studying the mesons produced in
the central rapidity region In exclusive reactions whe-
re, to date, little data exists. One aim of the experi-
ment is to look for the so-called glueball r.won states.
The experiment was performed In the 0' spectrometer,
the beam being composed of s and protons of
SS GeV/c. The channel (r* /p)p (r* p)ep,
Kiil*r has been analyzed in detail. The MK' tr°
mass spectrum (Fig. 21) shows two peaks at mass va-
lues corresponding to the D and Mout mesons. Ana.
lyric of the spin-parity of the states showed that both
have Jr . 1*. Thus. if the .15 0- value found for
the iota-meson at SLAC in the reaction ?iota is
confirmed. it appears time exist two mesons with the
same decay mode and similar muses but different spin
parities.

Both D and E states have also been observed
(Fla. 22) in the reaction r p ben, M°
6 7 at 100 GeV /c by the Annecy - Belgium - Los Ala-

flew, 21K:r r' war spans. frost ihr sixties Ar. /plp
tr. /p) ep. X. eV., IJGeVic (WAX) Clew peek owe pr
sent t wa tornspowag ie DOOS)401 WO*
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mos - Serpukhov Collaboration (NA12). This experi-
ment makes use of a 4000 cell Cereakov hodoseope
(CAMS), which allows the measurement of the mo-
mentum vector of each gamma In a multi-gamma
event. The spin perky assignment Jr - 1 seems fa-
voured for the peak In the E/lota realm

The Athens - Bari - Birmingham - CERN - Paris
V1.4-01F) Collaboration (WATT), using the 0'

Spectrometer, have started a search for high pr direct
production
duction of
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x
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.
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Another 0' Experiment (WA74), by the CERN -
Lisbon - Neuchgtel - Paris VI Collaboration, has
studied the forward inchnive production of leis In

p interactions at 12 and 16 GeV/c. In the forward
direction, the A polarization is found to be large and
to have a strong Pr dependence.

The Annecy - CERN - Copenhagen (NBI) -
Genoa London (11C) - Oslo Collaboration (WA7),
using a two-arm spectrometer, have measured elastic
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differential cross sections of rp. K it. pp and pp
scattering at inckient momenta of 20. 30 and
50 GeVic in the momentum transfer range 0.5 < It1 <
$ GeV°. An unexpected dip-bump structure is ob-
served in the pp dank differential cross-section at 30
and 50 GeV (Fig. 23). The dip and Its observed dis-
placement with energy provide a challenge to theceeti-
cal models.

The CERN - Frascati - London (Watt. Coll.) -
Milan - Pisa - Southampton - Turin - Trkste Colla-
boration (NA7) ate completing the snarls of the data
taken at the FRAMM spectrometer. to study the (*
tromagoetic form factor of the pion. The data in the
space-like region are fitted by a pole form with a pion
radius (tiae 0.657 t 0.012 fm. The analysis of data
on the keen form factor has started.

Another Collaboration using the FRAMM spec-
trometer. (Clermont-Ferrand -Frascati -Milan - Pisa-
Turin - Trkste - London (West!. 014141 (NAM, are
at present compledng the analysis of ire production
via Primakoff effect on nuclei.

Two collaborations using the European Hybrid
Spectrometer (EM), namely the Aachen Berth' -
Brussels - Cracow - Erevan - Helsinki - Nijmegen -
Rio de Janeiro - Serpukbov - Warsaw Collaboration
(NA22), and the Bombay - CERN - Genoa -
Innsbruck - Japan - Madrid - Mons - Rutgers -Sc-
pukhov - Tennessee - Vienna Collaboration (NA33).
are analyzing their data to study low pr hadronic col-
lisions.
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The Ames Lab. - CERN - Chicago - Lund -
Paris (Univ. VI) Collaboration (NA30)5ave completed
their precision measurement of the r° lifetime using an
arrangement where the decay gammas are converted
in a thin foil at variable diInce from a thin target in
which are prodrced. Preliminary results give a a°
lifetime r (0.892 t 0.02) x 10- s. The previous
average obtained using the Primakoff effect is r
(0.83 t 006) x 10" " s.

The Annecy (LAPP) - Lyon (IPN) - New-York
(Albany Univ.) Collaboration (NA33) are measuring
the ee- pair production cross-section by high energy
photons incident along the major axial direction of a
germanium crystal. The aim is to look for the recently
predicted 'crystal-assisted pair creation' which should
largely exceed the Bethe-Heitier process rate for pho-
ton energies of a few tens of GeV. An enhancement of
the cross-section was found, but about three times
smaller than foreseen by the theory. The experiment
will continue in 1985.

r3 Programme

Neutrino Physics

The CHARM CollaNsration (CERN- lamburg-
Amsterdam - Rome - Moscow, PS181) have now
published their final results on neutnno oscillations.
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The experiment used two neutrino detectors placed at
123 m and 903 m from the neutrino source known to
provide essentially muon neutrinos (r). They looked
simultaneously for the appearance of electron neutsi-
nos (r4) and the disappearance of An upper limit
of 2.7$. (904. C.L.) was obtained for the fraction
of r,'s transformed into v.'s. For complete mixing
(sins 28 - 1) this gives a limit Anil 5 0.20 eV2 and a
minimum value of the mixing parameter sins 2$
0.04 at ems w 2 eV2. Oscillations where a
may be v. or a heavier neutrino, were also looked for
by measuring the disappearance or .'s between the
two detectors. Assuming complete mixing, the limit
6.112 5 0.29 al has been obtained at the 904. con-
fidence level. It is worthwhile recalling the results al-
ready reported last year by the CDHS Collaboration
(CERN-Dortmund- Heidelberg - Saclay - Warsaw-
Washington Collaboration, PSt69) which looked for
r, oscillations by comparing the rates of
charged-current interactions in two detectors located
at 130 m and 885 m from the target. At the 9041. C.L.
Ems vain( between 0.26 and 90 eV2 were excluded
for sins 28 w 1 while fixing a minimum value of
sins 28 w 0.053 at tans a. 2.5 eV2.

The complete information derived from the two
experiments is summarized in Fig. 24 together with
results obtained in other laboratories.

The Collaboration of Annecy - Athens - CERN -
Paris - Rome (PS191) searched for the decay of heavy
neutrinos into e'e- v.. The detector, which was
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assembled and tested just before the run in the first
half of 1984, is a simple one. It consists of a decay vol-
ume 12 m:ong an,' 6 x 3 re surface filled with helium
in which seven equally spaced planes of flash tubes
define the tracks of charged particles. It is followed by
an electromagnetic calorimeter -7 rat/mann lengths
equivalentcomposed of 20 planes of flash tubes
between each of which 6 mm thick Fe plates were in-
serted. A scintillator hodoscope, placed inside the ca-
lorimeter after the first two radiation lengths, was
used as trigger.

It is estimated that about 10" es passed through
the detector. No decay was observed and it can be esti-
mated, see Fig. 25, that, for example, the coupling
strength measuring the overlap between a heavy neut-
rino mass between IC() and 400 MeV and a r or r,
neutnno is smaller than 10- and 10 s, respectively.

LEAR Experiments

The very successful operation of LEAR and the
extensive physics runs made in 1984 at different ji
energies have allowed many of the experiments started
in 1983 to accumulate statistics that, althow,th gene-
rally still far from those estimated necessary to accom-
plish their goals, allow them to study in detail the
performance of their equipment and analysis pro-
grammes In so doing, preliminary results on the more
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prominent phenomena occumng have been obtained.
They are summarized in the following paragraphs.

X-rays

X-rays are emitted in radiative transitions to the
lorest states of antiprotonic atoms preceding ON an-
nihilation at mg. Their yields and energies provide im-
portant information about the atomic cascade process
and the strong PI interaction at threshold which broa-
dens and shifts the levels with respect to their Q.E.D.
values. The studies require gaseous targets since the
antiprotonic atoms formed in liquid targets
annihilatedue to collisional Stark mixingfrom
high nS states without X-ray emission. The very high 5
fluxes now availab't at LEAR compensate the poor
stopping power of r. s targets.

Two experiments have thus observed for the first
time X-ray transitions to the Is ground state of the pp
atom.

One, CERN - Mainz- Munich -Orsay (LAL) -
Vancouver - Victoria - Zurich Collaboration (PS171),
stop antiprotons in a hydrogen target located inside a
large magnetic spectrometer. The target is surrounded
by a cylindrical projection chamber measuring the
energy (precision 1100 eV F.W.H.M. at Si keV) and
the conversion point of the X-rays as well as the tracks
of charged annihilation products The X-ray energy
spectrum, shown in Fig. 26, has been obtained in a 6
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hour run requinng only neutral annihilation products
to suppress background from inner bremsstrahlung
L-series X-rays are contained in the lam peak be-
tween 1.4 and 3.6 keV, while the K- series appears as a
broad structure between 8 and II keV. The relative
yield of K to L X-rays is (2 t 2 due to the large
annihilation width of the 2p level. A fit based on two
zsussian contributions from K and Ka lines with fix-
ed Q.E.D. separation and the emerimental resolution
gives a reput.ve shift of the Is level AE(Is) - - 0.5 t
0.3 keV. The total L-series yield has been determined
to be 0.13 t 002 per stopping 13 from a study of an-
nihilations into charged particles.

The other experiment, a Collaboration of Bir-
mingham - Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - Col-
lege of William and Maly (U.S.A.) - NIKHEF (Am-
sterdam), (PS174), stop -pits in a large aluminium flask
containing gas at atmospheric pressure and main-
tained at temperatures from 30 K to 300 K. The X-rays
are detected in a 300 mm2 x 5 mm SiLi detector. Al-
though still limited by statistics, they also observe
K-series transitions and give preliminary values for the
shift and width of the Is state: AEI, -0.75 t 0.19
keV and r - 1.14 t 0.24 keV, respectively. Filie
spectra were used to test and calibrate the apparatus.
As a by-product strong interaction effects were mea-
sured with the following results: GiErro - -7.4 t
3.5 eV, raw 35 t 15 eV and rod, - 2.4 t 0.5
meV.

X-ray spectra of antiprceonic atoms and 7-rays
spectra from residual nuclei after /3 absorption are
being studied by the Basel - Karlsruhe - Strasbourg -
Thessalonica Collaboration (PS176). The spectra of
oxygen iscopes have been studied to disentangle the

n from the pp interactions. The cascade is observed
to stop at the principal quantum number n - 3, when
the strong interaction effects should be observed. By
comparing the displacement and width of the line
from the n - 4 to the n - 3 level observed in 170 and
"0 relative to those observed in "0, the zero energy fa
n scattering length can be determined under simple but
reasonable assumptions. The o-parameter (ratio of the
real to the imaginary part of the forward scattering
amplitude) deduced from it is found to be Q - -0.73
t 0.13, a value which present theoretical models
would indicate to correspond to the existence of a
bound state close to threshold.

"213b X-rays have also been studied by the same
Collaboration, Fig. 27. The fine structure splitting of
the lines from n - 10 to n - 9 and from n I I to
n = 10 have been measured: 2.2 key and 1.2 keV,
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respectively. From these values a determination of the
13 magnetic moment is being calculated.

Smelt for Narrow Resomusees

Potential models of the Ng interaction and, mo-
re generally, Q.C.D.-inspired models predict the exist-
ence of resonances other than the classical (q ones.
Different experiments at LEAR are searching for
them. The results obtained so far come from studies
of inclusive reactions where, if produced in quasi two-
body reactions, the resonances would manifest them-
selves through the appearance of lines in the momen-
tum spectrum of the recoiling pions (charged or neu-
tral), rrays or a narrow resonance like the w or le .
Narrow resonances would give nearly monochromatic
lines and their observation in inclusive spectra should
be favoured.

The Athens - U.C. Irvine - New Mexico - Penn-
sylvania State - Temple Collaboration (PS183) have
stopped - IOro antiprotons in a liquid hydrogen tar-
get and measured the momentum spectrum of charged
particles entering a magnetic spectrometer placed on
one side of the target. At the 3a level no evidence was
found for narrow states with frequencies greater 0. ,n
6 x 10" per pp annihilation.

The CERN - Mainz - Munich - Orsay (LAL) -
Vancouver - Victoria - Zurich Collaboration (PSI71),
using a spectrometer covering a solid angle of
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- 0.6 x 4w around a hydrogen gas target, have ex-
amined the spectrum of - 7 x 10' charged pions
coming from events fully reconstructed in the target.
At the 5a level they set an upper limit of 2 x per
annihilation for the production of narrow states in the
mass range 1100 to 1670 MeV. Contrary to other ex-
periments, the large solid angle covered by the spec-
trometer of this Collaboration allows the study of
many completely determined annihilation channels.
Analyses now in progress are extending the search for
resonances to multibody final states. Detection of

ea- decays in 13P " KW and Kfla. annihila-
tions and, through the um of dE/dx information pro-
vided by the X-ray detector, of reactions like Op
Kit eir- have been reported. Channels containing
KiC pairs as well as pions are thus becoming available
for investigation.

PSI82 (Basel - Stockholm - Theualonica Colla-
boration) is designed to measure the energy of T's,
TN and w's produced in Pp annihilations at rest in
liquid hydrogen. The apparatus consists of one lead-
glass matrix covering an azimuthal angle of 150 and
two small BOO systems that can be rotated around the
target relative to each other and to the lead-glass wall.
The analysis of the single renergy is still in progress.
The reconstructed w° momentum spectrum shows,
Fig. 28, a strong contribution of the channel rip
+ (p and w) and indications for the existence of an-
nihilation channels: op ir°40, an and 1.°E. The
mOlnentum spectrum slaws strong production of the
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channel Pp + (p and tot) with a strength ( 3%
per annihilation) which, surprisingly. Is about the
same as that of the equivalent 70 channel

Cross - section Measurements

Experiment PSI73 (Max - Planck (Heidelberg) -
University of Heidelberg Collaboration) are measur-
ing differential Pp cross sections in the moment an
range from 150 MeV/c to 600 MeV/c.

The elastic differential cross-section measurement
covers also the Coulomb-nuclear Interference region
and thus allows the determination of e the ratio of
the real to the imaginary pert of the forward scattering
amplitude The total cross-section is obtained via the
optical theorem.

Data have been obtained using p with incident
momenta of 600, 300 and 200 MeV/c and at inter-
mediate momenta by using a carbon degrader. Above
400 MeV/c the measured cross-sections agree with
previous measurements. In the region below 300
MeV/c, where these are the first available results, the
annihilation and total cross-sections increase faster
than prelIcted by any model of the Pp interaction The
values of e show an unexpected increase below 240
MeV/c (Fig 29), which may be a hint of resonance
production close to the Pp threshold.

Experiment PSI72 (Amsterdam (NIKHEF) -
Geneva - London (QMC) Surrey University - Trieste
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Collaboration) have published the results of a met
surement made last year of the Pp total cross-
section from 388 to 599 MeV/c in momentum steps of
from 5 to 10 MeV/c. The measurements were made in
a conventional good geometry transmission experi-
ment. Statistical errors are typically ±0.4% and the
nomialszation uncertainty is t0.7%. One of the
motives for studying this region is that previous ex-
penments have given contradictory results about the
existence of a resonance, called the S(1936) meson, ap-
pearing at a momentum of about 500 MeV/c. With a
mass rolution of about IA MeV/e this Collabora-
tion findat the 90% C.L. an upper limit of 2 mb
MeV/ca for the strength of a resonance of width P s
3.5 MeV/c2. This is in contrast to values as high as
24 mb MeV/c2 reported by some expenment giving
positive evidence.

Electromagnetic Form Factor of the
Proton In the Time-Like Region

Experiment PSI70 (Ferrara - Padua - Saclay -
Turin Collaboration) have taken data on the reaction
Pp e'e- for p momenta from 0 to 300 MeV/c and at
600 MeV/c. The expected cross-section is very small,
10-6-10-I of the total, and a rejection of the order of
le against hadrons and other background sources is
required. Fig 30 shows the good separation obtained
to isolate -Pp e'e- and pp - es', annihda-
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tune, and because the orbital part of the magnetic
moment usually strongly affected by meson ex-
change curresus is expected to be zero. The remain-
ing deviation from the single particle Schmidt value
should be explained by cm-polarization effects.

ISOLDE can provide strong beams of 3°711 (half-
life 4.77 in) because of the lucky chance of three
successive rapid o-decays from the mother 2I'Fr which
is strongly produced by spoliation of thorium. The
magnetic moment has been determined by relating the
optical hyperfine structure of 7"11 to those of the
stable isotopes, 1"11 and P"TI. The future will show
whether a similar experiment can he performed in the
1.3 s isomer 2e7'n. This bun state would be a spin-
orbit partner to the boo ground state of ""8i, and by*
combination of their magnetic moments one could iso-
late the complementary information about meson ex-
change contributions to the orbital part.

The intense sources of Fr and Ra nuclei whichcan
be provided by ISOLDE allow a systematic study of

Float 1 PAtIoarkraptpAt thawing kasha Wrar elf ILJ rrdd
at& o f 3 0 l i t Y " C a s c i t t , atithrt rallattast *co tjaa"Ita
araltirs. The Ilatataread *pall Oa bock lark abatitlararla bets
Si, dole awl away; Mahar lacitaroard Mora art ass ao_rocaa
atom strict by alpbt parkin. ltranerlitt ratios sr lot la - 10" for
"C eralsaaa rrlar e go sonlion Ant boa tart To wpm** Mt
avattok..-714.4rat atilt 101041 re*rOttayalk war wt 2 X le
*Wm /*Mkt., arm* the froa ea the loft tort$ x sight porticka
taxa draw Oa *M.

the exotic "C decay-mode, recently discovered in
vulta by Rose and Jones from Oxford.

In a first exposure of polycarbonate track-record-
ing films, see figure 31, to the ISOLDE sources, two
new cases of "C decay were discovered in ZnRa and
23ta. The observed branching ratios, as low as 10" it
for "C emission relative to alpha emission, might tell
us about the validity of intranudeus clustering con-
cepts and provide us with Improved knowledge of in-
temucleus potentials and extremely asymmetric fission
phenomena.

Mans Sphe Rotatloa (AO &pitheads

The AR techniques developed at the SC have
achieved a high degree of sophistication and are pro-
viding very interesting results with muons probing not
only local or hyperfine fields and, generally, magnetic
properties of materials but also giving information
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firer 32Spin haerectioar of the is' with prompt* compound,
of the owe REM,. 77w II hem Marta i, e setroketkon forxrd by
ME wed 2 Af maw (SC65 Epvirwart)

about the physics and chemistry of different mole-
cules.

Some of the results obtained in 1984 are summar-
ized below.

Experiment SC65 (CERN - Grenoble - Uppsala
Collaboration) have measured local spin correlations
in the rare earth intermetallics (RE)Al2. In these sys-
tems Fm. 32, the e spin is surrounded by two nearest
neighbour RE spins which flip at a rate of 10"-
10" 5- ' in the paramagnetic region. 1 his paramagnet-
ic relaxation, as monitored by the e spin, has been
explained quantitatively as a result of a) relaxation of
the 4f-spin vs. conduction electrons, b) relaxation
through 4f-4f interactions. In the latter process pair
correlations between RE spins are observed to persist
for temperatures well above T,.

Muoas implanted into hexagonal compounds like
Fe2P have been studied in particular at temperatures
dose to the first order phase monition. No evidence
was found for long -lived spin correlations above T,
and the transverse precession signal disappears in the
ferromagnetic state.

Experiments SC68 ',Parma University) and SC81
(CERN - Parma - Rutherford Collaboration) have
used a new and more efficient spectrometer using pro-
portional wire chambers for a better determination of
the coordinates of the incident le and decay e. They
have obtained results on the changes of electronic
structure of molecular crystals us they are cooled
hrough a phase transition.

50

The Collaboration CERN - Geneva - Julich -
Uppsala (SC76) study the diffusion rate and trapping
site for i in metal hydrides at temperatures in the
range 10-300 K.

They have used Z,V21.1 with x .... 0, 3.0. 3.5, and
4.0. The x i. 4 curve shows a plateau in the range
100-170 K indicating that the ri* 's are mobile between
a limited number of H-sites. Above 170 K, where also
the protons become mobile, the muons diffuse over
long distances in the sample.

The Collaboration Munich - Uppsala - Grenoble
(SC93) study the effects of high pressure at low tempe-
ratures on local electronic properties like charge ' Nati-
zation, spin density distribution and. in the cue of
magnetically ordered materials, spin structure.
The pressure range covered is 0-14 Kbar in a tempera-
ture range 10-300 K. It is obtained with a He-gas high
pressure system coupled to a closed-cycle refrigerator.
First experiments were carried out on Fe and Ni to
study the volume dependence of the magnetic field felt
by positive muons implanted in those materials. The
p occupy interstitial lattice positions and the field at
the muon site is a measure of the interstitial spin densi-
ty. It was found that the correction by volume depend-
ence cannot remove the discrepancies noticed earlier
between the measured and the calculated interstitial
spin densities. In particular for iron a better theoreti-
cal model is dearly needed.

Experiments SC82 (CERN - Parma - Rutherford
Collaboration) and SC95 (CERN - Leicester -
Rutherford) apply the pSR technique to the study of
molecular physics and chemistry. Implanted in a mate-
rial, the i reacts and binds chemically as would a
light-weight proton. The AR signal behaviour can
then be exploited to reveal the structure, dynamics or
chemical properties of the molecule. Thus SC82 has
completed a study of a muonated radical derived from
a carbon-oxygen double bond; the carbonyl bond of
acetone. In this paramagnetic molecule the unpaired
electron is partially delocalised onto the oxygen atom.
This makes the hyperfine coupling with the neighbour-
ing muon extremely sensitive to the conformation of
the molecule. Indications have been obtained for a
muonic bonding analogous to hydrogen hooding.

Nucletts-Nucleus Reactions

Several Collaborations, CERN - Copenhagen -
Grenoble - Lund - Sadly (SC83), Cagliari - CERN -
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Strasbourg -Turin (SC9M and Darmstadt -Frankfurt -
Heidelberg - Stony Brook (SC92), have studied pion
production at incident energies well below the free NN
threshold. Substantial cross-sections are observed far
above a level that could be explained by taking into ac-
count the internal momenta of nucleons in the collid-
ing nuclei. They would Indicate a cooperative action
of dusters of nucleons in the nuclei. A conclusion that
is supported by the angular dependence of the pion
yield and the apparent aura velocity.

The emission of medium heavy fragments (hea-
vier than typical evaporation products and lighter than
fission fragments) has been studied by the Darmstadt-
Heidelberg-Munster Collaboration (SCRS). A sugges-
tion that a liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear mat-
ter might be observed has stimulated interest in the
production mechanism. The ydodtics of the light
fragments (A g 3) are centered at about half the beam
velocity ( - 0.4 c) and the temperature in the region
10-20 MeV. This would be expected for the emission
from the hot region where projectile and target over-
lap. For the medium heavy fragments (A k 6) both
the velocity and temperature show a smooth decrease
with mass. From the results obtained with different
targets, this behaviour may be explained by a direct
momentum and energy transfer to a prefragment
formed during the urly stage of the collision.

Technical Developments

Electronics

An appreciable amount of the effort of the Elec-
tronics Researrh and Development Group was de-
voted to the UA I ccIlaboration. The electronic
digitizers of the central detector have been equipped
with double event buffering. The memory controllers
are based on a large-scale integrated circuit, designed
by the group. Other work for UA I has been the
demos, production and commissioning of complex
recording memories and interface modules (REMUS-
VMEVMX). Within the VME-based buffering and
processing system the MACVEE system has been de-
veloped together with the software team of UA I
MACVEE is based on an Apple Macintosh personal
computer connected to additional hardware in the
VME eras, via a private bus.

A close collaboration has been established with
the LEP experiments on FASTBUS support and

pa

developments. As a result of this collaboration the
development of a number of general-purpose modules
has been started. The design of a basic FASTBUS sys-
tem hardware and software has been completed and
that range of devices produced by industry is gradually
increasing.

The development of a read-out system for the
Time Projection Chambers (ALEPH and DELPHI),
in collaboration with outside laboratories, is progress-
ing. The system is based on Flash Analogue to Digital
Converters and is housed in FASTBUS. To cover the
requirements of six detector in DELPHI a high reso-
lution (ns), wide range (gas) and high multiplicity time
digitizer in FASTBUS is under development together
with outside laboratories. A variety of devices has
been designed for the uranium calorimeter and the
transition radiation detector at NA 34.

More design, production, commissioning and
maintenance work has been given, as usual, to most of
the experiments presently setting up or running.

In collaboration with European minufacturers
the Tut and Instrumentation Group developed new
switching power supplies for CAMAC. This project is
being continued in view of a possible application to
FASTBUS. A number of new electronics modules
have been tested and standardized for the EP-Elec-
tronics Pool. This pool consists presently of about
38000 units and is used by CERN groups and visiting
teams. In order to cope with the ever-i..creasing work-
load for maintenance and bookkeeping, more and
more automation is applied.

',insets sad ideated's! Enlister*

Careful technical planning and realization has
been the basis of success for many experiments.
Therefore the experience and ability of the technical
groups are used extensively. Good sharing of the work
between these groups, and between divisions, ensures
efficiency. The spectrum of activities of these few
groups is considerable.

The Magnets and Beams Group (MB) has built
and tested the 3 0Hz modulator of experiment PS
189. Its precision spectrometer (Fig. 33) is near com-
pletion. The assembly of the 400 ton glass target of
WA 79 has been studied and is now in progress
(Fig. 34). Most of the group effort however went into
the preparation of LEP experiments. Parts of the me-
chanical structure of the Time Projection Chamber
(TFC) for ALEPH have been designed. The iron
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yokes of both ALEPH and DELPHI have been
designed and most of the components are already
ordered. Since there is a lack of computer programmes
to calculate the magnetic field in 3 dimensions from
the complicated boundary condition of these experi-
ments. detailed field measurements on a scaled-down
model have bum made. The complicated infrastruc-
ture of the LEP experiments is studied and model
work is pursued as well (Fig. 35).

Some of these projects were carried out in very
close collaboration with the Mechanical Engineering
Group (ME). This group is executing the designs of
the iron structures and the moving equipment of the
LEP experiments (Fig. 36). Computer aided design
(CAD) is used extensively for these studies. When a
design is finished the group often follows up the pro-
jects to the end, by either making the object or study-
ing fabrication procedures and dealing with outside
firms. After manufacturing a test coil for the OPAL
experiment, the tooling for the real coil is now being

6 4 J.

prepared. Amine other experiments the ME group
has been involved in WA 79, ISOLDE, LEAR. UA 1,
and especially UA 6 constructing a calorimeter and the
transition radiation detectors. The group is also en-
gaged to maintain the 130 EP gas distribution systems
for wire chambers.

The Technical Assistance Group (TA) is involved
in experiment NA 31 building wire chambers and the
big He -task. A prototype RICH Wog Imaging
CHaenkov Detector) has been built for the RICH
group to be used in UA 2. The TA-group is studying
together with outside laboratories the RICH chambers
for the endams and the parabolic mirrors for the bar-
rel RICH of DELPHI. A major effort has been made
to build the Mini Vertex Detector for UA I (Fis. 37).
The group has done fabrication tests for the Central
Electrode of the ALEPH-7PC and is preparing the
manufacture of the field cages for the same detector.
The winding of Polyester foils for the insulator of
these cages has been the subject of extensive tests.
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Polarised Target Group

The largest polarized target in the world (2 litres
of irradiated ammonia) developed by this group was
set up at the experiment NA2 (Fig. 38) and ran
successfully at a polarization of 80%. Another small
polarized target was installed and running at LEAR.
Fuel tests with a polarized beam source based or. sta-
ble atomic hydrogen resulted in a 'record' stabilization
rate of 10" atoms/s, without any indication of
vacuum-problems. In collaboration with the Univer-
sity of Rome the basic problems of the cryogenic lay-
out and suspension of a gravitational antenna were
studied. Also the design of the dilution refrigerator for
the antenna was started. Some work for a cold silicon
single-crystal calorimeter showed promising results.

Preparation of LEP Experiments

The preparation of the four LEP experiments has
absorbed an increasing fraction of the resources of the
EP and EF Divisions. To avoid duplication, most of
this activity is reported in the EF section.

The building of these giant detectors has required
an extensive programme of prototype investigation in
addition to the construction of the final detectors.

Most of this work has been carried out in test
beams from the PS and SPS machines. Some of the
beam tests have rivalled full-scale SPS experiments in
their size and complexity.

Here mention is made of just one major proto-
type investigation by each of the four experiments.

The ALEPH Collaboration has made detailed
studies on the performance of a 90 cm long prototype
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) to ensure that the
full-scale chamber will give the best possible perform-
ance. They have succeeded in realizing their design
goals with this prototype.

The DELPHI Collaboration has built and tested
prototypes of their gas and liquid Ring Imaging
CHerenkov (RICH) counters. They have succeeded in
bringing their novel deigns into operation.

The OPAL Collaboration has tested a full-size
prototype section of their JEr chamber, demonstrat-
ing that they can obtain the required spatial resolu-
tion.

The L3 Collaboration has tested two different
arrays (5 x and 3 x 3) of Bismuth Germanate
(EGO) countess to determine their spatial and energy
resolution.
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SPS EXPERIMENTS IN 1984
Econs.1.1
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SPS EXPERIMENTS IN 1984 (Coat.)

Espertmeat
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PS EXPERIMENTS IN 1984

Collabongion

PSI 70 Prepuce measurements of the proton decuornapak form
factors in the timelike region and rector meson spectroacOPY

PSI71 Study of gip nateracoons at ems en hydrogen
gas Una at LEAR 4ASTERDO

PSI72 ptoW acs - tenons and spin effects m
pp - VIC% e* above 2C0 MeV/re (LEAR)

PSI73 Measurement of gip cross-sothoos at low P momenta

PS174 Precision survey of X-rays from pp (yd) atoms using
the instal LEAR barn

PSI 75 Messurettlent of the antoproloak Lyman and Balmer X-rays
of 1741 and TO atoms at very low target presnues

PSI76 Study of X rsy and tray spectra from anuprotonic atoms
at the slowly extracted antiproton helm of LEAR

PS177 Search for heavy hypemucia at LEAR

PSI78
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ISR EXPERIMENTS IN 1984
Everinient

Experunnu Collaboration Suter

R704 Charwomen spectroscopy at the ISR tams an antiproton Annecy-CERN -Genoa.Lyons. Completedbeam arid a hydrogen )et tarps Oslo-Rome-Twin If 6 1964

LEP EXPERIMENTS in preparation in 1984

The ALEPH Detector Athens - Bari - Baling - CERN - Clernsoc toFarand - Copenhagen - Dorusund - Edinburgh - Egbam -
Fracas - Glasgow - Hadelberg - lancasta - London - Marseilles- Munoch Orsay - Palabeau - Pisa -
Rtnherford - Saday Sheffield -Souses - These - Wisconsin

OPAL Colnboratoon Bwmosphani - Bologna - Boan - Ombra:Ise - Caliettin- CERN - Ciscago - Fraburg - Hekletbaz - aria -
London (Brkbeck QMC r UC)- Manchester MardarA -Ottawa Rebovot(Weinman )nst.) -R utherford - Saday - TelAriw - Tokyo

Ll Experiment Aachen (I + III) - Amsterdam-MUM, Belong - Bombay - Budapest - CALTEC - Cara:ye-Mellon -CERN - Florence - Frascati Geneva - Hama: d - Wand- Hotel. John Hopkins Univ - Lausanne - LundLyons - Madrid - Michigan - MIT - Moscow - Munich - Naples - Natheastan - Ohio State Uwe -
Oklahoma Ulan - Princeton - Roan - Rutgers - Sagan - Yak - Zeuthes - Zurich

DELPHI Ames - Anisterctano (NIKHEF) - Athens (Univ. Nat.Tech.Unn )- Bdgium - Bergen - Bologna - CFJeN -Collenhageo -Crum - Dolma - Genova - Helsonki - Karlsruhe - Liverpool -Lund - Milan - Onay - OsloOxford - Padous - Pans (Coll de France LPNHE) - Rome - Rutherford - Saday - Suitsoder-Scrpukhot - Stockholm- Suntans -Tnesta -Toss - Uppsala - Valencia - Vies= - Warsaw - Wuppertal
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Experimental Physics Facilities Division

Introduction

The year 1984 was marked at CERN by the award
of the Nobel prize in physics for the discovery in 1983
of the W and Z particles, the carriers of the weak for-
ce. Technical support groups from EF Division have
participated in all phases of the design, construction
and operation of the two large experiments concerned,
UAl and UA2, including the successful programme of
operations in 1984, and will continue to play their part
in the improvement programmes during the next
years. The division is also involved in the preparation
of experiments UA4 and UA5, scheduled for data-
taking in 1985 with the SPS collider operating in a new
pulsed mode at 450 + 450 GeV.

Another important aspect of 1984 was the termi.
nation of the CERN bubble chamber experiments pro-
gramme, an important concern of this division for the
past 25 years. During the summer the last two bubble
chamber runs took place, as the small high resolution
chamber LEBC operating as vertex detector in the
EHS spectrometer completed the final run of a charm
decay experiment, and the last picture taken in BEBC
terminated the neutrino oscillation experiment in the
PS neutrino beam.

Thus with the increasing support to LEP projects,
1984 has been a year of transition for EF. Although
support for fixed-target experiments has continued,
greater emphasis has been applied to the design and
the construction work of the four LEP experiments
ALEPH, DELPHI, 1.3 and OPAL and additional
help given in the preparation of the LEP accelerator.
A special effort went into the development of super-
conducting accelerating cavities.

In the fixed-target field, EF ran the Omega spec-
trometer and the superconducting magnets in the West
Area and North Area beam lines. Construction pro-
ceeded of the liquid argon photon calorimeter for the
new CP violation experiment and a new group, work-
ing with a corresponding EP Division scam, made a
start on the detector for the new lepton production ex-
pentnent.

Work has started on the improved neutrino wide-
band beam for the CHARM 11 experiment and on the
new neutrino detector for this experiment. In colla-
boration with EP Division, development work has
continued on silicon miaostrip telescopes and has
started on a novel scintillating-fibre detector.

The former 1SR experiment support group joined
EF Division in order to prepare the infrastructure of
the experimental areas for the four LEP experiments.
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In close collaboration with corresponding groups in
EP Division and in outside laboratories, LEP detector
groups in EF have completed the design work on these
four LEP experiments. Construction of major compo-
nents has begun and a series of 'milestone' prototypes
were successfully tested. At the same time the develop-
ment of radio-frequency superconducting accelerating
cavities for the LEP accelerator progressed in an
encouraging fashion and prototypes of 350 MHz cavi-
ties for LEP are being tested.

EF is also Involved in various aspects of the
construction programme of the LEP machine, for
example in the vacuum system, in bending magnet
measurement and quality control and in developing
special instruments for the geodetic survey work.

Detectors for Fixed-Target
Experiments

The three large detector systems BEBC, Euro-
pean Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS) and Omega were
employed in fixed-target physics in 1984. BEBC, in
completing the neutrino oscillation experiment has
come to the end of its physics programme and has now
been shut down, while EHS with experiment NA27
has completed its last run with a bubble chamber as
vertex detector.

Meanwhile, work continued on the liquid argon
photon calorimeter for the CP violation experiment
NA31, on various components for the newly-approved
experiment NA34 currently being set up in the former
NA3 area, and on the evaluation of data of experi-
ment WA44, the search for free quarks.

BEBC

During the summer months the Big European
Bubble Chamber BEBC (volume 35 m5, with a
3.5 tale superconducting magnet) completed the sec-
ond and final part of the neutrino oscillation experi-
ment PS180. BEBC was felled with a 73 mole per cent
neon-hydrogen mixture, and took 567000 neutrino
pictures together with 95000 cosmic ray calibration
pictures. With the 19 GeV PS beam it was possible to
establish a record chamber expansion rate greater than
one expansion every three seconds averaged over the
whole rue, an impressive performance for so big a
bubble chamber.
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The completion of this experimn signalled the
end of the BEBC scientific progranune. Originally de-
signed for neutrino physics at PS energies by a
FranceWest GermanyCERN collaboration start-
ing work in late 1965, and financed equally by these
partners, BEBC took its first photographs in PS
hadron beams in March 1973. After the SPS start-up
HEW was exposed from early 1977 until the end of
1983 to SPS hadron and neutrino beams at much
higher energies (up to 450 GeV). The addition of the
External Muon Identifier (EMI), the Internal Picket
Fence (IPF), the External Particle Identifier (EPI) and
a Track-Sensitive Target (TST) converted BEBC into a
hybrid detector. In addition, during tests of holo-
graphic techniques, tracks were recorded for the first
time in a large detector.

In all with some l3 million expansions BEBC
furnished 6.3 million pictures for 22 experir its,
mostly with four or five separate views on the BelIC
70 mm film, of which 3000 km we- iced.
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The superconducting magnet, storing more mag-
nag energy than any other magnet in the world, was
cold for 86500 hours (that is almost 10 years total
time), and was operational at full current for 25000
hours, being energized for the last time on the occa-
sion of the 1984 CERN Open Day. During a total ope-
rating time of about 38 months the chamber was run
with liquid hydrogen, deutenwn, and with neon-
hydrogen mixtures of various proportions.

Almost 50 laboratories all over the world have
partiapated in the cnalysis of BEBC film. Not count-
ing contributions to conferences or theses, 108 papers
have so far been published in scientific journals; since
not all BEBC film has yet been scanned and analysed,
more are expected. At least 550 researchers have par-
ticipated in experiments using BEBC, a number to be
compared with the 2000 or so physicists currently
making use of the CERN research facilities.

Dismantling of BEBC is under way and will be
finished during 1985.
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Omega Spectrometer

The Omega spectrometer is made up of a set of
wire and drift chambers in and around the 1.8 testa
field of a superconducting magnet, and of Cherenkov
counters and counter hodoscopes, all backed up by
powerful software for event reconstruction. Various
experiments use the basic detector system, differing in
the choke of beam (hadrons up to 450 GeV; photons
up to 200 GeV), in the trigger system for event selec-
tion and in 'private' detectors of the different colla-
borations, which complement the basic system. These
private detectors usually remain at Omega and are
used later by other experiments. The new RICH (Ring
Imaging CHerenkov counter), constructed by the
Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory, is an example of
such a private detector. It will in future be operated by
EF Division and the Omega group is carrying out
some improvements on the electronics and on the gas
system.

Having made a start the previous year in setting
. up, the four new experiments

WA69 photo-production in the energy range 70 -200
GeV

WA70 study of direct photon events in hadronic
collisions

WA7 I an experiment to study beauty production
and lifetime

WA77 search for the direct production of gluonium
states

have taken much data in optimized expenmental con-
ditions. In particular, WA70 and WA77 successfully
selected interesting events from more than one million
interactions per second. At such a rate when each in-
teraction generates thousands of data words, the time
necessary for event selection and for event recording
(dead time) becomes a problem. New developments in
event selection electronics and the use of a
MICE MICro-programme Engine (a fast PDPI I
emulator developed by DI) Division) helped in keep-
ing the dead time at an acceptable level

European Hybrid Spectrometer
with the Bubble Chamber LEBC

The European Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS) com-
prises a wide range of detectors for identification and
momentum measurement of charged particles and for
the determination of the energy of the neutrals. In
1984, EHS was operated with the LExan Bubble
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Chamber (LEBC), sometimes also referred to as
HOLEBC, HO standing for High Optical resolution.

In Spring, EHS completed the charm experiment
NA27, taking in this third run 1.64 million pictures of
proton-proton interactions at 400 GeV, complemented
by spectrometer data. Totals of 0.98 million pictures
of pion-proton interactions, corresponding to a sensi-
tivity of 15.8 events per microbarn, and 2.4 million
pictures of proton-proton interactions, corresponding
to 60 events per microbarn, have been gathered.

Completion of experiment NA27 marked the end
of operation of LEBC at CERN. In total, this bubble
chamber has, in the past years, accumulated nearly 5
million picture, for experiments NAI3. NAI6 and
NA27. In summer, the chamber and its ancillary
equipment were dismantled and prepared for ship-
ment to the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
(Fermilab) in the USA, where it will serve in another
charm experiment (E743) with 800 to 1000 GeV proton
beams supplied by the Tevatron.

Planning was started for adapting the configura-
tion of EHS for the oxygen-ion experiment NA36,
scheduled for 1986.

Detectors for Proton-Antiproton
Collider Experiments

The proton-antiproton collider experiments
UAI, UA2, UA4 and UAS have been taking data,
from time to time, since the second half of 1981.

New physics results from proton-antiproton col-
lider experiments are described in the EP chapter of
this Annual Report, while some aspects of the new ac-
celerator technique are presented in the PS chapter.

Having in the past been involved in the design,
construction and operation of the detectors, EF Divi-
sion is now participating in the respective upgrading
programmes of experiments UAI and UA2, and in
some improvements to UA4 and UAS.

Experiment UAl

The central detector of experiment UAI is a cy-
lindrical drift chamber in a magnetic field of 0.7 teals,
around which is a scintillator calorimeter for elec-
tromagnetic shower detection ('gondolas'). Hadron
calonmttry is integrated into the magnet yoke and
there are also muon chambers and other equipment.
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Detector improvements carried out in the first
part of the year were principally the incorporams of
new walls of magnetized iron, equipped with Wood
tubes, for additional filtering of muons, and the in-
stallation of complementary muon chambers in the
forward direction. The central detector electronic sys-
tem has been equipped with a double buffer permit-
ting parallel read-out, to allow the detector to operate
efficiently at the increasing luminosity of the collider.
A microvertex chamber, a pressurized cylindrical drift
chamber directly surrounding the beam tube of the ac-
celerator, is in preparation. Other development work
in hand concerns the envisaged replacement of the pre-
sent electromagnetic shower detector by a calorimeter
incorporating uranium-238 ('depleted uranium') as the
predominant conversion material.

Experiment UA2

The detector of experiment UA2 consists of a
vertex detector (4 proportional and 2 drift chambers
and a pre-shower counter for track pattern recognition
and ionization measurements), a highly-segmented
electromagnetic calorimeter (lead glass) without mag-
netic field, hadron calorimeters in the central region,
and magnetic spectrometers (toroids) in the forward
and backward cones.

The improvement programme, approved in 1984
by the Research Board, mainly envisages the closure
of the calorimeters in the forward direction. Thus the
fi,rward spectrometers will be replaced by segmented
end-cap calorimeters (lead - scintillator and iron-scintil-
lator sandwiches for electromagnetic and hadronic
showers). The design of these calorimeters has been
completed.

Tests have been carried out in view of the planned
incorporation, in 1985, of a silicon pad counter in the
ems detector. A new beam tube of reduced diame-

ter, in beryllium, will be provided by SPS Division.
A scintillatingfibre detector for the upgraded

vertex detector appears to be feasible (see paragraph
Detector Developments). Further improvements
planned for the start-up of the new antiproton ac-
cumulator ACOL in 1987 are a microvertex chamber,
a cylindrical transition radiation detector, and end-cap
pre-shower chambers.

A Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector (RICH) has
been installed in one sector (1/12 of the acceptance) of
the magnetic spectrometers, to explore the experimen-
tal possibilities of this new detector system.
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Experiments UA4 and UA5

Experiments UA4 and UA5 are situated along
with UA2 at intersection point 4 of the SP'` collider. A
small amount of technical support has been provided
to experiment UA4 (elastic scattering) which will make
use of wire chambers and silicon microstrip devices in
the Roman Pots adjacent to the UA2 area.

The detector of experiment UA5 consists essen-
tially of two large streamer chambers (each 6 m x
1.25 m x 0.5 m), a set of trigger hodoscopes, and six
stereoscopic =CMS which take pictures of the cham-
bers via image intensifiers. Its salient feature is the po-
tential for a rapid visual survey of complex events.
The detector has already been used for proton-
antiproton physics at 270 + 270 GeV.

It is intended to extend these investigations to
much higher energies, 450 + 450 GeV, with the SPS
collider operating in a new pulsed mode. Data taking
for this second-generation experiment, UA5/2, will
start in March 1985. The detector has been revised for
this run: a new lead converter has been installed
between the beam tube of the accelerator and the up-
per streamer chamber, replacing the former lead-glass
converter located inside the chamber.

LEP Experiments

In November 1982, the Research Board, follow-
ing the recommendation of the LEP Experiments
Committee, approved four experiments for LEP:
ALEPH (Apparatus for LEp PHysics),
OPAL (Omni-Purpose Apparatus for Lep),
L3 (Letter of intent number 3), and
DELPHI (DEtector with Lepton, Photon and
Hadron Identifiction).

ALEPH and OPAL are sometimes referred to as
classical experiments, because their layout conforms
to some extent with trends at existing collides.
ALEPH plans to use a time-projection chamber as the
central detector and a lead and wire-chamber sand-
wich calorimeter as the electromagnetic shower coun-
ter, the two surrounded by the superconducting coil of
the magnet, whose iron yoke is equipped with larocci
tubes and which doubles as a hadron calorimeter. In
OPAL, the central detector will Se a cylindrical drift
chamber and the electromagnetic shower counter a
lead-glass calorimeter, with the coil of the magnet in
the annular space between them.
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L3 emphasises accurate tracking and high Pied*
slots in energy measurement of leptons, aiming at a
MASS resolution better than 2% in &lepton final states.
Notable features of the experiment are the enormous
size of the magnet and the muon detectors, and the en-
visaped use of a calorimeter incorporating 12000 Bis-
muth Germanium Oxide (BOO) crystals for eke-
tromagnetic shower defection.

DELPHI proposes to employ the novel technique
of Ring Imaging CHerenkov counters (RICH) for bet-
ter hadron identification. The RICH detectors will be
installed around the central detector, a time-projec-
tion chamber. A High-density Projection Chamber
(HPC) will serve for electromagnetic calonmetry. All
these detectors are mounted inside the superconduct-
ing magnet cod.

EF Division is, together with EP Division, in-
volved in all four experiments, and the two divisions
are jointly developing and constructing particular
components. EF Division is, in particular, providing
general technical support, such as co-ordination of de-
tector design, preparation of the CERN infrastruc-
ture, elaboration of the installation programme, study
of safety questions, and so on. A LEP interface group
was formed in EF early in 1984 with particular res-
ponslbility for all installation problems concerning
these experiments.

Experiment ALEPH

EF Division is involved in work on the cryogenic
system for the superconducting magnet (together with
CEN SaclaY) and with EP Division and many of the
laboratories of the collaboration in development work
on the iron yoke for the magnet and on the prototype
Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) of the central detec-
tor A particular EF interest is the electrostatic field
cage which establishes an extremely unitorm elec-
trostatic field over the volume of the TPC.

The coil and the magnet yoke have been ordered
as have tools and materials for the construction at
CERN in 1985 of the field cage; all other important
components of the detector are in the tooling-up stage
for the massive cons:ruction effort in the laboratories
of the collaboration.

A substantial effort was devoted to prototype
tests Two examples may illustrate this.

A key problem is discriminating between hadron
and electrons. Beam tests show that by comparing the
energies deposited in a prototype module of the eke-
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tromagnetkcalorinseter with the momentum measured
in the TPC, rejection ratios of 1/1000 are possible
thanks to the exceptionally fine granularly of this
device.

Another key problem concerns the systematic
error of a TPC.In a TPC, particle tracks are measured
by drifting the electrons produced by the track parti-
cles in a gas over a distance of up to 2 m to a receptor
plate at the end of the chamber, where the positions
and arrival times of the electrons are mintsured, per-
mitting reconstruction of the track in space. Along the
drift path, distortions are introduced by irregularities
in the electric and magnetic fields, which must be ac-
curately known to arrive at the desired precision of
better than 0.1 mm. The drifting was studied extensi-
vely in a TPC prototype (known as TPC 90) with very
good results. Since the original TPC (a chamber used
at SLAC, USA) experienced some drifting problems,
these results are important and reassuring.

A calibration system for the TPC, making use of
three light beams derived from single laser beam, is
being developed.

A large effort is engager, in the very complex elec-
tronics and computing problems posed by the large
number of data channels of ALEPH. Several mono-
lithic circuits are under development. The on-line elec-
tronics, which must monitor the apparatus and con-
trol the flow of data, is absorbing a big effort, as is the
development of the off -line software which must re-
duce the raw dat: cf bytes per event to the ultima-
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FIV.v Assembly of the fun Art prototype of the OPAL Jet
Chamber (CERN-127.07 84)

tely ,elevant quantities, for example the momentum of
a particle observed.

A full-size model of one-eighth of ALEPH has
peen constructed, largely to study the prehlem of ac-
commodating some 12000 cables totalling 355 km.

Experiment OPAL

In preparing the OPAL experiment the activities
of EP and EF Divisions concern mainly the magnet,
the central detector and the support structure for the
lead glass barrel calorimeter.

The complete lion yoke for the magnet (weighing
about 2400 tons) has been ordered, and the design of
the coil has been completed.

After tendering, the component parts of the lead-
glass calorimeter have been partially ordered.

Concerning the central detector, two 'milestones'
set by the LEP Experiments Committee have been
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passed. First a prototype Z chamber (which measures
the axial z co-ordinates of tracks) has worked very u-
tisfactorilyin a magnetic fieldofupto I teak. Secondly
a full-size prototype of two complete sectors of the Jet
chambet (which measures radial and azimuthal co-
ordinates) has been built. The successful operation of
this prototype has proven that the design of the OPAL
Jet chamber with a wire length of 4 m is technically
sound. In a preliminary analysis, tracking accuracies
between 100 and 150 micrometers for drift distances
up to 16 an have been obtained and the relative z reso-
lution is of the order of 1%. Particles are identified by
sampling their ionization up to 160 times. ai resolution
in dE/cLx of 3 to 47I has been obtained. A detailed
analysis of the shape of the chamber pulses, yielding a
double track resolution of 2 mm, is achieved by using
FADC's (Flash Analogue-Digital Converters). Micro-
processors working in parallel have been shown able
to cope with the enormous data flow produced by this
technique.
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In conclusion all results obtained so far are well
in rccordance with the expected values, and the con-
struction ph :4e of the central detector has started.

Experiment L3

In 1984 the design of most of the L3 deteMor. ea:
finalized. Construction of the L3 magnet coil started
and major orders were placed for the magnet poles. In
addition, 4 cranes and 4000 of the 12000 BOO crystals
were ordered. The assembly and installation sequence
of the detector was studied in detail and solutions
adopted for many infrastructure problems.

A detailed stress analysis and discussion with po-
tential manufacturers of the 35 in long, 4.4 in wide de-
tector support tube, led to a simplified design combin-
ing Ciesper construction and faster installation with
smaller de:la:lions under the weights of the detectors.
At the same time the mechanical design and installs-
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don sequence of the as of detectors inside and around
the support tube were examined in order to minimize
the installation time. The EILL3 design team also
helped to finalize the mechanical structure of the bar-
rel part of the hadron calorimeter, which will consist
of 144 stainless steel housings, arranged in 9 rings
around the BOO electromagnetic shower counter.
Each module will contain 58 uranium plates 5 mm
thick, shielded on both sides by 1 mm of copper.
Read-out is by wire chamber planes grouped into more
than 20000 electronic 'towers'.

The infrastructure design work concentrated on
the final definition of civil engineering parameters for
the underground experimental area and surface build-
ings. A 1/20th-scale wooden model was built to better
understand spay. requirements for services and shield.
Ina problems. In particular, shielded counting houses
situated at both ends of the experimental cavern with
independently shielded accesses were developed. The
final arrangements of the cranes in the experimental
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area and surface halls were defined and a purchase
agreement for these cranes was established between

L:', collaboration and CERN.
The coil of the L3 magnet is a water-cooled,

octagonal solenoid of 168 windings which will be ope-
rated at a current of 30000 A. The coil is manufac-
tured at CERN from 6 cm thick and 90 cm wide alumi.
mum plates by electron-beam welding. For transport
reasons, only half turns are produced as a first step.
By the end of 1984, 92 out of a total 336 half-turns
were completed.

The magnet coil will be housed in a 90 cm thick
iron casing for increased field strength, better homo-
geneity and reduced stray field. This casing will consist
of an assembly of precisely-made pole elements (1100
tons); it will be filled with simple iron bars and plates
(5500 tons). The poles incorporate huge swinging
doors for access to the muon chamber volume. The
first 300 tons of steel, supplied by the Soviet Union,
were received by the end of the year. The design of the
pole structure was finalized, the strength calculations
were reviewed by outside experts, and a manufacturer
was selected after world-wide tendering.

Experiment DELPHI

EF Division is working on he 'end-cap' sectors of
the Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) which will serve
as the DELPHI central detector xi the cylindrical
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part ('barrel') of the RICH and on the cylindrical part
('barrel') of the electromagnetic calorimeter, a
High-density Projection Chamber (HPC). The divi-
sion is also involved in the cryogenic system for the
superconducting magnet.

Work on the TPC embraced beam tests of a
half-scale prototype, high-voltage tests of a full-scale
plate sector in EF Division, improvement of the
efficiency near the edges, further studies of fabrica-
tion details, digitizer comparisons, and trigger system
design.

Beam tests and simulation studies led to a new
circular arrangement for the cathode read-out pads;
this geometry provides a spatial resolution similar to
that offered by the standard rectilinear geometry,
while avoiding cumbersome wire pulse-height correc-
tions. Design details were frozen and production is be-
ing prepared.

In the matter of digitizers, a detailed comparison
was carried out, in collaboration with CEN Seeley,
between CCD ('Charge-Coupled Device') and 8-bit
FADC ('Flash Analogue-Digital Converter') systems.
CCD systems digitize fast analogue signals by tempo-
rarily storing them in an analogue buffer register (the
CCD), whence subsequent digital read-out can take
place by sampling at reduced speed. The FADC
achieves its high speed by carrying out simultaneous
comparisons of the signal amplitude with a large num-
ber of stored reference signals, thus avoiding the need
to store the analogue signal.

6.56 ,
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In collaboration with EP and DD Divisions, a
crate controller and a memory module for the new
FASTBUS data transmission system were developed.
Standard modules were purchased and tested. A
370/E emulator supplied by the Rutherford-Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) has been installed and is under
evaluation for both on-line and off-line applications.

The prototype of the barrel RICH containing
three full-length drift modt.les has produced, in a
test beam, first ring imams from both liquid and gase-
ous radiators. Numerous studies were carried out in
parallel with the beam tests. For some of these, a full
length test system was constructed and operated suc-
cessfully with 200 kV drift voltage. Single electrons
were produced by a laser beam and detected both on
anode wires and cathode strips with full efficiency.
Other apparatus has been realized' to investigate the
flow of the TMAE (tetrakis-climethylantino-cthylene)
vapour used in the Ring Imaging CHerenkov coun-
ters, outgassing of materials and reactions with
TMAE.

Tests of full-size prototype sub-units of the elec-
tromagnetic barrel converter have been carried out in
particle beams at DESY and CERN.

Many details of the infrastructure for the
experimental area have been studied, and full-scale
models constructed for detector and cable layout. De-
tails of the cryogenic system for the solenoid have
been defined in collaboration with RAL.

DELPHI contains an unprecedented number of
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different detector components and therefore gas sys-
tems. Standardization and high reliability arc manda-
tory. The design principle for a standard gas system
and its microprocessor control has been worked out.

Technical Support for the
Construction of the LEP Machine

EF Division participates in various technical
activities related to the construction of the LEP
machine, for example in the vacuum programme
(developnsen. .:f lead shielding techniques for the
VACUUM chamber and tests of various kinds), the mag-
net programme (magnetic field measurements), and
the geodetic survey programme. A major effort goes
into the development of superconducting RF cavities;
these may allow the beam energy of LEP to be increas-
ed considerably in later phases of the project.

Lead Claddlag of LEP Vacuum Chambers

The LEP beam tube is to be encased in lead
cladding to absorb the synchrotron radiation emitted
by the electron and positron beams.

EF Division has continued to participate in the
development of the cladding technology. Based upon
the experience gained earlier with a 12 ru long pro-
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totype hydraulic vest fee dipole chambers, a A m lone
hydraulic press for quadrupole chambers of improved
design was constructed. This press is suitable LX Pro-
duction work, and a number of quadrupole chambers
was satisfactorily clad with ft. The successful tenderer
for the cladding of all the LEP vacuum chambers deci-
ded to purchase it from CERN, for use as a produc-
tion tool for the lead cladding of all the quadrupole
chambers. The same company is now constructing two
12 at long hydraulic presses, using the same basic tech-
nology, for the cladding of the dipole chambers.

Field Mapplag of LEP Dipole Mewls

The Division carries out magnetic field measure-
ments as part of general quality control during fabri-
cation of the bending magnets of the LEP accelerator.

The construction of the automatic measuring
machine was finished on schedule in July, and the
measurement rate reached its full value of 2.5 magnets
per week measured with satisfactory precision by
November.

Automat°a of sarveylag Muralists ts

A mixed EF/LEP team is working on the auto-
mation and improvement of several surveying
instruments intended for use to constrticting and
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DISTINVAR, the first instrument to be fully
developed, able to measure distances from 0.4 to
50 m with a resol,mon of 2 micrometres, Is now in
series pro,uction with pnvat, ihdustr) Early produc-
tion models are entirely satisfactory.

Two prototypes of a gyro-theodohte able to indi-
cate true North with a precision of 10 centesimal
seconds of arc (about 16 microradians) in less than a
quarter of an hour are performing correctly. The
production of a series of instruments by European
Industry will start shortly.

An instrument for measuring differences in level
between two points up to 50 m apart with a precision
of 10 mictometres is under development.

The prototype for an autonomous portable data
acquisition system is nearing completion.

All the instruments mentioned above use the same
ultra-compact microprocessor and which consumes
very little power and which can be programmed in
BASIC; this card is now produced industrially.

Superconducting RF Accelerating Cavities

The development of superconducting RF accele-
rating cavities for LEP continued throughout 1984.

A five-cell, 500 MHz cavity previously tested at
the PETRA storage ring at DESY, Hamburg, where it
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reached a field of 2.8 MV/m, was given its first com-
plete chemical polishing, whereupon a field of
5 MV/m with a quality factor ('Q- value') of
109 was obtained. This test confirmed that the field li-
mitations previously observed were due only to imper-
fections in the chemical treatment process and not to
specific problems of the multi-cell configuration.

In single-cell 500 MHz cavities manufactured
from niobium sheet material of increased thermal
conductivity, accelerating fields greater than
9 MV/m (up to 13 MV/m) were repeatedly achieved.
The results indicate that the achievable fields scale ap-
proximately with the square root of the thermal con-
ductivity.

Efforts were then concentrated on larger cavities,
operating at 350 MHz, the LEP frequency. In a single-
cell 350 MHz cavity, an accelerating field of
i0.3 MV/m was reached, with a Q-value of 4 x 109 at
18v .,L1 end 1.8 x 109 at maximum

view of the beneficial influence of a high ther-
mal conductivity of the wall material on the perform-
ance of the cavity, the development of copper cavities
sputtered with a thin layer of niobium was actively
pursued. In a single -cell 500 MHz cavity, fields up to
10 MV/m were reached without any sign of thermal
breakdown. Present studies are concerned with the ob-
served degradation of the Q-value at such high fields.

The design of a cavity for LEP, with all couplers
located at the beam tube, has been finalized. Design
work on fundamental mode couplers, higher-order
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mode couplers and tuning systems is in hand. Hori-
zontal test cryostats for multi-cell cavities with a sim-
ph fied layout matched to the requirements of LEP are
under construction.

Study contracts placed with industry for the
development of compact helium refrigerators suitable
for installation in an accelerator tunnel have led to
very satisfactory results.

A one-week Workshop on RF- Superconductivity
was organized in July at CERN by the EF/RF Group.

Cryogenics

Cryogenic activities in EF Division are very wi-
despread, covering operation of cryogenic detectors
such as bubble chambers (BEBC and LEBC) and of
sup -.Inducting detector magnets (Omega, experi-
ments WA75/78 et NA3), :roofing of polarized targets,
development of cooling systems for LEI3 detector
magnets, studies and technical support for the cooling
of superconducting cavities, participation in tests in-
volving cryogenic techniques of all kinds, production
and supply of cryogenic fluids and participation in
theoretical studies for future superconducting
accelerators.

A notable event in 1984 was the commissioning of
a new helium compressor. While all compressors
hitherto used at CERN are of the reciprocating-piston
type, the new machine is a screw compressor with oil
injection. Being a rotary machine, it is virtually
vibration-free and can be installed without founda-
tions. With suitable measures for sound-proofing, it
can even be located inside an experimental hall, a fea-
ture very desirable for flexibility in the layout of ex-
periments. The new compressor was in fact installed in
the West Experimental Hall, where it operated in the
cooling system of the vertex magnet of experiments
WA75/78. CERN is principally interested in gaining
practical experience concerning long-term reliability of
the lubricating oil removal system.

Performance tests with various cold gas turbine
nozzles have been carried out on one of the North
Area refrigerators, in view of a possible adaptation of
this type of plant to the needs of the superconducting
magnets of LEP experiments.

Experience with microprocessor-based controls
for cryogenic refrigerators was very satisfactory, and
existing refrigerators are being modified to make full
use of the new technique.
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Central helium liquefiers reliquefied about
150000 litres of helium used on the Meynn site and
160000 lures of helium used on the Prevessm site.
About 2.4 million litres of liquid nitrogen and 21000
litres of liquid hydrogen were purchased from outside
supphas and delivered to the users.

Detector Developments

This chapter summarizes n number of current
developments in particle detectors, usually-undertaken
with a specific application in view.

Tests have bxn carried out on a novel track de-
tector constructed as a matrix of optical fibres made
out of scintillating material. Tracks are recognised by
noting the scintillation engendered in those fibres
which the primary ionizing particle traverses. An
opto-electric system intensifies the light signals where-
upon the fibres giving rise to signals are identified
electronically. Scintillating fibre bundles both in glass,
with fibre diameters 10 micrometres, and in polysty-
rene (fibre diameters I mm) have been tried. Once the
feasibility of the idea had been demonstrated, effort
was concentrated on developing a detector for experi-
ment UA2, using 1 mm polystyrene nbres.

Early tests on detecting the light emitted along a
track in a wire chamber developed by EP division have
been undertaken, using a sensor consisting of an ob-
jective lens, an image intensifier and a light-sensitive
CCD.

A micro-vertex system for experiment WA71 in
the Omega spectrometer has been completed and suc-
cessfully used. It consists of five 'sandwiches' each
with two silk n diode microstrip detectors of 512 ac-
tive elements (26 mm x 26 mm total active area). In
view of the application of silicon detectors in col-
lidingbeam experiments, long-term radiation effects
and detector reliability have received particular atten-
tion. A preliminary study has shown that an 'inverted'
structure is more radiationresistant. In this arrange-
ment, the segmented pattern is made on the ohm:,
contact side of the silicon wafer, instead of on the
rectifying side.

An investigation into the feasibility of a miniatur-
ized detector read-out system using a Charge-Coupled
Device (CCD) has been completed in collaboration
with industry. A computer-controlled test facility for
CCD's is used to measure the performance of pro-
totype devices.
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A thick-film hybridized four-channel adjustable
threshold discriminator (MSD3) has been produced in
collaboration with DD and SB Divisions. Several
thousand of these circuits have been manufactured by
Industry, principally for experiment NAI4.

Film Processing, Scanning, and
Measurement

The division was Involved in 1984 in the proces-
sing, scani.mg and measurement of all film and most
nuclear emulsion from CERN track detectors.

The film-processing service treated about 1100
km of film from bubble and streamer chambers, and
joined with EP Division in processing emulsion from
the experiments WA7I and WA75. Tests with plastic
track detectors are under way, and early work for
experiments EMUOI, EMUO2 and EMUO3 was under-
taken.

In 1984 the ERASME/Bessymatic system con-
tinued the analysis of film from BEBC, EHS, and the
streamer chamber of experiment UM.

The BEBC experiment WA21 (wide-band neu-
trino and antmeutrino beams; hydrogen in the bubble
chamber) had its final run in 1983. It produced a total
of 210000 pictures. CERN's share of almut 40000 pie-
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tures was scanned twice and about 5000 measurements
made on ERASME. For a precise determination of the
antineutrino-proton cross-section special scans had to
be made seeking single muons originating in the cham-
ber liquid ('one-prongs'). This was achieved with the
excellent efficiency of 95% using predictions from the
EMI/IPF system to drive the Bessymatic tables to the
point on the film where the muon was predicted to
leave BEBC.

A total of 120000 pictures taken in 1983 and 1984
by the EHS experiment NA27 with the LEEC .rubble
chamber was scanned twice in 1984; scanning for this
experiment will continue in 1985. The main aim is to
select events involving one or two decays of charmed
particles and 4500 candidates were found and passe
on to ERASME for high-precision measurements.
Event-finding during scanning is Lelped by predictions
from beam monitors which are fed through to the Bea-
symatic tables.

The analysis of film taken by experiment UA5 in
1982 was completed.

The improvements to the film/hologram scanning
and measuring machine HOLMES were completed at
the beginning of the year yielding better reliability,
flexibility and speed. HOLMES went ov to complete
the analysis of some 9000 holograms from the bubble
chamber HOBC taken in 1982 for experiment NA25.
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Data Handling Division

Introduction

The computing requirements for the LEP era are
such that CERN's computing facilities need to be
greatly extended. Based on studies which took place
during 1982 and in early 1983, an overall plan was
established in spring of this year, which covered the
necessary increase in centruzed computing power as
well as the needs for data communications and for
on-line computing. This year's efforts were concen-
trated on realizing the first steps towards a substantial
increase of computing power in the Computer Centre.
After successful negotiations with mainframe manu-
facturers, in October the Finance Committee
approved the purchase of a Siemens 7890-S. This dual
processor machine has four times the capacity of the
present 7880 and will replace it early in 1985. An
agreement of principle was also reached for a similar
upgrading of the IBM machine.

Following the installation of a CYBER 170/835
and a 170/875, the CDC 7600 was definitively
powered-off in the summer, after 121/2 years of faith-
ful service. Its functions are now completely taken
over by the 875, which is delivering double the 7600
capacity on a regular basis.

Tir IBM/Siemens systems continued to perform
extremely well during 1984. The reliability of the
Siemens 7880 has been excellent, and not a single
hardware failure occurred in the machine during the
year. A new record was achieved for the number of
jobs (34000 jobs in one week).

Preparations for the introduction of an inter-
active user service on the IBM/Siemens complex
required a major effort this year. The VM/CMS
operating system was introduced on an experimental
basis for selected users. The services of VM/CMS will
be made generally available in progressive stages dur-
ing 1985.

In the data communications domain, a steady
increase of demands and of services has been
observed. CERNET connections now exceed 100;
more than 100 new terminals were Installed, and
10000 calls per month are being made on the Swiss
public network, to access CERN's computers via the
EXternal Terminal Access SErvice (EXTASE). A first
ETHERNET Local Area t"etwork was set up in the
Division and a small onsite X25 network was esta-
blished. The General ln'ernetwork for File Transfer
(GIFT) project is well under way. A main node for the
European Academic and Research Network (EARN)
was installed; EARN will eventually link more than
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100 European institutes together and to the American
network BITNET.

The PRIAM VAX, running the UNIX operating
system, went into full production for microprocessor
support. The complete range of cross-software for the
Motorola 68000 processor Is available on this ma-
chine, including compilers for FORTRAN, Module 2,
Pascal, and C, and the M6IIMIL assembler. The sym-
bolic debugging monitor MoniCa is installed on a
considerable number of different hardware configu-
rations.

A new generation of interactive, relational data-
base management systems was introduced a few years
ago with the installation of ORACLE. This type of
system is now seen to have fulfilled its provise of
allowing users, who may have little or no experience in
computing, to develop applications themselves.

Personal Work Stations of, the Apollo type are
becoming more widely used, and this year's efforts
were concentrated on their integration into the CERN
programminp environment. Different projects for
their integration Into the physics environment have
been started in collaboration` with physicists from
CERN and outside Institutes.

In the field of the off-line programming support,
the expected shift of effort from SPS experiments to
LEP experiments took place. The accent on the type
of support given has also shifted over the recent years,
from mainly writing and testing algorithms (track
finding, track fitting, etc.) to more computer-oriented
aspects such as the design o' adaptable programs, the
development of general programs for event simulation
and presentation, and the development of general
tools (especially for interactive use). The algorithms
themselves are written more and more by the physi-
cists taking part in an experiment. These developments
in fact make good use of the experience of the Divi-
sion's professionals.

The Division continued to be active in the appli-
cation of graphics to help solve physics problems.
PIONS, developed in the Division, will evolve into the
interactive, real-time 3D graphics system for the LEP
collaborations. Clearly, the success of this type of
graphics in the UA1 context has had a strong impact
on LEP physicists. On the other hand, the introduc-
tion of a full implementation of the ISO Graphics
Kernel Standard (OKS) has started, which will allow
us to profit from the availability of a large spectrum
of hardware and software.

For on-line computing, the emphasis hes been on
support for 32-bit machines, and the ND-100 is now
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the only 16-bit computer where software-development
is not yet entirely frozen.

The needs of the LEP coximenU for on-line
software in the production environment are at present
under study.

CAMAC-to-FASTBUS interfaces have become
available, supported by a standard software package;
also. a number of VME-based test systems are in use.
mainly for the development of FASTBUS modules in
the EP Division.

Two prototypes of the 3081/E, the new emulator
of the IBM 3081, were constructed at SLAC and at
CERN; they were debugged simultaneously and put
into operation. The construction of a small pro.iut.-
tion series of d machine has started. A pilot project
to build an emulator farm, with five machines for
off-line processing, has started. This project should
prove that part of the additional computing power for
the LEP era canoe obtained using cheap emulators.

Central Computing Services

CDC Services

Aftrr 12'4 year of service, in June the CDC 7600
reached the end of its life at CERN, having achieved
an availability of 96.4% and an MTB1 of 38 7 hours
since the beginning of the year.
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Initially used as front-ends to the CDC 7600, the
CYBER 875/835 twin system took over the whole
CDC production as of this summer, after user con-
version to NOS/BE had been s.ccessfully completed.

Availability of the 875 has been at 96.6% for the
year, with as. i',41-131 of 50.7 hours. On the average, the
machine processed 6328 jobs per week for 199.4 hours
o. user CPU (which corresponds to 712 IBM 168 equi-
valents), with records over the period of 10761 jobs
and 277.7 CPU hours 991 IBM 168 equivalent
hours) in a week. The reliability of the new systems
has been dir.ppointing, but corrective measures taken
by CDC 2.s.,ould bring about an improvement in 1985.

For the system sof ware. the main emphasis was
on the implementation of required features (file table
expansion, multi -file tape staging, charging, SPY,
GEMINI). and on trouble - shooting. Work has also
started on the conversion to INTERCOM Sin order to
rr,..lace the old CERN multiplexers for INTERCOM
with standard CDC hardware. The Program Enquiry
Office made a major effort in user conversion, giving
seminars, producing a users' guide and providing Indi-
vidual help to many groups.

Migration of the fig! CERN Program Library
from the CDC 7600 to the NOS/BE operating system
on the CYBER 875 was completed. The appropriate
short and long write-ups were modified. Programs
were written or modified for the transfer of account-
ing functions from the CDC 7600 Scope 2.0 to the
CYBER 875/83S NOS/BE systems.
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IBM and Siemens Services

The performance of the IBM 3081 system during
this period has been very good, with an availability of
99 4% and an MTBI of 202.4 hours. These figures are
very similar to those of the corresponding period last
year, but unfortunately more unscheduled hardware
Incidents occurred.

The per :ormance of the Siemens 7880 system has
again been excellent, with an availability of 99.7%, an
MTBI of 214 hours, and no hardware failures.

The major upgrades have been on the IBM 3081,
with the Installation of an additional 8 Mbytes of
memory and 8 channels in order to provide a configu-
ration which is better balanced to cope with the day-
time load.

It should be recorded that whilst tape perform-
ance has been generally good throughout the year, the
first signs of user unrest are appearing as the work
load increases.

The average weekly work load figures show a
slight increase in the number of CPU hours achieved
(656.6 IBM 168 equivalent hours) and a big increase in
the number of jobs run (30054 jobs). The record levels
this year are 794.9 CPU and 34252 jobs in one
week.

On the software side the biggest achievement was
the introduction of a new version of JES2 in August.
About 14000 lines of local modifications had to be
adapted from the old release of JES2, which had been
running since February 1980. The introduction went
quite smoothly, and the few problems that appeared
were quickly resolved. The main features of the new
version are the possibility t, .se high-capacity disks
(600 Mbytes) for spooling, and the defuntion of up to
1000 nodes in the Network. The latter Lature will
soon be exploited by the European Academic Re-
search Network, which will link hundreds of nodes in
Europe and the USA to CERN.

Another area of activity has been the continued
support of the MVS/WYLBUR service where there
has been a tremendous growth in the number of files
created In fact today, 34 000 more files are sur.ported
than was the case 12 months ago, corresponding to an
increase of more than 30%. Thisibenomenon creates
a high pressure around space administration where
audits and catalogues increase at an alarming rats.

WYLBUR ana MILTEN have been more or less
stabilized, and effort has instead been put Into the pre-
paration of the VM service which is now targeted to
begin next year.

VAX Services

A further three VAXes (all 11/750's) were
installed during 1984. One of these was provide
extra computing power for the LEP data-base project
as an interim solution, one for SB Division for office
automation, and one for the GIFT project. The LEP
data base and CAD/CAM 11/180's are scheduled to
be upgraded into 11/785's before the end of tne year.
The planning and preparation for the installation of
three VAX 8600's in 1985 has been t major activity
during this year.

Overall, the machines have performed well, with
availability above 999. An area of weakness con-
tinues to be the peripheral performance. Steps are
being taken to reduce the dependency on poorly per-
forming devices.

Remote Access to Central Computers

Remote Batch Service

The CTL remote batch stations have continued to
work smoothly throughout the year. The two stations
in Building 13 were replaced by a DIGITAL 12001pm
printer connected to a local VAX. The ISR remote
station was replaced by an IBM 6670 laser printer.

INDEX

INDEX no rrovi4es 1300 terminals with con-
r- .ions to 1000 computer ports. In the last 12 months
the total connect time was 760000 ht,urs. The work
carried out during these 12 months conpnses 294
INDEX 'terminal line' installatmns and moves, 117
INDEX 'host interface' connections, 152 terminal
deliveries and exchanges. In addition, 29 synchronous
and special lines and 19 Modems and PAD (Packet
Assembler/Disassembler) corrections were installed.
The old gateway mini-PACX (for external and X-25
traffic) became saturated and was replaced by a larger
unit. A planning for the expansion and upgrading of
the 'central' INDEX system has been established and a
first hardware order made.

Two Time Division Multiplexers have been
commissioned, offering: 22 cross-connect channels
between INDEX-4 (EF/EP) and the Computer Cen-
tre, and 12 channels via the 0700 data link between
INDEX-3 (SPS) and the Computer Centre.
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Terminc1s

The terminal pool now contains 1657 units: 234
graphics terminals, 1191 alphanumeric terminals and
232 printers /printing terminals. In addition to this,
the first-hne maintenance of 20 Matra work stations is
earned out regularly.

User Support Services

Program Enquiry Office

On the MVS/WYLBUR system, the emphasis has
been on maintenance work, notably m the areas of
WYLBUR Help and Tools, MSS (Massive Storage
System) support, Monte Carlo physics programs,
g ..phis, and microfiches.

Most development work has been in th field c
the VM/CMS system. Courses have been organized
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and attended, and the foundation of a general user
service has been established. Although this has been
mainly a learning phase, many utilities have been writ-
ten, installed, and evaluated.

In the area of text processing, CERNPAPER was
put into production as the recommender fully sup-
ported SCRIPT macro system, and development has
started to support the production of more complex
documents using CERNPAPER and the APA6670
laser pnnter. SCRIPT support was provided for the
new phototypesetter of the DOC Department.

Program Library

The public presentation of the restructured
CERN libraries was completed with the creation of
sets of new procedures on IBM and CDC and the
deletion of the old library files. Migration towards
FORTRAN-77 continued with the formal freezing of
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the FORTRAN-4 version of the CERN Program Lit-
rary A new version of the Siemens FORTRAN-77
compiler and library were installed on IBM undcr
MVS, and a first version was installed under
VM/CMS on IBM. An evaluation of the IBM
FORTRAN-77 compiler interactive debugging pro-
duct was perform's' in collaboration with IBM. The
production version of KAPACK, a FORTRAN call-
able keyword access package, was released and is now
being widely used.

The Program Library documentation access
under WYLBUR was unproved with the addition of
an entry point search mechanism. A first version of
on -line documentation access under the IBM
VM/CMS operating system has been prepared. The
new version of the manual, pnnted on the XEROX
8700, permits a paper saving of 7045 of the previous
version.

Work has started on the implt ncntation of the
CERN library under the IBM VM CMS operating
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system. It has been decided to support only
FORTRAN-77 in this system.

Mathematical Consultancy

Work in support of lattice gauge calculations has
continued. New algorithms have been explored in
order to improve efficiency of amputation. The
scope of existing programs for the CDC and CRAY
computers has been broadened to confront a larger
variety of problems. A new method of I/O buffering
has been developed to cope with larger lattices.. - onte
Carlo calculations have been performed on the
CYBER 875 computer to obtain gauge fields for lat-
tices of some 200000 nodes.

Work continued on electrostatic fields and
'nduced charges on strips In wire chambers. The ana-
lysis and programming of the electrostatic field of
doubly periodic infinite arrays was completed for tr..
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thin-wire approximation. Program testing began for
the thick-wire case, based on the use of a doubly per-
iodic multipolc expansion for the potential. Usable ex-
plicit series expressions were found for certain Fourier
transforms needed in the numerical solution of the
problem of induced charges on strips

A further investigation of the Landau and Vavi-
lov distributions has been made together with a new
version of the Library Program for the Landau dis-
tribution. This work required the installation and test-
ing of a new version of REDUCE.

In connection with the CERN technology study,
about 35 rums were interviewed, the statistical ana-
lysis of the data was finished, and the final report has
now been published (CERN 84-14).

Accounting

During the past 12 months about 800 new IBM
and 280 new CDC accounts have been opened. The
EXternal Terminal Access SErvice (EXTASE) has
about 80 users, from whom must be recuperated the
SF 40000 required to pay the PTT bill.

A major effort has been put into preparations for
the introduction of the new VM/CMS service.

Tapes

Clearingup of the tape vault is continuing, and
the ancient data base has been replaced by a new
MVS-based system. At last, systematic garbage col-
lect:on has been authorized and has started among the
numbered C AN tapes.

Data Communication Networks

On-Site Networks

CERNET

CERNET has continued to work reliably with an
average availability of 99.45%. One new Modcomp
Classic node has been added in the West Hall Area.

The upport for the communSntiors subnetwork
of the CERNET packet-switching network is now
mainly a service activity. Some 25 new connections
have been made to CERNET, whilst about 15 have
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been suppressed, bringing the total number of user
connections to well over 100. The overall usage is
constantly increasing, especially in the area of the vir-
tual terminal service into WYLBUR: current figures
arc around 4000 sessions per week. During busy
periods, lasting hours or days, the traffic on CERNET
averages 50 kbytes/s and more.

The current node software allows for almost
all known future connections (definite or provi-
sional), including those for interconnecting various
ETHERNET:. Modifications to this basic configura-
tion will become necessary as part of the introduction
of Wel/CMS on the IBM and Siemens mainframes
next year.

The use of 0700 for data transmission over
CERNET has proved to be working well; currently
two speeds have been implemented (2048 kbits/s and
8448 kbits/s). A CERNET link running at the speed of
8448 kbits/s has now been operational for about one
Year between the Computer Centre and the Nsrth
Area.

Lax! Area Networks

A prototype ETHERNET network has been M-
etalled in Buildings 31 and 513, with the intention of
gaining experience with both the hardware and the
software. This network now has more than ten com-
puters attached, almost all of different types, and is
used as a real service by ir sny of them. Two terminal
concentrators, of the type used at SLAC, are on loan,
and are providing a test service to several pro-
grammers.

The Division has taken an active part in the in-
stallation of various ETHERNETs around the CERN
sate, and is acting as a central cousultation and co-
ordination body. All CERN ETHERNET installations
are monitored aced the results are reported to a co-
ordination committee known as EPIC (ETHERNET
Pilot Installation at CERN).

As a part of the development work aimed at
providing a 'mice to interconnect Local Area Net-
works (LANs) via a CERN-wide backbone network,
a Flexible Reconfigurable Intemetwork GATEway
(FRIGATE) has been constructed. The first service
foreseen for this unit was the interconnection of dif-
ferent ETHERNET segments via CE9.NET. This has
now been achieved, providing DECNET connections
over two physically different ETHERNET: in Build-
ing 2 and Buildings 31/513.
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Using the microprocessor support hem
PRIAM, software was developed to run under the
RMS68K operating system. Various other software
packages are being written for the FRIGATE hard-
ware in order to offer services to any of the computers
connected on ETHERNET. Servers for assisting with
file or terminal access to other computers around
CERN are being developed. Studies are being carried
out to determine how to use another variant of the
FRIG sTE unit to support additional services such as
X-25 connections. Investigations into the availability
of L s.N technologies other than ETHERNET, with
particular reference to the ISO DP8802 draft stand-
ards are beginning.

Higher levels of data communications software
are also under study. In the long term, ISO standards
tail be used. For the interim period, and in order to
become familiar with these emerging standards, two
ad hoc working groups have issued their recom-
mendations. One, called the Datagram Definition
Group (DG2), is concerned with a sitewide inter-
network datagram format. The second, called the
Remote Procedure Call Club (RPCIub), treated the
options for remote procedure call protocols. Both
reports have been widely circulated.

X-25 Service for On-Site Computers

Three X-25 switches horn CAMTEC have been
Installed to form the kernel of an on-site X-25
network. After seven X-25 connections were moved
from the RAL GEC switch to the CERN X-25
networe, 16 user machines were connected. Straight.
forward X-25 access to TELEPAC, JANET, and
Saclay is available. Interworking with EXTASE, for
terminal access only, is also provided.

Miscellaneous

The Division assisted SB in the cl.rnce and In-
stallation of terminals, printers, and the related con-
nections for the various building sites for LEP. As a
result, three voice grade Modem links, one pair of
statistical multiplexers, and two baseband Modem
links were installed to permit access to the 'All-in-l'
VAX in Building 513.

Laboratory tests to evaluate Data-Over-Voice
(DOV) are being carried out and a field test proposal
is in preparation.
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Off-Site Communications

EXTASE Service

The EXTASE service (two-way terminal access to
public X-25 networks) has reached a level of

- 10 000 communications per month,

- 1600 hours of connections per mouth,

- 150 Mbytes exchanged per month,

- 300 outside institutes or computers communicating
with CERN.

An off-line program for analysing the X-25 traf-
fic, based on the SAS (Statistical Analysis Systems)
product, has been developed. With this it has been
possible to improve our facilities to understand this
traffic. The accounting system set up for EXTASE has
been extended to handle calls originating from the
CERN X-25 network computers. After a detailed
study of the various pottibilities, it has been decided
to install, evaluate, and run the COMPRO product on
the 3705 as the only short-term solution for improving
external access to WYLBUR and VM/CMS. The
Series I approach does not offer short-term solutions.

EARN

The CERY node of the European Academic Re-
search Netwr (EARN) has been installed and now
has direct limed lines operational to the Universities
of Berne, Zurich, and Geneva. With the opening up of
the first international link in October 1984, to 0S1
Darmstadt, EARN entered its experimental operation
Phase for communications between Switzerland and
Germany. The traffic has been growing imprettively.
A software gateway between the WYLBUR Electronic
Mail Facility and EARN has been developed and
installed.

The GIFT Project

The VAX 11-750 was delivered in October 1984.
The CERNET and DECNET parts of GIFT are ready
and integrated for the =us to the CEP.N IBM. An
experimental service is due to start in January 1985
with CERNET, DECNET, and JANET protocols.
UNINETT has announced some delay in the provision
of their part of the GIFT software.
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Ekctronie Mad

The COMICS (COmputer-based Message systems
Inter Connect Strategy) interdivisional study group
was set up to study this question, in the first place for
CERN and then in the wider framework of the high-
energy physics community. An interim report has been
written and the final report was completed by the end
of the year. The main results so far are the emergence
of the can. X400-MHS standard as the recom-
mended medium, and the elaboration of an interme-
diate technical solution for interconnecting existing
mail systems. The solution is based on a central multi-
protocol gateway machine, the principle of which is
close to the concept used for 4 zT.

A project which aims at providing a gateway
between the CERN TELEX service and the central
CERN electronic mail facility has been elaborated
jointly with the PE and DG Departments.

European Networking AdIVIliff

A considerable effort was made to support th?
EEC-sponsored action for the harmonization of com-
munication protocols (in the context of ESPRIT). In
particular, CERN organized two of the meetings,
which were on Terminal Protocols (Triple X). Staff
partic4pated actively in the ECFA Working Sub-
Group 5 activities. A leading role was played in the
setting up of a proposal for an ESPRIT project on dis-
tributed directory services and other electronic mail
aspects.

Specialized Computing Services

LEP Services

The activities concerning CAD/CAM for the
LEP construction and other mechanics applications
ar.- reported in the LEP Division's contribution. The
Data Handling Division continues to be heavily
involved in this project. Also, the services provided
by DD and related to the use of the ORACLE Data-
Base Management System for the LEP construction
and for some SPS applications Are reported by the
LEP Division. ,The DEC alearonic mail system
'All-in-1' which finks the SB buildings to the various
work sites around the LEP ring during the construe-
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iron phase, and which was initially operated on the
LEP data base VAX 11/780, moved to its own VAX
11/750 in June.

Microprocessor Sapport

The export trade in microprocessor cross-soft-
ware has flourished this year: out of a totr.I of 47 re-
quests treated, the majority (30 requests) has been for
Motorola 68000 support software running under VAX
VMS.

FORTRAN and C cross-compilers and run-time
libraries for the MC68000 have been obtained from
Associated Computer Experts BY, Amsterdam, and
made available on VAX computers running UNIX
and VMS,

The implementation of a dual head, single tail,
compiler for translating Modula-2 and Pascal into
68000 code has been completed. This compiler allows
programs written in one of the two languages to bene-
fit from improvements to facilities for the other, thus
reducing the effort required to support the two lan-
guages.

MoniCa, a mtnitor with facilities for interactive
symbolic debugging using the symbol tables produced
by the (4000 Modula-2 and Pascal compilers and by
the M68MIL assembler, now runs in several 68000 sys-
tems, both at CERN and elsewhere. MoniC-%
Input/output system has been adapted to run under
RMS68K, Motorola's real-time ket-nel.

Subroutine packages have been written for arith-
metic operations on IEEE single- precision floating-
point numbers, and for approximate arithmetic on
IEEE double-precision numbers.

Personal Work Stations

During this year the work of the project has been
concentrated on the integration of Apollo work sta-
tions into the CERN environment of FORTRAN,
graphics, communications, and system management.
The two Apollo work stations owned by DD Division
1..ere Joined early in the year by a third machine, a
small DN300, which was installed in tiAl and con-
nected by the Apollo Domain network to the machines
in DD. In spite of the large distance of L2 km between
the machines, the network functioned perfectly. The
collaboration with UA1 physicists has proved valuable
in giving us good input on how we should integrate
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work stations in the physics environment. A fist com-
munication link between Apo llos and the main IBM
machines was established by accessing a CERNET
server via ETHERNET. The CERNET saver, MEC-
GATE, handles all the complexity of accessing IBM,
CDC, and VAX computers over CERNET. The faci-
hues offered include file transfer, central printing, list-
ing of IBM catalogues and directories, job submis-
sion, and job retrieval.

As VAX computers are also intensively used for
physics, connections to Apollo have been made via
MECGATE for file transfer, and also alas commer-
cial products such as ETHERNET and the ARPA-
NET protocols (TCP-IP). The ARPANET protocols
support remote log-in as well as file transfer.

UNIX mail has been implemented using the AUX
UNIX interface on Apollo. This incorporates the
Apollo into a larger CERN scheme and gives it access
to outside laboratories.

The Graphics Kernel Standard (GKS) is a library
of two-dimensional graphics routines that are
implemented on different hosts; it supports a wide
range of graphical input and output devices. An im-
plementation known as Minimal GKS, which offers
GKS-level mb functionality, has been developed on
the Apollo for use on smaller st

Many of the physics pada...1 such as HBOOK,
HTV, etc., are now in use on the Apollo. A Graphics
User Interface (GUI) enables u.strs to modify their
output by adding graphics and text. The output may
then be printed on the Versatek plotter which was
installed earlier this year

PIONS, a three-dimensional graphics system, has
now been ported to the Apollo. The CERN library is
also being ported to the Apollo and will be officially
supported. In the meantime, experience has been
gained by adapting a selection of routines required by
the user community. The management of distributed
computing facilities is under study. This includes man-
agement of netwo,k connections, introduction of new
users, installation of new hardware and software ver-
sions, libraries, problem logging, maintenance, disk
space control, documentation, contracts, program en-
quiry functions, etc. A recurring theme throughout
these studies is to balance the advantages and disad-
vantages of central support versus users taking local
responsibility for their system.

There is a continual evaluation of new personal
work stations. There has been experience in using the
PERQ2, the SUN, the Symbolics 3600, the CAD.
Mt IS, and the Diser Modula Presentations have been
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given by a few other companies (e.g. DEC and Mass-
comp).

The PERQ-2 work stations have been used to
implement a graphics animation package and a termi-
nal emulator. The project keeps in dose contact with
ICL and the SERC regarding future developments
of PERQs, and these machines will be used to
demonstrate the integration of UNIX systems using
the Newcastle Connection.

Hewlett-Packard has lent us an HP-9000, which
has been used extensively by two visiting physics
groups. The Digital Equipment Corporation has lest
us a VAX-compatible VSl work station. CERN plans
to rent a Symbolics 3609 to perform algebra manipu-
lations. The SUN-1 was demonstrated using ARPA-
NET protocols (TCP-IP) in order to communicate
with the UNIX VAX over ETHERNET.

A collaboration with IBM to study the use of the
IBM-PC in the scientific and technical environment
found at CERN came to an end. The results showed
some interesting individual developments and, since
the end of the collaboration, many IBM-PCs have
been purchased by CERN.

UNIX

The start of the year saw the introduction of
UNIX service on the PRIAM VAX, based on the Ber-
keley 4.2 software distribution. During this start-up
phase, the connection of the VAX to CERNET was
completed, and services for file and mail transfer were
offered to users. A CERNET file manager was written
to satisfy the needs of users wanting to down-load
programs generated on the PRIAM VAX into target
microprocessor systems by CERNET file transfer.

The community of UNIX users has grown stea-
dily since the initiation of ti's service, with currently
over 170 registered users. The hardware configuration
of the system was enhanced in June with the addition
of two large Winchester disk drives, each of 450
Mbytes, and a further 16 terminal ports. In addition,
several new software packages have been made avail-
able to users, such as UNIX news (a bulletin-board
system) and the Notesfile system for storage and
retrieval of documents. Furthermore, connections to
other mail systems have been implemented (MLNET
and EAN, with plans to connect to EARN quite
soon).

In the networking area, the connection to the
European UNIX User's network has been upgraded to
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use the public X-25 service, and considerable experi-
ence has been gained in the use of the various pro-
tocols over ETHERNET.

Relational Data-Bre Management Systems

The Data-Bate Management Systems services in-
clude the testing and introduction of new versions of
the ORACLE system, and development and manage-
ment of general utility functions. ORACLE is now
being installed on a number of VAX computers, and it
is planned that an interactive data-base service be
provided on the IBM central computers, using the
query language SQL on which ORACLE is based,
either through ORACLE or IBM's SQL/DS, both of
which are being evaluated.

In line with the recommendations of the ECFA
Working Sub-Group I 1 on Data Bases and Bookkeep-
ing for HEP Experiments, a bookkeeping pilot project
using ORACLE was started with the ALEPH Coll..
boration on one of their VAX 11/750 computers.

The CERN Experiments File, which is maintained
under INFOL, has been modified to allow for the
large number of physicists and institutes participating
in the LEP experiments.

Data Dandling

Oft -Line Proem*

General Development

Collaboration with programmers and physicists
from EP Division has been very sue. -situ), the most
outstanding examples being the programs ZEBRA and
GEANT3.

The GEANT3 program, initially developed in
the context of the OPAL Collaboration, is now being
used by several other experiments (ALEPH, L3,
CHARM II, and NA34 at CERN; SLD at SLAC; two
experiments at Fermilab; two experiments at HER).
The European Space Agency (ESA) intends to use this
program for the simulation of cosmic rays crossing
satellites. Many physicists, in particular from L3, are
developing code for electromagnetic and hadronic
cascades.

A Graphics User Interface (GUI) has been devel
oped on the Apollo, and the first part of this project is
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now in the completion phase. GUI is the combination
between a 'POP menu' package and a graphics and
text editor. It uses most of the graphics capabilities
available on a bit-map display.

After the decision to discontinue the development
of GEM, the ZEBRA data-structure management sys-
tem was proposed, in February by members of the
EP and DD Divisions. The implementation of the
memory management package started in April and a
first release was available in September. This package
as well as the debug package developed by DD Is now
under evaluation.

To get acquainted with VMr - 4 to test the
interactive debugger of IBM on t. : nn. an early
version of the ZEBRA debug prem;ss . as developed
and debugged on Vhf/CMS and the IBM VS compiler
version 3. Some bugs were found an reported to
IBM.

Graphics

A considerable part of the work load for. the
Graphics Section consists in giving support to the
MERLIN facility for UAI/UA2; this includes opera-
tional support, system support and programming
development. In addition, support and advice is given
to a number of outude laboratories in the UAI Colla-
boration which are running MERLIN-type installa-
tions. The number of such installations has increased
by a factor of 4 in 12 months.

At the request of UAI, effort has been devoted
to porting PIONS to Apollo for use oy Saday and
NIICHEF (Amsterdam) in Apollo/Megatek configu-
rations. This work will kr completed when the neces-
sary hardware becomes available. The PIONS kernel
Is operational on Apollo, and a provisional driver has
been written to make use of 'he Apollo work station'
inherent graphics capabilities. The PIONS precompi-
ler was adapted to make it run under VM /CMS.

Working group meetings with the LEP coils-
borations were held in ord r to define their graphics
needs. The ALEPH and DELPHI Collaborations
have started using PIONS on both Megatek and other
graphics displays, and PIONS Is also used in produc-
tion at DESY by the TASSO experiment.

A basic-level GKS implementation (MKS),
adhering to the ANSI-defined-level nib, was started
using FORT RAN-77 as the implementation language.
This version of GKS is intended for use by small appli-
cations, primarily on minicomputers and micros. It is
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currently running on VAX and Apollo. Porting to
MC68000 is foreseen. A =ober of GKS work stations
are supported, including the Tektronix 40xx series,
Versatec plotters, and Hewlett-Packard plotters. In
addition, MGKS supports the GKS Metafile. The GKS
Metafile will allow any application running on a ma-
chine other than the central IBM service, to create,
store, and ship graphics data to the Computer Centre
via CERNET.

In order to obtain a full GKS implementation for
CERN (and outride laboratories), a number of soft-
ware houses were contacted to invite offers for a
GKS source licence. It was decided to select the
PLOT-10/GKS implementation by Tektronix, which
was offered at a very substantial discount. By January
1985 it will be available on IBM VM/CMS and VAX
VMS. The GKS service will gradually be introduced
on IBM MVS, IBM-VM CMS, VAX VMS, and
ND-500 between early 1985 and mid 1985.

On Lne Processing

Pool Activities

The policy decision to shift support from 16-bit
computers to 32-bit systems had consequences for the
On -Line Computer Pool. In fact, about 10 16-bit com-
puters were withdrawn from the Pool after the shut-
down of the ISR and the end of several fixed-target
experiments, whilst the LEP experirsents vow lave a
total of nine VAX computers supported on the site.

A considerable fraction of the On-Line Computer
Pool support activity is devoted to visiting teams that
have their own computers on-site and even off-site.
Support for about 80 CAMAC System Crates repre-
sents a heavy load. The FASTBUS Interface CFI was
added to the Pool as standard equipment and a cor-
responding support service was set up. OMNET could
be further reduced but has still to be supported, main-
ly for the European Muon Collaboration (EMC).

Many Pool configurations underwent modifica-
tions or had to be reconfigured in order to standardize
equipment or to save on maintenance costs. There was
a big demand for upgrading existing on-line computer
systems At the EMC and NA10, the magnetic tape
subsystems could be improved without making any
purchases. The three UA Experiment Improvement
Programmes also triggered requests for increased on-
line computing power: with zimmurq puschasing, two
Pool systems could be upgraded and reallocated to
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UA5 and UA1, but for UA2 an additional VAX had
to be bought.

DEC Support

Substantial improvements have been made to the
VAX data-acquisition system. An upgrading pro-
gramme was agreed upon with the LEP collaborations
to cover their immediate needs in the test beams; most
of this was completed for the 1984 fixed-target period.
The system can now deal with larger events, and has
more flexible CAMAC list facilities (permitting dia-
logue with intelligent front-end processors and with
the CFI FASTBUS interface). The efficiency of the
system has been imprwed in several areas, including a
faster communication mechanism between data-
acquisition and monitoring programs. Data recording
on disk is being implemented. Other improvements
have been made, in particular for the PILOT program
which organizes the monitoring programs. Effort has
gone into the methods for installing, distributing, and
updating the software.

Participation in networking activities has conti-
nued in several areas, e.g. in the EPIC (ETHERNET
Pilot Installation at CERN) project and in the
development of software to run CERNET over
ETHERNET for the FRIGATE program. Support for
users of the UK JANET network software on site, and
for users of DECNET, was p ovidod. Participation in
the COM:CS electronic mail study and help in evaluat-
ing the JANET software for connection to EARN
were also a part of these activities.

The VAX-ELN operating system, which has been
installed on a miaoVAX, is being evaluated. The
work necessary to reprogram those parts of the soft-
ware which use the VAX in PDP-compatibility mode
has started. In this context the Pascal version of the
WYLBUR Bridge has been brought up on the VAX.

Support for experiments has been maintained at a
high level. Use of the VAX data-acquisition system
has continued to grow as more VAXes are installed.
The LEP collaborations now have 9 VAXes on site, a
further 4 run the data-acquisition software in other
experiments, and more are on order. Use of the
data-acquisition system by groups in their home ins-
titutes has also grown there are now at least 12 such
installations, mainly in the LEP collaborations. With
the closing down of the ISR and of some SPS peri-
ments, the number of PDP -1 Is in use has been some-
what reduced. Over 20 still run the standard data-
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acquisition system however, and some software and
support is provided for many more.

The PDP data-acquisition software has had a
final upgrade and is now considered as frozen.

NORD Support

All ND500 and the majority of the ND-l00 sys-
tems were upgraded to the I-version of SINTRAN,
implying a non-trivial change to new memory manage-
ment hardware and software, and consequently to the
data-acquisition system (DAS). The Division has
received a small ND-500 system for software develop -
meats.

For DAS a source-file data base was developed to
ease software maintenance, version control, and dis-
tribution. A first version of DAS routines for the
ND-500 was developed and installed at UA6. A port-
able, FORTRAN -TT -based version of the DAS kernel,
called MicroDAS, has been produced and successfully
tested on ND-100, VAX, Apollo, and MC680U0. The
VAX version is used for data-taking with FASTBUS
in experiment NA31.

SINTRAN work included a joint development
with Norsk Data to use, for the fast time, the new
memory management hardware providing for 16 page
index tables (PITS) to overcome address space limita-
tions. Discussions with Norsk Data's development
department intensified after they had announced ma-
jor changes in their SINTRAN planning in February.
The I-release of SINTRAN will anive at CERN with
the development ND-500, including hardware and
software for Norsk Data's new serial control-bus to be
used in the ND-500 FASTBUS interface.

A file manager for CERNET was installed on top
of the new Pascal-written portable transport manager.
ETHERNET tests with prototype interfaces started in
the spring. New tests with interfaces from a pre-
production series and a FORTRAN-callable datagram
package have just begun. Preparations for the instal-
lation of the CERNET protocol above ETHERNET
datagram: are being made.

CERN's standard FASTBUS software was in-
stalled on the ND-100, and the Division participated in
the development of a 'direct' FASTBUS interface to
the ND-500, allowing 32-bit parallel transfers at a
speed exceeding 10 Mbytes/s.

With the help of the French Tore Supra project, a
portable command ,pocessor, waLoLeveloped, the
FORTRAN-TT-written Mini2CEDEXYackage, which
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is now running on ND-100, ND-500, VAX, and
MC68000 at CERN.

General On-Line Development

The first official release of the Portable Interac-
uve Language System (PiLS) V.1.0 was introduced in
spring and installed under VAX VMS, VAX UNIX,
VALET, and ND-100/SIII. The package includes
FASTBUS and CAMAC standard libraries. A pre-
release of PILS V.2.0 is under test. It includes a code
generator for the VAX, giving significant perform-
ance impro.ements.

Nine 'VALET', VME bus-based, smell test sys-
tems have been assembled and delivered to users in the
DD and EP Divisions.

The VALET software development consisted of
an integration of PIL.S (Portable Interactive Language
System) and libraries with VME, using all the cross-
software tools recommended by the PRIAM project.
The development has helped to debug the PRIAM
tools and to provide expertise on VME, MC68000,
cross-software, and debugging techniques.

CERNET has been implemented on the PRIAM
UNIX VAX by Metalling the portable PASCAL trans-
port manager in a front-end MC68000 running under
RMS68K.

A portable system generation facility for
RMS6SK (Real-Time Multitasking for MC68000) was
developed and installed on several hosts (VAX UNIX,
VAX VMS, and ND-500s An integration of RMS68K
with MoniCa was defined and an experimental version
implemented. The portable MicroDAS has been
installed under the experimental version of RMS68K
integrated with MoniCa.

In the context of the PRIAM project, work has
continued on the introduction of MC68000basei
VME systems, with the evaluation of hardware from
various manufacturers and the introduction of certain
standard hardware into the CERN Stores.

Much work has been done on rationalizing the
on-line computing documentation systems on the cen-
tral IBM system under WYLBUR.

Five issues of the CERN Mini and Micro Compu-
ter Newsletter ('MMCNL') have been published
between October 1983 and October 1984. The circula-
tion of the MMCNL now amounts to some 1400
copies of each issue.

The HP and CAVIAR support continues at a fair-
ly low level, but in spite of a reduction in the number
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of HPs the support load is increasing owing to more
complex applications of date acquisition in test
beams The CAMAC ;,poster (CAB) has been inte-
grated in PS 177 and will soon be in CHARM 11.

Emulators

168/E Off -Low Pool

The Pool continued in full production through.
out the year with three clusters of two processors each.
By the end of the year some 8000 jobs had been run,
representint over 7000 hours of IBM 370/168 equiva-
lent processing time Peak usage has been 1200 equiva-
lent hours per month, which represents more than one
third of the work load of the combined IBM and Sie-
mens Centre The main user has been the R807 experi-
ment. closely followed by the Split-Field Magnet
(SFM), with smaller amounts of time going to NA12
and other users

168/E Ort-Line

The number of 168/E processors installed for
on-line filtering use at UAI has been increased to six,
and their pr gram memory size has been doubled to
allow more powerful and complex algorithms to be
run With increased pp luminosity, they are now
actually being used for the rejection of events. All
UAI physics results so far have come from events
selected by the I68/E filter.

As part of the upgrading of the UAI data-
acquisition system, a 4 Mbytes/s, 120 m long.
VME/VMX-to-CAMAC link has been designed and
two samples have been delivered. This allows trans-
mission of event data from their new VME-based sy,
tem to the 168/E array, whilst retaining the existing
CAMAC-based system of data routing and processor
control.

An on-line I68/E system has been delivered
to UA2, and is now coming into use in a filtering
mode similar to that at UAI The system consists
of two 168/E processors assembled from existing
spares, along with the associated specially built
Greyhound/PAX interfaces and modified REMUS
readout This development also involved tie transpor-
tation of all the 16S/E on-line support and diagnostic
software from the Norsk Data wironment 3t UA1 to
that of the VAX at UA2 'us was accomplished
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Flaunt One of the fro prototypes of the 3081/E. en enatlecoe of the
IBM 3021. ref far more power Ma Si prectecestor. the l68/E.
Identical prototype hat constructed sinveltameoarly ea collaboration
wah SLAC and a butalled there fCERN-133 08 841

thanks to the good collaboration of UA2 personnel
and welcome help from the UAI experts.

3081 /E

This successor to the 168/E is being r 'uctxl in a
balanced collaboration with SLAC in the SA. The
first half of the year was taken up with an intensive de-
tail design and construction effort. As well as two sets
of the CERN-designed boards, copies of all but one of
the SLAC-designed boards were built for use in the
prototype at CERN. Each board was debugged inch.
vidually as it became available, and the first prototype
was brought together at SLAC in August within three
weeks. In the meantime, the second prototype at
CERN has now been brought up to the same standard.

Detailed FORTRAN simulations of the individual
boards aided considerably in achieving correct opera-
tion. Test-bench software was developed to allow easy
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Interactive debugging of the processor, and extensive
sets of stand-alone tests for the individual board: have
been written. M SLAC the translator/linker software
which performs the conversion from IBM object code
to 3081/E microcode was brought into operation early
enough to support the initial processor integration
tests with translated diagnostics adapted from those
developed for the I68/E. It is now coming to a level
where translation of larger examples of FORTRAN
code can be attempted.

Initial performance measurements on the pro-
cessor with translated FORTRAN code are very
encouraging, and it is clear that the design goal of at
least one IBM 370/168 equivalent has been met. The
production of five processors, using the same wire-
wrap technique as that for the prototypes, has been
started in order to satisfy the initial needs of the first
users, such as UAI, NA34, L3, and DELPHI. Empha-
sis is now being put on the associated interface work
required. The question of a FASTBUS-based router
and scheduler (FPAX) is being studied in collabora-
tion with Orsay and the University of Rome, whilst
the Univeruty of Padua is ready to collaborate on
VME interfacing Further production commitments
will be made by the end of the year.

Off -Lire Farm Pilot Project

A project to build a cluster of five 3081/E pro-
cessors attached to an IBM 4361 host has started. The
aim is to evaluate the performance of the cluster for
the bulk off-line processing of event data. This project
has attracted collaboration from Saclay and from the
INFN in Italy. The 4361 computer is on loan from
IBM, as part of a joint IBM -CERN project on inter-
facing.

MICE

During 1984 six MICE machines were success-
fully used in a variety of applicant:Ins. Since this
autumn, two experiments using MICE haN- come to
an end: WA1 and R704.

Fast Processors. XOP

The XOP prototype was finished ahead of sche-
dule and operates according to its specifications The
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machine is made up of a set of dedicated units, each
tailored to a specific task, all working in parallel azd
controlled by a 160.bit wide micro-instruction word.
In addition to the conventional instructions, special
features aimed at FASTBUS operations and effective
trigger and data reduction have been introduced. The
arithmetic logic unit executes one triple °pentad
instruction every 100 ns in scalar mode or every $0 ns
in vector mode.

The data memory is divided into up to 8 parallel
banks of 8 Kbytes, expandable to 16 Kbytes by chip
replacement. Each bank has its own DMA port, inter-
faced either to FASTBUS or to LeCroy
The interface can hank 40 Mbytes/s, yielding an in-
put capacity of 320 Mbytes/s for a full eight-port sys-
tem, wnich is unmatched by any known comparable
processor.

Development has been supported by a shnwation
in the ISPS language, and this was steadily refined
throughout the year as work progressed.

The XOP control is done by an MC68000 micro-
processor via VME. For this, the software has been
written to load, debug, and run XOP programs from a
local terminal. Eight XOPe can be control, I from
one MC68000 system. A cross-assembler runs on IBM
or VAX. Library functions have been written, as well
as some benchmark programs. Preliminary results
show 10-40 times faster execution when compared
with an MC68000 (10 MHz clock).

The LEP experiment L3 has ordered two ma-
chines to be used for evaluation, with an option on
four more later, and is now collaborating for software
and hardware development.

FASTBUS

CERN/DD-built models of the high - performance
CERN FASTBUS interface (CFI), which allows a host
on CAMAC to access FASTBUS modules, were deli-
vered to NA31, ALEPH, DELPHI, and Saclay.

The CFI is capable of performing block transfers
on FASTBUS at 12 Mbytes/s, contains logic to exe-
cute sequences of FASTBUS operations, and can op-
tionally buffer 128 Kbytes of data. In addition, special
features include data formating, and the possibility of
externally triggering a list of operations on FASTBUS
and looping on one or several FASTBUS gyrations.

The CFI is now being produced and tested by a
European manufacturer The CERN support for these
interfaces Is handled within the present DD On-line
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Computer Pool framework. The flexibility of the CFI
design has been exploited by industry, which is gene-
rating both a VME to FASTBUS and a Norsk Data to
FASTBUS interface. Implementations of a direct
VAX to FASTBUS interface are under investigation.

The standard FASTBUS routines and test pro-
grams are now supported on VAX, MC68000, ND,
and PDP host machines for FIORI (FASTBUS to I/O
Register Interfx), CFI, and Fast Sequencer inter-
faces and for a timing diagrams generator. The CFI
has also been successfully incorporated into the NA31
VAX on-line system, and their first data-taking period
was completed with only minor teething troubles. All
hardware interfaces are at present driven by CAMAC
or VME I/O registers.

Bi-weekly meetings have been held throughout
the year with end-users, particularly with those from
the LEP groups and with members of NA31 and the
VIRTUS (Very Intelligent Real Time Event Selector)
project. These meetings, which will continue, have
been most fruitful in assessing pnorities and in encou-
raging user production of portable general-purpose
software

Jointly with EP Division, a prototype Service Re-
quest Handler was designed and debugged. A suite of
test programs was translitiod from FDL (FASTBUS
Diagnostic Language) into PILS to commission stand-
ard Segment Interconnects (built at the University of
Illinois) The close association with the ESONE and
NIM FASTBUS Design Groups was contiuued. These
groups are currently Involved in a revision of the draft
FASTBUS Software Standard for publication in 1985

Direct Support to Experimeats

LEP Expenments

ALEPH: The Division was Involved in the plan-
ning of softwa.e spentications and design, and the
evaluation of software design methodologies, program
development tools, hardware/systems environments,
and utility software.

A Monte Carlo program has been developed
using the GEANT (Generation of E,cnts ANd Tracks)
package The structuring, organization, and mainten-
ance are done at CERN on IBM and VAX computers.
The outside laboratones develop the software cor-
responding to the detector they have in their charge
An intensive test of HISTORIAN has been performed
using the Monte Carlo program
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The prototype of the ADAMO (ALEPH DAta
MOdel) data definition and manipulation system is
fader development. Its purpose is to define and mani-
pulate symbolically the data structures from a
FORTRAN program, vnthout any knowledge of the
underlying representation in memory or mass storage.

DELPHI: A big effort has taen made to design a
system to describe the detalor. A structured data
base, satisfying the specific requirements, has been
proposed and implemented using KAPACK as the
basic package. Tools have been provided to perform
the standard data-base operations together with those
required to export/Import the detector description.
All this software is being tested using the DELPHI
simulation program, and new features (3D graphics
etc.) are being implemented to make the system more
general and complete.

13: A time expand= chamber (TEC). which
should serve as a prototype for the TEC of U, is un-
der construction for the Mark I experiment at DESY.
For this chamber the Division has developed the elec-
tronics for reading out the truck signals and their
transmission over 60 m long cables. The 168 channels
of this electronics are being constructed.

In view of a possible use of silicon tnicrostrips as
a complement to the TEC in U, the Division colla-
borated in a silicon rnicrostrip subgroup of the L3 cen-
tral detector group. In collaboration with EF Division,
DD has participated in setting up a clean room for the
handling and testing of silicon microstrips and asso-
ciated electronics. For this, two systems (based on
VME and G64) for controlling the instruments were
selected.

Special amplifier circuits were developed and real-
ized using thick-film hybrid technology. For this pur-
pose the necessary instruments for the prototype con-
struction of such hybrids were installed at CERN. The
volume production of these circuits in industry was
supervised and they are now used by NAI4, UA4, and
biological institutes in Paris and Heidelberg.

There were continuing discussions with industry
about the development of a CCD integrated circuit for
the parallel-to-serial conversion of detector readout.

OPAL: The main contribution to the OPAL Col-
laboration has been in the area of pattern recognition
in the central detector. For this purpose, a fairly real-
istic simulation of this detector has been developed
and used to test a new method of track finding based
on a conformal mapping of the data. The method is
still in the development stage but, already now, is
giving excellent results. It is expected that the method
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can be tested on real data from a full-size prrxotype in
the near future.

Colikkr Experiments

UAI: The software support to UAI continued
with the setting up of all on-line programs on the
ND-500, the setting up of programs in the on-line
168E processors, and the setting up of 'BOL-type'
software on the ND-500 for fast feedback to the expe-
riment. In addition, monitoring and bookkeeping
packages, together with calibration programs for the
Central Detector, were provided rapport was given
for all standard CERN packages on the 'OD-500.

The UA: systems were linked with Norsk Data's
local area network COSMOS, and the installation of
an additional ND-100 at UAI is in preparation,
requiring careful planning to avoid disturbing their
data-taking.

To improve the data-acquisition system, the
industry-standard VME bus with MC68000 micro-
processors is being introduced into the UAI readout,
monitoring, and supervision. As almost nothing in
terms of hardware and software existed, a big develop-
ment effort had to made, which has led to a new set
of VME modules. The Division contributed to the
MacVEE project by developing the software for the
Macintosh computer.

UA2: All UA2 programs have now been con-
verted to FORTRAN-77. The production, Monte Car-
lo, and DST programs have been implemented on the
CDC 875, although the lack of memory still makes
serious production running on this machine out of the
question. Much effort has gone into speeding up the
programs and reducing the amount of memory used.

The UA2 on-line graphics has been converted to
use Min -GD3. The filter program has been substan-
tially altered, now performing calorimeter pattern rt.
cognition and more stringent software tests in order to
reduce the amount of data needing further processing.

SPS Experiments

Nortk Area: For NA9 and NA28 there remains
low-level support for existing software. The new pola-
rized taiget experiment has very modified hardware
and this necessitated a complete rewrite of the pattern
recognition program plus major modifications to all
programs.
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During spring and summer, the NA3 experiment
has taken data for a gluino search. This new activity
has required modifications in the software, tr.aly in
the momentum calculation.

The final DST for the NA27 w data was produced
by the summer, and physics papers are now beginning
to appear. :he most crucial detector for the physics
aims of NA27 (the study of short-lived decays) is the
vertex detector: the high-resolution bubble chamber
LEBC. A correspondingly substantial amount of time
has been devoted to the calibration of this device LI-
lowing the 1983 rebuild, and to tuning the vertex fit to
exploit the increased resolution now available. The
CERN ERASME on -line program has also been up-
dated to give a higher throughput in order to finish the
experiment before the scheduled ERASME dose,
down at the end of 1986.

A program was developed to analyse this year's
test-run data of the CP-violation experiment NA3I. In
view of next year's serious data-taking, all calibration
data as well as the geometry description are kept in a
KAPACK data base. This data base is constructed to
be portable to IBM, CDC, or VAX, using the EPIO
paci.age.

A general Monte Carlo simulation program was
coded, allowing events to be written onto tape in the
correct on-line EPIO format of the experiment. This
program has to be fast enough to determine the small
difference in acceptance of the Kr, and Ks beams with
a small statistical error.

The Division continued to be responsible for the
maintenance of the on-line software and for the read-
out hardware which i, constructed for the EHS spec-
trometer. In addition, direct support was given for the
calorimeter electronics and their associated control
software.

West Arta: The neutnno experiment stopped
data - taking in September. The pattern recognition
program and the Monte Carlo program have been
much used in production.

During the course of the Year an unexpectedly
high level of support has been given to the CHARM
Collaboration in the final phases of the WA18/1
experiment. The last period of data-taking is now
complete and the detector has been dismantled.

For the new experiment of the CHARM Colla-
boration (first test runs foreseen in 1985) it was deci-
ded to rewrite the on-line software for the new
ND-I00/500 system, to rewrite the off-line analysis
program, introducing a memory manager, and to
make all monnonng tasks, display programs, and ana.
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lysis tasks use the same memory structure, thus mak-
ing them available bc,r1 on- and off-line. Also the
beam-line monitoring Is being changed.

For the Omega facility, work has been done on
TRIDENT to deal with high track multiplicity events.
This has led to improved methods for track finding.
Modifications to the old Omega vertex package were
necessary in order to fit up to 30 tracks to a vertex.

Mixt Bascom Activities

Maintenance of the six ERASME measuring
tables continued. Help was given to he Junta de Ener-
gia Nudear in Madrid to revise their ERASME table.

The software package MDS from PCK for the
multiwire technology has been acquired and adapted
to the CERN environment. The system is installed on
a VAX and has been made user friendly with an
extensive command file. Plot files are sent over CER-
NET to the plotters on the mainframes in the Compu-
ter Centre. A dense VME board has been designed and
successfully manufactured using this tool. 1 arse,
high-density boards for 308l/E and FASTBUS are
currc tly being designed with this software.

An experiment to use the CMOS standard all
design methods in a Multi-Project Chip (MPC)
environment :s under way and results will soon be
available Meanwhile, work is being done to produce
software tools to make the design and verification
work more tractable and less error prone.
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The modelling program SPICE was Installed on
the ERASME VAX. It will be used for developing spe-
cial analog circuits.

Divisional staff continued to dedicate time to
CERN's training efforts. Lectures were given in the
Academic Training Programme and in the Summer
Student Programme. Four staff taught in the Techni-
cal Training Programme. Special courses were
givenamongst others, on data bases, CAD, and
programming of Array Logic chips (PACs). The Divi-
sion is responsible for organizing the Computer
Seminars. The Informatics Tutorials continued to be
a success; this year, courses on UNIX, Computer
Architecture, and the C programming language were
given.

The CERN School of Computing took place
in September in Aiguablava, Spain. Besides the usual
organizational efforts, the Division provided four lec-
turers. The School was attended by 86 participants
from 10 countries. As a result of this success, it was
decided to organize the CERN Schools of Computing
on a yearly basis from 1986 onwards. The Division
also continued to collaborate with the International
Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste, organizing
microprocessor courses. In 1984 a course was held in
Sn Lanka.

Members of the staff also took part in the work
of i sensational standardization committal, notably
for ti e new FORTRAN standard and for network
probe sls.
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Proton Synchrotron Division

Intros% CtIon

Celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary of opera-
ticn this year, the PS complex of accelerators had de-
veloped far beyond what might have been imagined
when the pioneering alternating gradient synchrotron
produced its first high energy protons in November of
1959. Early on in its career it acquired a second ex-
perimental area, the East Hall, and shortly afterwards
there began the first improvement programme to in-
crease beam intensitiesby 1984, these had reached
some ten thousand times the original design figure.
There followed the highly successful antiproton pro-
gramme, culminating in a triumph for experimental
physics at CERN, based entirely upon obtaining a per-
formance from the PS complex sufficiently reliable
and efficient to make the search for rare events feasi-
ble At the same time, the unparalleled flexibility of
the machines and their control system enabled pro-
tons, antiprotons (and even light ions) over a wide
range of energies and intermits to be supplied to
several different users running their experiments con-
currently. Nor, in 1984, had the process of develop-
ment slowed down. Preparations were well under way
for the acceleration of electrons and positrons to
supply the new 'big brother' LEP, and a new device
under construction (ACOL) was expected to multiply
the antiproton accumulation rate by a factor of at
least ten when it came on stream in 1987. So it was
with iusiifiable pride that the twenty-fifth anniversary
of this unique facility was duly celebrated, and the
machines themselves had their say by creating new per-
formance recordswhilst the feasting was still going on.

Although perhaps not quite so nch in drama as
the preceding year, 1984 nevertheless had its triumphs.
A systematic development programme throughout the
complex resulted in a solid benefit to overall perform-
enc.:, so that Collider operation in the last ruining
period achieved more than No-anda.half times the
integrated luminosity of the same period in 1983.
LEAR was able to operate for a 24 hour day, and ex-
tended its range of available momenta, as well as pre-
paring further developments (including the 'energy-
scanning' mode) for 1985. The ISR were, after initial
problems with a somewhat difficult form of operation
for the PS, successfully supplied forsadlytheir
very last experiment. Likewise, the final experiments
in the long series of neutrino investigations using the
PS got a good send-off. The original PS injector,
Linn 1, underwent a renaissance, and preparations
were under way to shift the whole machine to a heal-
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thin and more convenient location. The project for
computerization of the PS controls system was com-
pleted, alt:iough developments since the original plans
were drawn up meant that the conversion programme
continued. At the Synchro-Cyclotron a full range of
light ions was available to experimenters for the first
time. Installations for the second on-line isotope sep-
arator (ISOLDE 3) were proceeding, and preparations
were in hand to increase she proton and helium ion
beam intensities. Both the LEP Preinjector project
and the design of the new Antiproton Collector
(ACOL) made good progress.

PROTON SYNCHROTRON

The Physics Programme

Operation

1984 saw the end of a long and fruitful associa-
tion when the ISR finally took its last supply of PS
particles. A sad day, but not entirely without its com-
pensations, for the difficult task of scheduling the
many different users was significantly simplified.
Another era ended when the last of the many neutrino
experiments finished its run in July. Whilst perhaps
not so spectacular as 1933, the year yielded its share of
new record performances.
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The year began with the usual long shutdown
Ind, among all the other work which had accumulated
dunng the almost continuous operation of the pre-
vious twelve months, major changes were made to the
radiation safety and access control system. Transfer of
displays and controls to a new console in the Main
Control Room made it necessary to reconstruct the
interlock chains, and the opportunity was taken to use
more modern components and techniques, besides
generally reviewing the logic. At the same time an ad-
ditional interlock facility, intended to be a safeguard
against possible faulty procedures, was introduced on
80 doors. Some manufacturing delays by contractors,
and a few wrong cable connections (more than 18,000
points weremodifiednhindered the essential thorough
checking and testing programme required to establish
a fully safe situation, and it was decided to delay the
procedure for starting up the accelerators by ten days.

To minimize the effect of the delay on the ex-
perimental programme, purely technical aspects of
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starting up the accelerator were cut down to the abso-
lute essentials. Predictably, the newly - computerized
controls for beam extraction and transfer suffered
some teething troubles, and matters were not helped
by three failures of the incoming electricity supply. A
good deal of hard work was put in by all concerned
and, adopting the strategy of getting things going first
and optimizing later, no fewer than 11 different kinds
of beam were produced during the rust month, includ-
ing antiprotons at 3.5 GeV/c for the last runs of the
1SR and decelerated antiprotons at 0.6 GeV/c for
LEAR. Providing antiprotons for the ISR at AA mo-
mentum, i.e. using the PS as a transfer line, proved a
tncky process to adjust and maintain, and there were
some difficulties in getting a large enough ISR stack to
satisfy the experiments which were taking data. Since
LEAR experiments were in direct competition for the
limited supply of antiprotons available, rather delicate
negotiations took place on a day-to-day basis to try to
ensure that everyone got their fair share. The new
possibility of supplying LEAR with only a short inter-
ruption in antiproton production, enabling that
machine to run on a 24 hours per day basis, helped
somewhat, and the reproducibility of the 3.5 GeV/c
transfer was eventually improved by using the same
magnet cycle as for deceleration for LEAR. Perform-
ance steadily improved, and in April the transfer
momentum of protons to the SPS was put up from 10
to 14 GeV/c, ignificantly increasing ti over:11 effi-
ciency of the process.
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In May. after early difficulties once gain die to
electricity supply failures, performance reached a
steady leiel equivalent to the best obtained in the pre-
ceding month. The 3.5 GeV/c transfers to the 1SR
became quite efficient, and stored beams of 5 mA
were regularly produced. Transfer to the SPS at
14 GeV/e became routine and, supplied with 2 x 1015
protons per cycle, that machine shortly reached new
record intensities (passing the 'magic' figure of
r x 10" accelerated protons). Antiproton extraction
from 1...-1AR at 1.5 GeV/c came into service in a re-
markably short tire. Unfortunately, development
work on the machines was seriously disturbed by a
fault on the AA magnetic focusing horn. In June, ope-
ration was somewhat troubled by the effect of summer
storms on the power lines; the 1SR lost their anti-
proton stack, and an unscheduled special refill had to
be provided so that experiment R704 could complete
its data and retire gracefully from the scene. Protons
once again became available for the many users of the
East Hall test beams.

Although July began well, the situation shortly
deteriorated, and there were numerous breakdowns.
The worst trouble was caused by sporadic misfunction
of two key systems, one controlling transfer of PS
beam in all directions and the other the sequence of
parameter switching for the programmed magnet
cycles So much time was lost that it was eventually
decided to extend the last run for the neutnno oscilla-
tions experiments by two weeks and to postnone the
scheduled machine development sessions. Towards the
end of the month the AA came back into service after
two weeks of development work and tests, with a new
pulsed target and a lithium lens to focus the proton
beam on to it. Antiproton yield was up by some 5073,
but unfortunately the target only lived fora day and a
night; the lens, however, kept going LEAR had, as
predicted, a difficult time setting up extraction at the
new momentum of 200 MeV/c.

In August the fault rate diminished, but still
remained higher than average There was trouble with
cooling water systems, HT feeds to the Booster
extraction kicker and, rather more esoterically, dis-
turbances caused by unexpected effects of the 1SR dis-
mantling Computer-controlled synchroni....tion. still
being run in, also gave some problems. However, the
run of the neutrino oscillations experiment was suc-
cessfully completed, with 8.7 x 10" protons having
been delivered to the target, and the bubble chamber
BEBC having taken more than half a million pictures
The efficiency of utilization was enhanced by the use

6 S 3

of systematic supercycle changes, so that LEAR and
the East Hall got a good share of the beam available.
(N.B. For an explanation of supercycle operation, see
the Annual Report for 1983, p. 79.) At the end of
the month a week was spent, in collaboration with
the SPS, in preparing for the forthcoming important
proton-antiproton collider operation.

Setting-up of the machines for the collider run
went rather well, and datataking by the SPS experi-
menters began before the end of September. Overall
efficiency and beam quality reached the best i:vels ob-
tained in 1983 and stayed there. A short stop in order
to make adjustments to the AA stochastic cooling sys-
tems quickly paid dividends in the shape of a substan-
tial increase in the antiproton accumulation rate. With
a production beam of 1.4 x 10" protons striking the
target every 2.4 seconds, peak values of more than
6 x lifhour were recorded, and after 40 days the
integrated luminosity reached in the SPS was two-and-
ahalf times greater than for the equivalent period in
1983. However, the smooth running of the AA was in-
terrupted on several occasions by a mysterious
blow-up occurring in the accumulated stack. The East
Hall beams, having a relatively low prionty, lost some
of their scheduled time to studies aimed at further
improving collider operation.

The fault rate in October remained low umil the
er.d of the month, when a stop act 'fluted for technical
reasons had to be unexpectedly extended from two
days to rm.:. This was due to a leak in the heat ex-
changer of the main ma net generator lubricating sys-
tem, and the unit had to be replaced. November was a
highly satisfactory month; even without its lithium
lens, the AA maintained an excellent performance.
with accumulation rates normally above 6 x 10'
:Vhour anc' reaching a peak of 7 x Overall trans-
fer efficiency between the AA and the SPS frequently
hit 80%. and new high values of luminosity at
315 OeV/c resulted. Despite numerous schedule chan-
ges, the East Hall beams eventually got the total run-
ning time allocated. LEAR made its first tests with 1.1-
ions (supplied by Lulu 1) and, returning to protons,
tned out decelerationdown to 100 MeV/c; this worked,
but stability was inadequate.

With impeccable timing, the PS celebrated its
25th birthday on November 23rd by breaking two
recordsit delivered 1.4 x 10" protons per pulse to
the production target, and the circulating beam in the
AA reached 3.87 x 10" antiprotons. Finally, in
December, the causes of the mysterious stack blow-up
in the AA were diagnosed a.d curative measures were
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taken. The collider run proved to have been extremely
succmsful integrated luminosity in the SPS sur-
passed the target figure by some 30%, reaching 395 4
nbanr I. or a factor of 2.6 higher than in 1983.

Experhneatal Arms

In the PS South Hall, entirely devoted to ex-
periments using the pure low-energy antiproton beams
provided by LEAR (q.v.), some improvements were
made to the installations during the long shutdown at
the beginning of the year. Some vacuum chambers in-
side magnets were replaced by a more suitable material
(stainless steel instead of aluminium alloy), some of
the multiwire proportional chambers employed for
beam control were repositioned, and the comp ster ac-
quisition of monitor measurements was improved.
New fire and gas detection systems were instaliod.

From March to September the sixteen experi-
ments installed on the floor received a total of about
690 hours of experimental physics beam time. A new
operational mode had become possible. enabling
LEAR to function 24 hours per day whilst antiproton
accumulation in the AA continued almost uninter-
rupted. The extracted beam spill duration was about
one hour, providing intensities of up to - 1011:/s for
the three experiments usually working simultaneously,
two splitter magnets being used to divide the beam.
Frequent changeovers were made to give all the ex-
periments a fair share. Five different momenta were
available, namely: 201, 310, 612. 1480 and 1512
MeV/c. At the lowest momentum of 201 MeV/c there
were beam stability problems both in the machine and
in the transfer lines. Nevertl'eless, quality was good;
for example, at 310 MeV/c the beam was focused
down to a spot size of around 1 mar (Expt. PS177)
and an even smaller dimension was achieved at 1512
MeV/c (Expt. PS185 - see Fig. 5).

No protons were 1,, alable for the East Hall ex-
tracted beam until June. Consequently the first part of
the year could be used to complete the distribution
network for various gases and the gas and fire detec-
tionsystansinthe primary beam tunnels. The approved
continuation of experiment PS188 required some
beam and layout modifications, and in the beam line
(ti) magnet measurements and alignmrt checks were
made in order to resolve sonic discrepancies in mo-
mentum measurements Seam transport elements were
overhauled and exchanged to provide the elements for
the new LEAR injection line (E3).
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Frcm June onwards, protons became available
for the East Hall for a pan of each weekday. The
three test beams (ts, tic, and tit) were extensively used
for tests of equipment for various SPS experiments
and also development work on detectors for LEP
experiments. Experiment PS188 ('channelling') con-
tinued taking data in the t, beam.

The last run of the beam specially built (in T11)
for the neutrino oscillations experiments took place in
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July. As in 1903, the target received 1.25 x 10"
protons of 19.2 GeWc every 1.2 seconds. The bubble
chamber BEBC completed its data-taking (PS180),
and a new experiment (PS191 - Search for decay of
heavy neutrinos) also took data with detxtors placed
in the 1SR intersection region 11.

Machines and Technical Development

linear Accelerators

Linac 11, proton supplier for the whole PS com-
plex, ran reliably without any major problems. The
new cleaning technique adopted in 1983 for the 750
keV preinjector accelerating column proved its worth;
reliable high voltage operation was maintained
throughout 1984. Mother innovation which justified
the effort put into it was the control system 'watch-
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dog' program. This stopped the ion source trigger
whenever beam losses in the linac or transport lines
became too high, and informed the operator what had
caused the abnormality. Several times during the year
it saved the vacuum pipe from being hit by a 50 MeV
beam which might well have holed it. Some improve-
ments were made to the machine instrumanation, and
deuteron acceleration tests were successfully per-
formed.

First steps were taken in the direction of operat-
ing both Hoses (and LEAR, which shared the controls
system) from the PS Main Control Room. A link was
established between the Linac-LEAR computers and
the main PS control system, and controls for the
essential elements of the Linac IIBooster beam
transport line were incorporated into the PS controls.

This year saw a good deal of activity around
Linac I (the original PS injector). Most noticeable was
the replacement of the 500 kV EHT set, with its huge
Faraday cage, and the preinjector accelerating
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column, by the relatively inconspicuous 'RFQ', to
supply the accelerator with 500 keV particles. (For
further information on the RFQ, see 1983 Annual
Report, page 85.) An H" ion source of the 'bucket'
type v as tested towards the end of the year, and re-
sulted in beam pulses of 80 ps and more than I mA.
Preparations for the acceleration of 0" ions were
rapidly going ahead, and a scheme was adopted which
should allow for a quick changeover between these
particles and protons or H" Ions.

The considerable saving in space resulting front
the installation of the RFQ made it possible to plan an
important change for the better in the whole machine
layout in the congested area where the two linacs and
the LEAR beam transport tunnel met the FS Ring.
The shielding wall marking the boundary of the Ring
was situated half-way along Linac I, straddling one of
the accelerating cavities (Tank 2). By shifting the
whole Linac back some twelve metres, it would
become completely accessible during PS operation,
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and, moreover, the rather weak shielding, in an area
crossed by high intensity extracted beams, could be
considerably reinforced. Plans were made to complete
the essential part of this scheme during the shutdown
earlY in 1985.

Booster Synchrotron

In O.: r to maintain its high performance and
low failure rate over the years, the Booster has under-
gone a continuous process of rejuvenation. In 1964, it
was the turn of the ageing control circuitry of the main
magnet power supply, and the five rectifierinverter
groups were converted to control by programmable
logic devices dung the long shutdown at the begin-
ning of the year.

The record intensity of 10" protons reached in
each of two of the four Booster nngs was beneficial
for antiproton production, since it enabled a high in-
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tensity beam to be sent to the AA target without using
any lossy form of recombination prior to injection
Into the PS. Taking beam from just two Booster rings,
without the vertical addition process previously in use,
markedly ,educed losses in PSB-PS transfer, and pro-
duced a beam of higher intensity with smaller dimen
sions and emittances, resulting in more efficient
antiproton production.

A further development towards even higher ir-
tensity antiproton production. beams was installed and
successfully tested. This used a dipole in the transfer
line, giving a sinusoidal vertical deflection at the
bunch frequency of 8 MHz, to combine beams from
pairs of nngs in somewhat the same way that a zip fas-
tener works. It was tried out in machine development
sessions, and met its specification after optimivstion
of various parameters. In practice, the scheme would
use the full four-ring Booster beam, trapping 20 PSB
bunches in 10 PS buckets. However, it was not put
Into operational service, since the maximum intensity
that the PS could accept currently was readily availa-
ble from two of the Booster rings.

Following the previous year's very successful ope-
ration with deuterons and alpha particles (for the late
lamented ISR). development work began on the
project for accelerating very low intensity beams of
oxygen (0' ) ions. With different cycles devoted to
different users, this would mean that an intensity va
nation of five orders of magnitude between one pulse
and another would have to be handled. It was anti.
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cipated that considerable effort would have to be
invested, particularly in the areas of instrumentation
and r.f. control loops.

Investigations into the feasibility of increasing the
Booster top energy to more than 800 MeV culminated
in a successful test in one ring showing that
1 GeV could be reached. This had some importance
for future developments, since space-charge limita-
tions in the PS could be eased by using a higher injec-
tion energy.

Male Proton Sysderetroa

Plans were made for the rearrangement of equip-
ment in the PS straight sections to allow for the in-
stallation of equipment for injection, acceleration and
extraction of electrons and positrons; it was intended
to implement these during shutdown periods in 1985
and early 1966. The prototype Robinson wiggler mag-
net (required to stabilize electron and positron beams).
after beam optics tests with protons in the PS, went to
Orsay for further tests with a positron beam. These
confirmed the damping effect predicted by theory, so
that construction of the three magnet of this type to
be installed in the PS could go ahead.

A new quadrupole configuration was devised,
combining the existing quadrupolet in straight-
sections 3 and 25 with additional units placed in s-s 49
and s-s 65, in order to reduce the horizontal beta
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functions and dispersion values at the points where
protons and antiprotons are extracted (s-s 16 and s-s
58 respectively) for transfer to the SPS. It was expect-
ed that the resultant reduction in horizontal beam
dimensions would increase extraction efficiency and
also produce a kick enhancement effect, reducing the
required kicker strength by 35%.

Random steering errors of a few millimetres at in-
jection into the PS of the antiproton bunches destined
for the SPS could lead to transverse emittance
blow-up of more than 50%. It was decided to install a
damper to reduce this effect, using a very sensitive
pick-up to detect horizontal and vertical oscillations.
The resulting signals, after amplification, were fed to
an electromagnetic deflector with the correct phase
and time-delay to counteract the oscillations. The
apparatus was built in a very short time, to be ready
for the Collider run starting in September, and it per-
formed well, reducing etnittance blow-up to less than
10%.

Considerable development work went into the
various systems acquiring information on beam posi-
tion, phase, etc., through pick-up electrodes. This was
necessary in order to be able to cope with the wide
range of intensities and bunch lengths encountered in
present and future o,,r.ration, as well as to control the
acceleration of numerous different kinds of particle in
the machine (e.g. p, , e*, er, d, 02').

Results of radioactivity measurements showed
that both the total and the average induced activity in
the PS Ring were 20% lower in 1983 than in 1982,
despite an increase of 10% in the number of protons
accelerated. Computer control of the beam loss moni-
toring system provided a continuous display of the
comparative losses at 100 points around the PS ring.
This system was based on the 'ACEM' detector, in
which electrons expelled from an aluminium cathode
by radiation are fed directly into a ten-stage electron
multiplier, whiz:, lain can be readily controlled. It
had the twin advantages of a wide dynamic range
( 106) and high radiation resistance. (MB. A similar
system was also installed in the Booster.)

Antipinton Accumulator

Performance of the AA during 1984 was very sa-
tisfactory. It operated for 5 800 hours, with a down-
time of no :nore than 13%, producing over 12 x 10'2
antiprotons. The biggest stack built held 3 87 x 10" fa

incidentally, a world record.
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Modifications to the applications software made
it possible to change from the stacking mode to the ex-
traction mode in a matter of minutes. The anittance
program became able to derive values for the stack
core as well at the average through the whole stack
from the transverse Schottky signals. A scheme for au-
tomatic steering of the injected antiprotons was im-
plemented. The control signals were derived from the
electrons produced at the same time as the anti-
protons, which had a similar envelope of coherent
oscillations.

A second sextupole was installed in a dispersion-
free straight section in order to diminish the losses
of particles with large oscillation amplitudes. The
space was liberated at the expense of a more elaborate
system of connections to the adjacent cooling kicker
electrodes. Th;s produced a 1011e increase in the stack-
ing rate.

The filter lin'n for phase correction of the
1-2 GHz stack-core cooling were temperature-stabil-
ized and provided with remote control for adjust-
ments This led to a much better transverse cooling
performance. Even with an intensity of 3 x 10" parti-
cles, transverse emittances of between 1.2 and 2.5 x
mm mead were usually obtained, and at lower intensi-
ties emittances in both directions were below 2r mm
mead. Core emittances during the stacking process
were also markedly improved by correcting tne field
alignment in some of the kicker modules. It was these
developments, together with improvements to the El-

A;lt,
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ter lines, which essentially made LE' '1 operation for
24 hours per day possible. Some experiments were also
carried out on pre-cooling, but little of operational
benefit emerged.

In autumn an inexplicable transverse beam
blow-up manifested itself on many occasions, especi-
ally at the high stack intensities required for SPS col-
hder operation. Investigations, carried out under the
constraint of maintaining normal operation through-
out, eventually identified three different mechanisms.
All three resilted from inadequate clearing of positive
Ions trapped in the beam at high stack intensities, indi-
cating that the clearing electrode system would need
some modifications. Further studies were devoted to
trying to identify other sources of 'heating' during the
stacking process.

The lithium lens transformer (ex Fermilab) was
rebuilt with a more radiationresistant primary wind-
ing, and successful laboratory tests took place in May
with lens currents of up to 475 kA. The transformer-
lens assembly was then installed as a pre-focusing
element in front of the target and ran with pulsed
currents of between 290 and 350 kA. It operated suc-
cessfully for a total of 1.3 x 10' pulses in a 26 GeVic
beam of up to 1.4 x 10" protons per pulse before
being withdrawn from service, still fully operational.

For the Antiproton Collector project (ACC'
see Annual Report for 1983 page 93), major contracts
for the magnet system were placed. Delivery of the
first quadrupole was expected early in 1985 and of the
first dipole around the middle of the year. Design of
the vacuum system was completed and tenders were
being requested. Development of stochastic cooling
systems and solid state amplifiers was under way with
the construction of prototypes. Building work had
begun with the auxiliary building above the target
area, which was expected to reach completion in
bruary 1985.

LEAR

During two shutdown periods, one early in the
year when the PS was also not running and the second
in October, various modifications were carried out to
consolidate current modes of operation and prepare
for future developments. Among the most important
was the installation of a new injection line for negative
hydrogen ions (If), fast pulsed dipole magnets and
special thin targets. This was intended to provide pro-
tons travelling in the opposite direction from the anti-
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protons by injecting H- into a straight section and
then stopping them of their electrons by passage
through the thin target. Suitable means of monitoring
this process, by the observation of slow secondary
emission electrons, fast electrons from stripping, hy-
drogen (Hp) atoms, etc., were provided. Thin windows
(35 pm) were also fitted at the ends of the straight sec-
tions as H° exits. The second r.f. cavity was installed,
and when all this work was finished the vacuum
envelope was thoroughly baked out.

Modifications were made to the dipole and quad-
rupole power supplies to Improve stability when ope-
rating at low momentum, since these units had to
work over an exceptionally wide range of current. The
associated electronic control systems required special
components and air conditioning to cope with the heat
of summer. Two improvements were made to the sto-
chastic cooling systems. The horizontal deflector was
moved to a more favourable position with respect to
its detector, and a horizontal deflector was added to
the momentum cooling system to eliminate the trans-
verse blow-up effect occurring because the derivative
of the dispersion function was not zero at this loca-
tion. The stochastic extraction system was modified to
increase the noise level at the peak of the resonance
and reduce it at the edges This considerably cut down
the (mainly 50 Hz) ripple on the extracted beam, and
enabled duty factors of SOlis or higher to be achieved.

Various developments cock place in the compu-
terized control system, covering machine operation,
editor programs for the function generators and tim-
ing system, extracted beam satin's and beam quality
measurements.

Principal machine studies were concentrated on
using protons to develop the operational techniques
required by the experimental programme. Prepara-
tions were made for the energy scanning mode of
operation Pnonty was also given to investigating be-
haviour at low momentum (around 100 MeV/c), parti-
cularly the combined effect of residual gas, non-linear
resonances and intra-beam scattering. Unfortunately,
the extent to which these studies could be pursued was
severely limited Ey various breakdowns of the LEAR
r f. system and 1 Linac 1 which occurred towards the
end of the year.

The extraction system regularly produced stable
streams of an hour's duration, and It was shown ex-
perimentally that this could be extended-to three hours
at intermediate energies Tests with H- ions showed
that the charge-exchange process for proton injection
would work, and that the H lifetime in LEAR was

limited (at 300 MeV/c) by the vacuum obtainable; fur-
ther work awaited provision of a stable ion beans with
the new H- source under development.

The most important feature of operation for ex-
perimental physics throughout 1984 was the ability to
run almost continuously with beam extracted for an
hour followed by fifteen minutes refill time, which
meant that more ambitious parallel running schemes
could be planned for 1985. In summer, operation at
low momentum( 200 MeV/c) was seriously disturbed
by the power supply problems already mentioned. The
reliability of the machine was essentially very good,
most interruptions being associated with the frequent
introduction of new modes of operation. Machine
development time was restricted severely in order that
the experimental programme should suffer as little as
possible from the frequent changes in the PS schedule,
often occurring at very short notice. It became very
evident that the physics programme would greatly
benefit from longer uninterrupted periods without
changes. (See also 'Operation' and 'Experimental
Areas' above.)

Developments is Overall Performance

Development continued of the beam used for an-
tiproton production, employing a PS magnetic field
cycle with a low rate of rise at injection (0.1 T r ' in-
stead of 0.6 T s-1) followed almost immediately by a
plateau for the low-energy controlled longitudinal ex-
pansion. Transfer between Booster and PS rapidly
showed a marked improvement, an important para-
meter being the r.f. voltage at injection, which it was
found possible to bring down to the theoretical value
for matching to the Booster bunches ( 30 kV); this
considerably reduced low energy beam losses. The new
magnetic field cycle therefore remained in use for nor-
mal operation, sharing a supercyde with others having
the standard rate of rise of field at injection, which en-
tailed adjusting injection and low-energy expansion
parameters from cycle to cycle.

Using this same magnetic field cycle, a systematic
study was made of the resonances straddled by the
high intensity bunches and of their compensation. At
the same time, the poleface winding current pro-
gramme was correctly adjusted up to 26 GeV/c to
avoid crossing dangerous resonances during accelera-
tion, and the fast extraction was set up in the presence
of the strong chromaticity resulting from this pro-
gramme. The combined outcome of these var.ous
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measures was a steady increase in beam intensity on
the AA production target together with a higher trans-
mission efficiency between Booster and PS and a
marked reduction in transverse emittance of the beam.
Thus, during SPS oollideroperation, the beam destined
for the antiproton production target had an intensity
of between 1.50 and 1.55 x 10" protons per pulse
(and a maximum of 1.6 x 10") with normalized emit-
tances of 90r mm mrad (horizontal) and 60r mm
mrad (vmtical), and this high quality performance was
obtained with beam losses between Booster and PS of
no more than 1.5 x 10" protons per pulse.

Using once again this same magnetic field cycle,
studies were made of the behaviour of the beams from
two Booster rings when recombined by the r.f. dipole
installed at the beginning of the year. This technique
was designed to increase antiproton production beam
intensity in the future by using beam from the four
Booster rings captured at 800 MeV in two groups of
five r f. buckets diametrically opposed in the PS, al-
lowing continued use of the current method of reduc-
tion to five bunches by merging longitudinally at
26 GeV/c.

The capture of two Booster bunches with an r.f.
phase separation of *80 in a single PS bucket, re-
quired for the technique described above, was tried
out. Using a low r.f. voltage at injection, rapidly in-
creased over the first 5 rns, gave the maximum capture
efficiency. This would produce, at 26 GeV/c in the
PS, 7-7.5 x 10" protons per pulse for 8.5-9.5 x 10"
ppp from two Booster rings. The best stable and re-
producible result obtained, 7 x 10" ppp accelerated
for 8 5 x 1011 presented, was maintained for a varia-
tion in the phase between bunches from *90 to
70.

The technique therefore appeared to be limited
neither by vertical emittance nor by capture problems
However, increasing the Booster intensity merely
pushed up low energy beam losses, and there was scar-
cely any increase in the intensity accelerated. The
beam produced by this method would hence be less
than the 1.5 x 1011 protons per bunch of the standard
high intensity beam, and the limitation appeared to be
due to microwave longitudinal instabilities during
threading into the r.f. bucket.

A new and different procedure was tried out for
the future production beam for the Antiproton Collec-
tor (ACOL see elsewhere and 1983 Annual Report
p. 93). This would involve combining ten bunches into
five whilst changing the r.f. harmonic number from 20
to 10, and subsequently going back progressively
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through 12, 14, 16 and 18 to amve at h 20 with five
buni.hes occupying one quarter of the PS circumfer-
ence. The first step was tried out with a low intensity
beam (50 x 10" ppp) at 3.51 eV/c, and functioned
correctly. A second series of tests, with the r.f. voltage
reduced by connecting pairs of accelerating cavities in
opposite phase, began the process of reducing the dis-
tance between bunches resulting from the harmonic
number changes from 10 to 12 and then 14. These
were also carried out on a 3.5 GeV/c field flat top and
at low intensity ( 2 x 10" ppp) The behaviour of
the beam was much as expected, and on the basis of
these tests construction of beam control equipment for
further work went ahead. Interest was also confirmed
in plans for local feedback on the r.f. cavities to cope
with the high intensity beam anticipated.

During a joint development session the conti-
nuous transfer extraction (supplying the beam for SPS
fixed-target operation) was set up for 14 GeV/c. The
general behaviour of the beam, observed up to an in-
tensity of 1.8 x 10" protons per pulse, was distinctly
better than at the former momentum of 10 GeV/c; the
loss of a few per cent just before extraction completely
disappeared. The beam also behaved better oc the in-
jection field plateau at 14 GeV/c in the SPS, and the
overall result was a gain of some 10% in transmission
between the PS and the SPS. The new transfer cio-
mentum was therefore adopted for normal operation.
However, no systematic study had yet been carried out
on the transverse =Manus and radial and longitu-
dinal instabilities of this beam, particularly their
dependence upon intensity.

New equipment was installed during the long
shutdown at the beginning of the year for beam con-
trol during acceleration with the standard r. f. harmonic
number 20. After setting up and adjustment, accele-
ration with this harmonic number became operational
over the intensity range from 1010 to 4 x 10" protons
per pulse, and for any nun.ber of bunches from one to
twenty. Two of the 200 MHz r.f. cavities were also
fitted with tuning pistons so that they could operate
on two different frequencies from one cycle to an-
other. This allowed them to be used for the controlled
longitudinal expansion required for the antiproton
production beam as well as for the recapture at 200
MHz of beam destined for the SPS.

For the single-bunch antiproton beam accelerated
with a harmonic number of 6 and sent to the SPS for
collider operation, the influence of the orbit deforma-
tion required for extraction at 26 GeV/c upon re-
producibihty of the longitudinal compression dawn to
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4 ns before extraction was confirmed. Modifications
made during the long shutdown allowed the rise time
of the orbit deformation to be extended, and the effect
of this was to produce excellent stability in energy and
phase during the compression, After modifications to
the vacuum chamber in the extraction region, the ef-
ficiency of extraction of this single-bunch beam, with
a nominal dp/p of ± 3 x 10-3, reached almost 100%.
Nevertheless, studies continued on the reduction of
the parameter a, (momentum compaction factor) in
the extraction region, in order to be able in the future
to extract bunches with a greater Ap /p, thereby using
a larger fraction of the Aft antiproton stack. This
modification of Op, carried out with the aid of addi-
tional quadrupoles, was tried first with a proton beam
and subsequently with antiproton extraction. The re-
sults were very encouraging, and enabled plans to be
made for installation of the elements necessary for the
extraction of beams with bigger Ap /p during the next
long shutdown.

Computer Control

The year of 1984 saw the successful completion of
the PS Controls Conversion Project, begun in 1978.
This project embraced the complete conversion of the
PS controls to a fully computerized system, using an
integrated network of NORD computers, a homoge-
neous CAMAC interface and a number of versatile
general-purpose consoles in the central Main Control
Room (MCR). The planned conversion was duly
accomplished in 1984, despite the superimposition at
an intermediate stage of the Antiproton Accumulator
(AA) end numerous significant elaborations demand-
ed by the growing needs of the experimental physics
programme. The development of the PS accelerator
complex brought further extensions, and work
continued on conversion of the PS r.f. system (not
included in the original prolix...), controls of the LEP
Presnjector and preparations for the Antiproton Col-
lector.

Early in the year, the third and last instalment of
the onginal conversion project was successfully
commissioned. This comprised the controls and in-
strumentation of the variods beam extraction and
transfer systems and, owing to the high degree of ver-
satility required and the arrival of antiprotons, includ-
ed an intricate timing system. The system was ready
according to plan, but, since the scheduled commis-
sioning time was lost owing to delays in putting the
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modified semis control system into service (see 'Ope-
ration' above), each of the many modes of operation
had to be commissioned whilst actually being used for
the experimental programme. This made the whole
process much more difficult, and led to some delays in
oPtimixing operations,

The PS radio frequency systems, which had ear-
lier for the most part been excluded from computer
control, had grown considerably over the intervening
years. Not only had a new system (200 MHz cavities)
been added, but several different harmonics of the ac-
celerating frequency were being used for 'beam gym-
nastics' operatiosa. ft was therefore decided that the
r.f. systems should be fully integrated with the other
PS computerized controls, yielding a project of the
same dimension as the other three major innalmans.
Some small parts were comminioned during 1984, but
completion of the whole conversion was not planned
until early in 1985. A local mob le console, fully soft-
ware-compatible with the main operator consoles, was
installed adjacent to the low-level electronics of the
r.f. systems. A further step towards integration of
controls throughout the aerator complex was
taken before the end of the year, with the commission-
ing of a dedicated data link between the MCR con-
soles and the Linac./LEAR controls system which had,
for historical reasons, hitherto remained completely
independent.

The controls for the LEP Preinjector (comprising
two linear accelerators and a storage dna) were de-
signed as an extension of the PS system, but adapted
in several ways to meet the special needs of this pro-
ject. Two significant new developments were being
included. Firstly, there was the use of a much more
powerful local crate controller (SMACC) band on the
MC o8000 microprocessor, which had been adopted
as a CERN standard. This local intelligence' device
allowed a certain extent of stand-alone operation for
some groups of equipment, such as klystroos and
associated modulators, where this facility would be
'ireful for engineering purposes. Secondly, but closely
related, was the adaptation of spoked= software
structures, not only to take into account the extended
use of the SMACC but also to incornorate a number
of Improvements suggested by experience with the new
PS c..ntrnls since 1900. These aimed essentially at
greater reliability and ease of operation and improved
productivity in the field of applications software.

The intended use of the SMACC also placed a
new emphasis on the importance of user - friendly local
interaction for engineering purposes at several levels
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of the process interface. The advent of the Apple per-
sonal computer 'Macintosh' rapidly brought about
the extensive use of that powerfi. and versatile unit in
thi' role. At the end of the year a first demo astration
was made of the Macintosh controlling one CAMAC
crate, using the NODAL interpreter language,
through a dedicated serial driver allowing ultimately
the addressing of up to 62 crates. Also for local inter-
action, a graphics and alphanumeric software package
for NODAL was made up suitable for use in the ND
front-end computers and on the TMS 9900 and 99000
auxiliary crate controllers, as well as in the Macintosh.
Two main operator consoles were under construction,
for local and MCR control. A prototype SMACC
module was under test with the systems software,
comprising an op- rating system, a communications
package for data exchange between SMACC and
the front-end computer and language support for
NODAL and P+- The adaptations required in the
applications software structures were in progress.
Layout of the process interface and definition of the
timing system were well under way.

The LEP Prelaketor

Since it constitutes an important part of the LEP
project, this subject is covered in the LEP chapter of
this report. However, PS Division is responsible for
the construction of the two linear accelerators, the ac-
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cumulator (EPA) md the transfer lines which will sup-
ply electrons and positrons for initial acceleration is
the PS prior to their transfer to the SPS and finally to
LEP. Progress made this year is compatible with the
targets of first linac beam tests in 1985 and completion
of the EPA by rmd1986. Necessary modifications to
the PS itself are mentioned in other sections here
('Main Proton Synchrotron' and 'Computer Control'
especially).

Safety and Services

Considerable emphasis continued to be placed on
matters of safety and, in particular, in ensuring that
individuals should be aware of their responsibilities
and the resources available to provide assistance and
advice. The Safety Committee met seven times It dis-
cussed, among other topics, safety education, general
information on CERN safety organs and problems,
results of exercises (e.g. evacuation of buildings) and
the analyses of various accidents and incidents.

Work began on the renovation of the PS access
control system. Some parts were as old as the PS it-
self, and their future reliability could not be guaran-
teed. It was intended that replacement material
should, as far as possible, be standardized with that 'o
be used by LEP and the modernized SPS. Compu-
ter-driven displays to help the operating crews in inter-
preting information were being introduced.
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Over the previous few years a large amount of ad-
ministrative work had been automated, in particular
inventory control, preparation of budgets, overtime
and service contracts, travel records, etc. This enabled
the Division to manage a considerable increase in ac-
tivity without additional staff. In 1984 a NOTIS office
automation system, with a link to the Administration
Departments and DO Services for text and message
transfer, was installed. The use of text processing
equipment for the preparation of scientific reports and
internal working documents became general.

SYNCHRO-CYCLOTRON

Operation sad the Experimental Programme

According to plan, the time devoted to experi-
mental physics was again reduced in 1984, in order to
provide money and manpower for the ISOLDE 3 pro-
ject (see below, and page 97 of the 1983 Annual
Report). The proportion of the available time given to
acceleration of light ions rose from 18% in 1983 to
30% this year, leaving 70% for proton acceleration.
Main users were again ISOLDE, Muon Spin Rotation
(nSR) and the experiments employing beams of light
ions. Operating statistics are shown in Fig. 14 and the
experimental layout as it was at the end of the year in
Fig. 15.

During the months of January, February and
March the SC ran in the lightion mode. This was a
highly satisfactory period for physics, since for the
first time the full range of ions was on offer 2°Nes.
20Ne" , "04 , "C' and "C" were all used at one
time or another. This had been made possible by the
installation of a multi frequency transmission line be-
tween the Dee (accelerating electrode) and the Rotco
(rotating capacitor governing the radio frequency). A
complete catalogue of SC beams is showmin table I.

In the scheduled April shutdown, three important
maintenance jobs were tackkd. The main bearings of
the Rotco in use (No. 2) were replaced; it was found
that one of them had split in two, accounting for the
unusually high noise level which had been noted. An
r.f. filter in the centre of the machine was repaired,
and the primary water circuits of three heat exchan
gers were replaced. Whilst carrying out the latter ope-
ration, it was also observed that the water system in
general was heavily corrodedhardly surprising,
since much of it was nearly thirty years old. The SC
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Catalogue of SC beams
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then ran with protons through 'Ne months of May,
June and July.

August and September were devoted to prehmin
ary building modifications for the ISOLDE 3 project.
Operation began again in October, initially with rather
frequent r.f. sparkovers, but after two weeks things
settled down, and the standard performance of 4 pA
team intensity with 20 kV r.f. voltage and a 1 in 2
duty cycle could be maintained.

The machine continued to run smoothly through-
out November and December, main users being
ISOLDE and ASR together with the last allocsoni ir-
radiation of a simulated meteorite for Cologne.
mg the whole year both muon channel beam lines w.
frequently used by experimenters in a parasitic mode.
One experiment, by EF Division, employing a liquid
argon bubble chamber, reached its conclusion and was
dismantled.

The ASR programme continued to study the pc
muon in various solid and liquid environments.

Traditional studies of metals at low temperatures were
complemented by measurements at high pressures
where changes in the electronic structure of ferro-
magnetic materials and semmetals can be probed by
the muon. Mother field in which interesting results
Were obtained was the study of molecular dynamics in
plastic crystals. These are wax-like substances with the
molecules rotstmg extremely fast around fixed lattice
centres By caning moons to these molecules it was
possible to determine different slowed-down rotations

6 9

which tat: place at low temperature just above the
point at which all motion ceases.

Developmeat

Extending the life of the ion 'Ara filan-sat, in
order to reduce SC downtiMe, had been a constant
preoccupation. The concept of a carrier gas was tried
out in connection with the acceleration of "O' ions.
This uses the admixture of a gas of higher molecular
weightusually one of the inert gasesto stabilize
the arc. Precise proportions are important, and a
sophisticated mixer had to be designed and built. Re-
sults were quite successful: average filament life was
extended from 6 to 10 hours.

ISOLDE requested that beam intensity for
/He acceleration should be increased by a factor of
two or three. With these ions, current r.f. systems limi-
tations only permitted a voltage of 20 kV with a 1:3
duty cycle or 17 kV with 1:2. What was being called
for implied running at 20 kV with a 1:1 duty cycle, so
a detailed study was made of each component of the
r.f. sys.em (generator, transmission line, Room). The
weak links were found to be the parasite absorption
filter in the generator and the (S) ceramic blocking
capacitors in the Rotco. New capacitors were ordered
for a redesigned filter arable of handling higher
power. Better cooling had already been provided for
the blocking capacitors in Rotco No. 1, and as an
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added production it was planned to Matisse the Imped-
ance of the series compensating coils, thereby reducing
the current flow. This bad been shcvm to work for the
accelerating frequencies used for C and Ne tons, but it
was not possible to get the higher frequency range
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required for /He without modifying the transmis-
sion line linking the Dee to the Rotes. A prototype
line was successfully tested, and the final venom was
under construction.

It appeared that future SC activity would con-
centrate increasingly on proton and II-le accelera-
tion. With this in mind, a second r.f. generator copa-
l* of producing 20 kV at a 1007, duty cycle was con-
structed and partially tested. Its behaviour at high
power rod 'He frequencies had yet to :re deter-
mined.

Construction of the second on-line isotope se-
parator (ISOLDE mentioned in the Annual Re-
port for 1963. page 97) began. The production target
was to be located in the SC machine hall. and the
separated isotopes would be collected in the proton
room. Most of the buildin alteration were completed
dur:ng the shutdown in August and September. Vari-
ous Institutes. UniversiSes, etc.. who were rnerabrrs
of the ISOLDE collaboration, assisted with the pro
jot; design of the ion source assembly, accelerating
section lenses, bending magnets and shielding V Cre
completed and manufacture begun. AA industrial
robot. similar to the one already in use at ISOLDE 2
for target handling, was on order.
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prottitt, and of the lower growth rate of the emit-
tanca, the luminosity lifetime, which was on average
16 h last year, has been increased to over 24 h. This
has allowed the AA to accumulate antiprotons for a
longer time between transfers, and has therefore con-
tributed to an increased peak luminosity.

In order to make use of the increased antiproton
intensity expected from ACOL, it will be necessary to
store 6 bunches of each beam in the collider This re-
sults in twice the tune spread with respect to the pre-
sent situation and it is already known that the lifetime
will then be unacceptably low. In order to reduce the
tune spread to a tolerable level, an electrostatic sep-
aration scheme has been proposed and prototype
hardware has been installed and was tested in the 1984
collider run. Two orthogonal pairs of electrostatic sep-
arators, situated in LSS4 and LSSS, provide sufficient
deflection to separate the three bunches of each beam
in all collision points except in the two experimental
areas.

Experiments have shown that the scheme works
as expected. The beam centres were separated by a dis-
tance of three times the beam diameter at the un-
wanted crossings, whereas the residual separation in
LSS4 and LSSS was carefully minimized. The beam
lifetime was at least as good as that obtained without
separation and the results prove the feasibility of a
beam separation scheme in a proton-antiproton
collider. An experiment in which one beam moved
slowly through the other has shown that the lifetime
of the antiproton beam is insensitive to the amount of
partial separation.

The operating energy of the collider is limited by
the average power dissipation tolerable in the main
magnets. Through increasing the flow rate of the cool-
ing water, it was possible to raise the operating energy
from 273 GeV to 315 GeV. To reach higher =Ilia
under the present conditions, it is necessary to operate
the collider in a pulsed mode. In this mode of opern-
don the beam is decelerated after a plateau at the ma-
ximum energy and held for some time at low energy in
order not to exceed the allowed average dissipation,
whereafter the beam is accelerated again.

A Curt step towards such a 'pulsed collider' was
made in 1984 using protons only. A cycle of 21.6 a du-
ration with a flat top of 3 s at 450 GeV and with a flat
bottom q1 about 10 s at 100 GeV has been set up. A
dense proton bunch stored with this cycle had a life-
time of 2 to 3 hours. It is limited by the diffusion rate
in the RF buckets which is larger than in normal ope-
ration. During storage at fixed energy the RF bucket
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remains stationary whereas in pulsed mode it continu-
ously shifts from stationary to accelerating or decele-
rating and vice versa. This is likely to generate addi-
tional noise and enhance particle diffusion across the
separatrix.

In order to ensure a reasonable lifetime for the
antiprotons which suffer from the space-charge effect
of the strong counter-rotating proton beam, it is ne-
oessary to limit the excursion of the tunes over the
whole cycle to *0.005. This is sufficient to avoid the
resonances of order 10 or less which are known to re-
duce considerably the lifetime. Although this tune ex-
cursion is more than one order of magnitude larger
than what is achieved in a coast at fixed energy, it is an
order of magnitude smaller than in a normal proton
accelerating cycle for fixed-target physics.

To cope with this challenging demand new tech-
niques have been developed. Firstly, an automat
tune measurement system is used which gives a small
kick to the beam every 60 ms and then performs a Fast
Fourier Transform of the oscillating signals to deter-
mine the tune. The results are sent directly by pro-
gramme to the computer which generates the referen-
ces for the main quadrupole power supplies in order to
correct the tunes in the desired direction. Thereafter,
the more precise continuous Q-measurement system is
used to further minimize the errors. This system ex-
cites the beam continuously through a phase-locked

Table 1 Best collider perfGrmances
in 1983 and 1984
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loop and measures the frequency of the loop signal
to determine the tune in real time. In this way the re-
quired accuracy in the tune settings could be reached.
It remains now to inject antiprotons in this mode to
test whether an antiproton lifetime of at least a few
hours can also be achieved.

SPS Colder Operaties

This year, like in 1983, 13 weeks were devoted to
collider physics operation. A week of machine
devdopment, just before the scheduled 10-day stop
for the installation of the experiments in ECX4 and 5,
provided a good preparation for proton-antiproton
operation and permitted an efficient start-up of the
SPS in the collider mode for physics at 315 GeV and
with the low beta insertions further squeezed to par x

- 1 m x 0.5 m. At the start of the period, the
initial luminosities were around I x 10" am' cl and
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It took another two weeks to reach values comparable
to the previous record of 1.6 x 10" cni2 s 1. Sub-
sequently, after further improvements mainly in the
antiproton transfer efficiency from the AA via the PS
to the SPS in conjunction with record stack intensities
in the AA, the initial luminosity has risen to a maxi-
mum value of 3.65 x 10" ear2 2- I.

The SPS proved to be very reliable during the
rust half of the period and only 5 out of 33 coasts
were lost due to technical faults. The second half of
the period was less fortunate and 20 out of 44 coasts
were lost due to various, mostly minor and unrelated
faults. Nevertheless, the total integrated luminosity in-
creased by a factor 2.6 as compared to the result of the
previous year. This was the result of higher initial
luminosities, because of the higher beam energy and
lower beta values at the insertions, as well as of a 1599
increase of the proton intensity per bunch, the im-
proved luminosity lifetime and the availability of
higher intensities of the AA stack.

The operation of the SPS has become easier this
year by the consolidation of a number of facilities
which were still in the prototype stage last year. The
on-line storage on the CERN main frame computers
of the data concerning each particular shot greatly im-
proves the diagnosis of imperfections in the injection
chain and provides a record for analysis of the history
of the coast.

The sequencer continues to be the basic means of
putting all the equipment in the SPS into the correct
state and checking that this state is maintained. As
more and more conditions for good transfers arc
established the sequences are updated.

The multiple Q-measurements have been very
successful and have reduced the beam time needed for
the optimisation of the machine parameters through
the acceleration from as much as 8 hours to about as
many minutes. Its advantage for operation lies in the
ability to take a consistent set of data relevant to one
cyd: and analyse it quickly and precisely. Once the
operator accepts this data, the necessary changes to
the main power supply currents are requested at the
touch of the button.

Apart from the routine maintenance and genera-
tion of applications software to keep pace with the
commitments of the SPS operation programme, two
interesting software projects have been completed.

The first project has been the implementation of a
general purpose plotting package for data presenta-
tion and operator interaction on the consoles. This is
the first large high-level, general-purpose package that
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Tabk 2 SPS performance
for proton - antiproton physics

1981 1063 1984,
Taal KIteduled hours of
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has been produced at the SPS. Because of the very at-
tractive gains that can be made in effort and end pro-
duct utility this package has immediately become
heavily used.

The second project developed on the general data
facility computer is a resident high-level task which
periodically collects and makes available from a cen-
tralized source a set of initially distributed data. This
method was applied to the orbit measurement data.
Again this project gave immediate returns with a per-
manent display of the orbit becoming an important
operational tool which, together with the above-men-
tioned plotting pacinge and the multiple data collect-
ing facility, led to a rapid development of a measure-
ment of the chromaticity throughout the machine
cycle.

Technical Developmeats of the Calder

During the winter shutdown of early 1984, a great
effort was made to increase the flow rate of the cool-
ing water for the SPS main magnets by more than
304$ to raise the mew for collider operation from
273 to 315 GeV per beam. To this end a booster pump
was added at the level of the machine tunnel in each
sextant. In parallel with these modifications, the cool-
ing circuits for the main power supplies had to be up-
graded. Therefore, two pumps in BA2 were replaced
by larger ones and some other pumps were relocated.

Similarly, the water circuits inside all main power
supplies were improved, including the replacement of
the hydraulic manifolds on the chokes of the electrical
filters by units of an improved design. Also the bus-
bars in the power supply cubicles were reinforced and
additional ventilation installed. In addition, the power
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supplies of the low beta insertions have been upgraded
for operation at 315 GeV. This involved new current
control loops to compensate for the saturation effect
of the quadrupoles, recalibration of the DCCrs and
improvements to busbars and connections to handle
the higher currents.

The horizontal and vertical Schottky signals are
essential for the measurement of the betatron tunes
during a coast. The electrodes of the horizontal
Schottky beam monitor are now suspended by narrow
strips to insulate them from mechanical vibrations.
The natural resonant frequency of this system, about
1 Hz, results in a strong rejection of vibration fre-
quencies around the betatron lines. The basic noise
level, which has been reduced by 20 dB, is now limited
by electronic noise and similar to that of the vertical
signal which has always given good results.

However, unwanted interference lines compara-
ble in amplitude to the betatron lines still exist and
make identification of the peak frequency difficult.
Using the RF accelerating cavity as a highly sensitive
transverse monitor by filtering out signals in the sec-
ond higher order psuband at 460 MHz, another
completer independent measurement of the 'Schott-
ky' bands has been obtained and shown to be identical
to that obtained by the more standard method. This
strongly indicates that the observed structure Is truly a
beam response to an excitation and a search is being
conducted to identify possible sources. The most likely
candidates are high harmonics of the main power
supply switching pulses propagating through the SPS
magnet chain, which acts as a wide passband delay
line.

The regulation circuits for the four RF
have been completely redesigned around low-noise
10.7 MHz voltage controlled oscillators. The phase
noise levels observed on all cavities have been reduced
by at least 20 dB. This reduction is reflected in the in-
creased lifetime of the antiprotons as observed during
collider operation, the lifetime being at least twice that
observed last year and seemingly limited by other than
RF causes.

In preparation for tut= collider operation with
high luminosities a scheme has been worked out to
separate the beams at all crossing points except those
from LSS4 to LSS5. For a rust, reduced version of
this scheme which can only separate three proton bun-
ches from three antiproton bunches, the four elec-
trostatic deflectors originally installed for luminosity
measurements, have been redeployed. The proton and
antiproton orbits are horizontally separated by an
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orthogonal pair of deflectors downstream of the colli-
sion point of LSS5 and recombined by another ortho-
gonal pair upstream of the collision point in LSS4.
This system has been used successfully this year for
separation experiments.

It is necessary to upgrade this system to make it
operational for the separation of six bunches of pro-
tons from six bunches of antiprotons. For this pur-
pose, four additional deflector units must be built and
new, more stable high voltage generators are needed.
All major new components, such as vacuum tanks, ti-
tanium electrodes of 3 m length and their motorized
supports as well as the high voltage generators have
been ordered.

New facilities for monitoring the intensity of the
protons and the antiprotons bave been commissioned.
The implementation of a pair of directional couplers
for the measurement of the beam intensity of each
bunch of protons and antiprotons allows, due to their
high directivity of 35 db, a good separation of the sig-
nals from bunches with down to 10' antiprotons per
bunch from those of bunches with up to 1.6 x 10"
protons per bunch. Through the acquisition at injec-
tion of the intensities of each proton and antiproton
bunch over each of 1000 consecutive turns, the injec-
tion losses during the first few turns are easily sepa-
rated from the RF capture losses which occur during
the first few milliseconds. A second system connected
to the same directional couplers measures the intensity
of each bunch every 30 ms during 30 seconds and gives
the beam loss at any time dung the acceleration cycle
between injection at 26 GeV and beginning of coast at
315 GeV. A third system monitors the intensity of
each bunch every 15 seconds during the whole dura-
tion of the coast.

The rapid acquisition and treatment of the large
amount of data in each of the first two systems is done
in local microprocessors. The parameter and data
transmission between these microprocessors and the
SPS control system uses for the first time the concept
of a fully decentralized data module subroutine which
has moved from a control computer into the local
microprocessors. A software protocol in the computer
dispatches the data module properties via the MPX
transmission lines to the corresponding micropro-
CeSSOr.

An aluminium-heryllium vacuum chamber as-
sembly has been made and tested for the UAI experi-
ment. This new assembly will be installed in 1985, in
replacement of the present, much less transparent
chambers of stainless steel The new system has a cen-

Ileum 2--One of the two C1,41 hedron absorber walls Instelkd Is the
experimental erre ECM Meow& want& opflorn90 an Miami
Iron bloat and are allow 11 ni Alth and d to rdde, loch conleinkt
abort 500 tans of Ardor: (CERN-013 03 Re)

tral part of beryllium with a length of 0.8 in and inner
diameter of only 50 mm. The rest of the 12 m long sys-
tem consists of a beam cluumel in which all tubes,
flanges and bellows are made of aluminium. The sys-
tem is joined to the SPS ring via aluminium-stainless
steel transitions. During tests the required pressure of
about 10-1° mbar was achieved after pumping and a
bakeout.

The Proton-Antiproton Experhnental Areas

As part of the improvements for the UAI experi-
ment, the SPS Division designed and coordinated the
installation of a new layout for the forward/backward
muon chambers and hadron absorber walls in the ex-
perimental area ECM. These absorber walls are 11 In
high and 8 in wide and consist of about 1'000 ton of
iron shielding which became available as a result of
the malt upgrading of the SPS West Experimental
Area and the closure of the ISR. The forward muon
chambers, form ly on the mobile chariot, are now
installed between the absorber wall and the wall of
ECX5. Many cables, water pipes and the gas distribu-
tion had to be redeployed or modified and new fixed
and mobile platforms provided to accommodate the
new layout. A new mechanical system to open and
close the compensating magnets (CALCOM's) also
had to be designed and built. The muon identification
was further improved by adding mobile iron shielding
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above the muon chambers underneath the UA I detec-
tor mounted on its platform.

Additional iron shielding was provided in LSS4
and L.SSS to protect the UA I and UA2 experiments
from background originating in the quadrupoles of
the low beta insertions.

Three special "Roman Pots" were constructed
and installed for the new small-angle scattering experi-
ment of the UA4 collaboration, which is scheduled to
run in June 1985.

The SPS Accelerator

Machine Studies sad Accelerator
Performance

Until the spring of 1984, the beam was injected
into the SPS at 10 GeV/c in two successive batches,
each sliced over five turns in the CPS by the continu-
ous transfer scheme. The accelerated intensity was li-
mited to about 2.8 x 10" protons per pulse by a lack
of machine acceptance in the transverse planes, col-
lective instabilities and too large tune spreads which
caused the tails of the beam distribution to be lost on
non-linear resonances. These effects proved more dif-
ficult to correct tnan expected and the situation
became even worse when attempts were made to inject
higher intensities using three PS batches sliced over
three turns. In this case the emittances are larger and
the ratio of the peak intensity to the average intensity
around the ring also increases.

It was therefore decided to try injection at a
momentum of 14 GeV/c, while remaining with two
batches sliced over five turns. The beam size as well as
all transverse space-charge effects and instabilities are
reduced at this energy. Until recently, this possibility
was not attractive because injecting closer to the SPS
transition momentum of 21.8 GeV/c would have con-
siderably increased the beam-loading effects in the
SPS accelerating cavities, and these effects were al-
ready a limitation at 10 GeV/c. However, an RF feed-
back system was designed to reduce the effective
coupling impedance of the cavities. This greatly im-
proved the behaviour of the beam in the longitudinal
plane and it was felt possible to control these longitu
dinal effects up to a momentum of 14 GeV/c. Injec-
tion at this momentum proved indeed to be very suc-
cessful. Although the snatching in the longitudinal
plane became more difficult, as was expected, all the
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transverse problems practically disappeared, allowusga
perfect tranniussionof thebeam from injection totran-
sitson energy where a few percent of losses remained.
A peak intensity of 3.4 x 10" was accelerated, with
an overall transmission efficiency of up to 94%.

Accelerator Operation

The January-February shutdown was followed by
a scheduled technical run of the SPS during 3 weeks.
In spite of the loss of 10 days due to 'critical days', a
contractually required reduction in the electricity con-
sumption, the operation of the SPS in the collider
mode at 315 GeV could be successfully tested and the
machine was then prepared for fixed-target physics.

The toed - target operation started with moderate
intensities to restart the physics programme and in ear-
ly April, after a machine development session, the in-
jection momentum was permanently raised from 10 to
14 GeV/c. The transmission efficiency was immediate-
ly found to have improved up to 947% with 2.5 x 10"
protons per pulse accelerated to 450 GeV compared to
at most 84% efficiency with injection at 10 GeV/c.

In periods two and three with the experiments ful-
ly operational, the intensity was gradually increased
until a peak intensity of 3.4 x 10" protons per pulse
was recorded for the highest intensity over any 15 mi-
nute period of operation.

Table 3 SPS Operation for foxd large: physics

1979 1980' ice!" ises 19u 1961

Total scheduled hours of
operation s346 3106 2764 4010 3271 3699

Total achedukd hours for
PhY4336 4458 2497 1913 3176 2664 2757

Widow fee pilywa(14) 79 13 75 76 70 12
Pod Intensity x 10") 24 26 26 2 28 3.4
*nal number of prowsu
ddivesed to targets
(x 10") 177 141 53 14.1 9.75 139

Averse number of pro.
tons/scheduled how of
physics ( x 10") 397 5611 )03 444 366 504

Typical cycle Woes ts)
9 6
10

108 12 108
12

12 12
14 4

up to 16th lane
from Ilth lune to 4th Novensba
the 70% efficiency for physics in 1913 includes the effect of 9 days
of EDF power reduction. Without the latter. the erfkiency fee
physics would have been 7764.
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The SPS ran for most of the year with a repetition
time of 14.4 s. which :atom a flat top at 450 GeV of
2 8 s and thus a duty cycle of the counter experiments
an the North and West Areas of about 20%. The
increased intensity performance compensated the
neutrino physics for the slower repetition time.

The overall efficiency of operation, the ratio of
actual beam time to scheduled beam time, was 82%.
The worst period was in the summer when the elec-
trostatic septa of the traction channels were found
to suffer from the high extracted beam intensity. The
accelerated beam intensity was thereupon reduced to
3 1 x 10" protons per pulse to reduce the risk of rm.
lure of these septa.

Technical Developments of the Accelerator

In 1983 the protons were for the first time extracted
simultaneously at 450 GeV to both the North and

new Assembly of the hew bem dump for the T760 beam sew -
Jn The metercookd core emattelhg of adoon ad topper tr em-
bedded irt o 20 km east iron shkid 71w dump am ebseeb fat end slew
bums oft x proton, 0.50GeV (CERN-41111.1W

West experimental areas. As predicted, this resulted
an an increase of the extraction losses in LSS6 at the
electrostatic septa which are the first elements of the
extraction channels. The extraction losses increased
even further because of the higher accelerated intensit-
ies. This led to a progressive deterioration in the per-
formance of the extraction system which became sev-
erely limited by thermal deformation of the support of
the electrostatic wire septum due to radiation heating.
This deformation causes an increase in the effective
septum thickness which in turn increases again the ex-
traction losses.

An improvement project had therefore been
launched with the aim to replace the stainless steel
support of the wires by a support made of invar. At
the same time the diameter of the wires was reduced
from 100 ran to 65 a m since the effective thickness of
the septum would no longer be determined by the ther-
mal deformation of their support, but rather by the
thickness of the wires and their alignment.

S., 7

51-563 0 86 23
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A first electrostatic septum unit equipped with, an
invar anode was Laid led In July 1984 in LSS6 with
the almost dramatic effect of a reduction of the losses
by more than a factor two. As a consequence, the sep-
tum in LSS6 has became much more reliable and the
radiation doses received by staff in case of interven-
tions was considerably lower than before. Three more
invar anodes, one for LSS6 and two for LSS2 will be
installed during the 84/85 shutdown.

Measurements on the existing extraction septum
magnets have revealed that the insulation between the
laminations which had been obtained by the blue
steaming process, has considerably decreased after a
few years of operation, apparently due to frequent
bake-out of the magnets at about ISO. Since the cop-
per septum is not insulated with respect to the lamina-
tions, parallel currents have developed in the yokes of
the magnets, increasing their fringe field. Tests with a
phosphate insulation of the laminations were earned
out successfully during 1984 and a number of these la-
minations will be placed at regular intervals between
the blue steamed laminations for the new septum mag-
nets to be built, for electron extraction or as spares for
the existing magnets.

A new external seam dump which incorporates a
graphite core for better resistance against short high
intensity proton bursts, was installed and commission-
ed in the 11'60 transfer line. The temperatures induced
by fast and slow extracted proton beams have been
measured and indicate that intensities of up to
3 x 10" protons per pulse can safely be dumped re-
petitively. Such a beam intensity at 450 GeV carries a
kinetic energy of 2.16 Mi.

The vertical and horizontal superdamper systems
for damping transverse coherent betatron oscillations
are now complete and have been tested with beam.
These tests have shown their capability of acting on
the beam at frequencies in the range 3 MHz to
50 MHz. The change to injection at 14 GeV/c has
modified the beam-machine characteristics so that the
strong instabilities originally observed at injection and
requiring the superdamper are no longer present.
However, towards the end of the last fixedtarget run,
at the very high intensities obtained, transverse in-
stabilities on small portions of the beam were seen at
higher energies during acceleration and there was also
some evidence for instabilities of this type during ex-
traction, thus spoiling the extracted beam quality. All
these effects will be studied in detail during the fixed-
target run beginning in April 1985. The wideband na-
ture of the electronics in the pick-up chain has allowed
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observation alls, clarification of the radial motion of
parts of the injected beam particularly around transi-
tion and associated with beamloading in the RF cavi-
ties.

The RF feedback system, which considerably lo-
wers the effective impedance of the accelerating cavi-
ties, is one of the key items in the successful operation
of the 14 GeV/c injectior To further improve the per-
formance of this critical element, a new RF feedback
circuit with a larger bandwidth, using the technology
developed for the superdamper project, has been built
and tested on the RF cavities.

An extensive maintenance programme of the RF
power generators was necessary to maintain the re-
quired high degree of reliability. To this end a com-
plete dismantling, cleaning and re-assembly of the C,8
amplifiers of one of the 200 power plants was
carried out during the shutdowns.

The computer replacement pro,,ramme which
started in 1979, has now been -,mpleted. The last 10
NORD-I0 computers, which have been in use since
1973, have also been replaced by NORD-I00 compu-
ters. Seven laboratory cornpu.....4 which so far were
used in a stand-alone mode, have been linked to a new
message handling node of the SPS computer control
system. Thi. enhances considerably their usefulness
for software development and ease of maintenance.

The computer systems have been upgraded to al-
low execution of FORTRAN -based functions. In a
number of control computers the user working areas
have been increased and facilities allowing the execu-
tion of multiple tasks in parallel have been added. Ad-
ditional auxiliary crate controllers have been installed
for the berm monitoring systems.! new hardware in-
terface has been conceived and implemented for the
linking of local microprocessors in a G64 crate to the
misting multiplex system. Its design has been made
compatible with the MIL 1553 standard bus in view of
its altemative'use in the LEP control system.

The Experimental Areas for
Fixed-Target Physics

During the fixed-target programmes, all seven
principal secondary beams in the North Area have
been exploited to serve a total of fifteen experiments,
of which five have been completed and three were tak-
ing data for the first time Among the experiments
completed was NA30, the precision determination of
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the neutral pion lifetime, in which members of the
SPS Division have participated. The result, which is
an order of magnitude more precise than previous
measurements, has been submitted for publication.

Among the new experiments, the project to pici-
vide alternate Kt and Kt beams for a precision
measurement on CP-violation in experiment NA31
reached a first stage of preparation. The Kt beam was
successfulll commissioned, following the complete
intonation of the decay tank, stretching over 110 m of
length and providing a volume of 400 m5, was
evacuated to a pressure of 0.1 mbar. Counting rates
due to decays of cep from the beam in this mode of
operation were recorded in the detectors of the experi-
ment. Another major new ex periment. NA34, designed
to study lepton production in detail, started testing
and calibrating the uranium calorimeter modules to be
used.

Design studies have included a proposal to estab-
lish a link between the front end of the M2 muon
beam and the Po beam serving the North Area High
Intensity Facility (NAHIF). This is intended to pro-
vide the choice of recuperating the primary beam to
NAHIF either from target station T4, as at present, or
from T6 in conjunction with the muon beam, accord-
ing to the needs of the experimental program.

Also the West Area beams were fully exploited,
serving six high energy experiments and a large num-
ber of test and calibration runs mainly for detectors of
the proton antiproton and the LEP experiments. Elec-
trons, photons, pions and protons, including protons
from lambda decay, were provided to the four ex-
periments using Omega, either for physics runs or for
calibration purposes. In H3 the emulsion experiment
WA7S was completed and replaced by a more sensitive
beauty particle search, experiment WA78, for which
the SPS Division had to plan and modify the layout.

The three test beams, X3. X5 and X7 are derived
from the split H3 beam. A full programme of tests
and calibrations was earned out in these beams. Con-
siderable effort is required to study and execute the
installation of new detectors, of everinernsing sizes,
in the test areas, some of which have to be installed at
short notice. During the last clays of the fixed target
programme the X5 beam was modified to be able to
transport a calibration beam to the experiment WA1
in the neutrino counter building.

Extensions of the X7 test beam to WA79
(CHARM II) have been studied. The version chosen
will have magnets installed in the former BEBC hall
and will require a further 250 m of vacuum pipe. A

Rion 4Tat frestity41 the West Hell for the ter & *tram of the
LEP evertenertt OPAL, The tank nen be &Woolly titepleced pod hon.
NNW:1y pooled InM onyva to the lest Delon orkkh Merl from the
et:ht, (CERN-366 06 PI

study is underway to provide yet another test beam in
the West Area, which would be derived from a second
split of the H3 beam and which would be tailored to
the needs cf UAL The UAl equipment could then be
removed from X5 thus alleviating somewhat the criti-
cal situation in that beam. Further test possibilities
will also be provided in the North Area beams H2 and
H6.

Other long term studies taking place concern the
installation of 7 m diameter half rings of the LEP ex-
periment OPAL for calibrating several thousand
leadidus blocks and a calibration stage for the UA 1
supergondalas.

Other Developments

The development project of a superconducting di-
pole magnet with a bore of 70 mm and a magnetic
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length of 5.3 m has been successfully completed. After
final assembly and testing of the magnet and its
complex helium cooling system, the magnet could be
cooled down in 7 days to 4.6K at a helium flow rate
of 1.9 g s I. the total static heat loss amounting to
32 W. The magnet was then excited to 4.5 kA
corresponds to a maximum field of 4.85 T in the wind-
ing and of 4 2 T to the bore. These values were
achieved without any training or quenching of the
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magnet coil. The field Integral was 22.3 T/m or 24%
above the design value of 18 T/m.

Many staff members from different groups have
contributed to the various aspects of the feasibility
study for a Large Hadron Collides, particularly nn the
subjects of general accelerator physics and lattice de-
sign, the RF system, the vacuum and high field super-
conducting magnets.
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LEP Division

Introduction

At this stage of the LEP Construction Project.
eyes are turned mainly towards the civil-engineering,
not only because of the many construction sites now
dotted around the local countryside, but also because
of its importance in completing the project to
schedule. In fan, progress has been nothing less than
spectacular. even in spite of two protracted industrial
disputes at the pnndpal contractors. Already the
Liner and Electron-Positron Accumulstor (EPA)
buildings, together with the dipole magnet assembly
hall, have been constructed and several more halls will
be ready early in 1985. Ten of the eighteen access
shafts to the main ring have reached the tunnel level
and a start has been made to the tunnel itself in the
'Plaine' region. Under the Jura mountain, where rock
conditions are less favourable, the junction chamber
U.1 32 to the existing Reconnaissance Gallery has been
=coveted together with the escape shaft PZ 33 and
some 800 m of the tunnel itself.

The schedule for all other machine systems is
being respected with many production prototypes and
series equipment already delivered, the remainder
being well on the way to being manufactured or order-
ed, and more than two-thirds of the total project bud-
get already paid or committed. That so much has been
achieved so far is a glowing tribute to the staff, not
only of LEP Division but of all the divisions who are
supporting this project.

For convenience, all the construction project
work is reported in this chapter and the contnbutions
both to the project and to this Annual Report from
the divisions other than LEP are gratefully acknow-
ledged.

Sadly, the final shutdown of the ISR has to be re-
ported: the very last beam being dumped at 6 a.m. on
25 June. True to form, however, the machine behaved
in an exemplary fashion right to the end so that the
last-ever 1SR physics experiment could be com,leted
successfully. The latter, experiment R704 (direct for-
mation of charmonium states in pp annihilations),
with its very reliable and efficient hydrogen gas target,
used a circulating antiproton beam at various momen-
ta between 3.5 and 6.5 GeVic and received a total of
3000 nb" i of integrated luminosity. The 1SR machine
was then dismantled to create work and storage space
for LEP equipment and to permit some of the compo-
nents to be used for the LEP and other CERN Pro-
jects.
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Finally, the CERN Accelerator School, to which
the LEP Division plays host, deserves to be mentioned
here. In only its second year of odstence, an ambitious
series of courses and seminars was suaxssfu"- organ-
ized with demand for places often exceeding the num-
ber available.

The LEP Project

Injector Systems

The construction and development of the Lima,
Accumulator and trunks lines, together with the
modifications of the existing PS and SPS machines re-
quired to permit their use in the LEP injection syetem,
are the responsibility of the PS and SPS Divislons.
Since however this system constitutes such a large and
important part of the LEP project, it is logical to
report it here.

The LEP Injector Woes (LIL)

In the continuing collaboration with the Labora-
toile de l'Actilerateur Lintaire (LAL) at Orsay, all
LIL systems have now been defined and specified,
most contracts and orders for components and sub-
systems have been placed. The overall progress is com-
patible with the aim of a first test beam towards the
end of 1985.

The injection system for the high-current knee is
still being commissioned. The gun for the low-current
hnac will soon be delivered while its bunching systems,
as well as the low-power RF source and phasing sys-
tem are under construction at LAL. The low-power
RF reference line will soon be installed.

The first of a series of high -power modulators has
been tested successfully and most modulator sub-sys-
tems have already been installed. The contract for the
series high-power klystrons had been split between the
two firms who succeeded in developing acceptable
prototypes and one of than has already produced an
acceptable unit. The contract for the manufacture and
installation of the high-power RF distribution
networks has been placed. The special RF wars:guides
and RF flanges are now available at the networks con-
tractor, whc his completed the installation drawings
and started the production. Series production has been
approved for the high-power RF windows and loads
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following satisfactory tests on the prototypes. The
first LIPS (LEP Injector Power Saver) system (RF
peak-power enhancement by pulse compression) has
been commissioned at low power with satisfactory
results.

Seven of the sixteen accelerating structures (see
Fig 1) required, have been manufactured They are
delivered to CERN via LAL, where they are tested,
aligned and mounted in their vacuum envelopes: one
such complete accelerating section has already been in-
stalled. After initial difficulties by the different menu-
factu,--as of the accelerating structure components to
meet the tight dimensional tolerances, sufficient cont
poncnts arc now available to feed the structure pro-
duction line.

All the magnetic elements have been ordered and
are being manufactured, although for some elements
Progress has fallen behind schedule, e.g. for the
FODO quadrupoles where the manufacturer failed to
make acceptable coils. Orders have also been placed
for all specific high-power and common control parts
of the magnet power supplies and delivenes have
begun. The design and layout of all the beam monitors
has been finished, prototypes either already exist or
are near completion and Installation of all the moni-
tors is scheduled for summer 1985. All the vacuum
system comr onents were delivered, tested and accepted
during the year. A prototype electron-positron con-
verter and associated power supply has been tested as
an assembly.
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LEP Prt-lalaetor (LPL' Getrials

Both L1L and EPA will form part of the new PS
controls system. Most of the hardware interface requi-
rements have been defined and all basic CAMAC
equipment ordered, while the front-end and console
computers LC ready for installation. Production pro-
totypes of a powerful CAMAC-based microprocessor
have been completed and its software package Is under
development. The software specifications 6,r the in-
dividual systems are also in preparation. A complete
and detailed proposal for the LPI timing system has
been made and its realization in terms of hardware
and software compatibility within the PS machine
complex is under study.

The Electron-Positron Acenandator
and the Transfer Lbws

Progress with the design and construction is in ge-
neral compatible with the target date for completion
of the machine by April 1966.

Detailed magnetic measurements have been
completed on the prototype EPA bending magnet,
while particle tracking and optics studies have shown
that its properties are correct. The fist injection and
ejection septa have been assembled and tests are in
process. Studies and measurements on beam-equip-
ment interaction were pursued with particular often-
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tion to the kickers where it appeared necessary to re-
duce the impedances.

Tests on a mock-up RF cavity were completed
and means found to damp the different parasitic reso-
nances. All the beam measurements that will be re-
quired have been defined and, wherever possible.
existing hardware has been adapted, e.g. SEM grids
and moving mechanisms. A protc:ype beamposition
monitor was also tested and its low impedance
characteristics confirmed.

The PS Mod* &aloes

The prototype wiggler has been successfully
tested in the DC1 ring at LAL, Orsay, France. The
design was then completed and the magnets will soon
be ordered.

The study on the pressure rise in the vacuum
chamber caused by the synchrotron radiation resulted
in a recommendation to change the chamber. Even
with this, degassing problems may still arise, but as
there is such a large number of different components
in the straight sections it has been decided to wait for
actual experience with an e- beam in the PS before
taking further action. The power amplifier for the
114 MHz RF system has been ordered and the
mechanical design of the cavity has started.

Civil Eaghseerlag of the LP1-Complex

The civil engineering of the building complex for
L1L and EPA together with the three local equipment
buildings has been completed. However, some delays
were encountered with the installation of the air-
conditioning and utilities.

SPS Modifications

Manufacture of the 32 single-cell standing-wave
cavities ordered in 1983 for the acceleration of e' bun-
ches in the SPS is in progress. Following the placing of
the order for the 200 MHz, 65 kW power tetrodes
early in the year, the first units are already being tested
for acceptance. The resonant amplifier enclosure
which houses each mired: and which will be mounted
on top of each cavity has been designed and the com-
ponents are being ordered, while the first of the four
1.1 MW, 10 kV power supplies has been delivered.
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Considerable effort is bins devoted to the design
of the shielding to protect the insulation of the SPS
magnet coils maim synchrotron radiation. Whilst
inside the magnets this radiation is absorb-d in the
wall of the vacuum chamber because of the small
angle of incidence, this is Dot the case at some 4000
locations where the chamber cross-section changes.
Therefore, it has been decided to use a suitable com-
bination of 3 mm thick tungsten diaphragms attached
to special gaskets and mounted inside the vacuum sys-
tem, and of lead pieces clamped to the outside of the
vacuum chamber.

Transfer Limes and LEP Injection

The beam optics of the two transfer lines from
the SPS to LEP has been finalized and all magnetic
elements and their power supplies have been defined.
Whereas a total of about 100 magnets are needed,
only 12 new dipoles with a length of 2.11 m had to be
ordered, all the other magnets being recuperated,
mainly from the !SR and its transfer lines. All the
power supplies for the e transfer lines were also recu-
perated from the ISR. The parameters of the steel sep-
tum magnets for injection into LEP have been deter-
mined and the tender drawings are being prepared.

Three full - aperture kicker magnets and one
kicker septum magnet are needed for each LEP injec-
tion channel. The former are single-turn. C-core, fer-
rite magnets in air, built around a ceramic vacuum
chamber. The design of these kickers has started and a
prototype of the ceramic vacuum chamber, with a
length of 1.2 m, a width of 220 nun and a height of
70 min, has been ordered. A model of the ferrite
kicker septum magnet has been built and the measure-
ments made on it show that a ratio of less than 10"
between the magnetic field outside and inside the
magnet gap has been achieved.

Main Ring

Construction Work

The underground work in the plain (carried out
by an outside contractor) was held up by two long
unkes, one at the beginning of the year and the other
in the summer, resulting ins total loss of some five
months' work. Despite this delay, all the construction
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sites have been opened and the working platforms
ha... been fitted out at points PGC1, 2, 4, 6 and 8.
Ten of the fourteen shafts started at these various
points have been sunk to their final depth. The water
tables were crossed either with the aid of cast walls (at
points 2. 4 and 6, in particular, where the walls had to
be up to 40 metres deep) or by freezing the ground at
points 8 and S and for shaft PZ 4S at point 4. Here, a
large platform was excavated in the shelter of a cast

'peripheral wall. Two large concrete-mixing centres
ere set up at points 6 and 18 to serve the work sites.

By the end of summer, progress on the shafts had
reached the stage at which it was finally possible to un-
dertake the 'horizontal' excavations et points 1, 2, 8
and 18 using mobile-head cutting machines. Two time-
table changes have been agreed upon in order to be
able to keep to the original schedule, concerning espe-
cially the opening of the work sites at point 4 and the
introduction of the first boring machine at point 18
instead of point 8, so that octant 1-2 can be dug out
earlier with a full-face boring machine. Three of these
machines were ordered. Two of them have been deliv-
ered to the work site and are to be set to work, one at
point 18 at the end of February 1985, and the other at
point 8 in March 1985. The tunnel liners arc being
made.

Regarding work beneath the Jura, the main LEP
tunnel is being excavated from the end of the explora-
tory tunnel (point 32) to the Allondon fault, near
point 4. Work is progressing on two sites:
- the main tunnel bored from the exploratory tunnel

and its access shaft (PM 32) The connecting stric-
ture between the end of the tunnel and the main tun-
nel, referred to as chamber UJ 32, of a volume of
2700 m5, has been completed, but was delayed by
several months on account of difficulties associated
with the nature of the rock.

- shaft PZ 33, 100 metres deep, was sunk during the
first half of 1984 and the first liaison between the
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main tunnel passing beneath the Jura and the bot-
tom of this shaft was achieved on 10 October.

Although, partly owing to the problems with the
ground, the work on the main tunnel was held up by
some five months, it has progressed satisfactorily as
far as a point beneath the village of Crozet. Almost
800 metres, i.e. about a quarter of its full length, had
been completed by the end of the year. The pilot bor-
ings made every other week-end, gave an Idea of the
ground 120 metres ahead of the workface. Up to the
end of the year, they revealed an initial region of
water-bearing faults vertically below the centre of the
village of Crozet. In order to avoid annoyance to the
local population, CERN made arrangements with the
contractor to restrict blasting to the two day shifts
but, since the quality of the rock is improving, this will
not unduly affect the overall schedule.

The last few months of 1984 saw the erection of
the first and largest LEP building located on the ring
itself and intended for the assembly of the LEP mag-
nets and their storage before they are installed in the
tunnel. The building concerned is hall SM 18, covering
an area of 7600 m5, with four bays fitted with 16 and
8 t overhead travelling cranes. The building lies close
to SPS building BA7. Provisional acceptance of the
main structure and the finishing work was notified on
15 and 29 November 1984 respectively. Despite the
poor quality of the ground encountered during work
on the foundations, the building was completed on
time
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The programme for the completion of the build-
ings and surface structures connected with the LEP
project is continuing, and indudes:

the provision of the first two buildings at point 15 at
the beginning of 1985;
a start in the near future on the second phase of ten
buildings at points I, 2 and 8;

- the start of work on the hall for assembling the
vacuum chambers on the Prevessin site in February
1985;

- the forthcoming issue of the all for tenders for the
third phase of twelve buildings at points 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7.

All this involves a great deal of design study and
preparatory work, undertaken with the aid of two
local architects and several outside design offices.

Applied Geodesy

Civil engineering activities during the year requir-
ed a considerable amount of topographic support such
as the preparation of plans of the shaft sites, roads,
spoil tips, underground services, and a variety of other
mapping requirements. This has led to a study being
carried out on the possibility of creating a topographic
data base for the whole of CERN and which would be
compatible with the Computer Aided Design (CAD)
system.
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Preparatory work has continued in support of the
underground civil engineering work. In the Jura sec-
tion of the tunnel, the first geodetic connection has
taken place Netween the surface network, measured by
a Tetrameter, and 1300 m of gyroscopically steered
tunnelling. The error in closing the link was found to
be less than 1 cm in both the horizontal and vertical
planes.

An important operation in surface geodesy was
carried out at the beginning of December using the
NAVSTAR satellite system. Using the high precision
time signals emitted from an onboard atomic clock,
ground receivers calculated the vector parameters of
pairs of survey stations. A precision of a few milli-
metres is expected and should be similar to that of the
original Tetrameter measurements.

Survey support has continued to be given to the
PS, 1SR, SPS and the new LEAR experiments, and
the future beam line has been traced on the floor of
the LIL -EFA pre-injector buildings. In addition, test
beams were aligned for preparatory LEP experiments.
In the PS East Area, a Cherenkov counter was in-
stalled for DELPHI, and in the SPS West Area,
positioning was carried out for the OPAL central
detector, the Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BOO) elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter of U, and calorimeters for
ALEPH and DELPHI.

Finally, progress was made in the instrumentation
for the metrology of the SPS An industrially-produc-
ed version of the CERN-developed Distinvar instru-
ment was acquired in December. Two prototype au-
tomatic gyroscopes have been built and successfully
tested in the LEP tunnel. This design is now open to
tenders for industrial manufacture.

Theory and Parameters

Beam optics studies were completed for 60° phatse
advance per all with a nominal energy of 55 GeV. A
detailed parameter list was published. Lattices with
90' phase advance were also investigated in considera-
ble detail. The closed-orbit correction was simulated
to assess its performance and the necessary corrector
strengths with a reduced number of monitors. Correc-
tions of the betatron functions and the phase advances
between crossing points were investigated while
tolerances of the power converters were defined and
positions and working modes of the wiggler magnets
finalized. The LEP lattice data base on the central
computers was expanded, and programs were wntten
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for the automatic transfer of information to the Sur-
vey and Installation Groups.

Work on collective effects was centred on the
transverse m)4 - coupling instability of single bunches
which is expected to be the main limitation of beam
current in LEP. Better estimates of the trt.nsverse im-
pedance were obtained and, due to their large number,
the vacuum-chamber bellows were identified as the
main contributors even when they are shielded. Both
analytical and numerical studies were made to
improve the understanding of this problem, and new
designs with lower impedance have been derived.
Coherent synchro-betatron resonances due to wake
fields, found by computer simulation in 1983, can be
explained by the action of localized impedances. A
new theory of transverse mode-coupling permits cal
culation of Landau damping due to the spread of syn-
chrotron frequencies in a bunch.

To enhance the polarization rate, an asymmetric
design of the damping wiggler has been adopted, re-
ducing the polarization time at 50 GeV from 210 min
to less than 70 min. Improvements of the spin rotator
design proposal have reduced the loss in polarization
to about 5%. Plans for implementing polar;zed beams
in LEP were presented at the High-Energy Spin
Physics Symposium in Marseille.

Magnets

For the cores of the LEP dipole magnets, the
steelmaker has already produced about 2800 t of steel
sheet of satisfactory magnetic quality and the punch-
ing factory has delivered to the coremakers about
330000 laminations. Series production of the cores
was started in summer at the two corernaking plants,
one near Vienna, the other in the St. Gerais Industrial
Area, and by December about 200 cores had been
cast. The cores are aged during three months at the
factones, before being painted and delivered. Mea-
surements of magnetic gap geometry and mechanical
behaviour on the first cores delivered to CERA
have shown that the presuibed production tolerances
have generally been met.

Prototypes of the standard lattice quadrupoles
and of the two types of sextupoles have been received
and found to have the required field quality. Minor
modifications of the manufacturing process should
produce a further reduction of some unwanted har-
monics. Prototype correctors are expected in January
1985.
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Contracts for the supply of almost all the major
components of the magnet system have now been ad-
judicated. Those of 1984 include the water-cooled
cables and the supporting jacks for the main dipoles,
the coils for the injection-region dipoles, the girders
for the straight-section groups, the bulbar modules
for quadrupoles end sextupoles, and the supercon-
ducting quadrupoles for the low-beta insertions. The
specification of the latter magnets, which have to fit
into the experimental apparatus, required detailed
complex design study. The contract for the water-
cooled cables includes their installation into the LEP
tunnel by the manufacturer.

The instrumentation for the determination of the
magnetic geometry of the dipole cores is now in regu-
lar use and the benches for the magnetic measure-
ments of the lattice lenses and those for the correcting
dipoles are ready and have been satisfactorily tested.
A data base has been prepared for collection and easy
retneval of information concerning the thousands of
elements of the magnet system.

Radio- Frequency

After successful testing of the production pro-
totypes of the 1 MW continuous-wave klystrons, series
production was authorized and by the end of the year
two units from each of the two firms had been built
and successfully tested. The tests Include one-hour
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runs at 1.1 MW. Maximum conversion efficiencies of
683/4 were reached.

During the year much effort was devoted to
launching series production by industry of the differ-
ent components which are being assembled into the ac-
celerating structure at CERN. By the end of the year,
all these components were in production while our as-
sembly line, including the two semi-automatic con-
ditioning stands, had been brought into operation.
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Eight complete coupled cavity assemblies, each one
contributing 3.1 MV peak uF voltage at 125 kW in-
put, had also been finished. In addition, all of the
rigid two-port waveguides which will be located in the
LEP accelerator tunnel have been delivered and
checked.

Studies have continued on the various aspects of
synchronization of the two pairs of LEP RF stations
and the injectors. A prototype timing unit for pico-
second bunch synchronization has been built and a
synchronization signal of 352 MHz successfully
transmitted over a 4 km sample of a monomode opti-
cal fibre.

Theoretical and hardware development work has
progressed on a reactive feedback system which main-
tains the coherent tune constant. This system may in-
crease the threshold for the transverse mode-coupling
instability which, as already mentioned in the Theory
and Parameters section, is considered to be the most
serious beam current intensity limitation for LEP.

The development of superconducting RF cavities
continued and this work is reported more fully in the
EF chapter. With efforts concentrated on 350 MHz
units, some very encouraging results were obtained.
Accelerating fields of 10 MV/ni and quality factors of
3 x 109 were attained. A new cavity layout for LEP
was finalized and development of couplers, tuners,
and cryostats continued.

Vacuum

A large number of orders was placed in 1984 for
the supply of essential components of the main ring
vacuum system. Series prototypes of the extruded
tubes and the forged flanges for the standard vacuum
chambers made of aluminium were received; the
equipment for the series production of the chambers
neared completion in two firms while their lead
cladding was ordered at a third one.

Manufacture of the getter strip was started suc-
cessfully; so far about 3 km has been received and
found to be even better than specified. The strip sup-
port system has been finalized and is being produced
such that complete getter pumps are available to be
installed into the first dipole chambers (see Fig. 7).
Delivery of the sputter-ion pumps continued normally
with 75 received by the end of the year. Special efforts
went into the critical problem of corrosion resistance
of many components, in particular thin-wall bellows
and the feedthroughs needed for the getter strip and
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the ion pumps. The first of 20 mobile pump groups
has been received as well as the all-metal valves for
connecting them to the vacuum chambers.

In order to gain experience with a complete vacu-
um system, much effort went into testing a full length
half-cell of the standard LEP lattice (39.5 m long),
consisting of three bending magnets and a short
straight section with mock-up quadrupole and sex-
tupole magnets. Important aspects studied included
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the fluxion of the vacuum chamber in the magnet
yokes, thermal insulation to reduce temperature gra-
dients in the magnets during bakeouts of the chambers
at 150C, the interconnection of the chambers with
flexible bellows and particularly, the aluminium gas-
kets used to obtain UHV joints leak-tight between
room temperature and 150C. In addition. general
vacuum problems could be studied in detail such as
leak testing over a large chamber length, operation of
the getter and the ion pumps, many bakeout cycles
and measurement of the final pressure after bakeout
and several days of pumping. These teats have already
given very valuable information and are being con-
tinued. Final components are being added step by step
in order to have a half-cell identical to those to be in-
stalled in the tunnel.

Beam Instrumeatation

For the beam orbit measuring system, 450 alu-
minium blocks, each machined to hold four pick-up
button electrodes, are being incorporated into the alu-
minium vacuum chambers now in production. Four
senes of button prototypes, requiring aiuminium-
ceramic brazing, have been received from industry and
are being tested, both for leak tightness and for their
electrical properties, on a high precision bench recent-
ly installed in the laboratory. Studies and tests are
continuing on electronic circuits to treat the button
signals and to specify the signal data acquisition
system.

An optical laboratory has been designed for
installation at the bo'tom of pit 1 (US IS). This will
allow polarization measurements to be made by means
of a laser and analysis of the UV synchrotron light
emitted by the electron and positron beams. A source
for the synchrotron light has been studied in detail and
will consist of two mini-wigglers located at ±60 m
from the beam crossing point. Further study of a
beam eminence measurement system based on syn-
chrotron light produced in the Iris and detected in the
tunnel has been made with the aid of Monte-Carlo
simulation.

Measurements on a new model adjustable col-
limator, including three-dimensional transition pieces
to reduce RF impedances, has allowed the design of all
collimators to be optimized. Successful tests of a wire
scanner and of a travelling-wave position monitor
operating at 3 GHz, developed fn. the LEP injector,
have been performed at LAL.
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Electrostatic Segeraten

A full-size prototype separator with 4 m long
stainless steel electrodes mounted inside a 4.5 m vacu-
um tank has been constructed. Particular attention
was paid tc the cooling system of the electrodes to
ensure a sufficiently uniform cooling of their surface.
This is necessary since the electrostatic separators
form a discontinuity of the vacuum chamber cross-
section thus creating parasitic mode loan which dis-
sipate about ISO W in each electrode at the nominal
intensity of 3 mA per beam. At present, hollow elec-
trodes with an internal structure to produce the desir-
ed distribution of the cooling liquid are being tested.
An alternative design with a single cooling channel in
the middle of the electrode is also under consideration.

The detailed design and prototype construction of
all other high-voltage components such as connectors,
resistors, distribution units and earthing switches is in
progress. The cables have been ordered and invitations
to tender have been issued for the power supplies.

Power Converters

A detailed analysis of the problems related to the
possibility of later extending the beam energy from
65 GeV to 100 GeV was completed for the power con-
verters of the magnet system. This showed that, with
only a minimal increase in the initial investment, the
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same converters can be re-used together with some
additional units when the energy is increased. In this
way, the original set of converters will not be wasted
and the cost of the additional ones will be minimized.

Initial specifications were written for the main
components of the magnet system power converters
and formed the technical part of the preliminary en-
quiries sent to a very large number of firms in all the
Member States. Special attention was paid to the con-
verters feeding the superconducting quadrupoles in
the beam interaction regions. They will have to be very
compact and highly efficient in order to fit into the
restricted space at the bottom of the access shafts, and
to minimize heat transfer to the cooling system.

Numerical simulations were made of the 100 kV,
40 A klystron power converter. Specifications were
then established for a prototype and the main compo-
nents ordered for delivery early in 1985. A 100 kV,
4 MW water-cooled dummy load was also designed
and will allow the high-voltage converters to be run at
full power during their commissioning.

A pre-series of 40 units of the 5.6 kV, 125 mA
co.werters for the sputter-ion pumps was built by
industry, successfully tested and installed into various
vacuum test installations.

Electrical Installadon

As the pnnciples governing the electnnty dis-
tnbution system have been soundly established over
the past few years and finalized in 1984, it was possi-
ble to go ahead with thr orders for the distribution
switchgear. They concern the lion's share of the equip-
ment (400, 66 and 18 kV distribution systems, tow-
voltage distnbution switchboards, sub-station moni-
tonna and protection auxiliaries and 66 and 18 kV
cables). The contract for the installations in the sur-
face buildings has been concluded and commerg:al
agreements have been signed with manufacturers of
cable ladders and lighting fittings in order to stan-
dardize this type of equipment. Calls for tenders are
now being drawn up so that the rest of the equipment,
except for the compensators and filters, can be order-
ed in 1985.

Controls

For communications around the LEP site, the
Time-Division Multiplex (rp)d) system (tested
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in an accelerator environment) was further defined
and a preliminary enquiry was sent out to potential
European suppliers with encouraging results. Exten-
sive au:mission tests were conducted over TDM sys-
tems using the proposed token-ring network. The
radio communications system in the underground
areas was defined, and tenders have been invited.

The development of prototype Process Control
Assemblies (PCAs) was continued throughout the
year, with a first version being demonstrated in July.
These use General-purpose Processing Units (OPUS)
which execute functional tasks and communicate
between themselves in message mode: two such
assemblies are currently available for software
development. PCA interfaces to the token -ring
network have been developed using the 68000 micro-
processor. The NODAL interpreter for the PCAs was
also completed, including string - handling and full-
screen editing functions.

The multidrop highway which will be used to con-
nect equipment to the PCAs, was further developed
and tested by a number of groups. Extensive effort
was applied to the definition of the communication
protocol between the PCAs and 0. microprocessors
residing in the equipment control crates, while the
software for the highway was developed ane delivered
to several users by the end of the year.

An access control system for personnel and
matenal entering the LEP sites, or going underground
via the access shafts, has been defined and prototype
work started.

Cooling mad VeaWatIos

Detailed design of the machine cooling water cir-
cuit was completed, following studies of water ham-
mer effects and economic pipe sizing. Layout draw-
ings were also made of the underground cooling plant
installat.ons and the surface coolirg tower installa-
tions, and these were the subject of - preliminary en-
quiry to industry for their supply and installation.

Preparation of tender documents for the air-
conditioning circuits was started and by the end of the
year tenders for this equipment in shaft PM IS had al-
ready been received. Tenders for the remainder of
these circuits will be invited in 1985. Air pressurization
of the personnel access shafts and aspects of smoke
detection were also studied, and the layout and design
of the heating and ventilation systems for surface
buildings started.
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Hardware and software for control systems have
been developed and tests completed of local and auto-
nomous data acquisition, dosed-loop regulation and
programmed control circuits. The hardware and soft.
ware components for the chilled water production and
air handling systems have also been optimized under
test bench conditions.

A rue and hazard protection policy was formulat-
ed and safe working practices assessed. This has in.
volved the identification of potential fire and other ha.
zeds and studies of hazard detection systems, alarm
and monitoring procedures using the LEP interface
and computing facilities, as well as an assessment of
various types of rue protection systems.

Installation sad Easistaiag

A great effort has been devoted to the conversion
of the design office staff to Computer Aided Design

flitre 9At 1 oboord for dowoons.rotlott rile on the pototypr of the
otonorr4 system wAk* wtO b, mud to &wawa,' al tht lotPow*,
promo", to the LEP mato nu nowt. (CERN,702 09 09)

(CAD) techniques. Due to their coops ation and adap-
tability, about 50% of the mechanical design and
100% of the layout drawings are already produced in
th's way.

The ORACLE data base has been improved aced
updated throughout the year, and simulation pro-
grams were developed for we in planning the tune.
equipment installation logistics. In particular, the pro-
grams allow the installation sequences to be analysed
and the necessary resources to be assessed.

Some of the equipment for transporting equip-
ment has already been delivered by industry while the
remainder is either already ordered or is now being
finally defined. The monorail prototype was suc-
cessfully tested and production of the components re-
quired for installing the system in the tunnel started.
Orders were placed for the conaete modules and the
lifts of the access shafts and for the tunnel metal
framework. All the heavy cranes required will be
ordered in 1965.

'FAIL nomo
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On the mechanical engineering side, assistance to
other groups continued for design computations, six-
ciliation drawings, prototype manufacture, testing,
etc. The section's co-ordinating role continued to be
important, particularly in helping to avoid interfer-
ence between machine elements. New techniques were
also developed for the production of ultra-thin alu-
mit :um-alloy vacuum chambers, for the use of beryl-
lium and composite materials, and for the forming of
superconducting cavities.

RadiatioaCowtrel

Radiation resistance tests for many of the items to
be installed in the LEP Main Ring continued through-
out the year. At the same time, calculations were mirk
for the shielding required for the double bending sec-
tions and for components in the main ring as well as
on the transmission of synciirotron radiation through
chicanes. Dosimetry and calibration studies for the
LEP-produced synchrotron radiation were also car-
lied out and a small project started with other insti-
tutes and industry to develop a visual indication dosi-
meter for use in highradiation arms. In addition to
participating in the design of the LEP access system, a
radiation monitoring system for the LIL/EPA com-
plex and the LEP klystron test area has been defined
and partly installed. The development of an interface
between the different LEP radiation monitor systems
and the main control system is in progress.

Two environmental monitor stations for measur-
ing natural radiation and radioactivity, as well 1-3 Os
and NO2 have been put into operation near shafts I
and 5. Also, in collaboration with the Swiss Commis-
sion for surwillance of radioactivity, area dose ma.
surementa were initiated near shaft E. Following dis-
cussions with the representative of the !NB (Installa-
tions Nue 'takes de Base) commission, the relevant
chapters of the PM report on LEP radiation protec-
tion were compl:

Computer Services

Despite hardware problems, CAD is more and
more used as a standard tool by LEP designers for me-
chanical drawings as well as dectrical and hydraulic
schematics. Many teclu.cal specifications are now
issues! with CA i! dray:lusts only, especially since the
n"w limennonin4 proc-dure of the :atest version of
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EUCLID software Is now available. Extensive use of
libraries of standard objects stored in the data base
(LEP components and buildings) eases considerably
layout work while upgrading of the two VAX compu-
ters at she end of the year increased the available com-
puting power for the 20 work stations. Further hard-
ware extension I., planned for 1965.

The year ss.w a considerable in of data in
the LEPDB data base the applications moved from
the development to the production phase. The appli-
cations which put the system under the heaviest load
were the planning facility, POL (planning using ORA-
CLE for LEP), and the Meallation logistics system,
which is still in full development. Both the cable and
the magnet test systems are in constant use, as well as
the systems for hendling printed-board components
and the LEP inventory. Ait together, seven applica-
tions were in use by the end of the year with a further
ten under development. Common dictionaries, which
include name abbreviation, location and equipment
codes, etc. are maintained for general use by all data
base anphcations. The tharing of data between groups
is becoming increasingly important. So far the project
has been hampered by the unavailability of a more
powerful VAX computer but a new machine Is ex-
pected in summer 1985. To bridge the gap, a VAX
11.750 and an upgrade to the present VAX 11-760
have been rented and development moved to the less
powerful machine. A new version of ORACLE, the re-
lational data base management system, is expected in
the near future, a test version having shown a notable
improvement in performance.

Experimental Areas and
Background Conditions

In parallel with the remarkable progress made on
the four LEP Expe, meats, described elsewhere in this
report, detailed designs of the expo/mental areas have
been made, including stain technical services, shield-

,ing, passageways and awes: routes. Particular impor-
tance has but attached to all safety aspects and mod-
els have been bail: to study these problems in detail in
the most critoll zones A certain amount of extra
work was neceszsr since the area allocation to ex-
pcnments ALEPH and DELPHI has not yet been
decided and care had to be taken to make :tire that
either expetimer.t could tit in each of the two, possible
interaction arras 4 and 8 the gas storage and mixing
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plants have been designed, including their buildings
and. for the sake of standardization, all tnese plants
will be built out of identical modules

Estimatesof synchrotron-radiation-induced back-
grounds to be expected by the LEP experiments were
refined and used, for example, to define the necessary
aperture of the vacuum chamber. Possible distribu-
tions of beam losses in the vicinity of an experiment
were studied for different operating conditions with a
vie r to estimating the annual radiation dose to be ex-
pected at the experimental detectors. Finally, retailed
studies of the synchrotron radiation ...lewd at the
beam crossing points were started using the latest per-
formance estimates.

Intersecting Storage Rings

Openttioa fo: Experiment

In its fourteenth and final year of expl.ritation.
the ISR v as used for 12 runs, each lasting about a
week, in a special mode to conclude experiment R704.
This c; peemen! required a circulating antiproton
beam with a be stn current of about 5 mA in collision
with a bydiogen as target in fins 2 of the ISR. The
beam momentun, varied between 3.5 and 6.5 GeVic
and the expected luminosity at the beginning of each
run was around 2 x Ile cm 2 s "I.
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Filling with antiprotons from the AA took place,
in principle, every Monday, followed by a data taking
period which was intended to last for 100 hours or
more. This complex and ambitious programme was in
reality perturbed by numerous problems leading to
several difficult re-scheduling discussions. Neverthe-
less, a total, stable-beam, data-taking time of 973
hours was .carded and the performance figures
quated above were actually achieved during sere. el of
the runs. In all, the experiment received 3000 nb-2 of
integrated luminosity.

With the dosing of the ISP as a colliding beam
facility at the ad of 1983, it was possible to remove
&menu of ring Ito !rave more space for the hydro-
gen gas target of the final experiment on the direct for-
mation of charmonium states in p§ annihilation. Ad-
htional pumping could then be added to increase the
maximum target density by 50% and this modification
together with the Installation of semiconductor detec-
tors inside the ISR vacuum chamber were completed

it ft,
1)4
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and tested in time for the Vert of data taking in
March. The target assembly and special ISR vacuum
instanations then performed excellently throughout
the experiment with reconditioning of sublimation
pumps only necessary at the Easter stop. The monitor-
ing and control system of the target also operated
well, makirg a vital contribution to the reliability and
safety of the experiment.

Transverse stochastic cooling to combat beam
blow-up caused by multiple scattering in the gas target
was applied and resulted in average particle lots rates
from the coasting antiproton beams of between 0.01
and 0.0156% per minute. This agreed wry well with the
theoretical prediction and ensured good background
conditions for the experiment. The average length of
a run was more than 80 hours, the longest being
157 hours with a single stored antiproton beam and
with the gas jet target in continuous operation.

In order to determine accurately the masses and
widths of the charmonium particle resonances under
study, the antiproton beam momentum was tanned
in steps of a few MeV/c. This scanning was either per-
formed in discrete steps or in a continuoue fashion
using the longitudinal stochastic cooling system. The
use of momentum cooling reduced the fractional mo-
mentum spread (tip/p) of the coasting antiproton
beam to between 0.05 and 0.14:.

The very last ISR beam was dumped on 25 June
at 06.00, thus bringing to a definitive end the glamo-
rous area of a unique machine which will still hold
the distinction for many years to come of being the
only proton -proton and proton-antiproton collider
in the world!

During the second part of 1984, the ISR was dis-
mantled in order to make a number of its components,
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and all the buildings and floor space, available to the
LEP project.

CERN Accelerator School

The activities of the CERN Accelerator School
continued to build up during the year. The proceed-
ings of the course on 'Antiprotons for Colliding Beam
Facilities' lu.ve been assembled for pti,...cation in De-
cember 1984 (CERN 84-15) and form a comprehen-
sive text book. The first 'General Accelerator Physics'
course was kid at Orsay and attracted over 200 appli-
cations some of which had to be refused for space rea-
sons. In conjunction with ECM, a workshop was or-
ganized at Frascai on the 'Generation of High Fields
for Particle Acceleration to Very High Energies'. This
meeting was again oversubscribed, but at the expense
of some overcrowding most applicants were finally ac-
cepted. In addition, a programme of 10 seminars on
specialized aspects of accelerator physics was organ-
ized. Preparations are virtually complete for a course
...4 'Non-linear Dynamics'. which is being organized in
Sardinia in February 1985 in collaboration with the
American Accelerator School. At the same time pre,
parations are well under way for an 'Advanced
Accelerator Physics' course to be held in Oxford in
September.

Lame Hating Collider Study

Several members of the Division participate in the
design study of a Large Hadron Colhder (LHC) in the
LEP tunnel. With a dipole field of 10 T, a beam ener-
gy between 8 and 9 TeV seems feasible. The results of
the first round of these studies were presented at the
ICFA meeting in Tokyo.
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Technical Services and Buildings Division

Introduction

The very large number of negotiated departures
(totalling 80) between 1980 and 1983, together with a
few regular retirements and the transfer of personnel
to other Divisions. has made it possible, while adher-
ing to the staff ceiling set by the Direoorate-General,
to recruit sonic younger staff. This has helped improve
the technical -,nipctence of certain teams, stabilize
the averages': of the Division and improve its ability
to tackle the Division's additional workload (civil
engineering for LEP, maintenance and operation of
the site and mechanical - ' venlig and related work).

After reaching 616, _catest number, in 1974,
staff numbers hays now stabilized at around 480,
comparable with the figure for 1964; however, the
Division's workload has more than quadrupled during
the same period through the considerable extension of
the sites and the concomitant increase in the number
of buildings and general technical installations. It has
been possible to cope with this tremendous increase as
a result of better organization, albeit coupled with a
reduction in -rate of maintenance operations, the
acceptance of certain risks with regard to the reliabi-
lity and operational security of installations and,
above all, the farming out of a large number ..f main-
tenance, service and minor work contracts.

Some operations are therefore now completely in
the hands of outside firms, including cleaning, on-site
handling, maintenance and minor work in the build-
ings, and maintenance of the general demo-mod-win-
e:4 installations. About 450 employees of outside
firms are now working permanently on the site. The
figure does not include the teams responsible for riew
building work, which vary considerably according to
the extent of the work to be done. It is probable that
in a few years' time, when the building of LEP is com-
pleted, the number of contract workers will be roughly
the same as that of the SB Division's own staff.

The Division's expenditure (personnel and mate-
nal) amounted to 113.5 million Swiss francs, broken
down under the following main headings:

Number of
Pee*

roman
en..igurc

Construction department 64 9.2

Energy. water - 48.2

Site maintenance, one .
lion and cleaning 191 29.9

Central Workshops 151 14.3

Transport, equipment handling 54 97
Management and administration 20 2.2

These amounts do not include the following items
charged to the budgets of other Divisions but which
were the technical and financial responsibility of the
SB Division:

New work (ACOL, ...)
LEP construction:

MFS
1.0

Underground work 59.3
Surface buildings 8.1

Work done by the SB/LE Department
for other LEP Division groups 6.3

73.7

Alterations to existing installations 10.6

Central Workshops: jobs put out
to contract. 4.1

New Works and Alterations

The three groups of the Division responsible for
new works ,;Civil Engineering, Trimical Installations,
Co-ordination) have, since 19: formed the Civil
Engineering Department SB/LE. This department's
prime task is to complete the LEP civil engineering
programme (underground works in the plain, includ-
ing connections with the SPS Tunnel, underground
works under the slopes of the Jura, surface buildings
at the eight LEP access points, the Pre-injector Budd-
ing) under the supervision of the Director of the LEP
Project and in close collaboration with the various
groups of the LEP Main Ring Division. The Depart-
ment's available manpower has resulted in it being
made responsible for the erection of the other build-
ings on the Meyrin Site Buildings Z and 0, building
for the ACOL project).

Although its staff total has been sharply reduced
through the many transfers to the LEP Division, the
Technical Installations Group also provides technical
support for certain parts of the project connected with
civil engineering (electricity. ventlation, air-condition-
ing and pipework).

Finally, the Co-ordination Group undertakes a
considerable amount of work for the planning and
financial monitoring of the various operations of the
Department's Civil Engineering and Technical In-
stallations Groups.

The staff total of this department at the end of
the year was 64, including 13 engineers and super-
visory staff.
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Design Studies lad a,B Enlaced.* Work
for the LEP Project

The work for the LEP programme undertaken by
the SB/LE Department is described in detail under the
sub-heading Civil Engineering in the section of the
report dealing with the LEP Division.

Meyria Site

A loan of slightly under ten million Swiss francs
granted by the Swiss Confederation via FIPOI (Fon-
dation des Immeubles pour les Organisations Inter-
nationales) has enabled a start to be made In erecting
two buildings: Building Z or 32, near the Administra-
tion Building, to house the steadily increasing number
of physicists from outsid." the Organization; and
Building 0 or 33, for various units serving visitors
from outside (physicists, contractors' staff, suppliers,
pensioners, journalists, etc.) The detailed design
studies for these two buildin have been completed,
the calls ter tender have be I issued and the main
contracts placed (civil engineering, electrical work,

-piping, heating, ventilation and elevators). The civil
engineering work on Building 32 began in September
and on Building 33 in November. Work is proceeding
according to schedule.

The ACOL project has made considerable altera-
tions neer ssary to Hall 193 (the antiproton accumula-
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for hall), including civil engineering work in the target
area, changes to the electricity supply and piping, and
the construction of a 320 ms hall adjacent to Hall 193
(civil engineering). The design studies have been
drawn up and the calls for tender prepared for the
technical installation of this hall, and the work con-
cerned is due to begin in 1985.

A start has been made on the design studies and
works for a multi-purpose surface treatment building
located near the misting surface treatment shop and
the effluent treatment station. It is primarily intended
for the cleaning of LEP's 12 m vacuum chambers and
for treating superconductins accelerating cavities. It
Sall also permit the surface treatment of large items
which, with the old installations, was only possible
using temporary rigs, in conditions that were unac-
ceptable from the safety standpoint. The dimensions
of the two-storey building will be 25.5 x 13.5 m, and it
will house all the equipment (large vats, a cleaning
tunnel fcr vacuum chambers, etc.) and technical in-
stallations needed for the work to be performed in the
greatest safety for both personnel and the environ-
ment.

Primus Site

The draft plan and the detailed design studies
have been drawn up and calls for tender have been
issued for a 4800 m 2 hall intended for fitting the lead

a
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shielding to and testing vacuum chambers for the LEP
project. Work on building the hail will start at the
beginning of 1985.

Various Meridian to %Map
sad Technical lastallatloas

The extremely heavy increase in 1983 ( + 30 3/4) in
the number of requests from other Divisions for the
fitting out of buildings and work on technical installa-
tions continued in 1984 (+ 14 3/4). The total number
of requests, including those from within the SB Divi.
non, rose to 2850. and the value of the work done
reached a total of 13.1 million Swiss francs.
This increase in the number of work requests is
essentially linked to the large number of transfers of
staff between Divisions and the preparations for the
LEP experiments.

The most extensive work included:

- the erecion of a 300 mt office and laboratory build-
ing for the LEP Division;

- the erection of two 600 mt office and laboratory
buildings to house the personnel of the PS Davi.
sion's ACOL project;

- alterations to Hail 175, which is to house the com.
ponents of the DELPHI experiment;

alterations to Building 173 (formerly the ICE hall),
which is to become the LEP pre.accelattor control
room;

- the fitting-out of Building 278, which is to house
some of the LEP pre.accelerator power supplies;

- the erection of a 400 mt hall for storing radioactive
material inside the PS Ring;

- numerous alterations to offices. laboratories and
drawing offices in Buildings 30. 112, 238 and 377
for personnel of the LEP Division;

- the preparation of a storage area on tht Meyrin and
Prevestan Sites for bulky components of the LEP
experiments (ALEPH. 1.3);

- numerous alterations in Hall 867;

a minor extension to Building 72 to house the Cen-
tral Workshops Quality Control Section's compu
ter.assisted co-ordinate measuring machine;

- the demolition of the magnet supports and filling in
the pits in two octants of the ISR ring, which is
being converted into a testing and assembly shop for
the LEP machine components.

Ma;:ienance and Operation

Site nudateasace

The sums used for maintenance of the buildings
and grounds were :naeased to slightly more than the
figures for 1983, and amounted to 1200000 SFr. for
smile:1g and 450000 SFr. for major overhaul work.

These sums, which had bad to be drastically
reduced in 1978 as part of the strict economy drive,
are still clearly inadequate to cover the maintenance
of over 520000 ra2 of building ground-area and
350000 m2 of roads, car parks and storage areas,
which are on average more than 13 yews old.

The main jobs included repairs to windows.
waterproofing of roofs and the partial resurfacing of
sections of roadways and car parks. A new main
storm drain, 600 mm in diameter, has been laid in the
central part of the Meyrin Site in order to re-balance
the systems and prevent building basements from
flooding during heavy storms.

Assessment of the present condition of the build.
ings has continued and should be completed in 1985.
Its aim is to allow maintenance of the buildings to be
computerized and to draw up a realistic maintenance
programme for the future.

Work on improving road signs and the flow of
traffic has continued, as well as the day -today main-
tenance programme for open spaces and green areas.

Cawing

A call for tenders for the renewal of the cleaning
contracts on both sites has been issued, and a new
contractor will be starting work in 1985.

Ir this field, optimum frequency has been
reached in the cleaning of offices, laboratories, work.
shops end halls, and any further savings would be
difficult to envisage.

Tee. ales! raalatraaace

Technical installations were serviced according to
schedule, with no major incidents.

The policy of reducing preventive maintenance in
favour of keeping equipment in working order was
continued.

Owing to operation in the pp mode. sever.1 items
of equipment were subjected to stresses that were as
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high as the limits of their design capacity permitted,
resulting in particularly difficult operating conditions,
for the SPS cooling water distribution system for Inst-
ance.

A special effort has been made to control the va-
rious cooling water discharge systems to keep within
the limits laid down in the Host Countries' regula-
tions.
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Special work or maintenance operations included:
- the replacement of the power equipment in the five

pimps at Pumping Station 2;
- improvement and modernization of several over-

head travelling cranes, especially PR116 in Building
181;

- work in conjunction with the DD Division on the
installation of the new Siemens 7890;

- general overhaul of a generator set at the Meyrin
sub-station, which had completed 50000 hours of
operation;

- construction of the heating sub-station for LEP,
Point 1;

- improvements to the Booster air-conditioning in-
stallation;

- cleaning the CERN water supply pipes from Peney
and the lake.

The Division also undertook responsibility for
and modification of the 1SR area equipment, pre-
viously under the charge of the 1SR Division, and took
over responsibility for the organization and mainte-
nance of CERN's gas detectors.

Energy-saving efforts continued, th7 main accent
being on:
- rationalization of the lighting in Hall 180;
- alterations to the heating system in Building 2;

introduction of a monitoring and control System for
the present heating and air - conditioning installa-
tions in an mutat group of buildings;

Annual vanatton in power, water, and fuel oil consumption from 1978 to 1984

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

MEYR1NS1TE
Active power consumption (M WM
- and supply 361930 306904 323713 A5291 293837 29725E 205227- stand by generators 22194 2227E 2595 2030 2085 3620 1215

Total 384 124 329182 326305 297 321 295922 300878 206442
Maximum instamancous power OW) 77400 71000 695C0 60030 610:0 64000 30007
Coohng water (1030m') 7114 6803 5964 5494 6123 7047 732E
Minions wale/ (in') 203315 59276 45967 40385 45201 26539 45001
Heavy and light fuel ml (metric ions) 13 162 13334 8195 7493 6576 7092 7112Gax (in') 26723 31 755 25831 24436 24548 25343 22 743

1978 1979 2.80 1981 1982 1983 1984

PREVESSP: .51TE
Electrialy (controlled by SPS Division)
- Active power consumption 434,679 303556 32703E 221 966 252 146 357913 369037 424106- Peak pow (kW) 246007 212030 192280 177603 It) t77 236403 206530
- Average POWer(WM 10 nun) (kW) 73007 71 400 80800 83000 t2000 83200 76570
Cooling water (1000 m') 11989 13043 8554 10662 13760 13788 15115
Heavy furl ml (metric tons) 1 281 1 302 1245 1 348 127t 1348 1014
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- heat recovery f- -n the condensers of the cooling
units in Buildir., 10.

A start was made this year on the projected earth-
ing of the 18 kV power system on the Meyrin site,
while the system for computerizing the maintenance of
the equipment under the Group's responsibility be-
came operational.

Central Workshops

The Central Workshops Group made an active
and often unique contribution to a large number of
projects, both for the Machine Divisions and the va-
rious experimental groups.

Several major items of equipment were added
during the year to the Group's machine park (an in-
stallation for immersed ultrasonic testing of compo-
nents 4 m long and a computer-assisted co-ordinate

measuring machine). In addition, the work site for
the new Multi-purpose Surface Treatment Shop was
opened. This shop will be fitted with a 25 m machine
for the chemical cleaning of the LEP vacuum cham-
bers, which was designed and built by the Group.

Mechanical Engineering Section

This section made vacuum tanks and electrodes
for the LEP and SPS Divisions, tanks for cryostats for
the LEP superconducting cavities (EP Division), an
evaporator tank (EP Division), prototypes for various
TPC/DELPHI experimental groups (EP Division), a
stack-core cooling pick-up, and fast kicker magnets
(PS Division). One interesting activity was the manu-
facture of the components for a lithium lens.

The mechanical engineering fitters assisted in
work on the DELPHI, WA79 and NA3I experiments,
in particular.

A special milling machine had to be built to dress
the aluminium welds of the 14-metre-diameter coil for
experiment 13.

Sheet-Metalwork/Weiding Section

The main jobs done by this section included:
LEP Project: A prototype electrode 4 m long,

consisting of two longitudinally welded half-sections
of 2.5 mm gauge stainless steel, without any deforma-
tion or warping, was made for the electrostatic sep-
arator. A complex system of ribs between these two
half-sections keeps the assembly rigid and pertruts the
welding of the many baffles which channel the internal
cooling fluid.

AA Project (improvement): An external vacuum
tank, 700 mm long and of circular cross-section, of
2 mm gauge stainless steel, manufactured to very
close tolerances, was built for stack-core cooling at
4.8 GHz. Inside, this tank is fitted with an octagonal
shielding system ending in truncated pyramids with an
octagonal base. The specified tolerances ensure that
the shielding can be slid inside the tank without play;
the work demanded technical skills of a very high
standard.

LEAR Project (improvement): This project re-
quired the construction of magnetic shielding consist-
ing of interwoven stainless steel wires (0.5 and I mm in
diameter) forming a truncated conical structure with a
curved rather than a straight generatrix.
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Tido Sheet-Metalwork Section

This section's resources were widely used for the
manufacture of superconducting cavities, either of ni-
obium or of copper, these last to be subsequently coat-
ed with niobium by sputtering.

Niobium cavities: Electron-beam welding was
used to make two single-cell 352 MHz cavities and one
four-cell 352 MHz cavity.

Copper cavities: One four-cell 352 MHz cavity
was built, 3 mm thick and 755 mm in diameter, mak-
ing an assembly 2.4 m long. TIG welding was used in
its assembly. Two electron -beam welded, single-cell
500 MHz cavities, made of high conductivity copper,
were also built.

In addition to the copper cavities, the Section
built a four-cell 352 MHz, steel cavity by spinning and
TIG welding. This cavity is intended for examining the
niobium film on mapper samples that may be placed at
various points inside it in order to determine the ideal
shape for the niobium cathode used in sputtering. Nio-
bium cathodes and screens were built for the same
purpose.

Work was also done on the manufacture of de-
flectors of 1 mm gauge titanium sheet for GSI
(Darmstadt) septa and for the LEAR Project (25
identical components), titanium screens for the SPS
Division and copper collars for ceramics brazing in the
SPS/LEP accelerating cavities.

An evaporation tank was also manufactured for
use in thin-film work in the Group.

Special Techniques Section

This section has several workshops and labora-
tories.

The Mechanical Engineering Support Workshop
performed a great deal of machining, often requiring
a high degree of precision and the use of several tech-
niques. The main jobs included the construction and
assembly of several beam monitors (SEM-gods) for
LEP, LEAR and the Linac, the building of thin-
walled (0.4 ± 0.02 mm), light-alloy cylindrical cham-
bers, the manufacture of 570-pin pameameter con-
nectors (LEP), special windings for n agnetic field
measurements (PS), and a vacuum chamber and
miscellaneous tooling (LEP) for the Group's Thin-
Film Workshop.

The Vacuum-coating Laboratory provided a large
number of coatings, generally metallic (aluminium,
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titanium, chromium, etc.) on a variety of substrates
(mylar, glass, alumina, quartz, optical fibres, etc.). It
is worth noting the high reflective quality (80% at
160 nm) obtained by evaporation during the manufac-
ture of prototype mirrors for the DELPHI experi-
ment. To improve the quality of the mirrors, the
Laboratory has been examining plans for a reflec-
tometer for monitoring reflectivity in the ultra-violet
and visible spectrum. A new six-cathode sputtering
machine has been made for the surface doping of
ceramics used in the r.f. cavities (LEP). A start has
been made on the manufacture of mirrors by replica-
tion; preliminary tests have shown that prospects for
se= production of mirrors (DELPHI) are promising.

The Plastic Scintillator Workshop has made
hodoscopes (UA6), various types of prototype scintil-
lation counters (UA2, OPAL, DELPHI, SPS), and
calonneter components (UA I, DELPHI, WA70).
Plastic optical fibres are becoming more and more
widespread, and the Workshop has developed small
tools suitable for this new kind of work. Methods of
opt!cal measurement have been developed for examin-
ing problems involved in connecting fibres. Several
workshops contributed towards the construction of
the first scintillating-fibre calorimeter.

The Polymer Workshop's activities were consi-
derable and highly varied. The main jobs concerned
the manufacture of elastomer-silicone seals for vacu-
um tanks (LEP, 1.3), the assembly of lead-glass blocks
(OPAL), the manufacture of mouldings (connectors,
collectors, spark gaps, optical teals) (LEP, PS, SPS),
the manufacture of polyurethane components (EP,
SPS, LEP), the production of coatings (PS), and va-
rious types of vacuum impregnation (SPS, PS).

The associated techniques of scanning electron
microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy were used in the
examination of niobium surfaces on a number of sam-
ples as part of design studies for the r.f. superconduct-
ing cavities (EF), in the investigation of fissuring phe-
nomena in lithium targets (SPS), in the detection of
traces of asbestos in electric cable sheaths (TIS), in the
examination of the diffusion of lead in lead/tin coat-
ings (LEP), and in the analysis of numerous cases of
corrosion and the contamination of detector compo-
nents by inorganic compounds.

Surface Treatment Section

As in previous years, the range of chemical or
electrolytic treatments was very wide. It included:
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- the chemical polishing of niobium r.f. cavities (350
and 500 MHz cavities, in the form of both element-
ary half-cells and assembled single and four -Dell
cavities);

- the treatment of copper r.f. cavities to be coated
with niobium;

- various selective electrolytic deposits on compo-
nails of the lithium lens (antiproton source);

- the silver-plating of ceramic feed-throughs in the
200 MHz SWC ('Standing-Waves Cavity') (SPS);

- the application of 100 ion copper coatings to two
r. f. cavities (LIL);

- treatments made to three accelerating and stomp
cavities (LEP Division);

- the mechanical polishing of ZS vacuum tanks and
of titanium and aluminium-alloy electrodes (SPS
Division);

- the mechanical polishing of a prototype ZD vacuum
tank and of stainless steel electrodes (LEP Divi-
sion).

Priated-Clradt Board Section

The steady demand from users of conventional
printed circuits has continued. During the year, there
was a marked increase in requests for multilayer cir-
cuits, and the section made more than three different
types every week. Their complexity and definition (the
width of the conductor tracks) are also increasing. It is
not unusual to have to make six or eight-layer circuits
with holes OA mm in diameter, and circuits with flex-
ible links (flexo-rigid circuits). The average delivery
time for such circuits has been eight working days.

It is becoming general practice to apply solder
masks to these circuits.

The new installations commissioned during
the year (silk-screen printing in a clean room under a
laminarflux hood) have facilitated the successful pro-
duction of prototype hybrid circuits for ram -strip
detectors (EF Division).

amnia! Laboratory Section

This laboratory performed a large number of
tests during the year as part of a study of corrosion
phenomena in cooling circuits of septum magnets (PS
Division), quadrupole magnets (LEP Division), alum'.
mum coils (experiment L3), and heat exchangers (PS
Division and pilot greenhouse).

An investigation was made into the reasons for
surface irregularity in niobium superconducting cavi-
ties after chemical polishing, a spray diffuser for elec-
trolytic polishing solutions was made (localized pol-
ishing), and localized treatments were performed on
500 MHz cavities using a solution specially developed
to prevent chemical attack.

Work in the field of chemical micro-machining
included the photo-engraving on aluminium-coated
silicon substrates of patterns 5 FM wide and the pro-
duction of lead grids consisting of 24 pm wires for de-
tecton. Other planned types of detector required the
tinning of ball bearings I mm in diameter (EP Divi-
sion).

Heat Treatment Section

This secticn produced some fine work for the va-
rious current projects and experiments, including:
- coaxial feed-throughs for the power supply to the

HR-SMH septum magnets operating in an ultra-
high vacuum, the corresponding septa, and the bra?,
ing of couplers, stainless steel sleeves for the con-
nexions of the cavity cooling cylinders and wave-
guides (LIL -EPA);

- the manufacture of ceramic feed-throughs on power
inputs of 200 MHz storage cavities (SPS);

- technical assistance to various rums in making
brazed connections to storage and accelerating cavi-
ties, the brazing of piston tuners and copper/alu-
minium oxide/copper brazing: for 100 kW coaxial
feedthroughs (LEP);

- a large number of brazed connections on stainless
steel/niobium components and niobium/aluminium
oxide/niobium coaxial connections for super-
conducting cavities, some of them for the Kern-
forschungsanlage project, 7011th, and the assembly
of IN ototype coa.dal feed4hroughs for the
TEXTOR project (EF).

The section was also involved in various other
types of work with ACOL, LIL, etc.

Quallry Control Seeders

About an equal number of working hours was
aliccand to metallurgical studies and metrology. The
former included work aimed at preventing premature
failures of the LEP damping loop bellows, work on
the antiproton source, inspection of the electron beam
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welds of the aluminium coil in experiment L3,
examination of the stainless steel for the ACOL 'm-
ice:. and various inspections of components for the
LEP project.

One of the section's noteworthy acoutsitions is a
semi-automatic device for detecting internal faults,
using immersed ultrasonic testing on components of
any shape up to a volume of 4000x 800 x 600 mm.

In metrology, work was done in particular on
items for the LEP project (pick-up blocks, vacuum
chambers and magnet laminations), and also on the
vacuum chamber of experiment NA31 and various
components for the ACOL project.

A high capacity (100 x 900 x 600 mm) computer-
assisted co-ordinate measuring machine was commis-
sioned this year, greatly reducing operating times (by
20 to 801/4 depending on the components concerned).
The time taken to inspect magnet laminations, for
Instance, has been cut from five days to one (after
writing the programme).

Services and Projects

The many design studies undertaken by the
Group's Design Office included the development of a
vertically and horizontally adjustable attachment sys-
tem for the HPC (High-density Projecting Chamber)
modules and the tooling needed to fit them in circular
array inside the vacuum tank for the DELPHI experi-
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merit; the building of a weldbead milling machine for
the coil of experiment 1.3, the manufacture of a gull-
lotizie for detaching the weld-pool support bars, and
an elevating table for the lower vacuum chamber of
the electron-beam welding machine.

For the PS Division, two r.f. cavities were
designed and built for the ACOL and EPA projects.

All the sections of the Group have made use of
the services of this dynamic team. Thus, the Sheet-
Metalwcrk/Welding Section obtained a prevision XY
table with built-in turntable (modification to the small
electron beam-welding chamber).

The Multi-purpose Surface Treatment Shop, now
being bu't, will be fitted with a machine 25 m long for
cleaning the LEP vacuum chambers, entirely designed
by this office. Likewise, the 6 m long furnace salvaged
from the ISR Cleaning Shop, with its door-opening
system considerably rnodiad, will be installed in this
new workshop. Finally, a new Installation for silk-
screen printing in a clean room has been developed for
the Pnnted Circuit Board Section.

Sub-Contracting Section

Work in many techmcal fields was required of
this section, including:

- Surface treatments: Special coatings for LEP cavi-
ties and chambers, for which a large number of con-
tracts have had to be prepared;

- Mechanical engineering: for Experiment NA31, for
which very large convex bases (3 m in diameter) and
a helium tank 27 m long and 3 m in diameter have
been built, while 180 printed circuits 7500 mm long
and 1250 mm wide have been machined and drilled;

- ACOL: Manufacture of large cavity components;
- Experiment L3: Machining of large coil compo-

nents;

- AA project : A great deal of work with short dead-
lines for the high-precision mechanical assemblies.
including the manufacture of seven vacuum tanks;

- DELPHI: Manufacture of special connectors;
- Multi-purpose Surface Treatment Shop: Construc-

tion of a machine for cleaning the LEP vacuum
chamber;

- Printed cirwts: Placing of new contracts, including
one in Greece (the first contract for this country);
Numerous very large multi-layer printed circuits
have ber produced for all the current projects.
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Transport and Equipment Huang

At the end of the year the vehicle fleet numbered
804, including 426 passenger cars, 101 utility vehicles,
23 lomes, 13 tractors, 28 trailers, 81 fork-lift trucks, 2
cranes, 13 cross-country vehicles, 12 items of civil en-
gineenng plant, 54 horticultural machines and 51 ma-
chines of various kinds tor the Cleaning Section and
the Fire Brigade.

The distance covered inside the Organization's
grounds and in Europe by all the registered vehicles
has reached the impressive figure of 3178000 km

The vehicle fleet also includes 319 mopeds and
346 machines specifically designed for handling equip-
ment in the accelerator tunnels (tractors, trailers,
bogies, etc.).

Discussions are being held with the LEP Division
installetion groups and the experimental groups with
the aim of making the fullest possible use of the exist-
ing fleet, supplementing it by specific purchases of
machines for the transport, handlirg and installation
of the various components of the LEP machine and its
experiments.

Whilst the entire fleet of vehicles and plant is
maintained by the garage workshops of the Transport
and Equipment Handling Group, some of the routine
work is earned out under a servicing contract.

The Group provides transport for official meet-
ings at CERN, conferences, visits and journeys off the
sites; moves equipment over long and short distances
on the sites or elsewhere; operates general services
(refuse collection, the large number of removals result-
ing fro.n staff transfers to the LEP Division, etc.);
and moves all the equipment needed in all the assem-
bly and experimental halls and in the machine tunnels.

Special activities included:

- the transport of equipment and assistance in the
assembly work for the exhibitions in Vienna,
Munich, London and Helsinki;

- the c rganization of transport for the 1984 Open Day
and Ise 30th Anniversary of the Organization;

- the transport of the LEP pre-injector structures and
accelerating sections from CERN to Munich and
Paris and back to CERN;

- equipment handling during the machine shutdowns
in January and February, and also throughout the

, year, as scheduled;

- the dismantling of the tSR ring, end the beginning
of dismantling work on the BEtSC and the neutrino
experiment;

- the start of installation work on the LEP pre-
injector.
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Introduction

The demand for the various services of the
Documentation Department was sustained at the
record levels of the previous year. It looks as if the
consequences of the vitality of the physics pro-
gramme, of the progress of LEP construction and of
the increased number of CERN Users, have estab-
lished a new regime for the i-aboratory infra-struc-
ture. In some areas of work, reorganization and the
adoption of more modern technology have made it
possible to absorb most of the 50% increase of the
past two years. In others, however, the increased
demand cannot be satisfied due to limited resources.

In addition to the bulk of routine work, the
Department had many interesting tasks to accomplish
dunng the year. For example the events to mark the
30th Anniversary required special efforts from almost
all Sections. The Department was responsible for an
exhibition of historical documents, for the anniversary
brochure and concert programme, and for the audio-
visual equipment at the anniversary Aremony itself. It
Involved fascinating literature searches in the library
and archives, imaginative work from the exhibition
team, and brochure design and production of high
quality.

There was good progress in the development nf
the office automition system, NOTIS, where the
Department has worked in close collaboration, with
Norsk Data to mutual benefit. The number of users
on the system doubled in the course of the year and
communications, both between these users and to
others on the site, continued to improve. The system as
having an impact on administrative efficiency and
working methods.

The Work of the Sections

The strain of the increase in demand for services
was particularly felt in the printshop where users
understandably apply a lot of pressure to have their

. work produced quickly. It was necessary :o Introduce
a second high-speed photocopier during the year; this
machine has automatic stapling which relieves, a little,
the assembly side of the pnntshop operations that has
become the bottleneck. A study has been made of
equipment which could substantially increase the ca-
pacity of the assembly line. In view of the higher
volume of work and of the anticipated Increases in

_
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paper costs (up 25% in 1985), alternative ways of
financing and operating the printshop are being
studied.

There are now some sixty terminals on the Norsk
Data office automation system. NOTIS, with linked
computers serving the DO Services, PS, TIS. PE and
DOC. Communication between all these sectors is
now very easy and the Index and CERNET links to
others systems on the site have been strengthened.
There has been inc-e emphasis on introducing new
abilities in addition to those of word processing and
communication, such as access to small data-bases, a
spread-sheet and business graphics. There has also
been effort to Implement links to office automation
systems of other manufacturers. CERN has continued
to collaborate with other NOT1S users on the defini-
tion of, and response to, office automation needs via
the user group NOCUS. A faster and more versatile
phototype-setter was commissioned during the year
andanew versioncf the NORTEXT phototype-setting
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software with additional features, such as the ability
to produce soft-copy on a cheap graphics terminal, is
being evaluated.

In the Library the cataloguing module of the au-
tomation system, using the ISIS software, became ful-
ly operational. Over 8000 entries were added to the
preprint data-base and the book data-base grew to
6600 entries with retrospective cataloguing back to
1980 and cataloguing of most of the books which are
borrowed. The periodicals data-base contains titles
and budget information on all the periodicals in the
Library. CERN publications have been in very high
demand, particularly those relating to the W and Z
discoveries, and the number of reprints distributed by
the Publications Exchange Section has increased con -
siderably.

The Study Team for CERN History issued a do-
zen reports during the year covering the period up to
the ratification of the Convention in September 1954.
A very successful seminar on this period, organized by
the CERN History Advisory Committee and the Study
Team, was held on the occasion of the 30th Anniver-
sary celebrations with the participation of a number of
the pioneers of CERN. The CERN archivists assem-
bled historical documents for an exhibition which in-
cluded the original CERN Convention and some In-
struments of Ratification, kindly loaned by UNESCO.

The volume of work in the Translation and Minu-
tes Section remained at a high level, driven by the lar-
ge number of meetings which had to be serviced. This
involved the translation of discussion documents and
minutes Into French and, to a lesser extent, into
English and German. Many contract specifications,
mainly concerne; with the LEP project, and other
technical and administrative dr.zinzents required
translation and there were also requests for transla-
tions from other languages such as Italian and Portu-
guese.

A readership survey organized for the CERN
Conner brought a high (over 3000 replies) and very

51-563 0 - 86 - 24
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positive response with some 95% of the readers who
replied to the questionnaire declaring their satisfaction
with the journal. The 'Images' editions of the Weekly
Bulletin appeared a record number of times during the
year and a new edition of the visitors' brochure
'Presenting CERN' was produced in French, English,
German and Italian. Amongst the documents edited
by the Scientific Reports Section were the 1983 Annual
Report, the LEP Design Report, a series of yellow
reports, many preprints, the ALEPH technics] report
to the LEP Committee and the last edition of the
CERN Users' Guide. Theworkof this Secdonisgreatly
appreciated by the CERN scientific community.

The CERN Exhibition visited Germany during
1984 being installed for five weeks at the prestigious
Deutsch= Museum in Munich. The exhibition was
Inaugurated by Dr. Albert Probst, Parlamentarischer
Staatssekretlr fur Forschung and Technologic. It at-
tracted many thousands of visitors and a successful
series of lectures and a round -table with representa-
tives of German Industry were organized in parallel.
Apart from the exhibition in Munich, it had been
hoped to concentrate efforts on improving presenta-
tions on the CERN site itself. Unfortunately this
proved impossible because of demands for participa-
tion in other exhibitions in Tokyo, Bergen, Malmoe,
Berlin, London, Leipzig, Bellegarde, Oxford, Genoa
and Vienna. In addition the Visual Techniques Section
helped in many aspects of the 30th Anniversary cele-
brations.

The messenger service in the Mail Office was
transferred to service contract without perturbation.
The techniques used in the Mail Office, particularly in
the expedition of mail, were examined to search for
aspects of the work which could be automated so as to
help cope with the greatly increased throughput. The
introdection of a report collator has made a signi-
ficant saving in =tours and the first steps have been
taken to achieve addressing of envelopes in the Mail
Office using *dims lists held on computer at any
location on the CERN site.
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Introduction

In 1984, the workload of the Finance Department
reached an unprecedente ' level owing to the number
and complexity of the matters with which it had to
deal. This increased solume of activity, which affected
every service in the Department, was largely due to the
construction of LEP. However, the Department had
to come to terms with new situations arising from in-
creasing research requirements, in particular the LEP
experiments, and had to assume these new responsi-
bilities with no change in staff numbers and with a re-
duced budget. It is clear that any further reduction
will inevitably Jeopardize the que'ity of the services
provided, especially if, as seems likely, the high level
of activity dunng the year is subsequently maintained
or surpassed.

Purchasing Service

Although a few improvements have still to be
made in certain areas, the introduction of the COPICS
data-processing equipment into the Purchasing Service
is now virtually complete. Wider application of the
system ensured an increasingly efficient use of the data
collected in the commercial, technical and financial
fields and made it possible to deal with matters more
rapidly. To optimize use of the printers and to speed
up the publication of documents, the order forms have
been redrafted in both English and French to avoid
stoppages due to the change of language.

In 1984, in view of the construction of LEP and
the development o experiments which have to be or-

ganized around the LEP machine, the activities of the
Purchasing Service reached an unprecedented level
both in terms of enquiries to potential suppliers in the
Member States and of the number of administrative
operations. Without any reduction of its day-to-day
activities, the Service issued 95 calls for tender for an
amount of more than 200 000Swiss francs, or an aver-
age of one call for tenders every three working days,
compared to 59 in 1983. Price enquiries were also
issued for the 1912 large calls for tenders, compared to
1709 in 1983. The number of contracts concluded in-
creased from 65 in 1983 to 100 in 1984, while 27 324
orders were placed and 53 254 invoices were handled,

During the past year, 75 one-day technical and
commercial exhibitions were arranged by suppliers
from the Member States. In October, an exhibition of
British Industry was held in which 36 firms took part.
In parallel with this exhibition, the exhibitors organ.
ized 11 technical lectures to present their products.

In the light of the rapid technical developments in
the field of optical fibres, a one-day ,onference was
organized to consider their use, attended by CERN
users and representatives from 12 firms. This highly
successful conference, consisting of presentations and
discussions, was followed II an exhibition of the pro-
ducts of specialized firms.

Financial and Accounting Services

The exchange rates between various currencies
and the Swiss franc were rather erratic during 1984
due to the considerable increase in the value of the US
dollar. Table 1 shows variations at entail dates.

Table I Rates ofexchange

Pete me
3 1 1914

1 3 1044
%

1 3 1984
9.

1 7 1984
..

1 9 1994
%

1 11 1984
%

18 11 1984
a*

,....,

FRF 24 10 3 44 .261 4 41 402 217 307 2711 2313DEM 7913 4 26 3 07 4 82 432 319 314 1343 79 101TL 0 1313 1,33 1 33 3 23 2 09 093 1 71 0 1391 0 1302GBP 3.13 2 31 -041 - 0 16 0 16 - 3 63 - 443 3.2433 2 9147ATS 11 30 4 31 3 72 3 38 417 363 372 12 234 II 195BEF 3 91 3 13 3.32 5 37 3 63 409 416 42413 3 1639DIM 22 05 293 111 2 40 3 13 340 431 23 47 21.717101 2103 3 03 3 39 4 10 3 39 107 160 29 71 21 04
SEX 27 21 2 33 290 492 6 IS 602 a 602 29 47 27 1030
741...) 103 3 17 2 81 4 64 310 281 233 73 67 70 30GAD 220 -273 - 4 35 -433 - 343 - 909 - 909
USD 2 113 - 0 37 2 73 6 51 10 07 13 96 1163 2 6030 2 1023

Nate The vanahona are all mkt:laud accordasa to the ale of clause m al 3 1 1914
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Tne 1984 budget sustained a loss of purchasing
power of some 2.5 million Swiss francs following the
decision of the Council, in December 1983, to grant a
2.51% cost variation index instead of 2.88%. Within
this total figure, the indexation of personnel expend'.
ture was reduced from 3.79% to 3.16%.

The cash position of the Organization was satis-
factory during ;ear as most Member States paid
their con t n butiona earlier than in 1983.

' he rafts of interest available on the Swiss money
market went up during the second half of the year due
to increased rates in the USA, as shown in the Fig. I.
The favourable cash position and the higher interest
rates available on the Swiss franc and other currencies
enabled the Organization to increase considerably the
amount received as shown und, 'Income' in this
report.

As shown in Table 2, on 3, the con
trilitions outstanding amountec .0 25 MCHF in
eluding a balance for 1983 from two Member States.

Table 2 Contributions ours.ancling on 31.12.1984

Member Saws S.ss from

Greece 2130'639 96

Italy 1'039'194 35"

50410 21'097 143 40

Total 24'966'997 94

1'w,. rub iuu.7 last

In December 1583, the Council approved a bud.
get of 701 07 million Swiss francs for 1984.

The accounts can be summarized as follows:

Income

Contributions from

Thalpro Arcounu
ondbons of Swn/row')

Member States 693.84 693.84

Brought forward from
previous financial years 2.:3 2.23

Interest 500 11.85

Unused provisions + raised.
laneous 0.72

Compensatory income 8.23

Supplementary income 4.70

701 07 721 57

The excess income of 20.5 million Swiss francs
was used as follows:

735

- Compensatory income used to cover pew,
expenditure not provided for in the
budget (tuna, services rendered
to third parties, etc. - 8.05 less
balance of heading I, 0.03) 8.02

Supplementary income used for the pf
improvement project as approved by
Council 4.70

- To be used in 1985 and later for the
pfi improvement project 7.647

- Carried forwared to 1985 0.18

20.50

8.4so, Airowar
(nation of Swiss films)

701.07 713.79

Excess expenditure amounted to 12.72 MCHF
(713.79 - 701.07) and was covered by compensatory
income 8.02 MCHF + 4.70 MCHF supplementary in-
come for the pp improvement project.

Expenditure

Visiting Teams

The number of visiting teams' accounts increased
to 350 in 1984. On 31 December, the total invoiced
was approximately 19 million Swiss francs.

LEP Experiments

Consequent on the advice of the LEP Ennui.
mcnts Committee, CERN accepted proposals from
four collaborations to provide detectors for the pur-
pose of undertaking experiments at the LEP accelera-
tor.

These are respectively known as the ALEPH,
DF,LP 1.3 and OPAL collaborations. They are
very large, involving about 200 physicists on each ex-
penment and a similar number of technical staff com-
ing from almost every Member Siete and also from
some ten nonMember Stmts.

Accounts have been opened for the Common
Fund items of ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL.

On 31 December 1984, commitments, payments
and balances available were at follows (in MCHF):

Convniimmo Poxenar
wok:* of

Ivo* nrilebk

ALEPH 15.109 6.473 1.510

DELPHI 9.403 0.455 3.376

OPAL 6.059 1.465 3.022

7 0
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Stores Service

As part of the process of standardizing electronic
equipment, a seminar was organized on the Europa
power supply systems, attended by 39 European man-
ufacturers from eight CERN Member States and a
leading officials from the Intematioual Electrotech-
meal Commission (IEC). As a result, the Technical
Section was encouraged to play a more active role in
the IEC.

An Olivetti M40 computer and a XEROX 2700
laser printer were installed in the Distribution Section.
Its first task was to automate the procedures for im-
porting goods into Switzerland.

The entire responsibility for the work relating to
the reception of goods and their internal distribution
was transferred from SB Division to the Finance
Department. A considerable reduction in the cost of
these operations was achieved by the negotiation of a
service contract with a new firm and by the introduc-
tion of certain measures to streamline procedures.

Owing to the dismantling of the 1SR, the work-
load of the Recuperation Service was much heavier
than usual.

During the year, the total value of issues of stand-
ardized equipment was 28 08 million Swiss francs, an
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increase of 123/4 over 1983. The value of items issued
via the three self-service points represented 93/4 of to-
tal issues. The annual rate of central stock turnover
was 2.4. The stock value (central and self-service)
varied between -53/4 and -I. 43/4 of the authorized limit
of 13.6 million Swiss francs, whilst the average level
was 0.23/4 below the authorized stock limit.

During the year, delivery of 53 209 items was
taken and 9 431 despatches of goods were earned out
for the Organization as a whole. There were 13 221
delivery requests and orders for standardized items
and 250 422 requests for equipment were processed
and met from central stock.

As a result of decisions, 678 in all, taken by the
Standardization Groups, 264 new items were intro-
duced into stock and 414 were declared obsolete; 191
of the latter items, worth 129 700 Swiss francs, were
handed over to the Recuperation Service.

The Quality Control Service checked the con-
formity of 2029 deliveries (6.43/4 of the articles
ordered worth approximately 5.4 million Swiss
francs).

The Recuperation Service sold equipment outside
the Organization for approximately 1.6 million Swiss
francs (this included 3154 tons of scrap metal and 289
tons of scrap paper).
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p
The Management Information Department has

three groups whose work clearly reflects their main
purpos.

The
es

Forecasts and Statistics Group prepares the
Organization's budget, calculates the cost variation in-
dices and the contributions from the Member States,
draws up the short and long-term financial and staff
requirements, and acquires and analyses the data cha-
racterising the Organization's activities and resources.

The Data-Processing Group pro fides the compu-
ter services for the Laboratory's administrative units
including those located in the Research and Technical
Divisions.

The Technical Support Group is responsible for
various tasks in the fields of manpower planning,
administrative procedures and micro-data-processing
applied to management. It also makes specific studies
for the Organization's management.

The most important achievements of 1984 relate
to the following fields.

*ibc

Management Eadlities

The processing capacity of the central computer
was increased to provide users with facilities for de-
centralized acquisition and for the transfer of their
management d a to peripheral systems, and a WO=
which is better suited to their working environment.

The. old system of data acquisition on cassettes
was abolished and replaced by on-line transactions,
thus making far easier operation and saving a great
deal of users' time.

Rpm IAN:Wye Me MI Tadtakel COINNISIW.

(CERN-135.03.11111)
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The COPICS software package for purchasing
management became operational and several purchas-
ing offices are now connected to it.

New facilities continue to be developed; thus LEP
contract data are periodically attracted from the
COPICS files and forwarded to the LEP Division.
The methods for making COPICS compatible with the
existing financial data base were defined, and a new
procedure for monitoring contracts was drawn up and
implemented with the active help of the Finance De.
partment.

The Department was made responsible for moni-
toring the co-ordination and application of the rules
for the use of industrial support. It worked on making
procedures in this field uniform and on defining and
setting up, in close collaboration with the Finance and
Personnel Departments, a software package for
managing industrial support facilities providing for
continuous monitoring.

A computerised model for forecasting medium-
and long-term personnel costs was developed and set
up. It has already proved its usefulness in drawing up
a financial policy for these costs.

MI also set up computerised facilities for produc-
ing:

- VAT statements of account for the French tax
authorities;

- multi-annual statements of account for the LEP
experiments;

- accounting balance sheets in the original currency.
Moreover, it takes part in the work of internal

committees relating, in particular, to:
- procedures for admission to CERN,
- the status of turns permanently on the site,
- staff policy.

The Department also technically co-ordinates the
erection of buildings 32 and 33, and is responsible for
the financial management of the Administration
Departments.

Management Information

With the help of the Departments and Divisions,
MI published the first 'CERN Social Report' provid-
ing collected information on working conditions.
While originally intended for CERN's staff and MU,
it has also been distributed on request in the Member
States. Its periodic updates will thus provide a refer-
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once for the assessment of the Orunitstion's staff
policy.

At the request of the Finance Committee, an
examination has been undertaken of the methods used
to calculate the scale of contributions, the statistical
bues used and the consequences of the choices made.
Alternative scales have been investigated in order to
bring to light a number of other possible methods of
deciding on contributions under the provisions of the
Convention.

As part of the annual review of CERN's activi-
ties, a large contribution was made to the drafting of
the document on 'Sdentific activities and budget esti-
mates 1985-1988' on the basis of the systems adopted
by the decision-making authorities.

The critical analysis of the use made of manage-
ment information which began in 1983, continued in
1984. It has resulted in the elimination of two compu-
terised applications and in a saving of over 100000
photocopies of computer print-out pages.
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A number of steps was taken and various projects
completed with the active assistance of the Derart-
rnents/Divisions concerned with the aim of fachtating
the use of the management information provided. The
projects included:
- the adaptation of certain accounting codes to the

requirements of the construction of LEP and of the
financial services;

- a new layout for the Organization's monthly
management reports, which are now updated and
Produced using a micro-computer.

Procedures

At the request of the Management and the audi-
tors, an examination was made of the delegation of
signature rights within the Organization, and a cora-
puterised procedure for facilitating the monitoring
and updating of the list of authorized signatories was
sr up.

The Department has published a document defin-
ing the procedures for access to the CERN site to be
followed by persons not belonging to t-,e Organization
but working on the site.

In close collaboration with the Finince Depart-
ment, the procedures for registering banking and

postal data were simplified and a method developed
for updating them on-line.

Developments

The first phase in the financial and budget data
base project has been completed. It is now possible to
transfer information to a data base designed for on-
line interrogation. One of the important features of
the data base is that it will continuously provide exact
statuses meeting the requirements of both the financial
services and those In charge of financial planning in
the Divisions.

Another major project is now under way: the re-
placement of the salary application and the introduc-
tion of a pommel management system for which MI
has acquired a software package designed to meet the
Laboratory's requirements.

An 'intelligent concentrator' has been ordered to
provide, via the Index network, duly authorized per-
sons with selective access to the administrative data
processing centre. Studies have begun in the field of
decision-making assistance, which should result in the
provision of facilities for access to data and their
processing without any special knowledge.

7 4 6
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Recruitment

Following the approval of the ACOL project, 32
extra staff on fixed-term contracts were appointed
during the first half of the year. Overall, some 3500
employment applications were received and processed,
and some 600 candidates were invited to 100 selection
boards. During 1984 there were 138 new starters, who
were aged between 19 and 43 (average age : 29). The
nationality distribution was as follows: Austria (1),
Belgium (7), Denmark (9), France (28), Great-Britain
(32), Italy (18), Federal Republic of Germany (12). the
Netherlands (8), Norway (2), Spain (3), Sweden (10),
Switzerland (6), non-Member States (2).

Fellowships

They increased slightly to 135, with the emphasis
on the promotion of accelerator research and develop-
ment. The new openings also enabled a fair number of
Fellows to be appointed from Spain. The number of
Associates paid by CERN (some 180 man-years)
remained essentially the same as in 1983.

Unpaid Associates

Their registrations continued to increase, though
at a slower rate for Member State nationals. The total
reached 3300 by the end of the year

Technical Students

The discussions on broadening the basis of this
programme have led to a redefinition of its frame-
work, allowing for increased contacts with Member
State institutions concerned with training technicians
and engineers. The total number of Students remained
at approximately the same level as in recent years.

Housing and Installation

In order to cope with the demand of the new
members of the personnel mentioned above, accom-
modation was found on the local market for over 500
families (including the limited number of CERN fur-
nished flats) The continuing housing crisis in the
Geneva area prompted a study of possible projects to

170
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satisfy the needs of CF-RN's users community. The
rate of occupation of the new CERN hostel exceeded
75%. Additional facilities were introduced at the
CERN hostel, notably by the provision of television
lounges, a kitchen and furniture for the terrace. Some
230 removals to and from CERN were financed by the
Organization.

Staff Review

370 posts were examined, of which 97 were clas-
sified at the next higher grade, and 7 cases of change
of category were approved by the Senior Technical
and Administrative Assistants' Committee. There
were 24 appeals concerning classification and non-
promotion, following which four promotions were
granted and in another 7 cases the posts were classified
at the next higher grade.

Consultative Committee on Employment
Conditions ('CCEC')

Members of the Department made significant
contributions to the review of CERN salaries, con-
ducted by a Sub-group set up by the Standing Con-
certauon Committee, and presented a report to the tri-
partite CCEC, The Department provided secretariat
services to this body and participated in the prepara-
tion of other CCEC documents concerning the pen-
sion rights of shift workers, the fourth step in the
complementary scheme of CERN pensions, and the
CERN salary index award for 1985. Progress was
made in a review of the texts of the Staff Rules and
Regulations, which will in due course also be pre-
sented to CCEC.

Social Work

The section participated in a a orking group to
study the policy relating to alcohol abuse that is
applied in various organizations outside CERN. Cer-
tain recommendations of the resulting report have
been adopted and will be implemented in 1985. In ad-
dition to work on individual cases, the Social Work
Section initiated legislative changes in health insurance
provisions concerning members of the family, divor-
cees and retired staff. The Section also furthered its
experience of the integration into Host State social
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Figure I The Conference Room of Me Donrcbte de Mary Owing am
"airs Reading Workshop elected by Pierre Aniplel This is one of
the ...) OWNS *thin the Management Dr'ting and PeflOned Skills
Development Programme (CERN-074 01 190)
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secunty schemes of Mull handicapped children and of
the transition of adult children in general from their
international status to a national one.

Staff Policy

The Director-C-neral's Working Group respon-
sible for formulating end implementing Staff Policy
received considerable assistance from Personnel
Department in the consideration of several important
topics, including senior staff promotions, early depar-
tures, =ea profiles, and periodic review discussions
between supervisors and their staff.

The Second CERN Utility Study

Co-ordinated by a member of the Personnel De-
partment, the study has been completed and will be

published as a Yellow Report. The main findings were
that during the period 1973-1987, the 'economic utili-
ty' experienced by 160 randomly-selected European
suppliers (i.e. the increased sales and cost savings due
to CERN contracts) was estimated to be worth over
3100 million Swiss franl.,. compared to sales to CERN
amounting to some 750 million Swiss francs. Time
findings complement an earlier study made ten years
ago.

Technical Training

The programme was expanded to include a num-
ber of new subjects such as 'High-power electronics';
'Laplace transform'; 'Fourier analysis'; 'Introduction
to differential and integral calculus' 'Local area
networks'; 'Fibre optics'; 'Introduction to numerical
control of machine tools'; 'Work cont.-acts at CERN',
which are taught by means of technical seminars last-

74 8
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ing several consecutive days. In 1984 seven such semi-
nars took place; some of them had to be repeated sev-

eral times as enrolments exceeded 300, dearly showing
the need for this new part of the programme.

Personal Skills and
Management Training

This programme increased to about 100 days'
training in 1984, against 60 days in 1983 Some 250
staff members attended seminars of an average length

of four nays

Language courses

As a consequence of the sustained efforts devoted
to International recruitment there was an unprecedent-

ed demand for language courses in the academic year
1984/1985. The number of new applications on 30

September 1984 compared with the same time las
year showed an increase of 93% in English and 369s In

French. German courses were reintroduced to satisfy a
growing need for this language for work purposes.

Apprentices

The number of apprentices, which =WIWI at 17
during the period 1971-1981, has gradually increased
since then and has now almost reached its projected
ceiling of 28. This scheme makes a modest contribu
non to vocational training in the local arca.

Access control

In addition to its responsibility for controlling ad.
mission to the bleynn site, the Reception Group took
over access control for the tunnel under R.N. 84; this
assignment is handled by a team supplied by a service

contractor.
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Technical Inspection and Safety Commission

This year the TIS Commission has been operating
awarding to the programme of restructuration which
was defined and adopted in 1983.

Collaboration with the different groups of the
LEP Project, extending over the LEP Main Ring and
the SPS and PS Divisions, has steadily improved, and
the 'Hearings' on a diversified number of topics have
contributed to the clarification and improvement of
technical concepts in matters of safety.

The four LEP experiments involving many un-
conventional technical proceduressome of them
never tried beforecreated a major challenge. The
large number of contributing institutes and the fact
that most of the essential components will not be
designed or built at CERN created the need for co-
ordination of techniCal standards and safety concepts
in which the CERN Technical Safety Codes play an
essential part. The TIS Commission has been actively
engaged in contributing to technical disrussions and,
wherever required, in helping to organize specialized
studies.

Much effort has been invested in looking into the
basic fundamentals of the existing CERN Safety
Codes. Amongst some of the more important codes,
the Electrical and Chemical Codes were revised, and a
Medical Code established with particular emphasis on
the use of international standards and norms. It is
hoped that the remaining codes will be revised in 1985.

The expansion of the CERN domain to accom-
modate the construction of LEP has triggered off an

examination into how quickly our First Aid and Fire
Services can act effectively within these new bound-
aries. Even though no definitive solution has fet been
adopted, it has become clear that in view of the din,
tames involved, a redeployment of the present First
Aid and Fire Services had to be envisaged. Thus an
essential saving in time between alarms and effective
action could be achieved. The direct implication Is the
probable creation of s second station judiciously
chosen on the LEP perim..ler.

When the TIS Commission was set up, one of the
declared aims was to bring high technical competence
to the Commissionbut also to place a strict time
limit on the mandate of the staff =accrued no as to
allow them to return easily to their cdginal activities.

Details of activities in the various ITS Groups are
described below.

Electricity, Electrical Inatallados,
and General Safety Group

Electricity rad Orchids! liastalktioas

This year the new Electrical Safety Code CI was
publish .d in a more upto-date form.

The code is based on the most advanced interna-
tional and national recommendations and standards.
In addition, the appendices drawn up by specialist
groups dealing with particular subjects were, or arc
due to be, published.

In particular, the recent Safety Instruction No. 23
entitled 'Criteria for the selection of insulating mate-
ria/s for electrical cables and equipment with respect
to fire safety and radiation resistance' is of particular
importance for the LEP installations.

Other activities, relating to the monitoring and
inspection of the different states of project develop
ment and installation, and various training courses
and safety Inspections of premises, were continued. In
this connection it is worth recalling that certain instal-
lations are inspected by the appropriate Host State
authorities.

General Safety

Regular contacts were maintained with the va-
rious LEP groups responsible for installation of the
machine. Particuly attention was paid to communi-

752
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some 15 experiments on the sites, including NA31,
LEAR and UAL In particular, the current safety stu-
dies on the UA1 experiment will be used as a reference
for those carried wt on the large LEP experiments.

0.4* In this respect, very effective co-operation was
maintained between the Group Leaders in Matters of
Safety of the four experiments ALEPH, DELPHI,
OPAL, and U and members of the TIS Commission,
through the safety meetings atteuded by representa-
tives of all the groups in the experimental collabora-
tions.

Turning to more immediate matters, the SY
Group's involvement in solving personnel problems
related to ergonomic conditions at the work place in-
creased considerably. These activities, carried out in
liaison with the Medical Service, were concerned with

g noise, ambient temperatures, vibration, lighting, and
sight in general (in this regard, it should be noted that
some 2000 VDU are now in use at CERN).

These problems must be given consideration in
view of their impact on the quality and efficiency of

cations and alarm systems during the critical Listens- work in all Divisions, whether scientific, technical, or
lion phase. administrative.

On the experimental side, very close contact was Finally, the overall statistics of accidents reported
maintained with the experimental groups. The Group to the Ccrmission for the period 1.11.1983 to
assisted with the modifications being carried out to 31.10.1984 are given in the following summary.

Table 1Statistics of accidents reported ct CERN for the period 1.1.1983 au 31.10 1984

Aertdents reported on IMO Amatents 'Walk, abeener from wort Days lost by stombers of she CERNperrotowl

234 indeed member of tea CERN personnel
(gaff members and non-esub bahed
members of the permanel)

55 involved contract personnel

(I Weeded made= mason on the
Journey to and from nod)

96 involved member of the CERN personnel
2/ involved nomad personnel

Indochna 7303 days (based on the 110 pre-
endure men hi fora) for a death etkti
occured on the homeward journey from work

289 124 9189

The TIS Commission is in the process of reviewing its the widely fluctuating numbers of personnel on the
method of calculating the frequency rate and the site. This explains why the table does not give values
severity rate to take account of the total number of for the period in question.
accidents reported (whether on HS50 or not) and of
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Fire Preveudon and Fire Brigade

Fire !meatier Service

There was a considerable increase in the workload
of the Fire Prevention Service. A direct correlation
was noted between the General Safety Group's reports
on conditions found and the detection of fire hazards
by the Sc vice during its inspection of work sites, and
rinse co-operation between the two services was there-
fore established. The numbers of visits made and
plans examined are as follows:
- Safety inspections relating to the

prevention of fires or other hazards 129
- Acceptance tests for: fire-detection systems 25

gas-detection systems 6
safety equipment 7
emergency stops 4

- Fire tests (reactions of the eztinguishing
substances and products of fixed devices
as part of the LEP fire prevention pro-
gramme) 18

- Examination of LEP plans 128

- Examination of plans 7

Fire Brigade

Organization

The programme defined in 1983 which relates in
particular to emergency calls (fire, flooding, medical
assistance. etc.) was implemented as follows:

Purchase of new equipment: A heavy-duty lire-
fighting vehicle for LEP; A rescue cabin for the
LEP shafts: An all-terrain ambulance for the LEP
site; Various tools and other items of rescue eaip-
ment.

Occupational training: In addition to the twenty
days of practical training sessions organized for the
five teams, various training or advanced instruction
courses were arranged for ambulance men and dri-
vers of heavy vehicles, as well as courses in welding.
typing, and languages. In addition, two new firemen
attended the training course at the Ecole clef Rec
rues of the Geneva Fire and Rescue Service for six
months. This year particular attention was paid to
the skills required for underground rescue, such as
desxricling in rappels, potholing techniques, and the
use of high-volume foam extinguishers.

Ernergwy Calls

Following the introduction of new measures and
in particular the decision to discontinue duties not
directly associated with fire brigade activities (Securiq
Service, tunnel customs post duty, responsibility for
the keys and locks on the CERN site and their main-
tenance, etc.), the immediate availability of the fire-
men on duty increased.

During the year. the Fire Brigade's tasks inclu-
ded:
- Gar alarms 123

- Various alarms
- Fur alarms (genuine or un fouvded) 415
- Fires in progress
- Ambulance service,

indudiv t28 internal calls and
190 ext, .oal calls from the Host States 418

- Pumping and handling various soil'
liquids (water, mercury, etc.) 149

- Releasing jammed lifts or goods-lifts
(including 38 calls to release trapped persons) 31

- Destruction of wasps' nests 60
- Other calls for assistance 143

TOTAL 1488

Flammable Gas and Chemistry Group

General

The Chemical Safety Code has been completely
rewritten and submitted to SAPOCO fa acceptance.
Safety Instructions have been prepared for beryllium
and for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB).

Help has continued to be given to physics and
engineering groups working with materials presenting
certain hazards, such as lead, asbestos, trimethyla-
mine, and mercury. Once more, tz waste disposal
service offered by the group continued to expand, and
about 30 tons of used solvants and more than 100 togs
of aqueous solutions of acids, alkalis, photographic
products, etc., were sent for recuperation or destruc-
uon by the appropriate authorities. Silver was re-
covered from photographic fixing solutions collected
on the site. Investigations were made into smoke
density and toxic and corrosive gas emissions from
burning plastics, with particular reference to LEP con-
ditions.
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Environmental Monitoring

The quality of water discharged into local rivers
was monitored, and regular visits were paid to the
nvers themselves to ensure their continued well-being.
In parallel with action by national authoritim, addi-
tional inspections were made of the discharges from
the LEP work sites; this was done at the request of the
LEP Division.

On the LEP Ring the two monitoring stations for
ozone and oxides of nitrogen were brought into ser-
vice.

Personnel Monitoring

This continued to be an Important part of the
work of the Group. In particular, monitoring was
carried out in cleaning shops where perchlorcethylene
vapours constitute a hazard.

Ozone Iv-% were measured when welding alu-
minium bus bars for LEP magnets, and various respi-
ratory protective masks were tested for effectiveness.

Training

The group continued to participate in the Safety
Bnefing organized monthly for newcomers to CERN.
Specific course.. were given in chemical and flammable
gas safety.

Mechanical Engineering Group

The Mechanical Engineering Group has p, ded
technical support to the steadily growing CERN
accelerator and expenmental programmes in the fol-
lowing ways.
- advice on safety, soundness of design, reliability

and economy of new equipment at the design and
specification stage;

- inspections during fabncation and acceptance tests;
- penodic inspection and testing of existing equip-

ment;
- training and licensing personnel for the use of lifting

equipment.
Oral advice and instructions have been given on nume-
rous occasions, and more than 150 assessment reports
on new projects or important modifications to exi
equipment have been prepared. Most of the ass.
ment studies concerned pressure or vacuum vessels,
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cryostats, lifting equipment, electromechanically ope-
rated heavy devices, monorails, and other means of
transport and installation.

The LEP machine and infrastructure, the four
LEP experiments, and the SPS accelerator and
experiments have been the most important users of
our services in 1984. Worth mentioning are some criti-
cal components of the LEP experiments: the super-
conducting magnet cryostats for ALEPH and
DELPHI; the magnet yoke structure for L3; the cen-
tral detector vessel for OPAL.

Inspections and tests were carried out on many
pieces of apparatus, both at CERN and on the pre-
mises of the manufacturer. In particular this was done
in all cases where national Inspection authorities were
unable to carry out the normal inspection and certifi-
cation activities because of the special nature and un-
usual design m the equipment. Experiment NA31 at
the SPS offers a number of typical examples of such
cases: the 400 m3 vacuum tank and its 2.4 m dian r
0.8 mm thick, composite material window, inc
liqualargon calonmeter.

The design of a multipurpose overpressure test
facility for vacuum vessels has been started. It
make use of recuperated components from dismantled
CERN facilities.

Table 2 shows the number of penodic inspections
which were earned out at CERN. This work is grow-
ing year after year as a result of the increasing com-
plexity of activities and equipment in the laboratory.
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Some of the existing CERN Safety Codes in the
field of mechanical engineering need to be revised and
updated. Studies have been undertaken regarding the
safety of glass windows and composite materials in
view of the imminent revision of the CERN Pressure
Vessel Code.

In the field of training, the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Group has organized a series of courses, run by
Host States authorities, on the use of cranes. These
courses became necessary owing to a number of
incidents with lifting equipment; they were attended
by 270 CERN staff and 30 persons from industrial
support labour

Table 2Number of routine inspections
and tests carried out in 1984

Large Mina equlpeneet (mann. etc ) 562
Small bfuna oginpenent (winches. bouts. cle 794
Large brims accesiona 1167
Small bfting acnessorks 11020
tau 243
°the: means of transport 219
Automaucany dna:Indoors 179
Indestrul p.....ure vessels 433
Expenmanal pressure vessels 333
Safety valves 2562
Chimneys ti
Rschographk Inspectans 162
Welders' exammanona

Medical Service

Regular Activities

The Medical Service's regular activities continued
at a steady rate dunng 1984. This may be illustrated by
the following statistics and other information:

2200 medical examinations were carried out,
some 200 fewer than in 1983, but the rate of failure to
attend appointments was still high (123/4).

Owing to the coming into force on 1.1.1984 of the
new provisions of the Radiation Safety Manual, a
significant proportion of the examinations related to
personnel classified as ATC (fit to work in controlled
areas). Nonc of the 450 persons examined were found
to be medically unfit for such work.

Suppler,enrary examinations were also per-
formed to help doctors determine more precisely the
fitness for work of the personnel examined. Unfor-
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tunately, attendance at several series of these exami-
nations was very poor, since although some 7300
appointments for haematological examinations were
notified to the staff, only 4300 examinations were in
fact carried out. The resulting administrative and
monitoring difficulties may readily be imagined.

Some 4161 persons, slightly more than in 1983,
called at the Infirmary for First Aid treatment for ill-
ness or injury, for various types of therapy prescribed
by their doctors or for examinations such as blood-
pressure check-ups.

Visits to work stauons were continued. The 98
visits to various locations around the site provided a
better insight into the problems of work organization,
ergonomics and industrial hygiene.

Special Activities

Several noteworthy activities were carried out
during the year.

The transfer of medical records on to microfilm
was begun, and 1800 records comprising'some 28000
different items were stored on microfilm in fireproof
cabinets. It should be noted that at the end of 1984,
the Medical Service had more than 16000 medical
records on file (currently employed personnel or
personnel who have left the Organization, including
Research Associates and contract personnel).

Important features of the Service's activities dur-
ing the year were its participation in the inquiry into
alcoholism at the work place, and the drawing-up of
reports on this subject. The Medical Service will play
all active role in the work of the subgroup which was
set up at the end of 1984 to study possible solutions to
this and related problems.

The Medical Service's computerized data base
was adapted during the year to ensure greater effi-
ciency, especially with regard to archive records, and
new information, such as the results of the audio-
metric and electrocardiographic examinations could
gradually be Introduced. Overall, the Service currently
handles some 110000 records in the form of computer-
ized data, 17000 of them representing the identifica-
tion records of all the persons on the Medical Service's
files. In addition, there are some 135000 archive re-
cords on tapes, to which direct access is not available.

Following the offer of Mort.= X-rays to the per-
sonnel, 1200 examinations were arranged. Some 20
persons were subsequently requested to undergo fur-
ther examination.
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Role 4Samples token In the SFM Intennanet Rap fora rodracti- newer J Lau ete.e110,1 tunny helm the diet.4.01.8 0.1 the ISR
ray check before &manilla CERN-19J 10811 10ERN-192 10 841

The Service's doctors had to devote a consider-
able amount of attention and working time to a num-
ber of cases of serious psychological disorders.

Lastly, it should be noted that during the year
TIS drew up and SAPOCO approved a new Medical
Code, which now awaits final approval by the
Director-General.

Radio ntection Group

The Radis. ?rotection Group (RP) was much
involved in designing radiation protection systems for
new projects, in addition to coping with the important
radiation protection work at all installations on the
present CERN site. The radiation protection work for
LEP is described separately in the LEP Progress
Report.

Radiation Control o" Accelerators

About half of the PS operation time was used to
produce antiprotons for p17) collision experiments in
the SPS, for fixed-target physics in the ISR with anti-
protons, and for the LEAR experiments. New records
for the proton intensity on the antiproton target were
reached. The RP problems connected with target
maintens.ace and development and with beam dump-
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ing increased accordingly. The PS section of the RP
Group was also involved in the LIL and EPA pre-
injector project for LEP and in the design of ACOL
shielding, as well as the access ways and the layout of
the new antiproton target area, and in the project for a
new PS access system and full-intmsity beam dumps.

At the SC, besides the routine operation, the new
ISOLDE project was followed very closely, as open-
ings had to be made into the main SC shield.

The RP was heavily involved in the decommis-
sioning of the ISR. All equipment was checked for
radioactivity and sorted for storage and disposal ac-
cordingly. Magnets and vacuum pumps were stored in
rector 3, where ambient activity from beam-dumping
operations is the highest. Large quantities of equip-
ment were eliminated as inactive material and only
about 3-53/4 of the items were stored in the active stor-

age area.
The very low personal doses registered (all below

0.5 mSv/month) and the smooth and fast sorting of
material can be attributed to excellent planning and
follow-up. Radiation protection coverage of the entire
work was helped by good collaboration with the
Transport Service. Most RP activities in the West Hall
are concentrated on the LEP project or on the tests for
LEP experiments.

Radiation protection of the numerous test beams,
and special access and opera'ional conditions, requir-
ed close control and a large number of Interventions
and measurements. The same applies to the radio-
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Figure 6 Radiation control before the departure Oa toffy tnatspon
ine rattioactive waste (CERN -led mitt
Floor ) Vanilla. reduction Open of aefonner PS neutrino nowt,
the radioactivity of whith is very low offer many 'eon of acci0',
order to liberate space for the ne storage budding (CEIIN-341.04 aq

fimuency test area, where klystrotu and cavities are
installed in a full-size LEP layout.

The underground neutrino target area operated
for the lest time with the narrow-band beam, creating
highradiation levels in the cave. The proposed up-
grading of the area called for much attention on the
part of RP when planning and assessing the dose com-
mitment of this work in high-radiation areas.

The SPS operated until summer with fixed tar-
gets. The fohow-up of the preparatory work and the
operation of the primary and the very intense second-
ary beams resulted in a lot of work for tlic SPS sec-
tion. Problems were encountered in controlling the
primary beam and the work ip beam areas. The radia-
tion monitor system proved indispensable for giving
warning when beams are out of control, and for esti-
mating radiation levels in unexpected situations.

The "...P had to sury ty work on radioactive equip-
ment in the test areas, and in areas where X-ray-
producing equipment is used.

For pp operation the beam loss monitor system,
under the responsibility of RP, becomes more and
more important as a means of guaranteeing 'clean'
operation with the steadily increasing beam intensities.

Site Surveillance and Control

The volume reduction of radioactive scrap from
decommissioned areas such as the former PS neutrino

tunnel was an important part of rite, activides of the
SC Site section. As well as breaking up by flame cut-
ting, also a 90 t press was-used for volume reduction.
The construction of a new storage building for radio-
active items started this year and preparatory work for
a further storage building is well advanced. A consid-
erable amount of slightly radioactive material result-
ing from the decommissioned ISR had to be taken
care of.
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The site survey network using thermolumines-
cence dosimeters now also includes 10 positions selec-
ted for pre-operational monitoring of the LEP site on
Swiss territory, where measurements are carried out in
collaboration w.th the Swiss authorities. The control
of uranium, radioactive sources, and non-ionizing
radiation (lasers, radio frequency, and microwaves)
continued.

Environmental Monitoring

Radiation levels were measured along the CERN
fences and were found to be similar to those measured
in 1983, and everywhere below the CERN reference
level of 1.5 mSv/year. These measurements, and the
results of laboratory measurements of radioactivity in
different samples of release water and aerosol, and
from samples of vegetation and mud collected at the
CERN periphery, were communicated quarterly to the
host country authorities No significant activity was
detected.

Personnel Monitoring

Personnel exposure remained at the same level as
in the preceding year. The programme for the
implementation of a dose data-handling system with
direct access to the ND-I00 computer is on schedule.
Progress was made in applying methods to suppress
fading in neutron films. Because of the promising
results, two-monthly chstnbution of neutron films will
be made in 1985 for some of the less exposed staff.

In 1984 the CERN film badge service was recog-
nized as a service which fulfils the new technical requi-
rements for a personnel dosimetry service in Switzer-
land
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Technical Support

Work was started to replace the electronics for
the PS and SPS radiation monitor systems, which
have been operating for almost 10 years.

A local area network has been installed in order
to connect various radiation protection equipment to
the central RP data-acquisition system. An interface
has been built to link the RP computer to the densito-
meter for personnel dosimeter evaluation (films). The
facilities for evaluation, maintenance, and calibration
of RP instruments has been improved. The NOTIS
word-processing system has been implemented on the
RP computer, with links to DOC and PS.

General Activities

The testing of materials to be ied in radiation
areas continued, as well as the long-term CERN-wide
high-level dosimetry programme. Some of this work
was made in close collaboration with European indus-
try, and a number of common reports were issued.
The RP staff also participated in international work-
ing groups on endurance tests and test norms.

The development of computer codes for hadron-
meson cascade continued with the help of visitors
from European universities. The members of RP col-
laborated with and took part in international working
groups on dosimetry problems, on comparison of
measuring methods, and on non-ionizing radiation.

The Group took an active part in the Radiation
Protection Committee (topics discussed: the Anti-
proton Collector, the SPS as injector for LEP, and the
LEP Main Ring). Discussions were held with the
radiation protection authorities of the host states
about new trends in personnel dosimetry for those
who are only occasionally exposed.
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Office and Services of the Director-General

The Office and Services of the Director - General
consist of the following units:
- Council Secretariat
- Public Relations
- Internal Audit
- Legal F--rvice
- Relations with the Host States
- Scientific Conference Secretariat

Council Secretariat

During the year, the Council Secretariat made the
practical arrangements for 18 Committee Meetings
and 2 Council Sessions. Between 1 January and 31 De-
cember 1984, the Service co-ordinated the preparation
and distribution of 174 English, 143 French, 81 Ger-
man, and 23 bilingual documents.

The Secretariat also made tae necessary arrange-
ments for four Restricted and two Plenary Meetingsrf
ECFA EA prepared the relevant documents.

Tat Service provided the secretariat support for
the holding of CERN's Thirtieth Anniversary cere-
monies.

Public Relations

Dunng the year, the Information, Press, and
Visits Service was strengthened, reorganized, and re-
named the Public Relat:ons Service. A sustained effort

is being made to broaden, diversify, and streamline
CERN's contacts with the general public and the
media.

The work of the Laboratory and the particle
physics world were in the limelight as a result of the
Thirtieth Anniversary of CERN and the award of the
Nobel Prize for Physics to two of the Organization's
physicists. As a consequence of these events and also
of the increased efforts to establish closer links with
the media in the Member States, contacts with the
general public were considerably widened. Moreover,
representatives of the local media are periodically
invited to take part in discussions with the Director-
General and the LEP Project Direction.

The number of visitors to the Laboratory con-
tinued to increase during the year and reached almost
20000, compared with 17000 in 1983. To this figure
must be added some 4000 persons who attended the
CERN Open Day held in September as part of the
Thirtieth Anniversary celebrations. Various ways of
cooing with such large influxes of people and improv-
its the arrangements for visim are being studied.

Appendix E lists VIPs who visited CERN in 1984.

Internal Audit

As one of its annual tasks, the Internal Audit Ser-
vice checked the accounts of the Organization and the
Pension Fund in accordance with the programme ori-
ginally plas.ned. However, tdditional checks were un-
dertaken, in particular in response to requests from

Document statisticsCouncil Secretariat
1 January-31 December 1984

Number of Dasurffsts

&Sash french GffIllet Reeve Total

Council end
Committee of
Council 33 33 4 5 73

Finance
Committee 109 109 76 17 309

Scientific Fobc9
Committee 13 2 1 1 17

ECFA 20 - - - 20

174 143 111 23 421
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the Auditors. The Service tarried out a more detailed
audit of the Pension Fund accounts than in the past;
this served as the basis for an assessment by the Audi-
tors, who for the first time presented a separate report
on the Pension Fund.

In accordance with an agreed programme, items
relating to particular services or day-to-day adminis-
tration were audited. In addition, on a regular basis or
by mans of spot-checks, the Service monitored the
application of the official regulations and procedures
in force in different areas. Problems highlighted were
discussed with those in charge of the areas concerned
so that improvements could be introduced or oorrec-
tive action taken, as necessary.

The co-ordination of auditing was improved by a
certain degree of internal reorganization, which meant
that day-to-day activities and a programme of work
could be regularly monitored.

Legal SerViCt

The Legal Service carried out its task as adviser to
the Organization. It prepared documents and gave
legal opinions on questions raised by the Director-
General and the Directorate. It also maintained the net

contacts over legal matters with the authorities
of the Member States and the Host States and took
part in the work of the Council and its Committees.

The Service played an active role in drawing up
the documents relating to the LEP project. Inter alio,
it gave legal opinions on and participated in the draft-
ing of an agreement between CERN and the French
authorities in view of LEP's classification as a basic
nuclear installation and of documents concerning
co-operation with the European Communities and the
proposed European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF). It participated in various comnuttees, in par-
ticular the Safety Policy Committee, working groups,
and inquiries.

In respect of litigation, it represented the Organi-
zation's interests before national courts, managed its
insurance policies, attended to the recovery of sums
owed to the Organization by external debtors, and
helped in the settlement of commercial disputes.

The Service also provided members of the per-
sonnel, particularly the scientific Associates, with the
necessary legal guidance on such matters as legislation
concerning the family, taxation, nationality, and re-
sidence.
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Relations with the Host States

The Service for Relations with the Host States
continued its task of repmenting the Organization's
interests before the French and Swiss authorities at lo-
cal, departmental or cantonal, and national or federal
levels. It also kept in constant touch with the French
and Swiss elected representh Ayes at all levels and with
numerous representative organizat;ons.

The Service's work coveted problems connected
with both the LEP Project and general administrative
matters.

LEP

The foliowin5 activities relating to LEP were car-
ried out:
- The Service was responsible for solving, and helped

in dealing with, the administrative problems arising
from the opening-up of fourteen LEP work sites, in
particular with regard to:

access and road links,
land-ownership matters,
tips for spoil,
geodetic and metrological measurements,
supply and draining of Quids,
test borings, surveying and climatological studies,
accommodation for workers,
protection of the water resources in the Pays de

Gem
- Solutions were found to the social and environ-

mental problems associated with the 14 work sites,
such as disturbances caused by night work activity.
In this regard, the Service acted as the channel of
communication between the Management, the elec-
ted representatives, and various local bodies.

- The Service was actively involved in p:muung the
alignments of the approximately 40 km of 18/66 kV
surface power-transmission lines, and of the
machtne-control system (optical fibres) from the
400 kV etecikity substation :ad the Control Room
situated on the Prfvessin Site, to the eight LEP
access points. In this regard, the Service also estab-
lished initial contacts with the relevant authorities
(EDF, PTT, SNCF, national and regional autho-
rities, and elected representatives).

- In co-operation with the appropriate authorities,
the drinkingwater mains in the Pays de Gex were
interconnected to prevent disruption of supplies in
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the event of an accident resulting from the LEP
construction work.

- A substantial pan of the Service's activities was
associated with the construction programmes fc:
the service roads to the access shafts and with Slip's-
vision of all roadworks associated with LEP.

- The Service was responsible for the management
and development of the Saint Genis-Pouilly indus-
trial zone with a view to the establishment there of
the LEP contactors.

- In association with the Commune of Gen, a caravan
site for workers was set up in Gen.

- The Service took part in initiating, drawing up,and
filing applications for building permits for the LEP
access points with the appropriate authorities, and
in following them up. The Service was also respon-
sible for ensuring that requests for amendments to
land-use and zoning regulations were submitted in
due and proper form.

General Adm1Mstrative Matters

The Service continued its task of managing those
parts cc the French site under agricutural use. Two
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meetings were held by the Advisory Committee *et up
to enable the Prefeercia locally elected representa-
tives and representatives, of the farmers' unions to
express their views on problems arising as a rerJt of
CERN': establishment in a rural area. The Committee
examined and approved proposals concerning wood-
land conservation, hunting, and the preservation of
cultivated areas.

Scientific Conference Secretariat

The Scientific Conference Secretariat orpnized
the 1984 CERN School of Physics in Lofthus,
Hardanger, Norway, and the 1984 CERN School of
Computing at Aiguablava, Spain. It also assisted in
the organization of the Conference on 'Teaching
Modern Physics' held at CERN from 24 to 28 Sep-
tember 1984 (see Appendix D).

The Secretariat was also responsible for the
material arrangements in connection with the CF.RN
Colloquia, Particle Physics Seminars, and Science and
Society Seminars as shown in Appendix B.
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Appendix A CERN Publications

CERN REPORTS AND OTHER MONOGRAPHS

CERN U-01
B

Computer programs in scodamor physics
CERN, 8 Feb 1984 - 31 p
(Leman given at the 1982 SL4C Summer school oat physics of
IsIgh-enasy particle IICCderid017. and in the Anomie Training
norm= of CERN, 1962.1913.)
Aka published in Physics of highenergy particle accelerators:
Prcceedinp, Ind Summer school oo physic. of high-many puddle
ACCdaStert, &salad, 2-13 Aug 1912/Ed. by M Month -
AIP :New York. 1913. - (A1P Coot. proe ; no 105) - 651.690

CERN 84-CG
Fano, A; Goebel, K: Haien. M. Rau, 0: Schhabacha, H;
Stevenson, 0 R; Sollwan. A H, Swanson. W P; Tuyo.1 W N

Ratbason problems in the design o f the I age Electron-
Positron collida (LEP)
CERN, 5 Mar 1994 - 93 p

CERN U-03
Trelsta, D A

BST- PINK PANTHER. en indigent CAMAC crate
controller
CERN, 21 ?Aar 1914 - 37 p

CERN .s'..04
Bryant. P 1

lnuoduction to transfer hoes and circular machina
CERN, 3 Ape 1964 - 60 p
(Lectures my= in the Academie Ironing Provamme of CERN,
1963-1984)

CERN U-05
Souverain, 1

Pectin et 'Ruses d'un tube en malaria composite
Kevlar-epacy
CERN. 30 Apt 1914 - 6p

CERN P4-C6
Bemstan, 1

Neutnno comiology
L'ERN. 30 Apr 1984 - 73 p
(Lectures pan in the Academic Tribune Programme of CERN,
1963-1964)

CERN 84-07
Bam, 0; Bore, C, Cu:lemma, W; Dupont.1, Fibre. 1 P.
Gavial:a R. Peron, F

Automatisation par micro-onboateur d'un instrument
geodesaque de mnore de distant; k &sibyls
CERN. 25 Jun 1914. - 30 p

CERN %OS
Pasert, A; Sauk, F

Drift and diffusion of deafens in gasn: a compilation with
an introduction to the use of computing programs
CERN, 13 Jul 1984 - 127 p

CERN 84-09
CERN. Geneva
!Honk H; Sehacber, J fedsl

Proceeding, 4th Topical workshop on proton - antiproton
collider physics, Bern, 54 Mar 1984
CERN, 8 Aug 1984 - 580 p

ECFA 14-85 v 1, CERN SA-10 v 1
CERN, Geneva

Prom:Imp, v 1, ECFA.CERN work -hop on large Wm-
collider In the LEP tunnel. Lausanne and CUR, °env:, r1.27
Mar 1964
CERN, 5 Sep 1964. - 361 p

64-85 v 2; CERN 64-10 v 2
(.2RN, Geneva

Proceedings, v 2, ECFA-CERN workshop on large beckon
colbda in the LEP tunnel, Lausanne and CERN, Geneva, 21.27
Mc 1914
CERN, 5 Sep 1984. - 240 p

CERN 84-11
Chattopadhyay, S

Some fundamental aspects of fluctuations and ooherenee In
charsed-particle beams in storage rings
CERN. 8 Oct 1914 - 155 p
(Invited contribution to toe Proceeding, of the 1963 Summer
school on physics of high-energy particle =clamors. Upton. 6-16
Jul 1933)

CERN 84-12
Carpenter, B; CclWau, R

Software support for Motorola 6E00 microprocessor at
CERN; CERN convention for programing the MC68000 family
CERN. 20 Nov 1914. - 20 p

CERN 84-13
Jacob, M; Johnsen, K

A renew of accelerator and particle physics at the CERN
Intersecting Storage Rings tinted talks at the last meeting of the
ISR Committee, 27 Jan 1914
CERN, 30 Nov 1914.- 81p

CERN 84-14
Bianchl-Streit, h4. Blackburn, N; Beside, R; Rehr, H; Sagnell, B,
Schemed, H. Schorr, B

Economic uubty rendting fromCERN =tracts: second study
CERN, 11 Dec 19114. - 24p

CERN $4-I!
CERN Geneva
Bryant. P, Newman. Sleds]

Proceedings, CAS : CERN accelerator school - antiprotons
Inc colliding Lam lecithin, CERN, Omen, 11.21 Oct 1963
CERN, 20 Dec 1914 - 556 p

CERN 84-16
Carpenter, B E, Cailliau. R, Culatnier. 0; Remena, W

System software of the CERN Proton Synchrotron control
system
CERN, 20 Doe 1914 - 48
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CERN HERA 11401
Flantinio, V; Moorhead. W 0; Munson. D R 0
High-Ersen Reactions Analysis Group

Compilation of crow :nom; 3. p and ji induced reactions
CERN. 17 Apr 1964 - 322 p

Barre. R: COP; S; Schaaf. C/orld
Proceedings, Internadooal school of annurocelpte may

nudes: physics, San Kato, 19-21 Aug 1913
SbnaPore:World Sci.. 1984. - 460 p

CERN. Omen
Expainsaus at CERN in 1984

CERN. Nov 1964. - 327 p

Commission of the European Communiues
Hine. M 0 N

The Stella experiment; final report
CEC. 29 .1011964. - multiple mammon (MIR 9090)

Dewitt. B S; Stoat. R fedi]
Relativity. groups and topology, 2; Prom:dunk 40th

Summer school on relativity. groups and topology. Len HOuthes,
27 Jun-4 Aug 1983
Anuterdam:North Holland. 1984. - 1322 p

Gsstakb. U; Pemba. Redd/
Physics at LEAR with low-energy cooled in./protons;

Proceedings. 3rd International school of physics of exotic atoms -
workshop on physics at LEAR with low enerm cooled antiprotons.
Erin. 9-16 May 1912
New York Plenum. 1964. - 198 p

Gervais. I L; Jacob. M Ws/
Noo-hnear and collective phenomena in quantum physics; a

repast volume from Physics Reports
Singapore: World Sol.. 1963 - 514 p

Sail, 0; Van Hove, Llids/
Proceedmp. to ESO-CERN symposium oa large -sale

structure of the universe. cosmology and fundamental physics,
CERN. Omen. 21.25 Nov 1983
Garching ESO, 1964. - 455 p

Zuber. J B: Store, R 1444
Recent advancer in Odd theory and statistical mechanms .

Proceedings. 39isne Bp* trete de physique tbeceique, Les
Honchos. 2 Aug-10 Sep 1912
Amsterd-rnNorth Rolla 1. 1984. - 871 p

PAPERS PUBIJSHED IN SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS.
BOOKS AND CONFIDIENCE PROCEEDINGS

Ammo, P. Rsnft.
Shielding antiproton beams

Particle wool 16 (1964) 5-12
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Abramowkz, H. Hanal-Kozuseckl, 0; May. 5: Mud. P:
Para. A; Ranier& F. Savoy - Navarro. A; Schluter. 0;
Statham. I; Touren. II; von Laden. W; Wahl, H; Whitaker. S.
Wotichack..1; Blamer. H: Buchholz, P; Dodo, I: Eisele. F:
Kldnkneat 1C Knoblock, I: Berl, Puols, Rea. B:
Dunk. F: de Groot. J 0 H: Floaroann, T; Ourenige.
Hopp. V; Krolikowski, I; K; Debu. P.: Griot. C:
Maio. J P; Perm P; Prim t. B. Rancho, I; Schulier..1 P:
Turks, R

Measurement of outtrino and anthwunloo struture filmdom
In hydrogen and iron (Exp. no. WA))
Z. Phys. C 25 (1984) 29-43

Abreu, M O. Amami& T; Balsifkr, IA; Bench, W; Bunn. A;
Enchaidat. N: Quo. I: Jacisolkowskl. A; Knudson.
Otsvinowski.S: Perrin. D; Palms. A; Pimento. 61: Quenda.
Strachman. Z: Szeptycka. Tkacrit. S: Walczak. R; Zitoun.
CERN - Lisbon- Neuchatel - Paris -Waraaw Collaboration

Study of the .4.depaseknoe of Inclusive p. is'. A and Js
production in r nucleus interactiom at Slit:W/o Pip. no.
WATIJ
Z. Phys. C 25 (1964) 115-120

Aaiun's. Y; Ac amen, S; van Hohen. J W
The non-Linear supersymmetric sigma model on

Es/SO(10) x U(l)
Phys. kitat 141 (1964) 64.61

Adamovich, M I; Akrandrov, I' A; Botta. J M; Bravo. L.
Cortaccl, A M; Cutillo, V; Chen:yank'. M M; Conti. A:

M 0; Waal. FA; Wambold- Papal, 0;
di CopOrlacco. 0: FOth10, OCZaNlie0v. S 0, Gessaroli. R;
}Egon. P.; Khulamov. S P; Lariceon. V 0: UN& It; Lori. 5:
Marchloonl, A; Mortises. I: Meaddey. N 0: Montebool-
Contort*. B; Niembeo, R; Odors. 01; Omani. B; Parried. 0;
QuareniVbroudelli. A: Romononkaya. K 64; Rub. F:
Salmonova, N A; Sanaa. M A; Setoanc.D; Shtarkov, L N;
Tentindo, S; Toronin4 0; Treqakovs, M I; Tsai Chu;
Vanderhaeghe, 0; Waal. F; VOW. E; Wilbt. B
Bologna (Univ. and INFN) - CERN- Flotsam (Univ. and P4906)-
Genoa (Univ. and INFN)- Madrid (JEN)- Moscow (LP)- Pub
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Gauge intern:nom Proceedings, International school of
subouaear physics, Erica 314 Aug 1922 / Ed by A Zscharlu. -
New York Plenum, 1914 - 741.745

Zschichl, A
Special session on spurianes and gauge invanuxe

Gauge interactions: Proceedmia Intmuitional school of
subnoaear physics, Erin. 314 Aug 1922 / Ed. by A Zschichi. -
New York Plenum, 1924 - T75-740

Zan. P A
A KaluzaKlein picture of electne magnetic duality in

supersymmary
Nue! phys D 222 0983) 229-241

Zoopros, 0
Echoquarks sod dynamical symmetry breaking

phenomenology of unified 'Modes - from standard model to
soPortimmetrY: Promedlam, Topical conference on
phenomenology of unified theories, Dubrovnik. 22-22 May 1913 /
Ed. by }Mahe, BOubaina and D Tads! - Sinppore: World
Sd., 1924 - 275-210

Zurnaie, 0
LEW - ENS Collaboration

Recent results from the ems:amens NA16 lExp. no NA ill
The march for charm, beauty, and truth at high enerPes:
Promedmp, Europhysics study conference on high-away
physics -the search for charm. btantY, and troth at Nth
energies. EricA,15-72 New 1921/ Ed. by 0 "Mini and
S C Cling - New York: Plenum. 1964 - (Ettore Malmo&
international science series. Physical sciences; v 16). - 145155.
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Appendix B * Seminars Colloquia

100101334ENTAL PHYSICS SIDNINAPS

M. Chestnuts (Inst. de Plunger Nucleoli de Lyoo) (16.1 )
Charmoolin at the ISR.

H. Nowak (CERN (23.1.)
Production of chanesd lambda baryoos at low energies

3. lime (J EV sod CERN)(30.I.)
Results cat hardliattering processes in two photon 'sweetie= at
the PLUTO Muslin at PETRA.

0. Snow (Rockefeller Unilialti)(6.2.)
Photon diffractke &sedation in a high-pressure hydrogen
projection &amber.

P.B. Price (CERN sad Univ. of Califorerta at Berkeley) (20 2 )
Soothes foe OUT mows:eke at a flue below the Parker knit.

T. Lotoo (Dortmund Usiversity) (273-)
Producer-2 of high-traervorsecnomeaturn barylis and mesons In
date Wank bedrock ilieractioes at the ISR.

M. Man (SONY. Stony Brook) (2.3.)
The DO project - Plonks at 2 TeV.

A Sloane' (CERN, and gone Polyuchnkli. Palabon) (5 3 )
Performance of a ring-lieging water Cherenkov prototype.

N. Wermes (SLAC) (12.3.)
Results on ithstbd warden and D physics from MARK I l I

M. Held& (CERN) (19.3.)
Study of &wind particle production at the Spirt Field Magno
detector.

P. Beckmann (CERN) (2.4.)
Results from ARGUS at PETItA.

C. von Oseern (Rockefeller University) (9 4 )
Studio of high-er and Et phenomena In pp and pp Inters:tie& at
the ISR.

L. Online (CERN) (16.4.)
Inclusive meson production in K p kr/wadi= at 70 OcVic.

R. Brun (C0134)(21.54
First relics on CHARM from NA27.

0. Hates (CERN) (4 6 )
Reomt molts from MARK1

H.J. Blacklist (CERN) (13.6 )
Observation of the charmed strange baryon A.

K. Froadeoreich (CERN) (18.6 )
°bowlike of scaling violations In the Wreck production of
kgbotem diatuohh

A. Ilisert (MPI. Munich. and CERN) (234 )
Bondi' on the ALEPH model TPC: the TPC 90.

S Lloyd (Oxford University) (2.7.)
Latest TASSO rooks on the fragmentation of charm and bottom
quarks

Not pubblied.

2.44

8 1 7

P Steffen (CERN and DESV) (16 7 )
Determination of the B Ef%bne.

K. Wendt (Mains University and CERN) (13.8 )
Laser spectroscopy at ISOLDE: The study of nuclear properties far
off &buoy.

R. Wilke (SLAC) (27.9.)
ASP. a new PEP detector to search for single pbotoas

E. Lunen (Satiety) (10.9 )
!Moshe particle production lo UA2 at the SOS collider

A. Palano (Dept. of Physics and INFN. Bad) (17.9.)
Observation of the E meson in central production and determi.
nation of its quantum numbers.

X. Elaswella (CERN) (22.10 )
Radiative Ye decays to two Pecodorliu mama

P. Reston (Word University) 0.11.)
Hadron production In 280 CleV maw-proton scattering

T. Bolognese (DPHPE. Saday) (12.11.)
QCD effects and noo-paturbadve effects In dtcPinelantic neutrino
and amlitollino chwlidourreet interactions.

W. Heck (Freiburg University) (19.11 )
Largotranwersomomeeturn direct photon and tr production in
r" a. er p. and pp collisions at the SPS at 30:10eV/c.

H. Beaver (MVO (3.12.)
Drift chambers and cherry blossomet. iriments at the e* e
collider TRISTAN in Japan.

A C. Schaffer (Columbia University) (10.12 )
A search for liknaign dilepton production by oeutrinos In the 15 ft
bubble chamber.

COLLOQUIA

F. Levi (Univenny of Perugia) (29.2.)
Galileo Oaliki and experimental science.

S. Haroche (Emit Noncsk Suphicure, Pali) (9 3.)
SYdbers nook Atomic phnice on a plant Kik

H. Sell (Mona University) (29.3.)
Physks lo limn.

D. lacePow (Lab. de Spectroscopic Hertmenne. Paris. and MIT,
Cambridge) (10 4 )
SPIltPolarlscd hydrogen

R. Ruffled (Rome University) (17.4 )
Cialaker Testing ground for -nos

M Mahn (MN for Nutlisond Physiology, Dortmund) (19 4.)
Chaotic dynamics to sow metabolism.

W. Ocelots (Johann Wolfgang Goethe Udramkt, Frankfurt)
(22.5.)
The superaideal &ark field.

W. Wadi& (Stuttgart University) (12.6 )
Concepts and models of a quantitative sociology
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M. Rees (lanknte of Aeronomy, Cambridge) (2a 6 )
Mack haw the astral cosine hi Munn and MUSK muds.

A Dar (Tedium, Haifa)(26.7.)
Ultrahigh energy neutrino phydes and astronomy.

P. Meyer (Enrico Fermi Institute, Clucago) (11.9 )
Recent work on sole matrons and on the helium isotopes In the
galactic amok nye.

Panicky (SIAC) (27.9 )

The SSC highasergy e'e collides sadon the.

H 0. Waster (LET) 20 11 )
The JET protect. results and problems of Oral year of operation.

R.M. Bonny (ESA. Paris) (4.12.1
Achieves:emu and pvceptcu of the European Speot Agency mien.
tific programme.

Nobel lectures (16.12 )
h van der Meer (CERN) Su:cheek cooling and the accumulation
of antiprotces
C Rubbla (CERN) Experimental obsenation of the intermeduse
actor berms W and Z

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY SEMINARS

Seminar in honour of A. Sedarov't 63rd birthday (Y
S L Glean* (Harvard University) Encounters of ; 1 Earth
with quarkaatter
A. De *dints (CERN)* A singular man

A Renick (Netherlands Orpaleation foe Applied Ssurnific
Research, The Hague) (249 )
The Impact nf weak engineering on =knee and molar

W.K H. Panofsky (SLAC) (269.)

East-West strategic arms race

PARTICLE rinrsia SEMINARS

D taut: (University of Wisconsin. Maduonl 110 1.)
Status of the tench fa banal decay

B A. Andensa ;Lund Univeril tw (12 I.)
Confinement as polatualLn

R. Scrub (Centre de Recherches r say:sues. Strasbourg) (16 2 )
Study of 16(00 0' decays cola:curt in the CE2.N SPS hyperon
Nan.
M. Veltman (University of Miclumn, (24.2 )
Bound states of vector bosons.

A Zichichi (CERN) (1.1
The end of a myth: high pe :antics.

W T Food (University CoPyrab, s.uukta) (13 3
Meratrnonv tithe B blame iveth MAC at M..
I Cuban ilavanoe Berkeley Laboratory) ( :3 3 )
:teat: meat from tic WC ektenoe at PEP.

A. Rouen* (Sadly) (20.3.)
Large may dectron-neutrino pairs tom UAI.

J. Van der Veldt (Onay) (12 4 )

Law resins from the Del) ream decay detector.

F. Pause (CriliN)(26.4 )
Leen MUM 'ens UA I.

W. Fetscba (LTH Zenith) (g S.)
Dnaminance of the Isaac decay parameters

A. De Rdjula :CERN) (I S.I.)
Neutrino and moon physics is the collider mode of future scones,
tors.

V Dudek (Caere de Mirk/ore des Partkuks, Marank)(24.3.)
Indications for neutrino oscillations in the Salty rearm anal.
men*

0. Anita (Rome University and CERN) (ELI)
Bectree-pnloe ...asks at future coil:kn.

C. ariattein (Enrico Fermi Mama and Dept. of Physics. Uedva-
Rif of aticsuo) 6.)
An expeenseutal deterulaatioo of eh In the ward keno system.

Begone (CER.N) (21.6.)
Leese reeks on lets from the UA2 auxriment at the CERN
ptaton-salproton arisJer.

R.F. Schwalas (Harvard Uslaralty and Fermlleb) (24.6.)
Flans and progress ea the Theron collider program at Fermliab.

M. Della Neon (LAPP. Anraey and CERN)(3.7.)
Observance of boated larm-trensvene-monsentsten lepton witi
two assodated jets in the UA I expeeireent.

K .P. Streit (Heidelberg Usisenity)(S.1.)
New ranks on baryons with charm and strangeness

D. Andean (Unisys/a of °ragmen) (14 4.)
Possible WI-eight symmetry and beta decay.

3. Rosner (UM-verity of Chicago) (16.6.)
Nam neutral leptons and new range booms: Some experimental
prospects foe the net of the Ws.

E. MOM (Stanford University) (4.9 )
Evidence foe a narrow massive state in the radiative decays of the
upsilon

E H. Bellamy Matilde College. London) (13.9.)
Measurement of the pin fonts foam.

C. Foster (Univere:y of Went as DESY) (16.9 )
Experience and lifetime meauremeru with the TASSO vertex
detector.

L, Pottier (Laborer*. de SPettrusnoPk: Henzlerne de limb
Norma Umbrieure. Paris) (2.10 )

Measurarr.ts of perky violation in Ore canna atom: a low-et Wee
of elatrossat's WO:Woo.

A.D. Ketch (Univers, sr Waggon)(4.10.)
alktransverse-nagetatuen eyes physics air; the AOS polarised
proton beam.

E.M. Haley (Unhatity of 'Washington end University of TOW-
gen)(11.10 )
Tests of circa...teak thief u^,scs orb electrons Bun atoms to high
asugses

3/

245
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C.H. 1.1rwellp Smith (Oxford Unhenuty) (13 I 1.)
What am we learn from the EMC effect?

R. Landes (CERN) (27.11.)
The kray spectrum of antiproMem hydrogen reaped In Hs sac

V. Zack (Technical University, MsnIch) (I 112.)
Search for neutrino oscillations st the 00eger. power reactor.

COMPUTER SEMINARS

P. Stuck) (IBM Ulrich Research Latocatory. Ritschhkoo. Switzer.
land)(11
The integration of tat and image and its appbeauon to e 'peering
documentation.

Santa (Lawrence Berkeley laboratory. Berkeley. OW (44 )
Destribmed rpiems research at Lemma Berkeley Laboratory

X313 Committee Members. L. Adams (Colorado State unianuty):
N Marshall (EG&G). 1. Wagasee (Amoco). G Paul (ISM York-
town Hoghu) (13 4 )
FORTRAN forum

246

B J Sukind (NYCI1 Real.TIme Computing. Peet Washingtoo.
USA) (2.3 )
Faure uses foe FASTBUS and other data aoutdsitson (sarcom a.
dons

s.D Bruce (Maseachumets Institute of Technolorri Ombra*.
USA)(136)
Computer networks at MIT.

A. Cameras= (Dictate des Sciasces de Lumlny. Marseille. France)
(206.)
PROLOG Is 10 figures.

T 1. Killian (Arai Bell Laboratorses. Mumry FIBI. USA) (24 9 )
UNIX Ilth edstioo

B Cienend (IBM Kinpton Laboratory. USA) (5.10.)
Experimenting with parallel camped's:.

T. Nash (Fans) National Malan:or Laboratory. Batavia. USA)
(10 10.)
The ACP muldesocemor project at Famllab.

R Pub (Independent Consultant - computer graphics 741404
arditeasues)(7.12)
Chaphscs standards after GKS

D L. Nelson (A `k. Computer Inc.. Chelmsford. USA)(1 3.12)
Emergence of ....as:mos.
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Appendix C

ACADEAUC TRAINVeG

Lecture Series (20 metes: 96 know,

Cana theories basic cocain and expa--aental 0000MLICOCCI
0 Masai (Unhandy of Rome mod CERN) (6 lectures)

NithenergY Physics after the dacovay of the W mod Z particles
L. Van Hove (CERN) (4 lams)

Mcoopola
P. Musa. D. Nanopoula (CERN) lectures).

moduction to trader hnes and circular mama
Ph. Bryant (CERN) (4 lama

The aperiencatal approach to W and Z physics
P. Darras* (CERN) (3 lomat).

Statiakal error atimation
M. Roos (ltd eanty of Helsinki) (6 Sautes)

Takata thermonsicaalques des amps
Effets sue la proprietts meanima
W. Benoit, B. Bahnet,
R. Schaller (EPF. Lausanne) (9 lectures)

Pagramasing for the Motorola 611CO3 mkropeocessoc
H. von Eaten (CERN) (4 lams)

Parton-partoo scattering m hadronic collisions
R. Sommrski (Warsaw Nuclear Research and CERN) (5 lectures)

Neutrino coanology
J. Bernstein (Stevens lostitute, Hoboken) (a lotus).

Track recorcutioo and event rtarnstructioo
E. Dahl-Jensen (University of COP4ab4444)
M. Della -Nelda ((APP. Annecy, and CERN)
H Grote, W. Bracher. A. Norton (CERN) (2 lectures)

Numerical methods foe data and function apprcainanon
3.4 0. Cox (National Paysial Lab , Tr:daemon) (a lotus)

Identifying and 'nada' Mks
TA Metz (University of Technology, Loughborough) (5 lectures)

CP violation
A. ZYtbersiela(CEN. Sao). sod
1 R EBn (MAN) (3 kctures)

Reglagies richanWionnis. Ttancmast dam respect d 'hat
H. Baia (EPF, Lausanne) lectures)

Beamrbeem interacnoas
J.F. Schonfeld (Feroulab) (5 lectures)

Medium-range natha foreasung
A Salmons (ECNIRIVF. Reading) (5 lawn)

Fusion reactors
R.S Pease (Cullum Laboratory) (5 laturts)

Rdativisuc nudely caissons
H Dared (OSI, Demoted() (3 lectures)

The titles of the courses and lectures are given in the language wed.
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'Training Programmes 1983/84

Searching for the quark-gluon plasma at CERN sod elsenbere
M OPIUM' (LBL Berkeley) (3 lectures)

(Autherier maximum 203- minimal 7.)

TECRIOCAL 'SPADING

Comm

Afetheemetke PAysia

Introduction I la physique des partieuters
1 P. Lama= (92

Champs magnidques It almants
F. Rohner (soh).

Atelier de statistiques antiquate
C. Lela, W. Leo 00 SO

Competes Mame

Initiation 1 Penformatique et ant technigna de peogrananatioa
T. D'Amico, H. &combat (3 sessions of 40 Ir. I seam of 60 h).

larodulos. to compotiog and peogrammbig techniques
H (2 lanais of 40 12, l melon of 92 10

Introdualm au matted informative
H. Steamboat (1 session of 10 h).

Prognmemation at lima et temp ltd
I A. Bosuns, A. Laccan (136 h).

hilthodololde de la programmatioa
L Zaffalon (Oh).

Programmaioa en Pascal
M Cassia (2 anima of 36 h)
SCRIPT
J. Oasnbit (40 h)

WYLBUR trance
B. Pollermann (41I h)

Maroproonaturs 16 bits: forationnement ct utisatioa
O. Litzistoef, C. Guillaume (2 sessions of Uht5hof
introduction to WYLBUR)

Ekon:mks

Laboractresdllectronique
S Calmat R. Plateaux, J.P. Bernina, P. CCLUILLY
(2 sessions of SS h).

Systems noallianirts a actumulionas
0 Biala. Ch. Batton (14 h).
Mk:roomer:rem S bits: applications
J. Fart, 0 Mugnal (2 sessions of 40 h)

Afeehmtles wed comma foe nvehaMdens

Soudure Initiation
LMie de &Dept& (70 h)
Soudure: Perfalkanement
LMie de Bellew& (70 h)
Soudabilite et proceda de soudurt
I I Chloe (40 h preparation foe E.10. 23 h).
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Atkolakemtim

Tacna*. d'orgeardos et de natiodeasee
A. rharred. A. Lacoste. 0 Undecter (99 h)
Infonnaire adociarredr: WYLEUR
N. Increase (2 arm 0(34U
326 Pae ieaessurdQtt ankal runes.

learets
Elecanalose de pennon.
H. Foci. M. lider 12 senior of 30 h)

°opes chokes de sedseetadeoes:
Treacheries de Laplace et Wks de Fourier
L. Ranh 34. 1411°14 031)
Notions* McNees et dleterilie
J.P. Daley. B. humeri (30 h)

La.rlss as beaux
0 Le Lair p. Rolle (12 fit)

in Etre *Ores
0. °metier. P. Feat (12 h)

Learodictica k la comrade surrique dos machion-outils
U. Mager J. Orrin. D. Laffret (30 10
Le CERN et les counts Went:errs
real intenensata du CUM ( 16 h)

133 Pare stranded the technical areas.

PnwoNAL Sums AND
mAtutcuara TIIA1NDG

Technhuse gParadneeent per Pierre Attires.
6 saran of S der 70 Pescidnat,
khlicriQuer pgartatioa dike= par Cara Carted.
1 slalom oil dr. participant.
iturdeg. aed coarribudag to. mating 67 Saner Alleluia.
1 error of 3 der. proldpests.
Secretarial Arrelopseeet by Nino Cbereet.

andar or 3 days. 12 puticipeate

Supervisor training by David Onslon.
4 sans/re of 3 days, 40 periciplatg.

Coen pour soarers Pee Sheik lose,
3 sacrum of 3 der 31 parddpann

Marrs a padres* 4 nigotinica per Phatipe Alpha.
1 saran 0(4 deo. 9pertldpsaa.
Vie. structure eg Perforarnoed'un troupe pa Pserre Anion.
1 terakar or 4 days. 10 parddpean

Les te
an
rra inapronnehes dens le cadre du travail pat Pierre

Artis,
1 wawa ad days. 10 porde:nuts.

Most seminars are preceded by itidiridual usterreas or inform.
tido =eds. and en followed 4 to 6 rondo Ism by coo-day
'lane -up undone These an not counted in the statistics abort.

2411
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CERN VA.DCEtt STUDENT LECTURE PlIOGIU404C

iseradeetra
CERN at the hoary of parade phyla
P. Derriohn (I Mare).
(mode:doe to pinkie physics
J.D. lactuda a ma.).

Omer
Eloctroeie decors, Ineuursartka. eed den curidnon
C. Fah* (3 Wares). W. led (1 lecturn. D. lientkart
(2 )ectures).
A. gooey (1 lecture . no eh impala (1 danoeuratio.).
Panicles sad treentries
V.P. reining Meares).
Hadroek hoenctios
L. Camille:I (4 lectures), T. del Prete (I lecture).

An
W
knothole. to acodentors proem and future

E. ilma (4 lattues).
ilislights is e 'a Aria
W.D. &blotter (4 lectures)

Wren
Moon CArlo
F. Janes (2 lemurs)
Undergroued outriastess In Europestatus sod uerrectnes
E. lancd (1 Mare).
Meslag Menem esoarastom a sienature foe one physics
P. laud (I lemon).
Many of the V(' and 2° wen%
C. Rubble (1 hurt).
&pairs on Macrae symneune (PCT)
V.L. Torah (21acturee).
physics re! low-sera euthuragn
L. Taarise (2 lectree).

TThe LSOLDE programme studies of node erotic
ee (2 lectures).

Ideldca the roar with wader cordate
(1 lenre).

Enerlaseetal &arches for saris° ontruous
J. War:back (I lecture).
5116b-rerr Praia when l h rhea?
H. &hour! (1 Lecture).
Wide-arse eavortleg he physics
P. Merger (1 Maw).
Productka of berry flavours
D. Train (I lecture).
Time se thorn ninth
T.D. Let (I lecture).

Oeber

Price and Sock e
V F. Wehistop(ll diesel% maim)
Students Sashes
A. Drees. S. Rarsoni, L. Henn (3 presatiatkos).

(Am uet attendence 123; re Wren 307; arrant. 65 )
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Arm:ma:saws GENERAL EDUCATION

Monger of epprooke from Sioronbin INS to A.iansi 2) 1. Talks

Agitation
r

par
2"
par

ri

per
I''
yer Total

Laborant
to PhYska 3 3 3 - 9

Mecanicien-
Dearoulcien 4 4 3 3 la

The One apprentices "Mecaniciens.Elearocudass" who
completed tea sppeastkestap in 1964 obtained the "Catillcat
Metal de Capacia"

- Seisnor pear Mar. by R. Carrera:
A sales of 26 talks to French Mandel primarily foe people
with oo eckmdflc track*.

(Between 190 and 200 pawns satudad each talk)

2. Tekikalems

spS ar yge this weak" (R. Conan):

A weekly that In Enakoli of prow amino of general scieo-
tlfie haerest.
About IMO copies pa weekly edltioo and about 3000 copies
of the oximechanive editloo for the Dm.

LANGUAGE COURSES

DOA Arndt Gomm

Desaroelo4
edema

Namber
'(deals

Monbir
dawn,

Mother
of endow

Plonnber
Orisons

Mambo
of Ooma

Nrabsf IMMO'
Montle
elder

Nwski,
oakum

Notakir
of aglitto

Erienson corm
0 -6 bows ear sack) 1t 614 31 24 1116 - -

Spam, trioung
coax
(Falcuim phone-
tics, drank*. etc.)
(2.6 boon pee week) 6 190 as -

.

- - 1 243 7

(1-I 2
bboah mom
an per no) S 660 69 t 516 S3 - - -

Total 2S Mt 205 32 1772 309

111
Total number of uccriptions Eaglub Preach Gomm
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Appendix E List of VIP visites in 1984

JANUARY
12 Mr S GI ISTAFSSON. President. Swedish Natural

Sciences Research Council

25 H E Ambassador R. PAOLINI. Permanent Represen-
tative of Italy to the United Nations Office and the other
intemasonal Organizations at Geneva

FEBRUARY
10 Group of tmbassadors to the United Nations Con-

ference on Disarmament

MARCH
IS Dr R KRUMSIFJC. Minister for Science and Research

of the land of Nortithine-Watphalm. Federal
Republic of Germany

19 Dr A. PROBST, Secretary of State at the Federal
Ministry for Research and Technology. Federal Republic
of Galway

31

APRIL
19

MAY
09

09

JUNE
01

22

25

JULY
02

Mr H FISCHER. Federal MUMMY for Sciences. Austna

United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry
S BURBRIDGE. Unda.SecrMary of State

Mr D. WISEMAN, Head of Research and Technology
Mr P ROBINSON, Export Europe Branch

Profeuces and =XV adenrostrators from uzuvernues
v Sweden

Swiss National Fund for Sarno& Research

Bank o Haab from China

Dr 0 W CHANTRY, Science Attaché, Brash Embassy,
Bonn. Federal Republic al Germany

Professor S ERLANDER. Vice-Chancellor. Lankdang
University and Institute at Technology, Lankbping,
Sweden
Professor PALMBERG. Dean. Linkoping Um-
vanty and Institute of Technology. [Iranians, Sweden

Delegation from the Royal Institution. London
(19 members)

AUGUST
13 Mr ter HORST. Nethalands

20 H B Ambassador R van SCHAIK. Permanent
peueritadve of the Netherlands to the United Nations
Office and the other International Organizations at
Geneva
Mr H HEINEMANN. Deputy Permanent RePrmenta-
tive of the Netherlands
Mr J JURGENS. Cocsrl honorary of the Netherland,.
Geneva

20.21 Mr R CHABBAL. Chairman. Research Group to the
Ministry for Research and Technology. France

SEPTESCIER
21 10th Anniversary of the Entry into Force of the Conven-

tion for the Eatablislueent of CERN, int& presence of:
His Mosel KING JUAN CARLOS I of Spain
Her ?Away QUEEN SOFIA
The Processes ELENA and CRISTINA
The Mantua of MONDEJAR. Had of the Royal Movie-
hold
General FERNANDEZ CAMPOS. Secretary -General to
the Royal Household

Mr H. CURIEN. Munster for Industry and Research.
ream
Mr I. GRANELU. Minister for Saentific Research.
Italy
Mr L R. LANGSLET. Minister for Cultural and Sdenti-
fic Affairs. Norway
Mr C. SOLCHACiA. Minister for Industry and Energy.
Spain
Mr M.P. BROOKE. Secretary of State for Education and
Soma, United Kingdom
Mn C. VIRGIL/. Secretary of State for Research and the
Univ.:anus, Spain

Professoe E. AMALIA. former Secretary-General. Euro-
pean Council for Nuclear Research
Professor P AUGER, former DITICSOf Division of
Eau and Natural Scieszes. UNESCO
Mr I H BANNER. forma President. CERN Council
Mr D. de ROUGEMONT. writer, Clairmas. European
Cultural Centre
Professor I. RABL Nobel Prize for Physics. 1944
Professor V.P. WEISSICOPF, former Direaor.General
of CERN

M. E SUY. Director- General. European Office of the
U ted Nations, Geneva
Mr S.J SPAULDING. the Director of the International
Bureau of Education
Mr RE. BUTLER, Secretary-0mM. of the Interns-
bona Telecommunications Won
Mr D. SMITH. Deputy Secretary-General. World Meteo-
rological Orgardation

The Member States Permanent Representatives at
Geneva and &abandon in Bern
The Delegates of the Member States to the CERN Coun-
cil and their Ream:Andres on various CERN Commit.
tees
The Representatives of the French Prefectural, Admi-
nistrative and Departmental authorities
The Representatives of the Swiss Federal, Cantonal and
Communal authonties
The Representatives of the European and International
scientific cooirsumgy

20 Parliamentarians Irmo the Netherlands
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OCTOBER
02 Mr R. JACKSON, M.P., United 1(mgdom

10 Praetor K.H BECKURTS and Mr H. FOLLUNG,
Sacman, Federal Repubhc of Gamany

DECEMBER
10 Professor H. DEFTER and Professor P. KOSS, Dina

ton, Austrian R:seszds Cann, Scibersdoef, Austria

12 Mr P. CHAMPENOIS, Coosul-General of Belgium.
NOVDlW Genera
01 Mr T. di ROMACNANO, Coand-General of Italy,

Clasen

22 -25 Deleted.= from the Swedish Research Couoctl (Phylum)
(15 members)

26 H E. * F. MUHEIM, Throctorate for International
Orpnizations, Federal Department of Foreign Affairs,
Bern Switzerland

15 -10 Inhitute for HIgh-Bsergy
Physics, Balio-Zeuthen,
German Democratic Republic:
Professor C. GROTE. Seaetary-Genaal
Dr. K. LANIUS, Director
Dr R. LEISTE, Disiska Lender

21i General A. de TORRES SPINOSA, Spain 20 Mr B GERARD, Prefect of the Ain Department, France
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THE PRINTING OF THE THIRTIETH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR
RESEARCH, WAS COMPLETED ON THE TWENTY-
FIRST DAY OF JUNE NINETEEN HUNDRED
AND EIGHTYFIVB BY THE DOCUMENTATION
DEPARTMENT AT CERN, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
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The coven Adequate computing resources havebe-
come a critically scarce tool that high-energy physi-
cists need to carry out their science. Fermi lab's Ad-
vanced Computer Program (ACP) is attacking the
problem with the development of a tnuhimicre-
processor system based on the latest in commercially
available integrated circuits (see page 49). The cover
is Angela Gonzales' abstraction of the tree structure
of the ACP system and is based on the figure on page
54. The branches of the tree support memory (MEM)
and numerous central processing units (CPUs). The
memory leaves come in various sizes measured in
megabytes (Mb). The 32-bit microCPUs are now be-
coming available from a number of firms, including
AT&T, Motorola (MOT), and Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC). The branches and trunk rep-
resent high-speed busses and a switch that carry data
from the roots which handle the input of raw infor-
mation and the final output of results. Four tape
drives appear at the corners of the roots. At the
center are various controllers and interfaces that
manage the system. In online trigger applications, a
Fastbus Interface (FBI) connects to data acquisition
hardware in Fastbus standard crates. The
background suggests the intricacy of the micron di-
mension patterns seen in photomicrographs of the
incredible 32-bit microprocessors used in the leaves.
Above the title is a typical colliding-beam experi-
ment event. Behind the tree, lurking in the magenta
mist, is Fermilab's Wilson Hall, teeming with re-
searchers anxious to reconstruct such events.

Tom Nash
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I. State of the Laboratory
The year 1984 may be summarized by its

major activity, the Taming of the Tevatron.
(The names Energy Saver and Energy Doubler
should pass into history es en though the new
superconducting accelerator did double and
does save energy, some 40 megswattss in fact).
Our runs in '84 were ragged as we tried to man-
age the complexity of the new machinery, the
neglect of the old machines and the implemen-
tation of new bean. :ines and new experiments.
However, enough of our goals were met to list
the run as successful. A score card is presented
elsewhere in this volume. The unfinished part
of the Tevatron, the Antiproton Source (Tevat-
ron I) was also a high priority activity and, when
we add in the continuing construction of the
Collider Detector Facility (CDF), we see a very
substantial effort. In the euphoria of doing
physics again we were &muds with the fact that,
since 1979, the Laboratory had been gradually
transformed in order to best manage its con-
struction tasks. This put us in poor posture to
apply creative attention to the challenges of
getting physics out of the Tcvatron. So we reor-
ganized. The aim is as stated, to finish our con-
struction tasks as quickly as possible and to
organize ourselves to conquer the planet in the
years from now until the Tevatron fades into the
shadow of the Supercollider. Sie transit gtoria
mundi.

The reorganization strategy was to deploy our
strengths to match the altered priorities of an
operating laboratory. A simplified circuit di-
agram is around here somewhere. The Labora-
tory priorities need to be reiterated; they are
logical but the large overlaps still make for
confusion and uncertainty. With customary
caveats that a numerical ordering on a flat page
does injustice to a multidimensional nature of
the problem, we list:
1. We must bring the accelerator up for relia-

bility and increasing intensity to service the
1985 fixedtarget program.

2. We must complete TeV I (the 15 source) so
that a good physics run can be carried ou in
the fall of TA.

3. This implies the essential completion of an
excellent detector, CDF, capable of

addressing the new physics issues that go with
2 TeV.

4. TeV II, the fixed-target beam lines and areas,
must be completed (within budget, of
course) on time and the 1986 fixed-target ex-
periments and beam lines must be ready to go
by spring 1986.

S. The Tevatron accelerator must reach close to
1000 GeV by a combination of replacing
weak magnets and lowering the ring temper-
ature about 0.5°K.

6. The second major colliding beam detector at
DO must be brought on line, phased to do
some physics by 1988 and completed soon
thereafter. We need to convince whoever
will listen that this is deserving of a more
rapid funding pace than our present proj-
ections allow.

7. We must continue to support the develop-
ment of our computer facilities via man-
power and a major new addition to the Com-
puter Center. Even this will not be enough to
serve the entire Tevatron program, and we
must support the Advanced Computer Proj-
ect.

8. We must continue to improve the intellec-
tual environment of the Laboratory: here we
recognize the important role of the Theoreti-
cal Physics group, now aided by our matur-
ing Astrophysics Croup.

A comment: We are concerned about the
Fermilab "post-docs" since Fermilab's at-
mospherics are different from universities
and different from SLAC, BNL, and LBL.
Here we note that we do not have permanent
groups under semi-permanent group lead-
ers. The responsibility for the intellectual
care and feeding of post-does (poor beasts of
burden, only exceeded by graduate students)
is then diffuse and our Physics Department is
now instructed to study and solve the prob-
lem. Here we should add that the reorgani-
zation must assume that Fermilab physics
staff will have greater opportunities to par-
ticipate in research and, again, the appropri-
ate structure to see to this is the Physics De-
partment.
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9. We have serious responsibilities relative to
SSC on at least two fronts. One is to do our
share of the national Wt.. o!" R&D and de-
sign. The other is to look into the Tevatron as
a possible injector. It seems clear that any
improvements in the Tevatron as SSC injec-
tor will help the current program. A third
obligation is to provide assistance to the State
of Illinois (and anyone else who asks) in ef-
forts to compete for the SSC.

10.-15. Here we simply sF Ind remind o..r

readers that we do R&D on instrumentation,
we stimulate the HEP community to think
hard about new experiments via workshops,
we reach out to the external community for
science education, technology transfer, col-
laboration with developing countries, etc.,
etc.

The foregoing is a restatement of the goals of
the Laboratory over the next several years. The
remainder of this overview and the article- that
follow constitute a progress report.

DIRECTORATE
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Re% iewing tho.e highlights which are not de.
cribeil in greater detail in this is,,ue. we note
first that the Theory group has now grown to .1x
permanent members illardeen. Bjorken.
Kuliten. MeLerrau. (NNW. Jllll ThJekerl Jorl
there Jre now Ix a...ociate scientcds Ellis. Bill.
Parke. J nd Taylor). There
Jre pot doc J nd the u.ujl deluge of un-
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the full pectruni of particle theory fascina-
tion.. Theory has served the community via
%ery acute partecipateon in SSC activities. A
major product I the "bible" of SSC iihysics (the
Renew. of Modern ['hymen article known as
ElILQ. pronounced Fa.lx, probably her:aurae
the author. are Eichten. Ilinchliffe, Lane. and
QuIya.)
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effect of decaying particles in galaxy formation
has been studied. Turner (Fermi lab/Chicago),
Steigman (Bartol), and Krauss (Harvard) ex-
tended the original idea in a Physical Review
letter. Other ideas for decaying particles have
been studied by Schramm (Fermi lab/Chicago),
Gelmini (CERN), and Valle (Rutherford) in an
article in Physics Letters. Olive ( Fermilab),
Schramm (Fermi lab/Chicago), and Srednicki
(Santa Barbara) have considered the possibility
that the decay products of gravitinos could
close the Universe. Olive (Fermi lab), Seckel
(Fermi lab), and Vishnia (Texas) have studied
further astrophysical effects of decaying parti-
cles in an article in Astrophysical Journal. Fi-
nally, Kolb (Fermi lab) reviewed the sinus of the
cosmological effects of decaying particles at
NEUTRINO '84, the yearly international neut-
rino conference.

"Inner Space/Outer Space"

During the first week of May, an interna-
tional conference on science at the interface of
particle physics and cosmology/astrophysics
was held at Fermilab. The conference was or-
ganized by members of the Fermilab As-
trophysics Center. The "Inner Space/Outer
Space" conference was attended by 230 scien-
tists, including astronomers, astrophysicists,
cosmologists, low-temperature physicists, and
particle theorists and experimentalists. Plans
are now being made to hold annual workshops
on cosmology and particle physics at Fermilab.
The proceedings of the May 1984 conference
will soon be published by the University of
Chicago Press. Inner Space/: ter Space con-
ference T-shirts have become collectors items.

Astrophysics Seminar Series

In addition to the annual conference, the
Astrophysics Center holds a weekly seminar
series on Monday afternoons. In the spring of
1984 the seminar series focused nn the cos-
mological implication of theories of extra di-
men.ions. The fall seminar series tnpic was the
microwave background radiation, and its im-
plicatinns for galaxy formation. The Monday
astrophysics seminars often complement the
Tuesday theoretical physics seminars. Several

-418ATAVA Y103
41
(.1

of the Laboratory colloquia have been in vari-
ous areas of astrophysics. Cosmology and as-
trophysics have also become part of the public
image of the Laboratory. Michael Turner of the
Astrophysics Group gave a public lecture at
Fermilab on the cosmology-particle physics
connection. This Friday night public lecture
was sponsored by the Fermilab Auditorium
Committee and was attended by over 700 mem-
bers of the local community. One of the goals of
the Astrophysics Group is to make cosmology
and astrophysics an integral part of the intel-
lectual atmosphere of Fermilab. By doing so,
particle physicists at Fermilab are provided a
unique perspective through which they may
interpret and appreciate advances in their field
in a wider scope of its influence in other fields
of physics.

Astrophysics Group

The present Astrophysics Group was origi-
nally headed by Edward Kolb, who joined
Fermilab from the Theoretical Astrophysics
group at Los Alamos National Laboratory, and
by Michael Turner, who spent the '83-'84
academic year at Fermilab on leave from the
University of Chicago. In the fall of 1984.
Turner returned to the University of Chicago,
but will continue to spend one quarter per year
in residence at Fermilab as a v. 'rig scientist.

In the fall, Alex SznLay joined the Group.
Alex is a Hungarian astrophysicist who
specializes in models of galaxy formation.
Szalay will be a visiting staff member and will
be at Fermilab for eighteen months. David
Schramm, from the University of Chicago, will
continue to split his time between Fermilab and
Chicago. This fall, Bernard Carr of the Univer-
sity of Cambridge was in residence. The active
visitor program benefits both Fermilab and the
astrophysics cnnimunity by making experi-
mental and theoretical advances in particle
physics accessible to the astrophysics commu-
nity. In addition to Krilb, Turner, Szalay,
Schramm, and visitors, the Group has four
post-does and several graduate students, mak-
ing it one of the largest cosmology groups in the
civilized world, perhaps in the universe, cer-
tainly in Warren% ilk. Illinois.
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nets and service buildings was
completed, and we have been in-
stalling equipment for several
months. More and more of the
Tevatron I Section has moved out
to the trailers next to the rings to be
close to their work. The Target Sta-
tion and Target Service Building
are also complete. During the
summer shutdown, the Main-Ring
tunnel was uncovered and new,
wider tunnel sections installed for
Te% I extraction.

The technical components have
also moved ahead, although that
work has also had obstacles. The
TeV I Debuncher, Accumulator,
and transport magnets are larger
and have tighter field-quality
specifications than any conven-
tional magnets Fermilab has built
before. The year saw all the quad-
rupoles of both aperture sizes
completed, measured, and ac-
cepted. The coils for nearly all of
the dipoles are finished. The as-
sembly of the laminations into
magnet cores did not come easily.
The magnet performance has been
affected by the quality of Ole steel
and the condition of the stamping
die. By carefully testing the mag-
netic properties of several hundred
samples of steel and accurately
measuring the lamination dimen-
sions, it has been possible to obtain
the desired quality. In some in-
stances magnets which did not meet
the demanding tolerances of the
project were brought to specifics-
don by adding a small number of
dun sl . At the end of the year,
installation of magnets in the tun-
nel wa underway.

There were also some difficulties
to oerconie in the target area. The
first lithium lens for an inroton
collection failed when the bolts
holding the assembly together
yielded. When the cause of this
failure was remedied on prototypes

two and three, cracks developed in
the titanium water jacket. Detailed
investigation showed that this fail-
ure was caused by metal fatigue and
a redesign has fixed the problem.
The most advanced prof type
lithium lens has now been pulsed to
its design current more than
100,000 times. Lens number 2 has
operated for more than one million
pulses, albeit at 50% of the design
current, in the AA target station at
CERN. Other sycial magnets and
devices for the 'sarget Station are
being fabricated.

Equipment for stochastic cool-
ing is also being assembled. After
some initial problems, the
traveling-wave tube amplifiers for
cooling met design specifications.
This pickups and kickers,
preamplifiers, and other elec-
tronics are under construction and
the superconducting correlator
filter is well along. Similarly, all of
the enormoas amounts of equip-
ment for the two major storage
rings are well along in fabrication,
including the controls system.

During 1984, the superconduct-
ing low-beta system that will
squeeze the beam down and im-
prove the luminosity at BO in the
Tevatron was installed and suc-
cessfully tested at 800 GeV. At the
end of the year, the Main-Ring
Overpass to carry the beam around
the detector at DO was installed and
successfully operated. The Main
Ring bunch-coalescing cavities,
used to increase the peak proton
intensity on the antiproton pro-
duction target, were installed in
1984 and are ready tp go.

At the end of 1984, the people of
the Tevatron 1 Sec were all busy
installing, surveying, and testing
equipment. The new year, 1985,
should see us tl her down the
home stretch and cross the finish
line.
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Tevatron II, The Fixed-Target Program

1984 was the third year of the TeV 11 con-
struction project and will probably turn out to
be the year in which the activity on this project
reached an almost unbearable crescendo, The
construction project as a whole is divided
roughly into two parts, a technical upgrade of
the primary beam transport facilities from 400
to 1000 GeV, and a civil construction portion in
which various experimental halls, beam en-
closures, and other facilities are constructed to
accommodate both the primary beam upgrade
and the experimental facilities that will be
needed for the 1000-GeV fixed-target program,

During the past year, the primary I mphasis
for the technical upgrade part of the TeV II
Project has been in developing and installing
primary beam transports for new beams that
had not existed prior to Tevatron IL These were
specifically the Wide Band Beam in the Proton
Area and the new Muon Beam in the Neutrino
Area. The extraction of fast beam for the con-

-

8
\'s \ICS

ventional neutrino program was al i an area of
significant activity in 1984. Finally, a significant
amount of work took place in construction of
the M-West Target Pile. This new primary target
station will become the source of a high-energy
hadron beam to be built in 1985 and 1986.

A majority of the activity in the TeV II project
in 1984 was concentrated in civil construction
projects associated with the new Wide Band
Photon Beam and the new Muon Beam. For the
former, two existing enclosures in the Proton
Area were converted into fully shielded areas
capable of transporting and targeting primary
proton beams. One of these, the PE4 enclosure,
will be the source of the Wide Band Beam. It
was necessary to partly demolish the old en-
closure and rebuild it in order to insure the
desired amount of radiation shielding and
achieve the technical capabilities needed for
the Wide Band Beam.

Downstream of this enclosure, a new tunnel
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extension was added which will be used for the
early sections of the Wide Band Beam trans-
port; a second new enclosure was built next to
the Tagged Photon Laboratory for momentum
selection, and downstream of the momentum
selection enclosure the new Wide Band Ex-
penmental Hall and counting house were con-
structed. This last is far and away the largest
TeV II project in the Proton Area and the hall
has been under construction since early 1934.
The new building will house two experiments,
E-687 and E-683, both of which have been ap-
proved to do photon experiments in the 1986
run.

Through experience, it has become clear that
the construction of a new experimental hall
takes almost one ypar from the time that the bid
package is released until the building is fully
available to experimenters. Work on the Wide
Band Hall began in the early spring of 1984; it is
hoped that the building will be available for
full use by the experimenters by February of
1985. In order to help the users get an early start
in the erection of their apparatus, early occu-
pancy of the high bay areas of the hall has been
arranged. This is a strategy that seems to pay
significant time dividends and is much ap-
preciated by experimenters.

Meanwhile, back at the Neutrino Area, an
even larger civil construction effort has been
underway in 1984. This is the construction of

the new Muon Laboratory, and of the twenty-
four beam line enclosures that are necessary for
the new muon beam. These two projects have
been pursued as separate construction con-
tracts and, as noted in the Wide Band case, the
laboratory building will probably take about
one year to complete. The new Muon Lab was
started in February of 1984 and is expected to
be fully complete only in February 1985. The
Muon Laboratory is a large building that com-
bines a high bay experimental area and the as-
sociated counting and computing rooms in a
single structure. This building, when complete,
will be one of the most striking and aesthetically
pleasing structures on the Fermilab site. An
itinerant architectural consultant, one R. R.
Wilson, is to be credited here.

If all the muon beam civil construction can
be completed on schedule, it is hoped that the
Muon Beam will be commissioned in the spring
of 1985. Perhaps it will even be possible to begin
preliminary tests forE-665, the experiment that
plans to take data in this beam in 1986.

In addition to the active civil construction
projects, a great deal of planning in the Tevat-
ron Constructidn Group has gone forward in
1984 for the final phase of the Tevatron II Proj-
ect, the new beams for the Meson Area. The two
bcams presently planned for this area are the M
West Pion Beam (which will be the only pion
beam in the Laboratory capable of going to 800
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GeV/and the Polarized Proton Beam, a facility
unique in the world. This latter beam will
exploit the observed experimental fact that
polarization persists in secondary particles
even at high energies. This polarization, an
early Fermi lab discovery, was theoretically un-
expected.

In 1984, the conceptual plan for the Meson
Area civil construction was completed and the
engineering design begun. In order to speed up
construction of the MWest Experimental Hall,
a plan was decided upon to phase the construc-
tion. It is now hoped that the foundation for
this building, its associated counting house, and
a related service building will be completed
before severe wi n ter weather sets in. Then, even
during the coldest months, it is anticipated that
structural steel can be erected by taking ad-
%a ntage of favorable breaks in the weather. This
will enable us to get a rapid start on the rest of
the buildings in the spring of 1985 and, hope-
fully, complete the Al-West Experimental Hall
by the end of summer.

Unfortunately, the Polarized Proton Hall
cannot be maintained on the same rapid
schedule, and this Hall will probably not be
complete until the end of 1985. The associated
beam line enclosures for the M West Pion Beam
and the Polarized Proton Beam are also under
design as 1984 draws to a close, and precast
concrete sections needed in their construction
will he procured during the winter. Next
spring, the civil construction on these beam
line enclosures will be undertaken at approxi-
mately the same time as the structures for the
experimental halls begin to take shape.

The Physics of TeV 11

The reorganization created au Associate Di-
rector for Physics end Dr. J. D. Bjorken was
named to this post. His article addressing TeV

The Rest of t

Other articles in this yolume address the
;sayer. the fixed-target physics program..
magnet production nostalgia, the Advanced
Computer Project. and photo essays on TeV 1
and the Collider Detector at Fermilab. We
should mention that 1984 saw the final DOE,
Jimmy al 01 the DO collider detector now a
maim'. design is ith emphasis om r plemen-
tary attributes to (.1)F. In continuation. the two

II physics is in this volume.
In 1984, we began to "review" the future of

the fixed-target program. This began with a fine
workshop on Fixed-Target Physics. Out of this
came an organization of users devoted to this
subject: Tevatron Association of Fixed-Target
Spokespersons (TAFTS). This was followed by
in-depth workshops on Vertex Detection (SeP-
ter..ber), Direct Neutral Lepton Workshop
(October), and Hyperon Physics at the Tevatron
(December). The richness and potential of
Tevatron research was made crystal clear in
these studies. Much of this clarity is contained
in Bjorken's section of this review. The Santa
Fe meeting of the Division of Particles and
Fields witnessed an explosion of contributions
coming out of the Tevatron. We counted about
50 papers. The most dramatic result was the
clarification of a long-standing puzzle: the beta
decay of the sigma hyperon. Some four previ-
ous experiments, collecting a grand total of
about 400 examples of this decay, produced a
unanimous result that was in disagreement with
standard theory. A Fermilab -Yale -Iowa State-
Leningrad-Elmhurst collaboration, capitaliz-
ing oil the power of the Tevatron, collected
sonic 80,000 sigma beta decay events and a new
result which settled the issue in favor of the
theory.

This is the opening curtain in the long vision
we have had of providing facilities for high-
energy physics which would be seminal to the
evolution of the field. The Tevatron provides
the combination of the essential data of fixed-
target research and the bold thrust into the
highest energy domain. If die beautiful results
of this experiment on sigma-beta decay are in-
dicative of the coming scientific payoff of the
Tevatron II Project, we can look forward to a
long, satisfying, and significant impact on the
high-energy physics community.

he Laboratory

detectors will make a powerful attack on the
terra haw/matt of 2 -Tess collisions. The trouble
is the pace with which funding will become
available for 1)11. In 1985 we will try hard to
come loci everyone who will listen that 1)0 must
go faster and be complete as soon as pOssi
Ide.We must not lose the thrust of 2 -Tess
physics,

In this issue. u hat of the unsung heroes in the
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support sectors of the Laboratory of those
that pay the payroll and buy the things and write
the contracts and serve the food and maintain
the Lab and plow the roads and groom the buf-

Philosoph
At a History of Science Society meeting in

November we were stimulated to review the
sociology of high-energy physics. Sonrces indi-
eate that in the 1950s one could do two or so
experiments a year, each one involving two or
four collaborators. In a more-or-less gradual
development, one now does an experiment
every three years with 20 or 40 collaborators in
the fixed-target program and one enjoys 100-200
dear colleagues in the collider teams. The col-
hiders take three to six years to build but of
elmirse physics pours out. It may be difficult to
explain this to your humanities colleague or
'our father-in-law, but the large Group isn't
necessarily a catastrophe. Participants com-
bine to build a complex detector, each univer-
ity of five or fifteen fully challenged

MCI

8 I 5

faloes and fill the auditorium and machine the
parts and produce the drawings and invent the
gadgets and guard tile ramparts...of all of thee
we sing!

lea' Finale I

to deliver a complex component. When physics
comes, the subteams that have developed par-
ticular pieces have use of all the components of
a coherent detector. We have nit yet learned to
apportion special credit to these subteams in
recognition of how the various pieces of physics
are really done, but this will come. When we
face SSC detectors with, perhaps 300-500
member teams, the mind boggles, the hands
sweat, the pulse quickens. We must be very
creative in treating the sociology here. CDF and
DO will be U.S. pilot programs. The central
issue is whether the universities, the intellec-
tual owners of this Laboratory, can continue to
use and manage this research with prof:. and
pleasure.
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Philosophical Finale H

Avid readers of the science fiction of the '30a
may be impatient with the failure of the '80a to
match the predicted technology, lifestyle, and
romanticism, but we can hardly fault the prog-
ress of physics. At FermilaD, overworked, ob-
sessed with getting through the day and week
not to mention the fiscal year, we tend to neglect
the culture of physics, the progress made by our
former colleagues, fellow graduate students in
such dynamic fields as quantum optics, con-
densed matter, and polymer physics. We tend
to overlook the interdependence of our disci-
pline, yet some of our theorists first learned
about symmetry-breaking from condensed
matter theory, and our superconducting alloys
were developed in materials science labs. We
shoild be pleased that the first priorities among
c.dleagues in nuclear science and in materials
science is for powerful accelerators to provide
electrons for nuclear probes and for blinding
synchrotron light. We are witnessing changes in
the boundaries of our subject as relativistic
heavy ion collisions merge from one side, and
on the other side we have a de facto joining of
particle physics and cosmology.

Why this sudden glow of physics culture?
Quite frankly, it comes from the vision of the
high-energy community (some critics would
call it an apparition) which is the superac-

"C

celerator, SSC. When this is discussed outside,
with good scientists in other disciplines, there
results a lively exchange which often leads to a
new appreciation of the interdependence of
our diverse fascinations.

The decision makers will be facing proposals
for a variety of expensive, centrally shared
facilities in the next five years, and some very
deep thinking will have to go into setting
priorities. This is because it is highly unlikely
that there is enough statesmanship around to
recognize that a doubling of the very basic re-
search budget (say from $3 billion to S6 billion)
would very likely produce fantastic social and
economic dividends over the next three dec-
ades. We hasten to add that basic research, and
our own subject, have fared relatively well in
recent years. We do have a Tevatron and we will
use it as well as we can! We will do this in spite
of the admonition not of the DOE, not of our
graduate students but of that seventeenth cen-
tury poet and anguished spirit, John Donne:

We gape, we grasp, we gripe, krld store to
store;

Enough requires too much; too much
craves more. ..

Thus we, Door little worlds! with blood and
sweat,

In vain attempts to comprehend the great.

m.
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II. Construction of the TeV I Antiproton Source
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Z,,

A quadrupole being itvtalled,in the tunnel.
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III. Fixed-Target Physics at 800 GeV
With commissioning of the Tevatron, Fer-

milab possesses the highest energy particle
beams in the world. The challenge now is their
full utilization. In anticipation of this chal-
lenge, a large number of new facilities, under
the rubric TeV II, have been constructed, with
more on the way. Completion of the construc-
tion program is expected within a year. There
exist several new beam lines and their ancillary

Physics

The research of the past two decades has led
to the remarkably successful picture of funda-
mental forces (strong, electroweak) and con-
stituents (up. down, charm, strange, bottom,
top quarks) comprising the standard model. An
apparently solid framework now exists for
going.further and attacking the great unan-
swered questions remaining before us, such as
the origin of elementary particle masses. Most
of the TeV 11 program concerns this standard-
model framework how strong and solid is it?
We need not just the existing skeleton, but also
all the vital elements that turn it into a complete
structure. The basic parameters of electroweak

enclosures, as well as new experimental halls,
such as the splendid new Muon Lab.

Already some of the higher-energy beams
have been used, and new physics results are
beginning to emerge. In this report, we review
recent acco-nplishments in this "fixed-target"
program and describe experiments in progress
and others yet to come.

Goals

theory need to be precisely found. The theory
of strong interactions, quantum chromody.
namics, is far from developed and its implica-
tions on how hadrons are built up from con-
stituent quarks not well enough worked out.
The heavier charm and bottom quarks are
especially valuable here, and the Fermilab
beams produce an enormous number of them.
CP violation, which goes to the heart a' the
seep, unanswered questions, is being studied in
TeV II beams. as well as pursuits of other
phenomena which seem to lie beyond the stan-
dard model.

New Capabilities

It is important to realize that the energy im-
provement of the Tevatron means much more
thanjust a factor of two in laboratory energy, or
a 40% increase in center-of-mass energy. This
occurs for several reasons:

I. First of all, in going from 400 GeV to 800
GeV laboratory energy, one is crossing the
threshold for production of systems con-
taining bottom quarks. At the higher
energy, the cross sections are expected to
be between a factor of 5-10 greater than at
the previous energies.

2. There is a major improvement in flux in
the secondary hadron beams. This comes
about because the higher energy super-
conducting transport lines accept a much
larger bite in transverse momentum than
was the case at lower energy.

3. There is a large improvement in duty fac-
tor, which used to be I second out of every
10 nr 15 seconds. In present running it is
about 20 seconds per minute.

865

4. The extra two-thirds of a unit of rapidity
which is available in produced phase space
at the higher energies allows better separa-
tion of the various fragmentation regions
for ordinary processes. In particular,
there is emergence of the "central plateau"
separating the target and projectile frag-
mentation regions. This is important for
studies which attempt to sort out produc-
tion mechanisms and especially relevant
for A-dependence studies.

5. The larger Lorentz factor forpa nicks with
short lifetimes, e.g., charm, can be useful
in helpinA to sort them out from the colli-
sion debris.

6. While one might expect a lower flux for
neutrino experiments because of the
longer cycle time at the Tevatron, this is
essentially compensated by the rise in the
total cross section and the improvement in
acceptance due to the smaller angular di-
vergence of the neutrino beam.
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Figure 1. Fermi bab second-1-y beam:. and the locale of experiments.

TL..., for all of these reasons one may expect
a qualitatisely different situation at the Tesat-
ron than ha: existed in precious machine,,
either the SPS or the Fermi lab Main Ring.

The existing fixed-target program is a sery
broad one. comprising about two dozen ap-
(nosed experiments. About a dozen of these
will he on-line in the coming year. While these
experiments corer a di s ere set of topics, they
can be roughly categorized into the following
groups. heasy quarks, leptonindueed proc-
e-ses. hard collisions, and tests of QCD. There

are, in addition, studies of weak decays and
magnetic moments, and strong-interaction
studies using polarized beams of p and P. Table
I exhibits the experimental program. The ex-
periments in progress are classified into these
categories. Figure 1 snows their location in the
fixed-target area.

In the following sections, we will look at ex-
periments by category. irrespective of their
status in time; thus, we look both at recent re-
sults and future programs.

Table I

Glossary of %ppm. ed Experiments in the Fermilab Fixed-Target Program

Eleetroweak

F-632 NX IDE B 1ND NEI TRIOS IN THE 15 FT BUBBLE CHAMBER (Berkeley, Birmingham,
Brussels, CEN'Saclay, CERN. Fermilab, Hawaii. LIT, Imperial College. MPIIMunich, Ox-
ford. Rutgers, Rutherford-Appleton, Stevens. Tufts)

E-635 SEARCH FOR ANION-LIKE OBJECTS (Fermilab, VP1)
F -636 'NT( 1)1 OF BE111 Dl MP PRODUCED NEUTRINOS (Beijing. Brown. Fermilab, Haifa.

Indiana, MIT. ORNI.. Seton Hall, Tel-As iv, Tennessee, Tolioku, Tohoku Gakuin)

51-563 0 - 86 - 28 8 6 6
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Table I Continued

4,-6 t6 STI In 01. PROMPT NEt TRINO PROM CTION (Berkeley. Columbia. Fermilab. Hawaii.
Rutgers)

E.bt9 Nt (.LEON STItt Cr. RE FUNCTIONS AT HIGH Q1 (Fermilab. MIT, Michigan State)
r-652 NEI TRIM) PHI SIC, AT THE TE% ATRON (Chicago. Columbia, Fermilab, Rochester)

Mt ON SCATTERING WITH HADRON DETECTION (Argonne. Cracow, CERN, Fermilab.
Freiburg, I larsurd. Maryland. MIT. MPIAtinich. San Diego. Washington, Wuppertal, Yale)

r.733 NELTRINO INTERACTIONS WITH QUAD TRIPLET BEAM (Fermilab. Florida, MIT,
Michigan State)
NEt TRINO PIINSICS WITH Qt Al) TRIPLET BEAM (Chicago, Columbia. Fermilab,
Rochester)

(-7 )5 NEI TRIM) Plil SICS ITH Qt AD TRIPLET BEAM (Beijing. Brown. Fermilab, Haifa.
Indiana. MIT. Nagoya. ORNL. Tel-Mk, Tennessee. Tohoku, Tohoku Cakuin)

and CP

E-621 MEASURENIF.NT OF (Michigan, (Minnesota. Rutgers. 7'isconsin)
E-711 IOLATION (Arizona. Athens. Duke, McGill. Northwestern, Shandong)
E -731 MEAS( REMENT OF e'ie (CEN/Saclay. Chicago. Elmhurst. Fermilab, Princeton)

Ilea%) Quarks

E 6S1 II ADRON It. PRODUCTION OF CHARM AND B Carnegie-Mellon, Chonnam, UC/
1).)% I.. (.ifu. Gyeongsang, Jeonbug. Kobe. Korea. Nagoya, Ohio State. Okayama, Oklahoma,
Osaka City. Osaka Sm. Ed. Inst., Sookniyong Woman,. Toho, Won Kwang)

E-687 PHOTOPRODI. CTION OF CHARM AND B i'((olorado. Fermilab, Illinois, INEN/Frascati,
INFN/Milano. U. Milano, Northwestern, Notre Dame)

E-6941 STI In OF CHARM AND B PRODUCTION (Columbia. Fermilab, Massachusetts. Mexico)
E-691 PHOTON PIIN SIC:, WITH TAGGED PHOTON SPECTROMETER (UC/Santa Barbara.

Carleton. CHIT, Brazil. Colorado, Fermilab, NRC/Canada, Oklahoma, Sao Paulo. Toronto)
E-705 CH RNIONI M AND DIRECT PHOTON PRODS CTION (Arizona, Athens. Duke, Fer-

milab, Mc(;ill. Northwestern. Shandong)
E-7t3 CHARM PROD( CTION IN PP COLLISIONS (Aachen Brussels, CERN. Duke. Fermilab,

I lornla State. Cull. of France, Kansas. LPNIIKFrance. Michigan, Michigan State, Mons.
Notre Dame. Strasbourg, Vanderbilt)

Hard Collisions

E-605 LE l'IONS AND liADRONS NEAR THE K INEMATIC LIMIT (CERN. Columbia, Fermilab,
KEK. Kyoto. Saclay, SUNY/Stony Brook, Washington)

E-672 HIGH PT JETS AND HIGH MASS DIMUONS (Arizona, Caked'. Chicago Circle. Feu iilab,
Florida State. George Mason. Indiana. Maryland, Rutgers. Serpukhov)

E-683 PHOTOPRODLCTION OF HIGH PT JETS (Arizona. Fermilab, Lehigh, Rice, Vanderbilt,
Wise

E-704 EXPERIMENTS WITH POLARIZED BEAM FACILITY (Argonne, Austin. UC/Berkeley,
Fermilah, KEK. Kyo-0. LAPP/France, LBL. Northwestern. Rice. Saclay, Serpukhoy,
Trieste)

E-106 DIRECT PHOTON PRODUCTION (Delhi, Fermilab. Michigan State, Minnesota. Nor-
theastern. Pennsylvania. Pittsburgb. Rochester. Rajasthan)

E -711 CONSTITt ENT sc ArrER 'NG (t, Fernulab. Florida State. Michigan)

Others

E-466 NI CLEAR FR AGNIF:N1 S (Arg 'Aileago, Chicago Circle. Purdue)
E-308 EMI L.SIOX, MLLTI PARTICLE PROW CTION ( Cracow, Louisiana State. Tashkent)
E -321 EMI LSION PHOTONS GREATER THAN 500 ( ;El 'Washington)

8 6 /
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Table I Continued

E-576 EMULSION/500 GEV PROTONS (Belgrade, Fermi lab, Lund, Lyon, Nancy, Ottawa, Paris VI,
Santander, Strasbourg, Valencia)

E-750 EMULSION /MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTION (Delhi)
E-751 EMULSION/1 TEV PROTONS (SUNY/Buffalo)
E-753 CHANNELING STUDIES (Bell Northern Research, Chalk River, Fermilah, New Mexico,

SUNY/Albany)
E-754 CHANNELING TESTS (Case Western Reserve, Fermilab, GE R&D Center, Sandia, SUNY/

Albany)

Weak Decays and Magnetic Moments

Perhaps the most important recent result
from Fermdab is the measurement (E-617) of
et shown in Fig. 2. The result is consistent with
zero and begins to put constraints on the stan-
dard Kobayashi/Maskawa-plus-penguin pic-
ture of CP violation. The theoretical uncer-
tainties are large and one cannot claim die-
agreeinent with theory at this time. Perhaps the
main result of this measurement is to decrease,
if not eliminate, the theoretical hubris sur-
rounding the attempts to calculate or minimize
uncertainties in the long-distance contribu-
tions to the KR-mixing phenomenon. Also
show n in Fig. 2 is the recent Yale/Brookhaven
measurement, which also shows consistency

0 04

0.02

W 0.0

-0.02

-004

Fromn+48

Ref.10c
Ref.10a

with zero. The E-617 group is now rebuilding
their apparatus and will soon embark on new
measurements (E-731) using the same tech-
nique. The anticipated improvements in the
control of both systematic and statistical errors
should considerably reduce the uncertainty in
the result.

A highlight of the Fermilab program for
many years has been the systematic measure-
ment of the polarization of leading hyperons
together with measurements of their n ane'sic
moments. This program is nearly complete at
this time, as shown in Table II. There is, let us
say, agreement to within 10-15% with the
quark-model predictions. The accuracy of the

0.02

W 0.01:-.
W

Ref 10b Chicago- E

Yale-

ic
g 000

Saciay\

i

BNL -0.01

20 50 100
IM

Figure 2. Comparison of measurements of the CP violation parameter e7e and theory.
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measurements has reached a point where the
comparisions are dominated by theoretical
systematic errors rather than experimental
ones. It remains to be seen how much these can
be beaten down by theorists in the future.

There has been a nagging discrepancy with
the standanl model in old measurements of the
electron asymmetry in the fl-decay of polarized
.1" hyperons. A new Fermilab experiment
(E-715) has very beautifully remeasured this
quantity, and the results have been reported.
They are shown in Fig. 3. Whereas the old
measurements disagreed with Cabibbo theory
in magnitude and aign, the new measurement is
decisively in accordance with the predictions.
Had this not occurred, there would have been
mass suicide IV the theoretical community. It
would have been very hard to accommodate the
old Insults within the standard picture.

Another CP measurement is underway at
Fernidab. A group from Michigan, Minnesota.
Rutgers, and Wisconsin (E-621) is attempting
the ambitious, difficult task of measuring CI'
stolation in the thr r-pion decays of the Ix, and
N.,: in other words, to measure n°. This ex-
periment. which uses a double beam tech-
nique, has been set up and has taken some test
data Production running o ommence in the
1111d runtung pert The expertmentaln4.

hope to reach the 10' level, where there is ex-
pected to he an effect. However. this problems
°Is) stematic errors are difficult. and it remain..
to be seen how close they really will get.

08

04

ae 00

-0 4

I

1

08 -04 00 04 08

gi/ft

Figure 3. Comparison of measurements of the
electron asymmetry in (3 -decay %ill' theory.

Table II

Hanoi'

Baron Magnetic Moment,
Quark

Experimental Model
n, unit. en/2nt,,e Prediction p.-11,, g/2-1

0

11

2.7928456 11 I)

-1 91304184 01811

input

input

1.79

1 0.6138 ± 0.0017 input

2.357 ± 0.012 2.67 0.30 ± 0.01 2.00 ± 0.014

11-'-*A1 1.82!',:; 1.63 0.19!. I:

1.151 ± 0.021 1.09 0.06 ± 0.021 0.47 ± 0.03

.7.0 1.253 ± 0.011 1.43 + 0.18 ± 0.014

2 -069 ± 0.01 -0.49 -0.20 ±0.01 -0.03 ± 0.05
a1 Data fr Rev Mod. Phys. 52, SI (1980), except for g,', 11,-, ix:, and 'si-
t 110451% agreement with quark model
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Electroweak

Neutrino physics by now has become a rather
mature subject, with a demanding level of pre-
cision. Recent results (E-616) from the CCFRR
group on structure functions are shown in Fig.
4. They show that the QCD scale parameter A is
beginning to be determined quantitatively, al-
though there is still som way to go. This is best
shown in Fig. 5, which exhibits measurements
of total cross section. The linear rise with
energy is well verified, but there are also clear
systematic differences between the set of mea-
surements of CCFRR and their European
competition, CDHS. Thus the business of pre-
cision measurements in neutrino reactions still
has a way to go when pushing beyond the 10%
error level of accuracy. The downstream
neighbor (E-594) of the CCFRR experiment,

100 1 TIff 111111 rT
CC)" RR

a. 015(.25 0)
a. 0458.12 51

060(6 25)

1501.3 751

s. 250(.225)
F2 1 r 3501a 1 50)

450

550
010T

a. 650

0010 to

0210ev2/c2I

100 1000

Parameters

one which emphasizes neutral current physics,
has also reported new data (Fig. 6,. The ratio of
x-distributions from neutral currents to those
for charged currents are seen to be independent
of the scaling-variable x as expected from stan-
dard electroweak theory. Some typical events
from this fine-grained calorimeter are shown in
Fig. 7. Both experiments also measure the ratio
of neutral current to charged-currect cross sec-
tions. The numbers are shown below, along
with the new result from the neutrino-electron
scattering experiment at Brookhaven:

sin28 = 0.242 ± 0.010 ± 0.005 CCFRR
0.243 ± 0.014 ± (-0.014) FNMM
(preliminary)
0.209 ± 0.029 ± 0.013 BNL

Ce/E 0.6691.003± 024

40 80 12 16 20' 240 280
Cross Section-CCFRR and CONS

Figure 4. Structure function F', as measured by Figure 5. Neutrino total cross sections as mea-
sured by CCFRR and CDHS.the CCFRR group at Fermilab.
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Figure 6. Dependence on scalirg variable x of
the ratio of neutral-current and charged-
current structure functions as measured by the
FNMM group (E.594) at Fermilab.

Figure 7. Typical events as seen in the FNMM
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QCD and Hadron Structure

Cross sect son measurements in neutrino
beams impinge as much on QCD properties as
on electroweak theory. We have already men-
tioned A determinations from charged-current
data. CCFRR has measured rather well the
structure function xF,as shown in Fig. 8. Espe-
cially interestmg to me is the determination of
the Regge asymptotics at small x, and the estab-
lishnic It of the G. oss-Llewellyn-Smith sum
rule (ins. ' -se QC1.) .adiative corrections).
Structure funcis.. from both neutrino-
scattering and inuon-scattering experiments at
Fermilab and CERN are in reasonably goo,1
agreement with QCD and with each other. A

871

J

l

Po 1

/1.

new round of muon-scattering experiments
(E-665) in a vastly improved beam and at much
higher energy is being prepared at Fermilab. A
large spectrometer using the Chicago Cyclotron
Magnet and vertex spectrometer from the
CERN EMC experiment is now being installed.
The experiment s ;11 be commissioned in the
1986 running period. The principal goals of that
experiment are the study of the A-dependence
of structure functions and of the hadronization
process.

We now turn to QCD tests done with incident
hadrons. There is quite a variety of them in the
program, using many different techniques.
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Figure 8. The structure fur.ction XF3 as mea-
sured by CCFRR.

Results from E-615, which looks at forward
Dre 11-Yan dileptons, were recently published.
It wakpredicted by Berger and Brodsky that as
the Feynman x variable approaches unity, the
dilepton angular distribution should change
from the usual l+cos2O behavior tcward a sin'0
behavior as a consequence of "higher twist"
non-scaling contributions. This is very clearly
seen in the data (Fig. 9). Not anticipated by the
theorists is a decreasing value of mean trans-
verse momentum of the dilepton in the name
limit.

Another new result comes iron. mea-
surements (E-609) of dijet production from in-
cident pions and protons. The history of jet
production in fixed-target expriments has
been a checkered one. If one ta ies to trigger on
jets with a total transverse energy trigger, such
as done in the collide: experiments at CERN.
one i3 swamped by a background from azi-
muthally isotropic events of very high multip-
licity. These event: are interesting in their own
right, but do net seem to have much to do with
simple binary QC6 hard collisions. Thereis,
however, increasingly stronr evidence that the
jets ace there, albeit buried in heavy
background. and that other triggers which are
sufficiently unbiased to be convincing may he
Is.ed to pull out the jet signal. One ,. ucce..ful
example demands at least two isolated higlep,
particles above a pre3eribed Jr thre.hahl wee..
peetne of their azimuthal correlation. The.
trigger ..iteeeetls tit producing event. of 'ugh
planarity. Indeed. as the total Er Of the events
inerea.e. the planarity iittrea..e. delete a con-
..tant thrt,lsold pi. Thu.. by tali. and other
mean. E-609 ha- s th re..onalth C11111%eilt mg

arguments produced a differential cross section
for inclusive jet production which in fact agreet
reasonably well with QCD expectations.

Another interesting result from E-609 is the
comparison of thejet production in pion beams
relative to proton beams. Another idea of Be-
rger and Brodsky is that some of the time the
pion behaves like a point-like particle, when
the quark and antiquark of the pion are atop
each other and produce no source of gluon
field. If this configuration does exist within the
pion, then on arrival at the target it may dif-
fractively dissociate into a pair of jets without
production of any beam jet. For a proton pri-
mary this would be less liktly because of the
three quarks rather t han two. Very preliminary
data from E-609 show (Fig. 10) an excess of
events in which there is little or no forward
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Figure 9. 1ogolar t11..irsli min Is of Inman'
Drell-1 an (Islelphot- .1.. tata.orvil by r.-615.
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In-am jet- energy. Whether this is simply a
rearetion of the stiffer quark distribution in
the pion relative to the proton is not clear at this
time and requires considerably more analysis.
What is clearly shown is that jet phenomena
produced by pion beams differ significantly
from those in proton processes.

A variant of this same idea will be pursued by
F.-683. which uses a photon in the initial state to
produce :wojets. Half of the time the photon is
not "vector- dominated" by p. but is. on arrival
at the target. believed to be a bare WI. If that is
the case, it can also materialize into a jet pair a)

without any beam jet being produced in the
direction of the initial photon. It is this process
for which the experimentalists will search. This
is a considerably cleaner situation than for
pion.induced dijets.

To go further in the study of fixed-target hard
collisions will probably require more precise!)
defined experimental quantities than the
rather amorphous objects of 5-10 GeV pT.
which are difficult to accurately define assets.
especially given the very steeply falling pro-
duellist) spectrum. One attempt to do this is via
measurement of leading diliadrons of high pr.
This is attempted in two experiments: E-605 is a
very high resolution spectrometer which ob-
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0
E
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Xb Distribution ( Plonys 95)
Non- (duel- 20 0 GeV)

o Protons (duet - 200 GeV)
Polynorneot Fit chi so Pretiom.:
Polynomiol Fit chi sg/freedomx 2 2

4 44 4/-
o .
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Xb lforworl energy / total energy)
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Figure 10. Insu ibution of the fraction of inci
dent r nerg) contained in the E-609 beam-jet
calorimeter.
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Figure II. Observation of hadronically pro-
duced x states in E-610 And E-673.

serves dihadrons produced symmetrically ut
900 in the center -of -mass. with rather small an-
gular acceptance. Complementary to the. is
E-711. which will look at charged diliadrons
without further particle identification but with
very large angular acceptance. Experiment 605
has taken data, which is now under analysis.
Experiment 711 is under preparation and
should run during this running period.

Another attack is to look at direct photis
produced in hard collisions. The direct-photon
process provides a precise measurement in
terms of the yield of inclusive photons as a
function of their kinematic angle an trails-
verse momentum. The presence of this elec-
tromagnetic particle also makes theoretical cal-
culations easier and less ambiguous. A new ex-
periment 1E-706) will not only measure photons
with high precision and very large coverage but
will also look at the properties of the associated
jets.

Yet another approach is to still °p.m. in
particular x states presumably prodrced by
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glue-glue annihilation. Limited data (Fig. 11)
already exist from Fermilab experiments E-610
and E-673 on this. To my knowledge, the results
don't agree verve well with simple theories, and
in any case a much more extensive data sample
will be required to make incisive comparisons.
Experiment 705. now being set up. will do this
and should increase the sample of x states de-
caying into 'fry by an order of magnitude.

The precursor of this experiment (E-537)
produced very good data on antiproton an-
nihilation on heavy targets into dimuons. From
this process, one may quite directly determine
the valence -quark structure of the projectiles.
Figure 12 shows the resulting x distribution of
quarks in the antiproton together with QCD
comparisons. The agreement is quite satisfac-
tory.

An additional experiment which will probe
the dynamics of hard collisions is E-672, which
will observe hadrons in association with ip and
Drell-Yan dilepton production. In addition,
E-704 will examine a variety of soft and hard
processes with incident polarized protons and
antiprotons. Polarized-beam and polarized-
tareet experiments area very good constraint on
theoretical model building. There is nothing
which ensures the continued humility of
theorists as well as measurements of polariza-
tion phenomena. Theorists who successfully
explain unpolarized data are often brought to
their knees when the polarization information
comes in.

Heavy-Qua

In principle, prospects for charm and bot-
tom physics at a fixed-target hadron machine
are great. Given 10" interacting hadrons per
experiment, one may expect a yield of 3-million
produced 66 and 100-million produced a
pairs. This easily exceeds the world production
of such quantities in e'e' collisions from now
into the foreseeable future including Z fac-
tories such as LEP and SLC. Of course the
problem is signal-to-noise. In addition to all
those bottom and charm quarks, there is a tre-
mendous number of orditrtry ones produced as
well. Whether a fixed-target program in
heavy-quark physics can compete with e'e'
collider* is therefore a serious issue. I think it is
too early to tell what the ultimate situation will
be. But I do feel that there is real cause for
optimism in the case of hadron machines, and
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Figure 12. Valence-quark structure function as
deter!? 'ned from f, induced Drell-Yan dilep-
tons (E-537).

rk Physics

that there is good reason to fight the good fight
against the evil background to the bitter end. In
terms of technique, there is at least one advan-
tage of hadron machines, in that one may see
the vertices of the events better than one does in
e'e processes. This is sure to help on an event-
by-event basis, where one may hope to un-
scramble which track came from which vertex
in a better way than can be done in a collider.

The physics case for looking at heavy quarks
produced in hadron beams goes beyond simply
the possibility of being able to find more than
one finds in e'e' collisions. There is the possi-
bility of having a greater variety of hadrx ns
containing heavy q uarks to study. In particular,
baryons may well become much more in-
terestingas the properties of mesons are flushed
out and well determined by the et' colliders.

874
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In terms of understanding strong interaction
dynamics. baryon structure may be a more cru-
cial test than the rather boring two-body poten-
tials which one uses for the mesons. If there are
stnnga connecting quarks. do they imply in-
trinsic three-body forces as well as pair forces
within a baryon? Table III shows the variety of
different kinds of mesons and baryons one may
hope to see. Already there is some evidence for
the use and sac taryons. Some of my other fa-
sontes are the ced and possibly ces. Further
down the list. one has to be optimistic in hoping
that one can find them in hadron beams. but
things such as the bed or bss would be most
interesting to find. The be meson should also be
interesting to observe. It is not clear whether

l'article
cu

c;

Lu
b;

ee or hadron machines are a better way to
make it it's not easy for anyone.

What is important about the physics of charm
and bottom? In the case of hadron collisions,
production dynamics should teach us more
about QCD: It is simply not understood at
present. Normalization and energy dependence
of the cross section, A-dependence of the cross
section, x-dependence of the cross section, and
beam dependence of the cross section are only a
few of the major uncertainties. Beyond QCD
production dynamics, the spectroscopy and
decay properties are of peat interest. In par-
ticular, the bottom quark is especially beauti-
ful. Its long lifetime implies that it undergoes in
some sense a forbidden decay. Therefore the b

Table III
Catalogue of QC0, Qs% QQq. and QQQ States of Future Interest

Number Produced in Typical Experiment Comments
Ur

107

3xitp
3x10'

bF 3x103?

cud
C IlU

C

%I NC

bbe

bud
buu
bdd

ccd
CU.

bus
bss
cub

bcs
ccc
bcc
him

10'

3x10'

10'

3x103?
300?
300?
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should be more sensitise to rare, hidden
phenomena. That is, the branching ratio as-
sociated with a rare process w will be larger for
bottom than for other quarks simply because
the total width is smaller. Ir. the field of h.
decays, the e*e- colliders at present are far
alseau. But in the long run it may be important
to study a variety of weal, decays of bottom (and
el arm) particles for the same reason it was im-

rtant for the strange system. The basic
parameters, such as Cabbibo angles, were de-
termined through a variety of experiments, not
just a single one. Overdetermination of these
parameters make their measured values more
credible. In the case of heavier quarks, one
belieses that simple spectator and/or "factori-
zation" models should be more reliable.
Nevertheless, there hive already been surprises
in the charm system. and surprises in the bot-
tom system are not yet ruled out. The more
measurements that become avaikble, the
greater can be our confidence in determining
the %cry important basic parameters of the
standard model.

What tease hadron beams provided us in
charm and bottom physics thus far? In bottom
ph)sics. it of course !rase us the y itself. But
beolitl ()Ma, there is not much at all. In charm
ph)sse-. information on lifetimes has been
found from a saner of experiments. m,ta of
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which originated in hadron bairns using high-
precision vertex detectors such as nuclear
emulsion or bubble chambers. In Fig. 13 a re-
cent summary of these determinations is given.
In terms of the number of reconstricted charm
particles per exclusive decay channel,
hadron-induced process,' were until recently
competitive with ee-induced processes. As an
example, in a photoproduction experiment at
Fermilab (F.-516) (see Fig. 4). very clear D sig-
nals have been seen (Fig. 14). Another intrigu-
ing result has been reported by 1E423. It is a
byproduct of a search for s decay into Os.
Within a data sample containing 4 charged
kaons, evidence has been found for the

forbidden decay of 1:1* into dnr, , as shown in
Fig. 15. There are about 240 entries in the peak,
which regrettably suffers from a very biased
trigger because of the nature of the 44 search.
Surprising is the absence of a corresponding F
nearby, since the branching ratio for F to 4eir is a
few percent. as measured by e*e collider ex-
periments. One might expect the pro&aion
cross section ratio Pin* to be of the order of
10%. Thus a comparable E. peak might have
been seen. However, the experimentalists cau-
tion that because of the bias in the trigger, one
.1sould not draw, strong conclusions about the
relatise productit.n of F to I) from this mea-
sureMent. LoW-mattAses evidence for compar-
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able strength. of F and D production does exist
from the ACCMOR experiments NA1132 at
CERN. In any case. this 4.7 decay mode looks
very promising for future studies of charm, in
particular for comparison of the relative pro-
duction dynamics of F and D in hadron

The upcoming program in charm physics at
Fermilab co rains several experiments. In the
forthcoming Inning period, E-691, a continu-
ation of tagged-photon photoproduction, will
utilize a transverse energy trigger which ought
to enhance the charm signal. Silicon strip ver-
tex detection Ints been added as well. Experi-
ment 653 w ill use protons incident on an
emulsion-plus-silicon-strip target followed by a
nultipartscle spectrometer of high resolution.
With use of the downstream spectrometer, ver-
tices in the emulsion may be located with suffi-
cient accuracy to allow scanning of the event to
be done in a reasonable length of time. Both
these experiments promise to yield between 100
and 1000 reconstructed charms per "easy"
exclusive channel.

In addition. the -little European bubble
chamber"' LEBC has moved to Fermdab and
will take data this year tE-713) in conjunction

40

30

20

10

0

with the Fermilab multiparticle spectrometer.
This experiment should yield quite unbiased
cross-section measurements of charm produc-
tion in hydrogen. In addition, two high-
resolution bubble chambers (E-632, E-745) will
take data this run in the neutrino bean.. A size-
able charm sample should be seen.

Further down the line is E-690, an ambitious
enterprise which will utilize a sophisticated
on-line fast-trigger processor. Events will be re-
constructed on-line by the processor, and a
search will be made for exclusive channels.
These will then be selected: those with charm
candidates (ur other options) will be retained
for later analysis. A smaller version of this ex-
periment is now running at Brookhaven. After
the processor is proven there, the experiment
will be moved to Fermilab, probably within a
year or Jo.

Finally, a second-generation broad-band
photon heam experimen. (E-687) will soon be
set up. The spectrometer used in this experi-
ment promises to be as powerful as any at Fer-
niilab. and it will be a very strong facility for
charm and bottom studies in the future. It can
operate not only in photon beams but also a
variety of hadron beams.
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I !gore li. The Cabiblio-forbiddn decay I) -
observed ui E-623. designed to search for ate

2

Beyond the Standard Model

In general. the Texatroo fixed-target program
must be said to be progra tttttt atm. That is, it
deals mainly wit" the standard model with
phenomena need Ili be better under-
stood and parameter. who Ii need to be better
measured. Bid there do exist disco% ery oppor-
tunities whirl' go bey I the standard lel.
One of tliese is the long -- landing problem of

dilepton ',roam I by neutrinos. In
-exeral experiments. It has been found that the
process

vN AA X
or, or- at J rate too high to be easily explained
Irt coim-lit" I soon es of brekgr I. new
mr.iurrtnent. wor: the Fermata!) 11-11 bubble
Ihnnber has been made of the %pry
loselx related pro. 1`. v\ n e X. This p-oc-

es- is not 'ern .0 the Intel of ob.pnr1"

claimed for same-sign dimuon production.
This may Indicate either that the same-sign di-
moon effect is spurious or that the effect is real,
Lot tiolates the Ae universality. This latter
hypothesis need not be considered too radical if
indeed something crazy is the source of the
phenomenon. Because the purported 141

appears to increase with energy, the for-
thcoming neutrino running with 800-GeV pri-
mary protons should have much higher sen-
itixity to this process.

%wither possibility of discovery physics has
been stimulated by the observation of the ; at
DE :1N b) the Crystal Ball collaboration. I am
not 11114 cons ineed that the phenomenon has
gone JN.1%. despite the negatixe second-round
.eiilts. because to my knowledge the
hypidlie-is of Tye and Rosenzweig has not been

8 78
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fully refuted. To me, their model is the most
reasonable explanation of the original results.
To refute it requires precise knowledge of
operating conditions of the machine in both the
original run and in subsequent running. (Ide-
ally, one would want to run some fraction of the
time at one sigma or so off the resonant peak of
the y on each side in order to be sure that the
Tye mechanism is inoperable.) The relevance
of this phenomenon to the Fermilob fixed-
target program has to do with E-605, already
mentioned in connection with high-pT dihad-
ron production. This is the follow-up experi-
ment to the one which discovered they particle.
In the next running period, the emphasis will
be on high intensity, with observation of di-
muons with high mass resolution (20 MeV?).
This resolution- will be sufficient to resolve
cleanly the various upsilon excited states. If
there is any ;-like entity. there is a good chance
of seeing it. If Tye and Rosenzweig are right,
one might see a first excited state at somewhere
around 9 GeV.

Yet another fixed-target experimental pro-
gram which contains discovery potential is the

780'

set of beam-dump experiments (E-635, E-636.
and E-646). The bread-and-butter part of that
program is direct observation of the tau neut-
rino and study of its properties. But, beam
dumps also provide good opportunities to
search for axions, neutral leptons, and the
long-lived neutral penetrating particles of
supersymmetric theories. The monojet events
from UA1 provide new stimulus for these kinds
of searches. because a reasonable hypothesis
for explaining the monojets is decay of the Z
into a new neutral long-lived penetrating parti-
cle plus the jet.

However, the beam dump program at Fer-
milab is in trouble. Although there are three
approved experiments and 2 satisfactory dump
design (Fig. 16). the facility is expensive. Be-
cause of funding shortfalls at Fermilab. it has
been decided to defer beam-dump construc-
tion in order not to disrupt too much of the
remaining program. In order to minimize the
delay, the Laboratory and DOE have submitted
a line-item construction request for the FYC7
high-energy physics budget to fund this facility.

z Am,Jr 4.

7385'
733'

770'

743' Beam C

724'

7550 7600

Figure 16. Design for the Fermilab Direct Neutral Lepton Facility.
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The TeV II Problem
The status of the beam dump is one example

of a general problem (Fig. 17) which the TeV II
program faces. As I see it, this problem has a
three-fold source. The first source is ur-r ler-
ceptions of delays, insufficient Laboratory
support, insufficient agency support, competi-
tion with TeV I, as well as possibly greater secu-
rity for the future of a group within .1 large
colliding beam facility. There may also be a
physics issue: being behind the high-energy
frontier, where the physics is likely to be more
programmatic and have less headline-making
potential. The source of the delays as seen by
the Laboratory is that there is simply not
enough money to do the job. And it does not
help if the Laboratory, when viewing the user
community, sees a flagging of interest or Lick of
stamina. The third source of the problem
comes from the national scene, where funding
agencies, HEPAP, and other nationally -hased
advisory groups may see too many competing
demands for funds, given all the collider in-
itiatives here and abroad, as well as tinder.
ground experiments, and R&D for the SSC.
TeV II looks like just one more program com-
peting with all the others. despite it. diversity
and breadth. Since it is a broadly-based pro-
gram with man) component., it also is a pr'
candidate for cuts. Anyone looking at the pro-
gram will Ihne Ins or her favorite experiment
and his or her turaey. The problem is that J
dozen people in a room will find no agreement

Longer Range

Such pe,,imistic word, about the fixed-target
program ,hould not be taken to indicate that. in
fact. tlir phy.ic, I, drying out. As we ha, r ,cen,
there t. very much to be done. The physics is
extremely good end the opportunities are of
high quality. In the realm of big initiati, e, one
of ni favorite, a next-generation round of
heavy - quark physics. Thin may require J new
.pectrometer facility. one which c.in go an
order°, agn ttttt le beyond what 1 hoped For in
the up, dig run,. I would like to re IR' to pti"
plet.o led , harm, per e.ls a hannel a. air goal.
Tlirrr e J question of how b. proceed %till:mill
J idrgr nutiatnr or whellirr our .4 Id pro-
f red I hie of to rrh on cursing
in the program or new tintsati.e of a toJeJble

whatsoever on which experiment is the turkey.)
Thus, everyone will agree that something ca.:: be
cut out of the program without anybody notic-
ing, but no one can agree on how to do it without
severe damage, with everyone noticing.

The TeV II Problem

User PereePhon

Delays.
Insufficient

Lob Sopporoloottf-
fieiont Agency Sup-
port Colopetition
orithreVIGreoter
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Figure 17. Three-way %mous circle underlying
existing problems with the fixed-target pro-
gram.

Opportunities

scale. The argument, an favor of this are, first,
that it would exploit optimally the expertise of
existing teams and provide continuity with the
programs now going on. Second, the physics
with several group. would come out in parallel,
with competition providing additional
,tinutlus. And one might not need escalation in
group size or apparatu, to do the job. One could
al.° cite examples of very big comprehensive
,pectrometer, which haven't done as well os
more le,t apparatn,with greater specificity.

On the other hand. the 'physics may simply
require. just .1, it ha, in colliding beams, con-
centrating t t of the effort into a very big
entralmed facility whip In might approach col-

lider deter t or. ni eze and ,rope. It may be

82 0
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arguable that existing groups doing charm and
bottom physics are too small, and that the
spectrometers C hich are being built, or exist
now, am simply not powerful enough to do this
kind of physics. Certainly a necessary condi-
tion for physics at this level is that a variety of
incident beams should be available, not only
protons but also neutrons, mesons, hyperons,
and photons as well. One will need to make
comparisions, as well as produce a variety of
different kinds of hadrons containing heavy
quarks. Another argument for a very big facility
is its visibility; it is easier for the national com-
munity to notice and thus support. Finally,
another reason for a large charm-bottom spec-
ti °meter may have to do with the SSC. If S200 to
$500 million will be spent on detectors for the
SSC, there should be a considerable amount of
R&D devoted to that enterprise. This R&D
must go beyond paper designs and construction
of small modules which are put into test beams.
Systems which are large enough to capture an
entire hadron jet of several hundred GeV (a
bread-and-butter phenomenon for the SSC)
should be tested. Secondary beams at Fermilab
are certainly a very good source of such jets.
Certainly Fermilab should pro side facilities
for this kind of R&D. But, just like all R&D
efforts, if there is physics that can be attached to
he instrumental development, the whole efiart
will be better focused, gain more momentum,
and in general have greater productivity.
Therefore, it seems reasonable that Fermilab,
while welcoming detector R&D done in its sec-
ondary beams, will welcome even more those
initiatives which have a strong physics motiva-

tion as well. Therefore, it may make sense to
integrate SSC detector R&D into a large heavy-
quark spectrometer program.

At the opposite extreme, there are oppor-
tunities for small initiatives within the fixed-
target program. Examples now discuss,/ or
presently pursued include a program on crystal
channeling which may even have applications
to accelerator physics (including SSC) in pro-
viding small septum magnets, measurement of
the magnetic moment of fr, quark searches,
searches for rare decays such as :FP --. Fn.',
searches for anomalons. and soft muon physics.
These have obvious sociological importance in
this age of giant collaborations. But they must
stand on their own in terms of physics quality. I
think most do.

There exist more exotic possibilities in
fixed-target physics, such as colliding stored
antiprotonson gas targetsto resonantly produce
iji and x states, such as done at the CERN ISR.
Storing muons and pions in order to make low-
energy neutrino beams has also been discussed
from time to time. The desirability of doing this
depends somewhat on the future of neutrino-
mass measurements. Certainly, if neutrino
masses and mixings are convincingly found to
be non-vanishing there may well be a renais-
sance of interest in this kind of physics at Fer-
milab.

In any case, the bottom line on the future of
fixed-target physics is one of commitment.
Much very good physics is there to be done. The
necessary condition is that there be enough
people who are willing to do the hard work to
get it out.

u
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IV. Fermilab's Advanced Computer Program

Introduction

By its very nature, experimental basic re-
search has always pressed hard against the
existing limits of technology, expanding those
limits when necessary and possible. Nature
does not release its secrets easily. The challenge
of exciting new experimental possiblities fre-
quently lures physicists into technological de-
velopment areas. A familiar example, Fer-
milab's leadership in superconducting
technology has been motivated by a need for
improved accelerators to allow experiments at
higher energy. Since the 19305, electronics and
computing have, along with accelerators, been
the focus of recurring interest in the high-
energy physics community. Among the first to
build and use electronic logic gates (ORs and
coincidence circuits) were high-energy ex-
perimentalists for their detectors. These gates
later became the fundamental building blocks
of all digital electronics and computers.

In the early sixties, high-energy physics made
important early contributions to computer
hardware, especially on-line processing. It was
also the first field to exploit the very high speed
ECL (Emitter Coupled Logic) circuit technol-
ogy. From that period until recently, commer-
cial computing hardware and system software
proved adequate for most of high-energy
physics needs and were not a major impedi-
ment to progress. No longer is this true. Com-
puting limitations now have se (ere impact in a
number of important areas, affecting the prog-
ress of experimental and theoretical efforts as
well as new accelerator design.

The biggest demand on Fermi lab computing
is for what is called experiment event recon-
struction. Physicists study the interactions of
fundamental particles by producing millioini of
individual collisions between them, and
studying how other particles, the debris, fly off
into their detectors. Sophisticated as they are,
the experimental detectors provide only the
sparest information about where and when
these secondary particles passed. To analyze the
physics, the physicist needs to know the type of
each particle and the momentum and angle
with which it emerged from the interaction.

Reconstructing these parameters for each of
dozens of particles, for each of millions of col-
lision event.. from the bit. of detector infor-
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mation recorded during the experiment, re-
quires a monumental scale of computation.
Large experiments already measure the amount
of time they use on Fermilab's large main frame
computers in years. As the energy of ac-
celerators increase, so do the number of sec-
ondary particles and of interaction !vents to be
studied. But interesting physics events tend to
be rarer.

Bigger haystack, smaller needle: we need ad-
vanced computer ideas. In 1982 Fermilab
formed the Advanced Computer Program to
confront computing problems at the R&D
level. This group is known by its initials (ACP).
It now has a dozen technical people with
backgrounds in experimental and theoretical
physics as well as electronic and computer en-
gineering. In its work the ACP interacts strongly
with industry and university computer science
efforts, mingling ideas and technology from
outside of high-energy physics with its own.

For experiments, the ACP goal is simple: re-
move the mechanics of computing from con-
tributing significantly to the "turn-around
time" between the idea for an experiment and
the physics conclusions derived from the ex-
periment. Similar motivations apply in the
theoretical and accelerator areas. Presently, a
major part of this turn-around lime is spent by
consputers carry ing out the trillions of
elementary calculations rtotuired for ariou.
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aspects of the research. The ACP has focused its
efforts on developing ways to carryout this
"number crunching" that are far more cost ef-
fective than those available commercially.
Studies by ACP people have concluded that we
can now attack this problem effectively by
creating new computer architectures built out

A High-Energy Phys

"A supercomputer is a system that is only one
generation behind the computing requirements
of leading edge efforts in science and en-
gineering." (The quotation is from Neil Lin-
coln. designer of the CDC Cyber 205 Super
Computer.) By this definition, the ACP Mul-
tiprocessor system to be built by the end of
1985, is more than a supercomputer. The con-
cepts for this system were developed during
1984. Circuit design is now underway. The de-
sign is based on a careful evaluation of the
criteria by which the value of such a system to
high-energy physics should be judged, as well as
what is required to gain acceptance from the
physicists who need to use it.

As important as the problems are, there are
still obvious limits to the amount of money that
can be spent to solve them. It is clear that a very
important factor is cost effectiveness: the rate at
which computing for a problem can be carried
out, divided by the cost of the computer. Digital
Equipment Corporation's (DEC) Vax 11/780 is a
super-mini computerthat is very popular in the
scientific community and is a good standard for
comparison of cost effectiveness. One can buy
about 4 Vexes per SM (million dollars).

Cost effectiveness is not the sole criterion. It
is possible to obtain extraordinary cost effec-
tiseness, approaching a million Vaxes/MS,
using special purpose hardware aimed at ex-
tremely well-defined problems. Examples may
be found in high-energy physics experiment
trigger hardware (that decides which interac-
tions detected by an experiment should be re-
corded on tape) and military signal processors.
Such s)stemsare very inflexible and difficult to
program. Getting them working makes strong
demands on technical people's time.

These problems point to the two other re-
quirements, beyond cost effectiveness, that the
ACP nukes of its systems. The first is ease of use
and programmability. In one phrase, this is
what ha-. come to be known as "user friendli-
ness." The second is easy system set-up by non-

of large numbers of the very powerful VLSI
(Very Large Scale Integration) microprocessor
circuits being produced by industry. In the
following, we will explain now this is possible
and how the ACP group will build a supercom-
puter for high-energy physics at Fermilab.

ics Supercomputer
experts. This requirement encourages a mod-
ular system with units, such as circuit board
subsystems, built and tested to industry stan-
dards. These modules may be based on Fer-
milab or commercial designs, and should be
routinely available from commercial vendors
or fabrication houses.

It is easy to sympathize with scientists who
resist new programming languages and compli-
cated computer mumbo-jumbo. Learning a
whole new language or a complicated set of
procedures would be, clearly, an "unfriendly"
requirement. Among high-energy physicists,
Fortran is the nearly universal programming
language. Although there are several more
modern languages with strong proponents in
the computerscience world, asking high-energy
physicists to leave Fortran would be much like
asking Frenchmen to speak Esperanto. In fact,
the analogy is appropriate since Fortran is a
"living" computer language continuously being
updated with syntax and concepts deriving
from computer science work in languages. At
the research stage, before the language has had
time to adapt, new functional tools can be made
available in the form of subroutines. Sub-
routines are previously prepared sequences of
instructions that are convenient for users of a
new computer to invoke from their programs.

An important component ofuser friendliness
is what is called the operating system. The
operating system manages the user's files of
programs and data, runs computit g operations
on request, provides tools to help find errors in
programs, supports text editors, and, if user
friendly, generally assists the user in response
to only a minimum of simple commands. The
Vax VMS operating system has become very
popular among high-energy physicists. Other,
nore portable systems (AT&T's Unix', in par-
ticular) may in time take hold. Until then, VMS
will be the system environment, and roman
the language in which physicists using the ACP's
computers will work.
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Computer Architectures for High-Energy Physics

The mast cost effective commercially avail-
able computing engines are the VLSI micro-
processors. A single board computer based on
one of the newly emerging 32 bit super micros
such as Motorola's 68020, AT&T's 32100, and
DEC's microVax chip) will run large Fortran
programs at speeds approaching those of a Vax.
Critically important to using these tiny com-
puters are the programs, called compilers, that
translate the scientists' programming language,
Fortran, to the machine instructions that con-
trol the microprocessors. Much inefficiency is
pbssible in this translation. A particularly good
compiler for the 68020 is now available from
Absoft, a small company in Royal Oak, Michi-
gan. The ACP has already measured physics
programs to run at upwards of 1/2 Vax speed
with it.

chitectures. These involve little or no com-
munication between the processors. Yet, such
systems will greatly increase the computing
capacity available for this research. In fact,
very much can be learned about the general
problem of parallel processing (ram conceptu-
ally simple multiprocessors. In time, the
simplest architectures can be built up to more
complex and general systems.

Such a single board computer can be built for
about $2500, implying a cost effectiveness of at
leas 200 Vaxes/M$. Further improvements are
expected by 1986 in compiler and hardware
technology. Clearly, to bring revolutionary
amounts of computing at this cost effectiveness
to a computing problem, one must get all the
little engines to work together, in parallel, on
the problem.

The general problem of parallel computing is
a very difficult one. Much computer science
effort is directed at optimizing parallel com-
putation for a generalized mix of computer
programs. This involves development of
mechanisms for communicating between and
synchronizing the activities going on in the dif-
ferent little engines. Further complications
result from allowing access by each processor
into the memory of the others and in the man-
agement of the processors and their allocation
to different parts of the problem.

Driven by pleasantly easy structures in high-
energy physics computing problems, the ACP is
able to use the simplest multiprocessor ar.
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Why can the ACP avoid the complexities
confronting so much other parallel computer
research? The secret of how to apply a simple
parallel computer to the experimentalist's nee-
dle and haystack problem is the haystack itself.
It is made of millions of individual events. The
reconstruction of what happened in each can
be carried out with no regard for what went on
in any of the others. Only when the reconstruc-
tion of all events is complete do the analysing
physicists want to look at them all together for
statistical studies. The problem has designed
the computer architecture for us: each of our
many little computing engines works, by itself,
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on one event at a time, never needing to corn.
municate with the others which are working
simultaneously on different events. Raw de.
tector data is passed to each processor as it be-
comes ready. When the procesor has completed
working on the event, the reconstructed pl ysics
parameters are stored for the later analysis.

Doto from host(event Lay event)

I Event I EvntZI Event I Event

Processors Output

Now. you might think, this is a specially sim.
ple architecture. How can it work for any other
problem? Physicists are very excited about tae
studies going on for the Superconducting Super
Collider (SSC) which will require accelerator
rings about 100 miles around. Projected costs of
several billion dollars clearly motivate an in.
tenaive computer simulation of accelerator de-
sign possibilities. The simulation calculates
step by step how individual particles would pass
through magnet after magnet, revolution after
resolution for thousands of turns around the
imagined ring. Many individual particles,
starting out with small differences, are fol.
lowed. The calculation of each track is essen.
tially independent of the others. We can treat
each particle like an experiment interaction
and put it into its own processor. The proc-
essor.. once again, need communicate little or
nothing with each other.

Both of these important Fermilab problems
are, we now see, of an "event-oriented" nature.
They are perfectly matched to our simple
parallel architecture. We are learning that out-
side our world, there arc many important
problems of an cvent-oric-ded nature. Some of
these are surprising at first glance: process
simulation, robotics, animation, and finite
element analysis. Of course, we cannot get away
with applying our event-oriented architecture
to every computing problem. Some, like
weather forecasting and molecular dynamics,
require heavy communication between all
processors. Many others in mathematical
physics require only nearest neighbors talk to
each other. An example is the key theoretical
problem of particle physics.

Theorists have developed a numerical cal-
culational technique, called Lattice Gauge
Theory, to make approximate predictions that
test the theory of strong interactions. They
simulate the world, at the elementary particle
level, on a lattice of points in apace and time
and calculate the interaction of quarks as if
they lived on that lattice. These calculations are
of the highest importance. To do them with
reasonable accuracy, they require orders of
magnitude more computing than presently
available. A grid of processors each speaking to
only a limited group of neighbors matches this
problem in an obvious way. The individual
processor are just like those the ACP is de-
signing for event-oriented problems. In the
future, the ACP may configure systems as grids.
However, with work on grids in progress at Cal
Tech and Columbia, the group is presently not
emphasizing them.

Software

Scienti4s. like other computer users, are ac.
cu.tonted to preparing programmed inatruc-
tions for traditional machines that compute by
carrying out arithmetic or logic operation aer-
ially, one after another. The present generation
of commercial supercomputers, like the Cray I
and Cyber 205, are called vector processors.
They are capable of carrying out the same oper-
ation. on one command, for each of the set of
number that make up what is called a sector.
In order to take full advantage of this capability
for a -cientific problem one needs to identify.
throughout the problem. group. of calculation.
that can he ganged together in the vector proc.

mon Automatic tools that vectorize" a prob-
lem have not proven very effective. Doing this
job by hand is difficult and time consuming.
Rarely have scientific problems used more than
10% on average of a vector computer's capacity.
This experience shows how critically important
it is to have software support that makes It poss.
sible to take full advantage of new hardware.

Truly parallel machines. where different op-
erations may he carried out simultaneou.ly on
groups of number., are expected to br Ies. con-
t. rining. Event- oriented problems ".ke ex-
per. 'lent reconstruction should lie particularly
easy to adapt to the .imply parallelkm of the
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1CP multiprocessor architecture, which is de-
signed for them. During 1984. the ACP built a
-mall six unit testbed multiprocessor and de-
%eloped an extensive repertoire of software to
sur, ase of large multiprocessors by ex.
perimentalists. Several Fermilab experimental
groups tested this software oser the summer
months. They found it pleasantly easy and
quick to convert their traditionally serial pro-
grams to multiprocessor aperation.

A program that is to run on the ACP multi-
processor is separated into two major pieces.
The first runs on a single processor, called the
host. It contains all instructions that control
bringing in raw data from, and sending proc-
essed result. to, outside storage devices. Luch as
magnetic tape. The real number crunching is
carried on in the second piece of the program.
Thi. is duplicated many times over to control
the act ix ities of each of the many little micro-
processors that together do the heavy work. The
host computer is instructed to send the raw data
corresponding to one physics interaction event
"down" to a processor by a simple request to
-tart a sequence of instructions, a subroutine,
previously prepared by the ACP.

The name of this subroutine is obvious,
SENDEVENT. There is a similarly obvious
IlJille. GETEVENT, for the subroutine that re-
trieves processed results from a finished mi.
eroproces.or. What is not obvious is the "re.
source management" problem of keeping track
of which of oser J hundred processors is ready

Hard
The test. of the ACP software demonstrated

that it will he easy 0 apply a simple multi.mi
croprocessor to 1 alt-energy experiment corn.
puling. The er ausiasm of computer-starved
eperitnentalis s has put a high priority on a
project to b ud a full-scale, high-performance
system 1' -tore the end of 1985. It will consist of
128 processors. Of these, 64 will be based on
lotorola's 68020, and the remaindet , depend-
ing on availability, on AT&T's or DEC's 32-bit
micro/owe...on.. Using more than one proc-
essor type is part of the &cm philosophy of
keeping its system receptise to the best industry
ha. to offer in performance and in price.

Experience v ..1% this first system, running
real experiene emblems. well Awe ACP
people to improve software and hardware. If, as
expected, all goes well. other large systems, of
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for data. ready for retrieval, or requires some
other action. These matters are handled auto-
matically by ACP subroutines. The scientist
using the system does not have to bother with
them. He or she is required only to determine
how to split the program into the host part and
the microprocessor part and to identify appro-
priate places to insert the SENDEVENT and
GETEVENT commands that communicate
data between the host computer and the little
n: mber cruncher. This is an easy task since all
large reconstruction programs have separate
input-output and number-crunching sections.

The host computer also takes care of tasks
needed to start ap and completer reconstruc-
tion program's operation. At the beginning,
many numbers that describe where the detec
tors are located, and otherwise give meaning to
the raw readings, must be prepared. These
numbers are then broadcast to all the proc-
essors, where they will be used to reconstruct
the event, with the command BROADCAST. At
the end, statistical summaries and graphs are
normally prepared so that physicists can de-
termine that the operation proceeded nor-
mally. These summaries are based on subtotals
stored in the many individual processors. The
subtotals are gathered and summed together on
command to the ACP software. There is also
help when problems occur. Hardware and
software errors are identified and tools pro-
vided to track down program mistakes.

ware

up to 2.55 processors each, will be built quickly
to meet the needs of Fermilab's Computer De-
partment and the Collider Detector at Fermilab
(CDF). Many outside groups, at American and
Western European universities and labora-
tories. have followed ACP activities with inter-
est. To make duplicating the system easy, Fer-
milab will make available system designs,
software. and lists of commercial sources where
modules may be purchased.

Even though the architecture ii simple, put.
ting together this large a nsulttprocessor re-
quires careful design. Up to 20 processors can
be assembled in a box, called a "crate," using
commercial packaging and interconnection
circuits. For larger numbers of processors, new
schemes are required. The ACP multiprocessor
will be built as a tree (which is usually pictured
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upside down in diagrams). The I art the
individual processors sitting in a commercial
crate. The crates are connected in groups to a
Fermi lab designed "branch bus" which in turn
can be connected as needed to any of the one or
more roots of the system. Each root is con.
nected to a source of data from the outside
world. In some systems, there will be two roots
each with a magnetic tape drive, one with raw

situ'?

141.VAlt II

data coming in, one with processed data going
out. Other systems will process data as quickly
as it is taken in the real time of an experiment.
There, roots will be connected directly to the
experiment's data acquisition system absorbing
data at huge rates. Twenty million characters
per second are possible in each of several roots.
A simple, but high speed switch is the trunk of
the system. It connects 8 roots to 8 branches.
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Each root is controlled by a small commer-
cial microcomputer (DEC's microVAX 11).
These speak with a DEC microVax Il supermi-
crocomputer which is the boss of the system ass
whole and is called the production host. This
computer carries out the host part of the ex-
perimentalist's program and has the popular
VMS operating system we referred to earlier.
One experiment's activity at a time goes on in
the production host and multiprocessor, which
is connected to Fermi lab's network of comput-
ers. Also on this network is a "development
host" computer, a full size Vax that can handle
many people each working on developing new
programs. They can test the programs on small
ACP systems intended for this purpotrt and
connected to the network. The development

Future Activiti

We have hinted at areas where further ACP
development work potentially could make still
more dramatic improvements in productivity.
One such area of research is on special-purpose
devices. We said these are hard to program. But
suppose that ACP experts do the difficult work
as they have done for multiprocessor manage-
ment software. Then these super powerful
techniques could be made available to physi-
cists with only a subroutine command. This
concept, which we call "hardware sub-
routines," appears to be very promising. It is
particularly easy to implement when one can
identify time consuming little calculations that
are repeated over and over again. This appears
to be possible for all the problems that irterest
us. Since the approach can be so fruitful
ACP group will locus on it in 1986.

Number crunching is the major source of
long delays in physics turn-around times.
Another leading contribution issimply the time
necessary to plow through huge amounts of
processed data. Reconstruction of an experi.

host has available all the ACP supplied tools, as
well as the usual Vax VMS aids to development,
that help prepare for a multiprocessor calcula-
tion.

The first system will be built in 1985 for
under $1/2 million in equipment costs and will
deliver the computing power of at least 60
Vases. Later copies wil be cheaper and more
powerful. The ACP schedule is "aggressive," to
use a popular computer industry word, because
it depends on the ability of industry to man-
ufacture, in quantity, 32 bit microprocessors.
These devices are certainly among the most
technologically aggressive creations ever con-
templated. However, delays, if they occur, will
not be long, and are part of the ACP's mandate
to work on the cutting edge of technology.

es and Projects

ment produces tens of billions of words. These
are used by physicists to make graphs and
statistical calculations that describe what went
on in the experiment. Little actual computation
is required for this analysis. Yet, each time a
physicist passes through this enormous amount
of data, hundreds (or even thousands) of tapes
must be read, and often several days are lost.
Typically, sn experiment requires many such
passes as physicists try out new ideas and de-
velop an understanding of the data.

New data base technology (similar to that
used for TV laser disks) is appearing on the
technological horizon that will make it possible
to improve this situation. Using the new
technology, future ACP efforts will be directed
at allowing physicists to turn around their
analysis ideas almost as fast as they can think of
them. For now this is a dream, and Fermilab's
Advances Computer Program it sully occupied
developing its exciting new supercomputer for
high-energy physics.

r.
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V. Progress on the Fermi lab Collider Detector

The south end wall of the Collider Detector under construction as the north end wall is raised into
final position. .
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VI. Development of the Energy Saver Operation.

Introduction

The completion of the Energy Saver com-
missioning, described in detail in last year's
Annual Report, is only the beginning of the
Laboratory's mission. Only when protons of
appropriate intensity are being delivered to the
targets in the Meson, Neutrino, and Proton
Laboratories, with the uniform spill the various
experiments require and for a reasonable
number of hours per week, will we be able to
consider ourtask successfully completed.

The primary objective in 1984 was, in fact, to
establish again at Fermilab a valid high-energy

The Te

This new accelerator was called the Energy
Doubler (because it gives twice the proton
energy of the original Fermilab Main Ring), the
Enem Saver (because superconducting mag-
nets and the necessary refrigeration use less
energy than conventional copper-iron mag-
nets), and it is now the Tevatron since one-
trillion electron-volt energies are a chieved. The
performance specifications given for the Teva-
tron before its construction were that it should
provide proton beams of energy 800 GeV to 1
TeV with an intensity of at least 2 x 10" protons

Chronology

We have had a successful year in the sense
that we met or almost met all performance
specifications. We have worked hard to meet
our operating schedules and here our success
has not been as comprehensive. Let us step back
a bit from the official start of the year 1984 for a
running start, or a starting run.

High-energy physics experiments at 400 GeV
with the Tevatron began October 3, 1983. By
November 1, berm was delivered to the Meson
Lab and experiments began taking data. A little
later, on November 21, beam was delivered to
the Neutrino Lab and soon seven target stations
were in use, a solid experimental program.

The 400-GeV warmup run continued until
February 14, when the accelerator was shut
down on purpose. The main purpose of the
shutdown was for installation of new equip-
ment, but before that, operation at 800 GeV was

9 .-J3

physics experimental program, first at 400 GeV
and then at 800 GeV. Preparations for the
startup of colliding beams in 1985 als" con-
tinued. This section presents the accelerator
story, including the successes, failures, and
activities during the '84 summer and fall shut-
down, which should lead to substantial im-
provements in l985 for the fixed-target program
and allow protorwantiproton collisions in the
Tevatron when the Antiproton Source com-
missioning is complete.

vatron

per pulse. The cycle time was to be 30 to 60
seconds, with a flattop of at least 10 seconds.

In the first full year of operation, most of
these specifications have been met. The Tevat-
ron has operated regularly at 800 GeV. The in-
tensity is greater than 10" protons per pulse and
is not limited by the Tevatron, but by its injec-
tor. A cycle time of 60 seconds is standard;
shorter times can be achieved when more rf is
available. A flattop of 10 seconds was used
during the first running period; 20 seconds is
now standard.

of the Year
tried. The tests were successful, accelerating
beam to 800 GeV and storing it at that energy.

The Tevatron wns shut down until March 17
for installation of the low-beta quadrupole
system at 80. The purpose of this system is to
reduce beam size and therefore to increase
beam density at the interaction point. This will
increase the luminosity of proton-antiproton
colliding beams.

The obligatory odious ordeal of startup began
on March 17, and the beam was ready for the
first 800-GeV high-energy physics run on March
25. It was, however, a short interlude, because
the first failure of a Tevatron maplet occurred
the next day.

Replacing a superconducting magnet is much
more lengthy than replacing a Main-Ring mag-
net because a portion of the ring (1124, corres-
ponding to one satellite refrigerator's worth of

4
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magnets) must be warmed up to room temper-
ature. then cooled again after the magnet is
replaced. The 800-GeV run was restarted on
April 1 and went on from there.

There was an interruption of high-energy
physics on April 18 for testing of the low-beta
quadrupole system at location 80. The tests
were very successful; it was possible to start with
the low-beta system turned off, as will always be
the case during ace - aeration. Turning the sys-
tem on changes the operating characteristics of
the beam already in the accelerator.

The only other scheduled interruptions of
high-energy physics were for routine mainte-
narwe and briefly for the dedication of the ac-
celerator on April 28. The run continued until
July 16, but there were four more magnet fail-
ures in June and July. We discuss these failures
in the following section.

The accelerator shutdown that started July 17
was a Lang one. The tunnel was excavated at F17,
and a number of the precast tunnel hoops were
replaced by ones of larger cross section to atlow
more roont for equipment for extraction of

Perfor

The best way to talk about performance is in
term. of the scheduled and actual hours and the
number of protons on target. We give these data
in the accompanying table.

Table I. 1984 Accelerator Performance.

4.00 CeV 830 CeV Total
Number of Weeks 18 10 28

Scheduled IIEI' Iles. 2042 1276 3318

Actual REP Hrs. 1131 648 1780

'4 Up Time for REP 55 51 54

Weekly Averages

Scheduled REP Hrs./Week 113 128

Actual 11E1' Hrs./We(5 63 65

Accelerated Protons

Protomar Scheduled lirs. 2.7x10" 1.3x10"

Protons 10' Scheduled
Hrs.. Hest Week 5.5x10" 2.5x10"

beam to the antiproton-production target, and
for reinjection of antiprotons. In addition, the
tunnel was modified at DO, the second
colliding-beams interaction region, for instal-
lation of the components for the overpass that
locally raises the Main-Ring beam by approxi-
mately 6 feet to have room fora detector. Dur-
ing this long shutdown, the ri tsg was warmed up
and modifications made to correct the prob-
lems causing magnet failures.

Startup began on November 3. There was a
certain amount of discreet nail biting. Compo-
nents for the DO overpass were delivered feom
the Magnet Factory at the last moment, and
there was some worry about whether the whole
installation would work. Purposely taking the
beam away from the plane of the accelerator
was a brand new adventure. In fact, it worked
very lell after only a few days of commission-
ing. Beam was accelerated in the Main Ring
and injected into the Tevatron on December 2.
Teas continued through December. with the
second 800-GeV high-energy physics run to
begin on January 3. 1985.

mance

In interpreting the data from the above table
it is important to note that even in its initial
running period from October 3, 1983. to Feb-
ruary 14, 1984, problems with the Tevatron pre-
vented running only about half of the
scheduled time. For the best week 5.5%10"
protons/10' scheduled hours were accelerated.
with the average for the 18 weeks of 400-GeV
operation being 2.73E10" protons/102 scheduled
hours. The fraction of running time is at least as
good and the intensity much higher than in the
first year of Main-Ring operation.

The level of operation at 800-GeV is not typi-
cal of what we expect in the future because of
the five Tevatron dipole magnet failures. These
failures were due to an unsupported section of
superconducting cable. Immediately after
leaving the coil package. the cable is bent up-
ward through 90° and held by an insulating
block - clamp. The cable then is bent through a
semicitele. at the end of which is another in-
sulating block-clamp that directs the cable to
the next magnet through the helium connec-
tion. Five magnet failures during the 800-GeV
run were attributed to the 6 inches of unsup-
poned cable between the two insulating blocks.
When the magnets are ra.uptd from injection
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field (ISO GeV) to 800 GeV, the cable experi-
ences a force of approximately 100 pounds
which causes the cable to move and rub against
cryostat parts, resulting in abraded cable insu-
lation, a short-to-ground. and, ultimately,
magnet failure. The cables at the other end of
these magnets have proper support. Whenever
this happened the magnet had to be replaced.
In order to remove and replace each damaged
magnet it was necessary to warm up 1/24 of the
ring. After replacing each failed dipole, cool-
down and refilling with liquid helium required
approximately two days. Three to four days
were lost for each magnet failure.

This major problem has been eliminated.
Because of the already scheduled shutdown of
the Tevatron from July to November 1984. it
was possible to open the 380 magnets that
needed to be modified. After grinding away
approximately 10 inches of weld on the cryos-

Other A

In addition to providing support that made
possible the work described above, the various
accelerator departments participated in other
activities during 1984. Several examples are

tats. a cable support was incorporated that was
known to be adequate to prevent conductor
motion. This work has been done and the
Tevatron has been successfully ramped to 800
GeV (November 29, 1984) with the repaired
magnets.

The Tevatron was also used for SSC studies.
Even though these efforts have been kept at
lower priority than the Fermilab experimental
program, some interesting observations were
possible which may influence the design of the
SSC. Beam measurements made on the Tevat-
ron were compared with computersimulations,
showing a high level of predictability.
Coasting-beam studies show long lifetimes and
lack of strong resonance driving terms. Low-
energy studies were made to demonstrate that
injection energies of as low as 1/15 of final
energy are possible.

ctivities

given below by Curtis Owen, Injector Depart-
ment Head: Gerald Tool, Electrical Engineer-
ing Support Group Leader: and Dixon Bogert,
Accelerator Division Controls Group Leader:

Curtis Owen: Injector

Vacuum tube circuits in the
anode modulator for the Linac
final power amplifiers and in the
screen modulator for the driver
amplifier were replaced with much
simpler and more reliable solid-
state devices. After several months
of prototype development, the
conversion was accomplished very
smoothly during the long 1984
shutdown. A second project was the
design and installation of an
additional 8GeV extraction system
for the Booster. The primary rea-
son for this is ao provide an 8GeV
test beam for the Debuncher Ring

Gerald Tool: Electrica

A program was carried out to
rebuild the A2 and A3 Tevatron
power supplies to provide steady-
state operation of the Tevatron at
energies up to 1 TeV for colliding

9 , b.....,

(TeV I); however, the extra extrac-
tion system and beam dump will be
invaluable in the course of normal
operation with the Main Ring and
Tevatron. It will permit Booster
beam studies and tuning at a rea-
sonable rate parasitically without
dumping 8-GeV beam in the
Main Ring or in the Booster. The
design allows an arbitrary fraction
of the 84 bunches of beam in the
Booster to be delivered to the
Main Ring (for bunch coalescing
studies or any other purpose) with
the remainder delivered to the new
beam dump.

I Engineering Support

beams. At any given time, one of
these is the bolding power supply,
and the other is an installed spare
operating as one of the 12 ramping
supplies. This group, as well as
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other Accelerator Division support
groups, made significant contribu-
tions to designing and implement-
ing antiproton source systems. It is

Dixon Bogert: Accelera

Major tasks undertaken
were: I) Conversion of the
Main-Ring Control system to the
ACNET system, culminating in the
successful operation of the Main-
Ring including the DO-overpass in
November 1984; 2) Ongoing de-
velopment of the controls required
for the 0 source; 3) Continuing
support for the improved opera-
tion of the Tevatron including new
items such as the BO low-beta re-
gion, the QXR system (quadrupole
extraction system), and super-
dam per control with the possibility
of tune measurements of the Saver
made 14: 50 Hz; 4) The continued
improvement of general ACNET
services including alarms and
Save-Compare-Restore capabili-
ties; 5) The acquisition, in con-
junction with the AD/Calculations
Group, of a third VAX 11/785 com-
puter and a Floating Point Systems
FPS-I64 attached processor. This
equipment will greatly improve the
Accelerator Division's ability to
study and simulate accelerator
performance and future ac-
celerator designs. There were 62
man-years of effort recorded by

estimated that during 1984 about
80% of this group effort involved
TeV I work.

for Division Controls

AD/Controls during 1984. Nineteen
of these years, or about 30% of the
total, were devoted to support for
the fs source. The greatest part of
this support was electronic de-
velopment of control modules and
systems, including microcomputer
support. Nine man-years of effort,
or about 15% of the total, were de-
voted to ongoing support for the
Tevatron systems as outlined in
number 3) above. The remaining
55% of the effort was devoted to a
combination of conventional con-
trols support and the Main-Ring
Conversion project. The ACNET
control system now has 14 condoles
operational. With the exception of
the Booster, all components of the
accelerator are now controlled
through ACNET.

Support for the f source con-
trols has included several new
micro-computer projects. The de-
cisions made several years ago to
support the fs source as an exten-
sion of the ACNET/Tevatron con-
trols system has greatly simplified
the job of creating software inter-
faces for TeV I.

Conclusion

In summary, the first two high-energy physics
runs, October 1983 to February 1984 at 400 GeV,
and March 1984 to July 1984 at 800 GeV, were
highly successful. Accelerators using super-

conducting magnets have come of age and fu-
ture accelerators such as the proposed SSC can
now, with confidence, move forward using the
Tevatron as a solid technology base.

Att,e&L s
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VII. Magnet Production at Fermi lab
Introduction

Almost all of the work of Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory involves the use of
electromagnets in one way or another. From its
very beginning, the Laboratory has been in-
volved in purchasing magnets, building mag-
nets, modifying magnets, repairing magnets, or
advising others on the subject of magnets. With
the completion of magnet production for TeV I
and TeV II, well over 3..."10 major electromag-
nets have been assembled at Fermi lab for use in
both accelerator construction and experimen-
tal programs. If smaller magnets ("trim" mag-
nets for orbit correction or beam steering) are

Convention

Inthe late 1960s-early 1970s, activity at what
was then known as the National Accelerator
Laboratory centered around planning the de-
sign and fabrication of magnets for the Main
Ring, the 200-400 GeV conventional ac-
celerator. Finding the answers to questions re-
garding design, external procurement of com-
ponents, on-site versus off-site fabrication, as-
sembly and measurement, and eventual re-
work of magnets as design modifications be-
came necessary, led members of the design
group through a chain of decisions that would
prove useful in later years.

This was a large and revolutionary under-
taking: the construction of upwards of 1000
magnets in the relatively short time frame set by
Robert Wilson's desire to have an operating
accelerator on time and under budget.

The process of 400-GeV magnet fabrication
began with planningand design at an Oakbrook
office complex, moved into early testing at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory, then to prelimi-
nary fabrication in rented warehouse space in
West Chicago, and in the Village on the NAL
site. The need for very precise alignment of the
inner coils close to the median plane, and the
reluctance or industry to try to meet this tight

The Sa
By 1975. planning for the Energy Doubler

(later the Energy Saver, and then the Tevatron)
had been approved, and serious development
effort had begun on a new generation of mag-

9 39

included the total number rises to 4-5000.
At different times, and in different places,

magnet design and construction have gone for-
ward under organizational names as diverse as:
The Magnet Factory, Technical Services, Tech-
nical Support Section, Industrial Area, and
Energy Doubler Magnet Group.

Whatever the designation or place, the cen-
tral role of magnets in Fermilab's evolution has
remained unchanged. The following review of
this crucial activity provides a glimpse into
some of the laboratory's history.

al Magnets

specification led the Laboratory to build the
coils in-house. By 1970, decisions on fabrica-
tion and assembly had created the need for an
Industrial complex at Fermjlab. Industrial
Buildings 1 and 2 were constructed and oc-
cupied as a test facility, and coil-winding and
assembly facility respectively.

As completed magnets were placed in the
Main Ring, where they were subjected to actual
operational loads, production-related electri-
cai problems arose that occupied the Magnet
Facility for nearly a year before the actual
business of operating the accelerator could
proceed.

With the completion of the 400-GeV ac-
celerator, efforts in the Magnet Facility turned
to supplying the magnets needed in the Ex-
perimental Areas. A proliferation of magnet
types and variances were required, from
analyzing magnets to bending magnets, from
septum magnets to EPB dipoles. Since flexibil-
ity now assumed pre-eminence over quantity,
the Magnet Facility underwent a transition
from the mass-production techniques used on
Main Ring magnets to the smaller-scale pro-
duction better suited to specialized produc-
tion.

ver Era
net, the superconducting quadrupoles and di-
poles that would be used in the existing Main
Ring tunnel to raise the circulating proton
energy toward 1000 GeV.
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When, in mid -1979, the Department of
Energy authorized construction of the Energy
Doubler/Saver, a second major production
phase commenced, one that repeated the pro-
duction techniques and demands from 400 -
GeV days, but that promised an eventual yield
of more than twice the energy.

The basic manufacturing philosophy
adopted was that, while superconducting mag-
nets could be readily built by highly trained
personnel lavishing great care on each magnet
on a one-at-a-time basis, production of 1000+
magnets on a tight schedule would not allow for
such luxury. Therefore, an early decision was
made to develop, once again, new tooling and
fabrication techniques that would allow pro-
duction of superconducting magnets by less-
skilled persons at an increased rate of speed, as
had been done with the magnets for the con-
ventional Main Ring.

Froin mid-1979 until early 1983, production
of superconducting magnet components spread
throughout almost the entire Laboratory.
Model cryostats were fabricated by personnel
from various Magnet Facility shops in the Vil-
lage, and final cryostat assembly was carried out
in Lab 5 in the Village. Industrial Building 3,
constructed and occupied in !974 as ware-
housing and storage space, became the produc-
tion center for superconducting magnets.
Room was made available at Industrial 1 for a
test facility that included a 1500-watt re-
frigerator, new water system, upgraded power
supplies, state-of-the-art data-acquisit' ,n sys-
tems and six large test stands for full-scale mag-
net measurement. By 1978, the demands of
completing the Energy Doubler/Saver made

Tev

clear the need for a fourth building, and In-
dustrial 4 soon was ready for occupancy. Here,
completed components for superconducting
magnets were tested and stored before final as-
sembly.

Superconducting magnet production hit full
stride by 1980, and by 1981 production had
risen from 5 magnets per week to 10. By 1982, as
many as 20 dipoles were completed in weeks of
peak activity. Quadrupole magnets were regu-
larly produced at a rate consistent with their
need.

All through the Saver years, Magnet Facility
people continued to work on specialised mag-
nets for specific beam lines and experiments.
Late in the Saver production sequence, the
Magnet Facility was called upon to assemble
coils for a very large (60 feet long, with an aper-
ture measuring 4 feet )(4 feet) analyzing magnet
for E-605. These coils were formed as two-layer
"pancakes"by an industrial vendor, and these
"pancakes"were then insulated, assembled,
and welaiNI together as single units in Industrial
4. This entire process was carried out in time to
vacate Industrial 4 in advance of the onslaught
of completed Saver magnets, which eventually
claimed all available floor space.

By 1983, nearly 2000 individual components
had been completed, assembled, and installed
to cc [uprise the Energy Doubler/Saver. In Au-
gust, 1983, in the spotlight of publicity created
by the simultaneous occurence of the Interna-
tional Accelerator Conference at Fermilab, the
Energy Doubler/Saver was successfully turned
on and commissioned, achieving a new record
energy of 800 GeV.

UTev II

One might have expected a respite following
the commissioning of the Saver. But, as we have
noted, activities in other areas of magnet pro-
duction had carried on right through the Saver
era, and were to escalate in the following years.

As a companion piece to completion of the
Energy ;paver, an antiproton source was re-
quired to produce copious quantities of antip-
rotons that could be re-injected into the Saver
and brought into collision with ;protons to
achieve 2 TeV in the center-of-mass physics.

In February of 1981. funding for this anti-
proton source, or TeV I as the project was to be
called, became available from the Department

of Energy. A second program, TeV II, was
funded in January of 1982. The purpose of Tev
II was the upgrading of experimental areas to
prepare them for 1000-GeV beam from the new
superconducting synchrotron. Taken together,
TeV I and TeV II resulted in large demands for
additional magnets to be provided by the Mag-
net Facility, and took Fermilab magnet con-
struction into two years of the most intense ef-
fort yet expended.

The Tic. I program proved to be the larger of
the two. since the number of different magnet
characteristics within the program was greater
than )bat of any prey ions Fermilab magnet pro-

910
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duction sequence. A total of more than 700
magnets consisting of 52 different types, many
of which were to push conventional magnet
technology to the very edge of feasibility, were
called for in the TeV I program, including the
largest bending magnets ever built at Fermilab
(Accumulator dipoles, each of which weigh 53
tons), and the largest quadrupoles yet con-
structed at Fermilab. Each of these magnets
required a prototyping stage in which produc-
tion procedures were developed to achieve the
required magnetic -field tolerances, low power
consumption, and the ability to be taken apart,
moved, and reassembled in a reproducible
way. From final design through prototyping,
production, and testing, the Magnet Facility
utilized equipment and manpower to the fullest
wit% around-the-clock and weekend shifts from
1983 through early 1985.

Fortunately. the magnets for TeV II were
tried-and-true standbys: 4Q120 quadrupoles,
6-3-120 dipoles, 3Q120 quadrupoles, and
special-function magnets for beam-extraction
and beam-line use. AU in all, it was necessary to
build something over 200 additional magnets to
meet TeV II needs. Wherever possible, coils
and other sub-assemblies were ordered from
outside vendors and assembled at the Labora-
tory in ..iseir final configuration.

To assist in this task, the Conventional Mag-
net Facility, the Energy Doubler Magnet Con-
struction Group, the Central Machine Shop,
and elements of Drafting and Design were com-
bined in mid-1981 into one unit, the Technical

Support Services Section. TeV IITeV II pro-
duction demands were such that a fifth build-
ing, Industrial Center, with a different ar-
chitectural style and substantially greater floor
space than the other four buildings, was de-
signed and begun in late 1981. A very rapid
construction period resulted in Industrial
Center being ready for occupancy and use in
little less than a year. Machinery utilised in the
construction of TeV I magnets was brought to
Industrial Center in late 1982. Existing pro-
duction equipment was supplemented with
help from DIPEC, a stockpile of machine tools
maintained by the Government. Principally, 4
large coil-winders were built. The hearts of
theses machines were constructed from
boring-mill turntables left over from Korean
War-era tank turret production. Along with
these winding tables, large hot-air curing ovens
and additional sand-blasting equipment were
installed, as well as innumerable small fixtures
and peripheral production aids.

As magnet production for TeV I and TeV II
draws to a close, the magnet builders at Fer-
milab see ahead of them yet another period of
development work on supercondueting mag-
nets, but this time on a much grander scale: the
20 TeV collider, or SSC. which would operate at
40 TeV in the center-of-mass. These magnets
would be made of superior superconductor,
and would be 40 to 60 feet long. Some 100 or so
of these giant magnets would have to be built
and thoroughly tested to insure the success of
SSC.
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Welding on a Superconducting Supercollitler prototype magnet at Industrial 3.
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VIII. Publications

Hultipacticle '110

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REACTION -p -% AT 100 AND 175 GeV/c. C. Ilromberg et al.. Phys. Rev.
DM 566 (1964),

PRODUCTION OF THE Kiev: SYSTEM IN p AND K-p INTERACTIONS AT 50. 100. AND 175 GeV /c.
C. Bromberg it al.. Phys. Rey. 030, 2411 (1964).

STUDY OF 10-(690) AND 10-(1430) PRODUCTION IN THE REACTION K-p . 10.-p AT 100 AND 175 CeV /c.
C. Bromberg et al.. Phys. ley. DM 2469 (1964).

15-Ft ./H7 4 Ne 0160

TOTAL ANTINEUTRINO-NUCLEON CHARGED CURRENT CROSS SECTION IN THE ENERGY RANGE 10-50 GeV. A. E.
Aaratyan it al.. Phys. Lett. 1371. 122 (1964).

Hadron ............ 273

A MEASUREMENT OF THE MASS. FULL WIDTH, AND RADIATIVE WIDTH OF THE 10(1237) MESON. b. D.
Collick, Ph.D. Thesis. University of Minnesota. April 1964.

MEASUREMENT OF THE RADIATI'7. DECAY WIDTHS OF THE A2* AND K**(1430) MESONS. S. CIhanNir. Ph.D.
Thesis. University of Rochester. 1961.

EVIDENCE FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PRODUCTION OF THE A,. M. Zielinski it al.. Phys. Rev. Lett.
52, 1195 (1964).

ELASTIC PION COMPTON SCATTERING. R. Y. Kovalemski it al., Phys. Rev. D29. 1000 (1984).

ELASTIC COMPTON SCATTERING. M. Zielinski it al., Phys. Rev. 029. 2633 (1964).

PARTIAL-WAVE ANALYSIS OF COHERENT 3. PRODUCTION ON NUCLEI AT 200 GeV. M. Zielinski it al..
Phys. Rev. D30. 1855 0794).

PRODUCTION OF LOW-MASS K' m SYSTEMS ON NUCLEI. M. Zielinski it al.. Phys. Rev. 030, 1107
(1964).

Particle Search 0379

HADRONIC PRODUCTION OF PROMPT MUONS. A. Bodek it al.. The Search for Charm, Beauty, and Truth
at High Energies. Eds. G. Dellini and S. C. C. Ting (Plenum Press. N.Y. and London. 1984). p.
535.

Particle. Search 0400

A HIGHLY COMPACT MULTIW1RE PROPORTIONAL CHAMBER SYSTEM WITH SO cm RESOLUTION. p. Coteus et
al.. Nucl. Instrum. Methods 222, 474 (1984).

li)!SAKKI.PAPTPP !4421,51!

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM HIGH ENERGY PROTON NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS, CRITICAL PHENOMENA. AND THE
THERMAL LIQUID DROP MODEL OF FRAGMENT PRODUCTION. A. S. Hirsch, Phys. Rev. C29. 50d (19d4).

*This list vas complied using 1983 (not In Fennel, 1963) and 1984 Journal articles. 'het".
and conference papers. Some conference papers were submitted to a conference prior to 1984 but
were not dubllshed until 1964. If there ore thanges, omissions, or cnnaenta, pl..ue notlty the
Publications Office.
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FarticleSesr01.9515

A STUDY OF CHARM PRODUCTION IN THE STRONG INTERACTIONS USING A PROMPT MUON TRIGGER. J. Bishop
at al.. The Search for Charm. Beauty. and Truth at Nigh Energies, Proceedings of a Europhysics
Study Conference on High-Energy Physics held November 15-22. 1981. in Erice, Sicily, Italy. Ed.
G. gellini and S. C. C. Ting (Plenum Press. Nem York and London. 1964). p. 545.

PRODUCTION OF LEPTONS IN COINCIDENCE WITH PROMPT MOONS. R. M. Edelstein et al.. Phys. Re.
Litt. 53. 1411 (1984).

ihotoproduction 95.1.6

PHOTOPRODUCTION OF CHARM: RECENT RESULTS FROM THE TAGGED PHOTON SPECTROMETER. M. D. Sokoloff.
Proceedings of the Ninth Hawaii Topical Conference in Particle Physics. EJ. E. Ma. August 11 -
24, 1983. p. 7.

A STUDY OF THE DECAY Do K-1*,- IN HIGH ENERGY PHOTOPRODUCTION. D. J. Summer' Ph.D. ideals.
University of California. Santa Barbara. March 1984.

A STUDY OF THE DECAY Do K14'1,- IN HIGH ENERGY PHOTOPRODUCTION. D. J. Summers et al., Phys.
Rev. Lett. 52, 410 (1984).

INELASTIC MD ELASTIC PHOTOPRODUCTION OF J/e (3097). B. H. Denby. Ph.D. Thesis. University of
California, Santa Barbara, July 1983.

INELASTIC AND ELASTIC PHOTOPRODUCTION OF J/e (3097). B. H. Denby at al.. Phys. Rev. Lett. 52.
795 (1984).

Neutrino 9531

NEW RESULTS FOR THE LIFETIMES OP THE Dt, ri. AND ec PARTICLES. N. Ushids et al., Phys. Rev.
Litt. 51. 2362 (1983).

Dimuon 8537

COMPARISON OF ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM OF DIMUONS PRODUCED IN pN
AND v-N INTERACTIONS WITH QUANTUM-CHROMODYNAMIC PREDICTIONS. B. Cox and P. K. Malhotra, Phys.
Rev. 029. 63 (1984).

15 Ft Neutrino/H. and Ne 9546
----.--.

SEARCH FOR HIGH-ENERGY TAU-NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS. H. C. Ballagh at al.. Phys. Rev. D30. 2271
(1984).

HADRON UP -DOWN ASYMMETRY IN NEUTRINO-NEON CHARGED-CURRENT INTERACTIONS. H. C. Ballagh et al..
Phys. Rev. D30. 1130 (1984).

N841.9242M.95?1

STUDY or JETLIKE STRUCTURE IN HIGH-TRANSVERSE-ENERGY EVENTS PRODUCED IN pp COLLISIONS AT 400
GeV/c. B. C. Brown at al.. Phys. Rev. 029. 1895 (1984).

STUDY OF K*-(890) AND K*-(1430) PRODUCTION IN THE REACTION K -p row -p AT 100 AND 175 GeVih.
Phys. Rev. D29. 2469 (1984).

A STUDY OF THE REACTION ep :Iv -n AT 100 AND 175 GeV/c. Bromberg at al.. Nucl. Phys.
1232. 189 (1984).

15-Ft.d Esulaion/Neutrino11564

SEARCH FOR NARROW 1,,v2 MASS ENHANCEMENTS IN A HERRIN° BUBBLE-CHAMBER EXPERIMENT. H. C.
Ballagh at al.. Phys. Rev. D29. 1300 (1984).

Elastic Scattering...57J

LARCE-MOMENTUM-TRANSFER ELASTIC SCATTERING OF sr, Kt, AND pt ON PROTONS AT 100 AND 200 GeV/c.
Phys. Rev. 030. 1413 (1984).
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Particle Search #180

DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION OF KIKJ,.:w-v- IN e-N INTERACTIONS AT 200 CeV/c. C. C. Chang et al..
Phys. Rev. 028, 1868 (1984). -

FORWARD IIJKJ PRODUCTION IN 200-CeV/c 1-N INTERACTIONS. E. G. H. Willis.* et el., Phys. Rev.
D30. 877 X1984).

BARYON PRODUCTION AND DECAY INTO STRANGE-PARTICLE FINAL STATES IN 200-Civic v-N INTERACTIONS.
Phys. Rev. D30. 872 (1964).

Kam Charge_Exchangs 1585

A STUDY OF HADRON- PROTON ELASTIC SCATTERING AT HIGH ENERGY AND LARGE 613MENTUM TRANSFER. S. F.
McHugh, Ph.D. Thesis, University of California. San Diego, 1983.

Neutriro 059A

A MEASUREMENT OF THE ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTION v. + e- v. + e-. M. A. Tartaglia.

Ph.D. Thesis. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. July 1984.

EVIDENCE FOR NEUTRINO- AND ANTINEUTRINO-INDUCED COHERENT sit PRODUCTION. E. Isikaal it al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 1096 (1984).

Particle Search 0595

FORWARD PRODUCTION OF CHARM STATES AND PROMPT SINGLE MOONS IN 278 GeV a -Fe INTERACTIONS. J.
L. Ritchie it al.. Phys. Lett. 1381. 213 (1984).

Huth Mass Pairs #605

STUDY 07 THE ATOMIC WEIGHT DEPENDENCE OF HIGH Pt SINGLE HADRON PRODUCTION IN PROTON-NUCLEUS
COLLISIONS AT 400 CeV/c. Y. Sapei. Ph.D. Thesis. Kycro University. June 1984.

s/K/p IDENTIFICATION WITH A LARGE-APERTURE RING-IMAGING CHERENKOV COUNTER. M. Adams et al..
Nucl. Instrue. Methods 217. 237 (1983).

Hadron Jets #609

HIGN TRANSVERSE ENERGY PROTON-NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS. J. A. Rice. Ph.D. Thesis, Rice University.
June 1963.

HIGN TRANSVERSE ENERGY PROTON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS AT 400 GeV/c. H. E. Miettinen et al..
Proceedings of the International Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics. Brighton. July
20-27, 1983, p. 128.

A MONTE CARLO STUDY OF HIGH TRANSVERSE ENERGY TRIGGERS IN pp COLLISIONS AT plat, 400 CeV/c.
C. J. Naudet, H. A. Thesis, Rice University, April 1963.

MEASUREMENT OF THE DIJET CROSS SECTION IN 400-GeV pp COLLISIONS. N. W. Arenton et al.. Phys.
Rev. Lett. 53. 1988 (1984).

Particle Search 1611

STRANGE QUARK SUPPRESSION IN 225 CeV/c ...BERYLLIUM INTERACTIONS. P. V. Schoessow. Ph.D.
Thesis, University of Illinois, 1983.

HADRON1C PRODUCTION OF CHARMON1UM IN 225-CeV/c . -Be INTERACTIONS. S. R. Hahn et al.. Phys.
Rev. D30. 671 (1984).

Photon Dissociation 0612

DIFFRACTIVE PHOTON DISSOCIATION IN A HIGH PRESSURE HYDROGEN TIKE PROJECTION CHAMBER. G. R.
Snow, Ph.D. Thesis. The Rockefeller University, November 1983.
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Beam Dump 8611

PROMPT NEUTRINO RESULTS FROM FERMILAB. R. C. Ball et al.. Beyond the Standard Model.
Proceedings of the Leptonic Session of the Eighteenth Rencontre de Moriond. Vol. 2, Ed. J. Tran
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IX. 1984 Workshop and Seminar Series

Theoretical Physics Seminars
S. Nussinov, University of Pennsylvania, and Tel-Aviv, Israel: "Mass

Inequalities in QCD," January 10, 1984

J. Sexton, Columbia University: "Local Lattice Fermion Actions," January 10,
1984

P. Kundu, University of Utah: "Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking in Cosmological
Spacetimes," January 17, 1984

M. Rubin, University of Texas: "Dynamical Quantum Effects in Kaluza-Klein
Theories," January 19, 1984

A. Pruisken, Schlumberger-Doll Research: "The Theta Vacuum Lives1--A Novel
Explanation for the Integral Quantum Hall Effect," January 26, 1984

S. Chadha, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton Didcot England: "Use of
Chiral Lagrangians for Proton Decay," February 2, 1984

F. Green, Northeastern University: "The Confining Detransition," January 31,
1984

L. Smolin, University of Chicago: "Composite Higgs Bosons From an Extended
Gauge Symmetry," February 7, 1984

X. Tata, University of Oregon: "Seeing SUSY," February 21, 1984

S. Das, Fermilab: "The Uses of Large N," February 28, 1984

H. Gunaydin, California Institute of Technology: "The Exceptional
Supergravity Theories and the Magic Square," March 8, 1984

R. Pisarski, ITP, Santa Barbara, California: arge N and Chiral Symmetries
in Finite Temperature QCD," March 6, 1984

S. Libby, Brown University: "Quantized Hall Effect, Localization, and the
Theta Vacuum," March 13, 1984

B. Svetitsky, Cornell University: "Lattice Gauge Theory at High Temperature,"
March 20, 1984

P. Lepage, Cornell University: "Effective Lagrangians for QED and QCD--A
Renormalization Group Strategy for Bound States," March 27, 1984

G. Bhanot, Institute for Advanced Study: "Topology on the Lattice," April 3,
1984

S. Gupta, Institute for Advanced Study: "Problems with the New Inflationary
Universe and A Possible Solution," April 10, 1984

K. Ellis, Fermilab: "Vector Boson Production at Collider and TeV I Energies,"
April 17, 1984
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R. Jackiw, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: "Quantization of Physical
Parameters," April 24, 1984

I. Antoniatis, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center: "Conformal Gravity and the
Cosmological Constant," April 30, 1984

E. Farhi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: "Strange Matter," May 8,
1984

J. P. Ralston, Argonne National Laboratory: "Chiral Calamity in the Skyrme
Model," May 15, 1984

M. Veltman, University of Michigan: "Bound States of Vector Bosons," May 23,
1984

A. Kronfeld, Cornell University: "Lattice Analysis of Exclusive Processes and
Deep Inelastic Sruetering," May 24, 1984

Theory Group, Fermilab: "Discussion of the CERN "Zoo" Events," May 22, 1984

Jonathan Schonfeld, Fermilab: "Statistical Mechanics of Colliding Beams,"
May 29, 1984

Theory Group, Fermilab: "CERN Zoo Events: Theoretical Perspectives," May 31,
1984

S. Nadia, Tata Institute, Bombay: "The Low Energy Effective Lagrangian in
QCD," June 5, 1984

C. P. Korthals Altes, CPT - CNRS, Marseille, France: "Gauge Fields in a Box,
Zero Modes and Finite Size Effects," June 21, 1984

K. Olynyk, Ohio State:
June 26, 1984

"A Gauge Invariant View of Symmetry Breaking,"

H. Steger, Max-Planck-Institute: "B -Meson Decay and CP Violation and Mixing
in F and B Systems," July 3, 1984

P. Hasenfratz, University of Michigan: "Monte Carlo Renormalization Group
Methods," July 10, 1984

O. Alvarez, University of California, Berkeley: "Geometry and Anomalies,"
July 17, 1984

C. Zacaos, Argonne National Laboratory: "Topologically Induced
Parallelization and I.R. Fixed Point," August 7, 1984

C. Schmid, Institute of Theoretical Physics, Eidgen6sische Tech. Hochsch.
Zurich, Switzerland: "Excitation and Decay of a Dyon and The Rubakov Callan
Effect," August 14, 1984

K. Sitar, American Univeristy of Beirut, Lebanon: " Renormalization Flow of
Lattice Gauge Actions," August 21, 1984
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D. Caldi, Brookhaven National Laboratory: "Skyrmions and Vector Mesons: A
Symmetric Approach," August 30, 1984

B. Kayser, National Science Foundation: "CP ad CPT Properties of Majorana
Particles and Their Consequences," September 4, 1984

O. W. Greenberg, University of Maryland: "Nambu-Goldstone Fermions and
Composite Models of Quarks and Leptons," September II, 1984

A. Patrascioiu, University of Arizona: "Functional Integration on Compact
Spaces," September 17, 1984

M. Gronau, Technion, Haifa, Israel: "Is CP Violation Maximal?" October 23,
1984

H. Hata, Kyoto University, 4 a: "Color Confinement, BRS Symmetry and
Negative Dimensions," October 25, 1984

U. Sarkar, University of Texas: "N 2 SUSY and Compositeness," October 30,
1984

A. Jourjine, University of Wisconsin: "Dimensional Reduction as a Phase
Transition," November 6, 1984

D. R. Yennie, Cornell University: "The Two Body Problem in Quantum
Electrodynamics," November 13, 1964

S. Rao, Fermilab: "Fermions Interacting with Spherically Symmetric
Monopoles," November 20, 1984'

S. Elitzur, Hebrew Univesity, Jerusalem: "Discrete Anomalies in Higher
Dimensions," September 18, 1984

K. H. Streng, University of Munich: "Colored Weak Bosons: Possible Signals
for Compositeness," September 25, 1984

M. Gruly, Argonne National Laboratory: An Improved Psuedo-Fermion Technique
for Performing Monte-Carlo Simulation with Fermions," October 2, 1984

A. Maslen), CERN: "Split Light Composite Supermultiplets," October 9, 1984

L. Beaulieu, University of Paris: "Quantization of Generalized Gauge Theories
in a Flat Space and Curved Space With or Without Local Suporsymmetry,"
October 18, 1984

S. Shenker, University of Chicago: "String Compactification?" November 27,
1984

E. Mattala, ITP, Santa Barbara: "Thermodynamic Instability of deSitter
Space," November 29, 1984

P. Hoyer, University of Wisconsin: "Gauge Covariant QCD Bound State,"
December 4, 1984
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L. Mezincescu, University of Texas, Aust'n: "The a - Model Interpretation of
the Green-Schwarz Covariant Superstring Action," December 10, 1984

M. Green, Queen Mary College and Caltech: "Developments in Superstring
Theory," December 11, 1984

Joint Experimental- Theoretical Physics Seminars

P. Meyers, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: "Nucleon Structure Function From
Berkeley, Fermilab, Princeton Experiment," Jan.ary 6, 1984

E. J. Siskind, NYCB Real-Time Computing Inc., and Cornell University Medical
College: "Minimally Invasive Imaging of the Coronary Arteries in ManAn
Operational VAX-Fastbus Experiment Outside of High Energy Physics,"
January 13, 1984

N. Giokaris, Fermi' o: "Electron Scattering from Nuclear Target =."
January 20, 1984

E. .Paschos, University of Dortmund: "Charged Current Couplings and the
Physics of the B-Mesons," January 27, 1984

M. M. Nieto, Los Alamos National Laboratory: "Physics at the Proposed
National Underground Physics Facility," February 3, 1984

P. Drell, University of Celifornia-Berkeley, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory:
"Parity Non-Conservation in Atomic Transitions," February 10, 1984

S. De.wson, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: "Finding Supersymmetry in
Colliders," February 17, 1984

J. Schonfeld, Fermilab: "What You Should Know (Things Your Mother Never Told
You) About Colliding-Beam Storage Rings," February 24, 1984

T. Stanev, Sartol Research Foundation: "Things That People Really See In
Proton Decay Detectors," March 9, 1984

D. Cline, Unive sity of Uisconein: "Observation of Same Sign and Opposite
Sign Dileptons At The CERN pp Collider," March 9, 1984

C. Quigg, Fermilab: "Super-Collider Physics," March 23, 1984

W. Hofmann, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: "Recent Results From the TPC at
PEP," March 30, 1984

C. Matteuzzi, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center: New Results from the Mark
11 Experiment," April 6, 1984

H. U. Martyn, I. Phys. Institute R. W. T. H., Aachen, Germany: "Recent
Results From the r.SSO Collaboration," April 13, 1984

M. Koshiba, University of Tokyo: "Results From The Kamioka Nucleon Decay
Experiment," Aril 20, 1984
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R. Bernstein, University of Chicago: "An Experimental Determination of C' /C

In the Neutral Kaon System (E-617)," May 11, 1934

M. R. Whalley, University of Durham: "Data Compilations in HEP--The Durham--

RAL Databases," May 18, 1984

N. Paver, ICTP, Trieste: "Multiple Parton Interactions and Multijet Events at

Collider Energies," May 25, 1984

S. Fuess, Fermilab: An Experimental Comparison of the Neutral Current Inter-

actions to the Charged Current Interaction (E594)," June 1, 1984

J. Cooper, University of Pennsylvania: "Chi Production by Iladrons

(E-610/673)," June 8. 1984

F. Dydak, CERN: "Recent CDHS Neutrino Results," June 14, 1984

T. SjOstrand, University of Lund, Sweden: "New Developments in the Lund Jet

Fragmentation Model," June 22, 1984

M. Anselmino, Indiana University: "Spin Dependence of the Fragmentation

Priicess of Quarks and Gluons," June 29, 1984

C. Cline, University of Wisconsin: "Observation of Lepton + Multi-Jet Events

in UA-1 Experiment and Search for the Top Quark," July 6, 1984

A. Zee, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington: "Dark Matter and

Galaxies: An Overview," July 20, 1984

D. Lindley, Fermilab: "The Distribution of Matter in the Universe," July 27,

and August 17, 1984

M. Bourquin, University of Geneva, Switzerland: "Baryons with Strangeness and

Charm," August 10, 1984

B. Foster, Bristol University: "Lifetime Measurements and Experience with the

TASSO Vertex Detector," August 31, 1984

G. Preparata, University of Bari: "Quarks in Collisions; e+e, Lepton-

Nucleon, p(P)+p," August 29, 1984

Assorted Members of the Theory Group, Fermilab: "The Zeta: Who Ordered

That' September 14, 1984

D. Klem, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center: "b-Lifetime Results from Delco,"

October 5, 1984

D. Carlsmith, University of Wisconsin: "KU* (890) Radiative Decay Width,"

October 19, 1984

P. Grafstrom, Fermilab:
"Electron Asymmetry from Polarized I- Beta Decay. A

Critical Test of the Cabibbo Model," October 26, 19P4
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H. Tye, Cornell University: "Physics Interpretation of the Zeta," November 2,
1984

P. Reiner, University of Rochester: "Search for Anomalous Gravitational
Effects at the Fermilab Accelerator," November 9, 1984

G. Ciacomelli, University of Bologna: "Com, ison of Pp and pp at the ISR,"
November 5, 1984

J. Cronin, University of Chicago: "Direct Measurement of the 3° Lifetime,"
November 16, 1984

R. Enomoto, University of Tokyo: "Evidence for the F* Meson," November 20,
1384

N. Schmitz, Max Planck. Inst., Munich: "N and Q2 Depedence of Fragmentation
Functions Measured in Deep Inelastic l.eptoproduction," November 27, 1984

A. Yokosawa, Argonne National Laboratory: "Report on the International

Symposium of High Energy Spin Physics at Marseille, France (Sept. 1984),"
November 30, 1984

T. Nash, Fermilab: "Status Report on the ACP," December 14, 1984

L. Teig, Yale University: "E- Production Polarization and Magnetic Moment
from E-497," December 21, 1984

Fermi lab Colloquia

S. Brame, New York university: "'Approval voting' A Better Nay to Elect a
President?" January 4, 1984

G. Yonas, Sandia National Laboratory: "A Modern View of Ballistic Missile
Defenses," January 11, 1984

H. Kautzky, Fermilab: "Artificial Heart Valves," January 18, 1984

J. Hubbard, Cornell University: "Order and Chaos," January 25 1984

P. Carruthers, Los Alamos National Laboratory: "Hadrouization and Galaxy
Counts: Examples of a Simple Stochastic Process," February 1. 1984

A. Crewe, University of Chicago: "Sub-Angstrom Electron Microscopy,"
February 7, 1984

L. Smarr, University of Illinois: "Exploring the Laws of Physics on a
Supercomputer," February 8, 1984

M. Rees, University of Cambridge: "Evolution of Galactic Nuclei,"
February 15, 1984
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F. Davidson, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: "TuLnels: Past, Present,

and Future," February 22, 1984

S. Salzberg, Yale University: "Linguistics and Artificial Intelligence,"

February 29, 1984

J. C. Brandt, Goddard Space Flight Center: "U. S. Mission to Comet Giacobini-
Zinner," March 7, 1984

T. Ackerman, NASA Ames Research Center: "Nuclear Winter: Global Conquences
of Multiple Nuclear Explosions," March 14, 1984

G. McDonough, Marshall Space Flight Center: "The Space Shuttle Main Engine
Design," March 21, 1984

E. P. Krider, University of Arizona: "Lightning--A Diferent Kind of High-
Energy Physics," March 28, 1984

C. Vrn Degrift National Bureau of Standards: "Macroscopic Effects of Nuclear
iSpin in Solid He," April 4, 1984

Nirenberg, New York University: "Remarks on Nonlinear problems," April 11,
1984

F. Parke, New York Institute of Te-hnology: "Overview and Trends in Computer
Animation," April 19, 1984

A. Guth, Massachusetts Institute of Technology: "the Inflationary Universe,"
May 4, 1984

S. Jachim, AT&T Bell Labs: -Terrestrial Microwave Digital Radio: A Crowing
Information Age Telecommunication Medium," May 9, 1984

P. Diaconis, Stanford University: The Statistics of Shuffling Cards,"
May 16, 1904

F. Filas, Loyola University: "Basics & Latest Research Updates on the Shroud
of Turin," May 23, 1984

S. Manabe, Princeton University: "CO2 and Climate," May 30, 1984

J. Thomson, Rand Corporation: "Deterrence & Strategic Defense," June 6, 1984

P. Handler, University of Illinois: "Volcanoes, Sea Surface Tempe-atures and
Global Clim,te," June 13, 1984

R. Hansen, AT&T Bell Labs: "Computers and Networking in AT&T Bell Labs,"
June 20, 1984

D. Frey, Bell and Howell: "Managing the Innovative Organization," June 27,
1984

J. H. McAlear, Centronix, inc.: "Biomolecular Electronics," September 13,
1984
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C. Persson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory: "Infrared Astronomy Stateltite,"
September 26, 1984

H. Davidson, 1.wrence Livermore Laboratory: "How to Put a Cray I in a Tuna
Fish Can and Make It Run Faster," October 3, 1984

C. F. Ehret, Argonne National Laboratory: "Circadian Clocks at the Base of
Life: Recent Advances in Chronobiology and Chronobiotechnology," October 10,
1984

L. G. Mullenauer, Bell Lab: "Solitons in Optical Fibers and the Soliton
Laser," October 17, 1984

F. Commins, University of California, Berkeley: "Purity Ronconservation in
Atomic Thallium," October 24, 1984

A. T. Winfree, Purdue University: "3D Wave Topology in Excitable Media (the
human heart, for example)," October 3i, 1984

F. E. Dalton, Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago: "Status of
Chicagoland Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP)," November 7, 1984

A. K. Dewdney, University of Western Ontario: "The Planiverse," November 14,
1984

P.G.O. Freund, Universit5, of California: "Modern Kaluza-Klein Theory,"
November 28, 1984

M. Mathews, AT&T Bell Labs: "Studies of Violin Tone by Electrical Simulation
of the Resonances of the Violin Body,' December 5, 1984

J. P. Kempton, Illinois State Geological Survey: "The Role of Geology in
Siting Studies in Illinois; The Proposed SSC, A Premier Example," December 12,
1984

E. Carlson, Department of Biochemistry, New York: "H. J. Muller: Gadfly of
Science," December 19, 1984

R. Bond, Stanford University: "Dark Matter and Cosmic Background Rediatiin
Anisotropies," November 12, 1984

R. Juszkiewicz, University of California, Berkeley: "The Large-Scale
Structure of the Microwave Background Radiation," December 3, 1984

J. Preskill, Caltech: "Voids as Fluctuations," December 17, 1984
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Theoretical-Astrophysics seminars

S. Barr. University of Washington: "Euclidean Chiral Fermions," January 16,
1984

A. Chodos, Yale University: "Quantum Aspects of Kaluza-Klein," January 30,
1984

M. Perry, Princeton University: "Kaluza-Klein Monopoles," February 6, 1984

M. Hereld, Caltech: "Gravity Waves and the Caltech Laser Interferometer,"
February 8, 1984

P. Sikivie, University of Florida: "Axionia," February 13, 1984

A. Vilenkin, Tufts University: "Creation of Unive^ses from Nothing,"
February 27, 1984

I. Wasserman, Cornell University: "Plasma and Gravitational Dynamics of a
Monopole Halo," March 12, 1984

G. hapline, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory: "Unification of Ele-
mentary Particle Physics and Cosmology in 10 Dimensions," March 19, 1984

N. Weiss, University of British Columbia: "Evolution Equations for the Higgs
Field in a Hot, Expanding Universe," April 9, 1984

F. Graziani, University of Colorado: "Fragmentation in Molecular Clouds,"
April 9, 1984

F. Cooper, Los Alamos Naticnal Laboratory: "An Improved Method for Studying
False-Vacuum Decay," April 19, 1984

S. Y. Pi, Boston University: "Inflation Without Tears," April 23, 1984

C. Hogan, Caltech: "Astrophysics of Strings," May 7, 1984

R. Rood, University of Virginia: "3He Abundances," Hay 14, 1984

F. Cordova, Los Alamos National Laboratory: "EXOSAT X-Ray Observation of
Close Binary Systems," May 21, 1984

B. Carr, University of Cambridge: "Pre-Galactic Stars and the Dark Matte:
Problem," October 1, 1984

J. Hills, Los Alamos National Laboratory: "Comet Showers and Nemesis the
Death Star," October 15, 1984

N. Turok, ITP, Santa Barlara: "Self-Similarity of Cosmic Strings,"
October 22, 1984

T. Allen, University of Michigan: "Late Evolution of Cosmological Structure,"
October -9, 1984
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Research Technique Seminars
A. Vorobiev, Leningrad Nuclear Physics Laboratory: "E715 Transition Radiation
Detectors," February 16, 1984

D. Anderson, Fermilab: "Some New Ideas in Detectors," February 23, 1984

R. A. Holroyd, Brookhaven National Laboratory: "Physics and Chemistry of Room
Temperature," March 8, 1984

G. Coutrakon, Fermilab: "Ring Imaging Ccrenkov Results Using Multi- Needle
Detectors," March 22, 1984

M. Atac, Fermilab: "Breakdowns, Sparks, Rates and Long Lifetimes," Mare, 29,
1984

D. Kaplan, Fermilab: "A 40 MHz, Parallel, Pipelined Event Processor for
E-605," April 19, 1984

P. Mangeot, Saclay: "Can Detectors Combined with Indium Targets Help Solar
Neutrino Puzzle?" April 26, 1984

A. Breskin, Weizmonn Institute: "New Prospects with Low Pressure Gaseous
Detectors," May 3, 1984

M. Atac, Fermilab: "Radial Drift Chamber for the CDF," May 10, 1984

L. Holloway, University of Illinois: "High Precision Charge Division for the
CDF," Hay 10, 1984

S. Majewski, Fermilab: "Thin Multiwire Chambers in the Highly Saturated
Mode," May 31, 1984

P. Rehak, Brookhaven National Laboratory: "High Resolution Germanium Drift
Detector," June 21, 1984

h. Peach. CERN: Experience with FASTBUS at CERN," October 17, 1984

M. Panter, CERN: "High Density Projection Chamber Calorimeter for the DELPHI
Experiment," October 24, 1984

P. Sharp, Rutherford and Appleton Laboratories: "Ring Imaging Cherenkov
Detector for the CERN OMEGA Spectrometer," October 25, 1984

A. Policarpo, Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal: "The Gain Divergence at the
Transition to the Self-Quenching Streamers," October 26, 1984

G. Harigel, CERN-EF: "Argon Bubble Chamber for Fixed Target Experiments at
Multi-TeV Accelerators," November 29, 1984

G. Coutrakon, Fermilab: "Ring imaging Cherenkov Results Using a Wire Chamber
with Cathode Pad Readout," December 6, 1984
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Arms Control and International Security Seminar Series

G. Yonas, Sandia National Laboratory: "A Modern View of Ballistic Missile
Defenses," January 11, 1984

R. D. Uoodruff, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: "Arms Control and Strategic
Options for the 1990's," February 9, 1984

T. Ackorman, NASA Ames Research Center: "Nuclear Winter: Global Consequences
Cents. of Multiple Nuclear Explosions," March 14, 1984

Workshops

Inner Space/Outer Spare Workshop on High Energy Physics,
Astrophysics, and Cosmology

May 2-4, 1984

Fermilab Workshop on Fixed Target Physics
June 9, 1984

Vertex Detectors: Charm and Beauty I Workshop
September 21-22, 1984

Direct Neutral Lepton Facility Wcrkshop
October 12-13, 1984

Hyperon Physics at the Tevatron Workshop
December 7-8, 1984

Other

Fermilaa Users Annual Meeting
April 27-28, 1984

Dedication of the Energy Sever
April 28, 1984

Fermilab Industrial Affliates Annual Meeting
May 24-25, 1984

U. S. Summer School on High Energy Particle Accelerators

August 13-24, 1984
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Universities Research Association, Inc.
Trustees

Harry Woolf, Chairman; Barry C. Barish, John M. Deutch, William B. Fretter,
Maurice Glickaman, Martin Goland, Edwin L. Goldwasser, Robert L. Gordon, William
E. Gordon, Herbert Gursky, Harold H. Hall, Lawrence W. Jones. Prabahan K. Kabir,
William L. Kraushaar, Joseph E. Lannutti, Alfred K. Mann, Boyce D. McDaniel, Homer
A. Neal. Donald E. Osterbrock, Lee G. Pondrom, J. Ely Shrauner, Harrison Shull,
H. Cuyford Stever

Officers

H. Cuyford Stever, President; James C. Matheson, Vice-President/Secretary; Robert
A. Williams, Treaaurer/Controller Leon M. Lederman, Laboratory Director

Universities Research Association Visiting Committee 1984

Prank Sciulli, Chairman; Mary Kay Gaillard, Richard Heinz, Robert McCarthy, Boyce
McDaniej, Thomas O'Halloran. Joseph F. Owens, Lee Pondrom, John Rees, Frank
Shoemaker, Stanley Wojcicki

Member Institutions

The University of Arizona, Brown University, California Institute of Technology,
University of California-Berkeley, University of California-Los Angeles,
University of California-San Diego, Carnegie-Mellon University, Case Western
Reserve University, University of Chicago, University of Colorado, Columbia
University, Cornell University, Duke University, The Florida State Uuiversity,
Harvard University, University of Hawaii, University of Illinois, Indiana
University, The Iowa State University, University of Iowa, The Johns Hopkins
University, University of Maryland, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The
University of Michigan, Michigan State University, University of Minnesota,
University of North Carolina, Northeastern University, Northwestern University,
University of Notre Dame, The Ohio State University, Um:yr.:zit.; of Pennsylvania,
Princeton University, Purdue University, Rice University, The University of
Rochester, The Rockefeller University, Rutgers The State University, Stanford
University, State University of New York at Buffalo, State University of New York
at Stony Brook, Stevens Institute of Technology. Syracuse University, The
University of Texas at Austin, University of Toronto, Tufts University, Tulane
University, Vanderbilt University, University of Virginia, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Washington University, University of Washington,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Yale University
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Physics Advisory Committee

Hugh Williams, Chairman, University of Pennsylvania; Stanley Brodsky, Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center, John Cumalat, University of Colorado; Thomas Devlin,
Rutgers University; Cary Feldman, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Howard
Cordon, Brookhaven National Laboratory; David Hitlin, California Institute of
Technology, Peter Koehler, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory; Vera Luth,
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center; Alfred Mueller, Columbia University; Melvyn
Shochet, University of Chicago; Martinus Veltman, University of Michigan

Fermi lab Users Executive Committee

Robert L. McCarthy, Chairman, State University of New YorkStony Brook; Carl
Bromberg, Michigan State University; Charles N. Brown, Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory, Roger L. Dixon, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory; Alexander R.
Dzierba, Indiana University; Paul D. Crannis, State University of New YorkStony
Brook; Kenneth Heller, University of Minnesota; David A. Levinthal, Florida State
University; Stewart Loken, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Frank S. Merritt.
University of Chicago, Neville W. Reay, Ohio State University; Carol Wilkinson.
University of Wisconsin; Kenneth K. Young, University of Washington
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The History of the Universe

With Newton's discovery of the universality of gravity came the realiza-

tion that in our laboratories we can study, measure, and quantify the force
responsible for the movements of the celestial bodies, and gain knowledge and
understanding in an area that was thought to be forever outside the realm of

human comprehension. Today, in collisions of particles at high-energy accel-

erators, we are able to create conditions of energy, temperature, and pressure
that are similar to the conditions obtained in the earliest moments of the big

bang. As we explore physics at higher energies we are able to explore the
Universe at times closer to the moment of the big bang. The understanding of

the behavior of matter under extreme conditions, and the knowledge of the
fundamental constituents of matter allow us to understand the Universe as
early as 10-12 seconds after the bang. Theoretical speculation allows us to

make an outrageous extrapolation of our understanding of the Universe back to

the time of the big bang itself. We present the "History of the Universe" as

it reflects our present understanding. Physicists of the 22nd century will no

doubt look upon our "History of the Universe" with the same amusement with
which we look upon astronomical texts of the 18th century. We only hope that

they see boldness and imagination in our attempts to study the origin of the
Universe and to bring into the realm of human understanding yet another area
once thought to be beyond our grasp.

-E. Kolb
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I. DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT

A. Introduction

This Institutional Plan is an attempt to describe research in which SLAC

will be engaged during the period from 1986 to about 1990, the facilities that

will be used to carry out that research, and the resources that will be needed to

support the program. As might be expected in a field that continues to evolve

very rapidly, our plans for the latter part of the projected period are subject to a

good deal of uncertainty. The SLAC program will continue to be guided by new

physics results worldwide.

B. Overview

(1) Program. During the past decade the primary focus at SLAC has

gradually shifted from fixed-target experiments to experiments that make use of

colliding u cams of electrons and positrons. This shift is expected to continue with

the advent of the SLC. This shift has been driven not only by scientific judgment

but also by budgetary constraints. Much interesting physics remains to be done in

areas of in ligation that have been severely curtailed or entirely abandoned for

largely budgetary reasons. The :,LAC physics program is addressed in some detail

in Section TV of this Plan, which also includes a description of SLAC's research

and development activities in the fields of detector and accelerator technology.

Construction of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) has advanced in a satisfac-

tory manner, and progress continues to be compatible with its planned comple-

tion date of late 1986. The SLC serves the dual objective of pioneering a new

electron-positron collider technology while at the same time providing access to

the 100 GeV center-of-mass energy region where the highly productive physics

of the 20 intermediate boson will be studied. It is anticipated that in 1989 the

European machine LEP will enter operation with an initial complement of four

detectors. SLC will continue to support viable physics research at its single in-
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teraction pint in the LEP era because it offers singular opportunities based on

polarized beams, the possibility of electron-electron collisions, and the possibwty

of observations close-in to the interaction point which are not available at LEP.

Given these prospects for the SLC, and the fact that a great deal of important

research remains to be done with the existing PEP and SPEAR storage rings at

SLAC, we have made the following major program assumptions for the period

from 1986 to 1990:

(a) The SLC will begin operating in FY1987 and will continue throughout

the period of this projection.

(b) PEP will continue operating through 1990, with upgraded performance

expected in 1986 or 1987. (Note that the comparable German machine PE-

TRA will cease operating for reseald in 1986, leaving PEP as the only electron-

positron facility in t'ais energy range.)

(c) SPEAR will continue operating through 1990. (Note that the comparable

BEPC machine in the Peoples Republic 01 China is scheduled to begin operating

in 1988. The long-term future of SPEAR will be reviewed at that time.)

(d) Beginning in FY1987, the operating schedule of the SLC will be 650 shifts

annually. SLAC itself will operate 800 shifts annually, with the additional shifts

devoted to nuclear physics rmirch, SPEAR operation including synchrotron

radiation research, and possibly to PEP operation for synchrotron radiation re-

search or special high energy physics experiments.

(e) The remodeled Mark II detector will be available for SLC physics early in

1987. The new SLD detector will provide enhanced experimental opportunities

at the SLC after its completion in 1989.

(f) Advanced Accelerator R St D at SLAC will receive increased emphasis in

1987 as scientific staff becomes available after completion of the SLC.

(2) Scientific Staffing and Use of the SLAC Facilities. The total number of

experimental physicists active in U.S high energy physics continues at a level of

2
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approximately 1100, and we do not foresee a significant change in this number

during the period of this projection. Opportunities for high energy physics data
collection in the U.S. continue to be divided among wprk at Brookhaven, Fermi-

lab, Cornell and SLAC, in addition to activities not using accelerators. During

the period covered by this plan there is some uncertainty about the level of work

at Brookhaven. The work at Cornell involves a relatively small number of physi-

cists. Fermi lab is resuming an active particle physics program using the newly

completed Tev II and Tev I facilities, but a large backlog of experiments is now

in the queue. Asa result of this national pattern, as well as the opportunities

at SLAC, we envieage a substantial growth in the number of physicists active in

the SLAC experimental program.

Consistent with the recommendations of SLAC's Scientific Policy Committee,

the number of SLAC and other Stanford University experimental physicists will

be permitted to increase from the current number of 7E full-time equivalents

to about 80 by 1986 (the total number of individuals involved will approach

100). At the same time, a survey of the experimental opportunities and needs
in 1986 indicates that a tc'al of about 580 experimentalists will be active at
SLAC. Of these, perhaps 75 will come from foreign countries. We anticipate that

this increase in user population will intensify our already severe space and other
support problems.

Principally because of the increased load imposed by the SLC, we anticipate

that our total regular personnel will grow by about 15% during the projection

period. We will adjust this growth so that it matches our total needs after com-

pletion of the SLC. We are accommodating the peak personnel load during the

construction period through a combination of temporary employees and subcon-

tracts. We also expect to continue the practice of using temporary employees

during the summer ccnstruction periods.

(3) Funding Pattern. The staffing projections discussed here are consistent
with the funding pattern we experienced in the past as we added new facilities to

3
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SLAC. As shown in Figure 1-1, our recurrent funding pattern measured in fixed

purchasing power dollars had a steady decrease from the beginning of operation

in 1967 until 1975. t then leveled off throughout the construction period of PEP

and reached a plateau approximately 15% higher after PEP was completed.

A summary projection of SLAC baseline funding through FY1990 is provided

in Table I-1.

(a) Operations: The President's Budget for FY1986 fails to cover inflation

and is therefore not adequate to carry out planned high energy physics programs

at SLAC. The Baseline Projection assumes that from FY1987 on SLAC will

receive financial support adequate to maintain a balanced high energy physics

research program, including an appropriate level of investment in the future in

the form of advanced accelerator and detector R & D.

Power rates have very large leverage on our future. In particular, the advent

of the SLC is expected to increase our annual power consumption from its cur-

rent value near 230,000 megawatt hours to r value near 400,000. The financial

implications of this increased consumption depend greatly on the arrangements

and rates that wili be in effect beginning in 1987, both from the private utility

and from the Western Area Power Administration.

(b) Capital Equipment: Our capital equipment needs can be divided into

two categories:

(1) Perennial Equipment Needs: We must provide for a base level of general

laboratory equipment, typically $ 3 million annually. Another $ 3 million to $ 4

million is required for improvements to existing detectors and for replacement of

equipnitat required by the laboratory's program of scientific inquiry.

(2) Major Acquisitions: The requirements of the SLC detector program

impose extraordinary pressure on SLAC equipment resources through FY1989:

Mark II is being renovated for relocation to SLC at a total cost of $ 11 million

($ 9.3 million of which is an expenditure of FY1984 or later); and the SLD has

4
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Table I-1

LABORATORY SUMMARY
Baseline Program

FUNDING

($ in Millions) FY1983 FY198 FY1985 FY1986 FY1987 FY198R FY1989 FY1990

Total Operating 77.6 74.0 79.5 83.1 109.6 117.4 131.1 140.2

Capital Equipment 7.0 8.0 9.5 11.3 27.8 26.5 19.8 11.4

Construction 3.3 35.:, 65.5 27.4 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7

Total for Laboratory 87.9 117.2 154.5 121.8 142.1 148.6 155.6 156.3

PERSONNEL
(Personnel in FTE) CP%U
Direct Personnel 944 1005 1098 1190 1200 1200 1200 1200

Indirect Personnel 349 333 327 340 340 340 340 340

Total Laboratory Personnel 1293 1338 1425 1530 1540 1540 1540 1540

1) FY1983-FY1985 actual funding in then year dollars.

2) FY1986 funding from President's Budget

3) FY1987-FY1990 estimated funding in constant FY198( dollars.
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a price tag of approximately $ 56 million including approximately * 6 million of
non-SLAC funds.

The SLAC computer will once again be saturated by the time the SLC be-
comes operational, and it will be necessary to procure a replacement at an esti-
mated coat of $ 7.5 million.

The SLAC telephone system is archaic and simply has to be replaced soon.
The cost of replacement will be approximately $ 3 million (in FY1985 dollars),
probably incurred during FY1986. Both the computer and telephone acquisitions
may have to be lease/purchase arrangements.

SLAC's projected equipment needs are summarized in Table 1-2.

(c) Line Item Construction Projects: The major SLAC construction project
foz the period of this plan is the SLAC Linear Collider. This project, with a total
estimated cost of $ 113 million, is a prominent feature of the nation's is; rticle
physics program, and will produce e+ e" collisions in the 100 GeV range.

(d) Space Needs: As stated in the section on scientific staffing above, the
laboratory anticipates a substantial increase in resident staff and visiting scien-
tists. We currently have urgent need for more office and fight laboratory space,
and the expected increase in population will aggravate that condition. The labo-

ratory projects a shortfall of 53,000 square feet of office and light laboratoryspace
by FY1989. An earlier proposal for a Central Laboratory Expansion would have
provided nearly 75% of this requirement, at a cost in FY1984 dollars of $ 5.4
million. We have not, however, "peen encouraged about the prospects of this
proposal, and it will not be re-submitted. Nevertheless, laboratory management
considers the space problem to be quite critical, and we have decided to relieve

our overcrowding with a series of GPP Projects that will satisfy at least part of

this need by 1990. This is done with great reluctance: there continua to exist a
queue of unsatisfied general plant improvements that have been deferred because
of space needs.

7
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Table 1-2

SLAC NEP EQUIPMENT FUNDING

Minimum Needs Showing
SLD to 1989 Completion

(in Thousands of Dollars)

Experimental Detectors

FY1985 FY1986 FY1987 FY1988 FY1989 FY1990

other than SLD 4.300 3.300 3.600 1.600 5.500 5.500

Mark 11 3.300 2.100 1.000 300

PEP 6 SPEAR Detectors 1.000 1,200 2,200 500 500 500

Other Physics Initiatives 400 1,000 5.000 5.000

Accelerator 6 Facilities 1.50t. 2.100 5.300 2,300 1.600 1.600

PEP Luminosity Upgrade 500 500 2.200 --

Minor Mods 6 lap. 250 1,800 800 800 800

SLC (Pre - completion) 500

SLC General 600 403

SLC Polarization Project 1.300 4.000

SLC Shielding 1,000

AARD 250 500 800 800

Computing 500 500 900 800 800 800

General Laboratory 1,500 '.400 2.100 3,000 3.000 3.000

Subtotal 7,800 7.300 11.900 7,400 10.900 10.900

Desired SLD 1.700 4.000 14,700-_-_ 17.900 8.000 0

Total with 9.500 11.300 25.600 2).500 18.900 10.900

SLD Fundil
...........

Not:s

1) No provision for large CPU acquisi,ion or telephone system upgrade.

2) Minimum estimates for new physic itiatives.

3) Minimum estimates for PEP detec (presumed TPC and HPS upgrades or retrofits).

4) Minimum estimate for general laboratory needs.
5) FY1985 actual funding in then year dollars.

6) FYI986 from President's Budget.
7) FY1987-FY1996 in constant 1'85 do:lars.
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II. LABORATORY MISSION

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is dedicated to research in high en-

ergy particle physics and to the development of new techniques in high energy

accelerators and experimental apparatus. The center is operated as a national

facility so that scientists from universities and research centers ;.hroughout the

world may participate in the high energy research prog-am.

The mission of SLAC can be summarized as follows:

1. To provide accelerator facilities to carry out experimental research in high

energy physics.

2. To provide detection devices to exploit the accelerator facilities.

3. To provide the necessary support for groups of physicists from SLAC and

from other institutions to carry out experiments.

4. To carry out experimental and theoretical research in high energy physics.

5. To develop new detection techniques in order to allow new kinds of exper-

iments to be done.

6. To develop, through accelerator R. & D, methods to improve the capabili-

ties of existing accelerators at SLAC and elsewhere.

7. To develop, through advanced accelerator R & D, the conceptual frame-

work and technology needed to make very high energy electron-positron collidera

practical and cost-effective.

8. To assist scientists in other disciplines to exploit special opportunities that

may arise from our high energy physics facilities.

4
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III. MAJOR LABORATORY ISSUES

There are four pervasive issues currently confronting th3 laboratory that

merit exposition in this section of the Institutional Plan. Taken in their general

order of immediacy to current program management, they are:

(1) The level and balance of funding available for program support;

(2) Availability of space to house the SLAC staff and user community;

(3) The future availability and cost of electrical power to conduct a vigorous

experimental program; and

(4) Whether or not the laboratory should embrace other programs of sub-

stantial size in addition to high energy physics.

A. Funding Issues

In many respects, of course, the other issues are specific subsets of the broad

funding issue, since most of the concerns associated with each of the others

would be obviated by the availability of unlimited funds. We choose, however,

to acknowledge that an existence unconstrained by funding limitations is highly

improbable, and to address the issues as if each were independent of the others.

On the one hand, the number of centers for particle physics research is small,

and opportunities for the practitioners of the art are therefore rather limited.

And yet, even those few accelerators that support this research are dramatically

underutilized, depressing the productivity of the nation's physics throughput.

And the physics done is, of course, the real payback on the huge investment. It

is clear that the laboratories need an increase in operating support.

On the other hand, however, the goal of high energy physics is to extend the

frontiers of knowledge, and some would assert that a policy which emphasizes ex-

pioitation of existing resources to the disadvantage of innovative new investment

is a decision for a terminal program. A najor problem is that as the frontiers of

research move to ever higher energies, the investment required to reach the next

10
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energy plateau increases. Eirthermore, the detectors now required to do compet-

itive physics begin to approach the particle accelerators themselves in complexity

and cost. Juxtaposing the cost of a large particle detector upon the cost of an
accelerator construction project (they must both be available at approximately

the same time in order to do physic4) produces a major bump in a laboratory's
funding profile, and offends the senses of those who feel that support of the field

should approximate a smooth continuum. The major issue facing SLAC then,

is how to strike a proper balance between exploitation of existing facilities and

development of new ones. It has not been adequately resolved.

Total SLAC resources by program are summarized in Table

B. Light Laboratory and Office Space

An insufficiency of light laboratory and office space to house the SLAC staff

and resident user community has been a chronic problem in recent years. The
SLAC staff continues to grow at approximately 2 to 4 % annually, and the user

community has nearly tripled since 1978 without a commensurate increase in

support space. Section V.B addresses this issue in some detail and outlines the

strategy adopted to deal with the problem.

C. Electrical Power

SLAC draws its electrical energy from two sot -ces. The first 45.3 megawatts

of instantaneous demand is supplied by the Western Area Power Administration

at an average cost of approximately 2 cents per kilowatt-hour and any demand

beyond that level is supplied by Pacific Gas and Electric Company at an av-
erage cost of approximately 6 cents per kilowatt-hour. There is obviously an

incentive for SLAC to manage its operation:. Ruch that PG & E power usage

is minimized. Load management is complicated, however, by a rather complex

(and clumsy) WAPA load shedding procedure during peak load periods, and will

become more difficult in the not too distant future when SLC operations will

routinely push SLAC demand above the PG & E threshhold. We are, needless to

say, keenly interested in any potential increase in our WAPA power allocation,

11
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Table III-1

RESOURCES BY PROGRAM
(In Millions of Dollars)

FY1983 FY1984 F11985 FY1986 FY1987 FY1988 FY1989 FY1990

Program Name

Operating

High Energy Physics 77.6 73.9 78.4 81.6 107.2 114.5 127.5 136.3

Nuclear Physics 0 0.1 1.1 1.5 2.4 2.9 3.6 3.9

Total Operating 77.6 '4.0 79.5 83.1 109.6 117.4 131.1 140.2

qpital Equipment 7.0 8.0 0.5 11.3 27.8 26.5 19.8 11.4

Con s t ruction 3.3 35.2 65.5 27.4 4.7 4,7 4.7 4.7

Total for Program 87.9 117.2 154.5 121.8 142.1 148.6 155.6 156.3

Direct Personnel 944 1005 1090 1190 1200 1200 1200 1200

1) FY1983-FY1985 actual funding in then year dollars.

2) FY19R6 funding from President's Budget.

3) FY1987-FY1990 estimated funding in constant FY1986 dollars.
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and we are strongly supportive of the proposed Pacific Tie line interconnect to
take advantage of some of the excess capacity of the Bonneville system. SLAC

energy consumption and related issues are dealt with in more detail in Section
V.D.

D. Primary Programs Other Than High Energy Physics

Since its inception, SLAC has been a single-function laboratory dedicated en-
tirely to high energy particle physics. At various times questions have arisen as to
whether this status should continue. For example, the issue was raised whether
SLAC, in view of its specialized facilities and experienced staff, could serve parts
of the national applied energy program. After extensive discussion, the decision
was reached that SLAC should undertake non-high energy physics work only
where it could be of assistance, based on its specialized resources, to specific
outside projects on a 'work for others' basis, but that it would not, take inde-
pendent responsibility for any areas of science and tethnology outside the high
energy particle physics area. The matter arose again in the early 1970's when
the copious production of synchrotron radiation from the storage ring SPEAR
provided a unique national opportunity for the utilization of that radiation, both
in the ultra-violet and x-ray regions. It was then decided to establish the Stan-
ford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) as an independent entity within
Stanford University, originally under contract to the National Science Founda-
tion. SLAC retained its single-function status at that time under an agreement
involving the government agencies concerned and SSRL. It was agreed that SLAC
wculd supply certain services on a reimbursable basis and that initial operation
of SSRL would be purely p.u.asitic, that is, incidental to theoperations of SPEAR
for high energy physics. Subsequently, an agreement was reached for one-half of
the operation of SPEAR to be dedicated specifically to synchrotron radiation use
by SSRL, wk.le parasitic use could continue during the other half. This arrange-
ment is still in force. SSRL is also planning to construct an access tunnel to a
port of the PEP storage ring to explore the possibility of synchrotron radiation
research using that machine.

13
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The single-function status of SLAC has served the laboratory and the scien-

tific community well, and we believe it has also been to the overall advantage

of the government. It makes possible simplified organization and management,

and it avoids unnecessary layers of review within the organizational structure of

SLAC by individuals not familiar with the technical content. The program re-

sponsibility is held within a single division of DOE, and the fundamental mission

of the laboratory remains unambiguous. These advantages notwithstanding, the
recent expansion plans of SSRL again raised the question of the single-function

future of SLAC. This matter is under review, but even if a changewere made, it
woul I have minimal implications on the high energy physics program projections.

Aside from the SSRL issue, a new non -high energy physics program was ini-

tiated during 1984. This program is based on the utilization of the spectrometers

and associated equipment currently located in End Station A with a lower energy

beam (up to 6 GeV) produced by a new off-axis injector located about 400 meters

from the end of the two-mile accelerator. This low energy beam can be operated
at much lower cost than is involved in operating the entire accelerator. Accord-

ingly, it will also be possible to make this low energy beam available during the

summer month:: when usually, owing to the high electrical summer demand in

the state of California, the laboratory does not operate its major facilities. The

low energy beam can serve not only the nuclear structure program but can also
be used to fill the storage ring SPEAR, thereby increasing the total amount of

time available for SSRL and HEP research. Since the scale of operation of the

nuclear physics activity is intended by the DOE to remain small, no significant

organizational changes are contemplated. Funding will be provided through the

Nuclear Physics Program of DOE. Program decisions among competing propos-

als for use of the End Station A facilities for nuclear physics will be made with

the advice of a separate committee that is expert in that field and which reports

to SLAC's Associate Director, Research Division. We note that there are consid-

erable uncertainties in forecasting the total demand for this new nuclear physics

facility during this projection period. There is a sharp increase of interest within

14
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the nuclear physics community in high energy electron scattering on nuclei. The

interest is accentuated by the proposed construction of a 4 GEV, unity-duty-cycle

electron accelerator dedicated to nuclear physics research elsewhere in the United

States. Since the time of construction of that facility would span the entire period

of this projection, it is possible that the growing community intending to use the

new facility may on an interim basis generate intense demands on the much more

limited, low-duty-cycle facility at SLAC. However, since the total time available

on this facility remains limited, we are not projeCting any larger expansion of the

nuclear physics program throughout this projection period.

15
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IV. SCIENTIFIC PROGLAM AT SLAC

PARTICLE PHYSICS AT SLAC

The Particle Physics Program at SLAC is based on four accelerator facilities.
These are:

1. The two-mile linac, which is used for fixed-target experiments and the pro-
duction of test beams.

2. The 200-meter circumference SPEAR storage ring, which is used for exper-
imental studies of electron-positron collisions up to 7.4 GeV in the center-
of-mass.

3. The 2.3-km circumference PEP storage ring, which is used for experimental
studies of electron-positron collisions up to 35 GeV in the center-of-mass.

4. The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC), which will be used for electron-positron

annihilation experiments up to 100 GeV in the center-of-mass,

The linac is the oldest of the SLAC accelerator facilities. Experimental op-
eration began in 1966 at an energy of about 16 GeV. The maximum energy
capability of the linac has increase over the years and is now 32 GeV. As part of
the SLC construction project the maximum energy of the linac will be increased
to 50 GeV. The linac is not heavily used for particle physics experiments at the
present time. The presently accessib!e energy region has been well explored,
and while there are still specialized high energy physics experiments that use it
(about one per year), its primary function is to supply test beams for apparatus
development and to serve us an injector into our storage rings. Recently a new
injector has been added to the linac at about the 80 percent point, and with this
new injector high-intensity, low energy beams can be obtained for use in nuclear
structure experiments. The linac prop= may become more active when 50 GeV
beams are available.

16
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The SPEAR storage ring began operation in 1972 with a maximum center-

of-mass energy of S GeV. It was soon upgraded to allow it to reach energies of 7.4

GeV and has recently been further improved to increase the maximum available

luminosity. Half of the running time of a SPEAR storage ring is devoted to

high-intensity single electron beams for the production of x-rays to be used by

the SSRL program.

The PEP storage ring began operation in 1980 and currently serves five major

experiments. Its maximum center-of-mass energy is 35 GeV, but operations have

been concentrated at 29 GeV, its maximum luminosity point, since its turnon.

Design studies are underway to make a significant improvement in the luminosity

of this machine. A single beam port to allow synchrotron radiation studies on a

parasitic basis will be available begining in 1986.

The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) is a new type of colliding-beam facility.

The linear collider technique appears to have the potential to be extended in

future machines to very much higher energies at considerably lower cost than

the storage ring technique which has been used up to now for electron-positron

colliding-beam studies. The SLC will be completed at the end of 1986, and

we expect experimental use to begin in the spring of 1987. The experimental

program will initially concentrate on studies of the Z° region.

In Section A below we discuss the physics associated with the Z° energy

range to be studied using the SLAC Linear Collider. Sections 13 and C review,

respectively, the physics associated with the PEP and SPEAR energy ranges. In

Section D we look ahead briefly to the physics that could be done with electron -

positron linear colliders in the TeV energy range. We do this because the desire to

develop the accelerator technology to reach this energy is part of the motivation

of building the SLC, and is the impetus for other accelerator physics research at

SLAC.

In Section E we describe a potential particle-physics program that would

use the direct electron beam and fixed targets, and the nuclear-physics program

17
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that uses a new injector in addition to existing fixed-target facilities. Finally, in
Section F, we briefly describe the activities of the Theoretical Physics Group at
SLAC.

A. Physics with the SLAC Linear Collider

The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) will operate at center-of-mass energies .up
to 100 GeV; this energy could eventually be increased to about 140 GeV should
the prospective physics so warrant. In this section we describe the main areas of
physics interest that the linear collider could address.

(1) The 2° and Its Decay Modes. The principal goal of SLC physics is the
detailed study of the 2° vector boson, the neutral carrierof the wealc interactions.
The existence of the Z° has recently been established in an experiment at the
CERN Pp collider, and its mass is close to the predicted value of 95 GeV/c2. It
is expected that the Z° will be copiously produced in e4-r annihilation. Indeed,
the yield of multihadron ;meats should exhibit an enormous peak at the Z° res-
onance. The hadron/electromagnetic muon-pair ratio R is expected to increase
from a value around 5 at present energies to about 3000 at the Z° mass.

The zo is expected to decay into pairs of all the fundamental leptons and
quarks whose masses are less than 1/2 that of the Z°:

e+ e --zo-- e+e, g+g, r+r, veD 1.00m, v,9t, ...

zo -- utl, ca, 83, a, a, ...

Each cross section is proportional to (V/ + Al), where Vf and Af are the vector
and axial-vector coupling constants for the Z° f I vertex, and v here I
represents any of the fundamental fermions. In the Weinberg-Salam model (11+
A21) is of order one, so that all the cross sections are roughly proportional to
the available phase space. The resulting large sample of all these arms allows
detailed studies including the measurement of branching fractions and the angular
distributions of the charge asymmetry. Deviations from the predicted universality

Is
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among the three generations of quarks and leptons would point to a problem in

the standard model. Polarization-related parameters will serve to separate the

V1 and Al coupling constants.

(2) Electroweak Interactions at Energies Beyond the Z°. The behavior of

cross sections and the measurements of weak-electromagnetic interference in the

interesting regions beyond the 2° will be an important test of the ideas that

predict unification of these two forces. In addition, the energies above the Z°

may offer the best promise for studying new phenomena not seen in Z° decays.

(3) Hadronic Processes. The 2° is a pronfic source of quark-pairs of all

flavors that are not too massive to be energetically excluded. Decays of the 2°

into quark-antiquark pairs of different flavors will be seen through fragmentation

into collimated jets of hadrons. The multihadron decays should be a particularly

good source of gluon jets radiated from the primary quarks, and should allow

a thorough study of the QCD properties of quarks and gluons. Although some

QCD predictions will be tested at lower energy machines, extension of these

measurements to higher energies will be an important test of QCD ideas. For

example, scaling violations in fragmentation functions and broadening in 3-jet

events should be pronounced at these higher energies.

(4) New Phenomena. An often considered and controversial aspect of SU(2)

x U(1) is the Higgs boson. The conjectured boson (or bosons) is responsible

for the origin of mass in the standard model, and understanding its properties

could lead to a fundamentally important understanding of the mass spectrum of

partic' a. If light enough, Higgs bosons could be seen in the decays of the Z° to

the diggs and lepton pairs, for example.

There are already hints at CERN of unexplained physics in the 2° region

consisting of events with a high energy photon and large missing energy, and

"monojet" events with unbalanced transverse momentum. Such unusual events

of appropriate energy could be easier to study in the quantity and with the clarity

characteristic of an electron-positron collider.
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Free quarks are often discussed as a possible final state at the higher energies.
Heavy leptons, neutral as well as charged, or any new particles that carry weak
charge, may also exist in the final states. Electron-positron annihilation is the
most promising method to search for such dramatic events. The most important
discoveries may well come from a list of effects which today are only speculations
or are unknown.

(5) polarization Studies. Neutral-current processes are expected to exhibit

large polarization-dependent effects. Annihilation of longitudinal polarized elec-
trons on unpolarized positrons in the collider will permit the investigation of the
full set of spin-dependent effects and allow very accurate measurements of many
neutral-current parameters.

Intense beams of longitudinal polarized electrons can be made available at
SLAC, and the SLC is designed to preserve the polarization. Linac beams with
polarizations of SO% have already been used, and beams of higher polarization

are a good future prospect.

Polarization asymmetries complement the branching ratios and charge-
asymmetry measurements for the different lepton and quark types. The accuracy
of sine iw should immediately improve an order-of-magnitude over present low

energy measurements in the early SLC data, and the polarization information

will contribute significantly to this improvement. As data accumulate and spe-
cific decays of the Z° can be isolated, measurement of the vector and a:6a' vector
coupling constants for the different quarks and leptons should provide a stringent
test of SU(2) x U(1) ideas.

B. Particle Physics Using PEP

PEP is designed for center-of-mass energies in the range from about 8 GeV to
36 GeV. As described in Section VI, the luminosity of PEP is excellent, and plans
are now being formulated for improving the luminosity to even higher levels. A

very broad range of physics is now being carried out at PEP, and we can only

briefly summarize that physics here. Experiments at PEP and PETRA have
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begun to explore this broad range of physics, but there is much more work to be

done. The physics we summarize below is not only that now being done at PEP

but also the physics that will be available in future years.

(1) Hadronic Physics. This topic itself divides up into several areas that

are being intensively pursued at PEP.

(a) General hadronic physics: There is a large class of topi s that do not

require the partition of the multihadron events into two-or-three jet events. These

include the study of particle yields of K's, p's, D's, etc. Some of this work

has already been done at PEP and PETRA, but increased statistics are necessary

to permit studies which go beyond simple particle-yield cross sections. There is

strong interest in the mechanics of the hadronization process. In particular, the

study of long- and short-range charge and flavor correlations is being pursued.

Here one is asking whether ehrage and/or flavor are conserved locally within

a jet (as in the case of all simulation programs), or whether the conservation

is achieved globally. The Kt's, K:'s, A"'s, Ps and D's are particularly useful

for flavor studies, whit,' for charge correlations all charged tracks can be used.

Another example of ongoing work is the question of how baryons are produced

in the hadronization chain. What hyperons are produced? Are decuplet baryons

suppressed? Are baryons emitted "first" in the chain, or in a statistical manner?

Is baryon number conserved locally or globally? Studies are also continuing in

longitudinal- and transverse-momentum struct_re of heavy flavor jets.

(b) Three-jet physics: While ti, -re have been many studies of three-jet

events at PEP and PETRA there is a great need for much more data in order to

understand the physics of these events in detail and to test the theory of quan-

tum chromodynamics (QCD) in model-independent ways. It is also necessary to

develop model-independent methods to measure a, and to study second-order

perturbative corrections. For example, the study of one effect of second-order

corrections, namely four-jet events, is still in its infancy.

Large data sets can be used to distinguish between string models and inde-
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pendent fragmentation models.

(c) Quark and gluon jet discrimination: There is the important question of

whether glumn jets can be distinguished from quark jets. If this can be done one

wants to study separately the properties of each type of jet. This involves the use

of the three-jet events and the study of the multiplicity, particle yields (flavor),

and (pT)(PL) for each jet. Statistically the softest jet is 50% -gluon -rich according

to QCD folklore. This is a crucial issue for testing the gluon self-coupling.

d) Single photons and jets: Photons can be produced directly in hadronic

final states by either initial-state radiation or final-state radiation. Events of the

type q¢7, where the 7 is radiated from one of the quarks, produce 3-jet events

where the third jet is just one photon and P, bus easily measured. By measuring

the gamma energy spectre.m and angular distribution, one can use these events
to probe the final state fragmentation and test for factorization.

(2) Physics with Secondary Vertex Detection. Two detectors at PEP, MAC

and HRS, now have secondary vertex detectors. (The Mark II, which was the first

to use such a device, has removed their system in order to test other components

in its upgrading program for the collider.) Their programs divide .7,aturally into

two parts. The first concentrates on well-defined measurements, namely the r

lifetime, the D° lifetime, and the B-meson lifetime. These are briefly discussed

below. The second part of this program, which is more exploratory, includes

searching for events with separated vertices, developing a charm and bottom tag

by looking for tracks with large transverse momenta, and hunting for invariant

mass bumps in events with displaced vertices.

(a) Precision measurement_of the r lifetime: The r lifetime has been pre-
viously determined to ±17% statistical error, confirming our understanding of

the r lepton as partaking in the conventional weak interactions in spite of its

relatively large mass. Continuing studies should reduce this error to ±5%, and

correspondingly reduce the systematic uncertainties to about ±5%. Note that

this is the level at which universality "breaks down" in the quark sector, i.e.,
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sin2 0, su .05.

(b) Other uses of secondary vertex detectors: As an example, consider the

measurement of the impact parameters of leptons produced in semileptonic B

and D decays. With appropriate cuts on the lepton's longitudinal and transverse

momenta (with respect to the jet axis), the data divides into B-enhanced and

D-enhanced samples. These tagged events permit the study of heavy quark

lifetimes, fragmentation properties, and multiplicities. Three detectors at PEP

have used this technique to measure the lifetime of the B-meson.

(3) Studies of B Meson Physics. Hadronic events containing leptons are

very suitable for studying some properties of b quark production and decay. The

excellent capability of the PEP detectors for identifying electrons and muons is

yielding interesting results in several areas of B meson and b quark physics:

(a) Determination of the neutral weak coupling constants for b quarks: The

e+e interaction is most suitable for studying the coupling of e and b quarks to the

Z°. (Neutrino-induced neutral current reactions are better for u and d quarks.)

Although the b quark production is small, the forward-backward asymmetry is

expected to be relatively large. In the Weinberg-Salam theory, at 29 GeV, the

asymmetry is predicted to be 18%. To carry out such a measurement one needs

to determine the production angle of the quark and the quark flavor. The thrust

or sphericity axis gives to a good approximation the production angle. Good

identification of leptons yields a useful method for identifying the b quark through

its semileptonic decay b . /21X and for determining which jet is quark and which

jet is antiquark. We can expect asymmetry measurements with an error of about

7%. The vector coupling constant of b could also in principle be determined from

the total production cross section. However, this is a more difficult task because

QCD corrections of different orders contribute to that cross section. This work

is in progress and needs more data.

(b) Weak mixing: Since the b quark decays with significant probability to

the c quark, the semilep tonic decay chain of b and c starting from a as pair yields
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multilepton events. The probability of obtaining two or more charged leptons
depends on the ratio sin: /3/ sin= -7, where sin /3 measures the coupling strength
in the b --0 a transition, and sin i measures the ratio of the coupling strength of
b -4 c compared to t -4 b. Multilepton events lead to a measurement of this ratio
and also provide information on a mixing.

(c) Features of the fragmentation function of the b quark: PEP detectors
have already obtained uzul measurements of De(2), the fragmentation function
of the b quark. They used the electron and moon momentum spectra. More
extensive and better information will allow us to discriminate among different
shapes for De(Z), and thus to understand in detail how the b quark produces
hadronic final states. Detailed comparisons of b-quark event& with light-quark
events probe the difference between the fragmentation of heavy and light quarks.

(4) Two-Photon Physics. The two-virtual-photon reactions

e -1- e- -# e+ + e- + I. + -I.

I. + I. - c+e- ,
p+ + p , r+ + r- , hadrons

are attracting growing interest. The lepton-pair reactions offer new tests of QED
and of the point-particle nature and propagator of the r.

The reaction leading to hadron production allows measurement of the total
cross section cri, -. hadrons, single-particle inclusive distributions, production

of exclusive hadron pairs at high pr, the production of hadron jets by photon-
photon reactions, and the exclusive production of resonances. Deep-inelastic
-yet scattering can also be studied given a sufficiently large acceptance. These
measurements provide tests of QCD. Most of the PEP detectors can study these
processes to some extent, but the TPC/Two-Gamma experiment is optimal for
this work.

The studies of hadronic final states cover a broad range of physics topics. One

example is the search for two-photon production of states like the 8(1650) and
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the i(1440) that have been observed in the " glueball- favored" prompt-photon de-

cay J /,,h 7X. Lince the photon couples to charge, the two-photon production

of a glueball state should be suppressed relative to the production of a 94 state

with similar mass and quantum numbers. Measurements of the Ti- widths of

pseudoscalars provide a sensitive test for their possible glueball content. A mea-

surement of the Ti-width of the ry, will provide a significant further constraint

on models of the charmonium system. Other examples are the study of 'or xr

and KKrir production; a large production cross section at and above threshold

can be interpreted as evidence for a 4-quark bound state.

(5) Studies of Charmed Particles at PEP. The study of the production of

D meson's at PEP energies will continue. Mixing in the Df) system is of interest.

There is also the challenge of finding out how to study charmed baryon production

in the PEP energy range; this is a very interesting subject because we do not

yet understand the production of ordinary baryons in electron-positron collisions.

The charm fragmentation function needs more study in the light of the HRS data

on Dc(Z) at low Z.

(6) Studies of r Physics. Measurement at PEP of the r single-charged-

particle branching fraction yields 86 ± 1%. Experiments at PETRA have con-

firmed this result. Yet adding up the measured single-charged-particle decay

modes yields only about 75%. Tagged tau events can be used to study this sig-

nificant disagreement. Several individual branching fractions are be;ng measured

at PEP where the errors are smaller than at SPEAR.

Measurements of Cabibbo-suppiessed r decays l ad so a limit on the r neu-

trino mass. Further study of Cabibbo-allowed multiprong decays may help resolve

long-standing experimental disagreement about the Al.

(7) Weak-Electromagnetic Interference Effects. Interferences between the

one-photon-exchange and neutral-weak-current amplitudes occur in both dilep-

ton and hadronic final states. Three interference terms lead to observable effects

of many types. For example, in the case of el'e- en", weak-electromagnetic
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interference will, in general, lead to a polar-angle distribution of the form

1 + cos2 9 a s cool

where S is the angle between the p+ and the e+ beam.

Interference effects should also manifest themselves through asymmetries in

high-momentum hadrons at a level comparable to those in the ,,+,, case. A hi!l
study of asymmetries in high-momentum hadrons requires reliable identification

of les, K's and p's. The TPC/Two-Gamma experiment at PEP is particularly

well suited for this purpose.

(8) Searches for New Particles. Electron-positron collisions offer a clear way

to produce new particles through pair production

e++,--..x+2

Some examples of particles which may be produced within the PEP energy

range are particles predicted by supersymmetric theories, Higgs particles, non-

sequential heavy leptons, neutral heavy lepton?, free quarks, hadro-leptons, and

so forth. There have been a number of powerful and comprehensive searches for

such particles at e+e facilities, and an important part of the PEP program is

. carrying out such searches. The very large hadronic data set from PEP of 105

hadrons makes it possible to search for interesting effects down to the 10-4 level.

We discuss three examples:

(a) Supersymmetric particles: Superaymmetry is a theory which introduces

a new boson for every fermion and a new fermion for every boson. It also requires

that the coupling strengths of these particles be the same as their normal partners

except for spin factors. Some of these particles are expected to be light; examples

are the photino and the Hig,gsino (spin 1/2 partners of the photon and Higgs

boson). The remaining particles may be heavy, but if the lower limits for the
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mass of these objects become too high, the theory fails to solve the mass hierarchy

problem in standard theories. Scalar leptons and photinos can be produced and

detected through the reaction c + e - i+ + I-, i- -4 r + %.i. Another

interesting way to produce and detect photinoe is e+ + e -- 7 + j + j.

A new experiment at PEP, called ASP for Anomalous Single Photons, has

been installed with these peculiar events as its main game. The MAC detec-

tor has added small-angle counters to give it sensitivity to some of these same

events. Single photons also signal a radiative decay into two neutrinos, and these

experiments bear on the questior of the number of neutrino flavors.

(b) Neutral heavy leptons: There have been no comprehensive and definitive

searches for neutral heavy leptons because the only known general method for

producing them is

e+ + e" -4 Z° --- L° + k

and that production cross section is small at PEP and PETRA energies. Ignoring

threshold factors, a "-, 2 x 10-37 CIII-2. However, with much improved luminosity

at PEP, we will be able to carry out a significant search.

(c) Othe searches. There are two types of events where it is interesting

to look for new particles in a very general way: low-multiplicity events, and

multilepton hadronic events. In both cases the major sources of these events

are known processes. Low-multiplicity events come from pure electromagnetic

processes, from r-pair production and decay, and from beam-gas interactions.

Mukilepton hadronic events come from heavy quark production and decay. Large

statistics studies will enable us to apply more severe criteria for seeking out new

particles among these known processes.

C. Particle Physics Using SPEAR

SPEAR operates in the center-of-mass energy region up to 7.4 GeV. Since

1972, experimental work at SPEAR and at the similar German storage ring

DORIS has established much of the fundamental physics in this energy region.

99i
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Since DORIS is now operating at higher energy, SPEAR now provides the only

access to this important energy region.

The pioneering work at SPEAR includes the discoveries of the psi-particle

family, charmed mesons, hadronic jets, and the tau lepton. The significance of

this work is, to say the least, well-established. The present and future physics

programs at SPEAR build upon these foundaticas and look into several open
issues.

(I) The F-meson. The F-meson has been identified and its mass measured,

but there remain questions about its weak decay branching ratio'. A semileptonic

decay study would allow the measurement of the F+ ID lifetime ratio.

(2) Charmed Baryons. Our knowledge of the charmed baryons is little better

than that of the F mesons. Only a few decay modes of the A, have been observed

in eft' studies, and data from other experiments have very low statistics. There

is little data from eft' studies or elsewhere on other charmed baryons, such as
the Ec, which can be cleanly produced at higher SPEAR energies.

(3) Psi Family. Although we know a good deal about 4, and x states of the

churmonium family, there remains much more to be learned. An example comes

from the Crystal Ball experiment at SPEAR, which demonstrated that the th

state does exist, and that its mass is rather close to the tai mass. The Mark III

detector has since measured the spin and parity for the no (JP =

The radiative decay modes of the are the best place to look for possible

bound states of gluons, and the Mark ITN accumulation of nearly three million

such decays is turning up interesting structure.

The Mark III study of the v" system has improved the understanding of the

D meson decay mechanism. New data will improve limits on DD mixing.

Strong interest in the tP family comes from the theoretical expectation that

the a system can be studied in an approximately nonrelativistic framework,

which means that it should be possible to study the quark-quark interaction in
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this system in great detail.

(4) D Mesons. There are still many aspects of the physics of the D mesons

that remain to be studied in detail and understood. These include the semilep-

tonic decay modes of the D, particularly the Cabibbo-suppressed modes; the

different lifetimes of D± and D°; and the nonleptonic decay modes of higher

(5) The Tau Lepton. Two aspects of r physics of great interest are bettr.r

measurements of the multihadron decay modes of the r, and a search for the

decay process F r v and second-class currents such as r B + v.

(6) Total Hadronic Cross Section in the 4-5 GeV Region. This energy re-

gion exhibits a complex structure with at least three peaks. These peaks are

thought to be related to higher mass states in the a system, but this hypothesis

has not been seriously tested. The physics of this region remains to be thor-

oughly explored. With sufficiently good measurements a further understanding

of non-relativistic potential models of charmonium is possible.

(7) Total Hadronic Cross Section Above 5 GeV. Existin measurements of

the hadronic cross section above 5 GeV are in crude agreement with the quark

model, but detailed agreement cannot be obtained, even with full QCD cor-

rections. Future SPEAR physics can explore whether this disagreement is at-

tributable to measurement errors or to some fundamental error in the theory.

Sufficiently good measurements of R can lead to an improved determination of

a,.

(8) The Unexpected. Finally, there may well be some new phenomena that

remain to be discovered in the energy region between about 3 and 8 GeV. The

region is so complex in structure that some of the contributing processes may

not yet have been observed.

D. Physics of Electron-Positron Collisions in the TeV Region

One of the exciting aspects of the SLAC Linear Collider is that it will help
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to develop the accelerator technology needed to build a yet higher energy linear

collider. Other parts of the SLAC program in accelerator physics and technology

are afro directed to that goal. Therefore it is useful to present a brief sketch of

the important physics that could be done with an electron- positron linear collider

in the TeV region. For convenience we use the example of a collider with a total

energy of 1 TeV. Such a facility offers four extraordinary ways to move into a

new world of particle physics:

(1) Increase in Mass Scale. The mass range for searching for new particles

will be extended a factor of five to ten over the mass range available to accelera-

tors now under construction. (There are CERN's LEP, SLAC's SLC, Fermi lab's

TEV-I proton-antiproton facility, and UNK in the Soviet Union.) Examples of

possible new particles are heavy leptons or heavy quarks so massive that they

decay to W's and Z0's. For example, a quark Q of several hundred GeV mass

decays via Q W + q, where q is a less massive quark. One can look for heavy

relatives of the Z° with masses up to 1 TeV, or for heavy charged Higgs particles

pair produced via e+ + e + Or if the Technicolor theory is cor-

rect, the Technicolor analog of the p, called /ET, can be copiously produced via

+ e pr up to a 1 TeV mass.

(2) Probing for Particle Structure. One of the outstanding problems of

particle physics is whether the leptons and quarks are elementary or composite. If

they are elementary, why are there so many different kinds? If they are made up of

simpler particles, why have we not found any evidence for their being composite?

The pair production of these fermions, e++e f +1, at very high energy offers

the best hope of resolving the paradox. This is because the pair-production cross

section can be precisely calculated if the fermions are elementary, but if they are

composite we will see deviations from the calculated point cross section as well

as other effects.

(3) Clear Signals and Relatively Small Backgrounds. Electron-positron

physics in the 1 TeV region has the very valuable property that it offers a rela-

51-563 0 - 86 - 32
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:ively high ratio of the expected crces sections for known physics. This is because

the known physics processes have distinctive signatures and can usually be iden-

tified. Hence they leave a rather small residual background against which the

new physics must be observed and studied. This is in contrast to hadron-hadron

collisions where the background from known physics will often overwhelm the

search for new physics.

(4) Unexpected New Physics. Electron-positron physics is ,characterized

by the simplicity of the initial state and by our ability to calculate precisely
how that state is transformed through the electroweak interaction. Hence this

physics offers the best opportunity to discover and interpret unercp, tteil sew

physics at very high energies. The situation is much more difficult in hadron-

hadron collisions, where the initial state is complex and the strong interactions

play a crucial role.

The foregoing it just a brief sketch of the extraordinary particle physics that

can be done with electron-positron collisions in the 1 TeV region.

E. Fixed-Target Physics at SLAC

(1) NPAS Nuclear Physics at SLAC. NPAS is a program of s 1clear-

structure physics based on an intense electron beam of 0.5 to 6 GeV and the

electron-scattering facilities at SLAC. A new injector (NPI for Nuclear Physics

Injector) has been designed to inject electrons into the lut six sectors of the linac

to produce the required beam without requiring the use of the full linac length.

This is significantly more efficient and also provides more flexibility for the SLAC

program. The NPI is installed and running.

(a) Approved NPAS experiments: The NPAS program now includes three

electron-scattering experiments which will use the spectrometer facilities of End

Station A. One experiment will study backward scattering from deuterium at

large momentum transfer. Two fixed-position spectrometers will be set up to

detect the for-ward scattered electron and the backward reco,1 deuteron. Both

elastic and inelastic scattering will be studied, with the backward kinematics
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allowing a clean separation of the magnetic structure function. The experiment

should be able to discriminate sharply among several theories.

The electroproduction of the delta isobar will be measured using a variety

of targets and the 8 GeV and 1.6 GeV spectrometers. A Rosenbluth separation

would provide the transverse part of the cross section. Th:s experiment probes

medium range nucleon interactions, which show up as a shift and broadening of

the resonance.

Electron scattering from nuclei using the 8 GeV sp-trometer and a variety

of targets from hydrogen to gold concentrates on the high-momentum transfer

region where quark dynamics might dominate and probes the high-momentum

distribution cf nucleon. The interest in quark processes .a nuclear physics comes

from the EMC effect observed at CERN and similar work at SLAC.

(b) Very light nuclei structure studies: Recently, a series of experiments at

SLAC has measured the elastic form factor of 28 at high momentum transfers.

These experiments straddle the boundary between particle physics and nuclear-

structure physics. They are crucial for the quark model of light nuclei, and they

make a unique contribution to nuclear physics. Extensions of this program are

clearly of interest to the nuclear physicist.

(2) Possible Particle Physics Experiments. The future program for fixed-

target particle physics is less definite than that for C+ C- physics for two reasons.

First, the SLAC fixed-target program covers a collision-energy range that has

already been well surveyed and that we therefore already know a great deal

about. Because of this, the experimental program tends to be a step-by-step

process, with each new experiment depending upon the results of a previous

experiment. The second reason for the less definite nature of the future fixed-

target experimental program is financial. The increasing priority given to the

e+ e- program, combined with overall financial pressures, (particularly the large

cost of power associated with high repetition rate operation of the full linac) have

decreased the support available for fixed-target experiments at SLAC well below
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the available opportunities. This has prevented planning a comprehensive and

broad future program. Indeed, the financial restrictions have discouraged many

physicists from plannir.g any future fixed-target experiments at SLAC.

In this section we outline two physics experiments that could use the End

Station A facilities at SLAC. These depend on the fact that the SLAC machine

remains the highest energy and intensity electron accelerator in the world. The

proton accelerators at Fermi lab and CERN can produce electron, positron, and

photon beams of higher energy, but the intensities are very much less, and the

beams have significantly larger inherent phase apace.

(a) Unpolarized deep inelastic electron-proton scattering: Two types of ex-

periments are worthwhile. One is a relatively accurate measurement of R =

azjar. R is a fundamental parameter in the general quark-parton model, and it

is a quantity which should be calculable in any specific theory such as QCD. The

deep inelastic muon experiments at proton machines cannot make as accurate a

measurement of R as could be achieved by experiments at SLAC.

Another very worthwhile type of deep inelastic experiment is an extension of

ep end zd measurements to the 30 or 35 GeV energy range made available by

SLED I or SLED U. This would provide an overlap with the pi p and pid deep

inelastic scattering measurements made at proton machines. This is important

because most of the Bjorken scaling violation, a major argument for the validity

of QCD, occurs in this energy and Q2 range.

F. Theoretical Physics

The research of the Theoretical Physics Group covers a broad range of topics

and is generally characterized by staying in close contact with the experimen-

tal program at SLAC and at other high energy research centers. Efforts are

continuing to study applications of perturbative QCD to jet physics. Although

QCD stands as our most appealing and practical theory for studying hadronic

processes, more decisive tests of its validity are still needed. Among the impor-

tant ongoing studies are the anr,lyses of multi jets in electron-positron imnihi-
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lation, in search of distinctive differences between gluon and quark jets, and of

flavor and charge correlations of secondary particles. Work continues here on

the applications of QCD to elementary processes such as electron-positron an-

nihilation. In addition, systematic studies of the applications of QCD to more

complex processes with initial hadrons, and especially to nuclear (as opposed to

nucleon) processes, are being undertaken. This requires deeper understanding

of the bound-state properties of the theory, which lie beyond the realm of per-

turbative calculations alone. The study of quark-gluon plasma and its possible

application to relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions is being pursw.d.

Supersymmetric field theories are Leing analyzed in efforts to achieve the

grand unification of all the forces of nature within a finite and renormalizable

field theory formalism. In addition to understanding basic properties of super-

symmetry, there are many phenomenological questions that have to be addressed

by building specific models to compare with data In the lifetime of hadrons (in-

cluding proton decay), and on the observed particle spectra in a broken symmetry

theory. Predictions are being made on experiments planned for PEP, SLC, and

LEP energies. The inclusion of super gravity in supersymmetric models is also

a topic under investigation, as is the appearance of magnetic monopoles in such

theories. Attention is also being paid to the foundations of quantum mechanics

and to the possibility of developing a finite-particle-number covariant scattering

theory as a basis for elementary particle physics.

The formulation and study of gauge theories on lattices, and in terms of dis-

crete variables more generally, is also being intensively studied, both numerically

and analytically. Efficient new numerical methods and algorithms have brin de-

veloped and are being extended for determining the low-lying states of gauge

theories on the lattice. These techniques are also being applied to a variety of

problems such as spin systems, lower dimensional electron systems, polymers,

etc., in order to gain physical insight into their application to real systems.

Certain topllogical indices, used to characterize different sectors of field the-
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ones, are being studied and related to physical quantities. The same techniques

are being applied to study fractional charge and fermion number states in particle

theories and condensed matter theories that possess monopoles or solitons.

Questions of the composite nature of quarks and their possible unification

with leptons are also being studied, both from the point of view of fundamental

properties of theory and in terms of the experimental implications of composite-

ness.

Much of the research in the SLAC Theory Group la motivated by the phys-

ical questions: What experiments at PEP energies and higher (SLC, Tevatron,

ind LEP) can provide decisive new clues about the predictions of supersymme-

try, about the possible compositeness of quark and lepton, about new physics

involving Higgs bosons, and about the supersyrnmetric particle families?

DETECTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SLAC continues to be a leader in developing experimental apparatus and

techniques germane to particle physics. The End Station A spectrometers and

the Mark I detector at SPEAR are examples of detection facilities with which ma-

jor discoveries were made. Indeed, the Mark I detector became the prototype for

most colliding-beam detectors built since. Other examples of innovation from the

past include the streamer chamber, the hybrid facility based on the rapid-cycling

40-inch bubble chamber, and the multiparticle spectrometer facility, LASS. Ex-

amples of the present interests of the laboratory are improved drift chambers

of unparalleled tracking accuracy, (particularly vertex chambers) planar spark

counters exhibiting the best time resolutions obtainable, Oerenkov ring-imaging

detectors for high-momentum particle identification, and main-frame computer

emulators to enable rapid analysis of the experimental data. We describe some

of these examples in the following sections.
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A. Drift Chambers

SLAC continues to advance the state of the art in trick - chamber design.

The Mark I spark chamber was the first large cylindrical chamber to be used

for storage ring physics. The Mark II drift chamfer gave considerably imprevcd

resolution in large tracking systems and was also the first of its kind. The many

imitators of this concept attest to its success. More recently the Mark II tracking

system has been augmented by a high precision vertex drift chamber to resolve,

Pith excellent spatial precision, particle tracks close to the interaction point of

the colliding electron and positron beams. The achieved precision of 80 pm

has allowed the experimenters to measure the very short track lengths of such

particle as tau leptons and charmed mesons.

New Mark II Drift Chamber. A new drift chamber is presently ;order con-

struction for the Mark II Upgrade for the SLC. The general considerations for

the design of the new chamber were as follows: good momentum resolution in the

existing 5 kG magnetic field, good solid-angle coverage, ease of pattern recog-

nition and high tracking efficiency at the Z°, and dElds measurement as an

independent aid to calorimetry for electron-hadron separation for momenta less

than about 10 GeV/c. An average resolution of ISO pm and a dEldz resolution

of 4.7% have been achieved in the prototype.

Vertex Chamber Development. The Mark II collaboration is

presently developing a high pressure drift chamber for use as a vertex detec-

tor at the SLC. The physics environment at Z° energies simultaneously demands

high spatial resolution (a < 40 pm per measurement Is the goal) and excellent

track-pair separation capability (< 500 pm). A prototype chamber has been

constructed to extremely igh mechanical tolerances for use in pressurized gases.

The chamber incorporates a focusing grid structure which separates a uniform

drift region from the amplification region. Resolution tests are underway. The

"LC chamber is in its initial design phase, with a full length prototype due by

mid 1985.
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The MAC detector collaboration has also developed a new vertex chamber
for its apparatus. This chamber consists of 324 wires strung through aluminized
mylar straws between plates attached to a beryllium beam pipe at a minimum
distance from the beam of about two inches. An active shield of bismuth ger-
manate crystals was installed in the very forward region in order to provide
shielding to the chamber without compromising its ability to work down to very
small angles. The new vertex chamber has been in operation for some months.
A preliminary estimate of the resolution is about 70 microns; somewhat better
results are expected as the calibration procedures are refined.

Drift Chamber Studies for the SLD. Prototype chambers are being studied
for the second SLC detector, the SLD. A cylindrical central tracker, somewhat
smaller in radius than the Mark II chamber, will obtain higher resolution through
improved electrostatics and use of different gas, COrlsobutane (92%-3%). Local-
ization of ionization from tracks will be done by waveform sampling chips and fast
processors. The waveform sampling chips have been developed at the Stanford
Integrated Circuits Laboratory and are designed for drift chamber signals. Tests
of these chips are underway. Software code is being developed that will convert
the drift chamber pulses into times and pulse heights. Multihit capabilities are
possible within this hardvrareisoftware scheme. Beam tests using electrons and
pions from 5 to 15 GeV /c are underway to provide a data base for the software
development.

B. (erenkov Ring Imaging Detectors (CRID)

When a particle travels through an optical medium, it may, depending on
its velocity, produce Cerenkov light in a unique cone. In the past, t erenkov
zletectors have been used in high energy physics to detect the presence or absence
of light and thereby to tell whether the velocity was above or below the (erenkov
threshold. A new technique has been under development at CERN and at SLAC
to take advantage of the unique angle of the cone of light so that velocities can
be measured over a broader range. This technique involves the detection of
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individual photons in the cone in order to form an image of the terenkov light

of an individual particle.

In recent years it has been demonstrated that the photons from Cerenkov light

can be detected in a drift chamber by introducing a photoionizing gas into the

chamber gas mixture. By replacing the chamber walls with windows transparent

to ultraviolet light, one can use this detector to image the cone of Cerenkov

light from the particle. The potential for making a large-area Cerenkov detector

can be realized by using a time-projection type of drift chamber to drift the

photoelectrons up to a meter. The availability of a photoionizing vapor (TMAE)

which overlaps the ultraviolet transmission of readily-available synthetic quartz

windows has also contributed to the pcesibility of a large area detector.

The photoelectrons that have been drifted are detected by a multiwire pro-

portional chamber along one end of the imaging plane. The wire number in the

array gives one coordinate, and the elapsed drift time gives the distance across

the imaging plane. This scheme allows relatively few channels of electronics to

read oat a large area.

The choice and handling of the optical medium for producing the t erenkov

light is also important. Perfluoro-n- hexane liquid, C,F14, has been studied be-

cause it is a room-temperature liquid with a low index of refraction and high

transparency to ultraviolet light in the region of sensitivity of the photoionizing

vapor. Tests at SLAC and CERN have shown that the transparency is good

and can be improved by recirculating the liquid through commercially available

oxygen filters.

A demonstration CRID has been operated at SLAC using the CaFia liquid

radiator and a 20 centimeter square drift detector. Ring images from 11 GeV/c

pions have contained 10 to 20 detected photoelectrons per image. A second device

is now being used to study the drifting of t erenkov rings up to 80 centimeters.

The CRID device has been chosen for inclusion in the SLD detector at SLC

because of the superior performance it will have over other techniques ofmeasur-
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ing particle velocities. Software simulations have shown that the technique would

be superior even if the detector performance were to deteriorate. Software and

hardware development will continue in order to determine optimal parameters

for the full scale SLD device.

C. Spark Counter Development

With the successful fabrication and testing of a spark counter of length 120

cm, we are now extending the length of the counters under development to 3

meters. The construction of two of these larger counters is well underway. In

addition, we have fabricated and are testing two counters with a smaller gap

dimension of 100 pm. With the smaller spark gap, these counters are expected

to give significantly better time resolution than those we have built to date.

All counters now being built incorporate several important innovations, includ-

ing grounded-cathode design, chromium-surface cathode, position sensing in the

transverse dimension, printed-circuit stripline readout, ease of fabrication, and a

calibration puller port.

Our program calls for investigation of the limits of spark counter resolution

using the smaller counters, including the effect on the counter operation of includ-

ing either xenon (5%) or Freon 13B (0.1%), in the gas mixture, and of replacing

the argon completely with xenon. For the 3-meter counters, we will measure the

time and position resolution as a function of operating voltage, and as a function

of position.

With the testing of these counters, the spark counter detector development

program at SLAC will draw to a close. At the present time, there is modest

interest in spark counters world-wide: in Japan (TOPAZ experiment at KEK),

in the U.S.A. (kwon beam physics at BNL and muon beam physics at Fermi lab),

and in Germany (as an alternative to scintillation counters at HERA).

D. Computer Emulators

The now famous 168/E processor emulator developed at SLAC has been in

production computation. A 'farm" of 9 processors is channel attached to the
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SLAC central IBM 3081K computer and provides a compute capacity of about

one half of the 3081K's total capacity. All the production from raw data tapes

to DST tapes for Experiment E135 at SLAC is being done on the farm. Became

of its success, a new generation of emulators has now been developed. The

3081/E has an order of magnitude more memory, more of the IBM instruction

set implemented, full REAL8 precision, and execution speed of about 3 times

that the 168/E. The simple architecture and interfacing will be retained from the

168/E system. The program is being pursued in cooperation with CERN, and

the first prototype processors are running at both SLAC and CERN. We expect

the general production 3081/E processors to be installed during 1985.

ACCEI ERATOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Introduction

Accelerator Research and Development at SLAC includes work on the storage

rings SPEAR and PEP, the SLC linear collider, and other future colliders. The

work on the storage rings is covered in other sections of this plan. In this section

we present the R & D on the SLC and future colliders.

B. SLC Upgrades

The following programs to upgrade the SLC are presently being undertaken

or studied. The SLC offers the possibility of colliding polarized electrons with

unpolarized positrons. To accomplish this, it will be necessary to develop a

high-current polarized electron gun. Work is in progress on a laser-driven pho-

toemitter. It will also be necessary to install superconducting solenoids to control

the spin direction of the electron beam on injection and extraction from the elec-

tron damping ring. Since there is rapid spin precession in the collider area, the

strength of the solenoids must be variable over a considerable range. The op-

tics of the damping-ring-to-linac beam transfer line must be consistent with the

option of a variable solenoid strength.
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The maximum number of electrons that can be accelerated in one SI C bunch

is limited by the disruptive effect of transverse wake fields. A stronger quadrupole

lattice would permit a factor-of-two increase in the current that could be ac-

celerated. Such a lattice would contain approximately twice the number of

quadrupolea and beam-position monitors as are presently installed.

The number of bunches accelerated in each pulse of the SLC could be doubled

if improvements in the damping-ring kickers could be made. Each damping ring

would contain double the number of bunches presently stored.

It might be possible to lower the effective beta value at the final focus.

Stronger final-focus quadrupole!' and an improved optical design would be re-

quired. Operating experience with the initial installation will be helpful in the
preparation of a new design.

The energy of the SLC can be increased (in principle to 70 GeV/beam) ei-

ther by increasing the power output of the present SLC klystrons or by adding
klystrons and modulators tc the accelerator. An improvement to the SLED

energy-storage system could increase the energy of the SLC without increasing
the klystron output power.

C. Advanced Accelerator R 1z D

Advanced accelerator R dc D at SLAC is directed primarily toward the even-
tual realization of high energy, high-gradient linear electron-positron colliders.

Such cclliders fall into two general categories: far-future machines with energieP

on the order of 10 TeV and accelerating gradients exceeding 1 GeV/m, and nearer

future machines with energies on the order of 1 TeV and accelerating gradients

limited by the breakdown field in conventional copper accelerating structures.

This breakdown gradient could be as high as several hundred MeV/m for short

rf pulse lengths (several hundred nanoseconds) and higher rf frequencies (5-10

Gliz) than thoee used in the present SLAC linac. The accelerating gradient for

an optimized machine might, of course, be well below the breakdown limit.
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1. Far-Future Linear Collider*. A number of acceleration mechanisms which

might give gradients greater than 1 GeV/m have been proposed in recent years.

Preliminary studies at SLAC and elsewhere have shown advantages and disad-

vantages for each concept. At present three concepts seem worthy of further

pursuit: the laser-driven plasma droplet accelerator (a grating accelerator using

disposable liquid droplets as a structure), the laser-driven plasma beat-wave ac-

celerat.or, and the plasma wake-field accelerator driven by electron bunches. At

SL AC we have chosen to focus our efforts on the latter two ideas. At the mo-

ment, work in these two areas is mainly confined to theoretical studies, although

in the future there may be an experimental program or at least a collaboration

in experiments at other laboratories. SLAC accelerator theorists will of course

continue to follow developments in any area which might be applicable to high-

gradient acceleration for linear colliders, and will be prepared to contribute where

appropriate to the study and development of promising concepts which may be

as yet unforseen.

2 Near-Future Collider Studies. A linear collider with an energy on the

order of 1 TeV and a luminosity in the range 1032-1033 cm-3sec-1 can probably

be realized using only moderate extrapolations of present-day technology. There

are two general approaches to such a machine: a conventional rf-driven linac,

and a wake -field accelerator driven by high-current electron bunches. At DESY

a prototype accelerator based on the wake-field accelerator mechanism is now

under construction. Progress on this project will be watched with great interest,

but at SLAC no experimental work on this type of machine is contemplated at

present. We expect instead to cm zntrate our efforts on those areas of research

which are necessary for the realization of a high-gradient collider driven by high-

peak-power rf sources. Some areas of current effort are the following:

(a) Parameter studies: Choice of optimum parameters for a machine of a

given energy and luminosity; choke of accelerating gradient and rf wavelength

for minimum cost.
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(b) Structure design: Optimization of structure geometry taking into ac-

count accelerating gradient, breakdown field limit at metal surfaces, and longi-

tudinal and transverse wake potentials.

(c) Beam dynamics: Energy spread due to single-bunch beam loading; emit-

tance growth due to alignment tolerances and to magnet jitter from ground mo-

tion; amelioration of transverse wake-field effects using Landau damping.

(d) Injection: Design of damping rings for minimum emittance.

(e) RF sources: R. & D on the necessary high-peak-power rf sources to drive

a linear collider (see below).

(f) Final focus: Design of a beam-transport system to produce the required

sub-micron spot sizes at the interaction point, possiLly for flat beams with large

aspect ratios.

(g) Deam -beam effects: Simulation of beamstrahlung and disruption in

high-current colliding bunches.

A group at SLAC (about 15 people) meets regularly to discuss and work

on various problems related to the theory and design of very high energy linear

colliders. TI,e effort of this group is focused on conceptual and parametric studies

of a linear collider of 1 TeV (each beam) with a luminosity on the order of 1033

cm-2sec-1. The group also studies excursions of these parameters to both lower

and higher values. An important goal of this work is to explore the limits that

ca.n be attained with present-day technology, and to define parameter thresholds

where new technologies will be required. From time to time, a benchmark study

will be produced, focused on a specific set of collider design parameters.

In addition to the conceptual studies outlined above, some experimental ef-

forts are now beginning at SLAC in several areas. As one example, impressive

results have already been obtained in measuring the rf breakdown limits in con-

ventional diskloaded copper accelerating structures. An accelerating gradient on

the order of 100 MV/m has already been obtained at 2856 MHz with a pulse
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say ch of 1 gs without breakdown. These measurements will be extended to

igher field levels and possibly to a higher frequency in therange 5-10 GrAZ. In

ddition, an effort is just beginning to measure de breakdown limitations.. Those

mite are relevant to the design of the high power *lasertron* rfsource described
elcnv.

Even a cursory examination of the rf power requirements for a high- gradient

'Hider shows that very high peak power rf sources are needed. For exampie.

) attain a gradient of 100 MV/m at an rf wavelength of 5 cm requires a peak

ower of about 200 MW/m. If the number of rf sources is to be held to a
tasonable total, the peak power per source must be several times greater. This

ower should ideally be produced with high conversion efficiency. One possible

)urce that can meet these requirements is the lasertron, a device in whiLl. a

todulated laser beam is used to producA bunched emission from a photocathode.

n rf cavity is used to extract the energy of the bunches with high efficiency.

n additional attractive feature of the lasertron is that it can operate directly

om a de power supply without the usual complexity and cost of a high-power

todulator. An experimental program is now underway to produce a 30-50 MW

sertron prototype during the next two yesvv.

Various pulse-compression methods can also be employed to produce a short

ulse at high peak power from a long-pulse, low-peak-power source. At SLAC a
:heme has recently been invented for multiplying the peak power of a source by

factor of 2, 4, 8 or more, with of course a consequent reduction in pulse width.

wring the coming year a low-power laboratory model of such power multiplier

ill be developed, and if the idea continues to look promising, a full high-power

rototype will be tested.

In parallel with the above work on room-temperature accelerator structures

nd rf storage cavities, the Advanced Accelerator R & D program also includes

n ongoing study of rf superconducting cavities. This program was originally

teused on the investigation of multipactor and field emission in cavities operating
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under CW regime, but in the last two years has evolved in a new dirttion.

Through a series of innovative experiments, it has been discovered at SLAC that

superconducting niobium cac. hies can sustain fields of up to 65-70 1ViV/m without

breakdown if they are operated with a short 2.5 paec) rf pulse. This discovery

has opened new possibilities for fundamental research in the field as wet' as for

applications to accelerators. It will be pursued during the coming years with

series of new tests and materials.

The above program will be supported and complemented at SLAC by a strong

numerical modeling effort in the areas of cavity and structure design, beam trans-

port and microwave source development. The program MASK is particularly well

suited for simulating the highly nonlinear properties of high-space-charge, rela-

tivistic beams in rf sources such as the lasertron.

After a period of exploratory conceptual and experimental work in the areas

outlined above, the Advanced Accelerator R & D program has as a goal to build

a length of prototype linac for the acceleration of single bunches of electrons at

high gradients, powered by efficient high-peak-power sources. The exact length,

gradient and rf frequency of this collider linac prototype remains to be thosen,

but it should attain a minimum energy of 1 GeV with a gradient on the order of

100 MV/m.

PEP STORAGE RING PROGRAM

A. The Present Program

PEP is presently operating at 29 GeV in the center-of-mass with high peak

average luminosity. The best peak luminosity to date is 3.2 x 1031 cm-2sec-1,

and the average integrated luminosity has regularly exceeded 1 picobarn-l/day.

The experiments had accumulated approximately 250 pb-1 worth of data at 29

GeV as of June 1984. The full complement of detectors includes the Mark II

(SLAC, LBL, Harvard); MAC (Colorado, Northeastern, SLAC, Utah, Wiscon-

sin); DELCO (CalTech, SLAC, Stanford); HRS (ANL, Indiana, LBL, Michigan,
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Purdue, SLAC); TPC (John Hopkins, LBL, Tokoyo, UCLA, UCR, Yale); and 2
Gamma (Netherlands, UCLA, UCSB, UCSD). In 1984 the changes in this ex-
perimental setup have been an upgrade of the TPC solenoid from 5 kg to a
superconducting coil at 15 kg, and replacement of the Monopole Search by a new
experiment, ASP (SLAC, MIT, Washington).

B. Future Possibilities

The thrust of the physics program has been to accumulate one very large
data sample at one energy, rather than to spread data-taking over an energy
range already scanned at PETRA. The future program depends en the outcome

of the analysis of these data and could Include further large data sets at different
energies. In planning for the future we have, therefore, kept several opticasopen.

Engineering and accelerator physics studies have been carried out to clarify the
coats and expected performance at significantly higher energies; Iris, 40 and 46

GeV in the center-of-mass. In addition, studies have been initiated in the use of

superconducting and permanent-magnet quadrupoles inside the large detectorsto
further lower the beta functions and thus increase the luminosity (crobeta").

A similar program at SPEAR, which involves onlya single large detector, is giving

valuable experience in the engineering and physics problems ofthese techniques.

Last year a committee of experimental and theoretical physicists icimtified
possible future PEP-upgr programs and prepared recommendations on prior-

ities. After carefil consideration of the physics prospects and technical pauribill-

ties, the committee concluded that unless a new threshold is oboe awl within the
energy range accessible to PEP, there is insufficient justification for the expense
and effort involved with the energy upjales. However, they were unanimous in
recommending th st a prciram of luminosity upgrades should be pursued, se this
would improve .:te physioi programs under study much more than as lacrosse in
cent, x):-mase energy.

We note here that the Mark Zl detector, presently at PEP, will be upgraded
and moved to the no SLC machine in time for first operation In late 1986.
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In addition, the DELCO, MAC and ASP programs may be complete by that

time. This has opened the possibility for a new approach to lower beta optics,

the mini -maxi scheme. By changing the symmetry of PEP from 6-fold to 3-fold

we can have 3 symmetric mini-beta IR's, while the other three have very large

beta functions. This alleviates the problem of chromatic correction and allows

the mini-beta regions to be designed with conventional quadrnpoles close to but

still outside the detectors. This mini-maxi scheme is presently in the engineering

design stage.

In addition, construction has begun on a synchrotron light facility at PEP. By

late 1985 a high energy x-ray line, emanating from an nndulator in a symmetry

straight section, will be available in a new building outside the "2!'..P shielding.

x-ray energies up to about 20 keV with useful fluxes will 'hen become vailable,

thus opening up a new region for study.

SPEAR STORAGE RING PROGRAM

The SPEAR storage ring can produw electron-positron collision at center-of-

mass energies from 2 to 8 GeV, with peak luminosity of about 3 x cm-2sec-1.

By agreement between SLAC and the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Labora-

tory (SSRL), tl,e running time at SPEAR is divided equally between SLAC's

high energy physics research and the bread program of studies curried out by

SSRL's research community. We review briefly here the present particle-physics

program and some possible future .nodifications to the SPEAR facility. We als3

include a short summary of SSRL's plans for its future facilities.

A. The Particle Physics Program

Particle-physics research in the SPEAR energy region is described elsewhere

this Plan. We note that the Crystal Ball detector has been moved to the

DORIS storage ring at .he DESY laboratory in Hamburg, Germany, after a

very su:,c-rsful career at SPEAR. The Mark III detector was installed in the
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west interaction region at SPEAR in the summer of 1981, and since that time

has been engaged in productive experimentation. Much of the early work has

been concerned with studies of the production and decay of D-meson pairs, with

SPEAR operating at a collision energy of 3.77 GeV. The present program calls

for the accumulation of more data at this energy, and also for running at hie psi

resonance energy of about 3.1 GeV.

The energy region from about 3 to 4.5 GeV is so rich that a great deal
more work will be required to understand all the observed phenomena. Thus a

productive program of studies can be visualized for the Mark III that extends

throughout the period of this projected Plan. Later work will include studies

of the tau lepton and of charmed baryons, as well as a definitive study of the

charmed/strange F meson.

During 1984 a micro-beta system has been installed in SPEAR, which will

increase the luminosity by a factor of 3 to 5. New quadrupoles have been installed

close to the interaction points. This requires special compensation coils to isolate

the magnetic field of the detector from the quadrupoles.

B. Future Possibilities

Mark III upgrade. Several relatively minor changes in the Mark III detector

are being considered. These include a new vertex detector.

Upgraded or special detector for SPEAR. It is unlikely that the richness of

e+e- physics in the SPEAR energy region will be exhausted by the middle of

the decade. We foresee that it 1985 or 1986 it may be desirable to continue

SPEAR physics using a substantially upgraded general-purpose detector or a

special-purpose detector. The special-purpose detector might use a large-solid-

angle t erenkov counter to emphasize the physics of electrons and kaons in the

final state; or it might use sodium-iodide counters to emphasize photon physics;

or it might emphasize some aspect et' physics that is still unknown. It is
possible that a detector from PEP might be refurbished for these purposes.

C. Synchrotron Radiation Programs
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SPEAR provides radiation sources for the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

LaboratnTy, a DOE-funded laboratory operated by Stanford University. At the

beginning of 1983 there were five beam lines operating, three originating in bend-

ing magnets and two in eight-pole wiggler magnets. In 1984 a sixth beam line

became available, originating in a 54-pole variable-gap permanent-magnet wig-

gler. In the summer of 1983, two new straight sections became available for

source development by the removal of the rf cavities occupying these straight

sections. The full energy capability of the storage ring was maintained by power-

ing the remaining two rf cavities with higher power klystrons. Additional beam

line developments are being planned in collaboration with outside groups.

SSRL has received construction funds for several modifications to the SPEAR

facility that will improve the utility of the storage ring as a synchrotron t,6-..:

source. These include lattice changes to reduce the emittance, new in-vacuum

wigglers that will produce high-brightness radiation at 8 keV, and some changes

intended to improve the positional stability of the beam.

THE FIXED- TARGET PROGRAM

A. Accelerator Capability

The program for accelerator energy upgrading with SLED I and SLED II

has aL eady been described. The relevant linac beam parameters for fixed-target

experiments are summarized below.

Standard SLED I SLED II

Maximum Energy (GeV) 23 33 50

Pulse Width (usec) 1.6 0.2 0.2

Repetition Rate (pulse/sec) 360 360 180

Intensity (e/pulse) 5 x 10" 2 x 10" 3 x 10"

B. Experimental Facilities

1. Erzent Statue
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The SLAC machine remains the highest energy and intensity electron accel-

erator in the world. Although the Fermi lab and CERN synchrotrons can produce

electron and photon beams of greater energy, their intensity is very much less,

and the beams have a significantly larger inherent phase space. Similar remarks

apply to positron beams. The SLAC accelerator also provides longitudinally

polarized electrons, and transverse as well as circularly polarized photons

As a result of tl e SLED I program, the SLAC accelerator has achieved beam

energies up to 33 GeV. The beams presently available for physics include elec-

trons, positrons auld photons to End Station A; positrons in test beam line 19;

pions, electrou. and muons in test beam line 6; pions, kaons and antiprotons in

test beam line 21; and monoenergetic photons for tests in beam line 27.

SLAC can also pru,..ae high-quality muon and neutral-kaon beams. The

muon beams at SLAC are cleaner (smaller halo) because they are derived directly

from muon -pair production in a small target, rather than from pion decay. The

neutral-kaon beams are much freer from neutron background.

2. Future Possibilities

(a) Polarized electrons. An aspect of SLAC physics of considerable interest

is the use of very intense beams of onlrrized electrons to explore the interference

between the weak and the electromagnetic interactions. The SLAC polarized

source (PEGGY II) has operated with beam polarization up to 50% and with

intensities equal to those of the full conventional linac beam. An earlier source

(PEGGY I) achieved polarization approaching 100% but at intensities two orders

of magnitude lower. Work is underway to improve the polarization of PEGGY

II to above 80%.

The observation of parity violation due to EM-weak interference opens up

a new field for investigation. It is worth noting that because of the extremely

small asymmetry measured (a basic asymmetry of 2 x 10" with the current kine-

matic variables), the .quired statistical accuracy precludes conventional count-

ing methods. Rather, the light corresponding to many events for each pulse

so
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produced by t nenkov radiation or by scintillation in a shower detector is inte-

grated. This technique is also applicable with the reduced duty cycle of SLED

beams.

(b) Muon beams. High-intensity muon beams with small halos will be avail-

able from the SLED I upgraded SLAC accelerator at momenta up to 25 GeV /c.

The muon-pair production mechanism carries with it the advantage that contam-

inating pions can readily be removed by interaction, so that pion/muor. ratios of

less than 10-2 are relatively easy to achieve. These parameters make it possible

to extend the studies of hadron states produced in elastic lepton scattering to

large effective masses, W. Previous studies have shown that for W < 2 GeV,

inelastic lepton scattering shows no particular distinguishing structure in these

final states. But this is unlikely to remain the case for the higher multiplicity,

larger W events that can be reached with SLED energies.

(c) Nuclear physics at SLAC. NPAS is a program of nuclear structure ex-

periments at SLAC funded by the Department of Energy within the U.S. nuclear

physics program. It is based on the availability of an intense electron beam in tue

energy range 0.5 to approximately 6 GeV. This 'beam is produced using an off-axis

electron gun and in-line injector, the Nuclear Physics Injector (NPI), installed at

a point 6 sectors from the downstream end of the SLAC linac. The maximum

intensity of this beam is larger than that available from the full 30 sector linac

when operated in the energy range below 6 GeV due to the decreased effects of

beam breakup in the shorter accelerator. The nuclear structure measurements

are carried out using the facilities of SLAC F-143 Station A.

The NPAS program is administered by the Associate Director, SLAC Re-

search Division, with the isistance of the NPAS Coordinator. A Nuclear Pro-

gram Advisory Committee (NPAC) is primarily responsible for program deci-

sions. The Chairman of the NPAC advises the Associate Director of program

decisions, and the Associate Director has final power of approval. The NPAS

program is open to competitive proposals from all qualified experimenters. The
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nuclear structure experiments are carried out within the financial constraints of

the NPAS budget, and within the constraints of SLAC's resources and operating

schedule.
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V. Laboratory Resources

A. Personnel Resources

(1)Historical Pattern. Figure V-1 shows the employment pattern at SLAC

since FY1974. This figure shows the tail end of a steady decline in staff corre-

sponding to a period of declining resources in the first half of the 1970's. Since

that time there has been a gradual increase to the present staffing level. The

growth in staff through FY1982 is attributable to the effort involved in the con-

struction of the PEP storage ring and its experimental facilities, and to their

ongoing operation. The total staff increase required by PEP was approximately

235 people distributed between the Technical aad Research divisions. These

people are presently involved either directly in the operation of the PEP ring, or

indirectly in facility-support roles. The continuation of the gradual growth trend

through FY1984 (and beyond) reflects the construction needs of the SLC and its

experimental facilities.

Figure V-2 shows the mix among blue-collar, clerical and professional staff

at SLAC during the period from FY1978 through the middle of FY1984. As

shown, the ratio of blue-collar to professional staff has remained roughly constant.

However, Figure V-2 also indicates that the number of outside user residents at

SLAC has grown from approximately 60 to 190 during this same period. As a

result, there has been some reduction in the level of support services that can be

provided to both is -house and outside experimental groups. Most notable is the

lack of space (especially office and light lab space) to properly house our resident

population. More on this in the next section.

(2) Projected Staffing Plans. Consistent with the recommendations of SLAC's

Scientific Policy Committee, the number of SLAC and other Stanford University

experimental physicists will be permitted to increase from the current number of

65 full-time equivalents to about 75 by FY1986 (the total number of individuals

involved will approach 100). At the lame time, a survey of the experimental
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opportunities and needs in FY1986 indicates that a total of about 580 experi-
'mentalists will be active at SLAC. Of these, 75 possibly will come from foreign
'countries. We anticipate that this increase in user population will intensify our
already severe space and other support problems.

Given the totality of the programs supported at SLAC, we anticipate that
our total regular personnel will grow by About 6-7% by the end of FY1986 and

level off afterwards. Figure V-3 shows the personnel requirements for the techni-
cal program through FY1990. Included in this personnel growth are engineers,

designers, technicians, buyers, contract administrators, etc. There will also be
a temporary increase in shop staffing during this period in order to meet the

requirements of in-house fabrication of certain technical components of the SLC;

the actual size of this increase will depend upon the outcome of the many "make

or buy" decisions that are being made for the various SLC components. We will

' adjust this growth so that it matches our total needs after completion of the SLC.

We expect to accommodate the peak personnel load during the construction pe-
lriod through a combination of temporary employees and subcontracts. Further
additions to the total staff are not expected r.t the beginning of SLC operation
in FY1987. SLC operations will be integrated into the present linac/storage ring

control system, and facilities support for SLC experiments is expected to come
from a reduction in the requirements of the fixed-target physics program.

(3) Personnel Recruiting. Betides the additional personnel requirements for
the SLC project, it is also necessary to recruit due to normal turnover at a level

consistent with that experienced over the past several years. SLAC is located

at the northern end of the "Silicon Valley" which is home to numerous high
technology companies. Because of SLAC's proximity to these companies, stiff
competition is anticipated in obtaining the high quality staff demanded by the
Laboratory's prok,..s.ms; some technical disciplines will be especially difficult to
fill. Those that are identified at this time tie technicians, electronic and electrical
engineers, and computer programmers.
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(4) Professional Staff. Of the roughly 720 full-time professional employees,

about 28% have bachelor degrees, 17% have masters or some professional degree,

and 25% hold doctorates. Figure V-4 shows the distribution of years since bac-

calaureate and years since the highest degree received by the full-time permanent
professional employees. Among the doctorates, who are mostly phyaiiists, over
a third received their doctorates less than ten years ago.

B. Overview of Space Requirements

The major space shortage at SLAC continues to be offices and light labora-
tories. These have been in chronic short supply for a number of years, and tirtre

are several known factors (described b!ow) that are expected to affect this re-

quirement over the period of this plan. Some of these changes have an immediate
impact upon the laboratory, while others are contingent upon one or more future
developments.

As PEP operation began the requirements for office and light laboratory

space projected into the 1980's considerably exceeded the capacity of existing

facilities. Use of the SLAC facilities in earlier years was characterized by an

approximately equal balance between inside and outside users. Now, however,

with nationwide focus on SLC and PEP, and with the reduction of the number

of large high energy physics laboratories in the U.S., SLAC has experienced a
growth in in-house staff and user colonies". The trend is very pronounced with

groups, for example, from LBL, the mid-west universities, several branches of

the University of California, the Netherlands, Japan and the People's Republic

of China. This has already resulted in more than a doubling of the outside user
population in residence at the laboratory since FY1979. This increase in outside
userc exceeds the capacity of existing facilities. In addition, some provision must

be made to house those engineers, designers, and technicians who are :ocated in
"PEP City ". Additional office and light laboratory space L greatly needed.

(1) 0Eice Space. The in-residence user population at SLAC has now grown
'o a level of about 190 and is expected to remain approximately level at that
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number through FY1986. Our present user population is rather uncomfortably
housed in an average of 55 net square feet per r ason, which is about one-half
the space occupied by a regular employee. We would like to increase the average

user-space allocation to approximately 90 net square feet. To do so will require
the equivalent of 25 new offices.

SLAC's Central Laboratory and Central Laboratory Annex provide offices
and light laboratories for most o: the laboratory's experiment 1' oups. As the
number and size of experimental collaborations has increased, .ae overcrowding
in these buildings has become acute. Currently, there are 325 office dwellers
housed in 260 offices at an average of 88 square feet per person. To relieve this
overcrowding will require an r.ditional 65 offices.

The advent of the SLAC Linear Collider ultimately will add approximately
125 full-time employees to the SLAC staff, and much of that increment is already
on site. Ralf of these employees require office space of some sort. To accomz 'date
this growth SLAC will need an additional 35 office spaces and the user population
growth attributable to the SLC will require an additional 20 offices.

Finally, we expect that SLAC will gradually augment its particle-physics staff
by approximately 15 to 20 experimentalists in order to more adequately exploit

the laboratory's increased physics potential. Each will require an office.

Presently, all permanent offices in the laboratory are occupied. Table V-1
summarizes the incremental office space needs of the laboratory over the period
of this plan.

(2) Light Laboratory Space. The second area of chronic deficiency at SLAC
is light laboratory space for both SLAC groups and outside users. The demand
for light laboratory space, like the demand for offices, greatly increased as more

outside users began experimental physics at PEP. Furthermore, SLC will add to
light laboratory needs, as will the increased emphasis upon Advanced Accelera-
tory It do D and the advent of a viable program in Nuclear Physics. SLAC has a
current inventory of approximately 20,500 square feet of light laboratory space,
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Incremental Offic%! Needs

Users presently in temporary facilities 20
User decompression 25
Users presently in the warehouse 57
Linear Collider users 20
SLC related staff growth 35
Addition of 20 physicists 20
Central Lab decompression 65

Net before PEP City removal 242

Remove PEP City 117

Total incremental SLAC office space need 359

Table V-1

and a projected need for an additonal 10,000 square feet. SLAC's space needs

have grown quite acute, and it is imperative that more adequate facilities be

provided to accommodate the enlarged physics community projected for SLAC.

Since funding for facilities development within the high energy physics program

has been severely limited over the past few years, SLAC has embarked on a se-

ries of General Plant projects to address this need. These projects are discussed

below. Total space requirements are summarized in Table V-2.

(3) GPP. As discussed in section A above, space needs are a critical prob-

lem for the laboratory, and a line item construction project would be the most

satisfactory solution to our foreseeable requirements. However, the apace prob-

lem must be solved, with or without a line item construction project, and the

assumption made here is that the solution will ultimately have to be substan-

tially GPP-financed. There are, to be sure, other requirements extant within the

laboratory which are appropriate for accomplishment with GPP funds, but the

urgency of SLAC's space requirement has necessitated the deferral of some of

this work.
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Table V -2

Space Needs and Plans

Incremental Space Needs

FY1985 FY1986 FY1987 FY1988 FY1989 FY1990 Total

65

122
65

122

Central Lab Decompression
User Offices
SLC Growth 30 5 35
PEP City Removal 117 117
Physicists 5 5 5 5 20

Total Number of Offices 339 10 5 5 0 0 359

Grose Area Needed by Type

Office 45,765 1,350 675 675 48,465
Light Laboratory 4,000 2,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 10,000
Drafting/Conference Room 5,000 5.000

Total Area Needed 54,765 3,350 1,675 1,675 1,000 1,000 63,465

Planned Additions

Central Lab Modification 4,300 4,300
Central Lab 3rd Floor 9,600 9,600
Warehouse Conversion 20,000 20,000
General Services Building 6,000 61-_-000

Total Planned additons 13,900 6,000 0 20,000 0 0 39,900

Cumulative Space
''irplus/(shortfa:1) (40,865) (38,215) (39,890) (21,565) (22,565) (23,565) (23,565)
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SLAC estimates that over the period of this report there will be a need

for approximately 48,500 square feet of office space and 15,000 square feet of

light laboratory, conference and drafting room space. This would be sufficient

to house about 360 people, at a density of 135 gross square feet per person. To

meet this need SLAC is currently planning to undertake a series of GP projects,

spanning the period of this plan, that will include construction of new facilities

and expansion/renovation of existing buildings. Projects included in this plan

are:

(a) Central Labors 'Dry Annex Fill-in. This project is currently under con-

struction and will fill In an alcove in the Central Laboratory Annex created when

the building was contructed around an existing tree which has since died. It will

provide approximately 4,300 square feet of office and light laboratory space.

(b) Mezzanine Addition to General Services Building. This project would

convert the General Services Building mezzanine to open area office space. It

would provide approximately 6,000 square feet of office space.

(c) Third Floor Addition to the Central Laboratory Annex. This project

would add a third floor to the Central Laboratory Annex. This 9,600 square

foot additon would provide office space for about fifty people and wank' con-

tribute, in conjuction with the previous items, toward a solution toSLAC's space

requirements.

(d) Conversion of Existing Warehouse .4) Office/Light Laboratory Space. With

the completion of SLC magnet production, the SLC magnet assembly facility will

be converted to use as a warehouse. The present warehousewill then be upgraded

to provide approximately 20,000 square feet of office/light laboratory space.

In addition to the space related GP projects, GPP funds will be utilized to

upgrade support facilities consistent with programmatic needs and experimental

objectives. Projected GPP requirements are summarized in Table V-3.

(4) AIE. During the period of this plan, the major items in SLAC's Accelera-

tor Improvement Program are related to the use of the linac as an injector for the
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Summary of Construction Budget
($ x 1,000 in FY1986 Dollars)

Fiscal Year

Linear

84 85 86 87 88 89 90

Collider 32,000 60,000 22,900

AIP 1,875 3,785 2,800 2,965 2,965 2,965 2,965

GPP 1,285 1,695 1 'n 1,780 1,780 1,780 1,780

Total 35,160 65,480 27, JO 4,745 4,745 4,745 4,745

FY1984-FY1985 in then year dollars; FY1987-FY1990 in FY1986 dollars.

FY1986 funding from President's Budget.

Table V-3

SLC, and to full utilization of the SLED II mode of the linac. This program will
upgrade the linac instrumentation and control (I at C) system and the radiofre-
quency and beam line components, through Sector 30, to handle highly confined
beams. These improvements will result in real time computer monitoring and
accelerator control of beam position and steering, and focusing and rf controi of
klystrons. In addition to the I at C improvements on the linac, new beam diag-
nostic instrumentation, to detect collider -type beams out of the accelerator, may
be installed in the beam switchyard. Also planned is an upgrading o, the pulsed
magnet group in the front end of the switchyard. This work is for the purpose of
deflecting collider energy into one or more beam switchyard transport systems.
At least one major beam line will be upgraded to tile 50 GeV level. Projected
AIP funding required over the period of this plan is shown in Table V-3.

C. Central Computer Facilities

(1) Present Facilities. The SLAC central computer facility is based on an
IBM 3081-K dyadic processor with 24 megabytes of main memory. It is connected
to a large pool of disk space consisting of forty-four 3380 disk volumed, twenty-
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two 3350 drives, and four 3330-1 units, providing a gross capacity of roughly

thirty-five gigabytes of random-access storage. Other peripherals available to the

processor include eighteen 1600/6250 bpi tape drives, three low-speed low-density

tapes, and a Model 3800 page printer. A block diagram of this configuration is

given in Figure V-5. The basic operating system is IBM VM/SP with slight

modifications.

SLAC has a rather extensive on-site data communications network (illus-

trated in Figure V-6) which also provides some off-site access. Roughly 700

on-site ASCII terminals gain access to the central facility (through several front-

ends) via a MICOM digital switch. These terminals can also dial out on the

phone system, use TYMNET to connect to other sites, and connect to Fermi-

lab computers through a leased line with statistical multiplexors. tiff-site users

also connect to the switch via dial-up or leased phone lines, commercial Tynanet

service, microwave link from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory or leased lines with

statistical multiplexors. The switch then provides access to the central facility

through two IBM 3705 front ends and five Series /1 systems providing full-screen

^naulation. There are approximately one hundred ninety 3278-equivalent termi-

nals directly linked to five 3274-type controllers. In addition to the above, there is

also an Ethernet, which provides terminal to computer connection and computer

to computer connection.

(2) Expansion Plans. The planned major expansions are based on a fore-

cast of computation requirements daring the coming years. Figure V-7 shows

SLAC's historical usage and installed capacity for the past several years. Our

needs will increase by 50% by FY1988, primarily because of design and analysis

activities associated with SLC. This will require upgrades to our present system

as indicated below.

(a) FY1985 Upgrade. The upgrade of the IBM 3081-K to an IBM 3084, or

equal, will provide about 24,000 NSU's (normalized service units) more capacity

(i.e., 1.8 times a 3081-K) requiring no facility modifications and no new software.
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Figure V-6

SLAC CENTRAL COMPUTER FACILITY
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Figure V-7
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Prior to the acquisition of the 3084, or equal, a smaller computer will be required

to provide additional capacity of approximately 5,200 NSU's. The upgrade would

be a sole source procurement using purchase or lease-to-ownership since it would

be an upgrade of an existing system.

(b) System Replacement in FY1988. A single system with upward compat-

ible VM software and considerably faster disks will be acquired. The Model

3084, or equivalent, :ts contemporary peripherals and the smaller interim com-

puter will be released at this time. This new system will provide a capacity of

approximately 75,000 NSU's.

D. Energy Consumption and Costs

Table V-4 is a historical depictio% of SLAC's energy sources and costs. Since

electrical energy is the most important component of energy usage, this com-

modity is discussed separately in the next section. The section following that

projects all energy consumption and costs at SLAC through 1990.

(1) Electrical Energy: Throughout its existence SLAC has received its elec-

trical energy from two sources: the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA,

formerly the Bureau of Reclamation) and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company

(PG & E). WAPA energy is provided to SLAC in three components. The first

component is an allocation of 25 MW of Aim power. The second component is

an allocation of withdrawable power which presently amounts to 14.3 MW. The

third component is an allocation of diversity power which presently amounts to 6

MW. Therefore, at present (October, 1984) the total WAPA allocation to SLAC

is 45.3 MW. The unit cost of WAPA power is currently 18.95 mills per kilowatt

hour pia $ 3.75 per month for each kilowatt of peak demand. The history of

WAPA rate changes from 1964 to the present is presented in Table V-5.

All SLAC electrical energy resulting from a power demand above 45.3 MW

is obtained from PG & E at a rate that is ?recently 59 mills per kilowatt hour.

The PG & E rate is a combination of two principal components: a basic energy

charge that is presently 17 mills per kilowatt hour and a fuel adjustment charge
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TABLE V-4

HISTORICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND COST

Then Year Dolls.. in Thousands

FY1176f

FY1976T FY1977 FY1978 FY1979 FY1980 FY1981 FY1982 FY1983 FY1984

Electricity:

MAI 233 206 210 174 192 268 24n 283 227
Dollars 1,151 876 1,208 1,324 1,633 3,098 2,404 2,828 4,331
Shifts 740 588 669 658 727 709 688 769 570

Natu+al Gas (MGF) 63.3 52.9 55.1 54.5 50.7 48.1 44.4 48.2 46.0

Dol lars 140.0 153.0 176.0 194.0 281.6 304.4 321.5 375.6 367.0 O
'0

Propane (1,000 Gal.) 8.0 9.0 6.0 10.0 23.1 7.6 6.6 7.9 7.4

Dollars 2.8 3.5 2.5 4.2 11.4 4.8 4.5 6.3 6.1

Diesel (1,000 Gal.) 3.6 5.0 6.0 8.0 3.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 6.1

Dollars 2.0 3.0 4.8 8.8 3.4 8.0 7.0 12.8 6.1

Gasoline (1,000 Cal.) 32,2 29.7 33.5 39.6 39.2 37.1 36.4 36.2 30.2

Dollars 11.0 11.6 13.2 29.0 50.0 45.4 44.8 43.2 33.7
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Date

June 1, 1964 (See note 1)

April 1, 1974

November 1, 1976

May 25, 1978 (See note 3)

October 11, 1979

May 25, 1983

October 1, 1983

October 1, 1984

1030

WAPA Kate Changes at SLAC

Dollars/kW stills /kWh

$0.75 4.0, 3.0, 2.0 (See note 2)

$1.15 3.0

$0.75 4.0, 3.0, 2.0 (See note 2)

$2.00 4.2

$2.00 5.11

$3.75 8.53

$3.75 13.74

$3.75 18.95 (See note 4)

Notes:

1. No contract from 6/1/64 to 2/10/65

2. First 130 kWh's @ 4 mills, next 130 kWh's @ 3 N111s, and balance @ 2 mills

3. Hay 25, 1978 - Interim rate became effective to offset previous losses.

4. Increases are additionally proposed for:
October 1985 - 83.75/kW; 27.97 mills/kWh
October 1986 - $3.75/kW; 31.44 mills/kWh

Table V-5

that currently stands at 42 mills per kilowatt hour. The history of PG 8e E rate

changes affecting SLAC is shown in Figure V-8.

Table V-6 shows SLAC's total electrical energy consumption and cost divided

into WAPA and PG & E portions, by fiscal year since 1967. The last column of

the table shows the average unit cost of total SLAC electrical power consump-
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Table V-6

ZLECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND COSTS

YEAR

POWER CONSUMPTION
PEAK WAPA (CWH)

MIER COSTS
($000) Effective

Mille /kWh

DEMAND ALLOCATION
(100 (MW)

-- ----

WAPA PCKE WAPA PC4E TOTAL

FY1968 38.0 25/35 171

-----

17 703 105 808 4.3

FY1969 43.4 35/38/45 217 3 903 11 914 4.2

FY1970 51.6 45/40 208 7 884 34 918 4.3

FY1971 50.8 45/40 231 12 995 73 1028 4.2

FY1972 59.2 40 213 27 871 178 1049 4.4

FY1973 59.8 40/38 200 31 820 226 1046 4.5

FY1974 54.5 37.6 217 13 874 135 1009 4.4

1.
O
tra

FY1975 45.1 37.6 210 3 1028 37 1065 5.0

FY1976 (1 44.6 37.6 232 1 1125 26 1151 4.9

FY1977 46.5 38.2 202 4 785 91 876 4.3

FY1978 49.6 38.2/38.5 203 7 986 222 1208 5.8

FY1',79 37.8 38.5 174 0 1324 0 1324 7.6

FY1980 44.2 38.75 192 0.1 1623 10 1633 8.5

FY1981 58.0 38.75 243 25 1955 1143 3098 11.6

FY1982 48.2 38.75 231 9 1875 529 1404 10.0

FY1983 53.1 45.3 278 5 2606 222 2828 10.0

FY1984 46.8 45.3 227 .1 4320 11 4331 19.1

Note: (1) data for FY1976 includes FY1976 T.
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tion. Note that the average unit cost of electricity remained between 4 and 5

mills per kilowatt hour from FY1965 through FY1977. The cost then began to

rise, reaching 19.1 mills per kilowatt hour in FY1984. Figure V-9 displays total

electricity costs, and total electricity costs as a percent of SLAC operating costs.

It is interesting to calculate what the cost of electricity would have been if

SLAC had found it necessary to purchase all its electrical energy from PG Az

E. For the period FY1973 through FY1984, during which PG & E rates have

increased substantially, the additional cost would have been about $ 69 million.

For FY1984 alone, the estimated additonal cost of PG & E power would have

been about $ 9 million.

According to WAPA rules, any withdrawable-power customer whose load

exceeds its firm power allocation at a time when the total WAPA system exceeds

the maximum sustainable level is subject to a permanent loss of a portion of its

withdrawable allocation. Over the years, SLAC has taken unusual care to avoid

exceeding its firm allocation during these critical periods. As shown in Table V-

7, during the years 1972-1984 there were 146 separate occasions on which SLAC

reduced its total consumption to less than 25 MW. Because of the flexibility

inherent in its experimental program, SLAC is prepared to cor.tinue such load

reductions during future critical periods.

In addition to these "brownouts", SLAC has scheduled its non-operating

periods in a manner that tends to minimize power consumption during critical

summer periods and during the last half of December. Table V-7 also shows the

scheduled downtime during these periods.

(2) Projection of future energy Consumption and cost: Table V-8 presents

projections through FY1990 of SLAC's consumption and costs for enerrr from

all sources. The dramatic increase in power cost in FY1987 and beyond is caused

by the demands of the SLC. In arriving at these numbers, we assume that all

power beyond our present WAPA allocation comes at PG & E rates.

73
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Table V-7

SLAC "BROWNOUTS" AND SCHEDULED DOWNTIMES

Scheduled Downtime (Days)

Number of Months In Which
Year Brownouts Brownouts Occurred May Jane July Aug Sept Oct Dec

1972 2 July 15 12 11 15 12 7 31

1973 6 July 8 13 5 31 5 17 31

1974 11 June, July 8 0 7 31 24 0 17

1975 10 June, July 0 0 5 31 30 7 8

1976 24 May, June, July 11 0 3 31 30 7 14

CD
1977 8 June 0 4 31 31 3G 7 13 tra

tra

1978 10 May, June, July 0 0 21 31 30 8 II

1979 12 May, June 0 1 30 31 30 21 10

1960 34 June, July, Sept, Oct 0 3 4 31 13 0 8

(1) (17) (3) (3)

1981 13 June 0 0 31 31 24 0 11

(13)

1982 6 May, June 0 15 31 31 30 7 4

(3) (3)
1983 8 Jan, May, June 0 0 31 31 30 0 10

(1) (4) (3)
1984(1 2 July, Sept 31 30 31 31 30 0 9

(1) (1)

Total 146

1) Both FAA brownouts occurred during scheduled down months; limited load reductions were
accomplished.

1 0 3 8
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Table V-8

PROJECTED ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND COST

FYI984 FY1985 FYI986 FYI987 FY1988 FYI 1 FY1990

Eleevricity (Costs in Millions of Then Year Dollars),

30 Sector Linac
No. of I 6$ PPS 406 560 360 --

1 120 PPS 164 90 625 625 --

1180 PPS 0 -. 625 625

I Shifts 570 560 450 625 625 625 625

Sub-Tot I Power Cost 4.3 5.3 '.0 17.7 19.3 27.5 30.2

I GWH 227 222 224 379 379 454 454

6 Sector (NPI)
Shifts 140 180 180 180 180 180

Power Cost 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8

64114
-- 9 12 17 17 17 17

Total Shifts 570 780 630 805 805 805 805

Total Power Cost 4.3 5.5 7.4 18.3 20.0 28.3 31.0

% e 15% 11% 15% --

Natural Gas (MGF) 50 50 50 45 50 50 50

Cost (FY85 Vs X Ione) 466 466 466 417 466 466 466

Propane (1,000 Gal.) 11 15 20 10 11 11 11

Cost (FY85 Vs X 1,030) 11 15 20 10 11 11 11

Diesel (1,000 Gal.) 9 9 9 8 8 8 8

Cost (FY85 S's X 1,000) 11 11 11 10 10 11 11

Gasoline (1,000 Gal.) 35 35 35 30 35 35 35

Cost (FY85 SIr X 1,000) 50 50 50 42 50 50 50

Note: For oomer estimates, we have assumed a 45 KW WAPA allocation throughout.
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E. Plant Maintenance

The basic philosophy in SLAC's site maintenance program has been to main-

tain the property in order to keep long-term operating costs low. In years when

operations funding was insufficient, the laboratory elected to perform all essential

mainten.nce and defer some of the non-critical items without impairing the safe

operation of the laboratory. There is currently a small backlog of maintenance

items which were funded in FY1984 but not completed due to scheduling. These

items were not considered critical and did not rtsult in any deterioration of the

facilities.

The SLAC Plant Officer and his staff establish the routine maintenance sched-

ule, periodically inspecting the buildings and grounds to identify necessary repairs

and maintenance. All work is then prioritized and a work plan for each fiscal

year is established according to the funding level.

Table V-9 provides the costs of the plant maintenance program planned for

FY1985 through FY1990. Spending will be fairly level except for asmall rise

in FY1987 and FY1988 to provide paving of the roads to the klystron gallery.

Roofing is the major item planned throughout the entire period.

78
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Buildings I Grounds Maint nance

General Building

HVAC

Janitorial

Lighting

Lock L Key

Scavenger

Fire Alarm

Roads, Parking Lot

Landscape

Utilities Maintenance

Electrical

Mechanical

TOTAL

Table V -9

.,(1984"

SLAC FACILITY MAINTENANCE WORK PLAN

(FY 19858's x 1,888)

FY1985' FY1986* FY1987 FY1988 FY1989 FY1990

$432 $691 $758 $758 $758 $758 $758

455 498 538 538 538 538 538

475 535 587 587 587 587 587

78 87 95 95 95 95 95

42 16 18 18 18 18 18

51 47 52 52 52 52 52 1.03

00
87 122 134 134 134 134 134

223 214 235 345 408 235 235

177 166 182 182 182 182 182

249 249 273 273 273 273 273

249 249 273 273 273 273 273

$2.1l8 $2,866 '3,146 $3,256 83.311 $3,146 $3,146

`In than year dollars
Escalation factors1.0976
FY1987 - FY1990 in constant FY1986 Dollars 1043
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VI. UNIVERSITY AND INDUSTRY INTERACTIONS

A. Extramural Experimenters

(1) Users: As SLAC completed its seventeenth full year of experimental

research operations, the degree of outside user participation in the program con-

tinued at a high level.

During FY1984, a total of 45 outside institutions (31 U.S. and 14 foreign)

participated in the SLAC experimental program. The distribution of experiments

between outside users and in-house SLAC groups during FY1984 was similar

to the general pattern that has characterized the SLAC program in the recent

past. Roughly 85% of the beam hours in electronics experiments were utilized

by outside users, about 65% of the SPEAR beam hours were utilized by outside

users, and roughly 85% of the PEP running time was utilized by outside users.

Nationally, the total number of experimental physicists active in high energy

physics continues to be constant at a level of approximately 1100, and we do

not foresee either a large growth or shrinkage within this total during the period

of this projection. Opportunities for high energy physics data collection in the

U.S. continue to be divided among work at Brookhaven, Fermilab, Cornell and

SL AC, in addition to minor activities not using accelerators. Pring the pericd

covered by this plan there is some uncertainty about the long-range future of the

work at Brookhaven. The work at Cornell involves a relatively small number of

physicists.

The number of outside users at SLAC has grown from approximately 60 in

FY1977 to approximately 190 currently. There is currently no reason to believe

that this trend will reverse itself. A survey of the experimental opportunities

and needs in FY1986 indicates that, as previously noted, a total of about 580

experimentalists will be active at SLAC. Of these, 75 will possibly come from

foreign countries. We anticipate that this increase in uson. population will intensify

80
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our already severe space an3 other support problems. One of the laboratory's

goals is to provide some relief for these problems.

(2) Support of Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL): SPEAR

provides radiation sources for the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory,

a DOE-funded laboratory operated by Stanford University. At the beginning of

FY1983 there were five beam lines operating, three originating in bending mag-

nets and two in eight-pole wiggler magnets. During 1984 the addition of a sixth

beam line originating in a 54-pole, variable gap permanent magnet wiggler was

made. In the summer of 1983, two new straight sections were made available

for source development by the removal of the rf cavities occupying those straight

sections. The . .rgy capability of the storage ring is maintained by powering

the remaining tw- :f cavities with higher power klystrona. Additional beam line

developments are being planned in collaboration with outside groups.

In addition to the rather extensive facilities established at SPEAR, SSRL

is well along with the construction of a seventh beam line, this one at PEP,

to provide x-ray experimentation capabilities at apprcoimately four times the

energy available at SPEAR.

Under the letter agreement between the two laboratories, SLAC provides

certain engineering and design services as well as substantial general and admin-

istrative support to SSRL on a cost reimbursement basis. The estimated volume

of work to be done by SLAC for SSRL is approximately $ 13M in FY1985, and

is projected to grow in future years.

Total work for others is shown in Table VI-1.

B. Subcontracting

Table VI-2 indicates the magnitude of funding flow from SLAC to other DOE

contractors, universities and industry. The work done for SLAC by other DOE

contractors is primarily in the nature of detector development and fabrication

where the subcontractor has particular expertise or equipment not available at

SLAC. Reprographics services represents the majority of subcont' :acting work

82
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Table VI-1

WORK FOR OTHERS
(In Thousands of Dollars)

SSRL

FY1983 FY1984 FY1985 FY1986 FY1987 FY1988 FY1C99 FY1990

Total 5,528.9 5,701.8 7,863.0 8,966.0 9,683.3 10,457.9 11,294.6 12,198.1

Without Dedicated
Time 4,083.6 3,466.0 5,225.0 5,643.0 6,094.4 6,582.0 7,108.6 7.677.2

All Other
1,381.9 1075.2 1,140.0 1,231.2 1,329.7 1,436.1 1,551.0 1,675.0Minus Japanese

Japanese 3G5.3 450.1 377.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 7,216.1 7,227.1 9,380.0 10,197.2 11,J12.0 11,894.0 12,845.5 13,873.2

Without Ded. Time 5,770.8 52011.3 6,742.0 6,874.2 7,424.1 8,018.1 8,659.5 9,352.3

Dedicated Time 1,445.3 2,215.8 2,638.0 3,323.0
1)

3,588.8 3,875.9 4,186.0 4,520.9

1) Escalation Factor FY1986-FY1990: 8%
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Procurreents, Subcontracts, and Transfers

(In Millions of Dollars)

FY1984' FY1985' FY1986* FY1987 FY1988 FY1969 FY1990

Trans 0.6 0.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

University' Subcontracts 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

All Other Subcontracts 55.4 146.8 99.9 86.4 99.0 75.1 76.8

In then year dollars
*Escalation factort1.0976
FY1987 - FY1990 in constant FY1986 dollars

Table VI-2

done for SLAC by Stanford University. The level of subcontracting by other DOE

contractors and uni ersitia. is expected to remain approximately level throughout

the period of this ::port.

SLAC has been actively participating in the Federal Government/Industry

Small Business Council of Northern California in furthering awards to small dis-

advantaged firms and small business firms. Participation has included small dis-

advantaged business seminars and fairs, monthly meetings of the Small Business

Council of the San Francisco Bay Area, and use of the PASS system.

Each year SLAC submits for DOE approval its goals under Public Law 95-507.

Generally, ambitious goal, have been met. DOE awards for superior performance

in the Small Disadvantaged Business program have been presented to SLAC In

1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982. Although SLAC has increased its goals each

year, it is becoming increasingly difficult to meet these goals for a number of

rer.sons; one being the increased expenditures for power, large equipment, and

some specialized contracts which are available from large business only.

$3
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Small Business and Disadvantaged Vendor Subcontracting

Small Business

(Percent of Total Subcontracting,

FY1980 FY1981 FY1982 FY1983 FY1984

Goal 50.0 50.0 51.0 56.0 45.0

Actual 55.1 61.8 62.1 66.0 50.4

Small Disadvantaged
Business

Goal 4.2 4.5 5.0 e.5 5.5

Actual 4.3 5.2 8.8 8.0 4.8

Table VI-3

SLAC contin les its efforts to increase small business and small disadvantaged
business puticipatinn. Table VI-3 presents a summary of small business and
disadvantaged business participation during the period FY1980 through FY1984.

64
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BROOKHAVEN 178,3-
HIGHLIGHTS1b17r

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
Upton, Long Island, New York 11973
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A Word About BNL

Brookhaven National Laboratory is a multipro-
gram laboratory which carries out basic and
applied research in the physical. biomedical and
environmental sciences and in.selected energy
technologies. The Laboratory is managed by
Associated Universities, Inc., under contract
with the U.S. Department of Energy. The Labora-
tory employs over 3,000 people.

Established in 1946. BNL is located on Long
Island. New York. on the site of what was known
as Camp Upton. a training camp for US. soldiers
during World War land World War IL Now, in the
center of the 5.265-acre site. over 2:;() buildings
and other struciures make up BNL's plwsical
plant.
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The AGS: An Anniversary Salute (continued)
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Any machine Which can accelerate
both polarized aad unpolarized
protons. (laser protons to experi-
menters In three different beam
modes. and erns up to 11 differen t
experimental Downs at one time is
certainly* candidate for another
stq:ertathe- "World s Most %crank
Accelerator" And future plans for
the AGS make Its claim to this title
even stronger

We have already begun working on
a project which will introduce a
whole new type of physics research
at the AGS the transfer of hoc)
ions from the Tandem Van de Graaff
and the acceleration of hens ion
beams for experiments with fixed
tarots. planned to begin In 1986
last fall. with funding from the
nuclear Physics Division of the U

epartment of Energy I mei. we
began to construct the 2000 foot
long hems ion transfer line

The future of the ABS was the sub
wet of ar Intensive study by the AGS
II Task Forte formed by the High
Brier* Dircusestol 'mop The Task
Force held a series 01 our meet rags
In the winter of 198384 and
reported on its Recommendations in
February 1984 Bawd In part on
those recommendations. a five-sear
plan was submitted be MI. to MA in
March emphasizing the following
objectives.

la the end tiros yaws. to

Improve ACS operating reliabilits
from 70% to 90%

Increase the overall dots factor
from 20% to 40% (90% microstruc
tare and 45% macros/curt urel

increase tritensils to 3', x 10"
pmtons per pulse by adding a 1 GeV
booster ring

provide increased ilexibilds In
multiple beam operation

Completing these ne..r term obmc
the, would require among other
effort& a major revamping of the X05
control system and the construction
of a second km to replace the
Cockcroft Walton
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The Big Machines
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Previous pees fiedoelbedlimildsaven's Alternating Gra;
client Synchr *reit. a Vistervbie`Machine that has served
literally thoda alumni lilts 25-yar histolljt High-
lighted on these Ogles meant:a other major facilities that
serve the scientific community ot the world.

natimmi siwarmma ups NOM MUM
The 851.5 I the woricrs brightest source of ultrarlolet radtaron: and x rapi
wig be available to users In 1983.A aide range of re/mirth w:OiPmelit Is
available for balite and applied studies litcondenstel matter surface studies.
photochemtsby and photophyse s. lithcstesphy.mystallogsaphy. small angle
scattering and tray microscopy. Proprietary sock can be done pn full-tvit
rwwwlY basic with the °plias et retaining tide Inlnientiormv 1984. 137
sclentIzts did espedMents at the -
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The Big Machines (continued)

Ileammigl.nammiorim
Mans lbormseepo VITRA)
STEM mcnides a 2.3-angstrom reso.
lotion on biological specimens. The
microscope can also determine
molecular weight and mass distal:et
non ithin single macromolecules
and complexes Research time on the
machine is allocated in one-week
blocks by 11w STEM &Moo,.
Commuter
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TanOwn VS., de Gruff El Scanning Transmission El
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Accelerator
Department

Since 1947. when we first conceived the Cos-
motron. Brookhaven has been a leader in
advanced accelerator technology. Under the aus-
pices of the Accelerator Department, we have
incorporated that technology into the develop-
ment and operation of high energy facilities, as
well as non-accelerator applications.

At present, our principal facility is the Alter-
nating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). We are also
preparing concepts for future accelerator appli-
cations. Some of our skills are being a?plied to
the national effort behind the proposed Super-
conducting Super Collider. During 1984. we also
submitted two proposals to the U.S. Department
of Energy. one for a booster ring to push AGS
particles to higher energies and one for a Relati-
vistic Heavy Ion Collider.

Probably our best-known spin-off is the Power
Transmission Project. a prototype system for the
inexpensive transmission of electrical power.
The techniques for cooling the superconducting
cables which act as the system's power trans-
mission lines were borrowed from accelerator
technology.
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The Femur Is on Neutrinos

Exploring the particle world requires huge amounts of
experimental planning and support activities. A case In
point is neutrino experimentation. which benefited from
many of our efforts In 1964 at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS). In particular. we developed an experi-
mental area for a new neutrino experiment. 776. and
designed and constructed a particle focusing system to
serve both 776 and existing experiment 734.

hough both expert
ments rely on the
newest In detectors
and accelerator tech
noloaDt, the neutrinos
they focus on have
been around as long

as our universe. having evoked with
the weak interaction. the force assn
etated with fad loactivIty and nuclear
decay

Brookhaven s association with
these elusive panicles is not new
either In 1962 ACS physicists per-
formed the world s first high energy
experiment which resulted in the
discovery of the moon neutrino.
Then in 1974 an unusual neutrino
event occurred when neutrino exper-
imentation at Brookhaven moved to
the 7 foot bubble chamber This later
proved to be the first single charmed
pan tale. a charmed baryon. Today
researchers here took for neutrinos
with huge detectors. The detector for
Exp 734 for example. weighs about
200 tons. and Exp 77' a weighs over
300 tons.

Since 1981. Exp 734 has been
Tr/Suring neutrino-electron elastic
scattering to test the Weinberg-
Salam theory of electroweak interim
tisns Beginning in November 1984.
Exp 776 will search for signs that
neutrinos can change from one type
of neutrino to another loscillatel to
determine whether they have any
mass If the rnass Is small that
change would o.cur at ACS energies.
slowly and over a long distance. so
the detector for Exp 776 is located
almost one kilometer MS miles)
non h of the AGS ring In addition to

oviding a building there we sup
port the experiment with utilities

carpentry cooling and surtrying
Another of our contributions was to
build. test and measure the five
totold magnets used In the detector
system each of which weighs about
385 tons and is 18 feet in diameter
by seven Inches thick.

When the first beam of neutrinos
strikes the torolds In November
1984. panicles will also pass
through two new narrow -band neu
trino horns for the first time Called
neutrino horns. (because each of the
two major components resembles a
long. slim horn) the 33 foot long
focusing system will rarely see a neu
tnno What Will pass through it toll
be the pi mesons per:ducted when
the AGS fast extracted proton beam
strikes a tungsten rhenium target
The horns will focus thew mesons
Into a parallel beam with well-
defined energy. which will travel out
of the horns and down the U line
tunnel toward the experlmen Along
the way. a large fraction of the s
will decay and one product of the
decay will be neutrinos

The new horns represes.t s several
fold Improvement over precious
hams. First. because the location
has been moved to allow a longer
decay space and because the larger
horns can focus more w mesons we
will get more decay products and
thus more neutrinos for an Increase
of about a factor of ten In neutrino
intensity for narrow band running

Much of our elTori went into horn
deuttn Earlier horns placed in
carmen tunne4 to shield against
radioactivity were difficult to repair
or change The components of the
new horns are positioned on flatbeds
for mobility and shielded by movable

1 P 6 6
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concrete slab. 25 feet thick so the
flea horns will be both safer and eas
ler to maintain

Several other AGS arthritics have
also enhanced the IlftlIIMO expen
ments particularly mir continuing
effort to increase AGS Intensity
While Important to all experiments
at the AGS the record Intensity of
1 62 10" protons per pulse that we
achieved In December 1983 Is par
Ocularly helpful to the neutrino
experiments the more protons avail
able the more w mesons will be
created to deco Into neutrinos

Similar our Increased under
standing and refinement of the ACS

radio fregnenry system Is helpful
because It allows us to accelerate
more of the protons Injected into the
AGS And with 10% mom operating
nave In 1984 experiments like 734
and 776 had more time and more
reutnnos, so that researchers were
able to collect more data

ff pt wawa ceed4 ass. Wm anyald he
Wan view we they cater the Ear sea.
[duo Maw at els Ma, no tee Nees Of
W /waged arise are called amnia*
ham beware. Met paring Ora*
thaw the 1111001011 ascay Isla Om rev.
trlaaa thot ors *sepal by Om 110MCWO
of larportmaae 734 sad 776.
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A Quest for Quark Matter

Understanding our universe has been somewhat like peel-
ing the layers of an onion. First. physicists looked into the
atom and found a nucleus surrounded by orbiting elec-
trons. Then they peered into the nucleus and learned it
was composed of particles called neutrons and protons.
known collectively as hadrons. Now they contemplate
those hadrons. which are believed to consist of fundamen-
tal entities called quarks. held together in combinations of
three by other fundamental entities called gluons.

he quark gluon Ann
bloats is -o tight that
free quarks and Or
gluons have nmer
been observed But
theory indicates that
If heavy Montt< nuclei

collide head ern at energies
approaching the speed of light Irma
inssticl sortie nuclei will become
heated to temperatures and *nu
ties so extreme that their constitu
eels will temporanh lose t stir Rim
titles as neutrons and protOns.and
becomc a hot gas of quarks and
gluons That would create a noes
loon of matter a quark gluon
plasma Known to physicists as
quark matter we bileAr Its ptrm
ties would reflect the conditions that
existed at the earliest moments Ps
towing the berth of the unhorse

There is/Brat interest in t reating
quark matter both co, the par I of
nuclear phssicisto who have alauss
studied nucleus nucleus collisions
and high riser* physicists who
hue long used high enedbes to
probe the most basic constituents 0
matter During 1984 Brookhawn
was a center of actisits for both
physics communities in form iLai rig
the proposal for MIK a reLai itutk
Ilea, ion collier designed to
recreate the conditions necrscan to
Muni quark matter

Our ititif pmpenJ shah ass
formalls submitted to the US
Department of Etter. IDOL I at the
end of 1984 calls for construction to
begin in 1987 on a collier to be
°mottled In 1991 Brookhaven is an

ideal Its anon (or a triatisi site heavy
ion collider because must of the

injector system and the consent Iona:
factIttles already erns(

Central to a RIIIC Injector Is the
swing Alternating Gradient lira

chrotran JAGS!. as well as two other
components %Ouch are indepen
dentl important to ties physics
research at the AGS and should be
completed well before HIM construe
non would begin The first compo
nent Ior stitch ground IIMSbrokrn
in the fall of 1984 is a transfer line
that sill send hears tons from
Breokhasen s Tandem Van de Graaf(
accelerator to the AGS A proposal for
the secor d component a booster
ring to push the heavy Ions to higher
energies talon they enter the AGS
was submitted to DOE In mid 1984

The 2 4 mile circular tunnel that
soul house RIIIC already exists on
the ncrth side of the LaboratorS
properly Also there are the tunnels
from the ACS support bulklings
three expert menal areas a central
cor trol budding and a complete
Minim refrigeration system the
world s la rgest Ail were built for the
(ixtiding tram Accelerator tCBAI
pr sect before the project was terms
noted In July1983 Cloy work
also left us with an expenenced
superconducting magnet group one
ten large facilities for constructing
assembling and testing ouPerroll
ducting magnets

The colluder that mould make use
f these anntrtive assets wouki
ccelerate all the Ion species up to
and including uranium %bile the
design Is optimized for beams of
gold Heavy ions would circulate In
two opposing rings Colliding at six
pours with air energy near 100 GeV
per nucleon in eat h beam more
than enough energy It Is predicted
R. form quail( matter This is midw
.Dent to about 250 GeV for protons.
shah inliC could also accelerate

To reat h this energy while holding
cools down s sulk conducting
magnets wouil opera e at the rela
Meer Sow Luitettu field of 35 troll
The bunches of limps tors injected
would fill the Milk rini. to bas car
fashion Om alter the other an
approach that is both simple and
cost effective
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Another consideration In our RHIC
design was the effect of in trabeam
scattering which occurs within a
beam when two particles traveling
together Interact with each other
When observed elsewhere in protons.
this scattering had had little Impact
But our cakulat Ions now show that
intrabeam scattering will cause a
bunch of heavy ions to prow. increas
mg the beam s dimensions and
promoting a loss of beam pantries.
which is indeslrable Larger aper
tures to contain the beam more
quadrupole magnets for stronger
focusing and more powerful radio
frequency apparatus to provide volt
age will help RHIC accommodate this
effect

That has been the crux of our
challenge to take advantage of exist
trig assets while meeting the new
demanis presented by heavy ems.
RHIC m ; be designed to fit into an
existing tunnel but in Its design and
its Implementation It is a new and
truly unique machine which should
allow us to enter a completele
uncharted region to study the fun
damental properties of a new state of
matter quark matter

The RHIC proposal would have
heavy ions traveling through
several of liroolihmen's
den From the source at the
Tandem Van de Graaff accelera-
tor. heavy Iona Inlaid travel
through 2000-Soot transfer
tunnel to the proposed booster
ring. which snold be built
between the Llnac and the AGO.
to be raised to blew energies.
Then they would enter the AGO.
be accelerated to AGO energies.
and exit to the beam injection
tunnel to enter pitit's two rings.
There. traveling at energies of
100 GeV per nucleon. the bury
ions would collide at six points
around the ring for study by
researchers at tom experimental
arcsa
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Physics
Department

.. .

Theory and experimentation go hand in hanyi in
each of the areas of fundamental research
explored by the Physics Department elementary
particle (or high energy) physics, solid state (or
condensed matter) physics. and nuclear physic....
Our solid state research is concerned with the
cohesive forces that bind atoms together to form
the various phases of condensed matter. The
basic nature of the structure of nuclei and
nucleons. as well as their interactions, command
our nuclear physicists' attentions. And in high
energy physics. our elementary particle physi-
cists probe the fundamental properties of the
world of the incredibly small. Now engaging the
interest of a growing number of our nuclear and
particle physicists are the study of very high
density matter and the methods for production
of quark matter with the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider proposed by the Laboratory.

1 n '7o
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Hyperons: The Inside Story

Looking inside an atomic nucleus is as predictable as gaz-
ing at a clear nighttime sky. Just as we expect to see cer-
tain stars and planets in the heavens. we count on "see-
ing" protons and neutrons (nucleons) in the nucleus. Still.
unexpected things like shooting stars and satellites some-
times mingle with the constellations. In the subatomic
world some strange things. like lambda and sigma parti-
cles. can enter a nucleus.

Collectively. these strange particles are called hyperons.
and when they wander into a nucleus. they join with the
nucleons there to form a hypernucleus. Hyperons. like the
nucleons. are composed of three fundamental entities
called quarks. With hyperons. however. one of those
quarks is a strange quark, which accounts for the parti-
cle's "strangeness."

n a continuing pro-
gram at the Altemat-
log Gradient Synchro-
tron IAGS). our
nuclear physicists are
forming hypernucki.
to study their proper-

ties. to learn about hyperons and the
quarks of which they are made and.
In particular to understand the
interactions of the lambda particle.

Until a few years ago. the hypernu-
cl'ar program centered on magnetic
analysis of the processes by which
hypemuciel are formed using
magnetic spectrometers to measure
the energy diffecence between a
normal nuclear state and a hyperni
clear state But the amount of infor-
mation obtained In an experiment is
directly related to the energy resolu-
tion of the technique With magnetic
analysts this was only about two mil-
lion electron volts, so we began look-
ing at gamma ray transitions as
another approach

A gamma ray is a high-energy
photon a massless particle usually
ernitt.d by an ordinary nucleus dur-
ing an electromagnetic transition
between znergv levels But gamma
rays may also be emitted by a hyper
nucleus as it deems from a more
excited state to 3 less excited state
possibly to the hypernuclear ground
state When we detect gamma emis-
sions with sodium iodide (Nall the

1O'73

energy resolution is about 100 thou-
sand electron volts (WV). or about 20
times finer than it Is with magnetic
analysis.

Our Nat detectors revealed some
hypemuckar secrets in 1983 We
learned that the energy levels of a

ticktrek are very close to the levels of the
rot. the baste nucleus without a
lambda particle. This indleates that
the Interaction has a very man spin
dependence (the energy of the Inter
action depends very little on the
direction of spin of the lambda
particle)

Km,wing that the spin dependence
is weak. we Identified these states as
core transitions. where the presence
of the lambda particle perturbs the
nuclear core. causing changes In its
energy levels We also knew that the
spin of the lambda particle Is one-
half. so It is either oriented In the
same direction as the spin of the
core or In the opposite direction.
This meant that the energy levels of
the core have to be split Into dou-
blets where two hypemuclear levels
exist for each core level

Our goal during 1984 was to look
at the transition between these dos
Wet levels, to measure the spin
dependence of the lambda nucleus
interaction directly Because we
needed even finer res-Aution than
Nal could provide we used detectors
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NSF CONTRACT PHY80-22200

ANNUAL REPORT

Floyd R. Newnan

LABORATORY OF NUCLEAR STUDIES

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

November 1, 1983-October 31, 1984

B. D. McDaniel, Director

SUMMARY

During the past year there have been several important accomplish-

ments of the Laboratory. Our serious effort to improve the luminosity by

the use of the 3-bunch "pretzel" mode has yielded nearly a factor of two

increase in average luminosity of CESR with the promise of another

comparable increase when we go to 7-bunch operation. We have made an

extensive and detailed survey of the total e*-e cross section between

10.8 and 11.2 GeV in the successful search for other (upsilon 5S and 6S)

resonances. During the last two months of the period we have joined the

search for the phantom =eta particle which was reported by the Crystal

Ball group working at DESY.

The total luminosity supplied by CESR during the year amounted to 114

inverse picobarns. This was accompli. .d in spite of the commitment of a

very large fraction o time to machine studies to develop the multi-bunch

operating mode and to install a new vacuum chamber and vertex detector in

CLEO. Even with the large time commitment for these purposes, the total

luminosity provided during the year exceeds that of any ea-'ler year.

1075
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The new vertex detector, which was built and installed by the Ohio

State University collaborators. is operating extremely well and will

greatly improve the charged particle tracking in future experiments. At

the same time that these components were being installed, the CLEO group

also installed new electronics for the drift chamber which permit, dE/dx

measurements on all layers, greatly improving the efficiency for identi-

fying and detecting kaona.

Our superconducting rf group made major advances during this period

by improved aateriale treatment. An accelerating field gradient of about

15 MeV per meter at S -Wind was obtained in a 5-cell cavity which was com-

pletely equipped with higher order mode and fundamental couplers for full

operation. We believe this to be a world's record for these conditions.

A teat of this cavity in CESR is scheduled for the end of November.

The computer group continues to provide good service in spit, of

ever-increasing demands. During the past year. six 370/E emulators have

been constructed. Three are currently in use and the remainder will soon

be in service. Planning is proceeding for a major upgrade of the system.

CESR

15811 was the first full year of 3 bunch per beam running for CESR.

During this year performance has almost doubled compared to previous years

of intensive single-bunch running. An rf cavity codified to amid vacuum

leak problems was installed and has operated for more thaw, two-thirds of

the year with no signs of trouble. The micro-beta rare earth-cobalt quad-

rupole properties were studied extensively and af.er extensive discussion

and negotiation with vendors an order for euterial has been placed.
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A breakdown of accelerator time distribution during the year is shown

to Fig. 1. Unscheduled down time was a quite modest fraction of scheduled

operating time; 9% for the accelerator. 2% for experiments. These figures

are particularly Impressive considering multi-bunch operation requires

four electrostatic separators operating stably at all times while beams

are Colliding.

High Energy Physics

The first eight months of the year wore spent scanning the energy

region above the T(4S) resonance (10.8-11.2 Gallic c.m.). 92 p0-1 were

accumulated, and during this period CESR delivered as much &3 1 pb-IiIR in

a single day. Peak luminosity hovered around 2.5 x 1031 cm-2 sec-1 for

much of this period (see Fig. 2) with a maximum of 2.75 x 1031 achieved

(averaged between the two III's). For the last two months of the year 22

1
pb /IR were delivered on the T(1S). While peak luminosity was somewhat

lover due to the lower energy. multi -bunch operation produced the same

factor gain (1.8) over single-bunch running as had been measured at higher

energies. During this later period advances in injection resulted in

repeatable tilling times of 40 minutes with 30 minutes being achieved in

several fills. Figure 3 shows average integrated luminosity/IR in weekly

bins.

Operation with more bunches than are conventionally used to matCh

the number of interaction regions in a storage ring has become routine at

CESR and has been demonstrated to yield significant gains in luminosity.

This is the first time this approach has been successfully used in a

storage ring to increase luminosity. Problems in working with a VACUUM

chamber designed for single-bunch operation and in dealing with non-linear

effects, particularly from sextupoles, have limited the gain to somewhat

1 0 7
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less than ideal (factor of 1.8 for 3 bunches). However, we are confident

that we understand these effects iell enough to pr.dict that performance

with 7 bunches will reflect a factor of 3 to 3.5 gain over single-bunch

operation.

In spite of the increased currents associated with multi-bunch,

injection times have decreased as a result of a greatly improved injector,

eliminating the need for coalescing. Further improvements in current and

efficiency during the filling periods will maintain or improve the overall

duty cycle even with another doubling of current with 7-bunch operation.

Machine Studies

Several machine studies periods during 1984 were devoted to multi-

bunch and micro-beta developments. During December, April, and October,

tests with 7 bunches per beam showed the feasibility of using 7 bunches

for routine running. Luminosity of over 3 x 1031/IR was measured, and

filling times of an hour or less are consistent with performance during

machine studies. Significant tine was used during the year to understand

the limitations resulting from aperture limits and non-linear effects.

A week during January was devoted to studying possible experimental

background problems associated with the micro-beta quadrupoles. Results

were encouraging. At this time we also studied the effects from the pres-

ence of a second RF cavity which will be necessary to shorten the beam

bunch length during micro-beta operation. Results indicated no basic

problems in beam-beam performance existed; however, appearance of a

quadrupole transverse instability suggests the need of a moderately

sophisticated feedback system for multiple-bunch micro-beta operation.

4
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Several topics associated with luminosity improvement were studied

during accelerator development periods. The primary instability encoun-

tered with multi-bunch operation is a transverse coupled-bunch instability

possibly driven by a low frequency impedance in CESR. Theoretical esti-

mates and measurements of likely components in the storage ring do not

explain the observed beam behavior. Several days of machirl study have

been devoted to understanding this instability; however, we do not yet

have a plausible model for this effert. Thus far we have been able to

successfully operate in a 7-bunch mode using straightforward feedback and

high chromaticity to provide head -tall damping.

Through comparison with measurements in CESR we are confident in

using the non-linear tracking program DIHAT (from K. Brown and R.

Servranckx) to model many effects in CESR, potentially saving significant

machine time.

Studies of the effects or the CHESS wiggler on luminosity indicate

that it may be possible to use it to control emittance. Studies of

steering elements in the CHESS source region and better understanding of

position monitors have reduced time and confusion involved in maintaining

stable beam positions for the CHESS users.

We discovered that proper manipulatior of quadrupoles could turn an

annoying problem, residual vertical ripple from the vertical elec.rostatic

separators used for injection, into an aid in multi-bunch injection. This

ripple was phased to provide several millimeters of vertical separation in

addition to the normal horizontal separation at the parasitic bunch cross-

ing points in the arcs. With this new beam optics, 10 to 15 minutes have

been cut rft our injection time.

1 081
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Better understanding of the compensation of the CLEO solenoid, aided

by the MAT program, has resulted In reduced vertical dispersion genera-

tion and better high energy physics performance.

Accelerator Equipment

After several years of recurr.ng problems with vacuum leaks in the

CESR RF cavities, a unit was modified and it has operated since April with

no signs of leaks. A second cavity has been modified and is being baked

to reduce residual outgassing. The third cavity will be rebuilt after the

second i3 shown to be a usable unit. Ne have supported a total circulat-

ing current in excess of 150 mA with one dr cavity, reducing some concerns

about multi-bunch operation. Transmitter control circuits have been

examined and optimized for better phase and amplitude control.

k new transmitter for the synchrotron RF has been commissioned. The

new design permits changing klystrons without removal of the beam trans-

port line between the synchrotron and CESR. Replacement of ph, se shifters

and other low level equipment with state-of-the-art solid-state units is

underway.

Linac reliability has been improved with the installation of solid

state thyratron trigger amplifiers and new klystron monitoring equipment.

New pumpout lines for the Linac vacuum system have reduced the time to

r' cover from vacuum work.

A test beam facility was installed to allow 300 MeV positrons from

the Linac to be used in measurements and calibration of CsI crystals

proposed for CLEO II. This facility has operated simultaneously with

colliding beam operation during periods when the Linac was not being used

to till CESR. Trier! has been no detrimental effect on the high energy

physics program.

11'32
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Micro-Beta

During the first quarter, extensive tests on SmCo5 magnetic material

demonstrated its suitability for use in a storage ring such as CESR.

These tests included: reproducibility of material and quality control

capabilities of two potential manufacturers; stability of the material

under stresses from elevated temperature and externally applied magnetic

fields; and ability to achieve a satisfactory field distribution with our

proposed quadrupole design.

In March the first of several discussions with potential manufac-

turers was initiated in order to produce a realistic specification. This

process extended over several months since material suitable for precision

quadrupoles requires careful control of many parameters during manufacture

which are normally unimportant. An order was released to Vacuumschmelze

in October.

A serious concern with the micro-beta lattice was the possible need

for vertical trim separators since the residual orbit distortion (from the

vertical separators used for injection) would double from the present ±3

mm to ±6 mm. This perturbation results in coupling and reduction of

aperture. Injection improvements, careful placement of components, and

lattice optimization make it likely that this expensive and manpower-

Intenbive job can be avoided.

Since the rare earth-cobalt (REC) quadrupoles extend to within 0.6

meters of the interaction point, well within the experiment drift chamber,

the accelerator physicists are working closely with CLEO physicists to

avoid impossible restrictions for either group. A possible design exists,

but many details remain to to resolved.

1 083
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Estimates of luminosity improvement from micro-beta range from 1.5 to

2.5 times the pre-micro-beta values. The micro-beta, multi-bunch, and

other operational improvements in aggregate are expected to produce lumi-

nosities in excess of 10
32

cm
2
sec

1
and integrated luminosity of 2 to 4

pb
1

per day.

CLEO

Whether viewed in terms of data collection, data analysis, installa-

tion of new equipment, progress on future improvements, or publications,

this has been another very successful year for the CLEO collaboration.

In the period through mid-June the CLEO group concentrated on data

collection in the energy region above the T(4S) in a search for new

hadronic structure, with a total integrated luminosity of 72 pb
1

. The

initial analyses showed two prominent enhancements in the total cross

section and in the decay banching ratio to leptons which may be inter-

preted as new states of heavy constituents denoted T(5S) and T(6S) (see

Fig. 4). Analysis is continuing on other decay channels to learn more

about the nature of these resonances.

June and July were devoted to the installation, debugging, and

understanding of the high-resolution vertex detector, the thin-walled

beryllium beam pipe, and the new drift chamber electronics which simul-

taneously measures pulse height and drift time. We also revamped the

tracking trigger to be tiered (enabling us to make necessary trigger

decisions in CESR 7-bunch running) and to correlate track segments in the

various regions of the drift chamber when forming tracks.

1 084
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We are completing our first data run with these improvements having

collected 15 pb1 at the T energy and now running in the continuum below

the resonance. For this period we installed a lead cylinder between the

vertex chamber and the main drift chamber of thickness 10% of a radiation

length in order to make CLEO a high-resolution photon detector. Among the

goals of this effort are (i) the verification/denial of the zeta observed

at DESY, (ii) a detailed measurement of the branching fractions of T to

Ygg and TT, and (iii) a limit on heavy axion production.

The new elements work very yell indeed:

(a) with the correlated tracking trigger CLEO finally has a high-

efficiency two-track trigger with an acceptable rate.

(b) the vertex detector participates in the trigger and has a

spatial resolution of 90u for Bhabhas and 110u for hadrons. It is very

efficient and provides an excellent veto in our effort to find photons

which convert in the lead.

(c) the new drift chamber electronics has the anticipated dE/dx

resolution (a/E - 87% per layer) and e/0 separation (see Fig. 5); the new

electronics still gives good spatial resolution, namely for 165u hadrons.

progress on the New Drift Chamber

During the past year the endplates for the chamber have been drilled

and delivered to a newly constructed clean rocm. New methods for string-

ing and holding wires have been perfected and the target date for string-

ing completion is June, 1985. Hybrid preamp design has 41so been finished

and prototypes have been ordered for delivery by January, 1985. These and

other electronic components (HV, pulse height, timing, etc.) should be

11)36
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10 100
rketientua (GeV /c)

Fig. 5. Plot of dE/dx of the drift chamber vs. momentum.
The ordinate is the mean of the lowest 50 percent of the

pulse heights in the 17 layers of wires. The separation

of the pi's, K's and P's is clearly shown.
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completed by June, 1985. We have also decided on the scheme of the traf

segment trigger and have started to design it.

We presently plan to install the completed chamber starting September

1985 to coincide with the CESR micro-beta installation. It will take

roughly three months to remove the old chamber and electronics, install

the new chamber and its electronics, and test the system.

CLEO II Progress

The current design of the CLEO II electromagnetic calorimeter calls

for 8000 CsI crystals, each 16 radiation lengths long with a total volume

of eight million cubic centimeters. We have begun acquiring and testing

these crystals. We have used radioactive sources to determine the output

light quality. In tests using the 180 MeV positron beam of the Linac, we

have achieved an rms crystal resolution of 4%. We plan to construct an

end cap calorimeter using 500 such crystals and install it in CLEO at .he

same time as the new drift chamber.

The other aspects of CLEO II are progressing as well. Two companies

have submitted detailed design studies for the new superconducting coil;

investigations are underway to acquire the necessary iron for the flux

return and hadron shield; tests are starting on both the electronics and

the counter designs for the muon and time-of-flight systems.

Conferences with CLEO Speakers

Electroweak Interactions, Moriond, Les Arcs, France
New Particles, Moriond, Les Arcs, France
Flavor Mixing Conference, Erice, Italy
Instrumentations Conference, Novosibirsk, USSR
Vanderbilt Conference, Nashville, TN, USA
American Physical Society meeting, Washington, DC
Weak Interactions Conference, Madison, WI, USA
Multiparticle Dynamics, Lund, Sweden

1 088
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SURA Conference, Virginia, USA
Trieste Conference, Trieste, Italy
International HEP-XXII, Leipzig, GDR
SLAC Summer Institute, Stanford, CA, USA
Collisions Workshop. Hamburg, FDR
DESY Workshop, Hamburg, FDR
IEEE Conference, Orlando, FL, USA
SE American Physical Society meeting, Memphis, TN, USA
Division of Particles and Fields, Santa Fe, NM, USA

Publications this Fiscal Year

Total Cross Section for e e Annihilation into Hadron Final States
in the T Energy Region

(with the CLEO collaboration, R. Giles et al.),
Phys. Rev. D 29, 1285 (1984).

Observation of Radiative Decays of the T(2S)
(with the CLEO collaboration, P. Haas et al.),
Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 799 (1984).

A Search for the 02.2) in the Upsilon Region
(with the CLEO collaboration, S. Behrends et al.),
Physics Letters 137B, 277 (1984).

Limit on the b u Coupling from Semileptonic B Decay
(with the CLEO collaboration, A. Chen et al.),
Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1084 (1984).

Hyperon Production in ee Interactions in the Upsilon Region
(with the CLEO collaboration, M. S. slam et al.),
Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 24 (1984).

Upper Limit on Flavor-Changing Neutral Current Decays of the b
Quark

(with the CLEO collaboration, P. Avery et al.),
Phys. Rev. Lett. 53. 1309 (1984).

High Statistics Study of T(2S) to p+p T(1S)
(with the CLEG collaboration, D. Hessen et al.),
Phys. Rev. D 30, 1433 (1984).

Leptonic Branching Ratio of the T(2S)
(with the CLEO collaboration, P. Haas et al.),
Phys. Rev. D 30, 1996 (1984).
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SUPERCONDUCTING RF PROGRAM

The principal activity of the superconducting rf program has been

development and construction of four five-cell 1500 MHz "elliptical"

accelerating cavities for storage ring service. These cavities are com-

plete with integral waveguides for coupling high power into the cavity and

damping beam-induced higher order modes which would otherwise destroy the

beam. A substantial fraction of the program effort was devoted to deter-

mining the higher order mode damping requirements and developing couplers

which provided this damping without degrading the performance of the cavi-

ties. Three such cavities have been completed and have achieved accel-

erating gradients of 8.9, 8.0, and 15.3 MeV/m at Q's of 7 x 109, 3.5 x

109, and 2 x 109, respectively; these gradients are significantly higher

than those previously achieved in multi -cell storage ring cavities with

all coupling devices in place, at Cornell or elsewhere. Two of these

cavities have been chemically processed, installed in the "horizontal"

cryostat for installation in CESR, and tested without beam using a solid-

state rf amplifier. In the test in the horizontal cryostat, both cavities

exceeded 3 MeV/m (limited by available rf power because of the strong

input coupling), exhibited Q values at this field of 3.1 x 109 and 2.3 x

109, respectively, and could be tuned to the correct frequency using

stepping motors in the liquid helium. The static heat load of the cryo-

stat was measured to be less than 7 watts. This system, in its current

state, will be installed in CESR for a test run within the coming month.

Due to the high fields being reached in these cavities, it has become

impractical to protect personnel from x-rays by wrapping cryostats in
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lead. Two shielded caves, with interlocked monitors, are being con-

structed for future high-field testing. Other facilities improvements

have included a new computer numerically contro.led mill, which is now in

regular use for making precision parts and complex shaf.s, and a clean

enclosure around the electron beam welder, which is expected to prevent

dust being included in welds, a problem in the past, from being a problem

in the future.

Bunched-beam instabilities involving internal distortion of the

bunches due to high -Q resonators have frequently been predicted but have

never been observed in electron storage rings with suitably adjusted

lattice parameters. Particle tracking simulatirns show that the absence

of such instabilities in the case of transverse motion is due to the

curvature of the rf restoring force, and the Landau damping which this

curvature provides. This is a useful result, since feedback can be

applied to rigid bunch motion (for which case the Landau damping does not

apply), but it is difficult to apply feedback to internal bunch motion.

Work to improve the thermal conductivity of niobium (and hence its

stability against quenches inouced by localized hot spots) has continued.

Collaboration with other laboratories and companies has led to the produc-

tion by Ames Laboratory, Fansteel, and Heraeus of high purity niobium with

3 to 5 times the thermal conductivity of
standard reactor grade niobium.

Treatment of standard reactor grade niobium with yttrium has also yielded

thermal conductivities 3 times those of reactor grade niobium. A fourth

5-cell cavity made of the yttrium-treated Heraeus material is under con-

struction (the cavities being used for our beam test in CESR have 3 times

the thermal conductivity of reactor grade niobium).
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Initial studies directed toward further improvement in performance or

supercoLducting cavities and toward their application to colliding linear

accelerators have included evaluation of apparatus available for studying

surface properties of large samples, and calculations of cavity designs

suitable for producing high magnetic and electric fields on demountable

flat plates and for producing high electric fields over large areas.

Thermometry improvements including thermometers with 10 microdegrees

Kelvin sensitivity, vacuum-insulated thermometers for use in superfluid

helium, and sensitive thin-film thermometers using a mixture of aluminum

and silicon monoxide have been made.

Work has continued on studies of benefits obtained by dissolving a

surface oxide of niobium into a previously deoxidized bulk. A factor of

two reduction in rf power dissipation has been demonstrated using this

method.

Work has also continued on calculations of particle trajectories

through groups of successively rotated laser-powered grating accelerators,

and of the eifects of fields induced by the bunch on the dynamics of the

particles in the bunch.

COMPUTER FACILITY

The DECrystem-1099 ("KL") computer continues to be saturated. For

the more stable production analysis code for CLEO we have built 31X 370/E

emulators. Our intent 13 to have five running with the sixth as a spare.

Currently three are working and three are in the final stages of debug-

ging. They are attached via ETHERNET to the VAX/780 which serves as a

host and I/O server for them. Each 370/E has raw compute speed of

approximately two times that or a VAX/780 or two-thirds that of the dual

3



processor KL computer. We expect to have the CLEO "compress" code running

in the emulator!: very soon; this will hopefully relieve some of the

immediate burden on the XL. We are starting to investigate the idea of

"farms" of small but fast micro processors such as the MicroVAX to be used

in the same role as the 370/E's. These would have the advantage of being

much easier to program since the programs would be completely compatible

with our larger VAX systems.

In the previous year we purchased two VAX/750 computers to replace

the IECsytem-1070 ("KI") computer which had been used for CLEO on-line

data analysis and CESR control system. In January the CESR control system

was converted to the VAX (CLEO on-line data analysis had been converted

earlier) and the KI was finally turned off forever, after ten years of

service. Two more VAX/750 computers were purchased during this year,

nominally to replace the CLEO data acquisition POP-11/34 and provide

backup ard development capability for CLEO and CESR. We have not yet

replaced the CLEO PDP-11/34, ard it looks as if improvements to our

software may make it possible to perform the data acquisition directly to

the on-line data analysis VAX/750 and simply eliminate the PDP-11/34.

As CESR luminosity increases, we may need two VAX/750's for on-line

data acquisition, but, until then, the second CESR VAX/750 (and most of

the backup and development VAX/750) will be used for accelerator theory

calculations. Tne VAX/780 which was originally purchased primarily for

accelerator theory will now be used primarily for word processing and CLEO

setware development. This reassignment of VAX functions seems to be

better for everyone and allows us to prepare more effectively for future

computer options.
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None of the VAX/750 computers were purchased with high density 6250

bpi magnetic tape drives since they were not available from DEC at the

time. Because too many tapes are required at lower densities, 6250 bpi is

required for backing up the disks. We have now purchased four CDC

Keystone streaming tape drives with Emulex controllers and expect to have

tnem installed early in the next fiscal year.

We have long recognised the need for substantially pore general

purpose computing capacity than is available with our current configura-

tion. For the last two years we have felt there were two realistic

approaches to solving these needs. One is to assemble a "cluster" of high

speed VAX systems sharing a common file system and the other is to obtain

a single large IBM (or IBM compatible) mainframe computer. The major

advantage of the former approach is compatibility with our current

hardware/software and flexible expandability. The major advantage of the

latter approach is that IBM, and its plug compatible competitors, will

probably always have single cpu's that are more powerful than the cpu's

DEC will supply to run in clusters. This means that the number of cpu's

to meet the total need can De smaller and utilization can b3 more effi-

cient. It remains to be seen which approach is more cost effective.

We have issued a letter of purchase for the recently announced DEC

VAX/8600 system to hold an early delivery slot. In early December we will

be assembltng an advisory panel of external experts to help us decide

between these or perhaps other directions. Pending the report of the

advisory panel we can decide to accept delivery of the VAX/8600 or cancel

with no penalty.
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Ethernet, with DECnet software, provides the network environment for

tasers on our VAX systems. We have implemented an experimental protocol,

called "LAT", which runs on PDP-11/34 computers and we are using this as a

terminal server so that any terminal attached to the LAT box can access

any of the VAXes. An important addition to this was accomplished this

summer when we were able to extend the Ethernet link to Newman Laboratory;

with a LAT box at Newman, terminal users there can easily access any of

the VAXes at Wilson Lab.

After extensive investigation we have purchased the HASS-II software

package for word processing at the Laboratory. This package runs on VAXes

and DEC Rainbow personal computers and provides "what-you-see-is-what-you-

get" editing of documents with equations and Greek letters. It is now

being used extensively for document preparation by physicists and secre-

taries and has been generally successful. To overcome the bottle-neck of

typing the output on relatively slow Diablo 630 ECS daisy wheel printers,

we plan to acquire a laser printer which will also be able to do graphics

output. To provide terminals which are capable of displaying the Greek

letters and mathematical symbols we have started purchasing DEC VT220

terminals which have downline loadable font capability.

The PDP-11/34 computer that was used for CLEO hardware and software

development has been incorporated into the crystal testing facility for

the CLEO II calorimeter. This facility uses the new Linac test beam and

has been successfully used in evaluating the cesium iodide crystals that

have been delivered so far.
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SSC ACTIVITIES

During the past year, several individuals in the Laboratory have been

involved in activities connected with the national Superconducting Super

Collider program. In July, 1983. the High Energy Physics Advisory Paael

of the Department of Energy named as the highest priority of the high

energy physics community research and development leading to the construc-

tion of a proton-proton colliding beam facility at an energy of 10 to 20

TeV per beam.

Prof. Maury Tigner has played a major role in this activity. In the

period from January to May, he led Ln ad hoc Reference Designs Group (150

participants) to develop an improved cost estimate for such a facility.

This was a very successful effort which eventually led the Department of

Energy to commit $20 M of funds for R/D for FY 1985. These funds have

been assigned to the Universities Research Association to act as contrac-

tor. A sub-board called the SSC Board of Overseers has been established

to supervise these activities. Prof. McDaniel has been appointed Chair-

man of this Board. He has been relieved of his teaching obligation to the

Department of Physics to take up this activity. One-quarter of his salary

is now paid by URA. one-quarter by the Department of Physics, and one-half

by the NSF CESR contract.

To carry on the Research and Development activity a Central Design

Group has been established at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory under the

Direction of Prof. Tigner. Prof. Tigner has been granted a three-year

leave of absence from Cornell University in order to assume the direction

of this activity.
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A few other members of the Laboratory have also been involved in

occasional SSC-associated activities. Professors Gilchriese and Hartill

have been involved in early discussions of detector planning while Prof.

Robert Siemann and Dr. Hari Histry have had relatively minor involvement

in serving on SSC committees.
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Financial Statement
(Annual)

The commitments for the period are $11,826,137 bringing the

committed to date to $36,115,418. The free balance is $768,176.



ANNUAL REPORT

NSF PRY 80-22200

Period ending 10/31184 .

1. EQUIPMENT

Budget

Committed
to Date

Committed
this period Free Balance

CESR Operations

Purchased Equipment
Fabricated Equipment

$ 2,794,400

991.000
1,803,400

$ 2,633,798

978,399
1,655,399

5 1,250,710

235.607

1,016,103

.160,602

12,601

248,002

CLEO Equipment
$ 2.536,037 S 2,921,327 $ 2,260,983 5(385,290)

Purchased Equipment
Fabricated Equipment

1,718,824

817,213

1,619,415
2,302,922

1,190,859

1,070,124

99,409

(484,699)

COMPUTER
$ 2,091.500 s 1,329,911 $ 345,585 761,589

Purchased Equipment
Fabricated Equipment

1,769,000
322,500

1,097,012
232,899

263,877
81,708

671,988
89,601

SUPERCONDUCTING RF S 2,533,700 5 2,216,863 S 889,889 316,837

Purchased Equipment
Fabricated Equipment

1,137,000
1,396,700

906,077
1,310,786

269,691

620,198
230,923
85,914

TOTAL EQUIPMENT
$ 9,955,637 5 9,101,899 $ 4,747,167 853,738

Includes salaries with associated
fringes and Supplies and Materials

1. OPERATIONS

Salaries b Fringes - CESR $ 4,593,700 $ 4,600,107 $ 1,179,663 $ (6,407)

Salaries ii Fringes - Admin. $ 973,100 $ 1,017,517 296,807 (44,417)

Materials 6 Supplies $ 1,711,000 1,765,307 s 464,785 $ (54,307)

Electric Power 5 3,573,500 3,500,037 5 827,040 s 73,463

Other Expenses 5 1,886,100 1,830,650 $ 511,707 55,450

Telephone
Freight

07,000

31,100

93,167
35,546

29,067

11,672
(6,167)
(4,446)

Domestic Travel 204,800
224,167 81, 522 (19,367)

Foreign Travel 45,100 26,636 3,807 18,464

Assembly E Storage 62,200 47,775 12,302 14,425

Computer Writ. E Repair 953,500 910,796 228,368 42,704

Consultants 36,000 18,075 2,600 17,925

Publications 10,100 10,374 2,235 (274)

Miscellaneous 456,300 464,224 140,134 (7,814)

Indirect Cost 5 3,016,300 5 3,892,942 s 1,280,111 s (76,642)

vow APrOATIANS tie 551 Inn 5 16,606.560 5 4,560,113 t (52.8601
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RESEARCH

Budget

Committed

to Date

Committed

121smILd Fret. Balance

Salaries i Fringes - CLEO Research $ 1,934,300 $ 1,978,192 $ 526,533 $ (43,892)

Salaries I Fringes - CLEO Support $ 1,505,200 $ 1,473,060 $ 341,755 $ 32,140

Salaries i Fringes - Super RF $ 1,369,900 $ 1,356,114 S 191,509 $ 13,786

Materials i Supplies - CLEO $ 974,000 $ 961,939 $ 245,658 $ 12,061

Materials I Supplies SRF $ 1,082,219 $ 1,045,265 $ 178,591 $ 36,954

Materials i Supplies - Computer S 131,500
$ 163,306 S 54,919 $ (31,806)

Other Expenses S 140,600 $ 174,768 $ 77.079 $ (34,168)

Domestic Travel 92,500 106,906 39,136 (14,406)

Foreign Travel 41,500 61,131 35,287 (19,631)

/ublications 6,600 6,731 2,656 (131)

indirwt Cost $ 3,236,538 $ 3,254,315 $ 902,813 $ (17,777)

Vi
TOTAL RESEARCH $10,374,257 510,406,959 S 2,518,857 $ (32,702)

GRAND TOTAL 536,883,594 536,115,418 11',826,137 S 768,176
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V. SALARY t SALARY RELATED BY POSITION

Ca R 4 T I 021.1

CESR
1AP IT i Arent, r.,C,rit, fiF,,,,, c11g6R, r5M., !If!

SRF
Candi. loll

ACULTY 364.140 229.236 75.164 13.790 . 672,220

A. Rt9. Assoc. 39,947 23.072 7.917 352.179 15.410 82,276 143.602 102.215 766.637

:99. Assoc. 282.291 86.864 2.690 693.253 91 719 137.706 249.832 308,611 1.819.663

1RAD. RI:. Asst. 209,772 - - 400.137 91.329 701.276

E0041CAL 2.159,543 610,458 125.342 1.006.123 246.522 599.032 407,144 8,654,361

IMINISTIATIVE -. -. 802.069 .. 802,0E9

IrrAl SALARY 3,716.203 720.391 802.069 135.9.9 1.674.904 1.111.616 466.504 1,097.285 014.977 10.616.791

TINGE BENEFITS 913.904 201.093 215,448 37.912 303,381 294.444 129.908 259.829 227,560 2.842.116

NDIRECT COSTS 2.49.992 862.161 1,086.163 631,374 767,049 5.796.744

'01AL 7.180,104 921.464 1.579,679 173.861 3.064.358 2.304.434 596.212 2.123.163 1,042.537 16.956.921
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